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IMPLEMENTATION OF PSRO LEGISLATION

WEDNESDAY, MAY 8, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
SuBooxxrrrEE ON HEALTH,
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Va8hington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Herman E. Talmadge,
presiding.

Present: Senators Long (chairman of the full committee), Tal-
madge, Bennett, Curtis, Vansen, Dole.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR TALMADOE

Senator TALMADOE. The committee wil: please come to order.
Today the Subcommittee on Health begins 2 days of hearings to

evaluate the status of implementation of the professional standards
review organization legislation.

The professional standards review organization legislation was de-
signed to afford practicing physicians at local levels an opportunity
on a voluntary and publicly accountable basis to undertake review of
the medical necessity and quality of care provided under the $25
billion medicare and medicaid programs. The intent was to substitute
responsible, comprehensive, and professional review by the com-
munity of physicians in an area for the hit-or-miss review which
had heretofore been provided in a less-than-effective fashion by the
Government and insurance company personnel.
. Effective professional review is vital to the existing medicare and
medicaid programs and will be a key element in any national health
insurance program. As a matter of fact, virtually all of the national
health insurance proposals contain the professional standards review
organization provision. Given the significance of professional stand-
aris review organization, it is important that we move promptly in
implementing the statute so as to establish an effective base for public
accountability which would bring changes which may be necessary
at some times in the professional standards review organization pro-
gram.

We have no time for stalling or dilatory tactics.
As I have said, we must establish a re;,iew of the quality of services

provided under medicare and medicaid.
At the outset I want to point out these hearings are not legislative.

They are oversight hearings.
(1)
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I want to stress that due to the large number of public witnesses, the
10-minute rule on presentation of oral statements by any or all organi-
zations will be strictly applied. Full texts of any witnesses' state-
ments will be included, of course, in the printed transcript.

My distinguished colleague, the Senator from Utah, who is the
ranking minority member of this committee, is here. He is the author
of the professional standards review organization statute, and I yield
to him.

OPENING STATEMENT Or SENATOR BENNiw

Senator BENNmvr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am certainly pleased these hearings on professional standards re-

view organization implementation are being held. They will provide
an excellent opportunity to establish a balanced record of what the
professional standards review organization is and what it is not. They
will provide-an-opportunity to correct the multi plicity of distortions
which often deliberately have been disseminatedby those who often
should and often do know better.

More importantly, this hearing will provide an opportunity to
detail the progress to date by those niany physicians and physician
organizations which have been engaged i an effort to make the profes-
sional standards review organization a reality. This is an opportunity
to hear from those responsible as well as perhaps some irresponsible
elements of American medicine. It is an opportunity to point out that
the professional standards review concept is benefiting from the ac-
tive interest and supportive efforts of many of the medical special
societies as well as the organizations of practitioners in the several
professional standards review organization areas.

We have a long list of witnesses and I will, of course, as the father
of the professional standards review organization statute, have a fair
amount to say during the balance of the hearing.

Before I close, however, I should like to point out that as of the end
of April more than 100 organizations of physicians have applied for
professional standards review organization planning grants. At least
14 medical organizations have applied for conditional professional
standards review organization operating status and an additional 17
requests for proposals to establish statewide professional standards
review organization support centers have been received.

The professional standards review organization concept is rapidly
on its way to becoming a reality in 46 States plus the District of Co-
lumbia and Puerto Rico, from which these applications came. This
means that there are only four States in the Nation that have not been
represented in the applications received to date.

I am particularly pleased that my own State of Utah, which has so
often led the way, has been formally announced as the first profes-
sional standards review organization designate. In anticipation, the
Utah physicians have been operating a professional standards review
organization prototype for more than 1 year, and tomorrow we will
hear from Dr. Allan Nelson, another key leader of Utah's effort who
can share with us the actual experience of actually operating a profes-
sional standards review organization, even though it is not officially
designated.
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I thank you very much for this opportunity Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADGE. The chairman of our full committee is with us

and he has a statement.

OPENINo STATEMENT OF SENATOR LONG

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing the testi-
mony over the next 2 days at these hearings on the implementation of
the professional standards review organization program.

The issue of who will review the medical care provided under the
Federal health programs and how that review will be carried out
is a very important one. This committee, under the leadership of
Senator Bennett, tried to work out a review mechanism which would
assure that physicians, in a properly accountable fashion, would have
the opportunity to perform the review, if they preferred to assume
that responsibility.

We will hear over the next 2 days from a large number of medical
organizations, some of whom I understand support the professional
standards review organization provision and others who object to it.
I would hope that with all of the testimony from these organizations
on the record, all of us, physicians and legislators alike, will be in a
better position to assess the implementation of this program, as well
as the various alternatives.

Thank you very much.
Senator TALxAxDO Thank you.
Senator Ribicoff has a statement and an article he would like to have

appear in the printed record.
[The statement of Senator Ribicoff with an attached article ,

follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RnminOF

In 1972 Congress demonstrated its concern with rising costs of health care
by enacting Professional Standards Review Organizatiton legislation.

The P811 law was designed to afford practicing physicians at local levels an
opportunity, on a voluntary and publicly accountable basis, to undertake review
of the medical necessity and quality of care provided under the $25 billion Medi-
care and Medicaid programs.

It is Intended to substitute responsible, comprehensive professional review by
the community of physicians in an area for the hit-or-miss review which has been
provided in less than effectve fashion by government and the private sector.

The federal government must take effective steps to control rising costs and
utilization. This can be accomplished in a number of ways. Necessary review can
be accomplished through professionalism and local control. Or It can be provided
by bureaucratic fiat, mandate and arbitrariness In determining medical necessity
and quality of care.

I prefer to see the review accomplished not by the bureaucracy in Washington
but through local expertise as the PSRO law envisions.

Many doctors in Connecticut agree. And I am pleased that they are working
to prepare for implementation of PSRO. In both Hartford and Bridgeport and
Eastern Connecticut where PSRO units are being formed, physicians recognize
their responsibility to review utilization and quality of care.

PSRO legislation is not federal control of doctors. Rather it is an opportu-
nity for them to exercise their skills and expertise in making our health care
system function more smoothly.

My distinguished colleague on the Finance Committee, Senator Wallace
Bennett of Utah, who authored the PSRO concept, has worked tirelessly not only
to pass the legislation but to see that It is implemented properly.
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Senator Bennett streses that PSROs are voluntary. Where they choose not
to do so, the community of physicians in an area are not required to undertake
a PSRO operation.

The legislation also provides adequate safeguards to assure that the confiden-
tiality of the doctor-patient relationship is retained.

Today under Medicare and Medicaid norms are set--often haphazardly.
This often results In retroactive denial of payment for claim. In contrast, the
PSRO legislation seeks to assure that the range of norms are developed pro-
fessionally by the working physician in an area. Many doctors differ on the
methods they use in treating a case. PSRO legislation recognizes this and
provides the greatest possible amount of flexibility in medical practice.

In several states PSRO prototypes are in operation and have demonstrated
substantial cost savings.

I hope that as the PSRO legislation is implemented, doctors around the coun-
try will work with PSRNs as many are doing in Connecticut.

Sootiy Wrr.L AccEPT DomiaR Pr= REvIEw

(By Ron Georgeff, Staff Reporter)

The Connecticut State Medical Society has reaffirmed an earlier decision to
comply with the federally mandated Professional Standards Review Organization
(PSRO) law but expressed some reservations about it.

Action by the medical group came Tuesday at the society's annual meeting at
the Hartford Hilton. The delegates tabled a motion to call for repeal of the
PSRO law, implying they would reconsider such a move if the law proved un-
workable.

The PSBO law provides for a physicians' peer review system to monitor the
quality and costs of hospital and nursing-home care for Medicare and Medicaid
patients. The state is divided into four areas that must establish PSROs to
carry out this review.

PSROs must be designated by the federal government by Jan. 1, 1976.
The law has generated considerable opposition among physicians in Connecti-

cut and across the country, who feel It is government intrusion into private medi-
cine. Supporters argue that the law is to make the medical profession publicly
accountable.

The OSMS, last December, voted to lead in the implementation of the law, which
decision it basically confirmed Tuesday.

The physicians, however, noted these reservations:
That the law not result In controls which would adversely affect the quality

of health care and Interfere with the patient-doctor relationship.
That confidentiality of patients' medical records be safeguarded.
That the cost of PSRO administration not exceed the cost of any savings

through implementation.
That the American Medical Association's attempts to get amendments be

supported and, If necessary, work for repeal of the law if its shortcomings are
not corrected.

Dr. Sidney Cramer of Hartford, outgoing president, sounded a cautionary note
in his final remarks.

"I would plead with you once more to consider the merits of moving with
great deliberation. . . toward making any final, irreversible commitment to
implementing PSRO in Connecticut no matter if the law remains unamended and
no matter whether the regulations forthcoming prove to be professionally un-
acceptable."

Dr. Cramer said he supported the majority view but still urged a cautious
approach.

Senator TAixADoz. Senator Dole.

Opwmo STATEmNT or SENATOR DoLz

Senator DOLL Mr. Chairman, the practice of medicine is one of the
most critical elements in determining the quality of life in any country.
Without competent, effective, and accessible medical care to assure
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good health, no people can fully realize their goals for achievement in
the economic, social, and political arenas. No nation, however wealthy
in minerals, agriculture, or other bounty, can hope to become or remain
great without a foundation of basic good health for its citizens.

VARIEtY OF PROGRAMS

With these points in mind, the United States has, for many years,
pursued a wide variety of programs to deal with the need for improv-
ing the health standards of its citizens. And I believe we can take im-
mense pride in the achievements which have raised the standards of
health in America to the level which many take for granted today. In
cooperation and partnership with the medical professions, educational
institutions, industry, and usiness. Government has pllayed a major
role through a wide variety of programs and policies in the health
field.

In the history of these programs, medicare and medicaid probably
stand out as among the most ambitious, expensive, and controversial.
And within these two programs, perhaps no aspect has been of greater
concern to the physicians and surgeons of America than the profes-
sional standards review organizations established by Public Law
92-603.

VOTED AGAINST PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW ORGANIZATION

As one who, in 1970 voted against professional standards review
organizations legislation in the Senate, I particularly welcome these
hearings by the Health Subcommittee, because it is most important
that a l u and detailed understanding of this program's implementa-
tion be available for study and for the information of the general pub-
lic. Those of us who had doubts about the wisdom of placing further
bureaucratic and administrative burdens on the medical profession
have a special interest in having fresh, factual knowledge of the pro-
gram's operation. And those who supported this legislation also have
a responsibility for monitoring their proposal's effect, performance,and development.

CONCERN FOR HEALTH CARE

Regardless of our original positions on the program, however, I
believe each member of the-subcommittee has a sincere and genuine
concern for seeing that the interests of patients, doctors, hospitals, and
taxpayers are well served by this and other Federal health programs.
And, therefore, I am hopeful that these hearings will help explain
some of the questions which have arisen, clarify areas of misunder-
standing and confusion, and provide a sound basis for assessing the
need to enact changes, revisions, or safeguards to the present statute.

VIEWS OF KANSAS DOCTORS

To be quite candid, the PSRO concept is highly unpopular among
the doctors of Kansas. When these hearings were announced, I con-
tacted a large number of practitioners across the State to solicit their
firsthand views on the program. Out of more than 100 busy doctors
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who took the time to respond, only some 5 or 6 could be said to be
favorable, while the remainder expressed varying degrees of doubt,
reservation, and hostility toward the concept.

Perhaps some of this negative reaction can be attributed to faulty
understanding, incorrect information, and perhaps just old-fashioned
resistance to change. But at the same time, I also feel that these doc-
tors' comments reflect a fundamental concern with the welfare of their
patients and the individual doctor's ability to do the best job of serv-
ing the greatest number of people. And this latter point is a major con-
cern in many of our rural counties where one or two doctors serve a
population spread across many hundreds of square miles at a ratio
which seriously threatens the quality of care that can be provided
through their already strained resources of time and energy.

For the subcommittee's benefit, I would request that copies of a num-
ber of these letters be included in our hearing record at the conclusion
of my statement as a general indication of the opinions and concerns
about PSRO held by Kansas physicians in different types of practices
and localities throughout the State.*

I would also note that the House of Delegates of the Kansas Medical
Society yesterday adopted a resolution which generally reflects the
views expressed in the letters I have received. Generally supporting
the American Medical Association's position, the KMS called for con-
structive amendment of the PSRO statute or its repeal. At the same
time, however, the delegates voted unanimously to support the Kansas
Foundation for Medical Care in its efforts to develop the medical com-
munity's own system of review and accountability related to the medi-
cal necessity, quality, and appropriateness of medical services received
by the people of Kansas.

CONCLUSION

So in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would observe that the doctors in
Kansas are very much concerned about quality and economy in their
prict-es and in the health programs of the Government. But they are
also worried that their practices may become so burdened by regula-
tion, redtape, and possibilities for harassment that they will lose much
of their effectiveness as doctors.

It would be my hope and expectation that in the administration and
implementation of PSRO that the Department of Health, Education,
andWelfare will demonstrate a continuing sense of fairness, flexibility,
and reason. And from Secretary Weinberger's testimony yesterday I
believe that spirit presently prevails at the highest levels of his de
partment. But most importantly, I hope that those in charge of any
Federal health program will never lose sight of the fact that the qual-
ity of health care for the American people has to be the underlying
and prime goal of our entire system-including Government per-
sonnel, doctors, nurses, institutional administrators, and Congress.

Senator TAL ADOE. Now, it is a pleasure to hear from the first wit-
ness, the Honorable Caspar W. Weinberger, Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare.

We are honored to have you with us, Mr. Secretary.
I am informed that you must be out by 11:15, and I assure you that

we will try to do so.

*See appendix 0, p. 858.
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STATEMENT OF HON. CASPAR W. WEINBERGER, SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY DR.
HENRY E. SIMMONS, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HEALTH; JAMES B. CARDWELL, COMMISSIONER, SOCIAL SECUR-
ITY ADMINISTRATION; STEPHEN KURZMAN, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION; AND JAMES S. DWIGHT, AD-
MINISTRATOR, SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE

Secretary WEINBERGO R. We are honored to have the opportunity to
appear before you, and we would like to have our statement, which
in the interest of time I will perhaps paraphrase a bit, inserted in your
record.

Senator TALMADOE. The entire statement will appear in the record,
Mr. Secretary.*

Secretary WEINEOE. Mr. Chairman, the task of implementing the
PSRO legislation has been a difficult assignment. The PSRO pro-
visions of Public Law 92-603 are complex and controversial. In the 1/2
years since the enactment of the legislation we have assembled a
ighly capable staff which has been actively engaged in carrying out

these provisions. It is a difficult job, but I am pleased to report that
we're on schedule and intend to continue our implementation of the
statute. And I would like to add that I believe the HEW staff has done
an outstanding job, given the magnitude and complexity of the
administrative assignments. Our desire has been and continues to be
to carry out congressional intent in developing this important
program.

I should note here that the administration believes that the success-
ful implementation of the PSRO legislation should have the highest
priority. As the members of the committee have undoubtedly noted,
we have incorporated PSRO requirements into our proposal for com-
prehensive health insurance. In fact the PSRO function has been
included in many of the national health insurance bills pending before
this committee, including the bill introduced by the chairman of this
committee, S. 2513. The rationale for such requirements is clear: No
national health insurance system can succeed in delivering needed
health care services without built-in mechanisms to assure the effective
and efficient utilization of health care facilities and resources.

And let me add here, Mr. Chairman, that we have not, as some have
suggested, included PSRO requirements in our CHIP proposal simply
as a cost control measure. PSRO is principally a quality assurance pro-
gram. It is in no way contemplated that any PSRO requirement in
existing law or in CHIP would deny needed care or quality care to any
patient. The intent of PSRO, as we see it, is to promote more effective
utilization of health resources. If this intent can be realized, unneces-
sary costs will be avoided and no one will be denied care because of
unnecessary utilization of health resources by those who do not need
,.he care. In short, PSRO is a program which will eliminate waste and
maintain quality-goals which all of us can agree on. I think it is
significant that the Senate committee report on this subject was intro-

$See p. 29.
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duced by calling attention to the cost overruns that were contemplated
in medicare and medicaid in the next few years ahead.

Implementation of the PSRO program began shortly after the pass-
age of the enabling legislation- in October 1972. The first major task
to be accomplished was the designation of PSRO areas. In early 1973
the Department completed the guidelines which were then used in
determining the most appropriate PSRO areas in each State.

To briefly summarize then, these guidelines emphasized that areas
Should not cross State or county lines; that existing review organiza-

tions and planning areas should be considered; that medical service
areas should be taken into account, as well as the need for coordination
with medicare and medicaid fiscal agents; and that physician popula-
tions should generally range between about 300 and 2,500. It should
be emphasized that these were guidelines and not absolute criteria,
and they were aimed at assisting local groups and organizations who
were participating in the area designation process.

These area designation guidelines were then distributed around the
country and used in meetings held by the Department with over 1,000
interested organizations in almost every State. Based upon the discus-
sions at these meetings, the Department issued proposed designation
of 182 PSRO areas on December 20, 1973. We then received over 1,700
comments from a wide variety of interested organizations and indi-
viduals and, based upon these comments, we made several changes. On
March 18, 1974, we then published the final designation of 203 PSRO
areas.

Many medical organizations expressed concern about the proposed
area designations published in December. For example, there were
some organizations in populous States which desired designation as
statewide PSRO's, a designation which often appeared precluded by
the terms of the statute. Wherever we could do so under thb statute
we authorized statewide PSRO's.

But as we had an opportunity to talk to the leaders in many of these
States, it became quite clear that they were not asking to function as
statewide PSRO's. What they seemed to be indicating was that they
wanted the local physicians, the local regions of the States to do the
medical review, to st the medical standards, and to see that the pro-
gram of review worked. They thought it appropriate to establish on
a statewide level some kind o an aid to those groups to help them get
that job done, to give them technical and administrative support, and
to do some things that can be done best from the State level. We had
no difficulty with that concept at all because this is what we had been
planning to do all along.

However, that is not a statewide PSRO. That is, to use the term we
have devised, a statewide PSRO support center. They will be avail-
able to the PSRO's throughout the State to help them get their job
done. We are now offering Federal contract funds to those State or-
ganizations to help bring the PSRO program into fruition in large
States.

The publication of final area designations in March made it possible
to accept applications from organizations wishing to be the PSRO
for a particular area. In our discussions around the country, it became
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apparent that organizations varied considerably in their stage of devel-
opment. Many have been performing pe r review for quite some time
and would be able to qualify for conditional designation as a PSRO.
Others were just getting started and were in need of assistance to help
them develop the necessary PSRO organizational structure and review
plans necessary to qualify for designation as a conditional PSRO.

We, therefore, decided to accept applications for two types of fund-
ing-one from organizations which qualified for conditional designa-
tion and one from organizations for planning purposes to help them
meet the PSRO requirements.

The Department undertook a number of activities to explain to
interested organizations how they should apply for planning, condi-
tional, or support center funding. In mid-March we issued a PSRO
manual which contains explicit instructions on how to apply and the
basic PSRO qualifications and requirements. In early April, at a Wash-
ington, D.C., meeting organized by the American Association of Foun-
dations for Medica -Care the Iepartment discussed with over 400
participants the basic PSRO requirements. We also discussed t-c
manual at open public meetings with our national council and its sub-
committees, as well as with the major national organizations, such as
the American Medical Association, the American Hospital Associa-
tion, and the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.

One word about the manual itself. The manual contains a set of
guidelines. They are not regulations. This was done purposely so that
we can gather comments and modify it based upon actual operating
experience. The medical care review system which is described in the
manual is characterized by flexibility and encourages local decision-
making and local innovation. Local 'PSRO's may of course, recom-
mend alternative review systems based upon their bet judgment and
experience and which are in compliance with the statutory require-
ments. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit
the PSRO manual for the record.

Senator TALMA, OE. Without objection, it will be inserted.'
Secretary WEINBEROF.R. The manual contains only 7 of the expected

17 chapters. The other 10 chapters, which will cover such areas as data
requirements, evaluation, hearings and appeals, and reimbursement,
will be, available soon. However, we wanted to issue those sections
needed to get the program started. In addition, we have traveled ex-
tensively, meeting with almost all interested groups in an effort to help
them develop their PSRO's.

Mr. Chairman, it is these meetings and other conversations we have
had which form the basis for my report to you that the PSRO pro-
gram is moving ahead on schedule as of now.

We have received and are reviewing 131 proposals for planning con-
tracts, for conditional PSRO designation, and for statewide PSRO
support centers. In addition, we have coitracted with the Pennsyl-
vania Foundation for Medical Care to be a support center. And I am
pleased to say that yesterday we published in the Federal Register the
notice to the physicians of Utah our intent to designate conditonally
the Utah PSRO.

1 See appendix D, p. 665.
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Planning contracts for potential PSRO's will be awarded to orga-
nizations to help them meet the requirements for conditional designa-
tion as a PSRO, and will help finance such activities as recruiting of
physician members, designing their review plan and selecting staff.
We are currently reviewing 104 proposals for planning contracts.

Organizations that are ready to conduct PSRO review of medical
care will be awarded funds as conditional PSRO's. We are currently
reviewing 14 proposals for conditional PSRO designation. The orga-

. nizations which will be approved will have met the statutory organiza-
tional requirements such as open and voluntary membership including
a substantial proportion of physicians in the PSRO area-which we
set at about 25 percent. They will have open election of officers and
they will rotate reviewers. As conditional PSRO's, they will have de-
veloped an appropriate review plan approved by the Department.

A third type of activity to be funded are the statewide PSRO sup-
port centers which I have already mentioned briefly. These centers
are designed to capitalize upon the experience and knowledge of State
professional organizations, particularly the State medical societies
and foundations. We are currently reviewing 18 applications for sup-
port center funds. We expect these organizations will stimulate and
support the development and operation of the PSRO program.
They will be of particular help to local PSRO's in activities such as
educating physicians about peer review and assisting groups to
develop these organizational structures and review plans. There is no
doubt that the development of local PSRO's can be significantly
facilitated through the leadership, experience and support of State-
level organizations.

In our implementation efforts, Mr. Chairman, we have been mate-
rially assisted by the National Professional Standards Review Coun-
cil, a body authorized by Public Law 92-608. The Council has provided
us with substantial advice and direction in these early, but most impor-
tant days of PSRO implementation. As the PSRO's become opera-
tional, the role of the Council will expand to include those activities
specified in the law.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for
the record the minutes of the Council meetings.

Senator TALKADO. Without objection, it will be inserted.*
Secretary WEINBEROE.R. Ernest Saward, who is chairman of the

National Professional Standards Review Council, will be testifying
later today about the Council's activities.

-Another important implementation step relates to data gathering.
The minimum data needs of Professional Standards Review Organi-
zations have been defined and a basic data set to serve as the foundation
upon which data collection activities would be based has been devel-
oped in collaboration with the American Association of Health Data
Systems. We do not intend to establish new data systems which would
duplicate existing systems, but rather we will build on existing systems.
We believe that, in the early phases, Professional Standards R1eview
Organizations should not be overburdened with data they are not

'See appendix C, p. 589.
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repared to use and do not yet need; nor should we encourage the
asty development of additional data systems, the need for which

remains to be demonstrated.
Our implementation activities must be carried on with close com-

munication with physicians, other health professionals and consumers.
We are trying to communicate directly with the medical profession
through individual physicians, through their medical associations,
and through speciality societies. With your permission, I would like
at this point to submit for the record copies of informational materials
which we have distributed to the medical profession.

Senator TALMADGE. Without objection, it will be inserted in the
record.*

Secretary WEINBEROER. I would like to note here that the W. R.
Kellogg Foundation has awarded a grant of over $1 million for a
study of six prototype PSRO's. This is a major, private initiative that
will complement our implementation of the PSRO program. This
study will develop and test alternate approaches to incorporating a
greater emphasis on quality assessment and assurance in PSRO. We
are working closely with the American Association of Foundations
for Medica[ Carem, the American College of Physicians, the American
College of Surgeons, and the American Society of Internal Medicine
who are responsible for the conduct of this study.

The current PSRO effort is fortunate to have as a base upon which
to build the long history and experience of peer review activities car-
ried out in hospitals and medical care foundations, and as Senator
Bennett has mentioned that Utah was one of the pioneers in this field
and California was, of course, also.

We are- not, in other words, creating a wholly new peer review
activity. Rather, we will be formalizing, expanding, and in some cases,
improving existing review systems and assuring that physicians par-
ticipate in and control the decisionmaking in medical review.

There are some basic misconceptions concerning the PSRO program
which we have encountered in the course of implementing the law and
I think two or three of these should be mentioned. --

A major concern is that PSRO's will interfere with the physician-
patient relationship and impair confidentiality of patient records.
I cannot stress strongly enough that the Department shares the con-
cern of both patients and physicians about the need for maintaining
the confidential nature of data and information used by PSRO's
We believe that PSRO activities should require no change in the
existing system of physician-patient relationships because local phyqi-
cians, not Federal employees, will be reviewing patient records in.
much the same manner as they are currently doing. There are strong'
penalty provisions in the statute for anyone who would breach that
relationship, and I am personally committed to assuring that PSRO's
will not impinge on confidentiality;

As you know, I am an active member of the President's Domestic
Council Committee on the Right to Privacy. The committee is cur-
rently preparing a report on needed actions to assure confidentiality
in all aspects of our daily lives. The problems of confidentiality of

*See appendix F, p. 885.
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health records in the existing system is one area the committee is
examining. And I should note that confidentiality issues have been
dealt with not only in our present medicaid and medicare programs,
but also in existing private health insurance plans.

With the assistance of experts and affected organizations, the De-
partment currently is developing guidelines and regulations which
will address confidentiality in very specific terms.

These guidelines will be made available to the PSRO's, to data
processors who support PSRO's, and other involved groups. Their

Application will be mandatory for all the PSRO's and all groups which
handle data for any PSRO.

A second concern is that PSRO will lead to "cookbook medicine."
This concern is based on the misconception that the norms, standards,
and criteria of care developed by local physicians will be the absolute
determinants of care, rather than serve as checkpoints which supple-
ment the review process. We expect that the development of criteria
which will be done locally rather than at the Federal level, will take
into account the efforts of the national specialty societies and other
peer review organizations in this area, but the fundamental respon-
sibility for the establishment of norms, criteria, and standards rests
with the local PSRO.

PSRO criteria will be established for classes of patients with a
particular diagnosis or problem. When applied, they will screen out
cases requiring more in-depth review. It is at this point that peer
review really comes into play. All factors related to the particular
case in question must be considered before any decision affecting pay-
ment is made. Mr. Chairman, we believe this is the opposite of "cook-
book medicine."

A third concern is that PSRO represents an encroachment by the
Federal Government in the practice of medicine. I need not remind
the members of this committee that PSRO's will be composed ex-
clusively of local, practicing physicians. Those physicians will form,
administer, and operate the PSRO in their area. They will develop,
select, and modify norms, criteria, and standards to be used in review-
ing care. Only physicians can make final review determinations on
care provided by other physicians. The Federal Government has no
desire or authority to perform review of medical care. We agree with
physicians that local practitioners are those best qualified to review
care provided by their peers.

A fourth concern is that PSRO's will generate large administrative
- costs, wholly unjustified by any benefits. As the committee is well

'- aware, Public Law 92-603 provides that the entire cost of administer-
ing the PSRO program is financed by the Federal Government.

We believe the cost of the program is small in comparison with the
multibillion-dollar budgets of the medicaid, medicare, and maternal
and child health programs which are subject to PSRO review. In addi-
tion, we believe PSRO represents an- excellent example of a good in-
vestment of Federal moneys. When PSRO is fully operational, the
health dollars spent for medicare, medicaid, and maternal and child
health beneficiaries will be spent better and the patients will be receiv-
ing better quality care. In addition, taxpayers' dollars will be spent
more effectively and with less waste of money and other resources.
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A final concern which has been raised is that of the time and paper-
work which will be required of physicians because of PSRO. Mr.
Chairman, as we all know, most physicians already spend time per-
forming peer review and related activities in hospitals. When hospital
review is performed satisfactorily, and meets PSRO objectives, the
PSRO will not duplicate it. Thus, in many cases, PSRO review will
not require additional time and will not adversely affect the amount of
time physicians can spend with their patients.

In addition, the PSRO review system has been designed to minimize
physician paperwork. The physician's time will be concentrated on
matters requiring professional medical judgment. Other staff can be
used to do all the preliminary screening and handle administrative
detail. Paperwork will be kept to a minimum through greater uniform-
ity and standardization in the collection and recording of medical
care data. Moreover, I want to stress that performing review is on a
voluntary basis, as is membership in a PSRO. No physician will be
forced to engage in PSRO review activities.

As you are well aware, PSRO is a very complex and ambitious pro-
gram. We must not move so rapidly that we make unreasonable
demands upon the medical care delivery system or have unrealistic
expectations of what can be done in a short period of time.

Many organizations are now making legislative recommendations
with respect to the PSRO program. We believe this is premature. We
are studying ways in which the program might be improved. It is still
too early in the development of the program to determine exactly what
form those improvements should take-which aspects of the statute
will work and which may require modification. We have extensively
analyzed the law and some of the proposed changes. We have con-
cluded that the law should be implemented as it was enacted, for the
present.

In the coming year we will, in conjunction with our national council,
undertake a major evaluation of the program. We have under con-
sideration a large-scale assessment of the first year of the program's
operating experience-possibly to be carried out by a non-Federal or-
ganization. Such an assessment would provide us with sufficient in-
formation to determine what, if any, changes should be made in either
the statute or in our guidelines and regulations. We will also be spon-
soring a national peer review conference this fall to examine the state
of the art and to share experiences among the various PSRO's and
others working in the field. The results of all of these activities will be
shared with this committee.

Also, during the next year, the Department will continue to move
ahead vigorously with the implementation of the program. We plan
to fund PSRO's in most PSRO areas and will offer extensive technical
assistance to those organizations requiring assistance.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to emphasize two factors
which form much of the foundation for our implementation of the
statute. The first of these is that, as the statute requires, peer review
activities are to be performed by physicians and other medical pro-
fessionals, not by laymen and government employees Second, we
believe that a considerable majority of the medical profession supports
peer review and our implementation activities. In fact, it would have
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been impossible to make the progress that we have made to date in
implementing Public Law 92-60S if we did not enjoy the cooperation
and support of major segments of the medical profession. This is
not to pat the Department on the back. It is to say we have had as
a result of our activity a very substantial amount of cooperation
from the people who will have to carry virtually the full burden of
this program and that is the private physicians of this country.

For example, Dr. Robert Hunter, a member of the board of trustees
- of the American Medical Association, noted in an article in American

Medical News:
The real issue is whether or not our profession and our State and national

organizations are going to allow themselves to be divided, threatened, and per-
haps destroyed by the implementation of a law that-reduced to Its basic ele-
ments--cannot be called undesirable.

The concept of peer review and our implementation of the statute
have brought forth the endorsement and support of many physician
organizations, including: The American College of Physicians, the
American Society of Internal Medicine, the American Academy of
Pediatrics, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
the National Housestaff Physicians Association, and the Student
American Medical Association.

In addition, we are working closely with several medical specialty
groups on PSRO-related activities. For example, we will be funding
an activity by the American College of Radiology to help determine
the efficacy of five of the most common X-ray procdures. We are also
reviewing a proposed contract which would help develop standards
for the appropriate use of antibiotics which involve the American Col-
lege of Physicians, the American College of Surgeons, the American
Academy of Pediatrics, the American Academy of Family Physicians
and the Infectious Disease Society of America. We believe that the
medical profession is actively involved, as it should be, and supports
our efforts to implement the PSRO statute. Consequently, we are some-
what perplexed by criticism of our implementation effort which has
been voiced by certain leaders of organized medicine. We believe that
such criticism reflects neither the widespread professional support for
peer review which we have found nor the real reaction to our imple-
mentation activity by the medical profession.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I should like to stress our commit-
ment to work with the Nation's health professionals in achieving an
effective quality assurance program through PSRO's. I believe we have
done a very creditable job of implementing a complex statute. We
believe that a quality assurance program is necessary, not only because
of the mandate of existing law, but because of the importance of such
a program to any system of comprehensive health insurance.

That completes my formal statement, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
very much the opportunity to give it. I tried to abridge it a bit in the
interest of time, and we will be delighted to answer any questions you
may have.

With me today are James B. Cardwell, Commissioner, Social Se-
curity Administration; Stephen Kurzman, Assistant Secretary for
Legislation; James S. Dwight, Administrator, Social and Rehabilita-
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tion Service; and Dr. Henry E. Simmons, Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Health, who is responsible for this program and who deserves a
great deal of the credit to date.

RESPoNaSmmY FOR OPERATION OF PSRO's

Senator TALMADGE. I would like to clarify the Department's under-
standing of the legislative intent. Who is responsible for the develop-
ment of norms, parameters, and standards of care in a PSRO area?

Secretary WEINBERGER. The local PSRO's.
Senator TALMADGE. Is it a fair statement that what the PSRO statute

does is transfer functions-to local doctors that formerly was delegated
to the Secretary, his clerks, and insurance clerks ?

Secretary WFNBERGER. I think that is a fair statement, yes.

CAPABILITIES OF REGIONAL OFFICE PERSONNEL

Senator TALMADGE. A number of prospective PSRO applicants have
complained of the lack of knowledge and technical capability on the
part of personnel charged with PSRO responsibilities in the regional
offices. What are you doing to assure that regional office personnel are
knowledgeable with respect to PSRO and capable of responding prop-
erly and promptly to legitimate inquiries?

Secretary WEINBEROER Yes, Mr. Chairman, this is a very important
question because we place heavy reliance and are placing increasing
reliance on our regional office to deal directly with members of the
public and State and local governments. This is a departmentwide
effort, and it is consistent with the idea that we should have the Federal
Government present in a much more capable way and visible way, able
to deal with the local people. We have made an effort to.strengthen
regional offices generally. We have allocated 32 positions to the re-
gional structure, and our 1975 budget will include 100 more positions
to allocate to the regional directors to strengthen our capability there.
We have intensive training programs at the regional office level for
their staff, and we are already utilizing the staff that is there.

We certainly recognize that this is an important part of the Depart-
ment's responsibilities and we believe the steps we have taken will
improve the regional oice capability.

I think we have to bear in mind that PSRO is a new program and
that some of the questions that can't be answered regionally can't be an-
swered in Washington at this point, either, because we are in process of
developing guidelines and regulations and the remaining chapters of
our manual, as we described, but we are fully aware of the importance
of a strong regional capability, and with these additional 100 positions
that we are talking about, I believe we will make real progress in
improving the ability of the regional office to be fully responsive.

AD Hoc ADvISoRY GROUP OF PHYSICIANS To AssIST PSRO

Senator TALMADGE. At the conference on H.R. 1, the Department
agreed to appoint an ad hoc advisory group consisting of physicians
experienced in the operation of prototype review organizations, such
as those in New Mexico, Georgia, Colorado, and Sacramento and San
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Joaquin, Calif., to assist in the implementation in the PSRO amend-
ment. In his letter to me of September 13 1973, Secretary Weinberger
said: "It is our intent, however, to take steps to convene such an ad-
visory group within the next several weeks and to utilize their experi-
ence and knowledge in the implementation of the program."

When does the Department plan to carry out this program and honor
its commitment in the conference?

Secretary WEINBEROER. We are honoring it, Mr. Chairman, with the
i intensive consultation we have had with the different groups, many

or all of the ones you have mentioned. We don't have a formalized
advisory committee of that kind. We do have the National Council
which is provided for in the statute, and we have had a number of
extensive discussions and interviews and opportunities for submission
of ideas as well as conferences and meetings with these various groups.

The program, as it becomes operational, will probably have some-
what more formal arrangements that would look like this kind of
group. I have to confess, frankly, that I have a desire to reduce the
number of total advisory committees within the Department, which
when I came exceeded 430, Ibelieve. We are down to 370 now. Wherever
we have the mechanism for proper consultation, we have tried not to
form a specific formal advisory group, but we have the National
Council, which is the overall group from whom you will hear this
morning, and we have the consultation process that is underway and
has been all through this year and last year. But as the program be-
comes operational, we may need to formalize these arrangements; and
if so, we are fully prepared to do that.

Senator TALMADGE. I think that it was intended in the legislation,
Mr. Secretary, that these doctors would be experienced in that pro-
gram and could go in the respective States and tell them what to do
and how to work it.

Secretary WmNmRoE. That is clearly the intent, and we will have
experienced people who will be willing to go into the States and pro-
vide technical assistance and work out of the regional office. That is the
intent of the statute.

Senator TALMADGE. That is what you are doing now?
Secretary WEINBEROGR. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMAWXE. Chairman Long.

ROLE OF Tnl SERETARY OF HEW II PSRO

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for a fine statement, Mr. Secretary.
I believe many people who are very fearful of not only what the

PSRO is, but what they conceive it might lead to, will feel more
assured when they read what you said here. Under this PSRO pro-
posal, the Secretary of HEW has the final say with regard to stand-
ards and procedures; is that correct or not ?

Secretary WEIBERGER. I think ultimately the Secretary, whoever
he is at any given moment, is supposed to develop and is the man re-
sponsible for the final regulations that are proposed and eventually
adopted; yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. At a time when we would like to assure the doctors
that this proposal does not in any way envisage anything other than
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what you have set forth in this statement, I wonder if it might be
desirable for us to simply repeal that provision whereby the Secretary
has the final say and leave your function to be entirely advisory and
consultative, because of the fears that this is the beginning of State
control of medical practice, I would feel a lot more secure if we ran
these PSRO's the way the statute envisages because the alternative is
if the doctors don't run this thing the way we have in mind that surely
the Congress would insist on putting back with the Secretary power
to reverse their judgment and reverse their findings. Basically it seems
we are all agreed on what the purpose should be. What we are con-
cerned about is hobgoblins that some people dream up, and in some
cases something a lot more genuine, the honest fears of doctors and
others that this might 'be the wedge whereby the Government takes
charge of their profession and begins to run it for them.

I just wonder if you might be willing to go, along with some-pro-
posal where, unless and until doctors abuse this approach and fail to
do it the way we had hoped they would, that they would have the final
say rather than you?

Secretary WEINBEROER. Well, Senator, let me comment on that this
morning for just a moment.

I think to a considerable extent it depends on what we are talking
about. Someone, I take it, has to have the final authority to issue
regulations. I don't care much who it is, but it has to be placed some-
where. If you are talking about, however, the setting of standards and
norms and criteria for the medical practice in any given area, the
Secretary doesn't have anything to do with it, and this Secretary
doesn't want anything to do with it.

The CHAIRMAN. Do I understand that you don't have that power
now and are not seeking it and don't want it?

Secretary WEINBEROER. That is right. That is in the local PSRO's.
The power to set the standards and norms and criteria is, and in my
opinion, has to be in the hands of local physicians and that is one of
the reasons for the area designations, because there is a difference in
norms and standards in each part of each State. That is what we tried
to identify and work from in making some of these area designations.
The people in Washington, specifically including the Secretary, and
I should add several others, should have nothing to do with that part
of medical practice, and I don't want it and I don't think any change
in the law is necessary to assure that, but if somebody wants to put a
section in that the Secretary shall have nothing to do with the setting
of standards I would endorse and welcome that. . don't think it is
necessary because I think that is what the law says now.

On the other hand, if we are talking about regulations for the
development of various functions of a statewide support group or regu-
lations that will guide the Federal role that is assigned in the assist-
ance and technical assistance in establishing PSROs, somebody has to
finally promulgate those regulations and that is what I was answering,
based on my understanding of the question, that the responsibility lays
with the Sereta r.. I don't know who else can and should have it. I
an not going to miss anything that is taken away. But somebody has to
be the final person who promulgates the regulations in areas where
there is an appropriate Federal role. There is nothing appropriate
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about a Federal role in determining the standards, criteria and norms
of medical practice or anything of that kind. That is something local
physicians have to do.

ROLE OF THE NATIONAL ADvisoRY COUNCIL

Senator BENNErT. Will the Senator yield to me for a second?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BENN. -r. There must be some kind of a mechanism when it

becomes obvious that this local system is falling down and the overall
evaluation is in the hands of the National Professional Standards
Councils which is made up entirely of physicians. It is assumed that
only in extreme cases would reference be made of unusual local stand-
ards to the National Council, but if review is necessary it is still in the
hands of the medical profession.

The CHATRMAN. I think that is a point that is not understood. I met
with a large number of doctors, in fact the State Medical Society of
my State 2 days ago, and they had been led to believe, and I believe
that they really thought that the Secretary of HEW has the final say
in matters of this sort. If this is the case where it is the accredited medi-
cal authorities, the doctors themselves who have the final say, I for
the life of me don't see how they would feel so fearful of the matter
as they do that if they think that a layman, the Secretary of HEW,
has the final say.

You are telling me no, that authority stays with the doctors. Per.
haps if they have an unusual practice then the National Advisory
Council composed entirely of doctors would be in a position to call
attention to a local practice that the Council thinks is a bad health
procedure, but that it would still be doctors and people who believe in
the private practice of medicine and support that who would make
these decisions; is that correct ?

Secretary WINBEROER. My understanding is as I have given it to
you, Senator, yes. I think the words of the statute, of course, are clear
and the sustantial deviation from any actual norm of care or any-
thing of that kind that a PSRO might adopt is certainly going to be
noticed and discussed by the National Council, which is a group of
nhysicians also, and they are going to undoubtedly make suggestions
if there is something that deviates very substantially from what is
established as some sort of regional norm in any individual situation.
But I don't see any area in wfiich the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, at some time in the future, whether he happens to be a
doctor or not, is going to be able to say that you have to treat this
disease in this way in Ogden, Utah. I wouldn't want that power. If
there is anything in the act that indicates that there is such power
I am not aware of it and I would oppose it.

SUBSTANT)ARD QUALITY HEALTH CARE
The CHAITRAN. Well. I am aware of a situation which occurred

quite a few years ago, where a person who happens tohave passed on
to his maker, a very fine citizen. a former head of the State medical
society, and my family physician, a distant relative--went to the
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hospital, he was ill, they put him in any oxygen tent. He stayed there
for about a week and he finally began to get a little better. People
couldn't understand why he didn't get completely well. No one
thought to turn on the oxygen. He was suffering all the time. After
it was all over with, his wife, having headed the State medicalsociety auxiliary told me we must not say anything about this, we
don't like the public to think that things like this happen in hospitals,
and we ought to keep this kind of thing quiet because it might tend to
undermine public confidence.

So I am sure that anyone to whose attention that practice, or at
least that error was called would undoubtedly adopt a procedure or
could be persuaded to adopt a procedure to see that it didn't happen
again. Persuasion of a board at the national level would probably
appeal to those doctors a lot more than if somebody said here, that is
very bad, you have to change your way of doing business. I think
there is a difference in making someone aware of the fact and then
having them changing it to make sure it doesn't happen again rather
than having even a group of highly qualified peers out of Washington
telling those people you should change your way of doing business.

Secretary WEInBEROER. I could propose a regulation which would
say in all appropriate instances wl'ere oxygen is indicated and there
is an on-off switch the switch should be turned on, but I don't think
it would improve the standard of medical care, because occasionally
right now we have some regulations that aren't carried out, and I
think-let me just in all seriousness, read the section from the manual
that I think is designed to explain what my belief is and what I
believe carries out the statute. This is section 702.2 of the manual.

In each of its review activities the PSRO will use norms, criteria and
standards which are useful in identifying possible Instances of misutilizaton of
health care services or of the delivery of care of substandard quality.

Now, I suppose there are some extreme cases where a local PSRO
might say in the case of appendicitis nobody should be hospitalized.
I would suspect that would be picked up surely by the statewide group
or the National Advisory Council or some doctor who wanted to hoe-
pitalize a patient and might even appeal under the appeal procedures
At some point along the line the procedures which we would estab-
lish by regulations promulgated by the Secretary would be sufficient
so that the aberration that this obviously would be could be caught and
changed. The Secretary would promulgate regulations under this kind
of standard and regulations enabling doctors to correct aberrations,
but that is a very different thing than the Secretary sitting down in

' a Washington saying 5 days' hospitalization and no more for this dis-
ease. It is that'latter decision I wouldn't want to have or any Secre-
tary to have.

Senator TALMADGE. Senator Bennett,

NATIONAL PROFEsSIONAL STANDARDS REvmw CoUwCIL

Senator BENmTr. Mr. Chairman, I have only three questions.
In accordance with section 1163 it was intended that the National

Professional Standards Review Council would undertake arrange-
ments with various specialty organizations for the development on a
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continuing basis for recommended parameters which would then be
distributed to local PSRO's as the basis for their determination of
their own set of parameters. The intent was that the Council would
determine the advisability of such an arrangement and the Depart-
ment would then negotiate the necessary contract with the College
of Surgeons.

Is the Department carrying out the legislative intent?
Secretary WIN-BEROn. Yes, it is my understanding that we are.

This has come up and I would be glad to have Dr. Simmons perhaps
elaborate on this, but I have no information that indicates we are not.
My information indicates we are.

Senator BEN ?Er. Dr. Simmons
Dr. SiMois. We are, Senator.
Senator BENNmT. Do you propose to permit, in acordance with the

-legislative intent, review of out-of-institution care by those condi-
tional PSRO's which have demonstrated their capability?

Secretary W=raorsa. Yes, this is the ambulatory care provision
and we have not required PSRO's to review such services unless they
request this function.

C06T SAVINGS AT THE EXPENSE OF QUALITY

Senator BENN=T'r. This is redundant, but I would like to get it back
in the record again.

Do you know of any way in which your Depaitment has indicated
to perspective PSRO's they should concentrate on cost savings at the
expense of quality?

Secretary WEIERGF R. No, sir.

Moix FiLxmmrry SOUGHT AT HEW

Senator BENN r. Quite a few PSRO's have contacted us concern-
ing the apparent rigidity of the process by HEW. Are you preparing
a more flexible approach ?

Secretary WINBROER. Yes, sir, we are, and the rigidity is not in the
Department of HEW. It is the Federal contract and all the proced-
ures that flow from the activity of awarding a Federal contract. I am
not prepared to say that it shouldn't be reasonably rigid in view of
some of the things we have found. We have an agreement mechanism
we are working on now, and when it is adopted, we will be moving
toward that.

At the moment where we have contracts and activities that come
within the Federal Contract Act we are staying within that and fol-
lowing those procedures, and they are somewhat rigid, but we are
moving to a situation where we can use a more flexible kind of mech-
anism as we get the program operational. We will have the safe-
guards. But we will have some greater flexibility than the contract
procedures under the Federal statute.

Senator BENNTr. Well, you are aware of the problem and you have,
as I understand your answer, adopted a policy to make your system
as flexible as possible.

Secretary WIrr=n]Ou. Yes, I would anticipate we would see a
jR g'd~kree of flexibility with the fiscal year that starts July 1.
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Senator Tu~uoE. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cums. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Is there a time limit I
Senator TALMADOE. Yes. There is 10 minutes, and I also promised

the Secretary I would get him out of here in 20 minutes. I urge the
Senators to be as brief as possible, and if you want to interrogate the
Secretary at further length, we will ask him to come back.

Secretary WNERO Et. Yes, sir.

SuCCEss oF PEm RzvIrw BEi&o P STATUTE

Senator CurTs. I know you are a very busy man.
Mr. Secretary, in what States did peer review exist before the statute

was enacted?
Secretary WEINBEOER. Well, Senator, I can tell you two and there

are probably several others. I know it existed in Utah and California.
I believe it existed in Colorado. Dr. Simmons, who knows much more
about this than I do, can probably add a few more.

Senator BENNmT. New Mexico.
Secretary WEIRGzoER. Yes.
Senator Cunrxs. Did they do a good job I
Secretary WEINBEROF.R. Yes, I hacvye no hesitancy in saying the one

I was familiar with in California did a good job. Perhaps there is un-
even quality in various parts of the country. The ones I am familiar
with did a good job. I think one of the keys is full physican participa.
tion and that was characteristic of the ones that I saw.

Senator Curis. Some of them did a job that might be described as
very good or rather outstanding; isn't that true ?

Secretary WxNBEROmJL I would not hesitate to say yes on that, yes,
sir.

Senator Cusrs. Now, they did it without any Federal statute or
whatever?

Secretary WEINBEROE. That is correct.Senator CuwrTxs Did any of those States ask for a Fedeial statute?

Secretary WEINBOER. I have no knowledge on that, Senator, at all.
I came to this fairly late, and I don't really know whether there was
a demand for it or not.

ULTIMATE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF PSRO?

Senator Cunis. Now, my quarrel with PSRO's enactment has been
.- consistent all the way through. I opposed it the first time it passed

the Senate in 1970-in that the layman in the ultimate analysis does
not provide for a continuation of peer review as had been started in
many States, but rather carried long enough that if, at a later time
those administering it chose to make it so, puts the ultimate control
in the Government.

I was shocked when the language was first-as I recall the history
of this, there was testimony or a statement made to the effect that the
doctors should police their own profession. I agree with that. I think
it can be done without Federal legislation. But the time that recom-
mendation was carried out and put into print I took occasion to mark

33-013 0 - 74 -pt.I - 3
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up a copy of it and see what authority it did delegate. I have before
me this committee print, and I am reading from pag 29, section
1152(a), "The Secretary shall not later than January , 1974, estab-
lish throughout the United States appropriate areas with respect to
which Professional Standards Review Organizations may be desig-
nated"--there is no responsibility directly on the medical profession
to police themselves. "The Secretary shall establish."

Down a few lines later "The Secretary determines that such orga-
nization is capable of fulAlling"--the Secretary determines.

Under that same section, six or seven lines from the bottom, "such
other public, nonprofit private, or other agency or organization, which
the Secretary determines, in accordance with criteria prescribed by
him in regulations,"-

Will the Secretary 10 years from now be writing the regulations?
He will be able to select a PSRO agency. He may select a Ralph
Nader, I don't know.

Under (2) (B) on that same page, "an organization which the Secre-
tary, upon the basis of examination and evaluation finds capable of
performing" -this is not in any sense of the word an authorization
for the doctors to clean up and regulate their own house. This has
all the authority anyone desiring to exercise it, and I am convinced
you are not desiring to exercise it, can control the practice of medicine.

On the next page under 2, "whenever the Secretary shall have
entered into an agreement," and down the page "he shall not renew
such agreements'-I am not trying to pick woras out of context, but
to go over this rapidly to illustrate the number of places where abso-
lute authority is given to the Secretar,, and I am not talking about the
present Secretary. I am talking about the future Secretaries and I am
cognizant about the fact no Secretary can do these things individually.
Among the things he determines, such organization meets the condi-
tions, down near the middle of the page under (d), "Any such agree-
ment under this part with an organization, other than an agreement
established pursuant to section 1154, shall be for a term of 12 months;
except that, prior to the expiration of such term such agreement may
be terminated by the Secretary at such time and upon such notice
as may be prescribed in the regulations as terminated by the Secretary,
that such or nization is not substantially-complying."

Under (e.), "the Secretary is authorized to waive any or all of the
review, certification, or similar activities otherwise required under or
pursuant to any provision of this Act where he finds, on the basis
of substantial evidence of the effective performance of review and
control activities by professional standards review organizations," and
dropping to, "the Secretar7 shall, prior to enterig into any such
agreement with any organization for any area, inform the doctors
of. medicine"-I am not trying to hit them all, but over on the next
page, section 1153, "any review with respect to such services which

as not been designated by the Secretary as the full responsibility
of such organization shall," and section 1154, "the Secretary shall
initially designate an organization as a professional standards review
organization for any area on a conditional basis with a view to deter-
mining the capacity of such organization to perform the duties and
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functions imposed under this part on Professional Standards Review
Organizations."

The Secretary has absolute authority to write regulations, to ap-
point, to be the ultimate arbiter in all these things. Under (b) in
that section, "during any such trial period the Secretary may require
a Professional Standards Review Organization to perform only such
of the duties and functions required under this part"-

Senator BEN Wrr. Will the Senator yield?
You have used your 10 minutes andyou haven't allowed the Secre-

tag to res)nd.
nator TALmaDe. That is correct.

Senator Cumrs. If I may have 10 seconds.
I am not trying to put the Secretary on the spot. I am trying to put

this committee on the spot. We wrote a pattern here that clearly gives
the Government of the United States authority to run the medical
profession of the country.

Senator TALxwoz. Without objection on the part of any member of
the committee, I will ask the Secretary to respond.

Secretary Wziw-nozR. Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittee, these are legitimate worries There is no power that is given
that can't be abused and that is one of the basic things that we all have
to live with and try to avoid. The Chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission and the FTC itself has unbelievable powers if you read
the statutes over American business, staggering powers, and they have
to be exercicsed with very considerable caution, and if they are not,
quite properly they can or should be modified or taken away.

The powers that you are reading, Senator Curtis, are there. They
are powers that have to go to someone. When we are talking about
the allocation of Federal funds and the payment of Federal funds
to groups that are formed under the statute to receive them, the powers
that you have read are powers that are posted in the Secretary for
the purpose of determining whether Federal funds should to par-
ticular organizations that are applying to be PSRO's and whether or
not certain organizations qualify to start receiving federal funds
under- these powers.

The way to avoid this kind of situation, I have to say, is not to
pass a medicare-medicaid statute, because we have passed a medicare-
medicaid statute under which billions of dollars of the taxpayers are
paid out, and this is one of the mechanisms to assure that the quality
of care of the people eligible under those statutes is high and there
is not an unnecessary utilization of the services so as to require a
wasteful payment of the taxpayers' dollars. Once we get into Govern-
ment involvement something of this kind of review procedure is es-
sential.-We have been into this since 1965. It applies only to the pay-
ment of Federal funds for services performed under this act. Someone
has to determine for the Congress, for the people, whether or not an
organization that is established under a statute meets the criteria of the
statute and therefore receives and should continue to receive Federal
funds, and someone should determine whether or not a particular or-
ganization is performing the duties laid on them by the Congress.

It is my intent and I believe it has been my practice to administer
these as carefully as we can with due regard to the intent and for
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the state of the Trearury and for the requirement in the act. That is
obviously what we are contin to do. The presence of those
authorities and powers to my mind simply means the Congress has
embarked upon a course of activity that requires Federal activity, and
when that happens someone has to be given the authority to insure
that the Federal activity is in accordance with the statute and is being
done and in such a way that the funds are being paid out in accord-
ance with the intent of the Congress. That is what I understand to be
the reason for lodging these particular powers in the Secretary to
which you have referred.

Senator TALMADz. Senator Dole.

KANsAs Do=Rns QuzmoN PSRO

Senator Dom. Well, I won't take my 10 minutes. I will be glad to
give Senator Curtis some of that.

I was one of the 18 who unsuccessfully voted with the Senator to
delete this provision.

I made an effort. to determine, Mr. Secretary, and I think the views of
Kansas doctors are probably represented around the country, and I
think there are some very serious concerns and they have all been
raised here this morning. Since I sent a letter to them and had many
replies, there have been new developments in Kansas. Prior to that
time I had four letters for it, and one fellow wrote two of those In
the second one he raised some questions about his first one. But in
any event, and I have a great number who have questions about it,"
all in the areas raised by the chairman and Senator Long, I think
perhaps much is misunderstanding and much may depend on what
happens as far as what information is developed.

CONU'DKTALITY O PEYIOIANPATI=NT RR ATIONsHw

But the Sedgewick County Medical Society is very active, the
largest one in the Kansas, Wichita area. The President is under -the
impression that the information and data collected by PSRO program
as well as those involved in the program may be subpenaed and used in
action in court cases; is that a correct interpretation of the law I

Secretary WEzNBEBmGER. Not to my knowledge. There is nothing in
the statute or in the way it will be administered that requires a change
in the confidentiality of the existing patient-physician relationship or
the record. If there is such an interpretation possible I would favor a
change in the law. There is nothing required m the PSRO effort that
would interfere or should interfere with the confidentiality of the
patient's record and the confidentiality of the patient-physician
relationship..

What we believe we are carrying out is the intent of Congress in
implementing this act

Senator DoLz. I think in reference to that there was another indica-
tion in one letter that we didn't know ihat we were doing in the
Congress, but that is nothing unusual, so I can answer that very

il . ii .
I See appMndix F, pW 835.



But I think just so we emphasize the concern that the Kansas medi-
cal profession has, in almost every letter there is a willingness on the
part of the writer, but they are fearful of interference with their
practice. I think you have made that clear at least three or four times,
that is not the purpose, not the power you want, it is not in the law
now. They are concerned about confidentiality of patients' records.

Secretary WExBERoER. I think they are properly concerned with
these things, Senator. But I believe the concern is not warranted by
the way we are administering it or by the statute. There are clauses
or phrases that give people particular problems. I have no objection
to changing those provisions.

But it is my belief we can and are administering this law so that
it does not require any interference with confidentiality, and it does
not tell anybody in Washington to tell the doctor how to practice
medicine.

Senator DOLE. Are you offering any amendmentsI

No AMENDmENrS SEzN NwSARY
Secretary WiNBRom. No, sir, not at this point. We don' believe

amendments are necessary, and it may be with a complicated subject
of this kind when it is implemented some amendments will appear
necessary. There are penalties against disclosure, as you know. Maybe
they are not severe enough. At this time we don't feel we need amend-
ments, but if somebody does, we would be glad to look at them.

But I have no hesitancy in saying it is the intention of the Depart-
ment to administer this in a way that doesn't have the Department
telling physicians how to practice medicine. This is a much broader
concern and would certainly be emphasized in our implementation
effort&

Senator TALMADOE. Would Senator Dole yield at this point?
Senator DOLE. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADOE. I promised the Secretary, due to another

engagement-
Secretary WEINBEROER. It is a White House engagement. I have to

be down there at 11:30. That is the only kind of an appointment-
Senator TALMADOL I was about to suggest this: Senator Hansen

hasn't had an opportunity to question the Secretary at all. Others
might want to question him at further length. I was about to ask the
Secretary to come back before the committee at his convenience and
ours to respond to the committee.

Secretary WwmNBEaE. Mr. Chairman, I will leave all these gentle-
men hostage here to answer any questions.

Senator TAiwAxw With that understanding, you are excused at
this point.

Do you desire to question his subordinates further ?
Senator DOLL If that is all right with him.
Secretary Ws'm-iomL Yes.
Dr. Simmons is the man directly in charge of the execution of the

program in our Department,
Thank you very much.
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UTnzAIoN RvrIw CoxmMnT-S AND PSRO RLA-TIONsHIP

Senator Doum Is there any conflict between the so-called utilization
review committees that many areas have and the PSRO'sI

Dr. SIMmoNs. No; in fact, that is one of the advantages of PSRO.
It really builds on %nd incorporates that which is working effectively.

No DuPLICATON oF EPFORS Simr

Senator Doum How do you answer the argument of the doctor who
says it duplicates what we are doing in one area of the State or
hospital I5r. Stlos. That is not so.

Senator DoL& It is not soI
Dr. Smz~os. No.
Senator DoLa How would that work under some PSRO plan I
Dr. Suwmows. The PSRO is authorized to utilize the efforts of the

existing system within hospitals that are functioning effectively. The
hospital associations are already working with these to develop mecha-
nisms. Our program melds into those and they are compatible. They
have a system that is about to be created that builds to the maximum
extent it can on what exists.

ESTIMATE COST OF IXMLEME-fATION

Senator Do. What is the estimated cost of the implementation of
the plant I have one letter suggesting that it is about $300,000.

Dr. SmoNs. I can give you the budget figures.
Thirty-seven-million dollars the first year, and we will be going to

$57 million next year, which we- think will be adequate to get the
PSRO effort started throughout the country. There is an estimate,
on the basis of some prototype organizations of about $250,000 to
$300,000 a year. It is hard to be sure, because some of the important
data decisions haven't been made, and in large areas the cost may
be greater, and in small areas less

Senator Dotx Is it hoped it might be a comparable savings because
of the program ? Is that the primary purpose, cost containment where
Federal programs are involved?

Dr. SimmoNs. No; I think we have to be very honest and clear on
that. This program is one where you have instructed or asked the
profession to take on responsibility for assuring quality care. There
will be instances where the profession will find that what is going on
right now is inappropriate or can be done, in effect, with less resource
use. This will result in a savings of money. There will be other instances
where the profession will find that good quality care will result in
greater expense. Where that balance is, is very difficult to predict.
What we do predict is that you can be assured that the funds the public
has spent for medical care will be wisely spent for care of a reasonable
quality rendered in appopriate settings.

Senator TALM AO. Senator Hansen.
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PSRO's AND PIVATz OnIoz PRAoirxc

Senator HANSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
We have solicited suggestions from the Wyoming State Medical

Society, and we have alsobeen in touch with the director of the Wyo-
ming olorado regional medical program, Dr. Nicholas, in order to
be able to make a more objective evaluation of the legislation before
us, and I think it might be helpful to offer, for whatever benefit it
may be, some of their observations.

I get the impression that overall they feel that PSRO's appear to
be workable, but that if this concept were extended into the private
office practice there would be tremendous opposition from it. I think
it is fair to say that as long as review is done within hospitals with
medicare and medicaid patients it will not be so bad, but i and when
a national insurance plan incorporates PSRO and extends it to uni-
versities he sees real problems; that is, the executive director of the
Wyoming society. Dr. Nicholas of the Wyoming regional program
feels that generally the more directly involved physicians have become
with the program, he believes, the -more resentmexit and criticism
there is on the part of the physicians generally.

Here are some of the problems that he sees with PSRO's. Norms
of care could be a problem, but if minimum standards are set this is
largely mitigated by the physicians' peer review mechanism. He does
not feel such standards stifle innovation and experimentation. A hos-
pital PSRO review works well, but an extension of PSRO to office

ractice medical care will cause tremendous resistance by private
octors. PSRO requires a tremendous amount of bothersome paper-

work and consumes about 4 hours a week of a physician's time when
he is serving his rotation, which comes up once every 6 months. This
is half a day a week.

I might add parenthetically, Dr. Simmons, that having served on a
hospital board of trustees for a number of years, that is an extremely
important point. If there is one thing that frustrates and angers a
doctor, is to be saddled legislatively with a responsibility that he
doesn't think really relates too much to the practice of medicine. So,
anything that can be done to minimize the filing of reports and filling
out of forms certainly would be a real plus, in my opinion.

PHYSICIAN ENDOR8EMENT OF PSRO's?

Lastly, the director of the Wyoming-Colorado regional program
observed that nobody wants PSRO's, but they are willing to live with
it in the face of worse alternatives. I think it would be fair to say the
position of the medical profession insofar as I know, and I am able to
discern it in my State of Wyoming, is that having first stayed com-
pletely shy of this legislative area, and learning if they don't have any
input in the legislation, doctors will have laws written for them by
people who really don't know what they are doing. They have since
concluded that the best thing they can do is to try to work with this
legislation.

T think that in general fairly represents what I believe to be the prin-
ciple of doctors with whom I have exchanged ideas. If you would com-
ment on those points-
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Dr. SM os. I would be very glad to.
First of all, Wyomimg is doing a very good job. Your State has

applied to become a PSRO, and that may well be possible.
It isn't true that all of the profession is against PSRO. There are

a number who see the benefit and are taking an active part.
Senator HAz&szz;. If you would yield at that point Doctor, let me

correct the impression that I certainly left with you. I didn't mean to
imply that I was speaking, trying to reflect a national consensus. I will
say insofar as I knew, recalling expressions from doctors I visited
with personally, I don't think there was enthusiasm for PSRO's, but
those with whom I did visit concluded it was far better to get in and
advise and to have some input into legislation in order that it could be
drafted in a manner that would reflect the professional competence
and understanding that only doctors have in this area rather than to
leave it up to Congress. I think doctors as well as others may be well
aware of the propensity in Congress for losing things up.

Dr. SimnoNs. The statement that you made about the resentment
about it, actually I guess our experience in traveling around the coun-try, a iid we have done that extensively in the past 6 months is that if
anything the resentment is getting less as physicians are understanding
what PSRO is. The initial resentment was. a ilnst .a progrm that
never existed and never could exist .under this legislation. There was a

lot of confusion. If I had been as misinformed as others were, I would
have been against it myself. But as you are able to enter into a dialog
and sit down and s y, there is a potential and say, here is how it is
going to operate, and provide our experience, the reaction from physi-
cians has been favorable. That is why Dr. Hunter said in his interview.
it is hard to resent a law that in its basic components cannot be called
undesirable. I think that is what you will see in the months ahead, that
the profession will understand its opportunity.

Your concerns with respect to the office setting, I think, are very
important. The experience of groups of physicians who are already
conducting this in the private sector themselves is that it is desirable.
I think you will find that the physicians will see that in PSRO too.

The program cannot direct them to go in the direction of ambulatory
care. There is an advantage to seeing what is going on in the offices.
But that is a judgment physicians have to make.

As far as stifling innovation, I think this program may be the first
-time, in fact, will be the first time we can see where we are going and

see where there is change. On the paperwork, clearly, we have to cut
that to the maximum extent possible, but one of the things PSRO can
do is identify the kinds of care that take a lot of time that is no longer
appropriate. When we find that out and change it that will free up
physician time and beds.

There are substantial improvements we can make. The PSRO can
make improvements by developing these standards of care to free up
resources that can be used elsewhere.

Senator HANSEN. You may have misunderstood me, Doctor. What I
should have read, in case I did not. was, he does not feel such standards
need stifle innovation and experimentation. If I did not make that
point clear I wish to do it now.

Senator TALMAD(OF Thank you, gentlemen.
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If Senators wish to interrogate you further we will ask you to come
back.

Senator Cums. Mr. Chairman, may I make a request for the recordI
Senator TALMADOE. Certainly.
Senator CUrms. I ask unanimous consent that the law establishing

PSRO be printed in the record and that the printer designate by
using a bolder type, certain sections of it which I have marked, but
that the record will show that this is my presentation and not binding
on the rest of the committee.

Senator TALMADOF. Without objection, that will be done.*
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Weinberger follows:]

STATEMENT OF CASPAR W. WEINBERGER, SECRETARY OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WEFARZ

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to appear before
this Committee to report on the present and planned Implementation of the
Professional Standards Review Organization (PSRO) legislation enacted as a
part of P.L. 92-06 in October 1972.

Mr. Chairman, the task of implementing the PSR0 legislation has been a diffi-
cult assignment. The PSR0 provisions of P.L. 92-008 are complex and controver-
sial. In the one and a half years since the enactment of the legislation we
have assembled a highly capable staff which has been actively engaged in
carrying out these provisions. It is a difficult job, but I am pleased to report
that we're on schedule and intend to continue our implementation of the statute.
And I would like to add that I believe the HEW staff has done an outstanding
Job, given the magnitude and complexity of the administrative assignments.
Our desire has been and continues to be to carry out Congressional Intent
in developing this important program.

I should note here that the Administration believes that the successful Im-
plementation of the PSRO legislation should have the highest priority. As the
Members of the Committee have undoubtedly noted, we have incorporated PSRO
requirements into our proposal for comprehensive health insurance. In fact,
the PSRO function has been Included in many of the national health insurance
bills pending before this Committee, Including the bill introduced by the Chair-
man of this Committee, S. 2518. The rationale for such requirements is clear:
No national health Insurance system can succeed in delivering needed health
care services without built-in mechanisms to assure the effective and efficient
utilization of health care facilities and resources.

And let me add here, Mr. Chairman, that we have not, as some have sug-
gested, included PSRO requirements in our CHIP proposal simply as a cost con-
trol measure. PSR0 is principally a quality assurance program. It is in no way
contemplated that any PSR0 requirement in existing law or in CHIP would
deny needed care or quality care to any patient. The intent of PSRO, as we see
it, Is to promote more effective utilization of health resources. If this intent
can be realized, unnecessary costs will be avoided and no one will be denied
care because of unnecessary utilization of health resources by those who do
not need the care. In short, PSRO is a program which will eliminate waste
and maintain quality--goals which all of us can agree one.

PBO IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVTIES

Mr. Chairman, I would now like to turn to our implementation activities which
have actively involved the physician community of this country.

Implementation of the PRO program began shortly after the passage of
the enabling legislation in October 1972. The first major task to be accomplished
was the designation of PSRO areas. In early 1978, the Department completed
the guidelines which were then used in determining the most appropriate P8RO
areas in each State. To briefly summarize them, these guidelines empha-
sized that areas should not cross State or county lines; that existing review
organizations and planning areas should be considered; that medical service areas
should be taken into account, as well as the need for coordination with Medicare
and Medicaid fiscal agents; and that physician populations should generally

'Se appendix B. page 819.
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range between about 800 and 2500. It should be emphasized that these were
guidelines and not absolute criteria, and they were aimed at assisting local
groups and organizations who were participating in the area designation
process.

These area designation guidelines were then distributed around the country
and used in meetings held by the Department with over one thousand inter-
ested organizations in almost every State. Based upon the discussions at these
meetings, the Department iss-,ed proposed designation of 182 PSRO areas on
December 20, 1978. We then received over seventeen hundred comments from a
wide variety of interested organizations and individuals and, based upon these
comments, we made several changes. On March 18, 1974, we then published the
final designation of 203 PSRO areas.

Many medical organizations expressed concern about the proposed area des-
ignations published in December. For example, there were some organizations in
populous States which desired designation as Statewide PSROs, a designation
which often appeared precluded by the terms of the statute. Wherever we could
do so under the statute we authorized Statewide PSROs.

But as we had an opportunity to talk to the leaders in many of these States,
it became quite clear that they were not asking to function as Statewide PSROs.
What they seemed to be indicating was that they wanted the local physicians,
the local regions of the States to do the medical review, to set the medical
standards, and to see that the program of review worked. They thought It
appropriate to established on a Statewide level some kind of an aid to those
groups to help them get that Job done, to give them technical and administra-
tive support, and to do some things that can be done best from the State level.
We had no difficulty with that concept at all because this is what we had been
planning to do all along.

However, that is not a Statewide PSRO. That is, to use the term we have
devised, a Statewide PSRO Support Center. They will be available to the PSROs
throughout a State to help them get their job done. We are now offering federal
contract funds to those State organizations to help bring the PSRO program
into fruition in large States.

The publication of final area designates in March made It possible to accept
applications from organizations wishing to be the PSRO for a particular area.
In our discussions around the country, It became apparent that organizations
varied considerably in their stage of development. Many have been performing
peer review for quite some time and would be able to qualify for designation
as a conditional PSRO. Others were just getting started and were in need of
assistance to help them develop the necessary PSRO organizational structure
and review plans necessary to qualify for designation as a conditional PSRO.

We, therefore, decided to accept applications for two types of funding--one
from organizations which qualified for conditional designation and one from
organizations for planning purposes to help them meet the PSRO requirements.

The Department undertook a number of activities to explain to interested
organizations how they should apply for planning, conditional or support center
funding. In mid-March we issued the PSRO Manual, which contains explicit
Instructions on how to apply and the basic PSRO qualifications and require-
ments. In early April, at a Washington, D.C., meeting organized by the American
Association of Foundations for Medical Care, the Department discussed with
over 400 participants the basic PSRO requirements. We also discussed the Manual
at open public meetings with our National Council and its subcommittees, as well
as with the major national organizations, such as the American Medical Asso-
ciation, the American Hospital Association, and the Joint Commission on AcZ
creditation of Hospitals.

One word about the Manual Itself. The Manual contains a set of guidelines.
They are not regulations. This was done purposely so that we can gather com-
ments and modify it based upon actual operating experience. The medical care
review system which is described in the Manual is characterized by flexibility
and encourages local decision-making and local innovation. Local PSROs may.
of course, recommend alternative review systems based upon their best ludoment
and experience and which are in comvIiance with the statutory renulrements.
With your permission. Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit the PSRO Manual
for the record. The Manual contains only seven of the expected 17 chapters.
The other 10 chapter. which will cover such areas as data requirements. eval-
uation. hearings and appeals, and reimbursement, will be available soon. How-
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ever, we wanted to issue those sections needed to get the program started. In
addition, we have travelled extensively, meeting with almost all interested groups
in an effort to help them develop their PSROs.

Mr. Chairman, it is these meetings and other conversations we have had which
form the basis for my report to you that the PSRO program is moving ahead
on schedule.

We have received and are reviewing 181 proposals for planning contracts,
for conditional 'PSRO designation, and for Statewide PSRO Support Centers.
In addition, we have contracted with the Pennsylvania Foundation for Medical
Care to be a Support Center. And I am pleased to say that yesterday we published
in the Federal Register the notice to the physicians of Utah our intent to desig-
nate conditionally the Utah PSRO.

Planning contracts for potential PSROs will be awarded to organizations
to help them meet the requirements for conditional designation as a PSRO,
and will help finance such activities as recruiting of physician members, design-
ing their review plan and selecting staff. We are currently reviewing 104 proposals
for planning contracts Organizations that are ready to conduct PSRO review
of medical care will be awarded funds as conditional PSROs. We are currently
reviewing 14 proposals for conditional PSRO designation. The organizations
which will be approved will have met the statutory organizational requirements
such as open and voluntary membership including a substantial proportion of
physicians in the PSRO area-which we set at about 25 percent. They will have
open election of officers and they will rotate reviewers. As conditional PSROs,
they will have developed an appropriate review plan approved by the Depart-
ment.

A third type of activity to be funded are the Statewide PSRO Support Centers
which I have already mentioned briefly. These Centers are designed to capitalize
upon the experience and knowledge of State professional organizations, partic-
ularly the State medical societies and foundations. We are currently reviewing
18 applications for Support Center funds. We expect these organizations will
stimulate and support the development and operation of the PSRO program. They
will be of particular help to local PSROs in activities such as educating physicians
about peer review and assisting groups to develop these organizational structures
and review plans. There is no doubt that the development of local PSROs can
be significantly facilitated through the leadership, experience and support of
State-level organizations.

In olbr implementation efforts, Mr. Chairman, we have been materially assisted
by the National Professional Standards Review Council, a body authorized by
P.L. 92-603. The Council has provided us with substantial advice and direction
in these early, but most important days of PBRO Implementation. As the PSROs
become operational, the role of the Council will expand to Include those activities
specified In the law. The Council represents a vital force in our efforts to assure
the success of the PSRO program. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to submit for the record the minutes of the Council meetings held over the
past year.

Another important implementation step relates to data gathering. The mini-
mum data needs of PSROs have been defined and a basic data set to serve as
the foundation upon which data collection activities would be based has been
developed in collaboration with the American Association of Health Data Systems.
We do not intend to establish new data systems which would duplicate existing
systems, but rather we will build on existing systems. We believe that, in the

~ early phases. PSROe should not be overburdened with data they are not prepared
to use and do not yet need; nor should we encourage the hasty development
of additional data systems, the need for which remains to be demonstrated.

Our implementation activities must be carried on with close communication
with physicians, other heath professionals and consumers. We are trying to
communicate directly with the medical profession through individual physicians,
through their medical associations, and through specialty societies. With your
permission, I would like at this point to submit for the record c,ples of informa-
tional materials which we have distributed to the medical profession.

I would like to note that the W. R. Kellogg Foundation has awarded a grant
of over $1 million for a study of six prototype PSROs. This is a major, private
Initiative that will complement our implementation of the PSRO program. This
study will develop and test alternate approaches to Incorporating a greater
emphasis on quality assessment and assurance in PSRO. We are working closely
with the American Associations of Foundations for Medical Care, the American
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College of Physicians, the American College of Surgeons, and the American So.
ciety of InternM Medicine who are responsible for the conduct of this study.

The current PSRO effort Is fortunate to have as a base upon which to build
the long history and experience of peer review activities carried out In hospitals
and medical care foundations. We are not, in other words, creating a wholly new
peer review activity. Rather, we will be formalizing, expanding, and in some
cases, improving existing review systems and assuring that physicians participate
in and control the decision-making in medical review.

BA Io IsoNC QONO CONCERING P5o

I would now like to discuss certain misconceptions about the PSRO program
which appear to me to be the oaes most commonly held.

A major concern is that PSR0s will interfere with the physician-patient re-
lationship and impair confidentiality of patient records. I cannot stress strongly
enough that the Department shares the concern of both patients and physicians
about the need for maintaining the confidential nature of data and information
used by PSROs. We believe that PBRO activities should require no change in the
existing system of physician-patient relationships because local physicians, not
Federal employees, will be reviewing patient records in much the same manner
as they are currently doing. There are strong penalty provisions In the statute
for anyone who.w'Uld breach that relationship, and I am personally committed
to assuring that PSROs will not Impinge on confidentiality.

As you know, I am an active member of the President's Domestic Council
Committee on the Right to Privacy. The Committee is currently preparing a
report on needed actions to assure confidentiality In all aspects of our daily
lives The problems of confidentiality of health records in the existing system
Is one area the Committee Is examining. And I should note that confidentiality
issues have been dealt with not only In our present Medicaid and Medicare
programs, but also in existing private health insurance plans.

With the assistance of experts and affected organizations, the Department
currently Is developing guidelines and regulations which will address confiden-
tiality in very specific terms. These guidelines will be made available to the
PSROs, to data processors who support PSROs and other Involved groups. Their
application will be mandatory for all the PSBOR and all groups which handle
data for any PSRO.

A second concern Is that PSRO will lead to "cookbook medicine." This concern
is based on the misconception that the norms, standards, and criteria of care
developed by local physicians will be the absolute determinants of care, rather
than serve as checkpoints which supplement the review process. We expect that
the development of criteria which will be done locally rather tifan at the Federal
level, will take into account the efforts of the national specialty societies and
other peer review organizations In this area, but the fundamental responsibility
for the establishment of norms, criteria and standards rests with the local PSRO.

PSRO criteria will be established for classes of patients with a particular
diagnosis or problem. When applied, they will screen out cases requiring more
in-depth review. It is at this point that peer review really comes Into play. All
factors related to the particular case in question must be considered before any
decision affecting payment is made, Mr. Chairman, we believe this to the opposite
of "cookbook medicine."

A third concern Is that PSRO represents an encroachment by the Federal Gov-
ernment in the practice of medicine. I need not remind the Members of this Com-
mitte% that PROe will be composed exclusively of local, practicing physicians.
Those physicians will form, administer and operate the PSRO in their area. They
will develop, select and modify norms, criteria and standards to be used In re-
viewing care. Only physicians can make final review determinations on care
provided by other physicians. The Federal Government has no desire or authority
to perform review of medical care. We agree with physicians that local practi.
tioner are those best qualified to review care provided by their peers.

A fourth concern is that PSROs will generate large adminietraUve costs,
wholly unjustified by any benefits. As the Committee Is well aware, P.L. 92--O0
provides that the entire cost of administering the PSRO program Is financed by
the Federal Government.

We believe the cost of the program Is small In comparison with the multi-
billion dollar budgets of the Medicaid, Medicare and Maternal and Child Health
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programs which are subject to PSRO review. In addition, we believe PSRO
represents an excellent example of a good investment of Wederal moneys. When
PSRO is fully operational, the health dollars spent for Medicare, Medicaid and
Maternal and Child Health beneficiaries will be spent better and the patients
will be recleving better quality care. In addition, taxpayers' dollars will be spent
more effectively and with less waste of money and other resources.

_A final concern which has been raised is that of the time and paperwork which
will be required of physicians because of PSRO. Mr. Chairman, as we all know,
most physicians already spend time performing peer review and related activities
in hospitals. When hospital review is performed satisfactorily, and meets PSRO
objectives, the PSRO will not duplicate It. Thus, in many cases, PSRO review
will not require additional time and will not adversely affect the amount of time
physicians can spend with their patients.

In addition, the PSRO review system has been designed to minimize physician
paperwork. The physician's time will be concentrated on matters requiring
professional medical judgment. Other staff can be used to do the preliminary
screening and handle administrative detail. Paperwork will be kept to a mini-
mum through greater uniformity and standardization in the collection and re-
cording of medical care data. Moreover, I want to stress that performing review
Is on a voluntary basis, as is membership in a PSRO. No physician will be
forced to engage in PSRO review activities.

As you are well aware, PSRO is a very complex and ambitious program. We
must not move so rapidly that we make unreasonable demands upon the medical
care delivery system or have unrealistic expectations of what can be done In a
short period of time.

Many organizations are now making legislative recommendations with respect
to the PSRO program. We believe this is premature. We are studying ways In
which the program might be improved. It is still too early in the development
of the program to determine exactly what form those Improvements should
take-which aspects of the statute will work and which may require modifica.
tion. We have extensively analyzed the law and some of the proposed changes
We have concluded that the law should be Implemeated as it was enacted, for
the present.

In the coming year we will, in conjunction with our National Council, under-
take a major evaluation of the program. We have under consideration a large-
scale assessment of the first year of the program's operating experience--possibly
to be carried out by a non-Federal organization. Such an assessment would
provide us with sufficient information to determine what, if any, changes should
be made in either the statute or in our guidelines and regulations. We will
also be sponsoring a National Peer Review Conference this fall to examine
the state of the art and to share experiences among the various PSROs and
others working In the field. The results of all of these activities will be shared
with this Committee.

Also, during the next year, the Department will continue to move ahead
vigorously with the implementation of the program. We plan to fund PSROs in
most PSRO areas and will offer extensive technical assistance to those organi-
zations requiring assistance.

2HE MIEICAL PROFESSION'S REsPONSS TO Pm NCxzw

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to emphasise two factors which form
much of the foundation for our implementation of the statute. The first of these

" Is that, as the statute requires, peer review activities are to be performed by
physicians and other medical professionals, not by laymen and government
employees. Second, -we believe that a considerable majority of the medical
profession supports peer review and our Implementation activities. In fact, It
would have been Impossible to make the progress that we have made to date
In Implementing P.L 92-0 If we did not enjoy the cooperation and support
of major segments of the medical profession.

For example, Dr. Robert Hunter, a member of the Board of Trustees of the
American Medical Association, noted In an article In American Medico News:

"The real issue Is whether or not our profession and our state and national
organizations are going to allow themselves to be divided, threatened, and
perhaps destroyed by the Implementation of a law that-reduced to Its basic
elements--cannot be called undesirable."
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The concept of peer review and our implementation of the statute have
brought forth the endorsement and support of many physician organizations,
including: The American College of Physicians, the American Society of In-
ternal Medicine, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the National Housestaff Physicians Associa-
tion, and the Student American Medical Association.

In addition, we are working closely with several medical specialty groups on
PSRO-reated activities For example, we -will be funding an activity by the
American College of Radiology to help determine the efficacy of five of the most
common x-ray procedures. We are also reviewing a proposed contract which
would help develop standards for the appropriate use of antibiotics which
involve the American College of Physicians, the American College of Surgeonu,
the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Academy of Family Physi-
cians and the Infectious Disease Society of America. We believe that the
Medical profession is actively involved, as it should be, and supports our
efforts to implement the PSRO statute. Consequently, we are somewhat per-
plexed by criticism of our implementation effort which has been voiced by
certain leaders of organized medicine. We believe tWat such criticism reflects
neither the widespread professional support for peer review which we have
found nor the real reaction to our implementation activity by the medical
profession.

SUMMAIY

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I should like to stress our commitment to work
with the nation's health professionals In achieving an effective quality assur:
ance program through PSRO. I believe that we have done a very creditable
Job of Implementing a complex statute. We believe that a quality assurance
program Is necessary, not only because of the mandate of existing law, but
because of the importance of such a program to any system of comprehensive
health Insurance.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I will be pleased to
answer any questions that you or your colleagues may have.

Suntor TALMAD0E. The next witness is Dr. Ernest Saward, chair-
man, National Professional Standards Review Council, accompanied
by Raymond J. Saloom, D.O., member, National Professional Stand-
ards Review Council.

STA -EnT OF DR. ERNEST W. SAWARD, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW COUNCIL ACCOMPANIED BY
RAYMOND 1. SALOOM, D.O., MEMBER, NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS REVIEW COUNCIL

Dr. SAWARD. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to
appear before you. representing the National Professional Standards
Review Counc'il. The National Council has had an interesting and

-- aetive-4lrst year. When the Council met for the first time last July,
the PSRO program was essentially a hypothesis. Now it is a reality.

< D uring this crucial period, the council has been active not only m
the deliberations and decisions of the program, but also in direct
personal communication with the health professions. Because of this
unique vantage point, we welcome this chance to tell you our assessment
of the PSRO program and to report to you some of our accomplish-
ments and frustrations in this first year.

As you know, the National Professional Standards Review Council
-was established by mandate of the legislation. Its 11 physician mem-
bers were appointed by Secretary Weinberger in June 1978.

The council's primary role is to advise the Secretary in the admin-
istration of the PSRO legislation and report to the Congress. As we
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see it, this carries a twofold responsibility. The first is t oprovide advice
on program implementation within the requirements and intent of
the legislation and possible modifications thereof. The second is to
interpret the needs and desires of both the public and the health pro-
fessions and communicate this to the administration. A corresponing
responsibility, which council members have unhesitatingly assumed
on their own, is the interpretation of the program to interested groups
and persons around the country.

I might say, as you will well imagine, this has taken a good deal
of time.

It would be less than candid to tell you that the council immediately
began to function effectively and productively. This first year has
been one of development for us. When we began last July, the honest
differences that exist in the medical profession about the PSRO
legislation, were naturally and inevitably present in the council. These
differences surfaced, for example, over those early decisions on area
designation policy. The council itself first had to come to grips with its
own opinions and determine ways that it could work effectively as a
unit. Obviously, this took time, but we are past that now. The council
works well together. There is always free exchange of ideas and views
but there is forward movement and decisions are made. A surprising
degree of consensus now exists.

During this early phase of Council existence, three subcommittees
were formed: one on policy development, one on issues related to data
and- norms, and one on evaluation. The consultants were from a wide
range of organizations, as was mentioned earlier in previous testi-
mony.

Through these smaller groups, Council members discussed issues
with the staff and with consultants and then brought back to the full
Council their recommendations. While these subcommittees are not a
permanent part of Council structure and later will probably give way
to ad hoe groups for consideration of timely issues, they have worked
well this first year.

The Council has wrestled with the major PSRO policy issues as
they developed over the course of the year. Considerable progress has
been made; yet it has become clear that the issues involved in this pro-
gram are difficult ones. With some of the requirements of the legisla-
tion, there are no clearly known or available methodologies However,
the Council is optimistic about the development of necessary methodol-
o es and the resolution of significant issues; and clearly, in the course
of this year, the requirements and the issues have come into better
focus.

For a few minutes, I would like to address some of the specific issues
that the Council considered this past year and our recommendations.

One of the earliest concerns of the louncil was the absence of peer
review requirements for federally operated health facilities. Accord-
ingly, the Council recommended extension of peer review to these
institutions.

As I alluded earlier, area designation policy was a significant and
controversial issue for the Council. In a position statement the Council
expressed its-desire for the administration to consider the possibility
of a statewide PSRO. even in States that had greater than 2,500 phy-
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sicians if that option was the choice of the physicians rather than hav.
ing local area organization& While the administration, following this
legislative intent, adopted a policy of local review of care, the combi-
nation of that approach with the proposed development of the state-
wide PSRO support centers has been generally consistent with the
Council's views.

The whole area of PSRO data, of course, is a major consideration.
There are exceedingly difficult issues and the Council has agreed to
adopt t a specify minimal data set (the UHDDS) for use in the
PSRO program. Another early facilitating action took place when
the Counci adopted precise definitions, of the terms "norms," "cri-
teria," "standards," and "screening." Ldter, the Council urged the
Secretary to form a group to study and recommend a uniform coding
system or, failing that a set of compatible systems for recording ang
retrieving health care data.

A continuing concern of the Council has been preadmission cer-
tification or reauthorization of hospital admissions. The Council, on
several occamons, has gone on record opposing such methods as costly,ineffective, and potentially discriminatory. We have recommended in-
stead that the PSRO's be informed of effective and more acceptable
concurrent review mechanisms.

The Council has spent considerable time with the subject of state.
wide PSRO Councils-their role, their membership and their organiza-
tion. Recommendations have been made on many of these issues.

The Council has been sensitive to the concern that national norms,
criteria, and standards might be imposed on PSRO's from above. Rec-
ognizing, on one hand, the valuable work being done by various orga-
nizations in the development of model criteria sets and on the other
hand, the importance of local criteria development which has a better
chance of being internalized by those involved-the Council has urged
that all necessary assistance be given to PSRO's so that they are able
to come up with criteria that are both locally acceptable and evalua.
tively compatible.

Evaluation of PSRO's and the program itself are of major concern
to the Council. As a first step, the Council adopted a statement of goals
for the National PSRO program. Work continues with the staff in de-
veloping an evaluative strategy. Development of the PSRO manual
was a major activity this year for in it is contained guidelines for
PSRO development and operation. The Council reviewed each of the
chapters of the-manual as they developed, discussed them with the
staff -nd recommended changes both in language and in policy.

~ZZWithin a short time now, several conditional PSRO's will begin op-
eration and many other potential PSRO's will work in a planning
phase toward developing themselves into effective peer review orga-
nizations. To get to this point, many of the tough policy issues have
been resolved; yet many more remain.

The Council intends to have a role in the rsolution of these issues
and others--as it advises the Department and Congress and interprets
and conveys to it the needs of the public and the health professions.

Appropriate level of care placement of the patient and appropriate
length of stay review are relatively well understood and hold large
gains to be realized. The major focus of attention, however, has been
the more difficult and less certain area of technical process review as
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the definition of quality. Here lies the greatest professional interest
and the less known methodology and consequence.

Now as the program becomes operational, the Council can begin to
take on these additional responsibilities that are mandated by the leg-
islation. Among these are assuring that PSRO's have the necessary re-
sources to perform effectively and-that they have accef to information
and data that can be helpful and useful to them. And as PSRO's really
begin to function, one of the Council's most important functions will
be to keep in touch with their successes and their problems-to evaluate
their performance-and to compare their performance with each other
During this next year, we will be working on the methodologies to ac-
complish this. The Council will have recourse to various consultants
on the special issues involved.

Eventually, the Council may want to suggest some modifications in
the legislation..At this point, however1 we want to see the program i
operation--to give it a chance to function under present requirements.

It is clear that different health enactments of Congress apply dif-
ferent quality assurance mechanisms. For example, end stage renal

disease is given a special mechanism, and so are HMO's. It would be
well for all to keep in mind that it is best to have only one currency in
use at a time and surely professional standard review methods should
be uniformly aplicable to all programs in the 208 designated areas
of our country. Special consultants can be used to qualify programs un-
der the uniform standards.

In summary, we believe that the PSRO program is off to a good
start. The program-and the council-have macde considerable prog-
ress this year.We recognize the difficulties ahead, for this is a tremen-
dously complex venture and the nature of the program inevitably in-
vites divided opinions. We are, nevertheless, firmly committed to its
goals and we feel optimisic about its success.

Dr. Raymond Saloom, a member of the council and chairman of
the council's policy development subcommittee, is with me, and we
will be happy to answer your questions.

MEmBmstmP oF TE NPSRC

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Doctor, for your statement.
Section 1168, paragraph B, creating a National Professional Stand-

ards Review Council, reads as follows:
Members of the Council shall consist of physicians of recognized standing and

distinction in the appraisal of medical practice. A majority of such members shall
be physicians who have been recommended by the Secretary to serve on the
Council by national organizations recognized by the Secretary as representing
practicing physicians. The membership of the Council shall include physicians
who have been recommended for membership on the Council by consumer groups
and other health care entitles.

Do all the members of your council fit that category I
Dr. SAWARD. Yes, sir.

NPSRC VwmNo THz STATES

Senator TALMADGE. Have any of your members or you been in the
respective States to work with physicians in ironing out the problems
of PSRO's I

31-013 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 4
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Dr. SAWARD. I personally have. Dr. Saloom is the leader of activities
in Pennsylvania. My impression is most of the members of the council
have been quite active with local groups and in working with this kind
of program, speaking at any kinds of medical meetings around the
country.

Senator TALMADoe. Thank you, Doctor.
Senator Bennett.

NPSRC AND DEVELOP MNT O NoRMs AND PARAMEER

Senator BPNiTr. Dr. Saward, precisely what is the national coun-
cil preparing to do in accordance with its authority under the section
the chairman referred to, to provide for development of suggested
norms and parameters which local PSRO might choose to utilize or
adopt?

Dr. SAwARD. We have a subcommittee on this topic and we are look-
ing at the methodologies that are involved in trying to develop, as I
said in my prepared text, first of all, a set of definitions that can be
uniformly applied, and what we would like to see is that the defini-
tions and the methodologies that. come into being are uniform enough
so that they can be evaluated in some way, but we are not developing
the criteria for the total organizations.

I think there has already been considerable discussion of that point
this morning, that those are locally derived and the opinion has been
strongly represented on the council that to be effective they must be
locally derived.

AvAABmrrTy or NPSRC To Tr STATm

Senator BzNNirr. Are you available for consultation at the request
of a local group n

Have you had any such consultations ? Have any consultations with
the various medical specialty societies taken place?

Dr. SAWARD. I would think again almost without exception every
one of us on the National Council has made himself available for
consultation. I have not taken an inventory of this but I can certainly
speak for myself and some of the others. We have very definitely been
involved with our local organizations and the State organizations
and interacting.

Senator Bwwm. You mean as individual physicians, members of
the council?

Dr. SAWARD. Generally they have requested collaboration as a mem-
ber of the council.

Senator BNNmvr. Do you have any comments, Dr. Saloom?
Dr. SALoOM. No, basically some member of our council has been in

almost every State of the Union, at least the 208 areas. I know I have
been involved in at least 10 to 15 States personally. All of our physi-
cians on the council have been in various States.

Senator BENNErr. No further questions.
Senator TALMADGL Senator Curtis.
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SzuWnoN'br NPSRC Mzmmus
Senator C ms. Dr. Saward, you are the Chairman of the National

Professional Standards Review Council ?
Dr. SAwmAw. Yes, sir.
Senator Cums. How many members are on that council?

-Dr. SAwmAw. Eleven. At the moment there are 10 because one is
deceased.

Senator Curris. Who seleed them?
Dr. SAwAmw. My understanding is that the Secretary selected them

through nominations Submitted..
Senator CuiRrs. Who named the chairman?
Dr. SAWARD. The Secretary.
Senator Curns. What is your authority ?
Dr. SAwARD. As chairman ?
Senator CuiR. No, on the council.
Dr. SAWARD. I believe the authority is set forth in the statute.
I don't have a copy to read back to you, but generally it is to per-

form the functions of advising the Secretary, the Congress, and to
conduct the evaluation of the program, to make recommendations for
changes in it, and to provide the development of the standards and
criteria that are essential to have some ufiiform data and evaluative
function.

COMPENSATION OF NPSRC MEmBERS

Senator CurrIs. Who fixes the compensation of the members of the
council?

Dr. SAWARD. I really don't know specifically, but I believe the
statute handles that problem.

Senator CuRns. Fixed by the Secretary; is it not?
Dr. SAwARD. Yes.
Yes, it is in the statute also.
Senator Cumrs. Yes.

UsE oF OPSR STAFF By THE NPSRC

How many full-time employees does the council have?
Dr. SAWARD. The council has no full-time employees per se.
The staff of the Office of Professional Standards Review serves as

the staff of the council. There is a good working relationship between
the two.

Senator Cu s. How much time do you anticipate the members of
the council will find it necessary to give?

Dr. SAwAPw. The council meets usually for a day and a half, ap-
proximately every 5 or 6 weeks, but as I told you, as the amount
of time council members spent, that would be a very gross estimate.

We have volumes of materials to read, documents to go over, sug-
gestions to make, other kinds of subcommittee activities to conduct,
and the meeting, as I said in the statement, consumes a very great deal
of time in answering questions about the nature of this act to other
physicians and to the communities.

Senator Cuns. Now, what staff is it that is available to carry on
your work
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Dr. SAwamR. The Office of Professional Standards Review has a
staff, and the staff is available and used by the members of the council.

Senator Cunr. Now, that is the staff at HEWI
Dr. SAwam. The staff headed by Dr. Simmons, who spoke to you

before.
Senator CuRs. It is an HEW staff I
Dr. SAwAmD. Yes.
Senator Cmms. You have no independent staff of your own?
Dr. SAwamD. No.
Senator Cuams. Who makes up your agenda for your meeting
Dr. SAwAR. They are made up by consultation between the Di-

rector of the Office of Professional Standards Review and myself and
whatever suggestions others who may have suggestions.

Senator Gu=7s But you are without any supporting staff other
than that which you get from the Department?

Dr. SAwAmu. That is right.
Senator CUms. Has the Secretary or the Department promulgated

any regulations or instructions to you people in writing?
Dr. SAwAmw. I don't recall. The Secretary spoke to the first meeting

of the council and gave his views of it, but there have been no specific
instructions.

Senator Cums. By the Secretary, I mean, the Secretary or his dele-
gate. Have there been any instructions or regulations issued to the
council ?

Dr. SAwmAw. No; I don't recall specific instructions to the council.
Senator Cums. I mean in writing?
Dr. SAWApD. No. There is a good teamwork function between the

Office of Professional Standards Review and the council. This was
rather slow to organize. If you would have asked me this last sum-
mer I wouldn't have been nearly so sure in my answer. But the way
it has developed in the course of the year, we find teamwork has devel-
oped in the staff of the PSRO.

Senator Cunrs. You do not find yourself in disagreement with
officials and employees of HEW that are asmgned to help you ?

Dr. SAwAR. We do air our views, and they have been aired many
times, and vigorously, at the council meetings.

Senator Cs. Can you give an illustration of that ?
Dr. SAWARD. Well, probably the subject of greatest difference of

opinion that occurred between-not necessarily the council as a whole,
but in some degree the council as a whole, but individuals on the
council, was the subject of area designations. There was very distinct
input of feeling and viewpoint on particular areas and the policy of
area designation.

Senator Cuwms. Which side prevailed in that controversy?
Dr. SAWAMD. I think in fact the intent of the law prevailed.
Senator Cum . Yes, but-that is a gratifying thing to know. I am

sorry it isn't a better law.
You said there was a different point of view. I assume that was on

the interpretation of the law. Whose point of view prevailed ?
Dr. SAWAM. Well, actually the area designations, the specific' point

of view, I would say, of many on the council was there. There was by
no means a single opinion of the council, that the way area designa-
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tion was made, the Office of Professional Standards Review made the
ultimate decision.

Senator Cure. The Government made it?
Dr. SAWARD. Yes, sir.
Senator CUs. That is all.
Senator TAumAD. Senator Hansen.

EDUoATINo PHYsiCANs To PSRO

Senator HANSzN. Dr. Saward, in discussing the PSRO program you
said that many tough policy issues have been resolved and yet many
more remain. Do you envision there will be problems with physicians
who do not know what the norms or standards are, and who will not
know how to comply with them I

Dr. SAwAmD. Senator Hansen, the greatest problem with this law and
its implementation has been that the overwhelming majority of phy-
sicians either are unfamiliar with it or don' understan d a this is
going to be a continuing problem. It is a complex law. There is no
way of saying to anybody it is a simple law.

The goals to be achiev-eA by it are also complex, but very worthwhile.
The communication and understanding of how this is going to func-
tion, and again I would like to stress the undersanding at the local
level, how it is going to function and how the physicians are going to
have it function at local level is key to the whole intent.

We have made tremendous gains in that area already, but they are
by no means enough. They have just begun, really, to get understand-
ing. But wherever the effort has been made one wins friends to the
intent of this kind of law.

Senator HANSzN. Well, drawing upon the observations you have
just made, doctor, would it be advisable to appropriate a sum of
money for an educational component of the PSRO legislation that
woula educate physicians as to what the guidelines and standards are
and how they can comply with them, in your judgment?

Dr. SAWARD. I am not the person to respond on the needs of money
one way or another.

Senator HANSEN. Would it be advisable in order to achieve the ob-
jective you have just mentioned?

Dr. SAWARD. The functions must go on, yes.

TAR -rS FOR MoDncATIoNs IN PSRO

Senator HANSEN. You have said that you may envision modifica-
tions in the law but that you feel it best to wait until the program is
in operation. At what point, based upon your present experence,
would you recommend amendments to the law I Do you have in mindthis year, possibly 1978, 1977, what time frame are you talking about?

Dr. SAWA . I will say it is not beyond reason that a year from now
we may see things that we don', visualize now and that we might have
recommendations at that time.

Senator HAnSzN. What areas so far do you feel might be considered
targets for change?
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Do you have any feel yet as to the particularly troublesome areas
that you think might suggest where changes in the law ought to be
made?

Dr. SAWAR. No, I have no concrete suggestions, but the whole
subject of technical process review to attain quality is a very complex
issue, quite in a theoretical sense as well as in a practical sense. There
are very many other parameters of quality, outcome, consumer satis-
faction and so forth and so on. These areas are not spoken to in the
law. I think it is probably wise they aren't to begin with, but I think as
the technology of quality assesment develops further there may be
recommendations as to how more feasibly and how more effectively to
come to some of these goals. There is no question we desire the goals.

Senator HANszN. H ave-you had correspondence from physicians
about the country and from hospitals aS well which mi ht be hel ful
in assessing some areas of concern that you think woul-be candi ates
for-

Dr. SAwARD. I don't think that one could be on the council very long
before we had letters from fellow physicians, and we have had them
coming in, and indeed, some of tAe suggestions, I am sure, will be
helpful

eCnator HANsoN. I am glad there have been no breakdowns in the
mail.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BzNNzrr. Mr. Chairman, may I have another minute I
Senator TALaoD0L Senator Bennett.

Rsusponmmr OP SECPEARY IN DESIONATINO PSRO APAS

Senator Brxwmr. I am sorry. Senator Curtis left because his dis-
cussion with you about your participation in the development of the
PSRO areas left in my mind a little bit of a feeling that he had the
impression that this was part-of your function. He has already read
this into the record,

The Secretary shall, not later than January- 1, 1974, establish throughout the
United States appropriate areas with respect to which Professional Standards
Review Organisations may be designated.

Is there anything in your charge which gives you responsibility in
the designation of the areas? I

Dr. &AWARD. We felt our responsibility was to give advice aboutpolicy in as full form as we could from what we knew was happening
with physicians of the country, because we were all practicing physi-
cians.

Senato,- BENxi'rr. But you agree in the end it is the responsibility of
the Secretary to designate the areas

Dr. SAWAD. I never thought otherwise.
Senator JENN rr. I think it is significant that they started out with

183 and eAided up with 204, so obviously the Secretary took the advice
of a great many physicians around the country, and I am sure he took
yours, in making this readjustment which produced approximately 21
more areas than have originally been anticipated.

- Dr. SALooM. I think in all fairness too, Senator, we have to mention
that the support center concept was very much on advice from the
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council that we felt that we had existing medical organizations that
should be used. This was one of the recommendations that came from
the council.

Senator BENNm'r. You are, quote, an advisory council, and I am
delighted to see you take that part of that function seriously.

RsPO NsmixIrY OF SECRETARY IN RVIEWINO PSRO WoR
QUALITY

Earlier in the discussion while the Secretary was here the question
wa raised by the Chairman of the Committee, Senator Long, as to
who had the power finally to review the quality of the work being done
by the PSRO's, and the record very clearly says that the Secretary does
not have that power, but in the event there are questions about that
quality, those questions may come up to you.

Do you have that understanding
Dr. SA&Wox. Yes, sir.
Senator BwNFiTrr. Of course, you haven't had any yet because we

haven't had any areas designated. But you have the clear understand-
in that is part of your responsibility I

Ir. SAwARD. The way we are working, we are anticipating that
function, and- the fact that one of the three subcommittees we have
is on evaluation is directly directed to that topic.

Senator BzNN. I suppose it is premature to ask-you to give us
any kind of a reading on the approach you think you may take?

Dr. SAwAmR. I think it is premature, but we have been working out
to define the goals so we will have a way of measuring what it is we
are evaluating.

Senator BzNNETT. Let's assume that such a complaint comes and
you evaluate it under your criteria and you decide that the local agency
is in fact failing, do you have any power to force them to change their
set of criteria ?

Dr. SAWARD. We would hope at least we have the power of communi-
cation with them and give them our thoughts as practitioners.

Senator BErNzrr. You have that power obviously, but.do you have
the power to in fact say to those groups, you must change this par-
ticular parameter?

Dr. SAWARD. Not that I know of.
Senator BmiN-r. So in the end the ultimate right to set the param-

eters rests with the local organizations?
Dr. SAwARD. That is right.

CREDENTIALS OF MEMBERS OF Tnz NPSRC
Senator TALMADGE. Doctor, I have only one final question.
I have already read this language into the recoi-d. The language

creating a National Professional Standards Review Council states:
"Membmrs of the Council shall consist of physicians of recognized
standing and distinction in the appraisal of medical practice."

Would you please submit for the record the credentials of the Mem-
bers of your Council that comply with that part of the statute ?

Dr. SAWARD. Certainl.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, sir.
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Thank you very much, Doctor. We appreciate you and your associ-
ate Dr. Saloom, being with us and your contribution.

senator Long. -

The CHA iAN. Doctor, I just want to congratulate you for your
statement and your dedication to the cause o good health and the
health of people of this country, and your taking on of this burdensome
duty.

You don't have an easy task. I appreciate your taking on this type of
task and the same goes or members of your Council.

Senator TALmmnoE. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

EvRZsT W. S&wAR, M.D.

Born: October 19, 1914-New York City.
Education,: Grade School-New York City; High School-Franklin, New York;

College--Colgate University, A.B. 1986; University of Rochester Medical School,
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Wartime, Chief of Medicine, Hanford Engineer Works (Atomic Energy Project) ;
1945-1970, Medical Director, The Permanente Clinic, Kaiser Foundation Hos-
pitals and Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Portland, Oregon; 1964-1970, Execu-
tive Oommittee, Community Health Foundation Medical Group, Cleveland, Ohio;
and 1970-present, Professor of Social Medicine and of Medicine and Associate
Dean for Extramural Affairs, University of Rochester, School of Medicine and
Dentistry, Rochester, New York.

Member or Fellow: Group Health Association of America (President); Na-
tional Academy of Sciences Institute of Medicine; National Academy of Sciences
Panel on Health Status of the Disadvantaged; American Public Health Associa-
tion; American Board of Internal Medicine; American Medical Association;
American Heart Association; American College Chest Physicians; American Fed-
eration for Clinical Research; American Association for Advancement of Science;
The Preventive Heart Reconditioning Foundation, Inc., Vermont (Board Mem-
ber) * Xerox Center for Health Care Research (Board of Trustees) ; and Milbank
Memorial Fund (Technical Board).

Technical Adviser (1962-present) : Plan de Salud para la Comunidad in Cor-
doba, Argentina; O.E.M.IC., Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Project Director (1968-1970) : Office of Economic Opportunity Health Project,
Portland, Oregon.

,Recent Publications:
Saward, E. W., 1The Kaiser Foundation Medical Care Program, Oregon Re-

gion: A Close Look at a Group Health Program in Action," Proceedings of the
Eleventh Annual Group Health Institute of the Group Health Assocation of
Amerioa, Portland, Oregon, May, 1981, pp. 126-129.
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Award, E. W., M.D., "The Relevance of Prepaid Group Practice to the Effec-
tive Delivery of Health Services." Eighteenth Annual Group Health Assoola-
tian of America, Institute Proceedings, June 18, 1968, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,
Canada.
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Greenlick, Merwyn I, Ph.D., Hurtado, Arnold V., M.D., Pope, Clyde R., Ph.D.,
Saward, Ernest W., M.D., and Yoshioka, Samuel S., "Identifying Determinants of
Medical Care Utilization," Ninety-sixth Annual Meeting of American Public
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Colombo, Theodore J., M.P.H., Saward, Ernest W., M.D., Greenlick, Merwyn B.,
Ph.D., "The Integration of an OEO Health Program into a Prepaid Comprehensive
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E. Sozmmnu M.D.

Education: grade school, graduated 1920; high school, Central High School
Graduated 1924; B.S. degree, Washington University 1926; M.D. degree, Wash-
ington University 1930; Surgical internship, Barnes Hospital, 1930-1931; mater-
nity hospital, St. Louis University 1931-1932; assistant resident, Barnes & St.
Louis Maternity 1932-1938; and resident gyn-ob, Barnes & St. Louis University
1988-1984.

Date of brth.: January 29,1907, St. Louis, Missouri.
Marital statue: Married Ruth Shaw-January 10, 1981. Mrs. Scrivner Is active

in civic affairs, Woman's Auxiliary to St. Clair County Medical Society, Woman's
Auxiliary to the Illinois State Medical Society, Woman's Auxiliary to the Ameri-
can Medical Association, President-elect 1972-73.

Two sons--Peter C., Administrative Assistant to Congressman Melvin Price,
Washington, D.C. Two children; Roger M., Attorney, East St. Louis, Illinois. Two
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TEaCHINO APPOINTMENTS

Assistant Clinical Professor, Dept. of Ob-Gyn, Washington University; School
of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri.

HOSPITAL STAFF APPOINTMENTS

Belleville Memorial Hospital, Belleville, Illinois; Centreville Township Hos-
pital, East St. Louis, Illinois; Christian Welfare Hospital, East St. Louis, 1111-
nos; St. Elizabeth Hospital, Belleville, Illinois; St. Mary Hospital, East St.
Louis, Illinois; Barnes Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri; and St. Louis Maternity
Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri.
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American Medical Association, Committee on Health Care of the Poor-1970-
71, 1971-72, 1972-78; Illinois State Medical Society; President-elect 192-78;
Board of Trustees-Since 196a; Chairman, Board of Trustees 1970-71, 1971-72;
Maternal Welfare Committee-194-1 968; Chairman 1961-62, 1902-0; Vice
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Chairman 19M; Nursing Committee--Chairman 1982; Ethical Relations Com-
mlttee--Chairman 1966; Perlnatal Committee-Past CoChairman; Southern 1111-
no1 Medical Society-President 1982; St. Clair County Medical Society-
President 1948; American Association for Maternal and Child Health, President
1967-1968; Board of Directors-Since 19e2; Executive Committee-Since 1962;
Illinois Association for Maternal and Child Health; President 1968; Executive
Committee-Since 1960; American Cancer Society, Illinois Division; Board of
Directors; Scientific Committee; 2nd Vice President 1970-7, 11971-72; American
Cancer Society, District VIII (Formerly St. Clair County Chapter) ; Executive
Committee; Illinois Obstetrical and Gynecological Society; Past President;
Chairman, Legislative Committee; St. Louis Gyn Society; Fellow American Col-
lege Obstetricians and Gynecologists; Diplomat in American Board of Obstetrices
and Gynecology-1939; Fellow American College of Surgeons-1961; American
College of Surgeons, Liaison Fellow, Commission on Cancer, District 12-Since
1968

CMC ORGANIZATIONS

Belleville Area College School of Nursing; Advisory Committee to Nursing Ed.
ucation-Chairman; Nurse Scholarship Committee of St. Clair County-Chair-
man; BI-State Regional Medical Program-4Ulnots Representative; ARCH BI-
State Comprehensive Health Planning-Executive Committee, Board of Direc-
tors, 1965-1972; St. Clair County Medical Society Inner City Health Programs
Health Guide Program-Chairman 1969; East St. Louis Social Planning Council:
Director 1971; Past Vice President; Health-and Hospital Division-Chairman
4 years; Illinois Association for Mental Health-Director-at-Large 1968-1971;
Mental Health Association of St. Clair County: Board of Directors; Past Presi-
dent; Illinois Regional Medical Program, Task Force V-1968; Illinois Depart-
ment of Public Health, Advisory Hospital Council (reappointed to 6/80; Illinois
Comprehensive Health Planning Advisory Council 1971-74; United Fund of
Greater East St. Louis, Board of Governors 1970-78; Illinois State Trust Com-
pany-Board of Directors; and Bankers Trust Company-Board of Directors.

RAYMOND JAcov SALOOM

Bora: July 1,1930, Pennsylvania.
MaRTied to the former Mary Jo Manno and the father of five sons.
B.S. degree, 195, University of Pennsylvania.
D.O. degree from the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine (formerly

the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy) 1960.
Interned: Bashline Osteopathic Hospital, Grove City, Pa.
Liceed: Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Ohio.
M0lltery Service--February, 1951-January, 1964 served In the U.S.A. Counter

Intelligence as 1st Sgt. MaJ., 109th CI0 Detachment, Fort Meade, Md. He
recc!ved competitive Reserve Commission of 2tnd Lt. in military Intelligence.
He holds a citation for recognition of meritorlua and outstandng performance
of duty.

Dr. Saloom is currently president-elect, and a member of the Board of Trust-
ees, of the Pennsylvania Osteopathic Medical Association.

SOSGANIATIONS AND oricm ERD

Past President and Secretary-Treasurer of the 9th Dist. Pa. Osteopathic Medi-
cal Association.

Vice President of the Pennsylvania Osteopathic Medical Association.
Chairman statewide Utlilzation Insurance Review Committee of the Pa.

Osteo, Medical Ass'n.
Delegate to the American Osteopathic Association.
Member of the Pennsylvania Medical Society at Western Pennsylvania Steer-

ing Committee as a representative of the Pa. Osteo. Med. Ass'n.
Member of the Pa. Osteo. Med. Ass'n Committee on Ethics and Grievance.
Member of the Pa. Osteo. Med. Aes'n Committee on Medical Care Plans.
Member of the Pa. Osteo. Med. Ass'n Committee on Veterans Affairs.
Chairman of the Pa. Osteo Med. Asa'n Committee on Veterans Affairs.
Blue Shield Commissioner for Butler County.
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Member of the Physicians Advisory Committee of the Western Pennsylvania
Comprehensive Health Planning Agency.

Chairman utilization and audit committee for Bashline Memorial HospitaL
Member of the Executive Committee of the Baphlne Memorial Hospital
Vice Chairman-OB Dept, Bashline Mem. Hosp.
Secretary Dept. of GP, Basine Osteo. Hoop.
American College of General Practitioners, member of their Board of Trustees.
Active member of the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine Alumni

Ass'n.
Member of Syria Shrine.
Member of the New Castle Consistory.
Member of Grove City blasonic Cedar Lodge No. 800.
Member of the American Legion.
Member of the Lions Club.
Member of the Moose.
Wajs a delegate to the National Academy of General Practice.
Phi Sigma Gamma Fraternity-past president, vice president, secretary.

treasurer and member of board of trustees.
Dr. Saloom was the first D.O. to be employed by the Civil Service Commissilon.

On July 2, 1963, he was appointed medical officer, general medicine and surgery,
for the Civil Service Commission, division of retirement and insurance.

Residence: RD2, Harrisville, Pennsylvania 16088.
Office: 301 Prairie Street, Harrisville, Pennsylvania 16038.
Hospital Staff Membership: Bashline Hospital, 516 Oakland Avenue, Grove

City, Pennsylvania 16127.

RourT B. Hurn, M.D.
Robert B. Hunter, M.D., of Sedro Woolley, Washington, was elected to the

AMA Board of Trustees in June 1971, and re-elected to a full three-year term in
June 1972.

A native of Fort McDowell, California, Doctor Hunter was born on April 10,
1919. He earned his B.S. at the University of Washington in 1939 and graduated
from the University of Pennftylvania Medical School in 1948. Doctor Hunter
completed his internship at Buuuio General Hospital In Buffalo, New York. -

In 1944 Doctor Hunter Joined the Army Medical Corps. He served In the
Pacific Theater and had attained the rank of captain when he was discharged
in 194.

Having served as president of the Skagit County Medical Society and the
Washitngton State Medical Association, Doctor Hunter was elected to serve as
a Washington delegate to the AMA House of Delegates In 1964. He served in
this capacity until his election to the Board of Trustees. Doctor Hunter was a
member of the Council on Constitution and Bylaws from 1968 to 1971, and he
has chaired two reference committees and belonged to many more.

Doctor Hunter is a member of a three-man partnership in general practice
and general surgery. He belongs to the active staff of United General Hospital
in Sedro Woolley, and is part of the courtesy staff of both Skagit Valley Hospital
in Mt. Vernon and Island Hospital in Anacortes.

Dr. Hunter Is a member of the faculty of the University of Washington School
of Medicine, Department of General Practice.

He Is a charter member of the American Board of General Practice, and also
belongs to the Washington State Obstetrical Society and the Pan Pacific
Surgical Association. Doctor Hunter was chairman of the Washington State
Medical Disciplinary Board from 1964 to 1970.

Among his community activities, Doctor Hunter lists the Sedro Woolley
Rotary Club, the Sedro Woolley Chamber of Commerce, the American Legion,
the B.P.O.E., the Bellingham Yacht Club and the Washington Athletic Club.

Doctor Hunter's hobbles including fishing, swimming, and* coUecting canes
and miniature owls. Doctor and Mrs. Hunter have two sons.

DON"xjD d. HAmoTox, M.D.
Business Address: 445 West Acacia Street (P.O. Box 280)-Stockton, Califor

nia 95201.
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Birth Date: July 28,1912, Jacksonville, Oregon.
Education: Medical School: Universty of Ctifornia School of Medicine, San

Francisco, California, M. D. Degree-June, 199&
Internship: University of California Hospital--198-89, Ban Francisco, Call-

fornia.
Residency: University of California Hospital-1989-41, San Francimo,

California.
Past Professional Activities: California Medical Association Council; Board

of Trustees--California Blue Shield; Chairman, Medical Services Commission--
California Medical Asociation; Consultant, Department of Public-State of

*VP California; Member of Advisory Committee of Mental and Child Health-State
of California.

Presmt Status: Private Practice-Obstetrics and Gynecology; Chief of Ob-
stetrics and Gynecology--San Joaquin County Hospital; Medical Director--San
Joaquin Foundation for Medical Care; President-American Association of
Foundations for Medical- Care; Ohalrman-HCSA Data Committee.

Military: Major-U.S. Army Air Corps--1942-1948.
Societies: San Joaquin County Medical Society; California Medical Associa-

tion; American Medical Association; San Francisco Gynecological Association;
Pffdftoast Gynecological Association; and California Academy of Medicine.

Licenses: State of California-July, 198&
Certification: Diplomate-American Board of Obstetricians and Gynecologists;

Fellow American College of Surgeons; and Fellow American College of Obstetri-
cians and Gynecologists.

RoI: T JOHNS HAGOERTY

Born: Saranac Lake, New York, Dctober 20, 192.
Education: Cornell University, A.B.-194, M.D.-1949, Phi Beta Kappa,

A.O.A.
Internship: Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, New York, 1949-61.
Residency: Pediatrics, Chlldrens Hospital Medical Center, Boston-195&-6.
Medical Director, Family Health Care Program, Harvard Medical School, 1968-

1984
Professor of Pediatrics; Chairman of Department, University of Rochester

School of Medicine, 1984-present.
Health Services Research Study Section, NCHSR&D--HS, Member 1964-70,

Chairman 1968-70.
Member New York State Health Planning Advisory CounciL
Mflltary--Capt U.&A.F., 1961-3.
Markle Scholar, Academic Medicine, 1962-47.
Member: Assoc. of Medical School Pediatric Dept. Chairmen.
President of Amer. Assoc. of Poison Control Centers, 1962-64.
American Academy of Pediatrics.
American Pediatric Society.
Association of Ambulatory Pediatric Services (Chairman, 1963-84).
Association of American Medical Colleges

Mzau-TN K. DuVAL, M.D., AsSrsrANT SEOMRTARY FOR HEALTH AND SCIENTIFIC
ArrAIs

Dr. Merlin K. DuVal was nominated May 13, 1971 by President Nixon for the
position of Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs. His nomination
was confirmed by the Senate on June 19, 191, and he was sworn in July 21.
1971 by HEW Secretary Ellot L. Richardson.

As Assistant Secretary Dr. DuVal directs the activities of the Public Health
Service. He provides health policy direction for and coordinates all health and
health-related programs in the Department with those of other Federal agencies
in addition to advising and providing technical support to international health
organizations. He has major staff responsibilities In the fields of health and
medicine, population dynamics, scientific affairs and international- health
activities.
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Dr. DuVal was born in Montclair, New Jersey, October 12, 1922. After receiving
his A.B. degree from Dartmouth College in 1943 and his M.D. from Cornell
University Medical College in 1946 he interned In surgery during 1946-47 at
New York Hospital, New York City. He then Joined the Navy for two years,
serving at the U.S. Naval Hospital, SL Albans, New York, a.id at Little Creek,
Virginia. During 1949-50, he was an intern at Roosevelt Hospital in New York
City and from 1960-54 served as resident in surgery at the Veterans Administra-
tion Hospital, Bronx, New York.

He became an Instructor in surgery at the State University of New York School
of Medicine, Brooklyn, in 1954 and Assistant Professor of Surgery a year later.

In 1957 Dr. DuVal went to the University of Oklahoma Medical Center as
Associate Professor of Surgery. He was Professor of Surgery from 1981-84 and
Vice Chairman of the Department of Surgery from 1900-f He also served
as Director of Development, and in 1982 became Assistant Director of the
Medical Center.

In 194, Dr. DuVal accepted an invitation to develop the new College of Medi-
cine at the University of Arizona, as dean. He was serving in that capacity when
nominated by President Nixon for the post of Assistant Secretary for Health
and Scientifie Aftirs.

Dr. DuVal Is a Fellow o the American College of Surgeons and also serves on
the College's Committee on Undergraduate Education. He has served as chair-
man of: the Commission on Education for the Health Professions of the Na-
tional Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges; the Task
Force on Accreditation of the Liaison Committee on Medical Education; the
Governor of Arizona's Steering Committee to Regional Medical Programs; and
the Arizona Anatomical Board. He is a member of the American Surgical Asso-
ciation Committee on Governmental Relations.

He was Director of the Arizona Regional Medical Programs, and was on the
board of directors of the Southwest Research Foundation, the National Founda-
tion for Asthmatic. Children (Tucson, Arizona), and the Arizona Kidney
Foundation.

Dr. DuVal Is a Diplomate of the American Board of Surgery and the National
Board of Medical Examiners. His other memberships Include: The American
Medical Association, National Association of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges, Medical Society of the United States and Mexico, Society of University
Surgeons, American Surgical Association, Association of American Medical Col-
leges, International Surgical Society, American Association for the Advancement
of Science, Arizona Medical Association, Arizona Surgical Association, Pima
County Medical Society, and the Tucson Surgical Society.

He Is on the editorial board of the Journal of Medioal Rduooton and was
Associate Editor of Arizona Medione.

Dr. DuVal is married to the former Carol Nickerson. They have three chil-
dren--David, 24; Barbara, 22; and Frederick, 16.

RUn M. 0o v&LJ, M.D.

Date and Place of Birth: August 12, 1986; San Francisco, California.
Marital Status: Married; two children.
Education: Stanford University: RA. with honors, 1958; University of Vienna:

No degree, 19645-; and University of Chicago: M.D. 1982.
Training: July 1902 to July 1968: Intern in Medicine, University of Chicago

Hospitals and Clinics, Chicago,. Illinois; July 1968 to July 1964: Resident In
Medicine, University of Chicago Hospitals and Clinics, Chicago, Illinois.

Brief Chrnology of Employment: April 1959 to June 192 (intermittently):
Research and training assistant, Departments of Anatomy and Surgery, Univer-
sity of Chicago, Chicago, llinois.

August 194 to June 1906: Medical Offlier, Division of Medical Care Admin-
istration, USPHS, Washington, D.O. Bulk of work was on the development of
policies, standards for providers of service and regulations for the Medicare
Program. Also provided consultation and assistance to grant applicants In the
development *of programs that would qualify for community health project
grant support, served on Surgeon General's committee on Radiation acdtice,
assisted in development of OEO training programs, etc.
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June 1966 to August 1967: Medical Officer, Program Planning and Evaluation,
Ofce of the Surgeon General, USPHS. Assisted in development of PHS program
structure, goals and objectives. Acted as staff member of special program analysis
group established by the Secretary to investigate the policy and program issues
surrounding providing comprehensive health care for children. Assisted in draft-
ing child health legislation. S1K months spent on detail to the Secretary's office
directing program analysis on the delivery of health services for the poor.

September 1967 to January 190: Medical Officer, Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary fpr Planning and Evaluation, DHEW (left at Grade 15). Senior staff as-
sistant for program evaluation. Chairman of interagency health evaluation

•, - roundtable. Consultant to OZO on evaluation of neighborhood health centers.
S Provide consultation in health planning to agencies. Assistant in development of

five year DEMW health plans. Initiate and coordinate special analytical studies
used to make major decisions at Department and Bureau of the Budget levels.

January 1969 to present: Consultant to Health Services and Mental Health
Administration and OUO (occasional).

April 1960 to present: Health Sciences Planning Officer, functioning as staff
assistant to the Vice Chancellor for the Health Sciences and Dean of the school
of Medicine at the University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California;
concerned with long range planning for the medical and health sciences which
includes developing long range plans and projections based on current academic
plan., assisting in the development of alternative and/or additional strategies
and programs assuring that capital and budgetary activities reject such program
planning, assisting in the analysis and development of resources and programs
supportive to our education program; acting as Executive Secretary to the UCSD
Health Sciences Planning Council, concerned 'with overall medical school relation
to the community in service and training program&

May 1970 to present: Lecturer, Department of Community Medicine, Univer-
sity of California at San Diego.

Honors: Phi Beta Kappa; Alpha Omega Alpha; and DHEW Superior Work
Performance Award.

Membership:
Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine (member, Committee on Allied

Health Personnel).
American Public Health Association (APHA).
Medical Care Procram Committee, APHA.
Chairman elect, Western Section-Association of American Medical CollegesPlannin GrOUl6

San Diego Planned Parenthood Medical Advisory Committee.
Citizens Health Services Advisory Committee, San Diego City Schools.
RMP-CHP Allied Health Task Force of San Diego and Imperial Counties.
Community Health Section, Comprehensive Health Planning Assoclaion of

San Diego, Imperial andi Riverside Counties.
Model Cities Health Project, Community Advisory Board.
Chairman, Chancellor's Affirmative Action Subcommittee on Women.
Community Advisor to the Junior League of an Diego County.
Physician's Assistant Committee, and Task Force on Determination of Needs

for Education Programs in Health Sciences, Coordinating Council for Education
in the Heatlh Sciences, San Diego and Imperial Counties (prepared Physician's
Assistant contract proposal).

Selected Publications, Reports, etc.
Prohaska, John V. and Collins, Ruth M., "Pseudomembranous EntercoUtis",

Burger, October 1962.
"Health Insurance for the Aged-Conditions of Participation for Hospitals",

USDHNW, USOPO, Febraury 1968 (major author)---ondiltons of Participation
for Independent Laboratories", USDHiW, USGPO, March 1966 (major author).

onditions of Participation for Home Health Agencies", USDHEW, USGPO,
March 1966 (major author).

"Maternal and Child Health - Programes", USDHEW, US(PO, October 1966
(major contributor).

"Human Investment Programs-Delivery of Health Services for the Poor",
USDHEW, USGPO, December 1967 (author).

"Child Development: Summary of the Child Development Task Force Report",
April 198 (contributor).

"University of California-Planning fot the Health Sciences 1970-8, Office
of the President, November 1970, pp. 180 (major staff contributor).
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Covell. IM., "Impact of National Health Insurance Plans on the Consumer",
pp. 62-68 in National Heat Isturan, Rilere, R.Do and Moyerman, B.S. (ed)
Homewood, Illinois: Irwin In., July 19'1.

Policy paper on Peer Review prepared for American Public Health Association
and used by DHEW Office of Assistant Secretary for Health and Science Affais
and Commissioner of Social Security as staff document Report presented 11-71
at annual APHA meeting,

Other: Member, UOSD Advisory Committee for the Biomedical Library;
Member, Community Medicine Concentration Area Committee; Member, Com-
muni Mental Health Center Advisory Committee, PPRO, Irvine; and Member,
Healt Services Evaluation Panel, CCRMP.

CLMrr IK Bsowi, JL M.D.

Date of Birth: February 27,1928, in Washington, D.C.
Marital Status: Married, seven children.
Education: High School: St. Anthony, Washington, D.C. ; College: Catholic

University of America, Washington, D.C, B.A. cum lauded, 1949; Medical School:
Georgetown University School of Medicine, Washington, D.C., M.D., 1958;
Internship: Providence Hospital, Washington, D.C., Rotating Intern, 1968-1954.

Medical Residency: 1908-1969.
FIrst Year: Providence Hospital, Washington, D.C.
Second Year: D.C. General Hospital--Senior Resident, Georgetown University

Medical Service: 8 months--pulmonary disease, 8 months--ardology, 2 months--
cardiopulmonary lab (performed and assisted with cardiac catheriation daily,
along with a full range of pulmonary function studies, including blood gas and
work of breathing studies.) 4 months-general medical wards (medical consult-
ant to admitting and emergency room, and psychiatry section).

Third year: Robert Packer Hospital & Guthrie Clinic, Sayre, Pennsylvania-
Chief medical resident: 2 months-cardiology service; 4 months-gastroenter-
ology service; 6 monU-conducted my own service (responsible for all patients
admitted through dispensary, assisted in educational program, lectured-in car-
diology, pulmonary physiology, vector electrocardiography.)

Fellow In Research in Medical Education: (sponsored by American Heart
Association) 1964-1965, University of Illinois Medical Center, Offle of Research
In Medical Education, Chicago, Illinots.

Military Service: Captain, U.S. Air Force, 1954-1956; Commander, 525th
USAF Infirmary, New Castle A.F.B., Wilmington, Delaware. Honorably Dis-
charged, Augugt, 1966.

Censure: Illinois, Pennsylvania, Diplomats of the National Board of Medical
Examiners-

Certiflcatoit: American Board of Internal Medicine, November, 1964.
Academic Positions: 1971 to present-Director of Medical Education, Mercy

Hospital and Medical Center, Chicago, llnoils. Supervision of education pro-
grams for Internships and residencies, Involved in education program develop-
ment at undergraduate, graduate and continuing education levels. Application
of the Bi-Cycle Concept through quality assurance program to achieve curriculum
development at all levels.

1965 to 1971: Director of Medical Education. Chestnut Hill Hospital, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania. Supervised organization, operation and evaluation of Intern-
ship and residency training programs. Organized programs of continuing medi-
cal education. Chairman of Medical Audit Committee, assisting staff In defining
Its needs for a program of continuing medical education. Senior Attending Phy-
siclan-Active Staff.

1960 to 1904: Director of Medical Education. Miami Valley Hospital, Dayton,
Ohio. Supervised organization, operation and evaluation of internship and resi-
dency training programs. Organized programs for continuing medical education,
including organization and operation of first two-way radio programs in continu-
ing medical education in this part of the mid-west Organized and conducted one
-Qt the seven pilot programs in Family Practice approved by the Council on Medi-
cal Education of the A.M.A. Member of Consulting Staff--Diredor of fRemodialy.
sis Unit. Associate Director of Cardiopulmonary Laboratory.

Academic Appointment: Associate Professor of Medical Education, Center
for Educational Development University of Illinois College of medicine.

Memberships: Asoclation for Hospital Medical Eklucation: Executive Commit.
tee, 1987-1970; Nominating Committee, Past Chatrman (2 years); T aching &
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Senator TAh w.I Th m , witness is "Dr Trnman (. &hhabe,
Jr., president of the American ColkV of Pk i6tn aM o tied
by Edward C. Rosenow. Jr., executive ice preMdent and (71lcbA F.
Kay, M.D., deputy executive vice president.

Thank you. gentlemen. We are delighted and honored to have you
with us. You may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF TRUMAN G. SNA I , MMA., 1,A,0?, PRUi!
DENT, AEI CAN OOLLE E 07 PKYSIOIANI, AOOOMKPAIII T Ut
EDWARD C. ROSENOW, JTR,, MD., .A,.P,, ZUC IU Y Vie
PRESIDENT, AND CALVIN . KAY, M.D., AO,&C., DIKP&MT 1110,
TIVE VICE PRESIDENT -

Mr. SCHNABEL. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, T am
honored to represent the American College of Physicians before yottr
committee.

In addition to being president of the college, I am also a professor of
medicine in the medical school of the UTniversIty of Pennsylvania,

With me today, as you have stated, are on my right, Dr. Edward C.
Rosenow. the executive vice president of the iolleges and Dr. Calvin
F. Kay, the deputy executive vice president of the college.

In addition to the administrative and educational teiponlibliltes
that we have as officers of the college, each of us atre involved in patient
care. I think and I believe, or at least I hope vol have In your hands
Pn outline of some of the functions of the collep relating to profess
sional education and high quality medical care$

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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The interest of this college in PSRO is an appropriate and logical
extension of these interest& Today I wish to present my interpretation
of the position of the American College of Physicians with relation
to the present and proposed implementation of the proposed PSRO
legislation enacted as part of Public Law 92-803.

As a start in p resenting this position, I would like to state the of-ficial position of the college which was stated in a resolution adopted
by i ard of regents on April 7,1973. The resolution is as follows:

Resolved that the Board of Regents of the American College of Physicians
agrees that the PSRO law provides an opportunity for the medical profession to
monitor itself and thus gives the public assurance of quality care and at the same
time provides a means for education of its members. The College will engage
In aspects related to the PSRO law as necessary or desirable to assure the realiza-
tion of College goals--education of our members and quality care

The American College of Physicians has, at the present time, ap-
proximately 27,000 members throughout the United States and Can-
ada. All of the members are specialists in internal medicine and its
allied medical specialties, or are in training to become specialists in in-
ternal medicine. The object of the college, as stated in its constitution
is to maintain an organization of qualified physicians in the field of
internal medicine and its allied specialties for the following purposes:

1. Maintaining and advancing the highest possible standards in
medical education, medical practice, and research.

2. Preserving the history and perpetuating the best traditions of
medicine and medical ethics, and "_

3. Maintaining both the dignity of internal medicine and the ef-
ficiency of its function in relation to the public welfare.

The college has a distinguished record of achievement in the field
of graduate, postgraduate, and continuing medical education, and in
so doing, it has contributed immeasurably to the improvement of
health care through the high quality of medicine practiced by its mem-
bers. It is clear now, however, that the education of physicians alone
will not maintain the public welfare at the highest level. Equally im-
portant are those other purposes of the college, the efficiency of the
practice of medicine, and the maintenance of standards of quality of
practice and of medical research. The college must therefore concern it-
self with society and the economy in addition to the education of physi-
cians if it is to fulfill its purposes. This concern of the college has led
to its interest in the PSRO legislation. Such legislation should lead to
physician education-and I would like to stress that-and at the same
time be associated with quality care obtained at a reasonable cost. The

S college thus supports the concept of the evaluation of physician per-
formance and the quality of health care in relation to costs. It believes
that physicians should play a major role in such an evaluation, but it
understands that the public, through the Government, must also be
responsible for the support of such a vast enterprise if it is to suc-
ceed. It feels strongly that governmental control for such a law should
be based in the health section of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.

The college believes that some flexibility in medical standards is
appropriate and feels that the legislation can and must be able to
recognize regional differences in the practice of medicine. The college
has always been concerned and continues to be concerned wiih the

3-013 O- 1 4optI- 5
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confidentiality of medical records. It believes that the law should be
as protective as possible of the privacy of the doctor-patient relation-
ship. Because of its belief that the PSRO law provides an oppor-
tunity for the medical profession to monitor itself for its own education
and for the assurance of quality care, the college has done the follow-
ing:

1. In general, been supportive of the PSRO law. It has previously
objected-to readmission hospital certification. While it does not wish
to suggest further amendments to the law at the present time, it re-
serves the right to do so if major problems develop as regional or-
ganizations begin operation.

2. It has urged its members to support the law and to take an active
part in its regional implementation. Its governors have been instructed
to appoint a representative of the c61lege in the various regions
throughout the country who should play an active part in the develop-
ment of the professional service review organizations.

3. It has set standards of the practice of medicine of a quality type
and is cooperating at the present time with the San Joaquin Founda-
tion in the use of these standards to monitor medical care. With four
other medical organizations it is responsible for the management of
Private Initiative in PSRO, founded under a grant of the Kellogg
Foundation to analyze the manner in which PSRO is being imple-
mented in each of six PSRO regions, to assist in the implementation
and to develop techniques for the general application to other PSRO's
to help avoid the pitfalls and to encourage elsewhere those features
that will make PSRO useful and effective.

4. It has supported the concept of recertification or reevaluation of
its members.

5. It has sought funds to establish standards for the use of anti-
biotics. In this project it is working in cooperation with the American
College of Surgeons, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the Amer-
ican Academy of Family Practice, and the Infectious Disease Society.

In summary then, the college is supportive of the PSRO legislation.
The college believes that it can lead to better health care for the gen-
eral public. The college has urged its membership to be supportive
and to be actively involved in the implementation of the law and may,
at some time, speak forth in an attempt to make the law a better one
if it believes iiecessary, for the public good.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Doctor.

COOKBOOK NEDICWE I

- In your statement, you indicated that the college is establishing
standards of practice of medicine of a quality type to use in monitor-
ing. There are those who argue that any standards constitute cookbook
medicine even if those standards apply only as checkpoints. What is
your response to that allegation I

Mr. SCHNABEL. The setting of standards as a goal in the way that
patients should be cared fi-set standards should have a certain
degree of flexibility in their character.- I do not believe ultimately that
these do lead to cookbook medicine. These, I believe on the other side
of the coin, we will improve the quality of medicine that is given.
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INFORMATo'N DissrmiTAUON --AND PSRO's

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I would like to get your suggestions as to the
extent to which PSRO might be useful in advancing the national in-
terest in health care. I am aware of situations and I am sure you are
aware of many more where someone comes up with a medicine or a
procedcre which would appear to be a far more effective cure for
a given ailment than presently exists, and then perhaps in further re-
search it is discovered that there are side effects or others begin to fear
this might do more harm than good, so the prevailing view may then
shift away from it.

What I would like to have from you is this: Where you are strug-
gling in an area where a new medicine or a new procedure appears to be
the most hopeful thing and then where subsequently it looks like fur-
ther research leads to the notion it might promote cancer or something
to take that approach, it might do more harm than good, how long
does it take the average doctor, and I had in mind the average general
practitioner in the average city in this country, to find out about the
new approach and then to find if the prevailing view has shifted?

Mr. SCHNABEL. Senator Long, I don't know how to answer your
question as to exactly how long it takes information to be disseminated
to physicians throughout the country. As to the efficacy of drugs and
medication and types of therapy, they have a number of publications,
the Annals of American Medicine, the Journals of the American Medi-
cal Association, which are read by physicians throughout the country
and I would hope through reading such journals they would be ap-
prised of the problems as far as the various forms of therapy.

My concept of the review mechanism which is associated with
PSRO is that one of its good features is that by continual review of
that which is occurring within an institution within the practice of a
physician that individual physician will be made aware at an earlier
opportunity of such changes in thought regarding treatment and bad
parts of treatment than he would in other circumstances.

In other words, I would like to stress that I think this review mech-
anism has a tremendous educational possibility.

The CnIAMMAT. Would it be true that although we would like to
assume that most doctors stay right on top of the latest thing in their
line of endeavor, that in areas particularly among general practition.
ers, especially where they are not specializing and trying to treat a
whole scope of medicine that there are perhaps a substantial number
of people who are not completely up on the latest thing to have been
developed in various and sundry lines of medical treatment, and the
PSRO's might help spur those people to keep up their interest in the
latest developments in these areas.

Mr. SCHNABEL. Yes: I believe that would be true.
The CHAMAN. I know anybody objects to people looking over

their shoulder, but in the last analysis if a fellow is sort of intent to
doze on what he knows and is not constantly pressing to find what
the latest developments in medical practice are, doesn't it mean in
some cases a person might fail to give his patients the best medicine
that we would like to hope for the patient?

Mr. SCHNABEL. Yes.
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I would like to mention, in addition tW this, that the American Col-
lege of Physicians, which is primarily concerned with the education
of its members, has developed what it calls a self-assessment test,
which is now in its third edition, and is this year being subscribed to
by some 24,000 of its members. This self-assessment test contains
questions on latest forms of therapy. It also has with it references to
articles so that the physician, after taking the test, receives the an-
swer and may look up such articles as related to the questions in the

W-W text. So that this again is a mechanism that has been developed to
try to enable physicians to keep up with current practices.

The CHAMMAN. Well, I would hate to think that some poor soul
would have to die just because his doctor was not aware of the fact that
a new medicine had been developed which appeared to offer a cure
where prior to that time nobody had anything effective.

I know that you, being at the top of your profession, would cer-
tainly hope that wouldn't happen anywhere in the country.

Mr. SOHNABU. I certainly -hope it wouldn't.
Senator TALMADO& Senator Bennett. ,
Senator BzNN-rr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Naturally, I am personally very much appreciative of your con-

structive support of the PSRO program.

IXPRoVEZ s IN QUALITY OF MEDICAL CARE

Assuming proper and sensitive implementation of the legislation,
can you suggest to'the committee some specific areas of improvement
in the quality of medical care that we might reasonably expect I

Are there any specific areas that have come under your observation ?
Mr. SCUNABEL. Well, I would hope, first of all, that what we would

really be concerned with was outcome. In other words, hopefully peo-
ple would be treated more adequately, in a better way, and perhaps
in a shorter period of time.

We are concerned with other organizations relative to the use of
antibiotics, and I would think with a review mechanism such as as-
sociated with the PSRO there is a method to determine how anti-
biotics are used throughout the organization and perhaps use them
in a wiser and better method.

Senator BENNE T. Are you aware--I am sure you must be-that
that was exactly the type of PSRO review system set up in New
Mexico in which the meAicare patients were reviewed?

Mr. SCHNAiBaEL. Right. Also in my own State of Pennsylvania by
Dr. Clem Brown at the Germantown Hospital some years ago.

FLxmmrry NmmFD

Senator BENNETF. You indicated the college's belief that some flexi-
bility is appropriate and feel that the legislation must be able to
recognize regional differences in the practice of medicine.

In your review of the statute and the committee report, have you
found any indication that the law would require medical standards
to be inflexible and regional differences could not be recognized?

Mr. SCHNARDEL No, as I read the law and as I heard Secretary
Weinberger this morning, if I interpret his remarks correctly, there
is the intention to have the law flexible.
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PRzAnMxssIoN HoSPITAL CrMCATION

Senator BixN r. You indicated your objection to preadmission
hospital certification. As to preadmission certification, the law does not
require it, but it does authorize PSRO to require that on a selective
basis when it determines it to be necessary, for example, selective as
to a hospital or as to a practitioner, as to a certain diagnosis, do you
believe that such a discretionary authority may be a necessary tool if

04k PSROs fulfill their overall responsibility I
, By this I mean, can you conceive of-situations where prior ap-

proval might be reasonable and appropriate?
Mr. SCUNABEL. I would rather think of that part of the law as being

something that would be determined as to whether it would really be
implemented as the law itself is implemented throughout the country.

In other words, I would not like to have that particular part of the
law enacted as the PSRO law becomes implemented.

Senator BENNzT. It is my understanding that this phase of the law
does not give the Secretary or the Advisory Council the right to set
national conditions for preadmission, but ives the local PRO the
right to apply that requirement to a particular physician in a particu-
lar case if it finds that he may be g ly abusing his privilege.

Do you think that should be denied
Mr. SCHNABEL. Well, I think these are matters that should be deter-

mined by the physicians themselves in their local area.
Senator BENmNET. Under the law they will be so determined. There

is nothing in the law that requires that they be set up on a national
basis?

Mr. RosEmow. Could I supplement a little?
Our feeling about the preadmission is that it is an impractical thing.

You have a committee of doctors who are deciding whether my patient
should go in the hospital and the only person they can get information
from is me. This is kind of impractical. We don't have any objection
whatsoever to reviewing why I put people in the hospital on an on-
going basis, and if I turn out to be admitting them for everything
nobody else is admitting them for we have got to put the axe on me.

Senator B;NN-r. The thing that concerns me is a doctor perform-
ing a particular type of surgery on every patient he can get into the
hospital. I wonder if the PSROb shouldn't have the power to say to
him, before you admit any more patients for that particular type of
surgery maybe you had better let somebody else have a look.

Mr. RosaNow. Being a medical man myself, they shouldn't be abus-
S ing this.

The PSRO group would pretty soon identify that person and that
would be one of the benefits of the law.

Senator BzNNm-. This is the one, this particular provision is in
the law, that once the local PSRO has identified that kind of a situ-
ation they should be able to move in before the operation has been per-
formed and the patient has been put th-ough unneeded agony and
financial expense.

So, may I interpret your objection to the preadmission certification
idea as an objection in principle and that you would consider there
might be exceptions which, on the judgment of the local PSRO, might
be imposed?

Mr. SCnAsEm. Yes.
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Senator BF fmKr-. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADoF Thank you very much, gentlemen.
We appreciate your contribution to our hearings.
[An attachment to Mr. Schnabel's statement follows:]

SUPPLEMENTARY OUTLINE OF PERTINENT COLLEGE FUNCTIONS

POSTGRADUATE, GRADUATE AND EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF THE COLLEGE

1. The Annals of Internal Medicine, which has a circulation of some 70,000
copies monthly.

2. The Annual Session which is attended by 5,000 to 7,000 physicians each year.
3. Regional Meetings with an attendance of between 4,000 and 6,000.
4. 40 Postgraduate Courses attended by approximately 4,000 physicians.
5. Education film strips called the Medical Skills Library.
6. The Self-Assessment test pioneered by the College now is in its third edition.

This year, over 24,000 physicians have subscribed.
7. As a founding member of the American Board of Internal Medicine, on which

Board it is responsible for half of the members. The American Board of
Internal Medicine, through its specialty, subspecialty examinations and
now the upcoming recertification examination has, and will have, a pro-
found and salutary influence upon the quality of medical practice since
its inception In 1937.

-8. The College is a founding and continuing member of the Residency Review
Committee, which is responsible for the surveillance and the accreditation
of residency training programs in Internal Medicine throughout the country.

9. The College shares membership in many other organizations concerned with
various aspects of graduate and postgraduate medical education, includ-
ing the Interspecialty Council, the AMA Section-n-nternal Medicine, the
Council of Medical Specialty Societies, and many others.

HEALTH CARE ACTIVITIES OF THE COLLEGE

1. The College has played a major role in the Joint Commission on Accredita-
tion of Hospitals, which was founded by the American College of Physi-
cians, the American College of Surgeons, the American Medical Associa-
tion, and the American Hospital Association. These organizations continue
to be represented by commissioners on the Joint Commission. The voluntary
organization has as its function the accreditation of hospitals following in-
spection of organizational structure of facilities and personnel at all levels.
As a result of these inspections there has resulted a definition of the func-
tions of the trustees, administrators and staff of the hospital and the Com-
mission has developed educational programs to foster the aims of high
standards of hosiptal care.

2. The College has long been on record in support of medical audit and utilization
review. It has participated In the organization and has continued representa-
tion on the Board of the Commission of Professional and Hospital Activities.
It provides computerized analysis of the records of over 40% of the patients
discharged from general hospitals in the United States, for use by hospital
committees on medical audit and utilization review. Committees of the
College have developed standards for the delineation of privileges of hospital
staff physicians and members of the College have recently served as rep-
resentatives on the newly founded Medical Liability Commission.

3. Committees of the College have been instrumental in the development of cri-
teria and standards for medical care. These criteria and standards have been
used by the San Joaquin Foundation for medical care to monitor the prac-
tice of medicine in a particular area in California. It is hoped that these
standards and criteria will be generally useful for computerized analysis of
claims data for definition of appropriate patterns of care of organization
with programs of total prepaid medical care.

Senator TALMADGE. The next witness is Dr. Russell B. Roth, presi-
dent of the Americtn Medical Association, accompanied by Robert B.
Hunter, member, board of trustees, and Edgar T. Beddingfield, vice
chairman, council on legislation.
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Senator BENirrr. Obviously, Mr. Chairman, we will not be through
with this panel at I o'clock. Can we break at 12:30 and come back at
1:80?

Senator TALMADOE. is that agreeable to you, Doctor ?
Mr. Roni. Ye&Senator TALMADGE. Chairman Long says he regrets to miss your

testimony. He has stated that he would read your testimony in detail.
So, pursuant to Senator Bennett's suggestion, we will recess at this

S time and come back at 1:30 p.m.

AFFRNOON SESSION

Senator TALrADOE. The committee will please come to order.
The committee is delighted to have-as our next witness Dr. Russell

B. Roth, president of American Medical Association, who is accom-
panied by Dr. Robert B. Hunter, a member of the board of trustees;
and also, Dr. Edgar T. Beddingfield, Jr., vice chairman of the Councii
on Legislation.

We are honored to have you with us, gentlemen. You may insert your
full statement in the record and then summarize it.

STATEMENT OF DR. RUSSELL B. ROTH, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. ROBERT B.
HUNTER, MEMBER, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, AND DR. EDGAR T.
BEDDINGFIELD, JR., VICE CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL ON LEGISLATION

Dr. Rori. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is our desire to discuss with you specific concerns over Public Law

92-603, with special reference to section 249F. The intent of this pro-
vision in the law is to establish a mechanism for the evaluation of the
quality of medical services, together with a determination of what
derally financed programs may appropriately pay for, or decline to

pay for. It would provide a medium for public accountability on the
part of providers of medical services.

Clearly, evaluation of the character of medical service with respect
to necessity, quality, and appropriateness depends heavily, if not ex-
clusively, on the judgment of medical peers. The surpassingly import-
ant question which needs to be considered here is: In a program de-
pending totally on physician understanding, physician acceptance, and
physician cooperation, how are things shaping up after more than a
year of preliminary organization ?

It is with a very real sense of misgiving that we need to testify to
the fact-the clearly demonstrable fact--that things have often gotten
off to an incredibly bad start.

A significant proportion of the physician population has been
estranged. We cannot be precise in numbers, but it seems evident that.,
as understanding of the PSRO law spreads, the resistance to it grows.
State medical societies numbering 14have formally declared as policy
that they will work for repeal of PSRO. And 29 State medical socie-
ties support a policy of amendment and/or repeal. A formal court suit
contesting the validity of the law has been filed, although that is not
by the AMA.
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It should be fully understood that all of this has happened, not be-
cause of resis'nee on the part of the medical profession, but in spite
of the fact that the American Medical Association, for over a year, has
dedicated to the success of the effort a major contribution in time and
talent of experts in the field plus over $200,000 of its own funds. In
other words, the best efforts of the legislators involved-the staff of
the Senate Finance Committee the staff of the PSRO administrative
office in HEW, and physicians rom AMA, from assorted State medical
societies, and specialty medical organizations--have not succeeded in
created in the profession the climate of acceptance and cooperation es-
sential to success. The fault does not lie with the sincerity or intewity
of the effort to cooperate; it lies with the basic inepiitudes of the
statute.

Professional peer review has been an obligation long recognized by
physicians and accepted by them. Over several decades they have
worked at the task of evaluating the quality of services, adjudging
medical necessity, and determining reasonable charges. Much progress
has been made, but it must be remembered that where success has been
achieved there has been a major factor of physician sponsorship and
cooperation. A diversity of approaches has been employed. No single,
generally applicable program has been devised. Experimentation
funded by private sources as well as by the Federal Government con-
tinues. Much of the problem with PSRO lies in a premature leaping
to conclusions without waiting for experimental results.

It has been seriously proposed that because of the had start, it may
be best to fall back, regroup- and start over again. The official AMA
position is that repeal may need to be considered if amendatory patch-
work is unacceptable. It should be noted, however, as Senator Ben -
nett and the AVA have pointed out, that the problem is-not limited
to section 249F. Other provisions in law would constitute residual
problem&

Three alternatives confront this subcommittee:
First, to leave the law as it is--try it for size and shape, and set

aside the judgment of many responsible physicians that it will not
work;

Second, to delete the sections of the law which propose conflicting,
overlapping, and unacceptable controls (including sections such as
229, 213, and 249F), and to replace them with a well-ordered, gen-
erally agreed-upon approach which will have a better chance ofwork-
inj; orhird.to amend the law in line with suggestions which are being

offered in these hea'Angs.
It is our convition that the events of the past year-the best efforts

of the AMA, of the staff of the Senate Finance Committee, of Dr.
Edwards, Dr. Bauer, Dr. Simmons, and the rest-have made it ap-
parent that the first alternative would be ill advised.

In order to deal more precisely with our AMA involvement in co-
operative efforts to make the program work, I would ask Dr. Robert
Hunter, chairman of our special advisory committee on PSRO, to
provide information to the subcommittee.



-STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT B. HUNTER

Dr. Huwrm Senator Talmadge, Senator Bennett, and Senator
Hansen, I am Dr. Robert B. Hunter, a practicing family physician
from Sedro-Woolley, Wash. I am a member of the American Medical
Association's board of trustees, chairman of its Advisory Committee
on PSRO, and also serve as a member of the National Professional
Standards Review Council. I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you and to present what I consider some of the more significant.
activities of the AMA relative to professional standards review orga-
nizations (PSRO's).

Within 1 month following the enactment of the PSRO law in
October 1972, the AMA house of delegates directed the association to
work toward achieving a leadership position in the implementation of
the PSRO program. This position was taken in an effort to insure
that the law would be implemented in a manner least disruptive to
the practice of good medicine, and to protect the best interests of both
the public and the medical profession.

Accordingly, an Advisory Committee on PSRO was established by
the AMA Board of Trustees to make recommendations concerning
appropriate association involvement in PSRO implementation. The
Advisory Committee membership was drawn from the medical pro-
fession, health care institutions-'and other organizations with a valid
interest in, and relationship to, those review activities mandated by
the PSRO law. The committee includes representatives from the Amer-
ican Association of Foundations for Medical Care, American Dental
Association, American Hospital Association, American Nursing Home
Association, Blue Cross Association, Group Health Association of
America, Inc., Health Insurance Association of America, National
Association of Blue Shield Plans, and the National Medical Associa-
tion. Other professional and health care organizations including the
American Osteopathic Association have participated in committee
meetings.

The Advisory Committee quickly turned to its task and held its or-
ganization meeting January 1973. Without exception, the members
expressed a vital concern with the PSRO legislation and agreed that
the AMA committee activities should include (1) assisting in designa-
tion of PSRO areas, (2) assisting in the development of rules and
regulations concerning PSRO, (3) coordinating development of guide-
lines for quality medical care, (4) monitoring of prototype PSRO's,
(5) initiation of mechanisms to aid in PSRO formation,- (6) identify

<Z data gathering, processing and storage needs, (7) develop communi-
cation mechanisms for the public and the profession, and. (8) set up
a protocol for evaluation of the program. Consequently, eight con-
sulting task forces composed of over 60 leaders and experts in their
respective fields were formed to carry out these activities.

The AMA Advisory Committee has met on eight separate occasions,
the most recent being on April 6, 1974. Each of the task forces has also
met a number of times, and as progress has warranted, meetings have
been held with the subcommittees of the National Professional Stand-
ards Review Council. and with the Office of PSR.
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The breadth and scope of the work of the AMA task forces can best
be indicated by highlighting just a few of their activities:

(a) Sponsorship of a joint meeting in May 1973, of task force rep-
resentatives and counterpart staff personnel working with DHEW's
task forces on PSRO to identify equivalent responsibilities and to in-
itiate direct liaison in an effort to more effectively share PSRO in-

... ation and effort.
(b) Conducted several briefings on PSRO implementation for State

and county medical society representatives, including a May 1978
meeting here in Washington which was attended by more than 120
representatives from 39 State medical societies.

(c) Sponsorship of a series of eight regional conferences across the
country, held between August and November 1973, and designed to
present the latest information then available on PSRO. Over 100
speakers discussed various facets of PSRO and its possible impact
with well over 1,000 invited individuals who attended the conference
series. A representative of DHEW actively participated in at least one
segment of each conference.

(d) Joint meetings between the- AMA's task force on rules and
reguliti6ns a ad DHEW representatives for the purpose of revieWing
the task force's recommendations and the PSRO program manual
prepared by OPSR, in an attempt to coordinate Federal and private
efforts in the regulatory area. These important and productive meet.
ings were held on January 10 and March 14, 1974. Additional joint
meetings are anticipated. .

(ey) Preparation by -the task force on structure and organization
of a "Handbook" setting forth various elements which might be
included in a PSRO structure such as the types of committees and
appeal mechanisms necessary and the appropriate relationship of pro-
fessional review programs to data systems. Sample bylaws and ar-
ticles of incorporation which may be used b physicians as possible
models in establishing a PSRO are also included in this document.

(f) Initiation by the task force on communications and education
of a program to inform physicians, health care organizations and the
public to all aspect of PSO. This program has included wide dis-
tribution of an audio slide presentation describing PSRO concepts
and Aiewsletter, entitled PSRO Report, designed to widely dis-
seminate relevant information on PSRO.

(g) Formulation by the task force on data collection, processing
and storage of recommendations for a PSRO minimum data set,
definition of specific data elements, consideration of factors involved
in patient and physician identifiers, and problems of confidentiality
of medical data. On March 29, 1974, the task force reviewed its data
and recommendations with representatives of DHEW and discussed
differences and similarities between the task force data set and the
current version of the data set being formulated by DHEW for use
with medicare and medicaid programs. A similar iieeting to further
discuss these subjects with DHEW is scheduled for May 29, 1974.

(h) Initiation bv the task force on guidelines of care of a program
to coordinate development by national medical specialty societies of
medical care criteria for diagnoses accounting for 75 percent of their
respetive inpatient practices. To date, 29 specialty societies have vol-
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untarily joined in this development project. The task force sponsored
a "how to" workshop on development of criteria in July 1973, and en-
couraged use of a standardized format by specialty societies par-
ticipating in the project. At the AMA's request, representatives of
DHEW have regularly attended meetings of the task force in an ef-
fort to ensure that the criteria development project has maximum
input regarding requirements of PSRO. The task force has also held
a joint meeting with the National Council's Subcommittee on Data and
Norms to integrate requirements of the PSRO law into the criteria
project. Further, the AMA's task force, the National Council's Sub-
committee on Data and Norms and the Office of Professional Stand-
ards Review have agreed to standardized definitions for the terms
"norms"5, "standards", criteria" , and "screening" in an effort to in-
sure that we are all speaking the same language.

I have attempted, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
to briefly highlight what I consider to be some of the constructive ef-
forts of the American Medical Association in the implementation of
the professional standards review program.

My colleague, Dr. Beddingfield, will now present to you what the
AMA considers to be constructive amendments to the' Professional
Standards Review Organization legislation.

This is Dr. Beddingfield, Senator.
Senator TALHADOE. Proceed, Doctor.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDGAR T. BEDDINGFIELD

Dr. BEDDINOGFL. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee,
I am Dr. Edgar T. Beddingfield, Jr., a practicing family physician
from Wilson, N.C.

Senator TALMADOE. I am sorry to call you down, but we have eight
more witnesses to be heard today.

I do want you to know this All testimony will be inserted in full
in the record.*

Our staff will prepare a summary of all testimony, and every mem-
ber of this committee will get a copy of it. And in that way your views
will beknown. -

I will yield at this time to the Senator from Utah.
Senator BNz;ETr. Thank you.
I would like to begin by saying-to Dr. Beddingfield again that this is

not a legislative hearing. We are not considering amendments at the
parsent time. So all we can properly do is put your amendments in the
file against the time when the committee might be considering changes
in the law. And we hope you understand that. We certainly have no
objection to receiving the amendments. You can be sure they will be
looked at carefully to see whether there is any content in them that we
think will improve the law. But just on the off-chance that somebody
might say amendments were offered and we would not even consider
them, you should know that this is not a hearing at which amendments
will be considered.

Dr. HumrnT. If you will receive them, sir.

*Dr. Beddingfield's prepared statement appears at p. 74.
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AMA ATTACKS ON PSRO

Senator BENmr. To begin with, I would like to make a statement,
Mr. Chairman. Since I am the author of the PSRO program which has
been under attack by the AMA very vigorously, in the last few months
particularly, I would like to begin by saying how pleased I am by the
activities that Dr. Hunter has described of the AMA Advisory Com-
mittee on PSRO. I might add that Dr. Hunter and I have appeared
many times on the same program discussing the PSRO. And I have
great respect for his understanding of the program.

I am fully aware that physicians such as Dr. Hunter and others like
him, -have spent a great deal of time working toward the implement.
tion of the program. And I congratulate him for his activities in
this respect. But I am extremely distressed by the tone and content of
Dr. Roth's remarks.

In your statement, Dr. Roth, you say that "A significant proportion
of the physician population has been estranged." And you go on to say
that this estrangement has occurred "not because of the resistance on
the part of the medical profession, but in spite of the fact that AMA
has, over a year, dedicated to the success of the effort a major con-
tribution in time and talent of experts plus over $200,000 in-its own
funds". And finally you say: "The fault does not lie with the sincerity
or the intensity of our effort to cooperate."

Frankly, Dr. Roth, I think this is demeaning of the committee for
you to come before us and broadly imply that AMA has been com-
pletely supportive of the implementation of the PSRO law. I and
other members of the committee are fully aware that you and other
officers of the AMA have been equally as vehement in describing to
those State medical societies that are opposed to PSRO your sincere
and intense effort to repeal or amend the PSRO today. It seems to
me, Dr. Roth, that you reach a point where you cannot have it both
ways. I do not see how you can honestly read page 2 of your statement
without explaining such things vs the PSRO "Deleterious Effects Kit"
which I hold in my hand. This kit, and the anti-PSRO statements
that you and other officers of the AMA have made, have created far
more estrangement than any of Dr. Hunter's efforts to cooperate
have been able to overcome.

I must say that over the past4 years of PSRO effort one of the things
that has been most disappointing to me personally has been the
failure of the leaders of AMA to say the same thing regardless of
which side of an issue their particular audience might be on..

I am sure you realize that PSRO was born out of PRO, which was
an AMA proposal. And it seems to me you turned against PSRO when

.we decided that it was inappropriate to allow your constitutent State
societies to administer the law. And then we moved to the concept
of voluntary local organizations of practicing physicians. And I
note that one of your amendments is an attempt to get that State
concept back into the law.

I cannot seem to make it clear enough that the Federal Govern-
ment cannot turn over to a private organization, organized for the
benefit of its own members, and representing-I do not know whether
it is half or slightly more than half of the practicing physicians in
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the country--and able to prevent some physicians from getting mem-
bership, the operation of alaw that affects all phyicians. Now, it seems
to me that after your California meeting, after your Disneyland
meeting, you have come up with three heads. Dr. Hunter represents
one head: Let us support the law and let us do what we can to make it
work. And you represent another head: Let us kill it. And Dr.
Beddingfield represents the third head: Let us amend it. But the
end of that is, let us amend it to death, because you cannot bear to
se the control of the law pass out of your hands into the hands of
local physiciWs who are not completely under your control.

I may be wrong, but that is the way I have read my experiences
when I have appeared in various groups, and have been questioned by
people whose attitude has been affected by yours, and when I have tried
to defend the PSRO proposal against its detractors. I think you would
be perfectly happy to support the PSRO program if we amended it to
turn it over to your control.

I think you should remember back to the fact that you opposed
medicare. And when we overruled your opposition, two interesting
things happened. The American medical profession no Ioner had the
responsibility for charity medicine. And the Federal Government
assumed in its place a burden that has now reached something like $25
billion a year. And we who are responsible for the oversight of that
service have an equal responsibility to see that the service rendered is
worth the $25 billion, both to the taxpayers and to the patient.

This law has been carefully worked out to leave the right to review
in the hands of the physicians themselves and in the hands of the local
physicians. And it was written to require that the local physicians
organization apply so that nobody could say the Secretary of HEW
was selecting the reviewers. We have tried eyery way we can to pr-serve the right of the local physicians to carry on their program. And
I think in total, in spite of allof the work that has been done by Dr.
Hunter and his committee, the total effect of your combined activities
has been to use your words, estrange the doctors from PSRO. And I
am glad that we have already gotten into the record this morning an
indication that you have failed, because we have had more than 100
applications from local PSRO groups. And the first State supportive
contract has been agreed to. And the first local PSRO group has been
designated from my own State of Utah. We are on the way. And I do
not think you can stop it. And I think you should get on the ball,
because I think this program is going to live. And if AMA continues
to kick against the bricks, it wifl be you and not the PSRO program,
or the Finance Committee, that will suffer in the contest.

Having delivered that rather emotionally charged opinion, I would
like to get down to some specific questions. I would like to ask each of
the witnesses, beginning with Dr. 7Beddingfield, did you know the con-
tents of this kit before it was issued?

Dr. B=Diiorm L. No, sir.
Senator BxNNETT. Dr. Hunter, did you know the contents of this

kit before it was issuedI
Dr. Htnr .No, sir.
Senator BFsNNET. Dr. Roth, did you know the contents of this kit

before it was issued?
Dr. Ram. No, sir.
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Senator BENNMrr. In other words, the AMA is not master in its
own house. Are you prepared to say that you disown it, you wish it
had never been issued, that the claims and statements made in it are
false and the AMA disowns it?

Dr. Beddingfield.
Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. I would not be prepared to accept that state-

ment in total. I think there are some ill-advised contributions to it.
But I think there is some potential and inflammatory language.
Some of the language is certainly ill chosen. But there is a copy of the
law in there, for example, and we could not disown that. And there
is an analysis of the law, which is a clear objective analysis of the
law. There are certain things in there which I wish had not gone
out in there, yes, sir.

Senator BENNErr. Are you proud of the fact that the proposed
sample speech issued to be delivered by AMA members bears the
title "Exorcising the Devil"? Have we reached the point where our
scientific organizations are reduced to exorcism in order to get their
point over?

Dr. BEDDINOFEL. I think that the title of the speech was ill chosen.
Perhaps it was in keeping with things that are currently of interest
in the world,-in the Nation. But I think it was ill chosen.

Senator BENNETr. Dr. Hunter, do you think the AMA should
repudiate this document?

Dr. Huw u. I believe that the speech entitled, "Exorcising the
Devil" is needlessly inflammatory. It has been withdrawn from any
further issuance of the kit. However, you and I can sit here and agree
that the pages of history cannot be expunged. And that speech has
been delivered.

Senator BENNirr. But it still bears the imprimatur of the AMA.
I am glad to hear that you are not distributing any more copies of it.
But there are plenty out there. -

Dr. Roth, what do you think about it f I realize that you were not
in your present position when it was distributed.

Dr. Romr. Yes. sir. I have been president since last June. _
But I would like to point out, Senator, if I may in this connection,

that my role is that of a responsible representative of and spokesman
for my constituency, and that what I do is inevitably determined by
the policy positions taken by our house of delegates, which is the
supreme, really the only policy-establishing part of our organization.
And because of one of their pronouncements this kit was prepared.
And I would read to you from the action section of their PSRO
pronouncement:

That this House of Delegates as individual physicians and through the Board
of Trustees and its Council on Legislation work to inform the public and legis-
lators as to the potential deleterious effects of this law on the quality, con-
fidentiality and cost of medical care.

This was a directive to us, and, therefore, the staff put this together.
I think all of us are. distressed in that it has perharls intensified an

adversary atmosphere in which we should discuss the supremely im-
portant issue of the application of successful peer review, which" I as-
sure you we are as interested in. as is the committee. In fact, the tech-
niques of peer review were invented by our profession. And I think
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responsible accomplishments of a successful program is the objective
of all of us. And what we are giving you is the opinion, matured after
perhaps a relatively short time. In 1 year we had hoped to line up
enthusiasm and cooperation and willingness of far more organizations
to apply for an active role in PSRO. It has not happened, and it is
going the other way at an alarming rate, sir. In the distributed text
of my statement it states that 13 State medical societies have come out
against PSRO for repeal. I had to change that in my oral delivery to
14,-because within the last 2 days another one has gone on this route.
We have a number of associations going, and this is distressing to us
as I am sure it is to the committee. Our suggestion is that you need
the troops to win this war. And we are losing the troops.

Senator BE.NNEr. May I ask one question?
I face you with a statement in the letter of March 13 written by Dr.

Howard to accompany the kit which says:
An editorial, "PSR0 standard or substandard medicine," has been included for

insertion in medial Journals or newsletters We have also enclosed a suggested
speech which does an excellent job of pointing to the dangers of the present law.

And then it says:
We suggest local press contacts receive priority for the receipt of these re-

leases In this way maximum media exposure hopefully, will result and be of
significant help to us in our fight against PSRO.

Now, you cannot have it both ways, Dr. Roth.
[The March 18, 1974, letter follows:]

AMKUOAN MzrDzOAL Asso(nATIoN,
Chioago,-iL, March 18, 1974.

To: AMA Delegates and, Alternate Delegates; State Medical Associations; Metro-
politan County Medical Societies; and National Specialty Societies.

Subject: Deleterious Effects of PSR0.
The enclosed kit details some of the deleterious effects of the PSR0 law. The

contents of the kit are designed for internal communication purposes within your
medical society and to provide resource materials on the subject to the news
media within the area served by your society.

The resource materials that deal with AMA policy on PBRO are self-explana-
tory. An editorial, "'PSR0: Standard or Substandard Medicine", has been in.
eluded for insertion In medical Journals and/or newsletters. We have also In-
cluded a suggested speech which does an excellent job of pointing to the dangers
of the present PSRO law.

Three statements outline primary PSR0 pitfalls, i.e. "Confidentiality"...
"PSR0 Norms--or Guidelines?" ... and "Showboating and Scapegoating." They
may be used internally for the membership, of course. But we suggest local press
contacts receive priority for the receipt of these releases.

Each of the three statements may be retyped with the name of your society
inserted as indicated in the texts. They might also be presented to local mem-
bers of the media by appropriate representatives of your society. In this way,
maximum media exposure hopefully will reult and be of significant help to us in
our fight against PSR0.

Your American Medical Association believes that It is vitally Important to
develop an effective Informational campaign to apprise the physcian member-
ship and the general public on the concerns that surround the PSRO program.
The AMA has asked each state to survey members of Congress to determine the
potential of repealing the law. At the same time, we have drafted specific amend-
ments for presentation to Congress.

Finally, we suggest that you may wish to share the contents of this kit with
each member of your state's congressional delegation.

Sincerely,
Eaxm B. How&m. M.D.
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Dr. ROTH. No, sir. We obviously have been forced to switch. After
having honorably failed in our effort to have the House language ac.
cepted rather than the Senate language in H.R. 1, we took the same
route that we did after the passage of medicare when we cooperated
and set up a special advisory committee which worked long and hard
in the writing of the regulations. We have tried to do this here,but it
has not gained acceptance. At Anaheim, as part of our deliberations
in Fantasyland, we came out with a firm declaration by our house of
delegates. Apwn, I report that the policymaking group said, the con-.
sidered opinion of this house of delegates is that the best interests of the
American people, our patients, would be served by repeal of the present
PSRO legislation. That is reasonably loud and clear. But the board of
trustees still insisted that because this might be impossible to achieve,
there should be a policy position which would prevail so long as the
law remains in force, and recommended a continuation to exert its
leadership and to support constructive amendments, coupled with a
continuation of the efforts to develop appropriate rules and regula-
tionL And this, sir, is what we are trying to do in consonance with the
dictates of our constituency.

Senator BRNNmr. If the law were amended to allow your constitu-
ent State societies to become the PSRO's, and we repeal that section
of the law which sets up the local agencies, would you then move to re-
peaLthe law ?

Dr. Romi. I do not happen to think this is the key issue. I think that
one of the problems, and one of the major differences in thrust between
our earlier PRO proposal and the modification that now stands in
PSRO, that the thrust of-our bill would have been to take advantage
of physician development, physician enthusiasm, and physician spon-sorship and cooperation in peer review in the many way it was beng
developed, and to support those, to extend them and gradually to
achieve a successful operation.

Now, what happened under PSRO was that the very first approach
to this kind of enrtment of enthusiastic effort ran into a roadblock in
the districting where we had States that wanted to take the responsi-
-bility. Under the terms of the law they found that it was an arbitrary
decision that they had to be divided up into multiple PRO's. Not allStates wanted single State PSRO, as you well know, sir. There are
many that are happy with the designations There armany that are
unhappy. And I am sure you knowTy now that at least one State has

-entered suit on this subject, and we have at least one more consider-
q~ ing such action.

So here where the physician wanted to do the job on the general
terms of the rest of the law's provisions, they immediately ran into a
frustration and an estrangement. And I think that there are States
that are now standing for repeal that would not be for repeal had they
not run into this obstacle. It is one of the ineptitudes thatI referred to.

Senator BzNzim-r. I have overstayed my time. I will come back
again later. J.0oU oF DocTOSs IN PSRO

Senator TALXADOE. I supported the original PSRO legislation be-
cause I thought doctors were better qualified to monitor it themselves
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than Government bureaucrats and insurance company clerks Do you
not agree with that ?

Dr. Ro=. Totally, sir.
Senator TiLM L Are you not aware also that before the PSRO

amendment was agreed to that insurance company clerks and Govern-
ment bureaucrats-had far greater delegations of authority than the
PSRO has right now I

Dr. Rom.Yes, sir. We have been living with that in medicare and
medicaid.

Senator TaxwvoL Are you not further aware that that authority
is still in the act where a Government clerk can come in your office or
an insurance clerk can come in your office and get your records and look
at them and virtually anything else he wants to do? -

Dr. Ro=. Yes, sir. I would-point out in our suggested amendments
we would change that.

Senator TALIAwDz. What is so objectionable about letting local doc-
tors do in the future what Government clerks and insurance clerks have
been able to do now for years?

Dr. RoH. Actually, it would be done much better. And that is prm
cisely our objective. n . PSRO's

Senator TAL AwDz. On another subject, I will be very brief. In the
absence of cost controls on health care, do we not need professional
standards review to assure appropriate usagA of costly health care
services?

Dr. Romn. Dr. Hunter, would you like to react to that ?
Dr. Huwm. Yes, sir, I would say so.

MiicAL Soci'ry PSRO-TYPE RpFviws

Senator TALxAoo. There have been some complaints about confi-
dentiality and cookbook medicine and cost of review relative to saving,
tand so forth. The medical societies in Sacramento, Calif., New
Mexico, Utah, and Colorado have been doing PSRO-type reviews for
the Government. I assume that the AMA evaluated the activities of
those medical organizations. What were your specific findings with
respect to those operations I

Dr. Hum-m. We viewed them with interest. And we applauded
their efforts. And we felt that their accomplishments were worthy of
documentation.

Senator TAutLXoE. I will reserve the balance of my time and yield
later to the Senator from Utah if h4 desires.

And now Senator Hansen is recognized.
Senator HAN sN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will direct my questions to the paneland who you feel might best

respond, it would be up to your determination.

PSRO AND NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

What do you envision the results to be when PSRO's are extended
to all health care, including ambulatory and office care under a national
health insurance program?

33-013 0 - 74 - Pt. I - 6
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Dr. Rtor. That, Senator Hansen, is one of our greatest concerns.
It is being widely alleged that one of the important things in connec-
tion with PSRO is to have it accomplished now, because it will be
incorporated into any kind of national health insurance that may be
soon enacted. And it is also envisioned, particularly as one listens to
discussions about the impact of the PSRO on the prescribing habits
of physicians, with regard to antibiotics, and things of that sort, that

,,. this mu~t inevitably imply that this get carried on into office practice
S in the out-of-hospital setting where a substantial part of that kind of

medical practice is carried on.
This falls in the general area reported on by Dr. Saward this morn-

ing, when he said methodologies ofhandlingthis kind of review simply
do not exist. Virtually all of the review has been applied either to
institutional care or in some limited cases, as in the New Mexico experi-
ence, to a statewide medicaid, title 19, program. And the techniques
of doing quality care are fragmentary. So that we are fearful of a
mandatory governmentally described program for industrywide
application.

TimNo oF AMA SuuoESTE AMENDMENT

Senator HANszN. My second question deals with a subject that has
already been discussed with some degree, more than perhaps just
normal interest. But nevertheless, let me ask, Why do you say t at the
law needs to be amended now rather than after an initial period of
implementation and experimentation ?

Dr. RoTH. I would like to ask Dr. Beddingfield to reply to that, sir.
Dr. BFEDDINOFELD. Senator Hansen, many of the apprehensions and

concerns that were expressed by the Secretary this morning were
addressed by the amendments which I did not have time to present in
my presentation. And I would hope that they would receive the careful
attention of the committee.

Senator HANZ5N. Dr. Beddingfield, let me say by way of partial
response to your expressed hope that I certainly will be glad to consider
those. That may not mean anything, but it seems to me that any
organization, or any professional group, anyone who comes under the
purview of a particular law, may be at some disadvantage. And it does
not offend me that you might 'have some suggestions to make as to
ways in which the law can be improved.

I am very lowdown on the totem pole, and I would not want to hold
out any false hope that you might take undue encouragement from
what I have, said.

Dr. RoTrn. May I add to this, Senator, that one of our amendments
which I think is more important, is to give more time for implementa-
tion if this law is to be continued, because it seems obvious that when
the law was passed in 1972, that there was a recognition on the part
of the Congress that the profession was being asked to do an extraordi-
nary job, and that they gave us 3 years. January 1, 1976. may have
seemed far off at that time, but here we have spent half of it, and now
the remaining 18 months seem_ s to be a very short time, when we recog-
nize that it was just yesterday that we got the first authorization to
begin one PSRO. And so if we are to live with this, to improve it, to
improve its chances to be a success, we feel that it requires more time.
We have a dual purpose propo%.d amendment in that respect.
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DEVELOPMENT OF NoRMs FOR CARE

Senator HANsEN. One final question. Specifically how could the
norms as designated in the law cause what you call cookbook medicine?

Dr. ROTH. Senator, I think it comes from an experience in working
with Federal programs, medicare, and medicaid. Cookbook medicine
would occur if there are indeed for each diagnosis a set of norhas, and
the understanding grows among all physicians that as long as their
practice conforms to these norms that fees will be paid and there will
be no problem about peer review. This is what we are eternally told. It
seems to me that there will be a compulsion toward doing everything
that the norm authorizes; the physician will feel if he does so he is
secure, he is playing according to the Federal rules, and he will be paid,
there will be no problems about it, and it may even improve his legal
status if anybody ever wanted to bring up any question as to the pro-
priety of his treatment. This is certainly not in tune with the use of the
judgment and the experience of the physician who certainly does not
normally carry out his management of a case according to cookbook
recipes. I think this is what we are talking about because it could be a
major contributor to escalation of the expenses of the whole program.

Senator HANSEN. I might just observe, Doctor, that judging by the
experience some people have had who were engaged in what is some-
times referred to as good Samaritan acts, and have found themselves
before the courts answering charges that have been made I must say,
as one who comes from that part of the country where there are not
all that many people, and having seen firsthand more than one occa-
sion where good intentions paid off very well, I am glad that everyone
has not been instilled with the fear that I think you rightly anticipate
could discourage some doctors from deviating from it. Because from
personal observation I can say that there are a few people alive today
I-know of that would not have been alive if the person had been able
to view the full spectrum of court action and had been made aware
of the dangers of picking up somebody that is badly hurt, is unable to
speak, and you do not know what is wrong with them. And thank God
there are still people who are willing to take the chance and do what
they believe is right, despite the fact that they could obviously find
themselves in a legal situation where they would be confronted by
somebody saying that they are contributing to their total paralysis or
even their death.

Dr. Rarm. Thank you.
Senator HAN8ON. Thank you.
Senator TALMADGE. The Chair yields such time as he has remaining

to the Senator from Utah.
Senator BNNErr. I am interested in this discussion of norms be-

cause I hold in my hand again Resolution No. 56, Specifications for
the Development of Norms for Care, Diagnosis, and Treatment,
adopted by your clinical convention in 1972. And every one of these
requirements is met as far as I can tell by the situation set up in the law.

Dr. RoTH. Except one, sir.
Senator BENNETf. What is that?
Dr. ROTH. That is our stress-I will have it in a moment.
This is the resolution that has the three sections.
Senator BENNMT. I can supply it to you if no one else can.
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"e. ROTH. I am sure we have it here. But at any rate, I am familiar
with it enough to point out the single exception. And that is the stress
that these be used as guides. This is the thrust of the amendment which
we propose. And the specifics of the language that raise some concern
are in section 1156-A of the act, which says that these norms shall be
used as principal points of evaluation and review. It is interesting to
us that the PSRO manual, as it has just been distributed, departs
from this language too and points out that it would be more appro-

ir, priate for an initial point of evaluation that is not the principal pointqO by which the appropriateness of the treatment shall be judged. We
think there is a profound difference in the actual facts of the practice
of medicine between these two stages.

Senator BzNNErr. I think this is an exercise in semantics I think
you will find that when you come to consider the way the norms are
used as instruments and have been used by those who have actually
used them, the law is quite adequate.

Dr. ROTH. We will be very happy to see that the PSRO manual
makes this switch in approach. So we would interpret this action as
hopefully being eventual support.

AenatorBENXNm. I think the amendment is superfluous. The com-
mittee report refers to them as checkpoints, and all the way through
we who have worked on the prgram considered them simply to be
trigger points, points of comparison.

IssuE OF CONFIDENTIALITY

I would like to move before my time runs out back to this kit. On
page 10 of the speech in the kit you devote the entire page to the issue
of confidentiality, and say-you end by saying:

Lest anyone think I am being melodramatic on this point, I remind you of the
growing abuse of privacy by government, by industry, by credit rating bureaus,
and by unwitting computers.

Based on your knowledge of millions of millions of medicare patients
and their treatment, how many have complained to you that their pri-vacy has been violated? "

Dr. HNTER. As an individual practitioner? None.
Senator BzNNrrr. None. How many have complained to the Ameri-

can Medical Society or to their constituent societies and been referred
to the American Medical Society?

Dr. HuNwT. I know of none, sir.
Senator BENNE1r. In other words, are you not tilting at a windmill

here?
Dr. HUNTER. No, sir. We are trying to act on behalf of our patients.

This is not a matter of concern to us, it is a matter of concern for our
patients.

Senator BENNzEr. The chairman has pointed out that the law has
made it possible for clerks and bureaucrats to have access to these
records for a long, long time.

Dr. HuNTm. Yes, sir. We do not approve of that either."
Senator BENNET. And after all of this experience you cannot in-

dicate the existence of any complaints. Now, we think we have strength-
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ened the provision against the release, the unauthorized release of con-
fidential material in the bill. But you know that no review process
can operate if you can deny the reviewer access to the records he needs
to study the review. This seems to me axiomatic.

So I just want to make the point that this issue of confidentiality
which was blown up in your kit, has in my mind been blown up out of
all proportion to the actual facts as they exist. And the facts as they
exist are a pretty good measurement of the risk that exists. I do not
know of any better one.

Of course, if you want to approach this problem as some people are
approaching the question of nuclear power, if the ultimate situation
existed and every patient's files were automatically revealed to the
public-maybe that is possible under the law, but following this line
of reasoning you reach the point where you cannot legislate against
every conceivable situation. And I hope to develop during these hear-
ings the fact that this concern about norms is really a red herring rather
than a fundamental problem, because there is no data to support it.

I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMAOF Thank you very much, Dr. Roth, and your

associates. We appreciate the contribution you have made to our
deliberations.

DEVELOPMENT OF NORMS FOR CARE

Senator BENNETT. We had a discussion during the last exchange
about Resolution No. 56. And I think for the sake of the clarity of the
record the resolution should appear as part of that discussion.

Senator TALMADO Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The resolution and Dr. Beddingfield-s prepared statement, with an

appendix containing the AMA's suggested amendments, follows.
Hearing continues on p. 82.]
No. 56 SPzCxxoATrONs rO DzvAPMZXT or Noxms io CARZ, DiA0NOsEs, AN"

TszATmzNT
HOUSE ACTION: AWDOPTE

Resolved, That the American Medical Association supports the development
of "norms" for medical cares stated in Public Law 92-6M calling for the estab-
lishment of "professionally developed norms of care, diagnoses and treatment,
based upon typical patterns of practice in its regions," provided such "norms":

1. Have a content which:
a. Recognizes the separate concern for cost and quality.
b- Recognizes that medical care often deals with patient problems rather

'than specific diagnoses.
c. Recognizes the frequent occurrence of multiple problems in a single patient.
d. Recognizes the uniqueness of individual patients.
e. Recognizes the fact of regional variations in medical care patterns, e.g., dif-

ferences in availability of facilities and services.
2. Have a structure which:
a. Is developed by organized medicine.
b. Has major input from national and regional specialty societies.
c. Is acceptable to the practicing physician at the regional level.
8. Are applied so as to:
a. Be useful for assessment of professional performance.
b. Recognize deficiencies in medical care in order to identify appropriate areas

for continuing education.
c. Assure continuing evaluation and amendment of the "norms" by the medical

profession.
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PWUABD STATEMENT or DL E oAx T. B.DDINorrs, J.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Doctor Edgar T. Bed-
dingfleld, Jr., a practicing family physician from Wilson, North Carolina.

Mr. Chairman, section 249F of P.L. 92- introduced into the Social Security
Act an extensive program for the review of health services provided or reim-
burse. under the Act. The legislation is intricate, with complicated interrela-
tionships. In some respects it sets forth broad policy statements as to the direc-
tion of the legislation, in other parts It is quite specific and detailed, while in
still others it is ambiguous. It is important to note, also, that the PSRO law Is
an additional review mechanism which in many cases overlaps previously enacted
utilization review requirements as well as similar review procedures which were
mandated in other sections of P.L. 92-0. It is not surprising, then, that the
law has created a great deal of confusion and misunderstanding. In an effort to
resolve some of these conflicts and ambiguities, the American Medical Associa-
tion has developed amendatory language which is intended to bring the pro-
gram closer toward its stated goal of professional medical review. At this time I
would like to describe some of the problem areas which our proposed legislation
addresses.

An area of particular concern has been the nature and development of the
"norms of health care services" which would be developed pursuant to Section
1156. It is unclear in the law where the responsibility lies for the development
of these norms. Accordingly, the AMA in Section 4 of its proposed amendments
would clearly state that criteria of health care shall be identified or developed
by each Professional Standards Review Organization giving due consideration
to such criteria of care identified or- developed by national medical specialty
organizations.

There are further conflicts within the present law regarding the application
of the "norms." Section 1156 states that the norms would be used as "principal
points of evaluation and review." Nevertheless, Section 1167(c) tends to institu-
tionalize the norms of care by purporting to insulate providers and practitioners
from civil liability when they adhere to the norms of care. These sections are
patently contradictory, and we would anticipate that the net result would be
that the norms of care would be viewed as rigid federal minimum requirements.
Moreover, the provisions Imposing refund penalties on providers and practi-
tioners could also contribute to the rigidity of the norms. Patients and the
profession alike are legitimately concerned with the prospect of cookbook
medicine. These concerns will continue until the law is clarified. With this

- object, the Association has recommended that the "norms" should be guides for
care and should be clearly understood to be initial points of evaluation and
review. Furthermore such guides must not be substituted for the medical Judg-
ment of individual physicians in the delivery of health care services. Moreover,
the Association is calling for the repeal of Section 1167(c) which seeks to give
statutory recognition to the norms as providing immunity from civil suit In our
opinion that provision is not in the best interest of the public or the profession.
There should be no compulsion on physicians toward stct adherence to fixed
treatment norms. -

Another issue of extreme importance relates to the confidentiality of informa-
tion accumulated and stored by PSRO's. Section 1155(a) (4), for example,
requires the development and regular review of patient profiles of care. In other
words, the system would have to maintain records of all of the care provided
or reimbursed on behalf of some 85 million medicare and medicaid beneficiaries
and recipients. Aside from the enormous expense and questionable value of
compiling and regularly reviewing this data there is a clear potential for

.mischief in the very existence of such exhaustive computerized records. We
recognize that Section 1166 of the Social Security Act sets forth criminal pen-
alties for the unauthorized disclosure of such information, but statutory prohibi-
tion does not assure confidentiality. The American Medical Association urges
maximum protection of the public from the very real danger of invasions of
privacy. The amendments which are attached to this statement provide appro-
priate discretionary authority In the PSRO to maintain necessary profiles,
while eliminating mandatory universal -patient profiles.

Confidentiality is also an essential element of candid peer review. If quality
assurance programs are to be effective in promoting- discussions within the
medical profession and In operating an an effective means of continuing medical
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education and of improving patient care, the deliberations and the records of the
review committees must be held in the strictest confidence. For these reasons
our amendments seek to protect these medical records from discovery in civil
litigation.

Proceeding to another. point, Doctor Roth has observed that several sections
of the law relate to utilization review and quality assurance programs. An un-
fortunate fact of the last year or so is that conflicting regulatory schemes have
been offered under these various and sometimes contradictory provisions. It
seems clear that Congress intended for section 249F to be the principal avenue
for review of services. Nonetheless, numerous bureaus and agencies have ad-
vanced utilization review procedures on the basis of tenuous authority. Inter-
mediary Letters, including requirements for pre-admission approval, have been
proposed under the aegis of Section 213. Preadmission approval systems have been
proposed under the purported authority of Sectlobrs 207, 237 and 239 of P.L.
92-603. These efforts have created confusion that have tended to predetermine
the structure and form of the PSRO system and they have alienated large num-
bers of the profession and the public. The Association therefore submits that
overlapping and redundant review authorities be deleted and the amendments so
provide.

Consistent with organized medicine's longstanding support of peer review
as an effective method of continuing medical education, the AMA recommends
that the sanctions and penalties applicable to health care providers and practi-
tioners be made more flexible so that any such sanctions will be related to the
gravity of the violation.

As written, the PSRO law (sec. 1157) requires that a violation of any obilga-
tion must be reported by the PSRO to the Staitewide Professional Standards
Review Council and forwarded to the Secretary. It Is possible, -therefore, that
all deviations, however minor, would have to be reported to the Statewide Pro-
fessional Standards Review Council as violations of the Act. We would suggest
that a more responsible approach would be to permit the local PSRO to forward
only those actions of the provider or practitioner where they show an Inap-
propriate practice pattern or when such actions constitute gross and flagrant
violations of the Act.

The Association has also considered the question whether federally provided
institutional care (such as care provided or reimbursed through the Veteran's
Administration or the Public Health Service) should be within the purview of
PSRO review. It was concluded that if Improved patient care Is to be achieved
through-this program such Improvements should be achieved within the federal
system. Our amendment, which is In accord with the substance of a recommenda-
tion of the National Professional Standards Review Council, calls for the in-
clusion of VA and Public Health Service programs within the gambit of PSRO
reivew.

Another of our amendments relates to the formation of organizations within
the state to provide technical and other assistance to local PSROs. While we are
aware that recognition Is currently being given to the development of statewide
PSRO Support Centers, we are of the opinion that specific authorization should
be provided in the law for the creation and recognition of appropriate organiza-
tions performing such functions.

The final point that I would make in the limited time available relates to
the overall implementation timetable. It Is clear that Congress Intended that
practicing physicians develop the PSRO program. The program could be com-
promised beyond redemption if the medical profession were expected to meet a
deadline which is unrealistic. It is evident that if the Intention of the Congress
Is to be carried out, that is to say, if the medical profession is to be given a
meaningful opportunity to establish utilization review and quality assurance
programs an extension of time beyond January 1, 1976 must be grantedr-as the
Association recommends In its amendment. Moreover, in the period of time dur-
ing which fledgling PSROs are formed a study should be conducted to determine
when, if ever, organizations other than professional associations should be per-
mitted to conduct the review function.

Mr. Chairman, I have reviewed only a portion of our amendments. Attached to
this statement, as Appendix A, is an Itemization of all of our recommended
amendments. We have also attached, as Appendix B, a draft bill containing rec-
ommended text to accomplish these changes.
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We thank you for the opportunity of discussing the specifics of the AMA's
proposed amendments. I realize this presentation is somewhat lengthy, but as
you know this is a most complex issue which requires careful attention and
study.

We will now respond to questions which this Committee may have.

Appendix A
MAY 1, 1974.

PSRO AMZNDMZEqTS

The following is a list of amendments to the PSRO law that has been recom-
mended by the AMA Council on Legislation and approved by the Board of

-Trustees. The policy recommendations set forth below are not In the form of
suggested legislative language but rather reflect the substance of the amend-
ments.

(1) The definition of "qualified organization" under Section 1152(b) (1) (A)
should be expanded so that organizations, including foundations, designated
by medical societies will be specifically eligible for consideration as a PSRO.

(2) (A) Authority for the Secretary to enter into PSRO contracts with groups
other than professional associations, as provided in Section 1152(b) (1) (B),
should be postponed from January 1, 1976, to July 1, 1978.

(B) The National Professional Standards Review Council should conduct
a study to review the extent of professional participation in the implementation
of the PSRO program. Such study would be completed by January 1, 1978, and
thereupon presented to Congress, at which time Congress could determine
whether, and under what conditions, other agencies would be allowed to serve
as PSROs.

(8) (A) Section 1156 should be amended to specifically direct the respective
PSROs to ascertain and develop appropriate guidelines, (referring to norms.
criteria and standards) drawing upon the expertise of national, state, and
county medical associations and specialty societies.

(B) The law should be amended to specifically state that such guidelines
(referring to norms, criteria and standards) are to be guides only and cannot
be substituted for individual professional judgment.

(4) Consistent with policy in opposition to preadmission certification of
institutional care, such authority presently existing in the PSRO law should_
be deleted.

(5) "Regular Review" of Patient and Provider profiles should not be required
to be based upon case-by-case analysis of care provided or received. Section
1155(a) (4) should be amended to allow for the review on a sample basis.

(6) Section 1160(a) (3) providing for financial penalties in lieu of termination
or suspension should be repealed. A system of gruiluated sanctions, clearly
stating the maximum applicable penalty (such as, a suspension up to 30 days

. -for the first finding by the PSRO that the provider or practitioner has estab-
lished a pattern of practice which Is unacceptable) should be established.

(7) Certain reporting provisions require PSROs to submit to the Statewide
Council. for forwarding to the Secretary, all determinations made by the PSRO
that a practitioner or a provider has violated any obligations relating to neces-
sity, quality or situs of care furnished (Section 1157 and 1160(b) (1)). These
provisions should be amended to require the PSRO to report to the Statewide
Council only when It determines that a pattern of practice requires such attention
or that a provider or practitioner has grossly and flagrantly violated the
obligations imposed under the Act. Such determinations should be made only
after a conference with the provider o-r practitioner in an attempt to seek
compliance, and a finding that he or it has shown an Inability or lack of desire
or intention to comply with the program requirements.

(8) Section 1167 should be amended to provide that the written records of
Professional Standards Review Organizations, Statewide Professional Standards
Review Councils, and the National Professional Standards Review Council
-shall not be subject to subpoena or discovery proceedings In any civil action;
nor shall the Identity of any member, employee, or person providing information,
counsel or services be subject to subpoena or discovery proceedings; nor shall
the discussion or deliberations of any such organization, council member, em-
ployee, or person by subject to subpoena or discovery proceedings in any civil

--action.
(9) Section 1167 (c) should be repealed. Section 1167 purports (in subsec-

tion (c)), to limit the liability of an individual furnishing items or services when
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such individual has acted in compliance with the norms of care applied by a PSRO
provided that he exercised due care In his conduct. This provision could have the
unintended and undesirable effect of pressuring practitioners to adhere to the
norms. Moreover, the provision is at best meaningless because on its face It Is
applicable only when the practitioner has exercised due care-the very issue
at the heart of the malpractice issue&

(10) The law should be amended to state the limited functions of the "norms,
criteria, and standards" developed thereunder and to define their applicability'
In civil case&

(11) Section 1168, referring to the reimbursement of PSRO expenses, should
be amplified so that contract applicants will have an accurate understanding as
to which organization expenses will be reimbursable.

(12) The law should be amended to provide for the appeal of area designation&
(13) The law should be amended to provide for PSRO review of care delivered

through all federal medical programs such as the Veterans Administration and
Public Health Service.

(14) Section 1155 (b) (4) should be repealed. PSROs would be authorized
under Section 1155 (b) (4) to inspect the facilities In- which care Is rendered
or services are provided by practitioners or providers. Institutions are current-
ly subject to inspection by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals,
and, moreover, facilities are generally subject to regulation under state and
local law. It has been observed that the further requirements of onsite inspec-
tions by-PSROs would be an unwarranted duplication.

(15) Section 1155 (b) (8) should 06 repealed. Practitioners and providers are
obligated to maintain supporting documentation substantiating the necessity
and quality of care provided under Medicare and Medicaid. These record-
keeping requirements (Section 1100 (a) (1) (0) are duplicated by an ambiguous
authorization under Section 1155 (b) (8) allowing PSROs to "examine the
pertinent records" of practitioners and providers. This authority is, at best,
redundant and could be the subject of abuse. It should be observed that unre-
strained examinations of medical records would jeopardize their confidentiality.

(16) The role of the state medical society should be further augmented by
'uthorising the Secretary to enter Into contracts with the state medical society,
or lti designated organization, to provide technical and administrative assistance
to PSROs in the administration of the PSRO program. Under such contracts,
the organization would be reimbursed directly by DFEW.

(17) Section 218 of P.L. 92-603, which describes circumstances under which
payment may be made under Medicare for certain otherwise noncovered Items
and services, and under which recovery can be made from provisions and prac-
titioners, should be repealed.

(18) Provisions Of Section 27 of P.L. 92-0, relating to utilization review pro-
cedures under Medicaid should be repealed. - '

(19) Section 229 of P.L. 92-08, authorIzing the creation of program review
teams should be repealed. Appendix B

Bill No.-----

In the (Senate) (House) of the United States
Date

98D CONRomSS
ed Sesion
Mr. --------------- of ---------- introduced the following bill: which was

read twice and referred
To the ----------------- ommittee

-A BILL To amend Part B of title XI of the Social Security Act to provide a more elective
administration of Professional Standards Review of health care services, to expand the
Professional Standards Review Ortanization activity to include review of services per-
formed by or in federally operated health care Institutions, and to protet theconfiden-
tiality of medical records

Be t ewted by the-Senate and House of Reprentaffves of the U~ted States
of America in (ongress Assembled,

Swno 1. Section 1151 of the Social Security Act Is amended by Inserting "(a)"
after the designation "Sec. 1151." and by adding a new subsection (b) as follows:

"(b) In order to promote uniformly effective, efficient, and economical delivefl
, of health care services of proper quality In federally-owned and operated health

care Institutions serving the civilian population, It is further the purpose of this
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part to utilize the Professional Standards Review Organizations established under
this part to apply suitable procedures of professional standards review to services
provided by or in health care institutions operated by the Public Health Service
and the Veterans Administration, in accordance with the provisions of Sec.
1155(h)."

SEo. 2. Section 1152 of the Social Security Act is amended-
(a) By amending subsection (a) :

(1) To insert "(1)" after the designation "See. 1152. (a)" and delete
"(1)" and "(2)" in the first sentence.

(2) To add a new subsection (a) (2), as follows:
"(2) (A) The Professional Standards Review Organization areas shall

be established or revised by the Secretary after consultation with ap-
propriate professional associations representative of doctors of medicine
or osteopathy who are In active practice In the areas affected, such as,
state and county medical associations and specialty societies, and the
Secretary shall provide an opportunity to all interested persons residing
within any state for public hearing with respect to any area within the
state In which he proposes to establish or revise a Professional Standard
Review Organization area. In establishing or revising any such area,
the Secretary shall consider, among other things, recommendations, as
provided above, of the doctors of medicine or osteopathy within a state
for the establishment of a statewide Professional Standards Review
Organization or multiple Professional Standards Review Organizations.
An area may be established statewide or as one of multiple areas within
a state irrespective of the number of physicians within such area. Where
the entire state has been established as a single Professional Standards
Review Organization area, the review functions shall be performed
locally by local review units approved by the designated Professional
Standards Review Organization. When an area designation I# proposed
as an appropriate area with respect to which a Professional Standards
Review Organization may be designated the Secretary shall publish such
proposal and allow ample opportunity for public comment and recom-
mendation. Moreover, upon making any such area proposal, the Secre-
tary shall release all relevant data and criteria upon which his recom-
mended area designation is based together with a statement of his
rationale for the determination.

"(B) Final determination of the Secretary in the establishment or revi-
sion of any Professional Standards Review Organization area shall be sub-
ject to review in a civil action commenced by any interested person,- with-
out regard to jurisdictional amount, within 60 days following publication
of such determination in the Federal Register or within 60 days following
enactment of this subsection, whichever is later. Such action shall be brought
in the district court of the United States for any district in which the area
in controversy Is located. If it be shown to the satisfaction of the court that
the Secretary has acted arbitrarily, or has not met the requirements in sub-
paragraph (A), the court shall have the power to reverse the determination
of the Secretary, to remand the matter to the Secretary for reconsideration
and redetermination of the Professional Standards Review Organization area
to be established, and to enter any other appropriate relief. The judgment of
the court shall be final except that it shall be subject to review In the same
manner as a judgment in other civil actions."

(b) By redesignating subparagraphs (A) and (B) of subsection (b) (1) as
"(B)" and "(C)", and adding a new-subparagraph (A) as follows:

"(A) A private non-profit organization, including a medical foundation,
designated by a state medical society of any state to perform In such state
the duties, functions and activities of a Professional Standards Review
Organization required by or pursuant to this part,".

(e) By changing Subsection (c) (1) to read as follows:
"(c) (1) The Secretary shall not enter into any agreement under this part

under which there is designated as the Professional Standards Review Organiza-
tion for any area any organization other than an organization referred to in
subsection (b) (1) (A) or (B) prior to July 1, 19%, nor after such date, unless,
in such area, there is no organization referred to in subsection (b) (1) (A) or (B)
which -meets the conditions specified in subsection (b) (2). In any event, the
Secretary shall not enter into any contract designating an organization or entity
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referred to in section 1152(b) (1) (C) without the concurrence of the National
Professional Standards Review Council."

(d) By changing "subsection (b) (1) (A)" in subsection (c) (2) and subsection
(c) (2) (A) to "subsection (b) (1) (A) or (B)".

(e) By adding a new paragraph (8) to subsection (c) as follows:
"(8) The National Professional Standards Review Council shall conduct a

study of the designation of professional associations as organizations In the
implementation of section 1152 during the period ending June 30, 1977. The
study shall provide information for the purpose of evaluating whether, and
under what conditions, organizations other than professional associations shall

S be allowed to perform the review functions as provided in section 1152(b) (2).
The study shall be submitted to the Secretary and to the Congress on or before
January 1, 1978."

(f) By changing "January 1, 1978," in paragraph (f) (1) to "July 1, 1978,".
Szc. 8. Section 1155 of the Social Security Act Is amended-
(a) By deleting all of subsection (a) (2) and substitutingthe following:

"(2) Each Professional Standards Review Organization shall have author-
ity for arranging for the maintenance (to the extent it deems necessary or
advisable for the effective performance of its duties) of profiles of care and
services received and provided with respect to patients, with discretion in
the organization to provide for their review on a regular, sample, or other
selective basis as determined by the organization to be necessary or advisable
in the performance of its duties, and to determine with respect to each health
care practitioner and provider whether the care and services ordered or
rendered are consistent with the citera specified in clauses (A), (B), and
(M) of paragraph (1). In all cases the organization shall utilize in such

-profiles, to the greatest extent practicable, methods of coding which will
provide maximum confidentially as to patient identity and assure objective
evaluation consistent with the purposes of this part."

(b) By deleting subsection (a) (3) and redesignating paragraphs (4), (5) and
(6) as "(8)", "(4)" and "(5)", respectively.

(c) By deleting all of subsection (b) and substituting the following:
"(b) To the extent necessary or appropriate for the proper performance of

its duties and functions, the Professional Standards Review Organization serving
any area is authorized in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary to make arrangements to utilize the services of persons who are practitioners
of or specialists in the various areas of medicine (including dentistry), or other
types of health care, which persons shall, to the maximum extent practicable, be
individuals engaged in the practice of their profession within the area served by
such organization."

(d) By adding new subsections (h), (I), (j), and (k), as follows:
"(h) Each Professional Standards Review Organization with which the Secre-

tary enters Into an agreement under this part shall also, as a part of Its respon-
sibility and authority under that agreement, assume responsibility for profes-
sional standards review of health care services furnished by or in institutions
operated by the Public Health Service and the Veterans Administration in the
area which It serves. In carrying out this-review, the Professional Standards
Review Organization shall utilize the same guides for health care services which
are applied to non-federal institutions in the area, making reasonable allowance
for differences in the types of patients served and the choice of sites for care

: available within those federal systems. To the fullest extent feasible, all sections
of this part shall apply equally to federal and non-federal institutions review,
except that sections 1158 and 1159 shall not be applicable.

"(i) In place of other reporting and review requirements of this part coatained
in sections 1158 and 1159, Professional Standards Review Organizations charged
with reviewing health care provided in such federal facilities shall develop pro-
cedures whereby deficiencies shall be brought to the attention of administrators
of the hospitals and other federal institutions concerned. At the end of each fiscal
year, each Professional Standards Review Organization which is responsible for
such review of federal institutions shall present to its Statewide Professional
Standards Review Council (or to the Secretary, if no such Council exists) a
report indicating the number of cases reviewed for each such Institution, the
number and type of medically unnecessary services provided, deficiencies in the
quality of care provided, and services which could have been provided In a less
costly facility with equal medical effectiveness.
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"(J) Each Statewide Professional Standards Review Council which receives
the reports required in subsection (i) shall review them and, if appropriate, con-
sult with the appropriate hospital administrators, and forward such reports to
the Secretary. The Council may, as it deems appropriate, indicate any improve-
ments in effective and effcient provision of services from year to year, and offer
such other comments and recommendations as it believes to be pertinent.

"(k) The Secretary, upon receiving these reports from the Statewide Profes-
sional Standards Review Councils, shall consolidate the data contained in such
reports, separating data relevant to Veterans Administration and Public Health
Service institutions, reopetIvely, and shall transmit the data relevant to Vet-
erans Administration institutions to the Administrator of Veterans Affairs, The
SecretAy shall also make an annual report to Congress on the results of review
by professional Standards Review Organization of such federal hospitals, In
which such hospitals shall be identified at least by branch of service, state, aud
size, -and. shall present apprOriate statistical data concerning utilization of re-
soivces in such institution in comparison with non-federal institutions within
the same Professional Standards Review Organization area together with any
recommendations for appropriate changes affecting utilization of services in fed-
eral hospitals."

Sao. 4. Section 1156 of the Social Security Act is amended-
(a) By deleting the words "Norms of" In the title thereof and substituting the

words "Guides for".
(b) By deleting subsection (a) and substituting the following:
"(a) Criteria of health care shall be identified or developed by each rotes-

slonal Standards Review Organization, giving due consideration to such d rteria
of care identified or developed by national medical specialty organization. Such
criteria of care shall be used by the Professional Standards Review Organization
as guides of care. Such guides, where appropriate, shall be based upon typical
patterns of practice in the Professional Standards Review Organization area
(Including typical lengths-of-stay for institutional care by age and diagnosis)
and used as initial points-of evaluation and review; provided, however, such
guides shall not be substituted for the medical Judgment of individual physicians
in the delivery of health care services. Moreover, such guides shall not, in any
civil litigation, be applied as evidence of the standard of proper medical care with
respect to any treatment In the absence of competent medical testimony. The Na-
tional Professional Standards Review Council and the Secretary shall make
available technical assistance in utilizing and applying such guides to organiza-
tions requesting such assistance."

(b) By deleting normW' in 'the first sentence of subsection (b) and substituting
"guides".

(c) (1) By deleting subsection (c) (1) and substituting the following new
paragraph:

"(c) (1) The National Professional Standards Review Council shall provide
for the distribution to each Professional Standards Review Organization and to
each other Agency or person performing review functions with respect to the
provision of health care services under this Act, or under other health care pro-
grams covered by this part, of appropriate materials indicating various guides
being utilized in other geographical areas. Such data concerning guides shall be
reviewed and revised-from time to time."

(2) In subsection (c) (2), by changing "norms" to "guides", and by chang-
ing "a principal point" to "an initial point".

SEc. 5. Section 1157 of the Social Security Act is amended by deleting the firzt
sentence in section 1157 and substituting the following:

"If, In discharging its duties and functions under this part, any Professional
Standards Review Organization determines that any health care practitioner or
any hospital, or other health care facility, agency, or organization violates oblga-
tions imposed by section 1160 and that a pattern of violations exists from which
a finding is made by the orgaitization that the conduct of such person or entity
constitiftes a substantial violaPon, then such organization shall report the matter
to the Statewide Professional Standards Review Council for the state in which
such organization Is located together with the recommendations of such organiza-
tion as to the action which should be taken with respect to the matter. The Pro-
fessional Standards Review Organization shalt make Its determination only after
providing to the person or entity an opportunity for conference with such orani-
zation in an attempt to'gain compliance with the obligations imposed by section
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1160 and making a finding that such person or entity has shown an inability or
lack of desire or intention to comply with such obligations."

Skc. 6. Section 1160 of the Social Security Act Is amended-
(a) By Inserting in the first sentence of subsection (&) (1) after "under

this Act," the first time it appears in that subsection, the following:
"or in the provision of health care services and items by or in health care institu-
tions operated by the Public Health Service or the Veterans Administration,".

(b) By deleting "under this Act-" immediately preceding clause (A) in sub-
section (a) (1), and substituting:
"under this Act or under the other tederal authorities to which this part isapplcable---"."

(c) By inserting at the end of paragraph (b) (1) the following new sentence:
"Provided, however, That if there has been no previous imposition of sanctions
resulting in termination or suspension under this section, the Secretary's action
against such practitioner or provider for suspension or termination shall be
limited to a suspension for not more than 30 days of the eligibility of such prac-
titioner or provider to provide health care services on a reimbursable basis under
this Act. Provided, further, That where sanctions are found to be appropriate
with respect to a practitioner or provider acting under the federal authorities
enumerated in section 1151, the organization shall forward its report, findings
and recommendations to the Administrator of Veterans Affairs or the Secretary
of Health, Education and Welfare, as appropriate, and the Administrator or the
Secretary shall order appropriate remedial action and notify the Professional
Standards Review Organization within 80 days as to the sanctions imposed and
remedial actions directed hereunder."

So. 7. Section 1167 of-the Social Security Act Is amended by deleting sub-
section (c).

SEo. & (a) Section 1862(d) of the Social Security Act is repealed.
(b) Section 1866(b) (2) of the Social Security Act is amended by changing

the comma at the end of clause (0) to a period, and deleting the remainder of
that paragraph ending with "grossly inferior quality.".

(c) Section 1903(1) of the Social Security Act Is amended by deleting para.
graph (2) and redesignating paragraphs (8) and- (4) as paragraphs "(2)" and
6(3)',.

(d) Section 506(f) of the Social Security Act is amended by deleting para-
graph (2) and redesignating paragraphs (3) and (4) as paragraphs "(2)" and
"(8)".

(e) Section 1157 of the Social Security Act is amended by deleting the last
sentence.

So. 9. Section 1879 of the Social Security Act is repealed-.
Szo. 10. Section 1903(g) of the Social Security Act Is amended by deleting

all that follows after "utilization of such services" in paragraph (1) and pre-
cedes the last sentence of that paragraph, and substituting for such stricken
material the phrase "in accordance with the requirements of this title."

Szo. 11. (a) Section 1168 of the Social Security Act is amended by deleting the
word "and" at the end of subsection (b), by adding "and" at the end of subsec-
tion (c) , and by adding the following new subsection:

"(d) funds from general revenues to compensate for all expenses attributable
to the review and supervision of health care items and services reimbursed or
provided under federal authorities other than those within the Social Security
Act, such as, those enumerated in section 1151."

(b) Section 1168 is further amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
"For the purposes ofibis part the Secretary shall reimburse organizations for
their ordinary and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of their
official duties and functions, including, organizational expenses, filing fees,
reasonable attorneys' fees, and other expenses set out in regulations of the
Secretary. Any Professional Standards Review Organization shall also recover
from the Secretary, as a part of Its ordinary and necessary expenses, reasonable
costs incurred in the course of litigation, as well as such amounts as may be
recovered against such organization in the course of any civil litigation, settle-
ment or other resolution of a civil liability claim or other action lodged against
such organization (including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses of litiga-
tion) on the+ M 'of its performance of its official duties and functions."

S. 12. Section 1166 is amended by substituting therefor the following:
"Sec. 1166. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of 60 Stat. 288 (5 U.S.C. 552,

as amended) or any other provision of law-- .

.!If- I - 4,!
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"(1) The written records, as well as any other data or information
acquired or evidence adduced, or working papers, reports, proceedings, find-
ings or recommendations made with respect to such data, information or evi-
dence of the Professional Standards Review Organizations or any committees
or any other agencies performing functions for the organization, of any
Statewide Professional Standards Review Council, and of the National
Professional Standards Review Council under this part shall be held in
confidence and shall not be disclosed to any person except to the extent
that may be necessary to carry out the functions and duties imposed under
this part; and

1"(2) The written words, as well as the date of information acquired or
evidence adduced, or working papers, reports, proceedings, findings or rec-
ommendations made with respect to such data, information or evidence of
the Professional Standards Review Organizations or any committees or
any other agencies performing functions for the organization, of any State-
wide Professional Standards Review Councils and of- the National Profes-
sional Standards Review Council shall not be subject to subpoena or dis-
covery proceedings In any civil action; nor shall the identity of any member,
or employee of a Professional Standards Review Organization, of the State-
wide Professional Standard Review Council and the National Professional
Standards Review Council, or person providing information, counsel or
services to such organization be aubject'to subpoena or discovery proceedings
for the purpose of obtaining information relating to the written records
or data or Information acquired or evidence adduced or working papers,
reports, proceedings, findings, or recommendations made with respect to
such data, information or evidence under this part.

(b) Nothing provided in this part shall prevent the use of the information
acquired under this part for research or statistical purposes. However, for such
purposes, the name or identity of any patient, practitioner or provider whose
records have been studied, or of any member or employee of a Professional Stand-
ards Review organization, of the Statewide Professional Standards Review
Council and the National Professional Standards Review Council, or any person
providing information, counsel or services to such organization shall not be
disclosed.

"(c) It shall be unlawful for any person -to disclose any information described
in subsection (a) (1) other than for such purposes authorized in this part, and
any person violating the provisions of this section shall, upon conviction, be fined
not more than $1,000 and Imprisoned for not more than six months, or both, to-
gether with the costs of prosecution."

Sxo. 13. Section 1169 of the Social Security Act Is amended as follows:
(a) By inserting in the title thereto before "Desiring to Be Designated" the.

words "Designated Or".
(b) By redesignating clauses (a) and (b) as subparagraphs "(1)" and "(2)".
(c) By inserting "(a)" after the designation "Sec. 1169." and adding a new

subsection (b) as follows:
"(b) The Secretary is authorized to enter into a contract with any state medical

society or private non-profit organization (including medical foundations) desig-
nated by a state medical society for the provision of necessary technical and other
assistance in the creation and operation of local professional standards review
organization. The functions of such organization may include assistance nec-
essary for conditional designation as a Professional Standards Review Organiza-
tion, the preparation of prototype plans and operations, general administration
of operational functions set forth in this part, and such other functions as the
Secretary may by regulations prescribe. Organizations providing such manage-
ment and technological assistance and otherwise coordinating and Implementing
review efforts and advising Professional Standards Review Organizations pur-
suant to any such agreement will be reimbursed directly by the Secretary to the
amount of expenses reasonably and necessarily Incurred by such organization in
preparing to carry out, and in carrying out, the duties and functions required by
such agreement."

Senator TALMADOE. The next witness is Dr. William Campbell Felch,
president, American Society of Internal Medicine.

Dr. Felch, you may proceed for 10 minutes. And your entire state-
ment will, be inserted in the record.
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STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM CAMPBELL FELCH, IMMEDIATE PAST
PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNAL MEDI.
CINE; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. GLENN MOLYNEAUX, PRESIDENT
OF ASIM; DR. WILLIAM R. FELTS, TRUSTEE OF THE SOCIETY;
AND WILLIAM R. RAMSEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dr. FELCH. Thank you, Senator Talmadg, Senator Bennett and
SenatQr Hansen. I am Dr. William Campbell Felch. The list of wit-
nesses says that I am the president of the American Society of Internal
Medicine. Until 3 days ago I held that office. I am now the immediate
past president. With me are Dr. Glenn Molyneaux, the newly-elected
president of ASIM; Dr. William R. Felts, a trustee of the society; and
Mr. William R. Ramsey, its executive director.

The American Society of Internal Medicine is a federation of 51
component societies of internal medicine. ASIM has a membership of
over 12,000 internists, most of whom are in practice, delivering primary
care or subspecialty care, or both. We have submitted u written state-
ment which describes our credentials in detail. It also contains our
position and our concerns in some detail. I will attempt to summarize
these in the time available.

ASIM's current position on PSRO was clearly stated just 3 days
ago, May 5, 1974, at the society's annual meeting in San Francisco. At
that time ASIM's House of Delegates unanimously endorsed a re-
port of board of trustees which, while expressing certain concerns about
PSRO, ended with this sentence: "Since it is law the American So.
ciety of Internal Medicine will assist in its orderly implementation and
will seek to modify those portions of the law it finds objectionable."

In addition, our house of delegates passed resolutions instructing
the board to promote review dedicated to assuring quality, to educate
the membership and the public about PSRO, to seek appropriate
amendments, and specifically to seek extension of time declines for
those PSRO's which could be slow in getting started.

These position of ASIM, which, we believe to be unique for a na-
tional house of delegates structured medical organizations, represent
effort at defining and deliberating the scope and purview of peer
review. A detailed list of our activities in promoting peer review before
and after PSRO legislation appears in our written testimony. And I
will only mention here that these activities include, first, conceptual
effort at defining and deliberating the scope and purview of peer
review.

Second, educational efforts distributed at our membership and at
larger audiences, including a peer review manual and a PSRO
guidebook.

Third, research efforts, including a HEW contract to study meth-
odology to evaluate the quality of-medical care.

I would like particularly to mention our present involvement
along with four other medical organizations, in a major deliberative
effort called private initiative in PSRO. In this program, which will
provide a neutral and objective evaluation operated in the private
sector, is supported by a 5-year grant from the W. K. Kellogg Foun-
dation-in excess of $1 million. And the goal of this study is to develop,
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test and evaluate the system components of PSRO at six PSRO sites.
We anticipate that much useful information will come out of this
project, which will eventually be helpful to all PSRO's.

I would not wish to give the impression that we in ASIM find no
problems in PSRO. We have definite concerns both with the present
Language of the legislation and with the potential impact of future
regulations. And these concerns are spelled out in detail in our writ-
ten testimony. They include certain specific recommendations about
certain portions of the law, including sections 1155 (b) (3), 1156,
1167(c), and 1167 in toto.

One proposal I would like to emphasize relates to section 1156, which
has to do with norms criteria and standards. Our concern is that this
section as presently written could be construed as saying that only
those criteria or standards established by the PSRO locally are proper
procedure in the practice of medicine. So we propose consideration of
the addition of the following statement:

The omission of any portion of a criterion or standard cannot be interpreted as -
a breach of good medical practice, and the addition of 4 service not Included in
a specific criterion or standard does not indicate that that service was inappro-
priate or unnecessary in the care of a specific patient.

Senator BENwIm. May I interrupt you at that point and say that
we feel that that is implicit in the law. But I would be very happy to
put the committee on record-put myself, that is all I will do--as being
willing to write language of that sort into the law, because it certainly
was never the intention of the law to prevent that kind of a situation.

Dr. FmF H. Thank you, sir.
Our broader, less specific concerns of PSRO include reference to

such matters as: (1) The possibility that an individual PSRO might
fail if a rigid time frame were enforced to January 1, 1976.

(2) The difficulties arising in quality assessment, if chiropractors
and other substandard practitioners are included in the review process.

(3). The need for recognition of the burden of the review process,
both in terms of dollar costs and of displacement of patient care
time.

(4) The maldistribution of this review process. Our belief is that
it should equally apply to the Veterans' Administration, the Armed
Forces, and the i.S. Public Health Service hospitals.

We would especially like to direct your attention to our two major
concerns: (1) That consideration of cost may overshadow the consid-
eration of quality. We believe that administrative responsibility for
the- implementation of these programs must remain in the hands of
health professionals at both the national and local level so that im-
provement in the quality of medical care remains the primary thrust of
the program. • .. .

(2) Our second concern is that there could result a growing invasion
of the confidentiality of the medical record because of increased in-
volvement of third parties in a review system, particularly when there
exists poorly defined authorization for the release of medical informa-
tion, and at the same-time an increased capability for machines to com-
municate identifiable information about the patient without the knowi-
edge of the patient.

To summaTize: (1) ASIM has an established record of continuing
support of the peer review concept.
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(2) ASIM-has thus far viewed the PSRO legislation as an opportu-
nity to implement that concept--if it is properly implemented.

(3) ASIM has concern that governmental involvement in peer re-
view can lead to the development of bureaucratic mechanisms which
could interfere with the proper conduct of peer review by the profes-
sion.

(4) ASIM has a special concern that PSRO is viewed in some quar-
ters as a cost containment mechanism. When PSRO activity is reviewed
in the future, it may well be found that dollar savings are not impres-
sive.

(5) ASIM believes that the ultimate evaluation of the success or
fai ure of PSRO should depend on how well it has served the purpose
of upgrading the quality of care for this country's citizens.

We thank you for the opportunity to present these views, and we
would be glad to answer any questions.

Senator TALADGL Thank you, Dr. Felch.

QUALITY oF Cmmz DzsxnvEs P zcy Ovz CosT

In your statement, you express the concern that quality of care de-
serves precedence over consideration of cost. It is a statement that I
entirely agree with. I think every member of this committee would
also.

In your review of the Bennett amendment and the committee report
language, did you find any areas where cost cutting was emphasized
at the expense of the quality of care?

Dr. F witc. No, sir, not in that amendment.
Senator TALmADE. Thank you, sir.
Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNm-r. First, let me say, Dr. Felch, that I obviously

have not had a chance to study your proposed anendiments. I tried to
focus on them as they ran by me. Offhand I can see no objection to
any of them. I think I agree with youwith respect to them. I think
the legislation was intended to cover most of the problems you men-
tioned. And if it is just to rewrite some words to make it more clear,
I see no problem with that.

PAw -rsJBzr FRoM RiuwooNs IN ItXiNfNEsaT HosPrrAL CARE

I have a couple of questions. Would you not agree that most-patients
benefit from reductions in unnecessary prolonged hospital care in terms
-of avoidance of infarction or embolism, and is this not a kind of qual-
ity consideration that is important in this review process?

Dr. FRzwn Yes, sir.
Senator Bziz. . Would you not agree that the prevention of un-

necessary service, surgical Service, is a quality consideration that lso
has the positive cost side effect?

Dr. FKLcH. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNm r. That is all I have.
Senator TAI ~wz Senator Hansen.
Senator HANsEN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALtMaDL Thank you very much, gentlemen, for your

valuable contributions to our deliberations.

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. I - 7
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[The prepared statement of Dr. Felch follows:]

PawARED TESTIMONY O THz AMmi2OA SOcIETY OF INTEMF AL MEDICINE, PRESENTED
ny DR. WnXLrAM G. FELOH, PAST PRESIDENT, ASIM

SUMMARY

The position of the ASIM is to assist in the orderly implementation of PSRO
and seek to modify those portions of the law it finds objectionable.

ASIM has a record of continuing support of the peer review concept including
development of manuals and sample national guidelines.

ASIM has been involved in several experimental approaches to review of
quality of care and has urged its members to become involved in local peer
review organizations and PSROs.

The major concerns of ASIM are that considerations of cost may overshadow
considerations of quality; that unequal application of the law may affect quality
of care; and that confidentiality of patient information may not be adequately
safeguarded.

ASIM recommends development of legislation to provide "due process guar-
antees," including security, accuracy, provision for change, knowledge of purpose
and informed consent.

Other specific concerns are listed, relating to artificial deadline requirements,
inclusion of substandard practitioners, centralization of data collection and
improper use of physicians in the review mechanism, as well as detailed recom-
mendations in Sections 1167, 1667 (c), 1156 and 1155B (3).

7

STATEMENT

I am Dr. William Campbell Felch, Immediate Past-President of the American
Society of Internal Medicine. With me are Dr. Glenn Molyneaux, the newly
elected President of ASIM; Dr. William 1. Felts, a Trustee of the Society; and
Mr. William R. Ramsey, its Executive Director.

The American Society of Internal Medicine is a federation of 51 component
societies of internal medicine. ASIM has a membership of over 12,000 internists,
most of whom are in practice, delivering primary care or subspecialty care, or
both.

From its inception 18 years ago, the American Society of Internal Medicine
has been concerned with the overall quality of medical care and the proper
utilization of the medical care delivery system.

oURENT ASrM POSITION ON Pri0

Three days ago, on May 5, 1974, the House of Delegates of the American
Society of Internal Medicine endorsed a report of ASIM's Board of Trustee's
which reads as follows:

"The American Society of Internal Medicine adheres to its policy that the high
quality of medical care deserves precedence over considerations of cost. Pro,
fessional review by others of similar training and practice Interest (Peer Re-
view) is the most effective and most efficient way to evaluate Judgments, deci-
sions and actions related to patient care.

. '"PSRO (See. 249W, PL 92-08) appears to represent a law designed to imple-
ment an experiment in cost control and quality assurance on a nationwide basis,
and perhaps was based upon Inadequate pre-enactment trials, data and cost and
outcome projections. Since it is law, the American Society of Internal Medicine
will assist in its orderly Implementation and will seek to modify those portions
of the law it finds objectionable."

In addition, the House passed resolutions concerning PSRO as follows:
"Resolved, That the American Society of Internal Medicine continue to pro-

mote and seek to improve existing professional review procedures dedicated to
assuring quality medical care for our patients, and be it further,

"Resolved, That the American Society of Internal Medicine continue its cam-
paign to assure public and ASIM membership awareness of all facets of PSRO
legislation, and be It further

"Reoled, That the American Society of Internal Medicine, through its Board
of Trustees and in cooperation with other organizations, seek to amend Public
Law 92-608 and, In particular, Section 249F regarding PSRO, and be it further
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"Reeolvea, That ASIM seek to specifically amend Public Law 92-603, Section
249F to provide an extension of time if it should be necessary to fully develop
a functioning PSRO in all localities of 50 states, Puerto Rico and District of
Columbia."

PRE-PsRO ACTIVITIES

The American Society of Internal Medicine first formally declared its interest
in the review of medical. care In 1966 when it House of Delegates urged its
membership to serve on utilization committm of their local medical societies
and hospitals. Then, in rapid succession, the American Society of Internal
Medicine:

By-resolution Instructed the ASIM to exert its leadership in the study and
develop a methodology to evaluate the quality of medical care.

Endorsed In 1969 the formation of state and local peer review committees and
encouraged its members to participate in the action of these committees.

Supported in September of 1970 the intent of PSRO legislation and its overall
thrust in the field of peer review.

Emphasized the importance of nationwide implementation of peer review as a
means of assuring the quality of medical care for all people.

Expressed to the Board of AMA Its belief in the need for nationwide implemen.
tation of peer review.

Recommended to the Board of AMA the concept of a national leadership work-
shop conference to instruct and demonstrate the mechanisms of peer review to
the physicians of the country.

Appropriated $50,000 to this end.
Jointly sponsored a national peer review conference in May of 1971.
Developed and published a manual entitled "Peer Review: Background Infor-

mation on What to Do and How to Do It," describing peer review, its concepts,
structure, implementation and goals, and distributed this publication to its com-
ponent societies for their use In the development-and implementation of local
peer review committees and organizations.

Reaffirmed In April 1972 its support of peer review as a mechanism. which
could maintain the quality of medical care while holding the costs of such care
within reasonable bounds.

Endorsed the principle that disciplinary action against a physician could best
be handled by his own medical society through Its peer mechanism.

Stated that disputes between a physician and third parties could best be re-
viewed by the medical society's peer review committee.

Supported the development of sample national guidelines for medical care and
Indicated that such guidelines should:

1. Have a content which:
a. recognizes the separate concerns for cost and quality
b. recognizes that medical care often deals with patient problems rather

than specific diagnoses ;-
c. recognizes the frequent occurrence of multiple problems in a single

patient;
d. recognizes the uniqueness of individual patients;
e. recognizes the fact of regional variation in medical care patterns, I.e.,

difference in availability of facilities and services;
2. Have a structure which:

a. Is developed by organized medicine;
b. has major input from national and regional specialty societies;
c. Is acceptable to the practicing physician at a regional level;

3. Be applied so as to:
a. be useful for assessment of professional performance;
b. recognize deficiencies in medical care in order to- Identify appropriate

areas for continuing education;
c. assure continuing evaluation and amendment of the "norms" by the

medical profession.

EXP UMENTATION IN QUALITY ASSESSMENT

The American Society of Internal -Medicine has also been Involved In several
experimental approaches to reviewing the quality of care:

In 1970, the American Society of Internal Medicine was awarded a contract
by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to develop a methodology
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to assess the quality of medical care in the ambulatory setting. This study has
beefi completed and now Is a matter of public record.

The ASIM has also been an active participant with the American Academy
of Pediatrics, the American Academy of Family Physicians and the American
Medical Association in the development of a methodology to assess the quality
of medical care during childhood and youth.

The American Society of Internal Medicine Is currently involved with four
other medical organizations in a major collaborative effort called Private Initia-
tive In PSRO. This program, which will provide a neutral and objective evalua-
tive effort operated in the private sector, is supported by a two-year grant from
the W.K Kellogg Foundation for $1,018,878. The goal of this study is to develop,
test and evaluate all the elements and components of PSRO systems.

POST-POSO ACTrYITI) OF THE AMCRIOAN SOCIETY OF INT NAL [EDICI Z

Since the enactment of Public Law 92--803, the American Society of Internal
Medicine:

Has encouraged its members to seek representation of internists In local, state
and regional groups concerned with assuring quality medical care through the
implementation of Section 249F of thot law.

Organized A PSRO Task Force charged with monitoring all PSRO activities.
Resolved that 'he American Society of Internal Medicine should steadfastly

maintain that the quality of medical care of patients must supersede all consid-
erations of cost; that the Peer Review Committee of ASIM provide guidelines for
PSRO activity In internAl medicine, and that component societies be urged to
actively seek appointment to local PSRO's and attempt to have ASIM guidelines
accepted as the standards for internal medicine."

Established in November 1978 the Policy "that ASIM advocates peer review
as proper procedure to achieve quality assurance for medical care. Section 249F
of Public Law 92--03 is built upon the concept of peer review, but thin law has not
yet beep prtmen to be a adequate administrative or legal device to assure the
proper development and utilization of the peer review process. The ASIM em-
phasizes that partial or coraplete failures of individual PSRO's should not be
automatically Interpreted as a failure of peer review."

Reaffirmed this policy In February of 1974.
Submitted a set of sample national guidelines for medical care to the Amer-

ican Medical Association for use by its PSRO Task Force.
Published early in 1974 a manual entitled "PSRO: A Guide to Its Implementa-

tion Through Peer Review." Both handbook and guidelines have been made avail-
able to the profession.

Actively participated in PSRO activities with the Executive branch of gov.
eminent, the Nationaf Professional Standards Review Council, the American
Medical Association's Task Forces and their parent Advisory Oommittee on PSR0.

Found that members of our federation throughout the country are involved In
start-up efforts for PR0's.

GENERAL CONCERgNS OF P810 DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

The American Society of Internal Medicine has a number of broad concerns
about PGRO

That considerations of cost may overshadow considerations of quality. We be-
lieve administrative responsibility for the implementation of these programs
must remain in the hands of health professionals at both a national and local
level, so that Improvement in the quality of medical care becomes the primary
thrust of these programs.

That there could result a maldistributlon of quality assessment, and therefore
of quality care, because of the lack of equal application of the provisions of the
law. We believe that those mechanisms of review that have been designed to as-
sure quality and contain the cost of medical care should be applied equally in the
core city as well as the VA hospital, in suburbia as well as the U.S. Public Health
Service and military hospitals.

That there could result a growing invasion of the confidentiality of the medical
record by increased involvement of third parties in the review system. These
concerns are heightened by poorly defined authorization for the release of med-
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ical Information and by the increased capability of machines for communicating
interrelated identifiable patient information without the knowledge of the patient
The ASIM recommends development of appropriate legislation to provide "due
process guarantees" Including security, accuracy, provision for change, knowledge
of purpose and informed permission for use.

That a requirement to implement fully provisions of Section 249F in their
final form on January 1, 1976, may lead to confusion, inefficiency, excessive cost
and even possibly to the failure of individual PSRO's. We believe that Section
249F be implemented gradually, taking into consideration that various experi-
mental models now in development and operation and the wide variation in
professional expertise existing in various geographic areas of the country. We

S believe that intelligent and effective Implementation should take priority over
attempts to meet an artificial deadline that may lead to failure to fulfill the
purpose of the law.

That a lowering of the total quality of health care may occur by including
chiropractors and other substandard practitioners of the healing arts in fed-
erally financed programs. The Inclusion of such practitioners In review efforts
could distort the overall statistics by which medical prictitloners of medicine
and osteopathy are Judged, producing an unwarranted bias in the analysis of
the overall quality and cost of medical care. We believe that, if these practition-
ers must be included in federally financed health care programs, statistics of
the quality of their practice and their utilization of the medical care de-
livery system should be separately identified items.

That centralization of data collection under the bureaucracy poses several
potential problems, especially unwarranted intrusion on the privacy of the
Individual. We believe that data collection, source of data capture, points of
data conversion and edit, data merging, location of data storage, Information
development and distribution must be the responsibility of each individual PSRO
and that such data are the sole property of each PSRO. We also believe that
only such data as are necessary to fulfill the purpose of the law should be made
available by the local PSRO to other organizations or levels of government
and this data should not have the potential for Individual patient identification.

That Improper utilization of physicians In the review mechanism could have
an adverse influence on an already overburdened medical care delivery system.
It has been estimated that it could take one physician to review every 250
physicians In this country, which extrapolated, would require 1,200 full-time
physicians involved In the review process. We believe that adequate staffing and
electronic data processing should be made available to the physicians involved
in the review process in order to increase the efficiency of their operation.

That the substantial total administrative and review costs of PSRO pro-
grams may be included in accounting of the direct costs of medical care. We
believe that administrative and review costs must be kept as separate and
identifiable budget Items.

That the Implementing regulations dealing with variations from PSRO norms
could over-emphasize punitive aspects. We believe that physician evaluative
mechanisms should lead, whenever possible, to a process of continuing medical
education so that the overall quality of medical care can be improved.

SPECn o CONCERNS WITH LANGUAGE OF PsRO LEGISLATION

In addition ot the broad concerns, ASIM has specific and detailed concerns:
That Section 1167 falls to give immunity to PSRO records in legal actions.

We recommend that the written records of a Professional Standards Review
Organization should be made not subject to subpoena or discovery proceedings
in any civil action.

That Section 1167c, pertaining to "due care," may have the unwarranted
effect of influencing certain practitoners to adhere over-zealously to norms of
care developed by PSRO's rather than exercising proper clinical judgment. This
may lead to over-utilization of the medical care system and can not be Inter-
preted as being "due care." We recommend that this Section of the law be fur-
ther defined so as to separate those provisions that are specifically protective
of providers from those provisions that may tend to encourage certain providers
of medical care to practice "cook book medicine."

That Section 1156, having to do with norms, criteria and standards, may
interfere with the quality of medical care and the utilization of the health
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care system by implying that only those criteria or standards established by
the PSR0 are proper procedures in the practice of medicine. We recommend
that this Section be amended to contain the following statement:

'"The omission of any portion of a criterion or standard cannot be interpreted
as a breach of good medical practice and the addition of a service not Included
In a specific criterion or standard does not indicate that that service was
inappropriate or unnecessary In the care of a specific patient."

That Section 115OB(8) makes the medical records of all patients cared for
by a practitioner or provider of medical services available to examination by
the PSRO without concern for the source of financing of that medical care. We
recoize that a local PSRO has an obligation to examine the medical Informa-
tion as It pertains to the utilization of the medical care delivery system and
the quality of medical care rendered to a patient whose medical care has been
financed by a federal program. We recommend that this Section of the Law
be amended so that the medical records of patients not involved in federally
financed medical care programs will be secure from examination by P8RO's.

ONOLUSIONS

(1) ASIM has established record of continuing support of the peer review
conceLt,

(2) ASIM has thus far viewed the PSRO legislation as an opportunity to
implement that concept-if It is properly implemented.

(8) ASIM has concern that governmental involvement in peer review can
lead to the development of bureaucratic mechanisms which could interfere with
the proper conduct of peer review by the profession.

(4) ASIM has a special concern that PSR0 is viewed In some quarters as a
cost containment mechanism. When PSRO activity is reviewed In the future,
it may. well be found that dollar savings are not Impressive.

(5) ASIM believes that the ultimate evaluation of the success or failure of
PSRO should depend on how well it has served the purpose of upgrading the
quality of care for this country's citizen.

Senator TALMADOE. The next witness is Dr. John C. Taylor,
president of the American Osteopathic Association, accompanied by
Dr. Frank McDevitt, chairman of the Committee on PSRO's.

'Doctor, you may proceed, sir. Your entire statement will be inserted
in the record, and you may summarize it.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN C. TAYLOR, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. FRANK
MoDEVITT, CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON PSRO'S

Dr. TAY-LOR. Thank you, Senator, Senator Bennett, and Senator
Hansen.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committee, I am
John C. Taylor, D.O., a practicing osteopathic physician from Kansas
City, Mo., and I am privileged to serve as president of the American
Osteopathic Association. With me is Frank McDevitt, D.O., a
practicing osteopathic physician from Livonia, Mich., and who is the
chairman of the American Osteopathic Association's Committee on
Peer Review.

At the outset, I would like to express our gratitude for the com-
mittee's invitation to share the views of the osteopathic profession
on what is perhaps the most important medical legislation adopted
to date.

The osteopathic profession delivers high quality, efficient, and
uninterrupted medical treatment to thousands of patients each year
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through the efforts of 15,000 D.O.'s and 250 osteopathic hospitals
providing 25,000 patient beds. The eight existing schools of osteo-
pathic medicine will produce approximately 5,000 new physicians in
the next 5 years.

The committee is certainly aware that there have been rumblings
within the medical community regarding uncooperative intentions and
petitions for repeal of the provision. While we cannot speak for every
individual osteopathic physician, or every State and local osteopathic

,, society, we can say that "the position of the American Osteopathic
Association is now, as it has been since the inception of this legislation,
one of support and cooperate ion."

We feel that the objectives of the law are commendable and we
applaud the efforts of Congress directed at affording the organiza-
tions of the health professions the opportunity to review the profes-
sional activities of their peers. We are confident that physicians can
successfully monitor their own performance is based upon our experi-
ence with peer review in the osteopathic profession; and our con-
fidence that this legislation will be fully and effectively implemented
is based on our belief that the greater number of physicians in this
country have considered peer review to be a professional responsibility
long before it became a legal obligation.

In the osteopathic profession we have had formal peer review
mechanisms for 25 years, through our State and local associations, and
since 1970, through resolution of our house of delegates, the American
Osteopathic Association has endorsed the widest possible use of peer
review mechanisms.

Accordingly, not only do we support the principle of peer review, as
provided for in Public Law 92-603, we insist upon our full participa-
tion thereunder.

We are prepared and have attempted to take a position of leader-
ship in the implementation of this law and our comments today are
made in that context.

While most of the recent discontent surrounding PSRO has been
precipitated by misunderstandings of the law (some of which has
stemmed from willful misrepresentations by misguided individuals
bent on impeding implementation of the law: rather than seeing to its
fair application), there are some areas of the law at the implementation
staze, which give rise to legitimate concern.

We would like to highlight briefly a few areas which have come to
our attention and which we believe may measurably enhance the
smooth implementation of professionals standards review.

We have received several complaints from State and local osteo-
pathic associations that a given area designation does not correspond
to logical or existing medical service regions. Some of these problem
designations were commented on prior to the adoption of the final area
designations. It can only be assumed that either physician input was
disregarded in those instances where no modification was made, or
that, there were some overriding considerations for maintaining ap-
parently less than optimal review areas. If the former premise pre-
vails, it, is most, unfortunate; if the nonresponsiveness was predicated
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on the latter then perhaps an explanation was in order, but not forth-
coming.

To expand further on the point we have just raised, it is our feeling
that many of the problems in the early implementation of the pro-
gram have resulted from a failure on the part of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare to promptly disseminate clear in-
formation to the practicing physician regarding his rights and re-
sponsibility under the law. In short., there has been a public relations
breakdown, which has been aggravated by the antagonists we have
referred to above.

The American Osteopathic Association has attempted within our
means to fill the void of reliable information to our membership.
However, as the committee is aware, our association represents only
a fraction of the physicians subject to the law.

Looking prospectively, we would ask the committee to take any
steps necessary to insure that there is no dichotomy in the administra-
tion of PSRO which will tend to establish two independent and not
necessarily consistent criteria for the program's effectiveness, namely,
quality assurance and cost control. The promise of the legislation was
that there would be peer review and not fiscal review. Accordingly, we
are unalterably opposed to the vesting of any administrative powers
outside of PSRO.

In concluding, we would urge that careful scrutiny be given to any
regulations adopted in order to safeguard the interests of both the
recipient of health care services and the provider. Further, we would
like to underscore the osteopathic profession's concern that maximum
assurance of absolute confidentiality of patient records be preserved at
all costs and parenthetically, according to Senator Bennett's state-
ment today we feel much better in that respect.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our formal remarks. Again, we would
like to thank the committee for the opportunity to testify before you
this morning. We will be pleased to answer any questions which the
committee may have.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Doctor.

DISTINCTIVE As s OF OSTEOPATHIC PRACTICES

Are you satisfied that the distinctive aspects of osteopathic practices
are adequately recognized at this point in PSRO?

Dr. TAYLOR. May I refer that question to Dr. McDevitt, who is our
representative on the PSRO?

Dr. McDvrrr. Thank you, Dr. Taylor.
To this point we have been very well satisfied. The Department of

HEW has been very receptive to our questioning, and have responded
well. And Senator Bennett made himself personally available for
questioning. And we were very appreciative of this. And to this point
we feel that we are very pleased with the response that our distinc-
tiveness lead us to.

Senator TALMADGE. Senator Bennett.
Senator BFNNETr. My question dovetails with yours. Do you think

that osteopathic physicians will have any unique difficulties under the
present structural arrangement that has been set up to put PSRO's
into operationI
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Dr. McDEvrrr. We do have many concerns in this area. Very briefly,
as you know, there are only 15,000 osteopathic physicians in the coun-
try. Some States with large osteopathic populations have minimal or a
paucity of DO's or where there may be only 7 to 10. It is our position,
of course, that only one osteopathic physician is a significant number.
And we are concerned of the possibility that these physicians, maybe
10 to 12 in one State, may not even have any type of recognition into
this PSRO structural arrangement.

So we do have these concerns. And at the present time, we are
expressing these concerns to proper people in the HEW. And in the
time that we have been involved it has helped. I-

Senator BEN sNE-. I hope in every State you have at least two so that
you have one man to review the other.

Dr. McDEvrrr. Senator Bennett, I might also suggest that in some
of these States there could be four or five States combined together
to do that very thing.

Senator BENN-E-r. That is a possibility.
I have no further questions.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. No questions.
Senator TALMADOB. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreci-

ate your contribution.
(The prepared statement, with attachment, of the American Osteo-

pathic Association, follows:)

TESTIMONY BY THE AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC AssocIATIoN PRESENTED BY JOHN C.
TAYLOR, D.O., PRESIDENT, AND EDWARD P. CaowzL., D.O., ExECuTwvE DIRECTOR

Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Members of the Committee: I am John C.
Taylor, D.O., a practicing osteopathic physician from Kansas City, Missouri, and
I am privileged to serve as the President of the American Osteopathic Associa-
tion. With me is Edward Crowell, D.O., an osteopathic physician and Executive
Director of the American Osteopathic Association.

At the outset, I would like to express our gratitude for the Committee's invita-
tion to share the views of the osteopathic profession on what, perhaps, is the
singularly most important health issue of our time.

The osteopathic profession delivers high quality, efficient and uninterrupted
medical treatment to thousands of patients each year through the efforts of
15,000 D.O.'s and 250 osteopathic hospitals providing 25,000 patient beds. The
eight existing schools of osteopathic medicine will produce approximately 5,000
new physicians in the next five years.

In February of this year, the Board of Trustees of the American Osteopathic
Association reaffirmed the profession's support for the concept of a National
Health Insurance program. This resolution, which you will find attached to the
end of this statement, is substantially the same as the one adopted by the AOA

... House of Delegates in July 1970, and again in July 1971.
Our remarks today will be directed toward specific provisions of S. 2513 (Long-

Riblcoff), S. 2970 (Administration), S. 3288 (Kennedy-Mills), and S. 444 (Medi-
credit) as they relate to the basic principles our association has supported in its
resolution.

This association Is committed to the position that health care is a basic right
and that the benefits of modern medical science and of technology should be
available to all citizens. We are aware that health care services are lacking In
rural and Inner city areas. We agree that a major effort must be made to reach
out to those who have been denied health care for economic, social or geographic
reasons. We would hope this would not result in and perpetuate a separate system
for the poor and underprivileged.

If an optimal, or near optimal, state of health is to be reached, the national
health care program must be comprehensive and include preventive, health main-
tenance, diagnostic and treatment, restorative and protective services. Additional
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public and private financing of health care services alone will not guarantee that
these will be available, acceptable and accessible to all people. We are opposed,
therefore, to some proposals for National Health Insurance heretofore introduced
which have addressed themselves merely to providing more public funding to
meet the cost of care. This kind of health Insurance plan would in no way guar-
antee the quality of care rendered, which is a matter of monumental importance
to the osteopathic profession.

It appears that one of the major decisions Congress will have to make in draft-
ing a National Health Insurance law Is the manner in which the program will
be administered. Whether the plan should be built within existing Federal
agencies or under the auspices of a totally new and distinct Federal entity, and
whether private insurance carriers will play an active role in the coverage
offered merits careful scrutiny.

We believe that the interest of both patient and provider will be best served by
refining and building upon the administrative structure which has developed
under Medicare and Medicaid. We hope that the transition to Federally under-
written health care will not be disruptive to the delivery of health services or
unduly complex and expensive to administer. For that reason, and because the
private insurance industry has demonstrated its capability to effectively inter-
mediate, our association would support the continued reliance on the private
health insurance industry to act as the carrier for national health insurance
coverage rather than building a Federal insurance bureaucracy.

While we do not have strong feelings regarding the detailed financing of a
National Health Insurance plan, we support the approach of deductibles and co-
insurance. Nevertheless, we are concerned that these payment provisions, as
embodied in S. 2970 and S. 3286, could represent more money for health care than
the majority of American families can afford, We fear that the deductible and
co-insurance provisions may discourage the consumption of preventive and health
maintenance services.

Our profession recognizes the convenience of the health card approach, how-
ever, we would hope that any identification system developed will not be dis-
criminatory to the indigent.

A provision in the Administration's proposal, S. 2970, which would mandate
the reimbursement rate for prescription drugs to be at the same level as that of
the lowest comparable drug is of concern to us. It is our belief that only the
practicing physician who has the knowledge of what he can expect from a given
therapeutic agent, as used in the treatment of a given illness and with respect
to various types or classe' of patients should determine the drug administered.
His clinical experience permits him to select the drug which will be most ef-
ficacious and best tolerated by a given patient. We understand that this pro-
vision would theoretically not preclude the physician from prescribing any drug
he believed to be most appropriate, but rather "only" deny reimbursement if it
was not the lowest cost drug alleged to be comparable. We believe that the
practical effect of non-reimbursement will be to discourage the prescribing of
the most efficacious drug which we insist is the patient's right.

Of paramount interest to the osteopathic physician with the advent of a uni-
versal health care plan Is that the following principles must be retained: choice
as to location and type of practice, input Into the establishment of their fees and
the method of payment for services rendered and the right to set the standards
of their peers (including continuing medical education, certification, re-certfi-

.- ,, cation and PSRO).
While we are certain that all of the drafters of the legislation before this Com-

mittee share our concern for the protection of these basic rights, we would note
that the language of S. 3286, comes closest to an articulation of our views in this
regard. We further note that Senator Kennedy's bill makes specific and forceful
assurance of the right of free choice of physician, which we applaud. We firmly
believe that a national health care program should avoid dehumanization of
health care delivery, the destruction of existing physician-patient relationships
or the opportunity for the patient to discriminate among prospective providers.

Our profession shares the Committee's grave concern over the devastating ef-
fects of catastrophic illnesses or accidents, which often leave the stricken family
In financial ruin. Therefore, we urge that the plan adopted by the Congress con-
tain a provision which will protect the American family against the prohibitive
costs of a medical disaster.
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We believe that the provisions of the Long-Ribicoff bill, S. 2513, would most
appropriately respond to this important aspect of health insurance coverage,
whether enacted as a free-standing measure or as part of a broader NHI law.

We would note here that the Administration's bill has placed heavy emphasis
on HMO's as an elective alternative for those covered. While we support the
concept of HMO as a possibly desirable delivery method, we would enjoin cau-
tion in-placing heavy reliance on them until they have proven their effectiveness
through utilization in a broader sense than in the past.

With respect to the scope of benefits provided by a program of National Health
Insurance, we would like to underscore our enthusiastic support for the provi-
slons in S. 3286, S. 2970 and S. 444. relating to coverage for preventive medical
services. As we have alluded to above, the osteopathic profession is convinced
that the answer to the elevation of the Nation's health can only be effected
through a comprehensive, systemic program of preventive medicine.

In concluding, we would be remiss in failing to observe that it seems Implicit
in the broader extension of health insurance that there will be a corresponding
rise in the demand for health services. Accordingly, we would respectfully sug-
gest that a part of the consideration of a national health insurance plan should
be the consideration of augmented Federal support to medical education, to in-
sure that adequate numbers of competent medical practitioners will be available.

- Mr. Chairman, this concludes our formal remarks. Again, we would like to
thank the Committee for this opportunity to testify before you this morning. We
will be pleased to answer any questions which the Committee may have.

Resolved, That Menlo H-July/71-83, as amended by the AOA Board of Trustees
in February 1974, (National Health Insurance Statement) be adopted:

Whereas, the American Osteopathic Association House of Delegates in 1970
supported the concept of a Program of National Health Insurance, and

Whereas, there are several bills proposing various National Health Insurance
Plans presently being considered by the United States Congress; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the American Osteopathic Association communicate with ap-
propriate governmental bodies to insure representation in the planning stages
of any Program of National Health Insurance, and be it further

Resolved, That although our Association favors a program of National Health
Insurance, we refrain from endorsing specifically any of the myriad health in-
surance proposals now before Congress and from presuming to propose a pro-
gram of our own. The-expertise of this profession lies in the delivery of quality
health care, not in the field of legislative drafting and advocacy. However, it is
our considered opinion that in planning any Program of National Health In-
surance, the following recommendations shall be incorporated:

1. To the end that the American people may enjoy the highest caliber of health
care, any Program of National Health Insurance shall vest in the various health
professions responsibility for establishment and enforcement of standards for
continuing education of health personnel, certification of medical personnel to
specialty bodies, and professional standards review; since only the health pro-
fessions are best equipped to make enlightened decisions in those areas.

2. Recognizing that the pursuit of adequate health care is a human right, not
merely a privilege, we believe that any Program of National Health Insurance
shall assure access to comprehensive and continuous health care services of high
quality for all citizens.

3. The principles of universal coverage of all necessary health services and
free choice of physician and institution shall be central to any plan for National
Health Insurance coverage.

4. All committees involved in planning and delivery of a Program of National
Health Insurance shall have equal representation from consumers institutional
providers and physicians (D.O., M.D., and related health professionals) in active
practice.

5. The institution of any Program of National Health Insurance shall be ac-
complished. insofar as is practical, through building upon the strengths of the
existing delivery system rather than inauguration of a new system which would
be untested and wholly foreign to patient, physician and institutional provider.

Any Program of National Health Insurance shall include a reaffirmation of
the free-enterprise system whereby a physician is free to choose his own location
and type of practice,
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6. Method of payment for services rendered shall be the decision of the indi-
vidual provider of service. Payment for services shall be for reasonable hospital
charges and for usual, customary and reasonable physician's fees. Per capita
assumed risks, as In the Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) concept,
could be preserved if proven effective.

7. An effective system of true peer review at the local level, to insure the
highest quality of health care at reasonable cost, shall be incorporated Into the
program.

8. Any Program of National Health Insurance shall include an efficient and
effective system of primary health care.

9. Any Program of National Health Insurance shall place major emphasis on
a comprehensive program of preventive medicine, including coverage of all diag-
nostic, therapeutic and preventive medical services.

10. Any Program of National Health Insurance shall include a plan to offset
the costs of major or catastrophic illness.

11. Any Program of National Health Insurance shall include an efficient and
effective system of emergency medical services.

12. Any Program of National Health Insurance shall encourage the fullest
participation of all of our country's physicians. High'priurity must be given to
a paralleled program to assure tbe availability of health care manpower, and
ease of entry into the health care system.

Senator TALMADOE. The next witness is Dr. Joseph F. Ifoyle, speaker
of the California Medical Association house of delegates, accompanied
by Dr. Stanley A. Moore, president.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH F. BOYLE, SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF
DELEGATES, CALIFORNIA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED
BY DR. STANLEY A. MOORE, PRESIDENT, AND PAUL BROWN

Dr. BOYLE. Senator Talmadge, Senator Bennett, and Senator Han-
sen, I am Dr. Joseph Boyle, speaker of the house of delegates of the
California association. I practice internal medicine in Los Angeles.
Calif.

With me is Dr. Stanley A. Moore, a radiologist from San Diego, who
is president of our association. And Mr. Paul Brown of our staff.

In March of 1974, the California Medical Association house. of dele-
gates adopted three resolutions which in part state that there is a
renewed dedication to voluntary peer review in California directed
toward maximum assurance of quality medical care for all of our
patients.

Second, that we expected concerted opposition to PSRO through
every legislative and legal means available to us.

And three, that our association actively seek repeal of the PSRO
law. It is importar.t that you understand'that these resolutions were
not adopted in hasty emotional debate but rather they were the prod-
uct of almost 11/2 year of discussion all over our State involving many
thousands of conscientious, sincere private practitioners in all fields
of medical specialties and almost the entire spectrum of medical prac-
tice from rural communities to urban medical centers and the staffs of
university teaching institutions. These resolutions accurately reflect
the sentiments of the overwhelming majority of our 25,000 members.
A more detailed exposition of our reasons for this is before you in our
written testimony. In the time available to us, I will briefly state some
of those reasons.

First, we believe that it is unecessary to implement this law to
accomplish its purposes. Andits implementation will destroy the effect
of the existing programs.



Second, it will subject medical practice to a stultifying recommenda-
tion in time and restriction that will seriously threaten the quality of
all medical care, beginning with medicare, medicaid, and federally
financed child health care, but ultimately involving all patients regard-
less of how their care is financed.

And third, we do believe that it will seriously jeopardize the con-
fidentiality of private medical records.

Insofar as the need for PSRO is concerned, as Senator Bennett
has taught or has so aptly pointed out, all the means for utilization
review already exist in other statutes. Beyond this, as many members
of this comittee know, in California, as well as in other States in this
country, a very effective and steadily improving system of voluntary
peer review currently addresses itself on a daily basis. Literally thous-
ands of private practitioners at the local hospital or medical societies
level regularly scrutinize all phases of medical practice both for
q iality assurance and appropriateness of utilization. Statewide in
California, these functions are regularly monitored by our associa-
tion's hospital survey program. And they are now being evaluated and
integrated in a coordinated program of statewide peer review.

Our hospital medical staff survey program given in 1961 is now
nationally recognized as being replicated by other States and is now
in its second year the combined survey of JCAH, and its approval is
now recognized by the California State law as meeting quality of
care requirements for licensures of all health care facilities in our
State.

Since 1971. the California Medical Association Peer Review Com-
mission has further refined with the integration of all local review
functions, and does provide a scientific evaluation of both medical
value to patients, differing modes of care, and appropriate levels of
utilization,

Parenthetically, it. should be noted that this is all voluntary; second,
financed out of outr own resources; and third, is available to individual
patients, physicians, hospitals, and health care institutions and gov-
ernmental agencies.

And fourth. is applied without distinction to member and nonmem-
ber physicians alike, without bias as to whether or not they pay dues
or participate in association affairs.

By contrast. PSRO mandates the destruction of this voluntary re-
view process. There will be established in our State 28 new entities,
over 200 nationally, with little or no relationship to existing medical
associations, and with such sweeping authority as to destroy existing
voluntary review programs.

I might point, out in this that the authority as we see it vested in the
PSRO legislation, does allow the Secretary to waive all review by
medical society or hospital staffs, or does allow the Secretary to waive
review by the CMA-,JACH survey programs once PSRO is imposed.

And while it is a fact that section 1115(e) (1) seems to require that
the PSRO accept the work products of existing review mechanisms,
the scope of this requirement is extremely limited. In no way is it
applied to preadmission certification, and in no way relates to the
review and approval of long-term care for chronologic illness or the
management, of complex diagnostic and therapeutic management of
a seriously ill patient. Moreover, sufficient broad discretion is granted
the Secretary in regulations that define compliance or noncompliance
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within review process as to make local autonomy of even limited peer
review illusory at best. While we recognize the sincerity of Senator
Bennett in the manner in which he has put this law-t-ether, he
is relying on the integrity and upon the role to be played by many
Secretaries in the future and in fact by a Senate Finance Committee
which Senator Bennett will no longer be a member to monitor.

We note also under section 1155(a) (b) a member of a local hospital
staff would not be ordinarily permitted to conduct the peer review
program of that hospital. There is no question in our mind that the
effect of 249F of Public Law 92-603 will be the destruction of existing
review programs.

We have serious concerns with respect to the "norms of care." And
although it has been labeled as untrue that there will be a national
"cookbook" for the management of each diagnostic and therapeutic
problem, it is exactly what section 1156 of PSRO seems to demand.
'While it. seems that there will be professionally developed norms of
care based upon typical patterns of each region, it proceeds then tosay that in accordance with section 1156(c), the National Profes-
sional Standards Review Council shall provide materials indicating
the regional norms to be utilized, and that the approval of the National
Professional Standards Review Council of norms of care, diagnosis
and treatment, shall be based on its analysis of appropriate and
adequate data.

And section 1155(c) (2) says that each review organization, agency
or person shall utilize the norms developed under this section as prin-
cipal points of evaluation and review for any health care services
whic have been or are proposed to be provided. Even the loose
application of these stringent requirements will without any question
instantly subject the use, of these norms for the application of indi-
vidual physician judgment, either because of the absolute prohibition
of deviation from these norms, or because of the onerous task of
explaining variations for at least 50 percent of all of our patients for
whom care is provided or proposed to be provided. What is euphemis-
tically referred to as local review with regional norms in fact becomes
adherence to norms that have been nationally developed. When
we consider the complex variation of diagnostic and therapeutic sit-
uations that exist, in a heterogenous population all over this country
in the management of a simple common cold, consider the com-
plexity of establishing 'standards for the management of such a diag-
nosis in the spectrum of potential patients afflicted: a healthy adult
man or woman, working alone or working in a crowded office or in

' a classroom or nursery or caring for young children at home; a. six-
months-old infant otherwise healthy 'or afflicted with cystic fibrosis,
allergic bronchitis or other physical or mental impairment; an adult
or child with an assortment of associated chronic illnesses that run the
gamut from bronchial asthma to concomitant renal dialysis or mark-
edly impaired immuno-suppressive mechanisms associated with drugs
used in renal transplant or in the treatment of extensive cancer, leu-
kemia or a host of other disorders. Consider the expansion of this
normative process to the thousands of diagnostic variations and com-
binations of diseases listed in compedia of diagnostic nomenclature,
and you will recognize readily that the medical profession's concern
about "cookbook medicine" is more than mere fantasy.
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We believe that such norms would have to be so sweepingly broad
as to have absolutely no effect, or be so sufficiently narrow as to be
indeed restrictive and stultifying.

We believe that over a period of time medical care in this country
does change, as it is evaluated in different parts of the country, and as
one mode of therapy or diagnosis becomes superior, it is adopted.
Modes of medical practice vary substantially all over the United
States, and for goodreason. Treatment and diagnostic procedures are
constantly in a state of change and evaluation. As one mode of ther-
apy acquires clear superiority it becomes adopted by practitioners
generally. Practice within the constaints of "norms of care" will
cause this evolutionary change and continual evaluation to cease. It
will mandate mediocrity aimed at meeting the averages contained in
every list that is developed. Innovations in provision of care will only
be attempted by the most persistent of physicians willing to endure
countless hours of time and frustration explaining to a National
Professional Standards Review Council judgments that traditionally
have been subject to scientific evaluation by local peer review unen-
cumbered by norms that must be met regardless of the physician's
individual competence, training, background, or experience.

We have had substantial experience with prior authorization. And
we can tell you with some authority that prior authorization, one,
does not contain costs; two, is denied needed care; and three, pro-
motes continuing frustration and irritation in everyday patient man-
agement; and four, imposes unnecessary work on the physician and his
office staff; and five, encourages the'delay of needed care beyond
the point where this can be most effectively, safely, and inexpensively
provided.

Our concerns with respect to confidentiality we also believe are
real. We believe that as the law requires, that there be developed
individual personal patients' profiles, and that these be subject to
computerization and computer analysis. And as the examination of
the data contained in these patients' profiles and the invasion of
physicians' offices to examine records continues, them will be a spread-
ing, a sharing of this information regarding a specific individual
patient. And vet, Senator Bennett, I have had patients of mine,
particularly welfare patients, complain that their confidentiality has
been invaded.

It also gives the local PSRO a rather considerable authority, but
allows the Secretary, to determine the degree to which this con-
fidentiality of records must be met in order to satisfy the needs of
the program.

In summary, the California Medical Association has carefully
analyzed 249F of 92-603 to determine whether it can be implemented
without interfering with the ability of California physicians to
provide the best possible care to their patients. We have concluded that
it cannot. We have concluded that this law can best be implemented
by repealing it.

Senator T.%LMADOF. I hate to interrupt you at this point, but your
entire statement will be inserted in the record, and a synopsis of it
will be made available to every member of the committee.

Senator Hansen, any questions?
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MAJORITY OF CALIFORNIA Docrons SEN OPPOEINo PSRO

Senator HANSEN-. I understood you to say as you began your testi-
mony, Dr. Boyle, that perhaps the majority of the physicians in the
State of California opposed PSRO. Did I hear you correctly?

Dr. BOYLE. That is absolutely correct, Senator.
Senator HANSEN. I have no further questions.
Senator TALMADOE. Senator Curtis?

PEER REVIEW IN CALIFORNIA

Senator Cuwris. Doctor, would you distinguish, if you can, what
you as a physician would consider peer review in what we have here,
PSROI

Dr. BOYLE. Yes, sir. In my written testimony submitted to the
committee, we do have an extensive description of peer review as it
is conducted in California. Basically, what is conducted is this. At
each hospital level there are review committees that regu larly examine
the credentials of the physicians that staff it, and regularly evaluate
the quality of care being provided in that hospital, and regularly
review the outcome of cave in that hospital. And in California we
are now developing a formalized system of a quality audit to allow
this to be put in a somewhat more formal fashion and allow each
individual hospital staff to develop criteria against which they will
measure the performance of their members.

Senator Cuwms. This is prior and apart-
Dr. BOYLE. This is a continuing review process.
Senator Cuwris. Prior and apart from the PSRO law?
Dr. BoY.E. We have no PSRO law in California. With respect to

utilization review, in the majority of hospitals where I practice,
in the area where I practice, and in the majority of hospitals in the
State of California now, I believe, what happens is that there is
a permanent utilization review committee. The permanent utilization
review committee then is augmented each month by temporary review
committee members. These review committee members three times a
week look at the records of patients at each nursing station or each sta-
tion in the hospital to determine whether or not that patient is receiv-
ing appropriate care, whether or not he or she should receive that care
outside of the hospital, and they make these recommendations to
the individual physician. Should the physician believe that his

o patients' care is not being appropriately evaluated, he has an oppor-
tunity to either speak to the chairman of the committee or to the
committee itself.

Should the committee believe that this physician regularly thwarts
its intention or regularly does not follow its directions, they will
review his records on a daily basis and will advise him, or her if it
happens to be a woman physician, that this patient either should or
should not be in fhe hospital, and this patient should or should not
be receiving the mode of care he is receiving. This is on a continuing
local basis.

In California, we have medical review commissions that perform
this function. We have a State medical survey program which regu-
larly monitors the performances of these hospitals. And now we have,
as I indicated, a statewide review commission which is regularWl -
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submitting excess of scientific facts to our scientific board so that we
can obtain an idea as to whether a mode of therapy is appropriate or
not, whether it has scientific medical value or not, and what is the
appropriate level of utilization of that service. This is all on a volun-
tary basis using criteria that local people have voluntarily adopted
because these believe it is for the best interests of their patients. It, is
not something that they feel they must conform to that has been
placed upon them. It can be changed by the pressure of the local

S ph sician.
senator CuRis. Now, contrasted to that, how do you characterize

or describe what PSRO proposes?

FAULTS SEEN IN PSRO

Dr. Boyty. PSRO will have to create a totally new organization
which in the case of hospital care will have to require that the patient's
care be reviewed on the basis of some set of norms. This set of norms
must conform to whatever criteria are developed by the National Pro-
fessional Standards Review Council. The council from time to time
looks at these norms and sees if they vary, and may or may not approve
them. But nonetheless, if there is some variance, they must be subject
to approval. These norms will then be applied to the evaluation of care
in this hospital. Should there be something wrong with these norms,
the process of having them changed would be to go from the individual
patient to the physicians who have staff membership, and then to the
PSRO, and then perhaps to a State council,-and then perhaps to a na-
tional council before one could really make any serious changes in
these things. Otherwise one would be continually trying to meet what
is written down on the page. And believe me, although it may make
good sense in Washington in the chambers of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, when it gets out into a community such as Los Angeles where
there are about 14,000 different doctors and 175 different hospitals all
trying to do their very best to take care of patients, it comes out in an
entirely different way.

Senator CCRTis. In retrospect, it is my opinion, a personal opinion,
that it is unfortunate that, we didn't have more in-depth hearings. It is
impossible to read somebody else's mind. But I am inclined to think
that many of these who supported PSRO thought they were support-
ing peer review. I did not accept that. I found problems might go with
the language ft6n the start. But as I tried to illustrate this morning
with the Secretary, it is my personal opinion that the language that
finally ended up in the law is not only not peer review, but by the sum
total of all its provisions the ultimate authority is in the Government
bureaucracy, and not in the hands of the doctors.

Would you agree with that?
Dr. BoYLE. Y es, sir.
Senator Cu-RTs. Thank you.
Senator TAILMADOE. Senator Bennett?

PSRO AND CALIFORNIA

Senator BENNETT. Doctor, you read very quickly. And I am afraid
that it has been impossible for me to take in ana sort out and now
give you back-
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Dr. BoYmi. I apologize, Senator. Ten minutes is a short time.
Senator BENNETT- [continuing]. All you have said. So after I have

had a chance to read what you say, I may want to get in communica-
tion with you, because I think it contains many misunderstandings of
the peer review program.

I am interested in the same question Senator Hansen raised. You
say the vast majority of the doctors in California are opposed to peer
review. But we have had applications for peer review authorizations
or organizations from nearly every area of California except LosAngeles.

Is there any significance to the fact that you live in Los Angeles?
Dr. BOY.LE. First of all, Senator Bennett, I was not among those

who went out and tried any kind of campaign to drum up support for
repeal of PSRO. That is a movement in California that arose very,
very spontaneously.

Second, I should point out to you that in Los Angeles there is 40
percent of the State population, and 40 percent of the physician
population.

And third, we are aware that there are some areas of the State,
many areas of the State in which there have been applications made,
some of these on behalf of organizations that do truly represent prac-
ticingphysicians, and some of which could not. We are aware of the
fact that even in many of those areas opposition to PSRO outweighs
support by a substantial majority.

I personally have been involved in discussions of PSRO all over
the State of California during this last 11/2 years involving, I
would say, probably at a minimum three and a half or possible 4,000
different physicians. There is not anything other than a smattering of
people who support the concept. There are people who have said, well,
if we don't do it, then they will give it to Blue Cross, Blue Shield, or if
we don't do it, God knows who will get it, so maybe we had better do it,
maybe we had better be the ones to apply it. Perhaps we would be
better advised to try and see if we can't make it work.

But I can assure you that in San Diego County and in San Francisco
County the medical elections in both of those county societies were
decided on this issue, and those who were in support of applying for
a PSRO, to become a PSRO designate lost the election, and by sub-
stantial numbers, I mean like 4 and 5 to 1.

Senator BENNETT. I think California has still got a lot to learn. They
are a long way from understanding the program.

QUALITY OF CARE AND PSRO

You mentioned the deletery effects of PSRO on quality of care.
There are several PSRO prototypes operating in California by com-
ponent organizations of CMA. Have you ever made a study of-their
programs, have you ever personally gone to see how they operate?

Dr. BOYLE. I have seen how a couple of these do work, Senator. And
I would say, first of all, although they may be PSRO prototypes, in
fact they are something quite different. What they are are local pro-
grams that have evolved out of conditions of local physicians in which
the directions of those programs can be changed instantly.
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Senator BENNETT. So they can be changed under the PSRO pro-
gram. But the local physician control of the program is central to the
idea, and it seems to me that is the point you miss.

Dr. BoYLE. Senator, I submit, 1156(c) (1) and (2) to my mind
read differently.

Senator BENNFwTT. I realize that you are entitled to your interpreta-
tion. And I am entitled to mine. But is it fair to say that your interpre-
tation is colored with the idea that you think PSRO should not succeed
because it will replace this program you are so proud of

Dr. BOYLE. No, Senator, I think it is based on my ability to read what
the written records said. I realize that the committee report, and
your intent in discussions, and in some of the statements that you have
entered into the Congressional Record before the Senate, would in-
dicate what you believe it would do. But we also have had substantial
experience with what happens when a law such as this is written and
regulations begin to become massaged and massaged and massaged
over a period of time, as the Secretary finds it increasingly necessary
to make the restrictions more stringent, in order to comply with this
section of the law.

Senator BENNFr. Don't you think Congress has the power, if the
Secretary begins to move away from its congressional intent, to rewrite
the language to bring it back?

Dr. BOYLE. They almost never do.
Senator BENNETr. In other words, to use the words of an old, old

radio character that used to answer every argument that he couldn't
win by saying, "Even if it was good, I still wouldn't like it." I wonder
if that isn't the position you bring before us today.

Dr. BoYIiE. I don't believe so, Senator.
Senator BENNETT. In exactly how many hospitals in California does

your CMA staff survey system operate.
. Dr. Boyir. My impression is that at the present time they have sur-

veyed virtually every hospital in California, and that they have in the
majority of instances surveyed most of them several times. This is
now by California State law a requirement for licensure. So there will
be no question about the fact that this will be surveyed.

Senator BENNETT. Are you aware that the PSRQlaw provides that
if adequate review mechanisms exist in a hospital-and I assume that
you would consider your review mechanisms adequate-that the PSRO
can turn over to that organization the responsibility to conduct the re-
view in that hospital?

Dr. BoYLE. As it is written, Senator, it relates only to one brief sec-
tion, and that has nothing whatsoever to do with preadministration
certification or operation for long-term care, or prior authorization
for care, and complex and costly diagnostic and therapeutic pro-
cedures. That applies to only one specific section of that law.

Senator BENNETr. And what section does it apply to ? Does it cover
90percent of it and not 10,1 or 2?

Dr. BOYLE. Actually it covers to a degree what we are already doing.
And that would not in any way interfere. The problems are, if it were
applied in that fashion, the problems are, first of all, that the PSRO
must find that the hospital is conducting basically what the PSRO
would be doing, and that is to say, using its norms of care.
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And secondly, that would require' that the Secretary at his discretion
ma determine what is compliance and not compliance. We would be
inclined to find that if over a period of time a PSRO had authority in
a given area, that it would begin to assume greater tendency to meddle
in the affairs of that individual hospital. And we think that the
Secretary might find. that there are regulations that could be construed
to find the hospital was not complying.

Senator BENNE'r. You start on the assumption that the PSRO
norms are less sound and safer than the existing hospital norms in each
case? That would seem to be the way you have approached the problem,
that to adopt the PSRO norms would be to reduce the quality of the
medical care.

Dr. BOYLE. We believe that adopting these norms and attempting to
apply them in the management of individual patient care, particularly
when you start talking about prior authorization, will begin to inter-
pose the judgments of other, people between the physician and his
patient. We believe that it will deny the patient his right to full access
to that physician's knowledge, experience, and professional judgment.

PRIOR AUTHORIZATION AND PSRO

Senator BENNETT. Can you point out to me in the bill where prior
authorization is required?

Dr. BOYLE. Yes, sir.
In 1155(2) (a) and (b).
Senator BENNErt. Read it. I don't have the bill before me.
Dr. BOYLE. It says:
Each professional standard review organization shall have the authority

to determine in advance any elective administration to a hospital or other health
facility.

Senator BExNmir. Has the authority, but it does not say the PRSO
shall require prior authorization. Were you here this-morning when
this was discussed?

Dr. BOYLE. I most certainly was. And I have been in California
where the Secretary of one of our State commissions was given the
authority to require prior authorization. And you can bet we have
had that for the last 2 years. And I can also assure you that it sub-
stantially interferes with my ability to take care of my patients.

Senator BENNeTt. He is not a doctor, and here it is the doctors
that would require prior authorization. And, of course, again that is
California, they have big ideas of power in California which we don't
have elsewhere.

Dr. BoYLE. It may or may not be physicians, Senator as you know.

PSRO MEMBERSHIP

Senator BENNrr. As I know.
Now, let's stop right there. No one except physicians and osteopaths

may serve on the PSRO. Aren't you aware of that?
Dr. Borm Until after January 1,1976.
Senator BFNNETT. No, from now on, under no circumstances can a

nonprofessional 'be appointed as a PSRO, as a member of a PSRO.
Have you missed that?
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Dr. BOYLE. If I have missed that-it may be an organization, not a
practicing physician, yes.

Senator B E . What we are talking about are two different
things. -

Dr. BOYLE. We have plenty of physicians doing prior authoriza-
tion in California that don't know anything about the practice of
medicine.

Senator BENNr. And this is the sort of thing we are trying to getS away from. Under the law the Secretary must give priority to the
local physicians to organize the PSRO. And only when they reject
that privilege has he the power to move elsewhere. And I think you
are aware of that.

Fortunately many of the PSRO areas in California have already
indicated that they are going to apply. And it is going to be inter-
esting to me to see how the leadership in those local areas will stand
up against the kind of pressure that you represent here today. And
I think they will stand up. And I think we are going to-have 28
regional areas, regional PSRO areas in California in operation before
weget through with this program.

And you mentioned the fact that I won't be here very long. I don't
expect to live long enough to see the repeal of PSRO, in spite of the
fact that the California Medical Association is working for it.

PRIOR APPROVAL OF CARE AND SERVICE

Senator TALMADOE. Mr. Constantine?
Mr. CONSTANTINE. Dr. Boyle, under California's medicaid pro-

gram generally today, is there any requirement of prior approval
of care and service by the State?

Dr. BoyLE. Yes.
Mr. CONSTANTINE. Is it extensive?
Dr. BoYix. Oh, yes.
Mr. CONSTANTN. Are there areas where it isn't required?
Dr. BOYLE. There are two areas, to the best of my knowledge. One

is a pilot project in Fresno County where they have an on-going
review process of their own. And to the best of my knowledge, the only
other area is in Sacramento, where they have a certified hospital
administration program.

Mr. CONStANTINE. And who does the prior approval?
Dr. BoYE. The prior approval is usually done by State employees.
Mr. CONSTANTINE. State employees today.
In your statement you listed three resolutions as having been passed

at your convention.
Are there any other resolutions with respect to PSRO approved?
Dr. BoYL. The three resolutions are in part contained in this.

There were other parts to these same resolutions which I think we
did provide you. N-ow, I am not really sure about it, but I think some-
time back either we or Dr. Monime did send you copies of our resolu-
tion, I hope, or promised to send them.

Mr. CONSTANTINE. Wasn't it also said at your convention that each
county could choose whether it would participate in PSROI

Dr. BOYLE. I believe that is true. Of course, we cannot dictate to our
counties societies what to do.
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Mr. CONSTANTINE. In California did Blue Cross, Blue Shield and the
State apply norms and parameters in determining if the case is rea-
sonable for people under medicare and medicaid today? Do they
measure your claims against screenings that they have established?

Dr. BOYLE. They have screens that they look at, yes.
Mr. CONSTANTINE. But those are parameters?
Dr. BOYLE. Those are just levels of service being provided through

this medical policy committee.

PHYSICIAN AND PATIENT PROFILES

Mr. CONSTANTINE. Do they maintain physician and patient pro-
files? Do Blue Cross and Blue Shield do that?

Dr. BOYLE. To the best of my knowledge they do not maintain
patient profiles. They do maintain physician payments profiles.

Mr. CONSTAwNN Blue Shield has indicated to us that they do
maintain both patient and physician profiles.

Dr. BoYLE.. I am unaware of that.

VIOLATIONS OF PRIVACY

Mr. CONSTANTINE. Just so we can follow it, we had not heard,
frankly, of any violations of privacy in the medicaid-medicare pro-
grams, that is, the patient complaints.

Now, that doesn't mean that it hasn't existed. And the staff has
been tracking it right from the beginning of the program, because
the committee has an obvious interest in legitimate privacy, that bor-
derline between confidential and coverup.

Now, -where your patients complain that their privacy was
violated-

Dr. BoYLE. I am not talking about my patients, I am talking about
welfare patients in medical hospitals.

Mr. CONSTANTINE. They were medical patients. Precisely how was
their privacy violated? Presumably they complained to you that their
privacy-has been violated. What were the circumstances and what did
you do about it?

Dr. BOYLE. Anything I could do about it. The information we have
is from medical patients who were on medical rolls that their names
became available to people in the general community.

Mr. CONSTANTINE. But that isn't a patient record.
Dr. BOYLE. They have to have the information to begin with. There

have been people who have had apparently a diagnosis made known to
some other third party.

Mr. CONSTANTINE.. Your patients?
Dr. BOYLE. My patients. I serve, in addition to being in private

practice, and in addition to serving as speaker of the house of dele-
gates of the California Medical Asssociation, as president of the com-
prehensive planning council of Los Angeles County. And as a con-
sequence we have many people who bring many stories to us. So-

Mr. CONSTANTINE. Do you act on the stories? '
Dr. BOYLE. We do what can be done. We advised some of the State

legislatures of our serious Concern about invasion of privacy of wel-
fare patients.
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Mr. CONSTANTINE. Mr. Chairman,! if you don't mind, could we ask
Dr. Boyle to provide for the record the specific instances in which
patient privacy has been violated, specific cases? We think it would be
very helpful in perhaps changing medicaid law.

Senator TALMADGE. Will you provide that for the record, please.
Dr. BomLE. I will do my very best to get it for you, Senator. A lot

of these things are told to me in public meetings. I will try to track it
down.*

Senator TALmADGE. Thank you very much, Doctor. We appreciate
. the contribution you have made.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Boyle follows: Hearing continues
on p. 119.]

PREPARED TESTIMONY BY JOSEPH F. BoYLE, M.D., SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF
DELEGATES, CALIFORNIA MEDIcAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Dr. Joseph F. Boyle,
a privately practicing physician from Los Angeles, California. I am privileged
to serve as speaker of the House of Delegates of the California Medical Associa-
tion, an elected representative body which acts on behalf of over 25,000 prac-
ticing physicians in our state. Accompanying me today is Dr. Stanley A. Moore,
president of the California Medical Association and a radiologist practicing in
San Diego. We appreciate the opportunity to present the views of the California
Medical Association with respect to the present and proposed implementation of
the Professional Standards Review Organizations, Section 249-F of Public Law92-803.

CMA RESOLUTIONS ON PSRO

At its most recent meeting, the House of Delegates of the California Medical
Association adopted three resolutions:

RESOLUTION NO. 7A-74

Resolved, That the California Medical Association immediately undertake a
campaign to assure public awareness of the true nature of the PSRO legisla-
tion and of the significant accomplishments and consequent public benefit de-
rived from peer review efforts of the profession; and, be it further

Resolved, That the California Medical Association directly encourage and sup-
port in every possible way the expansion and improvement of voluntary peer re-
view procedures dedicated to the assurance of quality medical care for all of our
patients.

RESOLUTION NO. 64-74

Resolved, That the California Medical Association manifest its opposition to
the PSRO legislation and to other objectionable provisions of P.L. 92-603 through
legal and legislative action; and, be it further

Resolved: That the CMA Council, in consultation with legal counsel, direct
an appropriate Commission to implement this course of action.

RESOLUTION NO. 7-74

Resolved, That the CMA actively seek to amend Title XI of the Social Security
Act so as to repeal Section 249-F, Part B-professional Standards Review Organ-
ization; and, be it further

Resolved: That the CMA actively seek to amend all other provisions of P.L.
92-6 which impose constraints upon the exercise of professional judgment, or
which interfere with the performance of peer review at the local level; and, be
It further

Resolved: That the above actions be transmitted to the AMA for implementa-
tion.

These three resolutions express a strong and continuing commitment on the
part of California physicians to responsible peer review for quality assurance
and utilization control. They express the deep concern of our members over the

*At presstime the material requeRted had not been received by the Committee.
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absolutely disastrous effects on patient care that they foresee will-very surely
and very rapidly follow upon the heels of the implementation of PSRO. They
express the dedication of California doctors of medicine to pursue all legal and
legislative means available to protect their patients' rights to access to all the
benefits of the highest possible quality care, free of artificial impediment and
restraint, and in an ethical climate in which the confidentiality of their records
can be guaranteed.

These resolutions were not adopted in hurried, heated, emotional, reactionary
debate. They were adopted after approximately 1% years of careful considera-
tion and prolonged discussion, in hospital staff meetings, meetings of county med-
ical societies, meetings of the Council of the California Medical Association and
countless special forums all over the state of California. These deliberations in-
volved not Just a few highly inflamed individuals, but many thousands of con-
scientious, sincere, practicing doctors spanning the entire spectrum of medical
practice from small community hospitals to large metropolitan medical centers
and the staffs of teaching institutions and university centers.

(We are aware that representatives from some California counties with
foundations for medical care have expressed support for PSRO. You should be
aware that: (1) these counties include fewer than 10 percent of Californaa
physicians; ahd (2) in a poll of at least one of these foundations, of those phy-
sicians who expressed an opinion on PSRO only 27 would Support PSRO, while
93 desire repeal or amendment of this law.)

Our discussions of PSRO have considered all aspects of this law and all modes
of response to it, including: amendment; participation in the law with the hope
that Its direction could be guided so as to prevent interference with medical
practice; a host of similar responses; and repeal. As a result of these long de-
bates, our association has concluded that Section 249-F of Public Law 92-603,
PSRO, represents bad law that cannot be amended satisfactorily except by its
outright repeal.

A total exposition of our reasons for this determination is impossible in the
brief span allotted to us today. We will cite some of our reasons for you. We will
provide a lengthier discussion should you desire it.

DELMEIOUS XEES OF PsRO

Our most fundamental concern is the deleterious effect that we perceive the
Implementation of this law will have upon the quality of patient care. We see
further In its implementation the destruction of an effective review system that
has evolved over many years and which is participated in voluntarily by thou-
sands of physicians in our state on a daily basis. And, finally, this law contains
a grave threat to the confidentiality of patient records despite provisions and dis-
claimers to the contrary.

We are absolutely certain that Senator Wallace Bennett, the author of PSRO,
was completely sincere in his intent to place review of medical practice in the
hands of local professionals. It is our view, however, that PSRO was unneces-
sary to accomplish this purpose for two reasofis. First, as Senator Bennett has
pointed out to the Senate (Congressional Record of April 1. 1974), even without
a PSRO law, the secretary of Health, Education and Welfare already has suf-
ficient statutory authority to require professional review; with or without PSRO.
necessary review will be accomplished. In fact, at the present time, review of
medical practice is in the hands of local professionals in California, as well as
in every other state in this country. Secondly, peer review is being accomplished
on a voluntary basis without the interposition of third parties' determinations
between the Judgment of practicing physicians and their patients, without ad-
ditional expenses to -the government, the insurance Industry Or the paying pub-
lic. Furthermore. such review is becoming increasingly effective in both quality
assurance and utilization control, and it can be expected to become ever more
effective in the future. And it is applied to afl institutional care, not simply that
which is being paid for under Title 18, Title 19 or Title 5 of federal iaw.

PE REVW IN CALIFORNA

As some members of this committee are aware, there is a very complex quality
assurance program in effect throughout the state of California. It involves county
medical societies, foundations, hospital medical staffs, the California Medical
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Association, Insurance carriers and fiscal intermediaries. Credentials review,
medical ethics, medical review, medical and surgical audit and utilization review
are under a constant state of surveillance. At the local level, these activities are
pursued vigorously by local physicians under rules that have been adopted vol-
untarily. On a statewide basis, California Medical Association's hospital medical
staff survey program, begun In 1961, Is an integral part of this review and audit
process. It is perhaps our most widely publicized and most often emulated quality
assurance activity. These surveys help assure that local review of hospital phy-
sician practices is being pursued In an effective, conscientious fashion. Under
this program, trained physicians analyze the organization of a hospital's medical
staff, the adequacy of Its records, its medical competence. efficiency of its cre-
dentials review, its medical and surgical review, its procedures for determining
medical and surgical privileges and other factors that are directly related to
patient care, physician performance and the education and disciplinary prac-
tices of each hospital staff. Utilization review and medical audit are integral
parts of this system and now are being integrated with programs of continuing
medical education, education certification and a statewide medical audit program
that Is directed toward enhancing the, quality of care available to Individual
patients in Individual hospitals and toward Increasing the uniformity of this
quality throughout the state.

California Medical Association survey procedures are the most comprehensive
and systematized of any organization in this country and are being adopted by
many other states. The value of this program has been recognized by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals and by the state of California. We are
now in our second year of performing combined surveys with JCAH, and Cal-
ifornia state law now recognizes approval under the OMA medical staff survey
program as meeting the quality of care requirements for relicensure of all health
care facilities In our state.

In addition, we are now in the- third year of operation of a statewide Peer
Review Commission of the California Medical Association. Its objectives are to
provide for the Integration of peer review activities throughout the state; to
provide advice and guidance for local peer review activities; to review local peer
review functions of county medical societies, foundations and hospital staffs;
to provide scientific evaluation of the appropriateness of different modes of
medical care, from the standpoints of the medical value to patients of diagnostic
and therapeutic procedures, and of the appropriate levels of utilization.-It should
be noted that although these are functions of state and county medical societies
and foundations, the review process involved is now applied equally to services
and the practices of both member and non-member physicians, without distinc-
tion or bias and without the requirement that a non-member physician participate
in the functions of the local or state medical association or pay dues. This Is
financed entirely by our medical societies on a voluntary basis.

In this system, there is also extensive provision for mediation, grievance hear-
ings and appeal available to Individual patients, physicians, hospitals, insurance
carriers and governmental agencies.

PSRO' VAST, NEW BUREAUCAOY

In an effort to accomplish these same purposes, PSRO will create a vast new
bureaucracy totally separate from the voluntary peer review program already in

. place. It mandates the development in our state of 28 separate new organizations
(nationally more than 200 of these) with little or no relationship to existing
medical organizations and with such vast authority as to threaten the destruc-
tion of all review programs as they now exist. To replace it a complex, new,
completely untested system is to be Imposed-individual, personal medical care
rendered to a totally heterogeneous population of sick patients Is to be subjected
to compulsory, computerized review, measured against data-processing-massaged
"norms" of the "profiles" of the average care sought for and received by the
average patient from the average doctor. Somehow, it is also envisioned that a
majority of busy, local practitioners will voluntarily immerse themselves In this
process.

While Section 1152(e) seems to permit the secretary of HEW to waive dupli-
cation of review and control by PSRO if effective review and control already
exist, careful reading of this section clearly Indicates that precisely the opposite
effect Is Intended by this section of the law. That is to say, at the discretion of
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the secretary, hospital staff review, CMA-CHA survey review, local medical so-
ciety review, etc., may be waived upon the assumption of these responsibilities
by the PSRO. And while Section 1155(e) (1) would appear to require that Pro-
fessional Standards Review Organizations accept the work products of hospital
review committees or other Organizations, this requirement applies only to the
provisions of Section 1155(a) (1) and is in no way applied to mandates of pread-
mission certification of elective admissions (Section 1155(a) (2) (A)) or of prior
authorization for complex diagnostic or therapeutic procedures (Section 1155
(a) (2) (B)) and the provision of services to the chronically Ill, as mandated in
this same section. Additionally, Section 1155(e) (2) grants the secretary broad
latitude in the development of regulations which would permit even this limited
acceptance of an existing local review process and leaves to his sole discretion
the determination of compliance or non-compliance. Moreover, Section 1155(a)
(5) clearly indicates that physicians assigned responsibility for review of hos-
pital care "ordinarily should not be responsible for the review of care and services
provided in any hospital in which those physicians have active staff privileges."
Quite clearly, what the right hand giveth, the left hand taketh away.

Among the most potentially destructive provisions of PSRO are contained in
Section 1156, "Norms of Health Care Services for Various Illnesses or Health
Conditions." Although it is difficult for non-physicians and even for non-practicing
physicians to understand, this "normative" approach to the practice of medicine
in the management of individual patient problems poses severe-restrictions upon
each individual patient's rights. The patient is entitled to the proper assumption
by a physician, of his or her own choosing, of the personal responsibility for
the provision of medical care and for the full application of that physician's
knowledge,_ skill and judgment in the provision of individualized, personal
medical care.

"NORMS OF CARE-OOOKBOOK MEDICINE'

Although it has been labelled as untrue that there will be a national "cook-
book" for the management of each diagnostic and therapeutic problem, that is
precisely what Section 1156 of PSRO demands. It states that there will be "pro-
fessionally developed norms of care," etc., "based on typical patterns of practice
in each region," but then proceeds with Section 1156(b) to require that such
norms shall Include, "iii'accordaice with regulations of the secretary," "differ-
ing, but acceptable, modes of treatment and methods of organizing and delivering'
care... consistent with professionally recognized and accepted patterns of care"
and of the type of facility "to be the type in which health care services ... can
be most economically provided." And (Section 1156(c)) the National Profes-
sional Standards Review Council shall provide "materials indicating the regional
norms to be utilized" and that "the approval of the National Profes8ional
Standards Review Council of norms of care, diagnosis and treatment shall be
based on its analysis of appropriate and adequate data." And (Section 1156(c)
(2)) "each review organization, agency or person . . . shall utilize the norms

developed under this section as a principal point of evaluation and review
for . . . any health care services which have been or are proposed to be
provided."

Even the loosest application of these stringent requirements will, without any
question, instantly substitute the use of these norms for the application of in-
dividual physician judgments, either because of absolute prohibition of devia-
tion from these norms or because of the onerous task of explaining variations
for at least half of all patients for whom care is provided or proposed to be
provided. What is euphemistically referred to as local review with regional norms,
In fact, becomes adherence to norms that have been nationally developed. In the
management of a simple common cold, consider the complexity of establishing
standards for the management of such a diagnosis in the spectrum of potential
patients afflicted: a healthy adult man or woman, working alone or working in a
crowded office or in a classroom or nursery or caring for young children at home;
a six-months-old infant otherwise healthy or afflicted with cystic fibrosis, allergic
bronchitis or other physical or mental impairment; an adult or child with an
assortment of associated chronic illnesses that run the gamut from bronchial
asthma to concomitant renal dialysis or markedly impaired immuno-suppressive
mechanisms associated with drugs used in renal transplant or in the treatment of
extensive cancer, leukemia or a host of other disorders. Consider the expansion
of this normative process to the thousands of diagnostic variations and com-
binations of diseases listed in compendia of diagnostic nomenclature, and you
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will recognize readily that the medical profession's concern about "cookbook
medicine" is more than mere fantasy.

Such norms would have to be so sweepingly broad as to have absolutely no
effect or be sufficiently narrow as to be, indeed, restrictive and stultifying. Modes
of medical practice vary substantially all over the United States, and for good
reason. Treatment and diagnostic procedures are constantly in a state of change
and evaluation. As one mode of therapy acquires clear superiority it becomes
adopted by practitioners generally. Practice within the constraints of "norms
and care" will cause this evolutionary change and continual evaluation to cease.
It will mandate mediocrity aimed at meeting the averages contained in every
list that is developed. Innovations in provision of care will only be attempted

~%, by the most persistent of physicians willing to endure countless hours of time
and frustration explaining to a National Professional Standards Review Council
Judgments that traditionally have been subject to scientific evaluation by local
peer review unencumbered by norms that must be met regardless of the physi-
cian's individual competence, training, background or experience.

And while the norms of care required under Section 1156 are intended as a
cost-containment measure, we believe that their application may have an op-
posite effect. First, the average physician who believes that he may be pro-
hibited from going beyond the range of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures
prescribed in these lists may withhold more extensive evaluation or treatment
in many instances in which either more serious and more difficult-to-manage
problems may emerge or in instances in which chronic illness will develop, re-
quiring protracted and expensive therapy that could have been prevented, had
he felt freer to exercise his own judgment in each individual case. Second, since
we know from long experience that "norms" or "guidelines" or "standards"
very rapidly become rulc8 under which everyone is expected to conform, the
physician will feel compelled to utilize the entire range of diagnostic and
therapeutic modalit4es contained within these norms so as to avoid criticism
and to prevent his failing to apply some modality of care from being used as
evidence of incompetence or negligence in professional liability lawsuits.

Dr. Kerr L. White, professor of medical care and hospitals at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore, writing in The Western Journal of Medicine ('Caveats
for PSRO," April 1974, copy appended), has discussed the subject of norms of
care in considerable detail. One of White's statements is of particular pertinence:
"The real test of a clinician is the extent to which his patients are returned to
work or school, kept out of bed, relieved of functional impairment or pain and
freed from the use of unnecessary or useless drugs. These are the measures
that really count as far as the patients and public are concerned-and, I would
add, as far as the bulk of the medical profession is concerned." This is our con-
cern: that individual physicians be permitted to continue to exercise their
individual-judgments in the application of their training and experience in
the management of individual patients' problems, not that physicians be made to
conform to rules and regulations devised and/or approved by a committee of 11
physicians and the secretary of HEW, several thousand miles away.

PRIOR AUTHORIZATION

Several sections of 249F clearly demand prior authorization of elective ad-
missions and diagnostic and treatment procedures. The medical profession in
California has had a long experience with prior authorization under a variety
of governmental programs extending back to 1955 and before. Our experience
with this form of practice has demonstrated beyond question that prior au-
thorization (1) does not contain costs; (2) denies needed care; (3) promotes
continuing frustration and irritation in everyday patient management; (4) im-
poses unnecessary work on physician and his office staff and (5) encourages
the delay of needed care beyond the point where it can be done most efficiently,
safely and inexpensively, thus requiring ultimately more expensive and costly
care to the detriment of many patients' health and well-being.

Some further objections of our association include:

ASSUMES PHYSICIAN ABUSE

The PSRO Manual states that admission certification "initially will be re-
quired for all elective admissions" (PSRO Manual Section 705.14). Exceptions
will be made when physicians or specific diagnoses are clearly identified as not
requiring review.
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The clear implication of this requirement is that most physicians will abuse
the Medicare, Medicaid, and Maternal and Child Health programs. The phy-
sicians of California believe that this type of review and control should be
required only after a pattern of abuse has been established. The PSRO provisions,
as now written, subject all physicians to an unusual form of "second guessing"
to stop a few abusers.

AUTHORITY AND CONTROL

A physician has the legal and moral obligation to provide effective, efficient
and economical care of high quality. Traditionally, he has relied upon the full
measure of his training, skill and experience. He cannot rely upon a committee
or governmental agency's judgment.

Through their professional associations and medical staff organizations, phy-
sicians have voluntarily accepted obligations to the public to assure that they
are qualified and capable of performing the services which they undertake to
provide their patients. This obligation is met through:

Reviewing the physician's credentials," including his training, experience and
practice history, by the medical asociation and/or medical staff when he applies
for membership.

Establishing staff privileges to perform medical and surgical procedures that
are commensurate with the physician's training and experience.

'Reviewing practice problems, regardless of source of complaint.
'Recomending disciplinary action to licensing boards.
'Examining and certifying specialty qualifications.
'Assuring the best medical training possible through medical school accredita-

tion.
Organizing continuing education for physicians through conferences and re-

fresher courses.
This responsibility cannot-and should not-be delegated to any other body. It

is highly Improper, therefore, for the secretary of HEW to presume to delegate
authority and responsibility for review to the hospital medical staff.

We further object to the PSRO law which bypasses existing professional orga-
nizations and puts ultimate control and authority in the hands of the secretary
of HEW :

He is the primary party to all contracts for the planning and operation of
local PSROX the state council and the statewide support centers. He is em-
powered to take all disciplinary actions against offending physicians. He is the
final authority In appeals.

He sets regulations governing medical care without consultation with or con-
currence by the National Professional Standards Review Council of physicians.

He puts into effect directives, rules and manuals without benefit of regulatory
comment, thus bypassing organizations and individuals whose input is essential
for the successful implementation of a law of such magnitude.

In addition, we are particularly concerned about the effect that the PSRO
legislation, and specifically the implementation contemplated by Chapter VII of
the PSRO Program Manual, 'has on physicians' attitudes toward hospital staff
peer review and its educational responsibilities.

For example, the manual requires that hospitals use PSRO-developed or ap-
proved criteria. Yet the success of our medical audit program as well as the
JCAH and the QAP medical audit programs is due directly to the physicians ini-
tiative In developing their own criteria for medical care evaluation In their own
hospitals. I is a learning process for physicians. Their voluntary participation
generates an immense amount of enthusiasm. And under these programs, physi-
cians develop a commitment to their own set of procedures that could never exist
under PSROs, which impose criteria developed outside the hospital setting.

CONFIDENTIALLY

Physicians in California also are concerned with the effects of PSROs on
patients' right to the privacy of their personal and medical histories.

The PSRO law provides for the development of patient and provider profiles
(Section 1155(a) (4) of the Law). It also requires extensive reporting to the
state and national councils as well as to the secretary of HEW. And while the
law demands confidentiality of patient Identification with penalties for breaches
of this requirement, it clearly permits the HEW secretary to determine the
degree of invasion of privacy he finds necessary to implement the law.
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This reporting requirement necessarily will involve the development of central-
ized data banks capable of reporting information to the state and national coun-
cils. Once recorded, the information is available to a greatly expanded group
of individuals, including PSRO staff who have the authority to review this
information. With this vast expansion in the use of confidential medical record
data and with the increase in the number of persons handling this data, the
potential for misappropriating confidential information will be immeasurably
increased.

The law also gives the local PSRO the authority to review patients' records
in physicians' offices. Heretofore, these records have been considered privileged

Sand confidential. They should remain so.

COST

There is a complete lack of any real insight into what the administrative cost
of operating PSROs will be. There have been estimates ranging from five-million
to almost one-billion dollars per year. The major portion of the cost is the devel-
opment of new peer review structures and new federal and state agencies. Exist-
ing systems, organizations and structures-which cost the taxpayers virtually
nothing-are ignored.

'While the PSRO law declares as one of its major purposes economical delivery
of health care services, it is doubtful that PSROs will save money. In fact, as
the law is implemented, we may very well find the reverse to be true. For exam-
ple, costs are ,bound to increase through the ordering of a test or other service
solely because it is listed in the established criteria for a specific diagnosis, even
though in the professional Judgment of the physician the test or service is not
medically necessary. Thus, we are deeply concerned that under this law the
American people will be forced to pay an exceedingly high cost for a system of
peer review that will lower the quality of medical care in this country.

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

Section 1167(c), dealing with professional liability, has the appearance of
giving physicians some special protection, tt in no way alters anything.

Courts will continue to hold a physician responsible for using his best medical
judgment, and that it will not be an adequate defense to argue reliance on cri-
teria, norms and standards of a PSRO. Extensive case law establishes these facts
beyond question. Indeed, inappropriate use of norms and standards could be
used to show negligence on the part of the individual physician.

SUMMARY

In summary, the California Medical Association has carefully analyzed sec-
tion 249F of Public Law 92-S03 in an effort to determine whether this law can
be implemented without interfering with the ability of California physicians
to provide the best possible medical care to our patients. We have concluded that
it cannot. We have attempted to evaluate Section 249F to determine whether it
can be satisfactorily amended to allow for the continuation of effective local pro-
fessional peer review. We have concluded that PSRO is bad law . . . that it
cannot be amended except by its repeal. We believe that the application of' PSRO
to medicine as, it is practiced in the state of California as well as elsewhere in the

, United States will have an extremely deleterious effect upon the quality of care
available to our patients; that it will encourage a high degree of mediocrity and
stifle all advances and innovations in provision of medical care; that it will deny
needed care; that it will interfere with the physician's ability to freely exercise
his judgment in the management of individual patients' problems; that it will
deny the right of our patients to full access to their physicians' scientific train-
ing and experience; that it will seriously jeopardize the confidentiality of
patients' records; that it will pose serious problems 4n the generation of and
prosecution of professional liability lawsuits; that it will do great harm to
existing peer review programs, if not ultimately destroy these programs en-
tirely; and that it will create a vast new, costly bureaucracy to accomplish that
which is absolutely unnecessary, since requirements for utilization review and
quality assurance already exist In other statutes.

Our commitment to conscientious peer review with local and state surveillance
by practicing physicians remains as strong as ever. We hope that the congress
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will take whatever action is necessary to see to It that these programs are not
only retained but enhanced. We believe that the activities of our association
warrant this support.

APPENDIX

(From the Western Journal of Medicine, April 1974]

CAVEATS FOR PSRO's

(By Kerr L. White, M.D.,* Baltimore)

As matters stand now, it seems probable that ProfessiQnal Standards Review
Organizations (PSRO's) will base their assessments on specific standards of
practice promulgated locally, regionally or nationally, and that these standards
will serve as the basis for taking corrective, perhaps punitive, action against
practitioners who fail to meet them. While most physicians would agree that
our profession must strive relentlessly to improve the services we provide, and
many of us believe that broader accountability is inevitable, the PSRO prescrip-
tion as currently being discussed may well be a recipe for chaos. There are five
assumptions underlying this scheme that should not go unexamined. These
assumptions are:

1. Practitioners in the United States are distributed bimodally with respect to
their clinical competence-that is, there are "good doctors" and "bad doctors"
and we know how to tell them apart. It seems to be assumed further that the
"good doctors" will be the ones to say which are which.

2. Medical practice is more usefully assessed in relationship to "diagnoses"
and "processes" than in relationship to "performance" or "outcomes" of patient
care.

3. Contemporary medicine has a substantial number of clearly defined and well-
understood preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic forms of intervention for which
the clinical efficacy and patient care utility have been objectively assessed by
means of randomized clinical trials or other credible evidence, and we know
precisely what to do for the majority of the most common health problems
brought to the medical profession.

4. Health information systems now exist that will permit objective statements
to be made about the adequacy of care given to a specific patient by a specific
practitioner at a specific time and place.

5. Sub-optimal patient care, however defined and measured, is due more to
the inadequacies of the individual practitioner than to failures in the organization
of health care systems or institutions or to the inappropriate allocation-of-priorl-
ties and resources by society.

There are, in addition, three objectives underlying the concepts of "standards
for practice," and the PSRO legislation in particular, which should be stated so
that all can appreciate what is being discussed:

1. The overall costs of health care both individually and collectively should be
contained, if not reduced.

2. There should be a relatively uniform, minimal level of expectation with
respect to the clinical efficacy and patient utility of medical care for all citizens.

3. Equity of access, or "fair shares," should characterize the setting of priori-
ties and the allocation-of national, state and local resources for health care.

In other words, the essential problem with respect to health care policy and
the setting of so-called standards of practice" is to balance costs, quality and
equity. This is always the task in any effort to restructure health services.

Finally, by way of introduction, it should -be understood that in talking about
objective assessments and even about measurement, we mean the assignment of
numbers to objects, attributes or events according to rules; we are not talking
about the kind of assessment of quality embodied in the aphorism: "Mirror, mirror
on the wall, who are the best clinicians of them all?" My comments, therefore,
will be based on the assumption that we are concerned with improved measure-

*Based on remarks made at the Fall Meeting of the Institute of Medicine, National
Academy of Sciences, November 1, 1973

The author is Professor of Medical Care and Hospitals, The Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore.

Reprint requests to: K. L. White, MD, Department of Medical Care and Hospitals, The
Johns Hopkins University, School of Hygiene and Public Health, 615 North Wolfe St.,
Baltimore, MD 21205.
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ment, or even any reliable measurement, as a basis for decision-making referrable
to standards, normal values, deviations and sanctions.

Now, with respect to the first assumption, namely that there is a bimodal dis-
tribution of overall clinical competence for the entire practicing profession, let
me start by saying that I know of no evidence that would support this assertion.
We have no Idea about the shape or skew of the distribution of clinical compe-
tence; we do know something about the ability to answer examination questions
and about the frequency with which some procedures, operations and treatments
are employed. However, even if a bimodal distribution could be identified or
even if the lowest 5 percent of practitioners on a normal distribution were clas-
sifted as "bad doctors" by the "good doctors," is it desirable to place our empha-sis on punishing or correcting the "bad doctors" or is it better to put the em-
phasis on helping the other 95 percent to improve the level of their practice?
I would argue that our efforts should be put on strengthening those- aspects of
medicine that are good and helping those physicians who most of the time make
every effort to do their best, rather than on the small number of "bad guys" who
should be unfrocked because of fraud, chicanery or overt incompetence.

Most of the efforts to date with respect to evaluation of Medicare and Medicaid,
and even the work of some of the Foundations for Medical Care, have been con-
cerned with fraud and chicanery and very little with assisting the great bulk of
practitioners to improve the care that they provide. If we have limited resources
to devote to improving the quality of care through PSRO activities, I suggest
tLat the emphasis be placed on information and education for the majority, not
punishment for the few "rascals" and "incompetents" among us. An educational
and behavioral posture toward the medical profession on the part of the pro-
fession itself rather than a punitive or even "corrective" posture seems central
to attainment of the three overall objectives with which most, I think, would
agree.

Surely one of the central features of any profession is its capacity to evolve
and adapt in response to society's needs. If this assertion is wrong then the
potential, if not the performance, of continuing education, and perhaps of medical
education itself as a basis for a lifetime of learning, needs to be reexamined
carefully.

The second assumption states that medical practice is more usefully assessed In
relationship to "diagnoses" and "processes" than in relationship to "outcomes"
of care. It is the functional result as reflected in the individual and collective
capacity of patients to perform and produce after receiving medical care that
counts, not what procedures or treatments are employed. A diagnosis is only a
means to an end; of itself it has little discernible medical utility and no social
utility. At best it Is all too frequently a hypothesis that requires testing. This is
particularly true at the level of primary care and frequently at the level of
secondary care.

However, of much greater moment is the realization that patients do not pre-
sent at the level of primary care or even at the levels of secondary and tertiary
care with 'diagnoses"; they present with symptoms, complaints-and problems for
which theT - seek relief. The task of medicine is to resolve the problems that are
first perceived by patients as "headache," "pains in the chest," "rashes," "stomach
pain," "backache," "unusual bleeding," "cough," "weakness" and "fatigue" and
the hundreds of other symptoms that initiate the demand for medical care and
constitute the language of disease.

If our guides or requirements for the management of specific diseases and
diagnoses are based on the "process" approach and characterized by lists of pre-
scribed procedures derived from -the contemporary collective wisdom of "experts,"
then I think we run the serious risk of encouraging five undesirable trends:

1. Defenve medfoine. There will be a tendency for physicians, particularly
those who are less secure and in the greatest need of support and education, to
carry out the full range of prescribed procedures so that they minimize the risk
of "corrective" action.

2. Cookbook medicine. Individual clinicians will be encouraged to work by the
book, to follow the authoritarian pronouncements of the "experts" and to use
the Merck Manual approach for the care of patients, rather than to accept the
professional risks and Intellectual rewards of developing and applying their
clinical knowledge and acumen in the best interests of specific patients. The
cookbook approach to medicine would seem to me to be anti-intellectual and
should be vigorously discouraged. It could stultify and fossilize clinical practice
and stifle its evolution.
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8. Normatfte mediode. The threat of sanctions will encourage all physicians to
move toward the mean values or to remain within some range that reflects
central tendencies. One only has to recall the conventional wisdom of the past
with respect to normal deliveries, myocardial infarctions and hepatitis to realize
the possible tyranny of slavish adherence to all contemporary standards.

4. Haxrdoua *Iedicine. The greater the number of procedures carried out and
the longer the patient is in hospital, the greater the risk of misadventure. The
object of any clinical exercise should be to relieve the patient of his complaint
or distress as rationally and rapidy as possible with the minimum number of
procedures and the shortest possible institutional involvement. In at'least one
study, 20 percent of the patients experienced some hazardous episode and 7 per-
cent died as a result.1 A hospital is a very dangerous place to be if the benefits
do not outweigh the risks !

5. Inflationarv medifne. Cost containment requires that we be more selective
in the procedures done, and on balance, do fewer, not more; and that we reduce
hospital days used, not increase them. If "process" standards are prescribed, it
seems highly probable that this will considerably increase the number of pro-
cedures and hospital days. New demands on laboratories, radiology units and
record rooms are bound to exacerbate manpower shortages as well as inflate costs,
and they cannot be Justified in the absence of evidence that improvement in the
health care or health status of the population will result.

Let me give some practical examples: By what standards do we judge a general
Internist in a town of 25,000 people with a 100-bed hospital when faced in his
office by a 50-year-old housewife with vague intermittent upper abdominal pain
and an alcoholic husband, or when faced by a 85-year-old auto mechanic with
vague chest pain of two weeks' duration? Medicine at this level is still largely
probabilistic, not deterministic, and the Individual decisions In each case may be
based on historical, behavioral, social and clinical evidence that is infintely more
relevant at the first encounter with these two patients than would be a gastro-
intestinal x-ray survey, a gall-bladder series or an electrocardiogram. How do-we
assess care objectively at this level? At present we do not even know the distribu-
tion of these common problems in the populations of patients seen by physicians
in different practice settings.

The real test of the clinician is the extent to which his patients are returned to
work or school, kept out of bed, relieved of functional Impairment or pain and
freed from the use of unnecessary or useless drugs. These are the measures that
really count as far as the parents and public are concerned-and, I would add,
as far as the bulk of the medical profession concerned.

The third assumption affirms that we have a substantial number of efficacious
procedures that have been evaluated by randomized clinical trials or on the basis
of long and wide experience, and that we have benefits which clearly outweigh
any attendant risks, hazards or costs. In the latter category, I would put
streptomycin for tuberculous meningitis and not vitamin B-12 for backaches.

First, it Is essential to distinguish between the three functions of preventing,
curing and caring. Second, we need to identify those forms of preventive,-
diagnostic and therapeutic intervention that are clearly beneficial and for which
problems and under what conditions they are beneficial. This alone should free
enormous amounts of money and resources for the caring function, much of
which seems to be the indirect benefit of the placebo and Hawthorne effects. These
are scientific and educational exercises for the long haul to which some segment
of the medical establishment should address Itself aggressively.

I doubt that any accurate account exists, but I would be very surprised if more
than a quarter of all the tests, procedures and therapeutic regimens imposed on
specific patients are more beneficial and useful than they are harmful or use-
less, and the figure may be lower. It would be important to know. The efforts to
improve quality and reduce costs should be directed at educating practitioners to
undertake fewer procedures of dubious value and encouraging them to improve
their clinical expertise.

To stimulate discussion, let me suggest alternative ways in which the middle-
aged woman and the young man described above might be treated by a physician
and end up in both instances by being relieved of their symptoms. The first In-
volves two or three visits in the course of a month or two, a watt-and-see, prob-
abilistic approach, supported by one or two tests or x-ray studies done with the,

S Sehimmel BM: Hasards of hospitalization. Ann Intern Med 60: 100-110, 7964.
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patient ambulatory, while the second involves several days in the hospital and a
vast battery of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. It might well be argued
that the burden of proof is on those who would favor the latter approach to
patient care as representing better care. Yet this is what we will be encouraging
if we promulgate "expert" standards for managemenut of "chronic cholecyatitis"
and "coronary artery insufficiency"-the diagnostic labels we use to Justify
hospital admission and insurance coverage.

The fourth assumption asserts that we have national, regional, state and local
health information systems to generate the necessary knowledge for making
sensible decisions about the competence of the individual practitioner's care of
his individual patients. This is not the time or place to discuss the conceptual
and technical problems of health care information systems and the work that
lies ahead of us in developing an adequate network of such systems in this
country.'

A few comments are indicated in the present context, however. One possibility
widely mentioned in PSRO discussions is the use of the length-of-stay standards
produced by the Professional Activity Study (PAS) hospital discharge abstract
system of the Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities. While the
commission deserves great credit for its pioneering efforts, it should be clear
that there are a number of limitations to the usefulness of PAS data. What is
not fully understood is: (1) the hospitals participating in PAS volunteer to
do so, on the basis of enthusiasm, interest or need, (2) they are concentrated
in the 200 to 500 bed category and (3) they account for only about 25 percent of
the short-term nonfederal hospitals of the country and 40 percent of their
36 million discharges annually. However, the numbers involved are much less
important than the fact that the hospitals are not a statistically represen-
tative sample of all hospitals in the country and hence of all practices. It
would be misleading from a statistical and logical point of view to generalize
to the national experience, let alone regionally or locally from these kinds of
data. It should also be understood that- the validity and reliability of PAS
length-of-stay standards depend upon the individual performance of the many
medical record rooms who supply the basic data. Many serious reservations
have been voiced about the quality of these data and in at least one recent
study of a large metropolitan hospital, they were found to be totally inade-
quate."

What is needed as the basic health information system for the description
of health care currently being given, at least at the level of the hospital, is
the universal application of the Uniform Hospital Discharge Data Set and the
related terms, definitions and classification schemes, through decentralized-hos-
pital discharge abstract systems that measure regional patterns and reflect
regional needs. There are about a dozen of these regional systems now in oper-
ation across the country (including several based on the PAS system) and the
terms of the basic data set have been officially promulgated by the United
States National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics and endorsed by
the American Hospital Association. 6 These 14 "bits" of information can gen-
erate a large number of critical tables that would inform practitioners and
administrators alike about the health care system of the country in the ways
that Florence Nightingale advocated more than a century ago.6

This approach to the development of information about health care recognizes
the principles of parsimony and utility in the expensive collection of data
about patient care. It is more sensible to carefully collect a little information
on the entire universe of patients or the population at risk than to haphazardly

' " collect a great deal of data of uncertain validity and reliability from a limited
group of patients admitted to selected volunteering hospitals. Particularly if

2 Murnaghan :iH: Health services information systems in the United States today.
N Engl 3 Med 290: 603-610, 1974.3 Hendrickson L, Myers 3 : Some sources and potential consequences of errors in medical
data recording. Meth Inform Med 12: 38-45, Jan 1973.

4 Murnaghan, JH, White KY (Eds) : Hospital Discharge Data: Report of the Conference
on Hospital Discharge Abstract Systems. Med Care 8: Supplement 1-215, 1970 and Phila-
delphia. J. B. Lippincott Co., 1970.

5 United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, United States National
Committee on Vital and Health Statistics. Uniform Hospital Abstract: Minimum Basic Data
Set. Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1972 (DHEW Publication No. HSM
73-1-451).

$ Nightingale F: Hospital Statistics and Hospital Plans. London, Emily Faitbfull & Co.,
Victoria Press, 1862.
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we are to have so-called national standards or even regional and local standards,
they must be based on the objective collection of credible data and the gen-

eration of useful Information that describes the full range of hospital experi-
ence. If we can agree that standards should not be based on authoritarian pro-
nouncements of experts who see a selected segment of the sick people of the
country, or on "normative" rates from unrepresentative samples of patients
or hospitals, then we should start with the universal recording of a prudent
amount of comparable empirical data that has some chance of being analyzed

- -and understood at national, regional, state and local levels.
We have the knowledge and expertise in this country to develop these systems

and to use them effectively. Let me give some examples. It would be more
informative to compare measures such as case fatality rates, lengths of stay,
rates for selected diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, rates for selected
complications, and mean total charges per admission (as a proxy measure of
the intensity and complexity of care) among hospitals and among all hospital-
ized residents of counties, states, medical catchment areas, regions and the
nation, than to focus on specific aberrations of physicians in specific cases.
There is nearly always an explanation for clinical activities associated with
Individual cases when they seem unusual by some external standard. By con-
trast, the Initial "belling of cats" Is usually much easier when directed at hos-
pitals or groups of institutions or systems than at individual physicians and
their individual patients. By aggregating credible data that will describe the
performance of institutions and the care received by population groups, those
responsible for the distribution of health care resources and the allocation
of priorities can see what ahd where the problems are before they attempt to
identify individual practitioners as offenders in particular instances. The effect
on an institution or a group of hospitals of information based on objective
monitoring may be as large or even greater than the collective effect of indi-
vidual sanctions, corrections or punishments directed at the physician; at least
this is one possible conclusion based on an examination of one claims review
system that has been carried out.'

It would, then, be preferable to examine small amounts of information based
on universal coverage and to evolve information systems-gradually than to
embark on vast data collection exercises in an unsystematic fashion designed to
feed computers and offend common sense.

The fifth assumption suggests that Inadequacies in care are related more to
"practitioner" failure than to "systems" failure. While some air crashes are
undoubtedly related to pilot error, many more are related to systems failures
and even here the attention given to the design of systems and the provision
of redundancy far exceeds anything we have In health care. By focusing on
the care given by groups of institutions like hospitals, Foundations for Medi-
cal Care or HMO's and on the care received by populations defined by geog-
raphy, we bring to light systems problems and the related Issues of priorities.-
resource allocation, health insurance arrangements, incentives and managerial"
competence. This has the enormous advantage of informing the public and its
representatives in the legislatures- and on the boards of trustees, as well as
the profession itself, about the characteristics of their health care systems and
their impact on the individual actions of patients and physicians.

The pressure exerted on institutions to improve the collective and individual
performance of physicians and other personnel is likely to be politically more
palatable and operationally simpler than pressure applied on the small frac-
tion of aberrant physicians who are described as "bad doctors." The emphasis
would be on supporting and educating the great bulk of physicians and im-
proving the general environment in which they work rather than on harassing
individuals or segregating them for special comment. This can always be added
later as circumstances warrant, but It seems a poor place to start from the
point of view of overall needs.

In summary, I question the present emphasis on "process" standards directed
at physicians' practices that seems to characterize much of the thinking about
PSRO's because:

TBuck CR Jr: Peer Review: The Impact of a System Based on Billing Claims. Balti-
more. Maryland. Department of Medical Care and Hospitals, The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, (Sc D Thesis, processed) 1973.
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1. Much work needs to be done to separate efficacious procedures from the
rest. For only a small proportion of the problems presented by patients at the
level of primary care do we know enough to set "process" standards, or even
to define what currently goes on.

2. Much more needs to be done to build up population-based, problem-oriented
information systems that use data parsimohiously for making useful
decisions about the medical care provided by hospitals and other health care
institutions for the populations they serve.

3. The use of predetermined "process" standards based on data of uncertain
validity collected from unrepresentative samples would, in my Judgment, be anti-
intellectual, unduly rigid, and discourage clinical initiative, and would be
potentially hazardous to patients and inflationary.

4. "Systems" failure may be as important or more important than "practitioner"
failure if medical care is unacceptable with respect to access, quality
and cost. We should focus on hospitals and systems before we focus on individ-
ual physicians and their individual patients.

5. An educational rather than a punitive approach is preferable if medicine
is to maintain its professional traditions. Do we want to catch a few rascals,
or do we want to improve medical care for all citizens?

Senator TALMAD0E. The next witness is Dr. John M. Babich, presi-
dent of the Medical Care Foundation of Sacramento, accompanied
by Dr. James C. Bramham, chairman, PSRO steering committee,
and DrJames J. Schubert, medical director.

Doctor, your entire statement will be inserted in the record. And
you may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN M. BABICH, PRESIDENT OF THE MEDICAL
CARE FOUNDATION OF SACRAMENTO, ACCOMPANIED BY DR.
JAMES C. BRANHAM, CHAIRMAN, PSRO STEERING COMMITTEE;
AND DR. JAMES .. SCHUBERT, MEDICAL DIRECTOR

Dr. BABICI. Mr. Chairman, my name is John M. Babich. I am
a practicing pediatrician in Sacramento, Calif. I serve as president
of the Medical Care Foundation of Sacramento. Joining me today
are Dr. James J. Schubert, a practicing orthopedic surgeon, who has
also served as past president of this organization, and who is the
medical director of the medical care foundation and Dr. James C.
Bramham, also a practicing pediatrician and past president of both
the medical society and the medical care foundation. Dr. Bramham is
currently chairman-of our PSRO steering committee.

As some of you will recall, we gave testimony before the Senate
Finance Committee in June of 1970 relative to the formulation of
the PSRO legislation. We were then and remain supportive of
the concept that private practicing physicians be given the responsi-
bility to act as medical intermediaries in their own communities. As
part of our testimony, we introduced to you our certified hospital

-admission program (CHAP), a prospective inpatient review program
developed by Sacramento area physicians.

Since our prior testimony, our CHAP program has been irnple-
mented in various forms throughout the Nation. In these few short
years, we have monitored a total of 113,557 admissions. By coordinat-
ing our experimental medical review organization (EMCRO) grant
with the local efforts of almost 200 practicing physicians actively
involved in our peer review management program, the Medical Care
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Foundation of Sacramento has had a dramatic impact upon cost.
containment and enhancement of health care delivery.

Two rather significant outgrowths of our activities were the
development of our foundation community health plan (FCHP) a
prepaid health care delivery system for title XIX residents of the
Sacramento five-county area. We now have some 37,000 participants
in this innovative and dedicated program. Utilizing our own founda-
tion funds, we have also constructed and now operate the Del Paso
Neighborhood Center for Health Care bringing quality medical
services to an economically and medically underprivileged area. Until
now, this community of 45,000 people had but one physician practicing
in this large, geographically isolated area. These are but two responses
by local organized medicine to our community's challenge to improve
access, quality, and cost containment.

At this time, we are responding to other needs of our community;
in the development of prepaid programs for medicare recipients and
private groups, as well as assistance in such areas as durable medical
equipment health transportation, and health education.

The Medical Care Foundation of Sacramento has become a medical
intermediary involved in health care delivery-administration, quality
control, cost containment, consumer advocacy, public accountability,
and the continuing enhancement of professional standards.

Mr. Chairman, the Medical Care Foundation of Sacramento con-
tinues to support Senator Wallace Bennett in the development and
implementation of the professional standards review organization
(PSRO) legislation. In reviewing the details of the law and the
proposed guidelines for implementation of PSRO, We have some
positive and constructive recommendations and suggestions. They
are:

1. The PSRO law was designed to involve the private sector as
medical intermediaries. HEW should not totally dominate and con-
trol PSRO. Rather, HEW should be redirected to support local
autonomy and the private sector in appropriate but perhaps varying
organizational structures.

2. The national council is currently being used as a sounding board
and reaction panel to guidelines, rules and programs initiated by
HEW. It is, at best, advisory and certainly not administrative.

We urge:
A. That the national council be given all administrative control of

the PSRO program. This means that the council should have formal
authority written into the law.

B. That the council report to the Secretary and act as a separate
C.'hat " the council has the authority to hire and fire its own staff

and have control of its own budget.
By this we mean that the council should have its own independence.
D. That the council be expanded to allow for adequate elected

representation by PSRO's.
E. That the council elect its own officers.
3. We urge the utilization of experienced individuals and organi-

zations in the form of a special technical task force to serve the Na-
tional PSRO Council. This should be a working task force and, as you
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know, this was strongly urged in your committee's original report.
This was agreed to in the council and is stated in the floor manager's
report.

4. There are ambiguous and conflicting opinions on how the local
PSROs will manage data and be funded for their operations. We
urge both flexibility in the structure of PSRO organizations as well
as a recognition of the funding requirements and the vital importance
of data management by the local PSROs.

Our delegation to the California Medical Association supported a
resolution predicated upon four specific points:

1. That the standards and criteria endorsed by the local practicing
psysicians of the PSRO area be utilized.

2. That PSRO be independently operated by local organized
medicine.

3. That the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, waive all
other review mechanisms as stated in the law.

4. That implementing regulations do not operate to the detriment
of the professional care of the patients.

These four points should serve as a basis for the ongoing partner-
ship between government and medicine.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you very much, doctor, for your con-
tribution-

Senator Bennett?

QUALITY OF CARE AND PSRO

Senator BENNETT. Unlike the many witnesses we have had so far,
you are the first witness that has experience with operating a PSRO-
type review. The council's doctors in Sacramento have been doing
that for several years.

Based on your experience, has professional review diminished the
quality of care or enhanced it?

Dr. SCHuMERT. I am Dr. Schubert, Mr. Chairman, medical director
of the foundation.

The foundation's experience during the past 4 years has been
nothing but improved quality of care in our review programs.
When we started our program in 1969 for a. few small private groups,
and then in 1970 when we began to do the professional review for the
State of California in our area, we found many abuses of the use
of Government programs and Government funds, and some very bad
examples of just bad medicine being practiced. And we have faced

< these problems in our communities, and we corrected the majority of
them. And we continue to move ahead. We 'have emphasized our
program. PATIENT CONFIDENTIALITY

Senator BENrN-r. Have you encountered any problems with the
violation of patient confidentialityI

Dr. SCHUBERT. We have not had any complaints from doctors or
patients of a violation of the doctor-patient relationship.

Dr. BABICyi. That includes both at the foundation level as well
as the medical society level since we have been in business.
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FORMS AND PARAMEERS

Senator BENNLEr. Do you utilize forms and parameters as check
points ?

Dr. SCHUBERT. Yes, Senator, we do.

COOKBOOK MEDICINE

Senator BENNETr. Do you think this is a cookbook medicine ?
Dr. SCHUBERT. In our community it is not cookbook medicine. The

doctors make the decision, and the criteria were simply as you ex-
plained them earlier, they are simply trigger points at which we
make a decision.

ELIMINATION OF UNNECESSARY HOSPITALIZATION

Senator BENNETr. Has this review resulted in savings and mod-
erations of costs to the medicare and medicaid programs?

Dr. SCHUBERT. In our program we have demonstrated a saving.
We have reduced the average length of stay in most of our programs,
if not all of them. We have-we feel that we have eliminated unneces-
sary hospitalization.

Dr. BABICH. I would like to point out that when Sacramento first
went into this program in 1970 when we first appeared here that the
State, because of a budget deficit of approximately $150 million,
applied this prior authorization for all the doctors of California.
However, the doctors of Sacramento were allowed to experiment with
their hospital administration certification program. And that pro-
gram in the first year of the practice for operations in Sacramento
resulted in enough savings of hospital days to effect a saving of ap-
proximately $3 million. And if that was extrapolated for the popu-
lation of Sacramento County to the rest of the State of California,
it would save the entire deficit that the Governor was looking for.
And if that had been extrapolated further, according to onr calcula-
tion at that point, to every single patient and every hospital, it would
have represented a value of $4 or $5 billion.

PIIYSICIAN-REVIEW HouRs

Senator BENNETT. Apart from normal in-house hospital review,
is there an inordinate amount of physician time recorded under -your
program.

Dr. BRAMHAM. I checked on that for last month. I have the exact
figures of 165 hours of physician time for a hospital program. About
80 percent of that is for medicare and medicaid patients.

Senator BENNETt. How many hospitals does that cover?
Dr. BRAmITAM. It covers 23 acute-care hospitals.
Senator BENNmvr. And how many physician-review hours does your

program require every month on an average? Is this a good average?
Dr. BRAMHAM. I don't think-you mean the total number of hours?
Senator BENNE'Ir. Can you give us an idea of how many physician-

review hours ?
Dr. BRAMHAM. That was 160, was the total number of hours doctors

spent monitoring hospital care. That doesn't include the time we
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spent on outpatient review, combined doctor hours. There are some 200
doctors, 150 to 200 doctors who are always participating in the review
system. And we rotate.

Senator BENNmT. So that the fear of some doctors that they would
have to give up their golfing afternoon doesn't seem to be justified?

Dr. BRAMHAM. No, sir.

BENEFITS oF LOCAL REVIEW

Senator BE.NET. As a result of your doing this review under medi-
care and medicaid, instead of social security *or the State, what spe-
cific benefits do doctors, patients, hospitals and nursing homes gain?
--Dr. BRAmHAM. There are several gains. Of course, the hospitals are

quite in favor of this program locally, because it assures them that
they are going to be paid, because we do certification on a current
basis. And we deny them on a current basis. So, they know when the
authorized number of days are up. And then they can make arrange-
ments with the patients to pay if they wish to extend further. It is a
great benefit to the patients, Senator, for the patients to know this,
because some of them find out months after the fact under the previous
system that they have to pay for a number of days of hospital care
that they did not expect.

Now, the patient knows it at the time. If they want to stay in a few
more days, that is up to the patient to make that decision, or the family,
and they know they are going to have to pay for it then. And they can
appeal, and the doctor can appeal. And we have arranged appeals
mechanisms.

Senator BENNErT. But you don't throw the patient out of the hos-
pital and subject him to the risk of further trauma or even death
because the form says that 5 days is enough I

Dr. BRAMHAM. We never discharge a patient. This is up to the
attending physician.

PATIENT AND PHYSICIAN PROFILES

Senator BENNEwT. Based on your experience, are patient and prac-
titioner profiles necessary components of a successful program?

Dr. SCHUBERT. We have eight using profiles, Senator, for some time.
And they start, out in a very simple form, and we gradually have
increasedthem as we find our needs there. And we have found a great
deal of uses for profiles, because we can identify bad practices. One of
the unfortunate things that happens is that a physician may have a
patient in one hospital and readmit the patient to another 'hospital.
By having a central profile of activity we can trace and evaluate the
activity of the doctor if we have reason to.

No STRANo MEDICINE PRArCED IN SACMMWo

Senator BENNEr. In criticizing the efforts of your prototype PSRO
the president of the council of medical staffs has utilized the profes-
sional activities study profile, which claims to show that 50 percent
of the patients with the diagnosis of myocardial infarction have stays
of 5 days or less.
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He points out that in his section of the country the stay is 3 weeks,
and implies that this is strange medical practice on the part of the
Sacramento doctors.

Are you losing very many patientsI
Dr. B3ABICH. No. We may be even a little bit better than the national

average. And our official length of stay for myocardial infarction in
the foundation and in Sacramento is 21 days, Senator.

Senator BENNETr.. I don't know where he found his figures of 5 days
or less, do you?

Dr. BABICH. We would invite him to inspect our shop with an on-
site visit.

Senator BENNEaTr. So if 21 days is 3 weeks and they say it is 3 weeks
in his part of the country, then you are not practicing strange medicine
in SacramentoI

Dr. BABICH. No, sir.
Senator BENNmTr. No further questions.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Curtis?

IS A NATIONAL PSRO LAW NEEDED?

Senator Ctrns. Dr. Babich, this experience that you described in
Sacramento, was that conducted under this newly enacted PSRO
Federal law?

Dr. BABICH. No; this first started in 1969 on the private insurance
program where we go the idea. And at that time Dr. Braham was one
of the four founding physicians of this concept, if you will. And we
are involved in a medical as well as a physical intermediary problem of
trying to get the Foundation and get involved in the health care de-
livery system of our community. And the only way we could do this
was by trying to make the practice of medicine more efficient, and to
insure quality medicine. And this is what our CHAP program does.

Senator CuRins. I don't want to put words in your mouth, but is it
fair to describe that this is a voluntary program in that area initiated
and carried out by the physicians?

Dr. BABICH. Yes, sir.
Senator CuTis. Do you need a national PSRO law to continue?
Dr. BABICH. Not in Sacramento. But I think you need it for the rest

of the country..
Senator CUiris. But you do not need it in Sacramento?
Dr. BABICH. We have it in Sacramento now. We have been practic-

ing that since 1969.

EXCESSIVE POWER OF SECRETARY OF HEW SEEN IN PSRO

Senator CtmiTs. I am impressed in your statement on item 2: "The
National Council is currently being used as a sounding board and
reaction panel to guidelines, rules initiated by HEW. It is at best ad-
visory and certainly not administrative. We urge"-and then you have
A, B, C, D, and E-that the national council be given all administra-
tive control of PSRO.

Dr. BABICH. Yes, sir.
senator CunTis. And that the council report to the Secretary and

act as a separate agency. It is your feeling now that as the law is
wriken it is under the Secretary, subject t his control ?
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Dr. BABICH. Yes, sir. Could I expand on that I The average practic-
ing physician, excluding all the -people involved in health care like
we are, the average doctor in his little office gets real confused by a
mass of bureaucracy, .ind if he could understand that he was going to
have doctors represent him at a high level that would solve is fear.

Senator Cumrs. And then C: "That the Council has authority to
hire and fire its own staff and has control over its own budget."

They do not have it now, do they?
Dr. BABICH. No, sir; they do not have a staff, and they do not have

a budget.
Senator Cunris. And both the staff and the budget are in the hands

of the bureaucracy, aren't they?
Dr. BABICH. Yes, sir.
Senator Cums. "That Council be expanded to allow for adequate

elected representation by PSROs."
Dr. BABICH. Yes, sir; I think that every PSRO region, of which

there are 10 in the United States, should be allowed to elect one, be-
cause that would be the linkage between the practicing physician in
his community or his PSRO on the national level.

Senator Cunris. At the present time the bureaucracy can select the
council and name its officers and control its budget?

Dr. BABIc. This is true.
Senator Cums. And provide the staff. Now, do you recommend the

extension of the PSRO law as it is on the books now without these
amendments that you recommend be put into effect throughout the
entire country?

Dr. BABICH. Yes, sir.
But I am ambivalent. I would still like these suggestions to be

seriously considered by the Senate. Because if this is going to ade-
quately work throughout the United States, it is only going to work
because the doctors are participating in it. And you cannot force a
doctor to do anything.

Senator CuRTIs. Of course, as I understand your recommendations,
A, B, C, D, and E, are a very serious criticism of the PSRO law.

Dr. BABimH. Not as such. The intent-
Senator CUrTIs. Because by recommending A, that indicates that

the national council doesn't have any power. B, that it is not separated
from the bureaucracy. And C, that it doesn't have any staff or can't
control its budget. And D, that you want it elected andthat is a good
idea.

The way it is, the Secretary or somebody in the bureaucracy elects
- them and appoints the officers. And he relates to the election of officers.

Now, I think that while I have no criticism whatever of what has
been accomplished in Sacramento, that idea that the medical profession
can police the medical profession-I think your recommendations A,
B, C, D and E, are one of the most emphatic condemnations of the
law that I have read.

Dr. BABICH. It was not my intent to condemn the law, but to pre-
sent suggestions to improve the intent of the law, and that is to get
good peer review and quality medicine for the people of this country,
and to have an atmosphere in which doctors can practice in their own
office without hindrance.

Senator CunIs. I think everybody will buy that, peer review, and
where doctors can practice in their own offices without hindrance. I
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think that is true. But I think without your five amendments that
can't be done.

Mr. BABicH. I think it could still be done, but I think it would be
much simpler and easier to be done with the recommendations that
we have from Sacramento.

Senator CuRTrs. I commend you for your amendments and the
candor with which they were presented. Because you have put your
finger on the very thing that I emphasized in reading the law this
morning. This is not peer review. This is bureaucracy review as it
is written out.

Dr. BABICH. The intent of this statement that we had was not that
there would be amendments, but suggestions for the Senate to con-
sider when they do whatever they do with the law in its final form.
We are not power hungry from our section of the State, and maybe
we don't understand the machinations of how laws are written.

Senator Cuwris. I think- you came up with a very well reasoned
criticism of this law.

Thank you.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. Dr. Babich, as you made these five points that

Senator Curtis has just alluded to, if I recall, essentially the questiorr
was, did you not believe these were very important points that con-
stituted changes that you felt might be effected in one manner or
another with respect to the law?

Dr. BABICH. Yes, sir, that is the intent.
Senator HANSEN. I gather that you didn't propose these five points

with an idea necessarily of trying to make the old PSRO law, but
rather that you felt the implementation of these concepts, these ideas
that you have here would make for a better law.

Dr. BABICH. There is no question about that, sir.
Senator HANSEN. I think it is important that we understand that

your role here today isn't to try necessarily to see how badly you can
undercut the PSRO, but rather to point out, based upon your expe-
rience and observation, and the implementation of the law, areas of de-
ficiency that you think should be addressed. And I gather that you
said whatever the Senate does with the law, or with the bill.I would
in:1er what you are suggesting here is that amendments be made to the
law.

Now, as was pointed out earlier today, these hearings were not called
to consider amendments, but I think, in order that we have the benefit
of your professional expertise, you should not be precluded from call-
ing attention to changes that you think would be helpful. And I gather
that is what you have done here.

Am I right in assuming that?
Dr. BABICH. I hope so. It was not our intent to gut the law, or to cut

it short, or to ruin it. That is why we stated on page 4 of the testimony
that the Medical Care Foundation at Sacramento continues to support
Senator Wallace Bennett's development and implementation of the
Professional Standards Review Organization legislation. We think
this is one of the finest concepts ever to-come down the pike as far as
medicine is concerned. It gives us the opportunity and the authority
to conduct our own business affairs.
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Senator HANSEN. And then having said that, you do go ahead and
make some specific recommendations. And I think the colloquy speaks
for itself that just took place between you and Senator Curtis as to the
precise manner in which you think changes could be effected to make
the law more responsive, to make it more realistic, and to permit you,
given the latitude and the authority to do those things that I gather
you feel-your council can do better than the organizational structure
spelled out in the Federal law could do.

Is that a fair statement?
Dr. BABICI. Yes, sir. We think that the law with those recommenda-

tions would be implemented in a much smoother and more rapid fash-
ion throughout the country.

CALIFORNIA MEDICINE

Senator HANSEN. It is not my purpose to impugn the quality of
medical practice in the State of California. But do you th ink thF.t
California measures up fairly well with respect to the other 49 States?

Dr. BABICH. Sir, I don't want to degrade the other 49 States, but I
think we practice the finest brand of medicine in California anywhere
in the world.

Senator HANSEN. As a practicing politician that will sell pretty well
at home.

Senator TALMADGE. Senator Bennett?

FLEXIBILITY IN PSRO

Senator BENNETT. There are a couple of things I didn't cover when
I was questioning you before.

In your statement--and when I get papers piled this high I lose it
and can't find it again so I can't give you the page number-in your
statement you indicate your feeling that there should be a variety of
approaches available to the local Professional Standards Review Or-
ganization. And isn't that possible under the law?

Dr. BABICII. Yes, it is. This is the word that has been resounding
through these halls for the past day, flexibility on the part of HEW
to allow this to occur. We don't think any one system will be the answer
to the whole United States.

Senator BENNm'. Neither do I. And that is why the law was written
so that the plan must be developed at the local level and not handed
down from the Secretar

Dr. BABICII. Correct. We agree 100 percent.
Senator BENNE'IT. Have you applied for designation as a Profes-

sional Standards Review Organization in your area?
Dr. BABICH. Yes, sir.
Senator BEN N Er. So this would indicate your faith that you can

operate as successfully under the Professional Standards Review Or-
ganization system as you -have been operating in preparation for it?

Dr. BABICH. There is no question about it, Senator, we probably will
operate better than we are operating now.

Senator BENNErr. Also, for the record-and this was stated in your
statement-you have been the recipient of an EMCRO grant from
HEW.
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Dr. BABICH. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. So you have had the benefit of some Federal fi-

nancing in the operation of your program.
Dr. BABICH. We have had quite a bit of Federal-we have had, even

an HMO grant of considerable sum of money.
Senator BENNETr. Could you put into the record the total grants you

have had in Federal funds to develop the program?
Dr. BABICT. My medical director takes care of the finances.
Senator BENNETT. Cost containment?
Dr. BABICH. In Chicago they are called bagmen.
Dr. SCHUBERT. We will get the number to you, Senator Bennett.
Senator BE NN=T. Thank you.
That is all.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
HMO grants--July 1971-June 30, 1972, $122,000.

HMO grants-July 1972-December 31, 1973, $190,000.

EMCRO grants-June 1971-May 1972, $133,000.

EMRCO grants-June 1972-May 1973, $150,000.

Senator TALMADOE. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreci-
ate your contribution.

The next witness is Dr. William M. Lees, chairman of the board,
Illinois Professional Standard Review -Organization, accompanied
b Mr. Howard Cook, executive director of the Chicago Hospital

council.
Your entire statement will be in the record, Doctor. And you may

summarize it.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM M. LEES, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS, ILLINOIS PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW
ORGANIZATION, ACCOMPANIED BY HOWARD COOK, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE CHICAGO HOSPITAL COUNCIL

Dr. LEEs. Thank you, Senator.
I am Dr. William Lees, a practicing physician in the State of Illi-

nois, and chairman of the interim board of directors of the Profes-
sional Standards Review Organization. This opportunity to present
testimony on behalf of the IPSRO is much appreciated.

In January of 1972 Illinois physicians demonstrated their commit-
ment to peer review and pubic accountability by implementing
through the Illinois Foundation for Medical Care the hospital ad-
mini, ration and surveillance programs, in other words, the HASP.
This program, which is the largest of its kind in the country, having
already monitored over half a million cases, and supported by State
and Federal funds, placed in the hands of practicing physicians the
determination of medical necessity for the initiative and length of
stay for medicaid and general assistance patients in Illinois.

Contrary to some opinions, Illinois physicians are not rejecting the
peer review being sought under Public Law 92-603. They are how-
ever, rejecting PSRO. And we support the amendments to this law as
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proposed by the American Medical Association. Pending changes in
the law, we propose to carry out those review responsibilities under a
voluntary, all-patient review program through the Illinois Profes-
sional Standards Review Organization, incorporated in October of
1973.

This is the intent of this organization, whose board is composed of
doctors of medicine, doctors of osteopathy, and hospital and nursing
home representatives, representatives of third party insurance carriers,
and medicaid State agencies, comprehensive health planning and the
public, to modify and expand the HASP program and seek from the
Secretary of HEW approval of their statewide program under sec-
tion 237 of Public Law 92-603. We do this in full knowledge of the
voluntary nature of PSRO, or section 249F.

In an address before the Illinois State Medical Society on April 3,
1974, the Honorable Caspar Weinberger stated in part:

We recognize that the Federal Government cannot and should not be In the
position of reviewing and monitoring the quality of care which physicians provide
their patients. Only physicians can Judge the appropriateness and quality of
care. And that is what PSRO is all about. The Government is merely asking
the physicians of this Nation to assure us a quality of care which meets standards
set by the medical profession itself.

We can assure the Government of effective peer review in Illinois,
but we submit that if PSRO is truly voluntary, and that if under
section 237 a superior system is allowable, and if the goal of all this
legislation is responsible, comprehensive professional review instituted
by health care professionals, then the Department of HEW, instead of
denying and restricting this innovative plan, should actually aid in
the establishment of IPSRO. Physicians and others involveil in the
provision of medical care services in Illinois have so indicated their
desire to perform peer review in a different, though compatible, and
better way.

Dr. L Es. And Senator, if you will permit, I would like to ask Mr.
Howard Cook of the Chicago Hospital Council to carry on with our
testimony.

Mr. COOK. I am here today as a member of the Board of Directors of
the Illinois Professional Standards Review Organization, and at the
request of that board. So that is my reason for being here today.

As this committee is well aware, doctors in hospitals have been en-
gaged in peer review for a long while through medical staff credentials
committees, tissue committees, infection committees, utilization com-
mittees, and many other mechanisms. Such review is the cornerstone
on which hospital standardization and hospital accreditation have been
built.

And such systems of peer review are virtually unknown in other
industries, professions or indeed, in government.

In Illinois we have had some experience with areawide peer review,
and we make a distinction with the word "areawide," because HASP
has been operational for about 2 years. We have learned a lot of things
from HASP, and often the hard way.

It is on the basis of that that we have developed a set of three
principles which have been used to formulate the IPSRO. And those
three principles are as follows: One, the program should be applied
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to all patients. If quality review, if utilization review, has any validity
as a concept, it has validity for all patients and not just for those in-
volved in Federal programs. And, therefore, the structure of the
IPSRO should meet the needs of all patients, physicians, hospitals
and third party payers.

As a corollary of that point, in principle No. 2, physicians, plus
hospitals, third party payers, government and non-government, nurs-
ing homes, the public, and other non-physicians involved should be
included in the programs development, governance, and implementa-
tion. These programs affect hospital income and hospital expense,
the allocation of hospital resources, personnel and procedures. And
they affect third party similarly. Therefore, all who are affected by the
program should be involved in the development of the basic policies
by which the program operates.

Nonphysicians will not be included in the judgment of care of
specific patients or in choosing criteria -for making such judgments.

And the third principle is that utilization in quality review can be
best carried out at the hospital level, and controls must insure that
-the work is done effectively and in a timely manner.

Illinois doctors of medicine and osteopathy, hospitals, nursing
homes, third party payers, and the State of Illinois have all embraced
those concepts and have joined together to incorporate the IPSRO
program. Aboard of directors has been appointed. A permanent board
will soon be created, and will include representatives of the compre-
hensive State health planning agency and the public in addition to
the State and voluntary people now serving.

IPSRO appears to meet, with little exceptions, the requirements
set forth in section 249. And yet, the -Congress and the Department
of HEW have chosen to emphasize geography over the much more
important issue of board composition.

We believe we learned from our experience with HASP some of
the things that need to be changed, what makes a cost-effective as
well as a health-effective program. We believe that we should not look
to PSRO type of activity as a way of containing hospital costs, the
reasons behind rising hospital costs are numerous, they are complex.
And I believe they are well known to members of this committee.
This type of review will simply not touch the major aspects of hos-
pital costs.

Finally, I would like to close with four conclusions which we have
reached.

(1) The careful study of the best ways in which to carry out utiliza-
tion and quality review is needed.

(2) The best chance of achieving effective utilization/quality re-
view which allows flexibility to effect change based on experience is
through organizations such as the Illinois Professional Standards
Review Organization.

(3) Sections 207, 213, 237, and 249F of Public Law 92-603 should
now be amended so that a single, carefully designed, utilization and
quality review monitoring program can be designed.

(4) Such amendments should allow sufficient flexibility so that
an organization such as the Illinois Professional Standards Review
Organization can be officially recognized and allowed to demonstrate
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its ability to develop and conduct an areawide utilization and quality
review monitoring program that is both cost-effective and "health-
effective."

Thank you.
Senator TALMAD0E. Senator Bennett.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS SEEN Too FAR REACHING

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I am particularly puzzled at
the apparent meaning of Mr. Cook's statement, which is that he wants
the law modified so that it not only reviews or concerns itself with the
service of the physician to his patient, but it must take in all of the
aspects of health care delivery to the third party payers of the hos-
pitals, everybody else. He says, the physicians must not review those
things. You cannot ask questions about them. But you cannot operate
the system unless they are all involved in setting it up. I think this
would be an extension of responsibility i:f we were to rewrite the law
to cover all of these things or to provide the rights of these supple-
mentary or satellite operations, allow the people rep resenting those
satellite operations to impact on the fundamental problem of the rela-
tionshi p betweenn the patient and-the doctor and the quality of health
care. This is a concept that I think is far beyond the scope of the law.
And if we were to amend the law to do that, then you would say that
the Federal Government should involve itself with every aspect of
health care. And I do not think you really mean that. We very care-
fully excluded from participation in PSR 0 hospital administrators,
consumer representatives, third party payment representatives, and
others who might like to see this thing operated so that they would
be protected in their particular empire against the effects of the
program. ILTiNois iiND PSRO

I hope you do not believe that IPSTRO has the complete support
of the physicians of Illinois. Several ph, sician sponsored organiza-
tions have applied for designation as PSRO, including one from
Chicago. Does your group oppose-will you now go out and attempt
to persuade these people to drop their applications? Are you going to
take active part in trying to thwart the normal operation of the pro-
gram in Illinois ?

Dr. LEEs. I do not believe that we are going to try to thwart PSRO.
The intent of peer review is well known to the physicians in Illinois.
We are firmly of the opinion that we do not believe there should be
two standards of care.

Senator BENNETT. But you are not answering my question.
Dr. LEES. I will answer your question, Senator. We will attempt

to ask them to withdraw their application for planning grants, be-
cause we believe that we can do it in a better fashion and do it for all
patients, not necessarily a double standard for the poor or for those
who are old, we think all patients deserve that benefit, Senator.

Senator BENNETT. Are you saying now that under your system they
get a double standard?

Dr. LEES. No, under our system all patients will be reviewed,
whether they are under medicare, medicaid or what.
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Senator BENmrT. There is nothing in the law that would prevent
the PSRO that is set in motion or put in place to review medicare,
medicaid patients, from contracting with the State of Illinois, or
private insurance companies, or Blue Cross and Blue Shield, to give
them the same kind of service on a fee or compensation basis. So you
can continue to cover everybody in your hospital if the local PSRO
wishes to extend its activities to that extent.

Dr. IEs. We are fully aware of that. And that is the reason we
asked them to join us at this board level. They do not have a physician
who will make the decisions. And we believe that this plan, if the
intent of the law is as in the statements made not only by you_ Senator
Bennett, and by Dr. Edwards and Dr. Simmons, that this law is
flexible, it can be innovative. and if we have something which is su-
perior and innovative and does exactly everything that the law re-
quires under the intent and under the rules and regulations, we hardly
see why it should be resisted.

Senator BENNETr. We are back again to what I said to the AMA
this morning. The basic problem is, you like the law if you control it.
If you do not control it you do not like it, and-you will go out to these
incipient PSRO's and try to persuade them to withdraw.

For the record, I would like to read from a publication of the
Illinois State Medical Society. -

Write Your Congressman. Tell him you do not support the Federal Gov-
ernment's PSRO program. Tell him that excessive bureaucratic interference in
an attempt to reduce costs will lower the quality of medical care.

Is that the kind of testimony we have been having today as to the
goal and purpose of PSRO? Has it not been made clear that the
responsibility is the quality of medical care and not to reduce costs?

Tell him you prefer a voluntary plan for quality assurance-superior to
PSRO-now being developed for Illinois by doctors, hospitals and others. This
alternate plan will protect the confidentiality of your records and assure high
quality care at reasonable costs.

CONFMENTArrY

Can you tell us how you can better protect the quality and the con-
fidentiality of records than PSRO can?

Dr. LEEs. I think we can control the quality. We-have demonstrated
----that with the HASP program, Senator.

Senator B.NNErL. I am talking about confidentiality.
Dr. LEES. As to the confidentiality of records, we believe, if the

records are maintained locally rather than regionally or federally, we
will have fewer fingers in the pie.

Senator BE!NNET. Do you think the PSRO requires the records to
be maintained regionally or federally?

Dr. LEEs. This was the impression I was given by those who spoke
on that law, yes.
,-.. Senator BENNErr. I think you have a thorough misunderstanding.
The records will be maintained and are under the control of the local
PSRO. Now, if the local PSRO decides that it is wise to use a central
data bank, it is their decision, not the decision of the man who operates
the central data bank.
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Dr. LEES. But, Senator, we were informed by members who are
supposedly knowledgeable from the regional areas of HEW that
there would be a regional data bank.

Senator BENwnr. Does IPSRO maintain a central data bank?
Dr. LEES. We do, yes, sir.
Senator BENqNEr. So what are you complaining about?
Dr. LEs. It is only for the State of Illinois.
Senator BENNETr. Are you aware that PSRO areas may not cross

State lines?
Dr. LEEs.-I am aware of what it says in the guidelines, yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. I have been sitting here trying to resist tempta-

tion. But I am going to succumb. It is always pleasant.
I have here a questionnaire which I sent out which was returned to

me by an executive of an Illinois County medical society. And he has
written in the margin: "Frankly, our members distrust the State so-
ciety more than they do the Department of HEW. We iould prefer
to develop our own system."

I have no further comment.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Long.
The CHAMMAN. Let me ask you this. Are you aware of any patient

who has complained about a violation of the confidentiality of his
records?

Dr. LEES. Yes, sir, I am, in my own practice with a single patient,
a patient who applied for a credit rating and he was at that time
under the Department of Public Aid, and information with regard
to some psychiatric consultation was made known, and on that basis
he did not get his credit.

The CHAMMAN. I wish you would make available to us if you can,
on whatever basis you think appropriate, that fact, so that we can look
into it.

I want to protect the confidentiality of anybody. Any proper pro-
tection of a patient, I am for. But frankly, I sometimes wonder if
this was not a matter of a doctor raising this confidentiality matter
for their own advantage rather than for the advantage of the patient.
We lawyers have laughed about it sometimes, we say, we lawyers have
got to be mighty careful, we are not like our fellow professional peo-
ple in the medical profession, they can bury their mistakes, but law-
yers have them on the record for years to come to contend with.

The same thing goes for politicians, even the President is finding
out that confidential though you might think it is, the people are
finding out about everything we do. There is no point in complain-
ing about it. Those are the facts of life. We politicians have very little
confidentiality available to us. I treasure such as we do. And I try to
preserve-it for the other fellow.

But I am not aware of any patient complaints except the one to
which you made reference. And if that is a widespread fact of life, I
would certainly want to know about it and try to do what I can about
it. Now, if it is not, then, of course, I think we ought to look at it for
what it is.

Dr. LEES. I am not certain, Senator, -whether it is widespread. But
I do know that the more fingers are in the pie, the easier it is for in-
formation to get out.

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. I - 10
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Senator BENwrr. That was obviously released from your office.
Who released it?

Dr. LEES. What was released I I did not understand you. The infor-
mation on this one patient?

Senator BENNrr. Yes.
Drj Lms. It was not released. That is my own patient, and I have

not released it, and I will not unless he tells me I can do so.
Senator BENNE-r. I am not interested in his name, I-am interested

in knowing-you said that information got into a credit file. Who vi-
olated the confidentiality and released it to the credit files ?

Dr. Lpm. Had I known I would have pursued it relentlessly.
Senator BNNE=r. Did it exist only in your office?
Dr. L.Es. The information?
Senator BENNETt. Yes, sir.
Dr. LEES. No, this was prior to the time I saw the patient. I had

nothing to do with it. He told me this story.. Senator BENNEm-. So it could have been released by some means
from the office of a previous doctor who treated him, or by some means
from a public- record, maybe the Department of Welfare or something
of the kind ?

Dr. Lrzs. That is possible.
Senator BENNmT. But if it was not your patient, you really cannot

give us any information as to how it came to be released ?
Dr. LEEs. I object to that, Senator. I said it was my patient. I om

erated on this patient, and he told me that this -occurred prior to the
time he came there.

Senator BENNErT. Then, all you can give us is hearsay as to how it
was released, you have just told me you cannot tell me how it was
released.

Dr. LEES. Who released the information?
Senator BENNETT. Yes.
Dr. LEEs. I cannot tell you, no,-sir. I can only tell you what the

patient told me. And that is what I base my diagnosis on also, what
he tells me.

- DnRsrry APPEALNo

The CHAIRMAN. Permit me to say that I find considerable appeal to
your suggestion of diversity. I really think that we would be well ad-
vised to try a number of approaches to this problem, because all we
really ought to be doing, as I see it, is trying to find out what is right,

( not who is right. It is not too important whether you in Illinois do
things better than we do in Louisiana, the important thing is, what is
the best approach, what is the best answer. And unless we have tried
some of these things I really do not see how we are going to be able
to decide.

Dr. IEs. You are saying it far better than I could. We think we
have an innovative plan. If this is flexible, give us the opportunity to
go down in flames in 1976, if you wish, but give us the opportunity to
demonstrate to you what funds we have received from the State of
Illinois, Department of Public Aid. We think we can give as good care
and still save some funds for the rest of the patient.
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The CHAIMAN. Well, if you were testifying for the Louisiana Med-
ical Society I am sure I would lead the charge for it. But I find a great
deal of appeal to it, and I may support it even for the Illinois Medical
Society.

Dr. I s. Thank you. We support many things in our hospital for
Louisiana also.

Senator BENNFr. This is a trade.
Senator TALMADOz. Mr. Constantine.

PERFORMANCE DATA ON HASP RquxUsmT

Mr. CONSTANTINE. Could you please provide us for the record, with
specific performance data on HASP over time showing the amount of
money invested and the specified savings achieved, et cetera, excluding
Cook County Hospital? We have been trying to get that for a couple
of years now, that is, your HASP data excluding Cook County
Hospital.

Dr. LEEs. From whom were you trying to get this data?
Mr. CONSTANTINE. Dr. Scrivener andMr. White.
Dr. LEE. We do have data-I do not know how easy it would be

to extract the 60 percent of the patients that go to Cook County Hos-
pital. But we do have an extensive file on a half million patients that
we have seen. We will try to get you that information. But you have,
I believe, been given in your office information from the Illinois De-
partment of Public Aid, indicating the projected savings and the ac-
tual savings on this program.

Mr. CONSTANTINE. We would like to see what data you have show-
ing your performance, that is, the achievement in reduction of days
or estimated days, relative to a prior period, excluding Cook County
Hospital.

Dr. LEEs. We will try to get that to you. But I assure you our data,
as you put it, will be no different from the data the department of
public aid gave you.*

Mr. CooK. I would like to correct one thing that may be a misun-
derstanding, due to shortage of time-I skipped through this. I did not
mean to imply that the HASP program would become the IPSRO.
What I meant to imply was that our experience in HASP taught us a
lot of things, often the hard way. We found out many things that
ought to be done. differently. And many of those are the basis upon
which the IPSRO, therefore, has been operated. We are not here to
say that HASP is the program we think there should be rather than
the IPSRO. We think that- IPSRO is an outgrowth of HASP based
on experience.

IPSRO MEmB-ntmHrP

Mr. CoNSTANTINE. Just one further question for the record. IPSRO
is entirely physician run.

Dr. Lm~s. It is entirely physician run.
Mr. CONSTANTINE Does your board consist entirely of physicians?
Dr. LEEs. The board is not made up entirely of physicians, because

*At presstime the material requested had not been received by the Committee.
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we feel that the input of those involved in health care is important
to us, particularly in regard to data

Mr. CONSTANTINE. I just want to make the distinction between a
PSRO where the membership consists solely of physicians as opposed
to another approach.

Dr. LEEs. The PSRO must have no membership as such. I think I
told you that.

Mr. CONSTANTINE. No; it has as members every licensed doctor of
medicine and osteopathy.

Dr. LES. They may be members. But the physicians are the only
ones that make the decisions in the standards review situation.

Senator TALMADOF. Thank you very much, Dr. Lees and Mr. Cook,
for your contribution.

[The prepared statements of Dr. Leet and Mr. Cook follow:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF WILIAM M. LEES, M.D., CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
or DIRcroRs, ILLINOIS PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW ORGANIZATION

Mr. Chairman: I am Dr. William Lees, a practicing physican in Illinois
and Chairman of the Interim Board of Directors of the Illinois Professional
Standards Review Organization. This opportunity to present testimony in behalf
of the IPSRO is appreciated.

To quote Senator Talmadge (within the 3/20/74 hearing notice) and Senator
Bennett (before the Senate on 4/1/74): "PSRO legislation was designed to
afford practicing physicians at local levels an opportunity, on a voluntary and
publicly accountable basis, to undertake review of the medical necessity and
quality of care provided under the $25-billion Medicare and Medicaid programs.
It was Intended to substitute responsible, comprehensive professional review
by the community of physicians in an area for the hit-or-miss review which
has heretofore been provided in less than effective fashion by Government and
insurance company personnel."

Senator Bennett continued on to state: "It is particularly important to
note that all of the review responsibility and authority which a PSRO may
assume is separately authorized, under non-PSRO provisions of the law, to the
Department of HEW and to the carriers and intermediaries under Medicare as
well as to state agencies under Medicaid . . . the absence of the PSRO statute
would not leave a review vacuum. Necessary review will be accomplished with
or without the PSRO provisions. What the PSRO alternative offers, however, is
professionalism and local control instead of bureaucratic fiat, mandate and
arbitrariness in determining medical necessity and quality of care."

The physicians of Illinois have well noted the voluntary nature of PSRO
participation and the fact that it Is an alternative to review by non.pro-
fessionals as otherwise established by law. The physicians of Illinois further
note that Section 287 of PL 92-608-and this is a part of the established
law separate and apart from the PSRO provisions-we note that Section 237
allows the Secretary to permit a state agency that has demonstrated that it
has a superior Title XIX review system to authorize use of that system in

S behalf of Title XVIII beneficiaries. It is the intent of the IPSRO to establish
a superior peer review system.

We stand firm in our commitment to peer review, and to bringing about
changes in the medical care delivery system where change Is indicated appro-
priate or necessary as a result of peer review. We also remain firm in our
decision to do it separately and apart from the PSRO provisions and to develop
a superior review system for substitution. We feel that we have already
established a sound basis toward a superior system.

The Hospital Admissions & Surveillance Program, known as HASP, the
largest plan of its type, first became operational In January of 1972. The program
was established, prior to any implementation of PSROs, to screen the medical
necessity of Medicaid and General Assistance admissions and lengths-of-stay,
and to facilitate payment by certifying those approved. The HASP has been
and is being funded by state and federal funds. We question the justification
of tearing down this system already funded and implemented.
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HASP policy and procedure is established on a statewide basis by a state
committee, with review responsibilities delegated to eight regional committees
and approximately 32 local committees; each of these committees has a
membership of four physicians, two hospital administrators, and one consumer
member.

The Illinois Foundation of Medical Care, which administers the HASP
program, also established committees which studied and developed plans to
incorporate within the HASP system the review of care within long-term-care
facilities, the evaluation and assurance of quality of care, and the education of
hospital utilization review committees, where necessary, to assist them in
attaining appropriate proficiency and participation. Each of these portions of
the overall system, in various stages of development, have never been imple-
mented, and the reason they've not been is all the federal legislation that was
pending and the uncertainty of the direction in which it would take these
Issues.

The IFMC's two years of experience in monitoring more than 500,000 admis-
sions under HASP has led us to the conclusion that peer review programs of
this type can more readily and effectively achieve the desired goals of quality
patient care and cost effectiveness if the responsible parties in health care
delivery work together in a coordinated statewide effort in response to the
issue involved-that is providing quality medical care based on medical
necessity, as related to the socio-economic problems of a specific case. We wish
to emphasize that the voluntary Illinois statewide concept incorporates within
it statewide planning opportunities that, in our opinion, cannot be addressed
as effectively by a multitude of individually-established PSROs in our state.
We recognize that the HASP system falls short of the ultimate goal, but the
necessary modifications are currently being developed by which to provide an
effective all-patient review system. This system will encourage, through its
flexibility, peer review by qualified institutional utilization review committees.

Now we've made our decision to move ahead as quickly as possible-we don't
stand alone in our decisions.

The Illinois Professional Standards Review Organization was established in
October of 1973. This new corporation is committed to professional peer review.
The Board, besides having a majority membership of doctors of medicine, in-
cludes doctors of osteopathy, representatives of hospital and nursing home
associations, third-party insurance carriers, the Medicaid state agency, Com-
prehensive Health Planning and the public. These parties are jointly assuming
responsibility for modifying and expanding the H&BP program to establish an
all-patient review program on a statewide basis.

Although policy, procedure and appropriate standards will be formulated
at the state level, local participation will be assured in the establishment of
those standards. Local autonomy will be stressed and review responsibilities
will be authorized to local medical review organizations whose membership will
consist of physicians and doctors of osteopathy. Our plan will allow review to
be performed. by more specifically-local areas than those defined in the federally-
proposed eight regions in Illinois.

IPSRO will also incorporate within its plan the review of care In long-term-
care facilities, the assessment and assurance of quality of care, with emphasis
on continuing education of physicians and hospital utilization review com-
mittees. Those programs developed by the Illinois Foundation are already being

S studied for modification as may be considered appropriate for the expanded plan
of all-patient review.

Those involved In IPSRO are convinced that only through the coordinated
effort and Involvement of each of the several disciplines concerned with health
care delivery, and only by implementing a total package of review for all
patients, can an effective, equitable and improved health care system be ac-
complished in the best interests of the patients.

In an address before the Illinois State Medical Society on April 8, 1974,
the Honorable Caspar Weinberger stated In part, "We recognize that the Fed-
eral Government cannot and should not be In the position of reviewing and
monitoring the quality of care which physicians provide their patients. Only
physicians can judge the appropriateness and quality of care. And that is
what PSRO is all about. The Government is merely asking the physicians of
this nation to assure us a quality of care which meets standards set by the
medical profession Itself."
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We can assure the government of effective peer review in Illinois, but we
submit that If PSRO is truly voluntary, and that if under Section 287 a su-
perior system is allowable, and If the goal of all this legislation is responsible,
comprehensive professional review instituted by health care professionals, then
the Department of HEW, instead of denying and restricting this innovative
plan, should actually aid in the establishment of IPSRO. Physicians and others
involved in the provision of medical care services in Illinois have so indicated
their desire to perform peer review in a different, though compatible, and better
way.

PREPARED STATEMENT PRESENTED BY HOwARD F. CooK, ExzcUTiv DIREcToR,
CHICAO HOSPITAL COUNCIL

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, ladies and gentlemen, I am
Howard F. Cook, Executive Director of the Chicago Hospital Council. I am a
member of the board of directors of the Illinois Professional Standards Review
Organization and am here today in that capacity and at the request of that
board.

Doctors and hespltals have been engaged in peer review for a long while
now. Medical staff credential committees, tissue committees, infection com-
mittees, utilization committees, and medical audit committees are the most
common mechanisms used to accomplish this work. The orderly and profes-
sional review of professional work in the hospital is the major cornerstone
on which hospital standardization and hospital accreditation has been built.
Such systems of peer review are-virtually non-existent In other industries and
professions.

Doctors and hospital administrators in Illinois have more experience with
areawide peer review programs than their colleagues in other states because
the Hospital Admission Surveillance Program, better known as HASP, has been
operational in Illinois for over two years. HASP, as you may know, is operated
by the Illinois Foundation for Medical Care under a contract with the IllinoiR
Departments of Public Aid and Public Health. HASP deals exclusively with
Medicaid patients.

One major lesson from HASP is that, In spite of the fact that we have been
carrying out peer review for years, the state of the art of areawide peer
review is such that we do not yet know the most cost effective way in which
to carry out such review. Areawide peer review programs are expensive. They
presently demand a great deal of time of physicians and hospital personnel.
Their administration Is expensive. We have learned that, before embarking upon
a massive areawide peer review program, careful study of the cost-effectiveness
of such a program is essentiaL

Our experience under HASP has taught us other things as well. As a result,
we developed a set of principles which we believe must be Included In any
quality review/utilization program, if the program is to be both equitable and
effective. Those principles, in highly summarized form, are:

1. The program's policies and procedures must be applied to all patients to
prevent the confusion and expense inherent in operating several different pro-
grams for the various different payment classes of patients. If utilization and
quality control has any validity as a concept-it has validity for all patients
and should be applied to All. Its structure should meet the needs of all patients,

C physicians, hospitals and all third-party payers--and not just federal programs.
2. Physicians plus hospitals, third-party payers (Medicare and Medicaid, Blue-

Cross, and commercial insurance carriers), skilled nursing facilities, the public,
and other non-physicians who will be significantly affected by the program
must also be involved in the program's development, governance, and imple-
mentation. These programs affect hospital income and expense, allocation of
resources, personnel and procedures; and they affect each third-party payer
similarly. Therefore, all who are affected by the program's policies and proce-
dures must be involved in the development of the basic policies and procedures
by which the program operates.

The role of the non-physician cannot, however, include evaluation of whether
care rendered to a specific patient Is acceptable or otherwise, nor can the non-
physician participants choose criteria for making such judgments.

8. Utilization and quality review can be best carried out at the hospital level
and controls must insure that the work is done in an effective and timely
manner.
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Illinois doctors of medicine and osteopathy, hospitals, skilled nursing facil-
ities, third-party payers, and the state of Illinois have embraced- the above
concepts and have Joined together to incorporate the Illinois Professional Stand-
ards Review Organization. An .interim board of directors has been guiding the
development of IPSRO's program. A permanent board will be created and will
include representatives of-the Comprehensive State Health Planning Agency
and the public in addition to those now serving.

IPSRO will contract with local medical review organizations to carry out
evaluation of the effectiveness of hospital utilization and quality review proc-
esses, to provide assistance to hospitals and hospital medical staffs in upgrading
utilization and quality review, and to impose sanctions where necessary and
appropriate.

IPSRO appears to meet, with little exception, the requirements set forth in
Section 249F of Public Law 92-403. Yet, the Congress and the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare have chosen to emphasize geography over
the much more Important issues of program concept, board composition, or
organizational competence.

The organizations which support and make up IPSRO have had significant
experience with HASP. We have learned, often the hard way, what works and
what doesn't work. We have learned the importance of being able to measure
a program's cost-effectiveness. We have learned that utilization and quality
review monitoring programs can be very expensive. We have learned that
HASP nleds to be changed, and we believe that we know how to go about
effecting ouch change. Finally. we have learned that such programs must be
both cost-effective and "health-effective". We are working to insure that pa-
tients receive high quality care that appropriately xweets their needs and is
provided at the most appropriate, feasible level.

I cannot guarantee that IPSRO, or for that matter, any utilization and quality
review monitoring program, will contain costs. The reasons for rising health
care costs are numerous and highly complex. The costs of goods and services pur-
chased by hospitals have risen rapidly. Hospital wages and employees benefits
have had to catch up with those of industries with whom we compete in hiring
workers. Hospitals provide services now which were unheard of ten years ago.
Many other factors come into play. Utilization and quality review monitoring
programs will have no effect on these factors. Such programs will affect only
utilization and as I mentioned earlier, there is no proof that such programs are
cost-effective.

The containment of health care costs and the carrying out of cost-effective
utilization and quality review are extremely complex and confusing on their
own. Trying to deal with such matters is difficult enough without the addition
of unnecessary confusion. Yet, because Sections 207, 218, 287, and 249F of Public
Law 92=W0 all deal with utilization and quality review, but each does so in a
different way, confusion is rampant. Rather than have one orderly, well-defined
carefully phased program, we have four or more.

The preceding facts and principles lead to some basic but important
conclusions:

1. Careful study of the best ways in which to carry out utilization and quality
review is needed;

2. The best chance of achieving effective utilization/quality review which
allows flexibility to effect change based on experience is through organizations
such as the Illinois Professional Standardi Review Organization;

8. Sections 207, 218, 287, and 249F of Public Law 92-0 should now be amended
so that -a single, carefully designed, utilization and quality review monitoring
program can be designed;

4. Such amendments should allow sufficient flexibility so that an organization
such as the Illinois Professional Standards Review Organization can be officially
recognized and allowed to demonstrate its ability to develop and conduct an
areawide utilization and quality review monitoring program that is both cost-
effective and "health-effective".

Senator TALMADGE. The next witness is Dr. John Wood, president
of the American Association of Foundations for Medical Care, accom-
panied by Dr. William F. Dowda, vice president, and Dr. Donald C.
Harrington, past president.

Doctor, you may insert the full statement in the record and sum-
marize it, sir.
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STATEMENT OF DR. 1OHN M. WOOD, PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF FOUNDATIONS FOR MEDICAL CARE, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY DR. DONALD C. HARRINGTON, PAST PRESIDENT

Dr. WOOD. Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. John Wood, a pathologist prac-
ticing in Denver, and presently serving as president of the American
Association of Foundations for Medical Care. Accompanying me
today are Dr. Donald C. Harrington of Stockton, Calif., our immediate
past president, and Dr. James Schubert of Sacramento, a director and
chairman of our PSRO task force committee.

The American Association of Foundations for Medical Care recog-
nizes and appreciates the Senate Finance Committee's deep concern
for the successful implementation of the PSRO statute. Our associa-
tion and its member foundations, as prototypes of the PSRO concept,
have consistently supported the purposes of this legislation and we
welcome any opportunity to help accomplish those objectives.

The foundations are in the forefront of medicine's effort to make
medical care more efficient through sophisticated utilization and peer
review practices. The foundation movement provides the cutting edge
of American medicine's progress in developing the new technologies
of quality evaluation.

Mr. Chairman, foundations for medical care represent a voluntary
response on the part of the local medical profession in many communi-
ties throughout the land to the undeniable need for a more rational
use of medical resources. And the experience of the more mature
foundations demonstrates beyond any reasonable doubt that modern
utilization and peer review processes bring solid benefits to both the
public and the profession.

If the PSRO statute is reasonably administered with due regard to
the needs and concerns of the professional people involved, we truly
believe this great and necessary venture will be successful.

Foundations for medical care are as conservative as they are pro-
gressive. They build on the community's existing health care resources.
They insist on comprehensive benefit patterns, so that the doctor may
prescribe for each patient the precise regimen most suited to the
patient's needs. They fortify the concept of "incentive reimbursement"
or fee for service. They strive to enlist every physician in foundation
programs and peer review activity, and thus help him to better under-
stand to better serve the health needs of his community.

The foundations challenge the physician to resume his natural lead-
ership in medical management and in controlling the practice of
medicine.

The AAFMC has been privileged to play an active role in imple-
menting PSRO. Our association initiated and is presently one of five
national professional organizations sponsoring and directing the "pri-
vate initiative in PSRO" program, funded by a $1 million grant from
the W. K. Kellogg Foundation. This project will assist 6 PSRO
prototypes which are now being selected from a field of more than
40 applicants. This endeavor has been coordinated with OPSR.

The AAFMC sponsored a 2-day workshop-conference on PSRO
April 1-2, 1974, in Washington, D.C. The 417 registrants included 214
physicians and representatives of 119 medical societies or foundations
for medical care. In this conference, representatives of prospective
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PSRO's worked in shirt-sleeve sessions with the OPSR staff in criti-
cizing the PSRO manual, exploring the qualifying process for a can-
didate of PSRO's, and, perhaps most important, setting up good
working communications between OPSR and prospective PSRO's
throughout the country.

AAFMC has established the Institute for Professional Standards
which is working with major universities on the east and west coasts
to set up training programs for physicians, executives, nurse co-
ordinators, information specialists and others who will be needed in
administering PSRO functions. The institute's board of regents in-
cludes representatives of numerous operating foundations, national
medical specialty organizations, the Group Health Association of
America, AMA and the student AMA. AAFMC members are expected
to provide faculty members and sites for internships and preceptor-
ships for this vital education effort.

As the acknowledged pioneers in peer review, the heart of the PSRO
function, members and officers of the AAFMC stand ready at all times
to help interpret the true significance of this statute to our profession
and to help them meet the challenge that PSRO poses to medical men
to function as masters in the house of medicine.

In recent months we have been pleased by the activity of OPSR
and HEW and by the progress of their work as exemplified by pub-
lication of the PSRO guidelines and rapid movement toward approval
of 'lanning and conditional contracts with prospective PSRO's.

We are here today not only to support the concept of PSRO but to
offer for your consideration some suggestions for amendment, which, in
our opinion, will strengthen the program.

We suggest that, as proposed in the committee's report to Congress,
new consideration might be given to requiring establishment of a tech-
nical task force as a mechanism that would enable OPSR to utilize on
a far broader and deeper base than it has so far-the wealth of profes-
sional experience and technical expertise available in various
foundations.

We suggest that the role of the national PSRO council be expanded
to permit it to act as an independent agency, to control its staff and its
budget; and that the council be expanded to include elected representa-
tives of local PSRO's.

Both the law and all regulations should be carefully tested to assure
that each-PSRO will have total access to all medical data required to
carry out its mission, while recognizing the practical need for uniform: reporting to the State and national councils.

We are confident, Mr. Chairman, that if your distinguished com-
mittee continues to exercise vigilant oversight, desirable amendments
will eventually be offered from various sources and will be duly con-
sidered. We appreciate the opportunity of testifying before the sub-
committee on behalf of the American Association of Foundations for
Medical Care. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. (now presiding). Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETT. This is for Dr. Harrington.

REviEw CRITERIA FOR A COMMON CoL

The council of medical staffs in March 1973 took one of your review
criteria for the common cold. And this is the example:
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Diagnosis. Acute upper respiratory infection in the absence of
a complicating factor.

Visits. Either home or office, preferably office.
Number of visits. Between two and four, or one and-a phone call.
Frequency of visits. Three to four days apart.
Lab and X-ray. Seldom. X-ray of chest when complications are

present. WBC and differential may be indicated. Culture may beindicated.Therapy. Analgesics, sedatives, antitussives, expectorants, anti-

histamines, and chemotherapy.
Duration. Seven to ten days.
Comment: Cost of treating "colds" under PSRO-$34 billion !
They arrive at that by assuming that there will be an office visit,-

drugs, WBC, culture insensitives, total, $41. Number of common colds
.in the United States, population 200 million, 4 colds per year, $41
per cold, plus one X-ray out of 610 colds, $34 billion.

Do you think this is a reasonable extrapolation from the applica-
tion of your criteria and norms?

Dr. Harrington, do you want to comment on that?
Dr. A~muRNOT0. Somebody just said that figures do not lie and

liars do not figure. And I thinkthis may be an example of just that.
Actually, this document was developed back in about 1956. And if we
had it to do all over again right now, I think we would eliminate one
thing, chemotherapy, because at the present time we do not have
chemotherapy unless this has been the possibility of a strep throat
and a culture and this sort of thing. For the common cold we do not
use chemotherapy. As far as these costs that have accumulated, they
are utterly ridiculous. These criteria that we are talking about- and
these are, you might say, optimum criteria-they are not critical cri-
teria, they are criteria that are expansive criteria as to what could
possibly be used for the common cold. And as I say, it was developed
approximately 20 years ago.

Senator BENN'rr. You cannot insist that these criteria are always
there in every case and always will require this kind of treatment?

Dr. HARmNOTON. No, sir. These could be used, for instance, if a
claim came through for a chest X-ray, we would probably allow the
chest X-ray, because we would feel that the man thought this probably
might have been bronchitis or pneumonia or something, so he tries an
X-ray to check it out. However, this goes into the patient profiles, and
we find that he is getting chest X-rays on every single person, that
physician would be brought to task to inquire what his thoughts were.

As Dr. Shubert testified earlier, you need profiles, because what oc-
curs on one man does not give you the answer. We are talking about
criteria.

There has been a term that has been greatly misused today, par-
ticularly by your witness. And that is the term "norms." Norms are
not developed. Norms are observed reality. In other words, I happen
to be on the national council, as you know, I am chairman of their daily
committee. There is no way that we could pass down norms to Sacra-
mento. It is an observed performance of Sacramento, the norms.

Senator BENNN.Yr. I am glad to have had the chance to make that
statement for the record.
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The CHAMMA. Let me ask you this. What do you estimate it would
cost the country to treat the common cold the way you think your
foundation wold recommend it to be treated I That group estimated
$34 billion. What is your estimation?

Dr. MmNOTON. I would hate to estimate it, for the reason that I
guess that many of them are treated perhaps the way it says, perhaps
Just one visit and a phone call, or perhaps just a phone call. We could
tell you what it costs to treat a common cold.

The CHAIRMAN. You do not need to be exact. But you have got before
you how this particular roup-and I know these people--estimated
that ;f would cost $34 bjlion to treat common colds the way your
Foundation estimates they would be treated. Now, would you mind
assuming that you have got $200 million, and give me off the top of
your head about how many colds you would think there would be and
what it would cost to treat them.

Dr. HARRINOToN. Let us not assume that the number is right. Prob-
ably the average cold in our area would be treated by perhaps one
office visit, and perhaps maybe $2 to $3 worth of drugs.

Senator BF.Nrr. Actually, would not 90 percent of the colds never
get into the doctor's office?

Dr. HARRINOTON. Most of them do not.
Senator BENN Tr. If we have medicine chests full of remedies, and

we have television sets that sell them to us night and day for the
treatment of the common cold.

How many common colds do you see as a doctor in the course of a
week?

Dr. HARRINGTON. I am a gynecologist, so I would not see too many.
You can ask Dr. Wood. And do not ask Shubert, he is a bone doctor.

Are our two pediatricians still here?
Senator BE.-.-NETr. Dr. Babich, 'how many common colds do you see?
Dr. BABICIT. In the wintertime it, is about 40 percent of our practice

in the office. And- the average pediatrician sees somewhere between 25
and 30 patients a day.

Senator BE.NxETF. Do you think that is true for the adult as much as
for the childI

Dr. BABICH. No, sir. They believe in the television commercials.
The CIIAIr.AN. Thank you very much, gentlemen. It is good to get

some of these facts before us so we can better analyze. what the situa-
tion is and what we are going to do about it.

PRvENTIvE AcTIVITIES OF THE ADA
Next, we will call Dr. Sidney R. Francis, DDS, on behalf of the

American Dental Association.
While you are getting yourself organized, Dr. Francis, permit me to

congratulate your profession through you on the fine job that the
dentists of this Nation are doing in your association in encouraging
preventive activity such as fluoridation and various things of that sort,
which, if they were all as successful as some of their advocates would
hope, might put all of you people out of business. But it seems that
they have not caused your profession to shy away from it, you have
continued to urge and advocate research and activities in this area.
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STATEMENT OF DR. SIDNEY R. FRANCIS, AMERICAN DENTAL AS-
SOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. ERIC BISHOP, ASSISTANT DI.
RECTOR OF DENTAL HEALTH

Dr. FRA-NIs. Thank you, sir.
Senator Long and Senator Bennett., my name is Dr. Sidney Francis

from South San Francisco, Calif., where I am in general dental prac-
tice. I am accompanied by Mr. Eric Bishop, who is assistant executive
director of dental health of the American Dental Association.

In the interest of time I am not going to read all the prepared state-
ment. It has been supplied to you.

The American Dental Association has asked me to present the as-
sociation's comment on part B, title XI of the Social Security Act,
popularly known as the professional standards review organization
plan. I am chairman of the Council on Dental Care Programs of the
California Dental Association. California dentists have used the pro-
fessional peer review system for several years. Peer review is, for
example, an integral component of the California Dental Service,
the largest dental prepayment plan in the world serving more than
2 million beneficiaries.

The American Dental Association testified before the Senate Fi-
nance Committee in February of 1972 on what is now Public Law
92-603, the Social Security Amendments of 1972. The proposal at that
time to establish professional standards review organizations was a
prime item in the ADA testimony. The association offered several
amendments to the PSRO structure to give dentists proper representa-
tion within PSRO's and within the National and State PSRO councils
and to insure that only dentists review dental procedures and services.
Unfortunately, those amendments were not included in Public Law
92-603 despite the following statement of intent by the principal
author of the program to our witness, Dr. James A. Catchings, in
the hearings of February 7, 1972.

I might say, Mr. Chairman, that the association was and is grate-
ful for the sensitivity Senator Bennett demonstrated at that time
about the dilemma the dental profession might face if the law
was written in a way that brought the dentists under the regulation
without full representation. This. of course, is what has happened and
we hope it can be corrected before the program comes to full imple-
mentation.

However, the only direct reference to dentistry in the entire statute
is in the following parenthetical and permissive language in section
1155 (b) as follows:

To the extent necessary or appropriate for the proper performance of its
duties and functions the Professional Standards Review Organization serving
any area is authorized in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Sec-
retary to-

(1) Make arrangements to utilize the services of persons who are practi-
tioners of or specialists in the various areas of medicine (including dentistry),
or other types of health care which persons shall, to the maximum extent
practicable, be individuals engaged in the practice of their profession within
the area served by such organization.

Thus, notwithstanding, the fact that dental services, amounting to
severall hundred million of Federal-State funds, are provided under
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titles V, XVIII, and XIX and are subject to PSRO law, there is no
"mandate" that such services be reviewed by dentists, and, in fact
section 1152 does not permit a dentist to be a member of a PSRO. Nor
does the law require that dentists participate in the development of
"norms of care, diagnosis, and treatment based upon typical patterns
of practice" or even permit the appointment of a dentist to the Na-
tional Review Council.

In view of the foregoing, and the facts that:
(1) Inpatient hospitaF admissions for dental care are well over amilion per year;(2) Of the nearly 100,000 practicing dentists in the country, more

than 15,000 regularly admit patients to hospitals;
(3) The law contemplates and permits expansion of PSRO's to

ambulatory services; and
(4) All of the major pending national health insurance bills in-

clude substantial dental benefits.
The American Dental Association believes that the amendments

we are suggesting should be accepted. To do otherwise is to subject
a large segment of the dental profession to a highly regimented and
stringent regulatory mechanism without any meaningful representa-
tion in its development and operation. This can only compound the
existing complications and difficulties in attempting to meet the require-
ments of the progam. (The amendments are included as an appendix
to this statement.)

In offering these amendments, the association's principal objective
is to improve the PSRO operation. The dental profession is prepared
to assume the responsibility of peer review, whether that review is re-
lated to private health insurance plans or public programs like medi-
care and medicaid. But unless dentists are involved in the planning
and administration of PSRO's a sound system for reviewing medi-
care and medicaid dental services will not be possible.

Again in our judgment, unless dentists have proper representation
on the national and statewide professional standards review councils,
the vital data and information needed to improve dental review pro-
cedures will not emerge.

Finally, unless dentists make firml determinations on the quality of
dental services, including dental services in hospitals as well as in
private office settings, there can be no effective evaluation of dental
services. It is axiomatic that dentists are the best judges of quality
dental care. Review by peers furthermore is the best system yet de-
vised to assure that medicare and medicaid patients receive high
quality care-peer review by physicians of medical procedures,peer
review by dentists of dental procedures. It should be emphasized too
that recognition of dentistry in the beginning phases of the program
is of considerable urgency particularly to those members of the pro-
fession who are specialists in oral surgery and whose practices are
conducted largely in hospital settings. In this connection, the Ameri-
can Society of Oral Surgeons already has adopted Comprehensive
Guidelines of Hospital Oral Surgery Care for Professional Standards
Peer Review which I would like to file for the committee's in-formation.

The American Dental Association has taken no position on the
geographic areas encompassed by PSROs. The association does, how-
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ever, see merit in the one PSRO per State concept favored by the
American Medical Association. State medical and dental associations
have established programs and have resources to assist in the admin-
istration of PSROs. Many state associations have conducted highly-
successful peer review activities for several years past. If emphasis
on local determination is the goal of HEW for the PSRO program,
that can be achieved by assiging the actual review functions to local
groups of physicians or dentists.

-__ The association has reviewed the PSRO amendments proposed
by the American Medical Association. Several have peculiar signifi-
cance to medicine. Others are of some concern to the dental profession.
We have commented briefly on two of those and it is in our statement
which has been submitted.

In closing, I would like to emphasize that the objective of the PSRO
plan should be to provide excellent peer review of medicare- and
medicaid services. Dentists and their professional associations are
committed to peer review as a responsible mechanism to insure that
patients receive the kinds and quality of health care they deserve.
Anything within the PSRO plan that deters dentists and physicians
from joining wholeheartedly in the central function of PSRO's,
mainly the peer review operation, should be deleted in our judgment.

On behalf of the American Dental Association, I thank the com-
mittee for the opportunity to comment on the PSRO provisions of
the Social Security Act. Attached to my statement are two appendices:
one is our proposed amendments to the PSRO plan, the other is the
association's guidelines for peer review committees. I request that
these be included in the record.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your statement, Dr.

Francis.
Let me congratulate your association for the fine work that your

members are doing. If it weren't for you I wouldn't have any teeth
today. So, I appreciate it.

Senator BENt'ft. May I comment?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

PHYSICIAN REVIEw or HEALTH SpEcL msmS

Senator BE.NNrrr. I meant what I said. And I still have that feel-
ing. When the report was written to accompany the bill it contained

,- this statement on page 265: "It is expected that the PSRO's will make
-specific arrangements with groups representing substantial numbers
of dentists for a necessary review of dental services."

And I have assumed all along that no doctor would review the work
Qf a dentist, but that the PSRO would contact in its area a responsible
dentist, or if a dental review organization exists, it would contact that
organization and ask them to make the review. There is a very prac-
tical reason why. We would have faced a serious problem if we had
broken the line and opened the PSRO to anyone other than physicians
and osteopaths.

What about the physical therapistsI What about the chiropractorsI
All of them claim they are health specialists and that they operate
in a field, and that therefore they should be included in the review.
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But on the theory that only physicians can review physicians and only
dentists can review dentists, we felt in the end, maybe unwisely, that
we would build our central organization out of physicians, but insist
that when it was necessary to have the services of other professionals
in connection with reviews, that they must make a contract with E
proper representative of the service being reviewed. And we don't
want a doctor reviewing a dentist's work, and we don't want a doctor
reviewing a chiropractor. But we want a reputable chiropractor to
review the work of his colleague if that comes into the situation.

I can understand your-feelings about maybe being left out a little
bit. But that is why it was done. We didn't know where to stop. Some
health practitioners are way out on the edge of the service. But once
you start, then pretty soon each one claims the right. I am just as
important as he is, and there are as many of our group of my people
as there are dentists, and therefore we must be included. That is therationale. And-I will assureyou that I will go back personally to
HEW to try and make sure that they will follow that out, and that
their regulations and the contracts they make sith PSRO's when they
are organized will make sure that you have that right to review your
own discipline.

Dr. BisHoP. We thank you very much. We understand these points
you have raised.

And I want to say two things, if I may. One, we have met with Dr.
Simmons of the staff on a couple of occasions, in fact, we sponsored
a conference for State dental societies in our State. When it comes
to the actual clinical review of the quality of services that are appro-
priate to be included, I think you are quite right, there is no question
that most of these PSROs are going to make a contact with an appro-
priate group. And that is not a serious concern to us basically. The
concern of the profession is that the PSRO itself is the place where
the structure, the administration, the flavor, the tone of the entire
operation is going to be set. And we understand the practical prob-
lems. Here is a profession of 100,000 members who see 90 million
patients a year, or some 300 patients a year, which amounts to some
$5 million of the health care bill.

So that we feel, one, we are in a slightly different position than per-
haps some of the other groups to which you referred.

And then secondly, even with it we are faced still with the dilemma
on the one hand that the services are regulated, but on the other hand
the dentist cannot be in the structure participating, even though he
can be called in and out to look at specific cases.

Senator BizNNgrr. That was the dilemma we faced. And we resolved
it the way we thought best. Maybe it wasn't the best resolution.

Dr. BisHop. Most respectfully we don't think so, no.
Senator BEzNE -r. Let's get some experience both from your side and

our side, or the doctors' side, and let's see if maybe it was the right or
not the right one, or whether some kind of an accommodation can be
made that will satisfy both sides.

Dr. BISHOP. In the interim, Senator, in response to something you
said earlier, it would be helpful-and we spoke to HEW about this--
if additional contracts come in, if we make them show what specific
arrangements -hey are going to require. And they said, we don't feel
we can do it.
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Senator B F.%'r. Can I encourage them a little?
Dr. Fwtrois. We would certainly appreciate that.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Francis follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF D& SimNfY R. FiAIOIs RzPh sENTINO THE AMERICAN
DENTAL ASsocIATroN

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Dr. Sidney R. Francis of
South San Francisco, California, where I conduct a general dental practice.
The American Dental Association has asked me to present the Association's
comments on Part B, Title XI of the Social Security Act, popularly known
as the Professional Standards Review Organization Plan. I am Chairman of
the Council on Dental Care Programs of the California Dental Association.
California dentists have used the Professional Peer Review System for several
years. Peer review Is, for example, an integral component of the California
Dental Service, the largest dental prepayment plan in the world serving more
than two million beneficiaries.

I was fortunate to have a part in the development of the Peer Review Pro-
gram for California dentists because of official assignments I have had with
both the California Dental Association and the California Dental Service. In
truth, the perfecting of peer review as a prime means for assuring quality
dental care is an avocation for me. My credentials for this appearance also
include advisory assignments with other health groups such as membership
on the Peer Review Commission of the California Medical Association and
the Medical Policy Committee of Blue Shield.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear here today at what have been
termed "oversight" hearings. We believe that is an appropriate term because
it appears to us, and we hope you will agree, that a major problem of the
dental profession in dealing with the P.S.R.O. program stems from a legisla-
tive oversight.

The American Dental Association testified before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee in February of 1972 on what is now Public Law 92-03, the Social Se-
curity Amendments of 1972. The proposal at that time to establish professional-
standards review organizations was a prime item in the ADA testimony. The
Association offered several amendments to the P.S.R.O. structure to give den-
tists proper representation within P.S.R.O.s and within the national and state
P.S.R.O. councils and to insure that only dentists-review dental procedures
and services. Unfortunately, those amendments were not included In P.L. 92-603
despite the following statement of intent by the principal author of the pro-
gram to our witness, Dr. James A. Catchings, which I would like to quote from
on the record of those hearings of February 7,1972 at page 2418:

"Senator Bennett: Mr. Chairman, I would like to express my thanks to
Dr. Catchings for his support of the principle of peer review and to assure
him that the language of the bill as it Is finally adopted, if any peer review Is
adopted, will make sure that only dentists review the work of dentists . .

As I indicated, Mr. Chairman, we presume it was an oversight that the assur-
ance as quoted above was not carried over into the language of thie law. In fact,
the only direct reference to dentistry in the entire statute is in the following
parenthetical and permissive language In Section 1155(b) as follows:

1'1o the extent necessary or appropriate for the proper performance of Its
duties and functions, the Professional Standarsd Review Organization serving
any area is authorized In accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary to-

(1) Make arrangements to utilize the services of persons who are prac-
titioners of or specialists in the various areas of medicine (including
dentistry), or other types of health care, which persons shall, to the maxi-
mum extent practicable, be individuals engaged in the practice of their
profession within the area served by such organization."

Thus, notwithstanding, the fact that dental services, amounting to several
hundred million of federal-state funds, are provided under Titles V, XVIII and
XIX and are subject to the P.S.R.O. law, there is no "mandate" that such serv-
ices be reviewed by dentists, and, in fact Section 1152 does not permit a dentist
to be a member of a P.S.R.O. Nor does the law require that dentists participate-
in the development of "norms of care, diagnosis and treatment based upon typt-
cal patterns of practice" or even permit the appointment of a dentist to the
National Review Council.
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In view of the foregoing, and the facts that:
(1) Inpatient hospital admissions for dental care are well over a mil-

lion per year;
(2) Of the nearly 100,000 practicing dentists in the country, more than

15,000 regularly admit patients to hospitals;
(3) The law contemplates and permits expansion of P.S.R.O.s to ambu-

latory services;
(4) All of the major pending national health insurance bills include sub-

stantial dental benefits and
(5) As a matter of simple equity and fairness.

The American Dental Association believes that the amendments we are
suggesting should be adopted. To do otherwise is to subject a large segment
of the dental profession to a highly regimented and stringent regulatory mecha-
nism without any meaningful representation in its development and opera-
tion. This can only compound the existing complications and difficulties in at-
tempting to meet the requirements of the program. (The amendments are In-
cluded as an appendix to this statement).

In offering these amendments, the Association's principal objective is to im-
prove the P.S.R.O. operation. The dental profession is prepared to assume the
responsibility of peer review, whether that review is related to private health
insurance plans or public programs like Medicare and Medicaid. But unless
dentists are involved in the planning and administration of P.S.R.O.s, a sound
system for reviewing Medicare and Medicaid dental services will not be possi-
ble. Again, in our judgment, unless dentists have proper representation on the
national and statewide professional standards review councils, the vital data
and information needed to improve dental review procedures will not emerge.
Finally, unless dentists make final determinations on the quality of dental
services, including dental services in hospitals as well as in private office set-
tings, there can be no effective evaluation of dental services. It is axiomatic
that dentists are the best judge of quality dental care. Review by peers fur-
thermore is the best system yet devised to assure that Medicare and Medicaid
patients receive high quality care-peer review by physicians of medical pro-
cedures, peer review by dentists of dental procedures. It should be emphasized
too that recognition of dentistry in the beginning phases of the program is of
considerable urgency particularly to those members of the profession who are
specialists in oral surgery and whose practices are conducted largely in hos-
pital settings. In this connection, the American Society of Oral Surgeons al-
ready has adopted Comprehensive Guidelines of Hospital Oral Surgery Care
for Professional Standards Peer Review which I would like to file for the Com-
mittee's information.

The American Dental Association has taken no position on the geographic-
areas encompassed by P.S.R.O.s. The Association does, however, see merit in
the one P.S.R.O. per state concept favored by the American Medical Associa-
tion. State medical and dental associations have established programs and have
resources to assist in the administration 9f P.S.R.O.s. Many state associations
have conducted highly successful peer review activities for several years past.
If emphasis on local determination is the goal of HEW for the P.S.R.O. pro-
gram, that can be achieved by assigning the actual review functions to local
groups of physicians or dentists.

The Association has reviewed the P.S.R.O. amendments proposed by the Ameri-
can Medical Association. Several have peculiar significance to medicine. Others

P' are of some concern to the dental profession and I shall comment briefly on two
of these. The AMA recommends deletion of the authority to require preadmission
certifimion for institutional care. The American Dental Association joins in this
recommendation. The Association filed a strong protest to recently proposed regu-
lations for preadmission certification requirements mainly in connection with
Medicare and Medicaid services. Those proposed regulations were withdrawn
by the HEW Secretary after he received vigorous objections from representatives
of hospitals and the professional groups. We believe Congress should take similar
action and remove this most serious flaw in the P.S.R.O. structure. The pread-
mission certification concept has many objectionable features, the most unfortu-
nate being its real threat to the benefits that Medicare and Medicaid recipients are
now guaranteed. The Association also joins AMA In recommending deletion of
the P.8.P.O. authority to inspect Institutional health care facilities. This is an
obvious duplication of a function performed by the joint commission on hospital
accreditation and state and local regulatory agencies.
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In closing, I would like to emphasize that the objective of the P.BR.O. plan
should be to provide excellent peer review of Medicare and Medicaid services.
Dentists and their professional associations are committed to peer review as a
responsible mechanism to insure that patients receive the kinds and quality
of health care they deserve. Anything within the P.S.R.O. plan that deters
dentists and physicians from joining wholeheartedly in the central function of
P.S.R.O.s, mainly, the peer review operation, should be deleted in our Judgment.

On behalf of the American Dental Association, I thank the Oommittee for the
opportunity to comment on the P.8.R.O. provisions of the Social Security Act.
Attached to my statement are two appendices: one is our proposed amendments
to the P.S.R.O. plan, the other is the Association's guidelines for peer review
committees. I request that these be included in the record.

A BILL To amend Part B of Title XI of the Social Security Act to expand the Professional
Standards Review Organization activity to provide for the review of dental care services
by dentists
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress Assembled that.
8Sw. 1. Section 1152 of the Social Security Act is amended:

(a) By inserting in subsection (b) (1) (A) (ii) the word "dentistry" after
"medicine".

(b) By inserting in subsection (b) (1) (A) (iii) the words "and dentists"
after "physicians".

(c) By inserting in subsection (b) (1) (A) (v) the word "dentistry" after
"medicine" and the words "or dentistry" after "medical".

(d) By inserting in subsection (fJ (1) the word "dentistry" after
"medicine".

Sic. 2. Section 1155 of the Social Security Act is amended:
(a) By Inserting In subsection (a) (5) the words "or dentists" after

"physicians".
(b) By inserting in subsection (a) (6) the words "or dentist" after

"physician".
(c) By inserting in the last sentence of this section the words "or denitist's

family" after "family".
(d) By Inserting in subsection (c) the word "dentistry" after "medicine"

wherever it appears.
(e) By inserting in the first sentence of subsection (d) the words "and

dentists" after "physicians".
(f) By Inserting In subsection (d) (1) the words "and dentists" after

"Physicians".
(g) By inserting in subsection (d) (1) the words "and dentists" after

"physicians".
(h) By inserting in subsection (d) (2) the words "or dentist" after

"physician".
Szc. 3. Section 1156 of the Social Section Act is amended:

(a) By Inserting in subsection (d) (1) (A) the words "or dentist" after
"physician".

(b) By inserting In subsection (d) (1) (B) the words 'or dentist" after
"Physician".

S c 4.ection 1162 of the Social Secdrity Act is amended:
(a) By renumbering paragraph (8) paragraph (4).
(b) By adding a new paragraph (8) as follows: "(3) two dentists, one

of whom shall have extensive hospital experience."
(c) By Inserting in subsection (e) the words "or dentists" after

"physicians". -1
So. 5. Section 1168 of the Social Security Act is amended:

(a) By striking the comma after "physicians" In subsection (a) (1) and
inserting in lieu thereof "and two dentists".

(b) By inserting in subsection (b) the words "and dentists" after "phy-
sicians" wherever it appears.

Sco. 8. Section 1167 of the Social Security Act Is amended by Inserting the
word "dentistry" after "medicine" wherever it appears.
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GUIDELINEs ion PzE1 REVIEW COMMITTEEs

The following guidelines are recommended:
1. Licensed dentists should be involved at all levels of review of the dental

aspects in a dental component of a national health program, and review of
the quality of professional services should be under the control of licensed
dentists,

2. Dental societies should establish effective committees that have consumer
representation to ensure accountability to the public. The committees should
be well publicized and should provide for discourse between consumers and
dentists.

3. Review in a dental component of a national health program should include
review of program design and administration, quality of services rendered, fee
questions, and utilization of services.

4. Continuing review of the design and administration of the dental com-
ponent of a national health program should include such matters as effective-
ness In meeting the dental needs of the population, patient utilization, economy
in administration, effect of benefit patterns on dental health and dental practice,
provision of uniform forms and procedures, efficiency of administrative require-
ments, accessibility of dental care, utilization of fluoridation, and effectiveness
of review procedures.

5. Review of quality of dental care in a national program should include
review of the quality of services performed, review of the reasonableness of
procedures and whether the services were performed In accordance with pro-
fessional standards.

6. Review of treatment should be performed according to professionally es-
tablshed guidelines through review techniques, such as screening of claims,
statistical audits, random sampling of records, review of radiographs, random
examination of patients, and evaluation of complaints.

7. Dental society review committees should be used In the dental component
of a national health program for review of professional matters, such as review
of services rendered and fee questions.

8. Channels of referral to dental review committees under a national' pro-
gram should be open to the program administrators, dentists, insuring agencies,
and patients.

9. Appeal procedures for all participants should be provided in the review
structure of a national program.

10. A dental review structure in order to be creditable, must Include ap-
propriate sanction against abuse.

11. Effective review procedures should be developed to resolve fee questions,
to determine if fees are in accordance with provisions of the program, and to
assess whether fees are in fact usual, customary, and reasonable when this
payment method is used.

12. Effective procedures should be Instituted to protect members of review
committees. (This guideline was added by the House of Delegates.)

The CHA"MAN. Next we will hear Leda R. Judd, staff director,
consumer health project, National Urban Coalition, accompanied by
Robert E. McGarrah, Jr., staff attorney.

€ STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. McGARRAH, JR., STAFF ATTORNEY,
HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP, ACCOMPANIED BY LEDA R. JUDD,
STAFF DIRECTOR, CONSUMER HEALTH PROJECT, NATIONAL
URBAN COALITION

Mr. McGAPRH. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am
Robert E. McGarrah, Jr., an attorney with the Health Research Group
in -Washington, D.C., a public interest organization concerned with
health care delivery, food and drug safety, and occupational safety
and health.
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With me is Led& R. Judd, director of the National Urban Coali-
tion-its consumer health project. Together we have begun a con-
sumer clearinghouse on PSRO activity.

We appreciate this opportunity to present to your committee some
of our concerns regarding public accountability in the PSRO program.

I would like to request that my complete statement be inserted in
the record following my testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be done.
Mr. McGA RAH. Together with you, Senator Bennett, and PSRO

Director Simmons, we share indignation and dismay that the AMA
and others have so bitterly resisted the first Federal effort to promote a
systematic local physician review program. However, if they are to
have any positive impact on the quality and cost of medical care,
PSRO's must become local, publicly accountable review organizations.

Although it may signify major changes to American doctors, to
consumers who pay this country's annual $94 billion health care bill,
PSRO today means next to nothing-or if they've heard about it at all,
consumers know it as the new Federal program targeted for exorcism
by the American Medical Association.

Just as they know'httle of PSRO, consumers know almost nothing
about effective publicly accountable doctor review organizations. This
hardly comes as a surprise, since all indications are that what is called
"peer review" is, in fact, little more than a secret exercise in back
scratching by medical societies and their wholly controlled subsid-iaries, the State medical boards.

During the 5-year period from 1968-72, for example, of the 356,534
physicians in this country, only 1,033 or less than 0.3 percent were
actually disciplined by State medical boards. And of these cases, a
mere 382 or abut 77 physicians a year actually had their licenses re-
voked. These sorry figures take on an even sorrier meaning when one
learns that a full 48 percent of all these disciplinary actions were for
drug-related offenses. Worse still, only 15 States have statutes which
include professional incompetence as grounds for disciplinary action
against a physician.

State medical societies have an even worse record than the State
medical boards. According to Dr. Robert Derbyshire, secretary of the
New Mexico Board of Medical Examiners, the AMA abandoned its
State medical society disciplinary reporting system as a "waste of
time." Furthermore, in 1968, the latest year for which figures are
available, 33 State societies reported they took no disciplinary actions
whatever.

Consumers are beginning to know that peer review is synonymous
with self-protection. They are beginning to know that organized
medicine does virtually nothing to protect them from becoming a
statistic among the estimated 10,000 deaths resulting from 2 million
unnecessary operations each year. They are beginning to know that
ineffective peer review and the promotional excesses of the drug indus-
try are responsible for billions of wasted dollars, hundreds of thou-
sands -of unnecessary hospitalizations for adverse-drug reactions, and
thousands of lives needlessly lost .

The annual climb in the number of malpractice actions filed is still
another signal that consumers have little confidence in the secret peer
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review erratically conducted by physicians in hospital medical so-
cieties, and State medical boards. People who fall victim, or whom
suspect they may have, to doctors unaffected by medicine's self-regula-
tion have few alternatives to a malpractice action.

To its credit, PSRO will replace an erratic nonsystem of self-protec-
tion with a systematic physician review of all the care a doctor pro-
vides his or her patient in the hospital. But how effective will the law
be in reversing organized medicine's current rate of inactivity in pro-
tecting the public from incompetent practitioners I Certainly it is too
much to expect consumers to believe that PSROs, which are really
medical societies, will radically alter a dearth of effective medical self-
regulation merely by adopting regional review standards and applying
those standards to each local doctor.

The PSRO statute, unfortunately, fails to assure consumers theprotections they deserve. Section 1160(b) 2) provides the only source
of public information on inadequate physicians and hospitals. But the
information does not become public until (1) the local PSRO finds
either insubstantial compliance "in a substantial number of cases" or
gross and flagrant violations;

(2) The statewide PSRO council makes its review of the local
PSRO and

(3) the Secretary concurs and approves the prior reviews.
Furthermore, even if the Secretary agrees with the decisions of the

local and statewide PSRO councils, he can refuse to make public the
name of the offending doctor or hospital, and instead simply require
the offender to either pay the Government for the unnecessary services
orpay a $5,000 fine.

Consumers can look to only two other very vague PSRO provisions
in their search for a measure of public accountability from PSRO:
Section 1168(f) requires the National Professional Standards Re-
view Council to submit an annual report to Congress with comparative
data on the review activities of each PSRO area; and Section 1166(a)
(2) provides for PSRO data disclosure, prescribed by the Secretary's
regulations, "to assure adequate protection of the rights and interests
of patients, health care practitioners, or providers of-health care". The
National Council's report is unlikely to furnish consumers with ade-
quate data on doctors or hospitals who fail to meet a local PSRO
norms and standards. Nor is the National Council's report conducive
to local accountability to local consumers in a PSRO area.

Whether HEW will issue regulations permitting disclosure of spe-
Scific information on individual physicians and hospitals remains to be

seen. Indications from the Department's response to the AMA's recent
anti-PSRO barrage, however, are that HEW views physician and
hospital profile data within the same confidentiality framework as
patient records. HEW's response to the AMA stated tat "the privacy
of patients and physicians is a basic civil right and must be res V

Confidentiality of patient records and confidentiality of physician
and hospital profiles are unquestionably two separate issues. ThePSRO
statute treats them separately. Section 1155 (a) (4) for example, re-
quires that the collection of PSRO patient profiles shall "to the greatest
extent practicable . . . provide maximum confidentiality as to patient -
identity". There is no mention of such a requirement with respect to
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doctors and hospitals. In fact, the Secretary has discretion to divulge
the names of offending doctors and hospitals. The different PSRO
statutory treatment accorded to patient and provider profiles is con-
sonant with other provisions of the Social Security Act.

Furthermore, at common law, the physician-patient relationship
and the patient's right to privacy is recognized only as one which can
be exercised by the patient. Am attempts to attack the PSRO law
for its threats to the physician-patient relationship should therefore be
recognized for the sham that they are. What the MA fears is clear-
its fear is the vaguest hint at public accountability for physicians

If PSRO is to convince consumers that it will be any different than
the self-interest peer review they have come to expect from medical
societies, it must demonstrate its effectiveness. The-long and drawn out
process whereby a physician or hospital is perhaps revealed to the pub-
lic for improper practice and services is simply inadequate as a public
accountability measure. Doctors have as much to fear under these pro-
visions as they do under existing peer review schemes-absolutely
nothing. There is simply no incentive for local PSRO reviewing phy-
sicians to be accountable to their patients when their patients are com-
pletely ignorant about the strength and effectiveness of local peer
review.

The same principles that led the Senate Finance Committee to re-
quire public disclosure of survey reports on hospitals and skilled nurs-
ing facilities, logically should require that practitioner and provider
proffles be disclosed to the public. The committee report on H.R. 1
found that

* * * ready public access to timely information about the existence or ab-
sence of deficiencies * * * would help substantially In encouraging facilities to
correct their deficiencies and, to at the same time, enable physicians and patients
to make sound Judgments about their own use of available facilities In the com-
munity. Given the necessary information, the community should be able to exert
greater influence on institutions to assure that they develop and maintain higher
standards of care. (empbasls added) Sen. Rep. No. 92-1280, pp. 288-289.

The committee's logic is perfectly adaptable to the PSRO program.
Either by regulations pursuant to section 1166, or by amendment to
the statute, the Secretary should require that each PSRO's norms,
standards, and criteria, together with its practitioner and provider pro-
files-be routinely provided to a PSRO consumer advisory group. The
consumer group would be made up of local community organization
members who are beneficiaries of Federal health programs. Each con-
sumer advisory group would make contractual arrangements with a
medical school or other independent medical group in its area for its
own professional staff assistance to evaluate the data it received from
the local PSRO.

Contracts between the PSRO consumer advisory group and the
medical school would be independent of the local PSRO. Finaneing
for the contracts could be provided by a requirement that a local PSRO
turn over a fixed percentage of its annual operating revenues to the
local consumer advisory group. -

After professional staff analysis of the data received from the local
PSRO, the consumer advisory group would then make public a re-
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port on individual physicians and hospitals in its local area. The re-
port would also include an evaluation of local PSRO performance. In
this manner, consumers would be assured of accurate, independently
evaluated information about the capabilities of local practitioners and
providers, as well as a performance analysis of their local PSRO. The
evaluated information would be public, and thereby exert a strong
force for public accountability and improvement from the local
PSRO.

-, If some system of local public disclosure of local PSRO profiles is
not forthcoming, the available evidence from medical society and State
medical boards indicates that consumers will be justified in conclud-
ing that the status quo of today's secret medical peer review-unneces-
sary surgery, extraordinary overprescribing, and incompetent prac-
titioners-will continue. PSRO wisely requires systematic local review
by local physicians. Consumers would not dispute the fact that phy-
sicians are best qualified to review other physicians' work-as long as
problems of conflict of interest do not invalidate the review process.

Our proposal should not in any way be taken as the only vehicle
for public accountability and consumer involvement. The PSRO
effort will require significantly more consumer participation and
public disclosure at the local PSRO level, as well as at the State and
national council levels, than now appears to be the case. HEW's
recent efforts to reduce the number of consumer members on statewide
PSR councils must therefore be condemned. A statewide council's
four public members should not represent special nonphysician
professionals who may be in conflict of interest, nor would they repre-
sent State bureaucrats. These groups already have numerous channels
of access to PSRO operations. Consumers are the public, however, and
they are currently excluded from participation in any aspect of the
PSRO program. To clarify public consumer involvement, the Finance
Committee's Report on the 1973 Social Security Amendments (H.R.
3153) should be changed to specify that the four public positions on
statewide councils be consumers.

From the Assistant Secretary for Health to the local PSRO, the
program should remain a publicly accountable physician-review
program. But unless PSRO profile data becomes public information,
it is impossible to argue that merely by requiring systematic review
of care, medical peer review will be any different than it is today.
PSRO must not perpetuate poor practice, it must foster public
accountability. The PSRO program must therefore:

1. Require annual public disclosure of local PSRO profiles on
practitioners and providers.

2. Provide specifically designated funds to local PSRO advisory
groups for independent professional analysis of profiles and overall
PSRO performance.

3. Require that the four public members of statewide PSR councils
truly represent the public-they must therefore be consumers of
health services.

The CHAMMAN. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNEi=r. I have no questions except to make the note

that everybody is a consumer of health services.
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CONFLICT OF INTERET SEEN IN SELF-REGULATION

Mr. McGARRAH. Unfortunately, Senator Bennett, I think that
there are certain problems of conflict of interest that are involved in
professional self-regulation. And that is the concern that we have
been addressing ourselves to in our efforts, concern with PSRO as
well as other aspects of medical professional activities.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me that we might find a way to
accommodate your views. I think there is a lot of merit to what you
are saying here.

Mr. MCGARRAH. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And perhaps the way to do it-an alternative way

to do it might be to simply provide that these profiles, doctors profiles
and patient profiles, be made available to us by just eliminating the
names. You don't need to know who the individual was, just say Dr.
A, Dr. B, C, and D.

Mr. MCGARR.AH. We think--it is well known that some practitioners
do a large amount of unnecessary~ surgery. And I think it would be
a good thing for consumers to know about that before they go to a
physician so that they could steer away from that.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever read the book The Citadel f
Mr. MCGARRAH. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It was a best seller. It was written by A. J. Cronin.

I have made reference to it a time or two, so our staff -has all read
it. I was surprised to learn the first time I inquired that the witnesses
for the American Medical Association had not read it. It was a novel
written by a doctor who left medicine to be a writer and he wrote a
lot of fine books. I was very much impressed by the book. And I
felt that the criticisms that the doctor made in that book-written
many years ago-are in large measure still true, at least to some
extent.

For example, this practice of just giving a patient a bottle of
something that one has no reason to assume would do him any good
at all is, I fear, still going on now. They have a nice name for it.
I am told it is placebo. There is one little episode in there where this
doctor-this was supposed to have happened in England many years
ago-this doctor had his wife running the dispensary for him, his
office in his home. And he rushed in one day and said, give me a bottle
of something.

We are out of it, she told him.
Well, give me a bottle of just anything-which he proceeded to go

out and provide the patient with, for a fee, on the theory that none
of it is going to do any good anyway, but you make a fee by providing
him with some so-called medicine.

There was another event set forth in the book where a sort of society
type surgeon, who was nothing but a complete incompetent butcher,
performed an operation, and the patient died. That person should not
h-ave been performing a serious operation.

And I fear that even today we have a lot of people performing
operations who should not be out. practicing on others, they ought to
let somebody do it who has the competence and does it right.
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There are a number of other things pointed out in the book,
practices at that time which were. not good. And I fear they are
still going on today.

I notice you make reference to these unnecssaxy operations. That
is too bad. Something ought to be done about that. And I think your
organization, if you persevere, will succeed in doing something about
it, too.

Mr. MCGAtRAH. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIMMAN. As a matter of fact since you brought the subject

up, I think I will ask the College of Surgeons about that tomorrow
morning.

Thank you very much.
That concludes today's hearings.
The committee will meet agjn at 10 o'clock tomorow morning.
[Whereupon at 4:50 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10 a.m., Thursday, May 9,1974.]
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IMPLEMENTATION OF PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
REVIEW (PSRO) LEGISLATION

THURSDAY, MAY 9, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
SuwcoxMxmmr ON HPAxLrH

OF THE CoHxnm ON FINANCE,
Washingtoi , D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in Toom
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Herman Talmadge
presiding.

Present: Senators Talmadge, Long (chairman of the full commit-
tee), Bennett, Curtis, and Dole.

Senator TALMADGE. The subcommittee-will please come to order.
I want to remind witnesses that due to the large number of wit-

nesses the subcommittee will hear, each organization is limited to a
total of 10 minutes of oral testimony.

The subcommittee will now be pleased to hear from the represen-
tatives of the American College of Surgeons; Dr. C. Rollins Hanlon,
the director of the American College of Surgeons, accompanied by
Dr. J. D. Martin, Jr., chairman of the Peer Review Committee, and
Dr. William H. Muller, Jr., regent and chairman, Pending Legisla-
tion Committee.

Thank you very much, gentlemen. We are honored to have you
with us. Your entire statement will be inserted in the record.

STATEMN OF C. ROLLINS HANLON, M.D., DIRECTOR OF THE
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS, ACCOMPANIED BY 1. D MAR-
TIN, IR., M.D., CHAIRMAN, PEER REVIEW COMMITTEE; AND
WiLLIAM H. MULLER, 1R., M.D., REGENT AND CHAIRMAN, PEND.
ING LEGISLATION COMMITTEE

Dr. HANLON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Dr. C. Rollins Hanlon, director of the American College of

Surgeons. As indicated, on my left, accompanying me, Dr. J. D.
Martin, Jr., of Atlanta, formerly professor and chairman of the De-
partment of Surgery, Emory University School of Medicine, and
currently the chairman of the Joint Peer Review Committee; and
on my right, William H. Muller, Jr., professor and chairman of the
Department of Surgery, University of Virginia Medical Center,
Charlottesville, a member of the board of regents of the American
College of Surgeons, and recently, president of the American Surgi-
cal Association.

(159)
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Senator TAiuxMioE. The Senator from Louisiana.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask because I am going to have

to leave, I would like to ask i-f Dr. Stewart, the president of* the
-- Louisiana Medical Society, is here: and I would like to ask, Mr. Chair-

man, if after the next witness we could call Dr. Stewart, because I
will not be here.

Senator TALmAmOE. I understand, and Dr. Stewart will be called
next.

The CHAnmAN. Thank you.
Dr. HAmoN. We are appearing before your committee to demon-

strate the interest of our college in peer review by virtue of its efforts
to set forth surgical guidelines for screening, under the provisions of
Public Law 92-603, creating professional standards review organiza-

-tions. The college was the first organization to establish voluntarily
a minimum standard for hospitals in order to assure the best care of
the patients with a humanitarian aspect as the primary consideration.
These efforts antedated but paralleled the intent of PSRO, beginning
55 years ago. _

Prom 1919 to 1952, our college, through its board of regents and
by means of dues of the fellows, financed and administered the pro-
gram of hospital standardization until the technical and financial
burdens of carrying this kind of program led to its being handed
over to the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals--the
JCAH-in 1952, in ceremonies which were attended by former U.S.
Senator Lister Hill.

The JCAH included the American Medical Association, the Ameri-
can Hospital Association, the American College of Physicians, and
the American College of Surgeons, which previously, alone, for more
than 80 years, had supported this voluntary effort entirely from the
dues of its fellows without any personal gain, except the improve-
ments in the standards of patient care.

Please note that the minimum standards for our hospitals were
designed to safeguard the care of every patient in the hospital by
insisence on competence on the part of doctors; adequate clinical and
pathological laboratory facilities to insure correct diagnosis; a
thorough study and diagnosis in writing for each case; and by a
monthly audit of the medical and surgical work conducted in the
hospital during the preceding interval; and by prohibiting the prac-
tice of division of fees under any guise whatsoever, because the divi-
sion of fees leads to the referral of patients not to the best surgeon.

.... but to the one who is willing to rebate fees.
When this program was assessed by the board of regents in 1933,

it was apparent that the average duration of patients' stay in the
hospital had been greatly reduced, and that hospital mortality rates
had been definitely lowered.
• The hospital standards program was then supplemented by the

-organization of hospital tissue committees to assess the quality of
care of surgical patients. This was followed by other committees, and
a movement was instituted to assure that all care of all patients was
placed under unified review, entitled medical audit.

These developments were made possible in the midfifties by a grant
from the Kellogg Foundation to the college. The medical audit pro-
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gram was turned over to the Commission on Professional and Hospital
Activities in 1959. The Commission on Professional and Hospital
Activities--or SPHA-is a voluntary organization in which the
college still actively participates. It has grown to be the world's largest
and most sophisticated institution devoted to the collection and an-
alysis of hospital medical data.
I This brief recital of the accomplishments of the college in assuring
humanitarian high quality surgical services to all patients in hospitals
serves to emvhaize that the college was in the vanquard of profes-
sional pee a time when the technology and scientific knowl-
edge of medicine was much less advanced than at present.

The founders of the college in 1913 established strict requirements
for fellowship in order to stimulate surgeons to upgrade their profes-
sional competence in the interests of improved surgical services to
patients. The organization of the college by highly trained and moti-
vated surgeons served to emphasize the compelling need for clean, safe
and adequately equipped hospitals in which surgeons could perform
operations following which patients could be assured an opportuity
for recovery without fear of death from fire or infection due to unclean
hospital surroundings.

The founders of the college understood the folly of preparing sur-
geons for highly skilled service to humanity without concurrent in-
terest in the condition of -hospitals where their patients were to be
treated.

Mr. Chairman, I have appended a pertinent historical document sup-
porting our statement thus far, and I respectfully request that the
document be added to the printed record.1

Senator TALMAOK Without objection, it will be inserted.
Dr. HANLO. Current activities related to implementation of PSRO

includes surgical guidelines for-screening purposes, representing a
2-year effort by fellows of the college under the able leadership of Dr.
Martin, seated on my left.

A reprint of the preliminary guidelines resulting from the-efforts of
Dr. Martin and his committee, taken from the March issue of the
college bulletin, is appended. These 12 general surgical diagnoses,
according to-the Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities,
account or 75 percent of hospital admissions in general surgery. Many
hours of deliberation and multiple meetings were held before Dr.
Martin's committee, and its consultants were able to arrive at suitable
guidelines for each of these 12 diagnoses.

PO The surgeons who participated were individuals in private practice
" ' in medium and large communities, and various professors of surgery

in academic areas throughout the United States All surgical specia -
ties were involved in order to eliminate conflicting overlap with cri-
teria and guidelines developed by individual speciatieti.

The listing of the Peer Review Committee, the consultants, and the
surgical specialty representatives will be. found on the inside cover of
the reprint before you.

These surgical guidelines have been structured to assist surgeons in
the preparation of guidelines for screening at the PSRO regional
levels Because there are so many variables, the guidelines for screen-

1 See p. 169.
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ing which have been formulated by the college are not designed to set
rigi, all-enconpassing standards applicable in every cae Therefore,
omission or addition of specific methods of treatment by a physician
in an individual case does not necessarily indicate an incorrect ap-
proach. The guidelines for screening must be related to many factors
which can only be assessed by-a group of peers at the level of practive.

Sixty-five chapters of the college in the United States have been
notified that they may participate in the early stages of development
of PSRO's, if that is the policy of the chapter. The board of regents
is aware of the positive impact of knowledgeable, highly trained fel-

lows of the college participating in the formulation oftappropriate
surgical guidelines which should result in improved surgical services
to patients. There can be no susbtitute for surgery performed by sur-
geons who by virtue of education extending beyond a 1- or 2-year
period of formal 'hospital training have attained skills and knowledge

which go beyond the mere performance of surgical operations, thereby
providing a proper surgical background from which to Offer the
public humanitarian andhighly competent surgical services.

PSRO peer review processes, using the surgical guidelines for
screening, may help to identify those physicians whose surgical per-
formance falls below acceptable standards of patient care. If this re-
sult is achieved as a secondary result of PSRO, then a basic objective
of the American College will have been realized: that is to say, im-
provement in the quality of care for the surgical patient in both diag-
nosis and management. Ever-increasing knowledge of its application
in the care of patients will require periodic review and updating in
these guidelines.

The board of regents established its Peer Review Committee as an
ongoing activity of the college. It is anticipated that all surgical spe-
cialties will continue to be actively engaged in this effort. The expense
of the project is becoming a significant budget item to the college.

Senator Bennett, speaking to the board of governors of the college
last October, indicated -his anticipation that the National PSRO
Council would contract with specialty groups such as the college,
which in turn, with its constituent specialty groups would prepare
appropriate suggested surgical guidelines. To date, we have not been
informed of any favorable response to our request for financial
assistance in the formulation of these guidelines. .

The college, by virtue of its historical leadership in peer review,
has demonstrated for many decades its ability to take affimative action
in the best interest of the patient without compulsion in the form of

< Federal law. I trust that the continuing vigorous efforts of the college
will not be impeded by unnecessary and confusing Federal rules gov-
erning implementation of PSRO.

I feel, and I am reflecting the opinion of our board of regents when
I state that the college will continue to support constructive efforts
to improve surgical care in the United States and throughout the
world, provided we are accorded the freedom to exercise our profes-
sional judgment unfettered by third-party intervention attempting
to dictate how we shall deliver the high quality care which all patients
deserve.
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We have been assured by Senator Bennett that we will have this
authority and responsibility.

Because of the enviable record of the college for innovative pursuit
of excellence, it is natural that we should support the concept of peer
review.

Mr. Chairman, we are deeply grtefu for the opportunity to present
this statement of the American College of Surgeons on implementa-
tion of PSRO. We will be pleased to answer questions you may direct
to us.

Senator TAL1wO.. Thank you very much, Doctor for an excellent
statement. And it is a personal pleasure to welcome Dr. J. D. Martin,
Jr., who has an enviable reputation in my own Stae.

PSRO AND SURGIcAL PROCURE

How does the college anticipate potential improvements in surgical
care of patients under PSRO I

Dr. HfAww. We would feel, Mr. Chairman, that a wider spread
of standard review procedures, which are now employed in many of
our institutions, the wider dispersion of these procedures, such as may
be expNted under PSRO, might result in a broader application of
these guidelines, and thereby would improve the surgical care of
patients.

Senator TALXAD0F. Does the college feel that a significant number of
surgical procedures are performed-by less than adequately trained
physiciansI

Dr. HANLON. It is difficult, of course, to say what a significant num-
ber of surgical procedures might be considered. However, the college
feels strongly that less than adequate training for some of the sur-
geons ywho are operating in this country is a problem By that, I mean
that it is the feeling of the college that surgery should be performed,as I indicated inmy initial statement. by people who are adeuately
trained not merely to do operations, but to perform the skilled de-
cisionmaking processes before, and the very demanding post operative
care

Now, as to how many operations are done by people who are less
than adequately trained, I may say that there are about 90,000 people
in this country who are carrying out surgical operations. About one-
half, or 46,000, of those individuals are certified by their respective
surgical boards. The one-half constitutes some 15,000 who ar-in
training; some 20,000 who are self-declared-and in many instances
highly competent surgeons; in other instances, not so competent-
and another 10,000 who do surgery as an incident to other activities,
such as general practice.

It is our feeling that the cire of surgical patients in this country will
be enhanced significantly when essentially all surgical procedures are
done by what we consider to be adequately trained surgeons.

Senator TALMAboz -Is there any justification to the charge that there
are too many unnecessary surgical procedures performed in the United
Statest
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Dr. H1mLNo. I think there undoubtedly, Mr. Chairman, are un-
necessary operations done in this country. And unnecessary operations
are those which appear to be necessary beforehand, but are subse-
quently shown--the removal of a normal appendix in which all of the
symptoms of appendicitis have been present is shown to have been
unnecessary in one sense, but actually the risk of not doing it de-
manded that it be done, On the other hado, a number of studies have
been made in this country which show that on a close analysis of a
given number of operations, some of them can be judged by peer review
to have been poorly indicated or to have been inappropriate treatment.
By that, I mean that surgery may have been done when medical man-
agement might have sufficed; or the surgery might have been done
without adequate trial of other measures.

I would not say that this is a nonexistent problem; it is a very defi-
nite problem. The degree of it was looked into bY the college 2
years ago when we asked our fellows by questionnaire-25,000 fellows,
of whom some 15,000 responded-and of those responding, 11 percent
indicated that in the communities where they worked, they thought
that operations on questionable indications did occur, as often, per-
haps, as once a week in their area.

Hasten to say that 87 percent of those responding thought that
such practices were rare or extremely uncommon.

SAnd all of this asou recognize, is anecdotal and impressions; but
I want to reiterate tat it is a problem which the college is making
every effort to diminish and to stamp out by virtue of having all sur-
gical procedures done by those who have learned not merely to do the
operations, but also to understand the indications when an operation is
called for.

Seniftor TALMADz. Thank you, doctor.
Chairman Long? SuPFOSTr FOR PSRO

The CHARMAN. Doctor, do I take it from your statement that you
agree with the peer review legislation, subject to some additional sug-
gestions that you make here, or am I in error about that?

Dr. HANLON. Perhaps I do not understand you, Mr. Long.
The CAnuwrt.. Do you generally agree with the peer review legis-

lation that is on the statute books today?
Dr. HANLON. Yes. I think that the fact that we have worked so

many years on this concept, and that we have, for the last 2 years,
- under Dr. Martin's committee, worked aggressively to develop the

guidelines which are mandated by the legislation, I think gives evi-
dence that we are both sympathetic to and working actively to imple-
ment this law.

UNNC WARY SUtROER

The CHAMMAN. I think you have pretty well answered the ques.
tion. There was a statement made by some idealistic young people
yesterday, speaking for a consumer group. They quoted from a book
that I have not read-apparently written by a man named Williams,
"How To Avoid Unnecessary Surgery"; published in 1971. They re-
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ferred to a statistic of 10,000 deaths resulting from 2 million unneces-
sary operations each year.

Are you familiar with that book, or have you come across those
statistics f

Dr. HANwON. I am familiar with this book and it is written under a
pseudonym, so that it is difficult to speak to the author to find out
what basis, if any, he has for those statistics. A frequently quoted
statistic concerns a common operation, which is hysterectomy. And 15
years a-and I believe Dr. Knowles, of the Rockefeller, has recently

ttd this--some 15 years ago a survey was made of a Teamsters
study after some 60 hysterectomies had been done; and of those 60,
40 were perfectly justified and 20 of those 60 were thought to have
possibly questionable indications.

Now, if one takes that percentage of approximately one-third and
labels th os-and mind you, this was done-by a single reviewer with-
out review by others-if one labels one-thira of those as unnecessary
and applies it to the total number of such operations done in the
country, you can come up with ballpark and generally unsubstan-
tiated figures of the magnitude that you have indicated. But I think
these are extremely soft data, and I believe they should be viewed as
such.

The CHA IMAN. In other words, you think a lot of that has to do
with the study made on hysterectomies where there is considerable
leeway for difference of opinion between doctors as to whether the
operation should or should not have been performed ?

Dr. HANLON. Yes, and I think that it was pointed out in that study
that a number of these operations were done in unaccredited hospitals.
It does not necessarily indicate that if an operation is done in an un-
accredited hospital it is a bad or unnecessary operation. On the other
hand, all other things being equal, the caliber of practice in accredited
hospitals tends to be higher and the indications for operation more
stringently applied than in unaccredited hospitals.

The C.uAnuN. When I was a practicing lawyer, I gained the
opinion that if I was going to give advice on a good way to hire law-
yers for a particular type of litigation it wouldbe to see who lawyers
hire to defend themselves. In other words, if some friend was in crim-
inal trouble, a good way to decide who would be a good person to
defend him would be to look and see who lawyers hire to defend them-
selves when they were prosecuted. And you would find that you prob-
ably did not go very far astray. I would think that if I wanted to
have an operation performed, particularly ma'or surgery, I might be
well advised to see if I could not talk to some doctor, not about him
performing the operation, but ask him who he would go to if he were
to have that operation performed on him.

Do you thiik that would be a good way of going about deciding
what doctor to hire to perform an operation I

Dr. HANwz. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I think the term for that in the
medical profession is that he is a doctor's doctor.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Dr. HANLON. I do not mean to say that a doctor takes care of him-

self, because as they say about lawyers, he then has a fool for a pa-

33-a13 0 - 74 - pt. - 12
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tient. But I believe that if you-want to see a good surgeon, the sur-
g.on who takes care of other surgeons and other physicians and their
families might be assumed to be a highly reliable surgeon.

The CHAIRMAN. I am a little bit concerned about the fact thatper-
haps in a lot of cases people are having operations performed y
general practitioners, who might not perform many operations be-
cause he is their family doctor or they have a high regard for him
when, in many instances it would be far more desirableif they wotid
have that operation performed by-in the case of major surgery, par-
ticularly-a surgeon, a speoialist.

What advice can you give me in that area; what we should or
should not do about it?

Dr. HANLON. I think this is a highly sensitive issue. It is our feel-
ing that all other things being equal, the better qualified a surgeon to
do all of the complex aspects of an operation, the better the care of
that patient will be. We recognize that-highly trained surgeons are not
p resent in every remote and small community in this country. There.
fore, one has the problem of distribution; and p tients would prefer,
if they could, to stay in- their own communities. On the other hand,
if going a short distance-and in these days of rapid transportation-
to a better center, often results not only in better care, but in less
expensive care, because of the fact that the operation is performed
more expertly, more expeditiously, and the aggregate cost to the pa-
tient, granting that he is away from his home base for a certain time,
is less than if it were done in his own community somewhat less
_ Inctain emergency situations in remote communities, we can see

that some degree of operative skill applied by the person on the scene
is certainly better than none at all. a

The CHARMAN. Well, I am aware of situations where a patient
died, not because the doctor did not do the best he could under the
circumstances, but because those who made the decision simply did
not realize that they had a better surgeon available to them who
probably would have done a better job just because he specializes and
does a great deal of operations ana would have been more likely to
have looked for perhaps the small items that the other fellow might
have overlooked.

I just wonder what, if anything, we can do to move in the direction
of having someone who has the best competence do the operation
rather than have it fall to the person who has nothing like the expertise
to do it.

Dr. HA NLO.. I think when the college or any other standard setting
body which has been dedicated to both ethical and competent practice
of the profession-when the college advocates that those who should
do operations should be people of the highest competence, we are ac-
cused at times of self-serving and of being restrictive in wishing to have
such surgical care delivered by our members. And I think that I would
concede that that is our desire. But I concede also that that desire is
pretty obviously motivated by what is in the best interest of the sur-
gical patient.
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The CHAMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator TAuwxiL Senator Bennett,
Senator BEN ,r_. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, but I did not get here

in time to hear the statement I remember very pleasantly my visit
with the members of the college, and I certainly ope that the hopes
that I expressed there can be carried out; and if there is any way
that I can continue to help to have them carried out, I will. I have no
questions.

FEDERAL BRwucRAcY AND PSRO

Senator TA ADoz. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cumu.JDoctor, I am very much impressed by the long

record of activities of your association in the practice of medicine.
In your statement, you have the following paragraph:
The college, by virtue of Its historical leadership in peer review activities,

has demonstrated for many decades its ability to take affirmative action In the
best interests of patients without compulsion In the form of Federal law. I trust
the continuing vigorous efforts of the college will not be Impeded by unnecessary
and confusing Federal rules and regulations governing implementation of PBRO.

Now all of this activity that you have described, whereby you have
had peer review committees and other mechanisms to improve the
practice of medicine' and surgery, that has been done without any
Federal law, has it not?

Dr. HAzNLO. It has.
Senator Cums. Prior to the enactment of this law, did you or your

association ask for Federal legislation ?
Dr. HANLON. We did not ask for it, no, sir.
Senator Curms. Do you know of any doctors who did?
Dr. HANLON. I am not personally aware of any who did, sir.
Senator CuRTIS. The thing that disturbs me is that whatever power

we delegate here is not to Secretary Weinberger or my dear friend
Senator Bennett, but we are giving power to a bureaucracy that they
will be operating 5, 10, 20 and so on years from now.

Is it your understanding that at the present time the national council
on PSRO is chosen by the Secretary-are you familiar with that?

Dr. HANLON. I am familiar with it. It was chosen by the Secretary
on the basis of nominations for suitable individuals submitted by a
broad segment of the medical profession.

Senator Cums. But the Secretary does choose them4
Dr. HANLOm. He has, in many parts of this law, substantial ulti-

mate authority, yes, sir.
Senator Cuiis. And he names the chairman.
Dr. HAiNLON. He does.
Senator Currm. They have no staff of their own.
Dr. HANxLN. I do not think that it is specified in the law how they

are to implement it, no, sir.
Senator Cumrs. They testified yesterday they have no staff of their

own, that is provided by HEW.
Do you feel that it is necessary that we have a Federal law for the

college to continue the fine work that they have done up to now ?
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Dr. HAN o. I can answer that in two ways. Senator; and that is,
the activities of the college and the control they exert over their fellows
apply only to their fellows--and by that I mean, we have some 27,000
dues paying fellows in this country, but there are 92,000 individuals
in training in organized medicine and out of it, who are carryin out
operative procedures The vast majority of those who are outside of
the college are not under our rules and do not necessarily and, indeed,
have no concern for our regulations and standards. And I-think this
represents an obvious problem when one speaks of insuring quality.

Senator CURrs. I am not asking you to pass judgment on any who
do not belong to your organization. Some of them may be very dedi-
cated people who belong to other groups, local and otherwise, who are
doing an excellent job of improving medicine. I am asking you, so far
as the people you work with, do you need a Federal law to carry on
the fine work you have been doing?

Dr. HANLoN. I suppose that the fact that we did not advocate the
passage of the law would suggest that we did not consider this as an
abiding need. On the other hand, with the law on the books, we have
felt it, our civic and professional duty to insure, insofar as we can
under that law, that the provisions of te law are implemented.

Senator Culrri. I think that is a fair position. I do not know if
there will be any vote besides mine or not to repeal this; but hypo-
thetically, if the law were repealed, you would not stop the fine work
that you have been doing for the last decade.

Dr. HANLON. No. But as I indicated in the statement, the precise way
in which we may do this might be done in a way which would-be less
constricted and more of our own choosing than those which are man-
dated under the regulations of the law.

Senator Curs. Do you mean you might do a better job?
Dr. HANLON. No not necessarily better, but a job which would be

done strictly according to our plans and without the moral or legal
suasion that is broadly applicable under the law to all those to whom
it applies.

Senator Cumrs. One more question.
Later on in your statement, you seek the freedom to exercise a pro-

fessional judgment unfettered by third-party intervention. Who are
third parties? I

Dr. HA-LON. I believe that all third parties constitute in the ideal
an interposition betwen what is the basic issue when a patient has a
problem and comes to the physician, and if financing were not a prob-
lem, there would be no need for any third party.

Senator Cum-'s. In other words, third party includes the Govern-
ment?

Dr. HANLON. It does.
Senator Crrms. That is all.
Senator TALxmDOE. Senator Dole.
Senator DoLz. No questions.
Senator TALMXADwG Thank you very much, Doctor. We are honored

by the contribution you have made in our deliberations.
(The following material was submitted by Dr. Hanlon:]



AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS

Minimum Standardfor Hospitals
t. That physicians and surgeons privileged to practice in the

hospital be organized as a definite medical staff. Such organiza-
tion has nothing to do with the question as to whether the hospital
is open or closed, nor need it affect the various existing types of
medical staff organization. The word saff is here defined as the
group of doctors who practice in the hospital inclusive of all groups.
such as the active medical staff, the associate medical staff, and
the courtesy medical staff.

2. That membership upon the medical staff be restricted to
physicians and surgeons who are (a) graduates of medicine of
approved medical schools, with the degree of Doctor of Medicine.
in good standing and legally licensed to practice in their respective
states or provinces; (b) competent In their respective fields. and (c)
worthy in character and in matters of professional ethics; that in
this latter connection the practice of the division of fees, tinder any
guise whatsoever, be prohibited.

1. That the medical staff initiate and, with the approval of the
governing board of the hospital, adopt rules, regulations, and
policies governing the professional work of the hospital; that these
rules, regulations, and policies specifically provide (a) that
medical staff meetings be held at least once each month; (b) that
the medical staff review and analyze at regular intervals their
clinical experience In the various departments of the hospital.such
as medicine, surgery, obstetrics, and the other specialties; the
medical records of patients. free and pay, to be the basis for such
review and analysis.

4. That accurate and complete medical records be written for
all patients and filed in an accessible manner In the hospital, a
complete medical record being one which includes Identification
data; complaint; personal and family history; history of present
illness; physical examination; special examinations, such as con-
sultations. clinical laboratory, x-ray, and other examinations; pro-
visional or working diagnosis; medical or surgical treatment; gross
and microscopical pathological findings; progress notes; final
diagnosis; condition on discharge; follow-up;and, In case of death,
autops findings.

. That diagnostic and therapeutic facilities under competent
medical supervision be available for the study, diagnosis. and
treatment of patients, these to include at least (a) a clinical
laboratory providing chemical, bacteriological, serological, and
pathological services; (b) an x-ray department providing radio-
graphic and fluoroscopic services.

Taken from the Hospital Standards Manual.

This document was adopted in 1919 and represents the revisions in it
through 1946.
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FROM BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS, MARCH, 1974

Preliminary Report

Proposed General Surgical

Guidelines for Screening

Preface
The American College of Surgeons has long
subscribed to the concept of peer review and its
Fellows haveparticipated both individually and
collectively in many phases of such activity.

The guidelines for screening which have been
formahlted by the American College of Sur-
geons are for the purpose of serving as models
which can be helpful in the preparation of
guidelines for screening at the regional level.
These can be prepared together with suitable
descriptions and the resulting guidelines for
screening will be applicable in quality review of
large numbers of cases.

Because there are so many variables, the
guidelines for screening which have been
formulated by the American College of Sur-
geons cannot set rigid, all encompassing stan-
dards applicable In every case. Therefore, the

omission or addition of specific methods of
treatment by a physician in an individual case
does not necessarily Indicate an incorrect
approach. The guidelines for screening must be
related to many factors which can only be
smesmed by a group of peers at the level of
practice.

With ever increasing knowledge and its
application to care of patients, these guidelines
for screening will be periodically updated.
Later articles in the American College of Sur-
geons' BULLETIN will address the difficult ques-
tion of terminologic classifications, and the
method of using these proposed guidelines in
conjunction with various diagnostic and pro-
cedural danifications Suggestions and criti-
cism of these proposed guidelines are earnestly
requested.
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Amerioan College of Surgeons
Guidelines Worksbeet

DIAONOSIS:
Inguinal Hernia
1. Indications for Admissloi

Admitted for surgery because of:
L Mass In groin
b. Intestinal obstruction without palpable mass (Rio.hter's hernia)
c- Hydrocele, connecting, in children
d. Definite history of hernia

2. Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modifiers)
usually 0 to I day; up to 3 days In special cases, preoperative
usually 0 to 3 days for children; 0 to 7 days for adults, postoperative

8. Services Usually Performed or Provided

L Hisory:
c. Physical Examination: with attention to testes in scrotum of child
d. Laboratory Tests: Requkd-pathology report of excised tissues in adults

Usala As Indiated
CBC Biochemical Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Urinalysis Prothrombin Time
Chest X-ray (over 45) -Serology
ECG (over 45)

e. Special Diagnostic Procedures:
As Indicated
Silgmoldoscopy
Cystoscopy
Barium Enema
Intravenous Pyelogram

f. Consultations: 
Herniogram

As Required
g. Special Therapy Services:

Required
h. SpecficNursing Services:

As Indicated
i. Medications (as Indicated)

Sedatives, Tranquilizers
Analgesics, Narcotics
Antibiotics (for specific indications)
Diuretics -
Cardiac Stimulants
Anticoagulants
Bronchial Dilators
Antidiabetic Agents

J.operations:Herniorrhaphy
k. Hospital Course:

Appropriate progress notes, with particular attention to wound healing and urinary tract
function

Postoperative complications include urinary tract Infection, and rarely sepsis, hemorrhage
or thromboembolism

4. Indications for Discharge
Patient ambulatory
Incision clean
Absence of complications
Availability of suitable home or other facility for care

5. Ambulatory Care
Follow-up office visits, as required up to 30 days

CepNvri I Nr Ampin. ceUWq of Suro.,
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WOOIIFI SINC( IP*IJICATICK
Anwrican College of Surgeons

Guidelines Worksheot
DIAGN018:

Cholecystitis and Cholelithiasis
1. Indications for Admission

Supcd Cholecystitis
Pain, Aausea and vomiting
Recurrent gallbladder attacks
Fever
Jaundice

X-ray Diagnosis of Choielithiasis
2. Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modiflirs)

1 to 2 days, preoperstive holelithssia and cholecystitls
6 to 10 days, postoperative
10 to 12 days. postoperative with exploration of common duct
I to 8 days, preoperative acute cholecystitis
8 to 12 days. postoperative

8. Services Usually Performed or Provided
a. History: with specific reference to biliary tract
b. Past History:

-e. Physical Examination: with specific reference to presence or absence of upper abdominal
man or tenderness

d. Laboratory Tests: Requded-pathotogy report of excised tissue
Usual As ladlcated
CBC Biochemical Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Urinalysis Prothrombin Time
Chest X-ray (over 45) Serology
ECG (over 45) Blood Type and Cros-match
Blood Sugar
BUN
Serum Bilirubin
Alkaline Phosphatas
Serum Amylasa
SGOT

e. Special Diagnostic Procedures: (as indicated)
Choleeystogram preoperativee)
IV Cholangiogram preoperativeo)
T-tube Cholan~ogram (postoperative)
Liver Needle Biopsy
Retrograde Catheterization of Common Duct

f. Consultations:
As Required

g. Special Therapy Services:As Require i
Pulmonary Physiotherapy, postoperative

h. Specific Nursing Services:
As Indicated

I. Medications: (as indicated)
Sedatives, Tranquilizers Cardiac Stimulants
Analgesics, Narcotics Anticoagulants
Antibacterials Bronchial Dilators
Diuretics Antidiabetic Agents

J. Operations:
Cholecystectomy, with or without operative Cholangiogram
Cholecystostomy
Choledochostomy
Choledochoduodenostomy

k. Hospital Course:
Appropriate progress notes
Preoperative preparations-antibiotics (optional) PANCREAT t I 5
Postoperative important complications: hemorrhage, bile peritonitis, IpgoWIe s, liver

4. Indications for Discharge function
Ambulatory
Complications under control
Availability of suitable home or other facility for cave

5. Ambulatory Care
Follow-up visits up to 60 days
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American College of Surgeons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGNOSIS:

Cholecystitis and Cholelithiasis
1. Indications for Admission

Suspected Cholecystitis
Pain, nausea and vomiting
Recurrent gallbladder attacks
Fever
Jaundice

X-ray Diagnosis of Cholelithlasa
2. Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modifiers)

1 to 2 days, preoperative cholelithiasis and cholecystitis
5 to 10 days, po'itoperative
10 to 12 days, postoperative with exploration of common duct
I to 3 days, preoperative acute cholecystitis
8 to 12 days, postoperative

S. Services Usually Performed or Provided
a. History: with specific reference to biliary tract
b. Past History:
c. Physical Examination: with specific reference to presence or absence of upper abdominal

mass or tenderness
d. Laboratory Tests: Required-pathology report of excised tissue

Usual As Indicated
CBC Biochemical Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Urinalysis Prothrombin Time
Chest X-ray (over 46) Serology
ECG (over 45) Blood Type and Cross-match
Blood Sugar
BUN
Serum Bilirubin
Alkaline Phosphatase
Serum Amylase
SGOT

e. Special Diagnostic Procedures: (as indicated)
Cholecystogram (preoperative) --
IV Cholanglogram (preoperative)
T-tube Cholangiogram (postoperative)
Liver Needle Biopsy
Retrograde Catheterization of Common Duct

f. Consultations:
As Required

g. Special Therapy Services:
As Required

Pulmonary Physiotherapy, postoperative
h. Specific Nursing Services:

As Indicated
1. Medications: (as indicated)

Sedatives, Tranquilizers Cardiac Stimulants
Analgesics, Narcotics Anticoagulants
Antibacterials Bronchial Dilators
Diuretics Antidiabetic Agents

j. Operations:
Cholecygtectomy, with or without operative Cholangiogram
Cholecystostomy
Choledochostomy
Choledochoduodenostomy

k. Hospital Course:
Appropriate progress notes
Preoperative preparations-antibiotics (optional)
Postoperative important complications: hemorrhage, bile peritonitis, pericarditis, liverfunction

4. Indications for Discharge .ni
Ambulatory
Complications under control
Availability of suitable home or other facility forare

6. Ambulatory Care
Follow-up visits up to 60 days
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American College of Sureons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGNOSIS:

Varicose Veins
1. Indications for Admission

Demonstrable varies with or without symptoms admitted for operation
Stasis dermatitis
Deep or superficial phlebitis
Ulceration

2. Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modifiers)
0 to 1 day, preoperative
3 to 5 days, postoperative, unilateral
3 to 7 days, postoperative, bilateral
Excision of ulcer and graft-
1 to 14 days, preoperative
3 to 21 days, postoperative

3. Services Usually Performed or Provided
. History: discomfort, progressive disease, dermatitis, ulcer edema

b. Past History: special attention to pregnancy, oral contraceptives, drug therapy, trauma
c. Physical Examination: particular attention to demonstrable varices, intmo tent short

saphenous vein, incompetent communicating veins, fibrosis, pig-
mentation, description of peripheral pulses, edema, ulceration

d. Laboratory Tests: Required-pathological examination of excised ulcers
Usual As Indkated
CBC Biochemical Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Urinalysis Prothrombin Time
Chest X-ray (over 45) Serology
ECG (over 45) Cultures

e. Special Diagnostic Procedures:
Usal As Indicated
Vascular Lab Studies Phlebography

f. Consultations:
As Required -

g. Special Therapy Services:
As Required

Inhalation Therapy
Pressure Bandages or Boot
Elastic Supports

h. Specific Nursing Services.:
As Indicated

Spe ial Wound Care
i. Medications: (as Indicated)

Sedatives, Tranquilizers Anticoagulants
Analgesics, Narcotics Antidiabetic Agents
Antibacterials (for specific conditions) Local applications fdr ulcer
Diuretics

j. Operations:
Long and Short Superficial Saphenous Ligation and Stripping, Unilateral, Bilateral, etc.
Debridement of Stasis Ulcer
Excision of Leg (stasis) Ulcer, with or without Graft
Ligation of Incompetent Communicating Veins
Ligation of Femoral Vein(s)
Injection Therapy

k. Hospital Course:
Appropriate progress notes, with particular attention to wound healing and thrombo-

phlebitis

4. Indications for Discharge
Ambulatory with satisfactory wound healing.
Availability of suitable home or other facility for care

5. Anibulatory Care
Follow-up office visits
Ligation of long, short, communicating veins-up to 14 days
Excision of ulcer and prafting-up to,28 days
Complicated-determined by specific complication
Phlebography, if indicated
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'American College of Surgeons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGNOSIS:

Appendicitis
1. Indications for Admission

Abdominal pain and tenderness
Previous attacks of appendicitis, for interval appendectomy

2 Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modifiers)
2 days, observation in suspected csm if unoperated
8 to 7 days, unruptured
7 to 14 days, ruptured

8. Services Usually Performed or Provided
a. History: anorexia, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain
b. Past History: previous attacks
c. Physical Examination: positive abdominal findings, rectal and pelvic examination findings,

fever, pulse and state of hydration
d. Laboratory Tests: Req*ded-pathology report of excised tissues

Iua As Indicated
CBC Chest X-ray
Urinalysis Abdominal X-ray

ECG (over 45)
Biochemical Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Serology
Sedimentation Rate

e. Special Diagnoic Prooedures: Time

As Indicsted
Intravenous Pyelogrem
Barium Enema
GI Series

f. Consultations:
As Required

g. Specal Therapy Services.

h. Indicated Services:

i. Medications: (as Indicated)
_ Sedatives

Analgeics, NarcoticsIV Fluids
Antibiotics, for specific indications.Operations:Appendectomy

Simple Drainage (or both)k. Hospital Course:
Appropriate progress notes, with reference to wound healing, fever, and gastrointestinalfunction
Important postoperative complications: sepsis, Intestinal obstruction

4. Indications for Discharge
Ambulatory
Afebrile
No significant wound drainage
Availability of suitable home or other facility for care

6. Ambulatory Care
Follow-up visits up to 28 days
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' American College of Surgeons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGNOSIS:

Hemorrhoids (Internal and External)
1. Indications for Admission

Symptomatic protrusion
Rectal bleeding
Rectal pain, or
Combination of above, requiring hemorrholdectomy

2. Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modifiers)
3 to 7 days postoperative

3. Services Usually Performed or Provided
a. History: same as 01 above (bleeding, pain, prolapse)
b. Past Hitory:
c. Physical Examination:
d. Laboratory Tests: Requked-pathology report of excised tissues

Usual As Inleated
CBC Biochemical Profile; e. g. SMA-12
Urinalysis Prothrombin Time
Chest X-ray (over 45) Serology
ECG (over 45)

e. Special Diagnostic Procedures: (as Indicated)
Anoscopy (required)Proctosi rnoid py reuired)
Barium Enema (usual)
Colonoscopy (optional)

f. Consultations:
As Required

g. S €s] therapy Services:

h. Specific Nursing Services:As Required
I. Medications: (as Indicated)

Sedativ-i Tranquilizers
Analgesics, NarcoticsS Antibacterials (for sepsis)
Diuretics

J. Operations:
Applicable procedure for condition

k. Hospital Course:
Appropriate progress notes
Preoperative-- preparation of bowel
Postoperative-ommon complications: urinary tract infection, sepsis, hemorrhage

4. Indications for Discharge
Bowels moving
Absence of bleeding
Availability of suitable home or other facility for care

5. Ambulatory Care
Follow-up visits, as required up to 45 days
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American College of Surgeons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGNOSS:

Breast Mass
1. Indications for Admission

Single or multiple massesDishrg from nipple
Nipple enormityain or discomfort
Skin lesions
Elevation of skin temperature
Axillary adenopathy
Abnormal mammopram or xerogram

2. Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modifiers)
I to 3 days, benign lesion
'7 to 12 days, malignant (uncomplicated postoperative course)

S.-Services Usually Performed or Provided
a. History: menstrual history, history of pregnancy, lactation, family history of cancer of

breast
b. Past History: previous breast operation, hormone therapy
c. Physical Examination: presence, location, size and description of mass; discharge from

nipple; axillary nodes location and size; evidence of skin Involve-
ment; satellite lesions

d. Laboratory Tests: Req ired-pathology report of excised tissues
Usual As Indicated
CBC Biochemical Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Urinalysis Prothrombin Time
Chest X-ray Serology
ECG (over 45) X-ray, Bones

Bone Marrow
Type and Cross-match (preoperative)e. Special Diagnostic Procedures:

Usual As hidicated
Needle Biopsy or Mammogram (preoperative)
Excislonal Biopsy with Cytology, Cyst Fluid (preoperative)

Microscopic Exam Bone Scan preoperativee)
Liver Scan preoperativee)

f. Consultations: Thermography/Xerography (preoperative)
As Re(quiredg. Spec&i therapy Services:

As Required
Radiation Therapy

h. Spcifie Nursing Services:Vslndiosted
Wound Care and Arm Exercises

I. Medications: (as Indicated)
Sedatives, Tranquilizers Bronchial Dilators
Analgsim Narcotics Antidiabetic Agents
Antibiotics (for sepsis) Hormone Therapy
Diuretics Chemotherapy
Cardiac Stimulants

J. Operations:
Excision of Mass Radical Mastectomy
Partial Mastectomy Extended Radical Mastectomy
Complete Mastectomy Ablative Therapy

k. Hospital Course:
Appropriate progress notes, with attention to wound including bleeding, serum accumula-

tion, skin necrosis and sepsis
4. Indications for Discharge

Satisfactory postoperative progress
Absence of contingencies
Availability of suitable home or other facility for care

5. Ambulatory Care
Immediate follow-up office visits postoperatively, as required for 60 days
Postoperative radiation therapy (optional)
Hormone or chemotherapy (optional)
Reexamination from three to six months for first year, thereafter every six months
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SAnrian College of Surgeons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGKOCZ8:

Divertlcular Disease of Colon
1. Indications for Admission

,Abdominal pa"n particularly In LLQ
Abdominal tenderness

-Lower GI bleeding
Disrrhsa constipation, flatulence smocated with known divertieulitis
Repeated attse of diverticulita
Intestinal obstructions
Colonic fistulas (akin, bladder, vagina, etc.)
Fever

2. Length ot Hospitfl Stay (with applicable modifiers)
0 to 10 days, without operation -
0 to 7 days with operation, preoperative
I to 21 days, with operation, after each stage

S. Services Usually Performed or Provided
LHistory: same u A1 above
b. Past History:
C. PhYsical Examination: Include pelvic and rectal
d. Laboratory Tests: iealqled-pathology report of excised tise

Uua As Indicaed
CBC Biocheniel Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Urinalydl Prothrombin TimeChest ®-ry (over 45) Ber/°oogyp
ECO over 4ABod Type and Crowmatch
Stool JxaMM

e. Special Diagnostic Procedures:
Usual As Indicate
Barium Enema Colonosecopy

Sgmoldoscopy Intravenous Pyelogram
f. Consultations:- As Required
g. S "l Therapy Servles:

Pulmonay Phyotherapy, ,otoperativeStomal Theraspy _
h. Specific Nursing Servlces:

As Indicated
I. Medications: (as Indicated)

Sedatives, Tranquilizers Diuretim
Analgesc, Narcotic Cardiac StmulantsAnUtlbcteria as Indicated Antleoaguants

a. for acute diverticulit, Bronchial Dilators
b. for preoperative preparation of colon optional] ) Antidiabetic Agents
C. for persistent sepsis postoperatively

j. operations*
sectionn and anastomosis In 1, 2, or 8 stages
Colostomy

4fand/or drainag as Indiced
k. itGl Coure:

Appropriate progress notes
Preopertive-In elective cases, prepastion of colon

Potprtive--common compliea'tons: --psis Intestinal obstruction, urinary tract
I ;on

4. Indications for Discharge
Normal bowel or colostomy function
Ambulatory
Wound free of sepas
Free of drainae
Availability ofsultable home or other facility for care

6. Ambulatory Camre
Follow-up visits up to 60 days
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'Americin College of Surgeons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGNOSIS:

Carcinoma of Colon and Rectum
1. Indications for Admission

Carcinoma of the colon or rectum
Symptoms and signs suggesting partial or complete obstruction of the colon or rectum

- Lower GI bleeding
Iron deficiency anemia suggestive of chronic blood loss from the colon
Abdominal rectal, or pelvic mass of possible colon or rectal origin
Change in bowel habit'

2. Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modifiers)
0 to 7 days, preoperative, malignant neoplasm of the colon
12 to 20 days, postoperative
0 to 3 days, preoperative, malignant neoplasm of the rectum
10 to 21 days, postoperative
(this would vary with any complication or other contingency)

3. Services Usually Performed or Provided
L History: same as 11 above-b. Past History: ."
c. Physical Examination:
d. .Laboratory Tests: Requred-pathology report of excised tissues

Usual As Indicated
CBC Biochemical Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Urinalysis Prothrombin Time
Chest X-ray Serology
ECG (over 45) Sedimentation Rate
Stool Examination
Blood Type and Cros-match

e. Special Diagnostic Procedures: (as indicated)
Proctos!'gmoldoscopy (independent procedure) with biopsy
Barium Enema

f. Consultations:
As Required

g. Spial Therapy Services:as Required
Pulmonary Physiotherapy, postoperative

h. Specific Nursing Services:
As Indicated

Ostomy Specialist
I. Medications: (as indiaiid)

Sedatives, Tranquilizers -
Analgesics, Narcotics
Antibacterials

preoperative-antiblotic preparation of bowel (optional)
postoperative-as indicated

Diuretics
Cardiac Stimulants
Anticoagulants
Bronchial Dilators
Antidiabetic Agents

j. Operations:
Applicable procedure for condition indicated

k. Hospital Course:
Appropriate progress notes
Preoperative-preparation of colon (elective operation)
Postoperative-most common complications: sepsis, hemorrhage, Intestinal obstruction,

urinary tract sepsis
4. Indications for Discharge

Normal bowel and respiratory function
Healing wound (CA rectum)
Availability of suitable home or other facility for care

5. Ambulatory Care
Follow-up office visits up to 90 days
Recommendations for every 6 months thereafter
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American College of Surgeons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGNOSIS:

Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer
1. Indications for Admission

Pain
Obstruction
Bleeding
Perforation
Elective Surgery

2. Length of Hospital Stay (witbapplicable modifiers)
I to 7 days, if no operation
5 to 14 days, if operation
14 days, if complications

S. Services Usually Performed or Provided
a. History: melena, hematemesis, ulcerogenic medications, localization, character pain,

relationship to food, failure to gain weight in children
b. Past History: prior treatment for peptic ulcer
c. Physical Examination: vital signs, if bleeding or perforation, abdominal, rectal
d. Laboratory Tests: Required -pathology report of excised tissues

_Usal As Idicated
CBC Biochemical Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Urinalysis Prothrombin Time
Chest X-ray (over 45) Serology
ECG (over 45) Serum Amylase
Stool Guaiae Acid Secretion Levels
Blood Type and Cros-match Gastric Cytology

Serum Gstrin
e. Special Diagnostic Procedures:

Usua As Indicated
Abdominal and Chest X-rays Choleystogram

(perforation) Barium Enema
Upper GI X-ray Gastroseopy (with biopsy)

Sigmoidoscopy

f. Consultations: Arteriography (bleeding)
As Required

g. Special Therapy Services:
As Required

Pulmonary Physiotherapy, postoperative
h,-Specific Nursing Services:

As Indicated
i. Medications: (as indicated)

Antacids Special Diets
Parenteral Fluids Antibiotics, for specific indications
Blood Products Analgesics, Narcotics

J.Operatios: -
Closure Perforation
Partial Gastrectomy, alone or with Vagotomy
Total Gastrectomy
Pyloroplasty, alone or with Vagotorny
Gastrojejunostomy alone or with Vagotomy
Vagotomy, Truncaf, Selective Gastric, Parletal Cell
Remedial Gastric ProceduresIk. Hospital Course:Appropriate progress notes, with particular attention to wound healing, gastrointestinal

function, and diet.
Important postoperative complications: suture line perforation, stomal malfunction,

hemorrhage

4. Indications for Discharge
Patient ambulatory
Eating without difficult
Availability of suitable home or other facility for care

5. Ambulatory Care
Follow-up office visits up to 30 days --
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' American Colleeof Surgeons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGNOSIS:

Intestinal Obstruction
1. Indications for Admission

Abdominal pain
VomitingDistention--
Obstipation
Newborn Infants: failure to pass meconium in 48 hours

2. Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modifiers)
5 to 7 days, non-surgical treatment
5 to 21 days, surgical treatment
(modified by associated medical and surgical complications)

3. Services Usually Performed or Provided
a. History: abdominal pain, vomiting, distention
b. Past History: previous operation or trauma; family history ;f congenital malformation
c. Physical Examination: general physical exam with particular reference to abdominal dis-

tention. peristaltic activity, rectal and vaginal examination
d. Laboratory Tests: Reqmied-pathology report of excised tissues

Usua As indicated
CBC Prothrombin Time
Urinal Serology
Chest -ray (over 45)
ECG (over 45)
KUB X-ray
Blood Type and Cross-match
Biochemical Profile

e. Special Diagnostic Procedures:
Usual As Indicated
Barium Enema Sigmoidoscopy

f. Consultations: 
Upper G1 Series

As Required
g. Special Therapy Services:

Usul Optimad
Fluid and Electrolyte Replacement Pulmonary Physiotherapy
Nasogastric Suction TransfusionHyperalimentatlon (intravenous)

h. Specific Nursing Services:

As Indicated
I. Medications: (as indicated)

Sedatives, Tranquilizers
Analgesics. Narcotics
Antibacterials (for specific Indications)
Diuretics
Cardiac Stimulants
Anticoagulants
Bronchial Dilators
Antidlabetic Agents

J. Operations:
Applicable procedure consistent with operative findings

k. Hospital Course:
Appropriate progress notes, with particular attention to abdominal findings, fluid and

eectrolyte balance, gastrointestinal -function
Preoperative-preparation for surgery
Postoperative-most common complications: ileus, recurrent obstruction

4. Indications for Discharge
Satisfactory recovery from obstruction whether operative or non-operative
Availability of suitable home or other facility for care

5. Ambulatory Care
Follow-up (ifice visits, as needed up to 4& days
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American college of Surgoons
Guidelines Worksheet

DIAGNOSIS:

Goiter
1. Indications for Admission

Enlargement of thyroid gland-nodular or diffuse (solitary or multiple)
Symptoms of hyperthyroidarn, with or without enlargement of the gland

a. dyspnea on exertion
b. tacchycardla
c. loss of weight, but good appetite
d. exophthalmos -

e. more than 2 years of medical treatment in children for hyperthyroidism
2. Length of Hospital Stay (with applicable modifiers)

I to 3 days (longer if serious associated disease), preoperative
0 to 2 days for needle biopsy or aspiration, postoperative
4 to 6 days for operation limited to thyroid, postoperative
7 to 10 days if neck dissection is also carried out, postoperative

3. Services Usually Performed or Provided

I. History: neck pain, dyspnea, tacehycardis, swelling in neck (with duration)b. Past History:
c. Physical Examination: special attention to neck, skin, pulse, blood pressure, vocal cords
d. Laboratory Tests: Required-pathology report of excised tissue

Us;d As ladkated
CBC Biochemical Profile, e. g. SMA-12
Urinalysis Serology
Chest X-ray Blood Todine
ECG (over 45) To, T4 Evaluation or Others

e. Special Diagnostic Procedures:
As Indicated
Radioactive Iodine Uptake
Thyroid Scan
Needle Biopsy or Aspiration

f. consultationss: Selective Arteriography
As Required

g. Special Therapy Services:
As Required

Cardiac or Pulmonary Physiotherapy
h. Specific Nursing Services:

As indicated
I. Medications: (as Indicated)

Antithyroid Drugs Diuretics
Iodine Cardiac Stimulants
Sedatives, Tranquilizers Bronchial Dilators
Analgesics, Narcotics Thyroid SupplementJ. Operations:
Needle Biopsy
Subtotal Lobectomy (unilateral)
Subtotal Thyroido'bmy (bilateral)
Total Lobectomy (unilateral)
Total Thyroidectomy (bilateral)
Subtotal Thyroidectomy with Radical Neck Dissection
Total Thyroidectomy with Radical Neck Dissection
Total or Subtotal Thyroidectomy with Limited Neck Dissection

k. Hospital Course:
Appropriate progress notts, with special attention to bleeding, dyspnea, stridor, horsenes

and tetany -
Preopertive-euthyroid
Postoperative-important complicaons: bleeding, tracheal compression, nerve paralysis

4. Indications for Discharge
Uncomplicated postoperative recovery
Ambulatory
Absence of dyspnea
Availability of suitable home-or other facility for care

5. Ambulitory Care
Follow-up office visits, as required up to 90 days
X-ray therapy, when indicated
Radioactive iodine therapy, when indicated
Thyroid replacement therapy, when indicated
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Director's memo

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
REVIEW ORGANIZATION (PSRO)

It would be difficult to find a subject on which
there is more talk and less comprehension
than the current status of peer review. Some
years ago, we published Mr. Heinz Kuehn's
primer on the subject (BULLETIN 56, 54--
July/August 1971), updated this two years
ago (BULLETIN 57, 30-March 19721 and in
the December 1973 BULLETIN we carried re-
ports of talks by Senator Wallace Bennett,
author of the PSRO legislation and by Henry
E. Simmons, MD, MPH, new director of the

.Office of Professional Standards Review
(OPSR). These latter reports were authorita-
tive as of October 1973 when the talks were
delivered at the Clinical Congress, but events
haved moved swiftly since then.

At the AMA Clinical Meeting In Anaheim In
December 1973, following a lively discussion
in the House of Delegates, a statement
emerged which seemed to modify the pre.
vious AMA posture of cooperative participa-
tion with the law while working to modify its
objectionable features. A firm stand for
repeal of the law was presented by highly
vocal members of the House of Delegates and
the resulting clamor was Intensified by
HEW Secretary Weinberger's announcement
of Incipient Insistence on preadmisson certi.
fication before hospital admission. Under
severe pressure from various quarters, this
governmental position was relaxed but the
cries for modification or repeal of the law
have not diminished.

In these confused and emotional circum.
stances, the possibility has been raised of Ia
College statement by the Regents". Su. h a
statement, It Is fondly hoped by some, would
"provide leadership" and even affect
events in Washington legislative and bureau.
cratic high places. This hope has no basis
In the facts of past experience. The ambiva.
lent AMA statement after Its December meet-
Ing reflects the strong polarization of its
federated groups toward postures of repeal

of the law on the one hand or vigorous co-
operation in Implementation on the other.
Is any useful purpose to be served by a formal
College statement on the subject?

The Regents addressed this question at
length in February and rejected as unfeasible
and inappropriate the issuance of a position
statement at this time. They have no evidence
of a widespread consensus among the Fellow.
ship concerning PSRO, nor is any likelihood
of imminent legislative reversal conceded
even by those who most strenuously object to
the law. On the other hand, it is superfluous
to urge observance of the law, when most
Fellows and the College Peer Review Commit-
tee are cooperating by making vigorous ef-
forts to establish guidelines so that wide-
spread, formal peer review may be effected
as mandated by P.L. 92-603.

Under Dr. J. D. Martin, Jr., of Atlanta, im
mediate past Regent of the College, a com.
bined Peer Review Committee of Regents
and Governors with specialty consultants has
been developing guidelines over a period of
morethan two years. The results of this effort
are published in this issue of the BULLETIN,
reflecting multiple meetings with all surgical
specialties to eliminate conflicting overlap
with criteria and guidelines developed by
Individual specialties. An assessment of the
value and usage of the proposed guidelines
is made in the preface.
A consensus was reached to withhold ter.

minologic coding from these guidelines until
current problems with conflicting coding
systems have been overcome. However, a
preference .#as expressed for the Hosital
Adaptation of International Classfication of
Disease-Second Edition (H.CDA.II). This en-
compasses diagnostic coding and procedural
coding as well. The tentative guidelines pub.
lished In this BULLETIN are to be transmitted
to the AMA Task Force on Guidelines of Care
under the chairmanship of Dr. Claude E.
Welch, President of the College, for possible
re-publication at a later time with those de-

"veloped by other specialties.

Reprinttd from the BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS, March 1974
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American Surgery's Noblest Experiment
CWul P. Sd&liMe, MD, Spokan, Wuh

A cdi commonly heard today isthat medical care is becoming
dehumaie It Is of interest that

those who entertain this belief have
developed a vocabulary hardly de-
signed to decelerate such a trend, if
indeed It exists. In the lexicon of the
sociologist, the economist, and big
government, that suffering human
being, the patient, has become the
"consumer," the dedicated physician
who ministers to his ailments the
"provider," and a respected profes-
sion and Its allies are referred to as
the "health care industry." One of the
chief problems confronting anyone
attempting to refute the charge of
dehumanization is the difficulty of
documenting objectively what is es-
sentially a subjective impression.
This applies also to the matter of the
physician's concern for the welfare of
his patients. It is my purpose this
morning to .document this tenet at
least by an account of what I regard
as "American Surgery's Noblest Ex-
pedment."

The renaissance of American medi-
cal education dates from the opening
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of Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine in 189; however, 159
other schools, many of them dis-
reputable diploma mills, continued to
award the MD degree.' A few years
later a sweeping reorgrnization of
the American Medical Association
took place and the Council on Medical
Education was formed. In 1907 it re-
leased a highly critical report of its
first inspection of medical schools.
This attracted the support of the Car-
negie Foundation and led to the
famed Flexner Report. Within five
years 65 inferior schools dosed their
doors and a great reform was acoom-
pushed.

There remained the matter of hs-
pitals, in many instances walk-in gar-
bage cans, which people entered
reluctantly as a last resort before
death. I need hardly remind this au-
dience of the role played by surgeons
In the upgrading of hospitals. It is
this to which I refer to as "Surgery's
Noblest Experiment," an effort which
has saved countless lives and pre-
vented or alleviated untold suffering.

Or4ins of Hosotal Standardirstion
It all began with Franklin H. Mar-

tin's Clinical Congress of Surgeons of
North America.' At its third annual
meeting held in New York in 1912 a
resolution was passed that "some sys-
tem of standardization of hospital
equipment and hospital work should

be developed:" To this end a com-
mittee of which William J. Mayo was
a member was appointed under the
chairmanship of Ernest B. Codman of
Boston. At this same meeting the or-
ganization of a College of Surgeons
was proposed. Incorporation papers
were obtained later in the year from
the State of Illinois and May 6, 1913,
an organizational meeting was held
in Washington, DC. One of the
avowed purposes of the newly formed
College was "establishing standards
of hospital construction, adminis-
tration and equipment and all else
that pertains to them." At the Clini-
cal Congress in October, the Codman
Committee gave its report. It recom-
mended that the stamp of approval be
given to an investigation of hospitals
and Carnegie Foundation rpport be
sought. The report was unanimously
accepted and as Loyal Davis"'""
later wrote, "thus started one of the
greatest contributions to the care of
the sick which removed the fear of
the hospital... from the minds of ill
patients."

Unfortunately, the initial attempt
-to Interest the Carnegie Foundation
failed, so the help of other organiza-
tions was solicited. The American
Hospital Association offered coopera-
tion but no financial aid. The AMA
declined to assume any responsibility
because of the expense involved.
Meanwhile, the case reports required
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of the candidates for membership in
the College were furnilhing a sad
commentary on the condition of the
hospitals in which they worked. Sixty
percent of otherwise approved candi-
dates were rejected during the Airst
three years became of poor records It
became obviom the College would
have to carry on akne or its own pro-
gram for the qualification of appli.

0_ 14 cants would fail In 1915 the Regents
appropriaLed W) to get things
started, and a year later $30.000 was
obtained from the Carnegie Pounda-
tion in an effort to improve conditions
in the places where surgeons worked.

A one-page explanation of min.
imum standards was published It
was felt anything more stringent
would be unacceptable to hospitals
and to the public In 1917 the Clinical
Congress and the College merged and
John G. Bowman, the former Presi-
dent of the State University of Iowa,
who had accepted the position A Di.
rector of the College, began visiting
hospitals. A committee of physicians.
surgeons, administrators, and labora-
tory specialists met in Washington,
DC, to formulate fundamental re-
quirements for the care of the sick
and to complete a questionnaire. Ar-
thur Dean Bevan,'"-' Chairman of
the AMA Council on Medical Educa-
tioa, said "to my mind next to the
work that has been done in medical
education in this country, this prob-
lem that confronts your committee
today is the most important thing in
American medicine." Questionnaires
were sent to 2,711 hospitals in the
United States and ranada and flaw-
man traveled far and wide promoting
tho program.

I he following year Bowman and
his aides began to investigate hospi-
tals of 100 or more bed& in order to
determine universally applicable
standards. The results were unbeliev.
able. Of 692 hospitals visited, only 89
could meet the simpi.,t require-
ments. A hst of approved hospitals
was printed but the showing was so
ieltorahle and there were so many

embarrassing omissions" that the
Regents decided to supprv, - the rt-
p,,rt rle.sing only the actual num-
bers rolved. Alex Gerber' has given
a graphic account of ". . the pyre in

the Waldorf cellar.. ." which he re-
fers to as an irreparable ". .at of in-
tellectual and moral cowardice-" In
fact, the mere publication of the fig-
ures so shocked physicians, adminis-
trators, and trustees that widespread
support of the program was obtaia#d
*hereas a less tactful approach might
have caused the program to Gounder.
It then became possible for the Re-
gents to adopt a formal program of
hospital standardization which, as
Reed Nesbit' has observed, was "...
som heralded over the world a one of
the great advances of all time In pro-
moting patient welfare." The benefl.
cial effects of the program were soon
apparent. Hospitals struggled to up
grade conditions and records sub-
mitted by the candidates improved in
quality. This was reflected in the in.
creasing number of hospitals ap-
proved each year. The program fur.
thermore greatly enhanca4 the
stature of the College and attracted
additional Carnegie ands. Belatedly,
overtures came from the AMA for a
joint program which the College de-
dined. Malcolm T. MacEachern be-
came Associate Director of the Col-
lege in charge of the hospital
standardization program. Lists of ap-
proved hospitals were sued annually
and certificates of approval awarded.

From the start the program was an
unqualified success. McGraw,, in com-
menting on the striking effect that it
had on hospitals said "the rapidity
with which accreditation caught on
and its far reaching influence are all
the more remarkable in view uf its
voluntary status," However, its cost
was becoming a source of concern.
By 1941 its operating budget was
$44,028; in 1949 the total was $68,577.
By 1950 the College had invested $2
million in the program. This money
came from the dues odlected from
members. The College took great
pride in the fact that there were now
3,290 hospitals on the approved list,
but the financial burden was begin-
ning to hamper other educational pro-
grams of the College. The A H A was
now a stmng organization wishing to
participate more actively and willing
to amume the entire cost. Negotia-
tions were begun and the College was
promptly ac used of a sellout to lay-

men.

JCAH Is Born

Evarts Graham proposed to the
Bhard of Regents that so indepen-
dent commission be set up financed
by contributions from participating
organizations A committee was ap-
pointed to negotiate and work out
representatbon with rt-presentatives
of the AMA, the AHA, the American
College of Physiciars, and the Cana-
dian Medical Assexiation. Approval of
the AMA House f Delegates was ob-
tained in September 1961 and in De-
cember 1961 the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH)
was incorporated in Ilinois. In March
,,f 1962 JCAH was formally organized
in Chicago, Edwin L Crosby, former
Director of Johns Hopkins Hospital
and President-Elect of the AHA. was
appointed Director. Inspections were
to be made by field staffs of partic-
pating organizations. The Canadian
Medical Association withdrew In 1969
to participate in its own national ac-
creditation program. In 1961 JCAH
developed its own staff of trained sur-
veyors.

The governing body of JCAH is a
Board of Commissioners who serve
without compensation. There are
three members from the American
College of Surgeons three from the
ACP, seven from the AMA. and seven
from the AHA. A large majority of
the Commissioners are ph)icians
Standards are adopted or amended
only with Board approval. Accredita-
tion decisions are made by the Board
or by the Accreditation Committee.
Originally funding was entirely by
member organizations. As the scope
of JCAH activity and the number of
hospitals seeking surveys increased,
it became necessary in 1964 to start
charging a survey fee. Members still
make substantial contributions, eg,
$266,000 in 1971.

Of the 7,123 hospitals in the United
State*, 5,075 (71%) are currently
(1972) accredited unpublishedi data).
About 2,000 hospitals are not sur-
veyed; those that have not applied or
have been refused accreditation They
are, for the most part, small and
often proprietary. The JCAH surveys
about 12% of the 447 hospitals of less
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than 26 beds, 74% of 1,718 with 50 to
100 bed, ad pradically all hospitW a
with more than 100 beds Of 1,176 sur-
veyed in 1970, a total of 1,457 (78%)
received two-year accreditation, 300
(19%) one-year acreditation, and 59
(W) no accreditation. Among 181 hos-
pitals undergoing Initial survey, only
56 or 45% received full accreditation.
Hospitals have voluntarily sought wc-
creditation " a stamp of higher qual-

S ity than licensure alone, although
they could legally operate without it
As a matter of fact, when the hospital
standardization program was inaugu-
rated, It long preceded any interest in
quality control by government since
there were no state licensing laws or
regulation. It was initiated by pro-
fessionsls a a means of self-ap-
praisal and self-improvement and for
most of its existence it was financed
mainly by the profession and yet it
was never designed as as profession-
serving instrument Traditionally,
hospitals have feared its effect on
their standing in the community and
physicians have regarded it as a
threat to the prerogatives and prac-
tices of the medical staff. However, as
McGraw' has pointed out, once ac-
creditation bocame an established
part of the prestige structure of
American hospitals, it became a mat-
ter of competitive concern for these
hospitals to be accredited and once
the hospital was involved, the medical
staff went along conforming to stan-
dards even if it meant surveillance of
practice and los of cherished inde-
pendenev. It has made the hospital,
by virtue of its delegation of dinical
privileges, the most powerful stan-
dard setter and police agent for the
medical profession, completely super-
seding the token requirements of le-
gal licensing agencies.

The JCAH increasingly emphasizes
its consultative role as a stimulator of
improved hospital practices. The con-
ferences that are held with the medi-
cal staff at the time of surveys are a
part of its educational program. In
the last two yeam 43 accreditation
workshops have been held in 31 states

, reaching over 10,000 people. The chief
.. aim of JCAH is to help hospitals in

their pursuit of e3celience. It regards
itself as the internal conscience of the

professional providers., Notwith-
standing itm voluntary nature had Its
disavowal of a policing role, It owes
its strength not merely to its accept-
ance by the profession. The courts
have takan frequent recognition of
JCAH standards' Accreditation is re-
quired for eligibility for Hill-Borton
funds.' Membership in certain pro-
fessional Organizations is contingent
upon accreditation. If a hospital is
discredited, the continuation of its
intern and resident training program
is seriously jeopardize. Third-p~rty
payer contracts often depend on ae-
creditation. Seventeen of 74 Blue
Cro -Blue Shield plans include ac-
creditation conditions. So there are
economic as well as altruistic incen-
tives for seeking acreditation, but
chiefly this illustrates that both pri-
vate and public bodies have found a.-
creditation by JCAH "a useful and
valid and for many years the only
benchmark in identifying the quality
of hospital performance and of pro-
fessional services.", Crosby,' in one of
his last addresses before his untimely
death last summer, remarked "no
other single idea has done as much
over the past decades to upgrade
American hospitals and assure ...
that the facilities of the hospitals
maintain high standards of quality."

The Imnact of Medicw on JCAH

For Past a few years les than a
half century the Hospital Standard.
ization Program and its successor, the
JCAH, carried on their benefical
work quietly, effectively, and vir-
tually unknown save to the profes-
sion, a source of pride to their spon-
soring bodies and a thorn in the side
of those whom they chastised. And
then in 1966 Congress passed Public
Law 897, the Medicare Act. Under
the provisions of this act, in order to
qualify for medical payments, the
hospital must meet such require-
ments as the Secretary of Health,
Fducatkn and Welfare finds neces-
sary, except that such requirements
may not be higher than those pre-
sented by JCAH. Any JCAH-accred-
ited hospital with an acceptable utili-
zation review plan is deemed eligible.
Parenthetically. what is often over-
looked is that the ultimate power to

determine whether a hospital meets
the necessary health and safety re-
quirement is conferred by the Medi-
care Act upon the Seceary and the
states In any event, beAse of the
recognition afforded by the Medicare
Act, suddenly and almost without
warning, JCAH was catapulted on to
the national scene and cast into an
entirely new role as a quasi-public i-
censing body. (Porterfield' has de-
fined quasi-public as the amumption
of all the obligations of public office
without the benefts of tax support.)
No sooner had this occurred than the
brickbats began to fly.

One of the first to call attention to
JCAH was Marion B. Folsom," for-
mer Secretary of HEW. While admit-
ting that among others JCAH has
"lighted many paths to good per-
formance by providers of health ser-
vices .... " he urged that existing Ii-
censure and accreditation procedures
be strengthened, expanded, and en-
forced. It is of interest that a year be-
fore this was written the JCAH
Board had voted to review, upgrade,
and rewrite the hospital accreditation
standards and bring them up to date.
The emphasis was to be changed from
minimum essential to optimum achie-
vable. This was a task that required
four years, Involved a research staff
of four people and 21 advisory panels
including 320 experts, at a mt of
$606,000, largely defrayed by grants
from the Kellogg Foundation and cul-
minating in the final adoption of the
new standards in December 1970 (un-
published data). Mr. Folsom also sug-
gested that accreditation should be
extended to include nursing homes,
rehabilitation facilities, and noninsti-
tutional services such as home nurs-
ing and home care. As early as 1965
JCAH made available its prestige
and expertise to other categories of
health and health-related services'
It sought to encourage a more effec-
tive approach for the conflicting and
overlapping programs being under-
taken y a number of health care or-
ganizations. In 1966 standards and
survey procedures were adopted for
extended care facilities, numing
homes, and residential care facilities.
The development of this program was
greatly retarded by the failure of the
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Department of HEW to equate JCAH
accreditation with certification for
Medicare. Had this been done, Con-
gress might have been spared some of
Its current anxiety concerning the
shocking conditions in many of the
country's nursing homes. More re-
cently, acerdtation programs have
been initiated for facilities for the
mentally retarded and for psychiatric
facilities. Standards are also being
formulated for hospital-based home
health care, hospital outpatient de-
partmentu, neighborhood health cen-
ten, and facilities for the care of am-
bulatory surgical patients. The JCAH
has recently undertaken a program of
listing facilities with special capabil-
ity in the field of heart disease, can-
cer, stroke, and renal disease in con-
nection with the Regional Medical
Programs.

In 1967 the Health Insurance Bene-
fits Advisory Council reported to Con-
gress that JCAH Standards were not
applied with the frequency of inspec-
tion and range of inspector skills nec-
essary and, In some cases, placed an
undesirably low ceiling on health and
safety standards In response to this
criticism JCAH introduced team sur-
veys and reduced the maximum inter-
val between surveys from three years
to two, a change which congressman
Saylor" of Pennsylvania has sug-
gested was effected to increase the
revenue of JCAH.

Although physicians are most often
restive under JCAH requirements.
some have faulted JCAH for not tak-
ing a firmer stand in the delineation
of clinical privileges, particularly in
regard to those performing surgical
operation& Gerber' has suggested
that the only thing that keeps JCAH
from adopting a rule that surgery
should be performed only by qualified
surgeons is the roar of protest that
would arise from the untrained doc-
tors who would have to give up their
lucrative practices. Moore" in his
presidential address to the American
Surgical Association accused JCAH
of concerning itself with the stage
setting rather than the performers
and urged JCAH to make validatin
of specialty credentials by the hospi-
tal staff a part of the accreditation
process. As a matter of fact, JCAH is

presetntly preparing guidelines for
the delineation of staff privileges.
Gerber" along with many others, has
insisted that JCAH must become re-
sponsible for regulating the quality
of patient care in hospitals and not
merely the quality of patient charts.
No one as yet has determined a con-
pletely satisfactory way of doing this
The California Medical Association
has made a pioneer effort and JCAH
is planning joint surveys to deter-
mine whether appropriate procedures
could be devised so as to expand this
to a national scale.

Recent LeglahVe Propsl

Increasingly, government has ques-
tioned the validity, integrity, and ca-
pability of JCAH, obviously believing
as Porterfield" remarked that "only
from itself can any true bleaings
flow." This has led to a spate of legis-
lation affecting JCAH directly or in-
directly. There is the Bennett amend-
ment which establishes Professional
Standards Review Organizations.
Senator Edward Kennedy's Health
Maintenance Organization and Re-
sources Development Act of 1972 pro-
vides for the creation of a Commis-
sion on Quality Care Assurance of
11 members appointed by the Presi-
dent." This commission would promul-
gate standards; set up quality assur-
ance systems; evaluate Input pro-
ceses, utilization, and outcome; and
issue certificates of compliance. As
Senator Dominick" has pointed out,
this would be not only an advisory
commission but the commission's
members would have the power to be
arbitrary czars over anyone receiving
federal assistance with the power to
require repayment of funds and to
impose civil penalties. Certification
would be a prerequisite to eligibility
for receipt of federal funds. There
would be an initiative award amount-
ing to 2% of annual grow receipts for
certified providers The Ribioff
amendment authorizes the Secretary
of HEW to carry out validation sur-
veys of JCAH-accredited hospitals
participating in Medicare, to conduct
surveys of accredited hospitals on the
basis of complaints alleging noncom-
pliance with Medicare standards, and
to establish standards higher than

those of JCAH. Senator Javits has in-
troduced a Bill of Rights for the Men-
tally Retarded which proposes a Na-
tional Advisory Council which would
replace JCAH's Accreditation Council
for Facilities I.-r the Mentally Re-
tarded and would simply incorporate
JCAH standards into federal stat-
utes. Congressman Saylor has intro-
duced three bills affecting JCAH. One
of them" would supplant JCAH by
establishing a federal commission
with 32 members which would include
the Chief Medical Officer of the Vet-
erans Administration, six physicians
appointed by the Secretary of HEW,
with the remainder being adminis-
trators, engineers, representatives of
allied health professions, nurses, and
the public- Congressman Dellmers of
California would put all health pro-
fessionals on a salary and place all
health care decision-making in the
hands of consumers (Med Ebownocs,
July S, 1972, p 54). When Congress ad-
journed in October, of these measures
only the Bennett amendment and the
Ribicoff amendment had passed both
Houses. It is of interest that HR-I,
the Social Security Amendments of
1972 the measure to which these
amendments were attached, author-
izes chiropractors to provide physi-
cian services under Medicare and
Medicaid. It is a little difficult to ra-
tionalize this provision with the con-
cern voiced by many members of Con-
gress regarding the quality of
medical care in the United States.

The Public Discows JCAH

Finally, in 1970 the public became
aware of the existence of JCAH. Rep-
resentatives of the National Welfare
Rights Organization met with the
Board of Commissioners. From these
discussions came the Preamble to the
new Standards, a Patient's Bill of
Rights which sought to assure him
dignity, privacy, and impartial access
to treatment and accommodations. A
substantia' number of National Wel-
fare Rights Organization recommen-
dations were reflected in the final ver-
sion of the new Standards. Public
information interviews became part
of the survey. A Consumer Advisory
Committee was established. Repre-
sentatives of JCAH meet regularly
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with representatives of the Consum-
ers' Coalition on Health Care. But as
Ann Somers" has observed,
whether such devepments, encouragin
as they we, will lead to greater mutual un-
derstanding and a common attack on the
!atio's health care problems or wil pass
into history as only a temporary political
expedient remains to be seer. A vast gUf
in communicatios remains, especially be-

'- tween the poor and the medical establish-
*W, ment.

All has not been sweetness and
light A publication called Body Poi-
tce (1970, p 25) referred to JCAH as
an elite and private organization ac-
countable to its parent bodies, not the
public It described JCAH as a silent,
enigmatic, and virtually invisible or-
ganization surrounded by an aura of
voluntarism which announces the dates
of its surveys so that hospitals that
have little to fear from these
"friendly, sociable visits" may reach
an atypical level of compliance. The
JCAH's position is that an accredit.-
tion survey is a voluntary paid profes-
sional consultation at which key
members of the governing body, ad-
ministration, and medical staff should
be present No-notice inspections are
inconsistent with this concept.

Medicol World News (May 10, 1972.
p 4) referred to JCAH as a "hired
hand" of the hospitals which pay for
its reviews, and suggested that since
loss of accreditation would mean a
loss of patients and funds, a mutual
accommodation was usually reached
between hospitals and inspectors so
that hospitals would not be obliged to
face an inspection they could not
pass.

Presently, unmet consumer de-
mands include (1) that one third of
the members of the Board should be
representatives of consumer interest.
No conflict of interest is seen in the
suggestion that they should be subsi-
dized by JCAH, (2) that each survey
team should have a consumer mem-
her, (3) that consumers should have
the right to appeal a positive accredi-
tation decision, and (4) that survey
findings should be made public. The
JCAH has developed elaborate due
process for hopitals denied accredita-
tion status and hopefully the Ribicoff
amendment will satisfy the demand

for appeal of a positive decision. In
responding to charges of secrecy,
JCAH representatives have pointed
out that maintaining confidentiality
of detailed professional findings and
technical recommendations makes it
possible to learn more about a hospi-
tal's normal level of operation, en-
courages frank discussion during cri-
tiques, and is more likely to assure ef-
fective implementation of recommen-
dations than if they were subjected to
untutored interpretation or could be-
come a source of inspiration for liti.
gation.

A Senafe Hpring

Representatives of JCAH were in-
vited to testif) at a hearing held to
gain support for Senator Kennedy's
Quality Control Commission.' Also
invited was a "panel of activists" crit-
ical of JCAH. The JCAH was told
that it- standards were vague, min-
imal, and weak; that they were pur-
posely so to reduce the hazards of
malpractice liability and the risk
of noncompliance. Enforcement was
said to be lax and accreditation often
accorded to institutions not meeting
standards Mr. Kennedy. after ob-
serving that his visits to many hospi-
tals had showed him the painful hu-
miliation of being a patient in a large
hospital asked, "It has taken many
years for the type of disintegration so
evident in our municipal hospitals to
take place. What was the Commission
on Accreditation doing during those
years?" I need hardly comment that
JCAH is well aware of the scandalous
condition of some of these institu-
tions, in large measure due to the
failure of government (in the case of
Washington, DC, General Hospital,
Congress itself-) to supply needed fi-
nancial support. In 1969, when JCAH
revoked the acreditation of Bos-
ton City Hospital, Mr. Kennedy"
requested HEW Secretary, Robert
Finch, to continue Title XVIII and
XIX payments while efforts were
made to regain accreditation. John
Knowles," often a critic of his own
profession, suggested there were
"shenanigans" going on. "If JCAH is
putting the screws on municipal hos-
pitals we should have been warned."
When the accreditation of St. Louis

City Hospital was revoked, certi-
fication to continue participating
in Medicare was promptly granted
by HEW. Yet, all the criticism is
directed at JCAH, none at govern-
mental certifying and licensing bod-
ies. In answer to the laxity charge,
Porterfield" stated that the low rate
of nonaccreditation was a reflection
of the improved quality of hospitals
surveyed. As far as vagueness was
concerned, he pointed out that in such
a complex field as hospital perform-
ance, it is in many instances impos-
sible to reduce standards whose aim is
to encourage continuing improve-
ment to precise quantitative mea-
surements, and that of necessity deci-
sions -re in part judgmental and
subjective.

Much was made at th" hearing of
the conflict of interest inherent in an
organization composed of providers
which not only did not represent the
public interest but would rubber
stamp approval of any hospital, no
matter how deplorable the conditions.
For anyone to suggest that men of
the caliber of the Commissioners I
have known during my sax years on
the Board, men whose lives have been
dedicated to improving the quality of
medical care, would willfully toleratee
unsafe, unsanitary, inhumane hospi-
tal conditions throughout the coun-
try" is too preposterous for serious
consideration.

The Consumer Advisory Board was
said to be "dearly just a facade" that
received very little attention from
JCAH. Survey methods were said not
to be such as would be used by anyone
interested in the truth of allegations
regarding a hospital's deficienoes.
The JCAH was accused of main-
taining two levels of standards: those
for the poor, virtually constituting
malpractice, and those for the af-
fluent who were fully protected. Hav-
ing subpoenaed confidential JCAH
and California Medical Association
survey records, Mr. Kennedy casti-
gated JCAH because of the occasional
disparity between recommendations
for approval of the two programs.
When JCAH Director Porterfield
pointed out the hardships that might
ensue if a large hospital that was the
principal source of care for a sizable
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segment of population were dosed
down for noncompliance, be w;.- ac-
cused of endoring "marginal care."
The "hole concept of volunary ac-
croditation was regarded as obsolete
.ni inadequate to carry on the tasks
currently required, and it was stated
that. only by a federal vvmmLssion
could there be decent enforcement. It
was said to bi moralt y wrong for any-
one rLcrediii.tg hospitals for federal
prog-ams to feel responsibility to the
hosV.tals rather than the patients.
Porterfield pointed out that experi-
ence had shown that withdrawal of
JCAH approval seldom stopped the
flow of Medicare fund& A total of
1,010 nonaccredited hospitals are cer-
tified for Medicare. One hundred
fifty-six hospitals continue to receive
Medicare funds after accreditation
has been refused. Toward the close of
the hearing. Mr. Kennedy graciously
conceded that "we cannot blame the
Joint Accreditation Committee for
every problem that is fadng munici-
pal hospitals."

The culmination of consumer dis-
affection with JCAH manifested it-
self in a lawsuit against JCAH and
the Secretary of HEW now on the
docket of the US District Court for
the District of Columbia. The plain-
tiffs are five groups of elderly citi-
zens from San Francisco and Washing-
ton, DC, who allege that Congress in
the Medicare Law acted unconstitu-
tionally by relinquishing public au-
thority to a private agency when it
empowered JCAH to determine if a
hospital could participate in the pro-
gram. The suit is largely the work of
California legal assistance group law-
yers, 80 of whose funding derives
from the Office of Economic Opportu-
nity (Mead World News, Nov 5, 1971, p
18). The complaint is that unsafe, un-
sanitary, and inhumane conditions
exist in many hospitals because Con-
gress decided that the inadequate and
poorly enforced JCAH standards
were good enough for Medicare cer-
tifation. Since JCAH proceedings
are secret, and since JCAH standards
and decisions are not subject to HEW
surveillance, administration, or judi-
cial review, Medicare beneficiaries a-

legedly are deprived of due process in
violation of the First, Second, and
Fifth Amendments to the Constitu-
tion. Completely ignored are the pres-
sure that JCAH has brought to bear
on improvident local government to
upgrade scandalously neglected mu-
nicipal hospitals and the Inestimable
improvements in hospitals in general
which can be ascribed to JCAH's mo-
tivation. Moreover, government has
been spared the necessity of inspect-
ing over 5,000 hospitals and has had
this done for it on a cost-free basis.

For Congress to delegate authority
to a private body is nothing new and
has heretofore gone unchallenged.
Private education associations have
long been in the business of accredit-
ing institutions of higher learning. In
1952 Congress adopted legislation
empowering the Commissioner of
Education to designation accredita-
tion agencies that would be author-
ized to identify institutions in which
veterans could enroll and be eligible
for financial benefits." The AMA is
vested with public power by statutory
designation as the accrediting agency
for training programs in the rapidly
proliferating allied health occupa-
tions. Because of the chaotic state of
accreditation in this field, a compre-
hensive study has recently been car-
ried out." Legislation in the past 20
years has deferred to voluntary ac-
creditation as a primary base for fed-
eral funding." Numerous voluntary
agencies perform government-dele-
gated functions in determining eligi-
bility for participation in certain fed-
eral programs of aid to education.
The threat to all such programs if
JCAH is scuttled should be apparent
to everyone.

A Look Into the Futuro

Porterfield" asks,

Is there a continuing place in our world to.
day for a contribution from the voluntary
sector in the areas of accreditation? Is there
not a role to be played to be distinguished
from government licensing or certification
which is something dAferent, something
more, something completely divorced from
the essential enforcement function of the
stale?

His answer in a written communi-
cation to Senator Jacob Javitz (May

18,1972) and at the Conference on Or-
ganization" " was as follows:

If voluntary accreditation is to endure in
the face of challenp in crder to preserve
its unique value, the it must be strong
and usdul. It must have effidency and rt-
source and capacities ... It is the belief
of the Joint Commission and its en-
stituent organizations that quality main-
tenanae is appropriately prcsesionaly
based and has an advantage in being vol
untary in character. The proof of that arid
indeed the question of whether we will en-
dure depends on bow we keepstep with the
state of the art and with what hoor and
effectiveness we discharge our self-ap-
pointed tasks. Even more, in this authority
questioning age, it will depend on our
strength of purpose and our ability to dem-
onstrate our capab~ity and our unbiased
Integrity.... There is great inherent value
in the voluntary approach. When this is
recognuied and supported by government
the highest potential is crested. For gov-
eminent to replace voluntary effort is no
particular gain.

Voluntary accreditation was for
many years the sole proponent of ob-
jective measurement of quality of
health care, but now government.
having at last awakened to its re-
sponsibilities in this area, is challeng.
ing the concept of voluntary accredi-
tation as no longer necessary since
everyone is doing what it once did
alone. Has It outlived its usefulness?
What are its virtues? Primarily it is a
professionally recognized benchmark
by which an institution may elect to
be measured in its pursuit of excel-
lence. It is objective in that it has no
market to which accommodation must
be made. It is free from political
domination and interference. It al-
lows freedom for experimentation
and innovation, It is independent,
flexible, and adaptable to change in
the state of the art and the aquisi-
tion of new knowledge. At times we
may despise it, but we can always
draw comfort from the fact that we
may change it if it isn't doing prop-
erly what it is intended to do. It has
perspective since a broad spectrum of
professionals play a role in setting up
standards and making decisions. It is
a bulwark against what Crosby' re-
ferred to as "the stultifying hand of
government" with its encrusted stat-
utes and regulations and its own
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vested bureaucracy with a change-re-
aistant cadre of cvil service inspec-
ton. It encourages continued im-
provement above and beyond the
basic right tooperate. It is national in
scope and not wubjed to the fragmen-
tation of 50 separate state codes.

The JCAH did not seek the rote of
screening hospitals for federal funds
which was thrust upon it by the Medi-
cam law. It was not designed to im-
plement government po!icy or to ef-
fect social reforms. But if it is to
survive and to carry on its tradition-
al functions, it will be forced to fit
into evolving patterns of sociologic
thought

The JCAH'a claim that it meets its
obligation of public accountability
through individual hospital governing
bodies will not satisfy the citirzen of
today who demands participation in
affairs affecting his existence. Its phi-
losophy of obligation to the health
profession is at variance with the cen-
tral tenet of the consumer movement
that "no industry should be allowed to
regulate itself." Its concern with the
optimum environment for the prac-
tice of high quality health care will
not go far enough in the view of the
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informed recipient of that care.
In my opinion, JCAH will have to

broaden its base and indude repre-
sentatives of the public on its govern-
ing board. They should serve not s a
disruptive minority group but as re-
sponsible participants in policy mak-
ing. The JCAH needs their advice
regarding the acceptability. acces-
sibility, and aptness of health ser-
vices. It probably should have repre-
sentatives from nursing and from
allied health professions as well, and
possibly even from government This
it could do without sacrifice of any of
its prerogatives in regard to profes-
sional decisions. In any event, as Sir
Harry Platt" remarked in an address
entitled "Medicine and Authority,"

The authority of the medical man ... can
never rest on voting power.. in the end it
is the layman who decides.. the minority
position hel by the experts is the easenc
of their power. They have to convince and
carry with them the layman It is the qual-
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minds on which their ultimate authority
rests.
The JCAH will have to develop and
adopt methods of judging the sub-
stance and quality as well as the sir-
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Senator TALMADOF. The next witness will be Dr. James H. Stewart,
president, Louisiana State Medical Society.

I see he is accompanied by the, distinguished Congressman from
Louisiana, Mr. Rarick.

We are honored to have you, sir.
Dr. Stewart, I was very pleased to meet with you and members of

your society a few days ago, and I thought we got a very useful
exchange of views, ana I appreciate it. and I am glad to have you
as a witness.

STATEMENT OF TAMES H. STEWART, M.D., PRESIDENT, LOUISIANA
STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY, ACCOMPANIED BY HON. JOHN R.
RARICK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE SIXTH
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF LOUISIANA, AND
PAUL PERRET, ASSOCIATE SECRETARY-TREASURER, LOUISIANA
STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY

Dr. STEWARr. It is a great honor to be here, and I feel that you have
helped us a great deal, Senator.

The CTAIRMANN. Thank you.
Mr. RAHICK. Mr. Chairman-
Senator TALMADOE. May we have order, please.
Congressman Rarick.
Mr. RARCK. I greatly appreciate your affording me this opportunity

to appear before you and introduce your next witness.
Before I do so, I would like to express my personal appreciation to

you and members of your subcommittee for scheduling these impor-
tant hearings on this most vital subject.

It is indeed a pleasure to me to present to you at this time Dr. James
Stewart, the president of the Louisiana State Medical Society. Dr.
Stewart is a resident of New Orleans, La., and serves on the medical
staffs of many hospitals in Orleans and Jefferson Parrishes. He also
serves as an associate professor of surgery at Tulane University which
by the way, happens to be one of my alma maters also.

Dr. Stewart has served as president of the State medical society
for the last year. and has been a leading figure in the society's fight
in Professional Standards Review Organization and its implementa-
tion. He is certainly an authority in his field, and I commend to
you and the members of the committee his testimony and his sincere
appreciation of quality medical delivery.

He, is accompanied by Mr. Paul Perret, who is the assistant secretary
of the medical society.

Senator T, MfxIE. Thank you very much, Congressman. and Dr.
Stewart, you may proceed, sir.

Dr. ST.w. RT. As stated, I am accompanied by Representative Rarick
of the sixth district, and Mr. Paul Perret, who is associate
secretary-treasurer of our Louisiana State Medical Society.

We greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear before this
committee.

Our medical society opposed the Professional Standards Review
Organization concept. prior to its enactment in law, and since its
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enactment we have been actively working toward its repeal. It was
following our request that Representative Rarick introduced H.R.
9375, the first House bill calling for the repeal of the Professional
Standards Review Organization. Since that time numerous other bills
have been introduced calling for repeal.

We are aware of the fact that the present hearing is not concerned
with acceptance or rejection of the Professional Standards Review
Organization law, but with the matter of implementation. We do
plan to continue to work toward its repeal, but until such time as
that goal is attained, we would enter a plea for substantially less than
full-scale implementation for the following reasons.

No. 1, cost. Our estimates suggest that fully operational Profes-
sional Standards Review Organizations will cost. in excess of $100
million per year, and this does not include the various support and
advisory organizations that may be formed. Now, this is more than
$100 million per year in added administrative costs of Federal
health programs; not one cent. would go to health care itself. The
question of recovery of some or all of this cost by bringing about.
curtailment of services under this program is a theory lacking in
substantive proof.

We are well aware of the number of prototype organizations across
the country and we have made studies of several of these programs.
In our evaluations we have not found a single one which saves
more money than it expends.

'With respect to many of these organizations, it is difficult, to derive
meaningful cost data for several reasons.

Senator BF.N-,NNE. Doctor, may I interrupt you?
Would you please read the last sentence in that paragraph that you

skipped, for my benefit?
Dr. STWART. Yes, sir.
Last fall, for example, we sent a committee to study the UPRO

operation in Utah, and we reached a similar conclusion about that,
organization.

Senator I r . The representatives of that organization are here,
and I wanted them to hear that sentence. Thank you very much.

[General laughter.]
Dr. STEWART. I might, say that that is being entered in the record.

We are simply condensing our remarks here.
Senator TALMAD0E. Your entire statement will be inserted in the

record.
Senator BE.-Err. I know that, but since they are in the audience and

might not read the record after it, is printed: I wanted them to hear
that sentence.

Dr. STEWART. I have met Dr. Nelson a number of times, and we do
think that their program is one of the best ones that, we have seen.

Senator BENNEInr. Thank you.
[General laughter.)
Dr. STEWART. With respect to many of these organizations, as I have

stated, it is difficult to derive meaningful cost experience data for
several reasons. For example, most are being operated by people who
either believe in or want seriously to test the approach and are there-
fore, willing to work at little or no pay. In several instances, the sup-
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porting facilities such as the physical space and/or data processing
equipment required are provided at either no charge or at substan-
tially less than the true market cost.

We believe that $100 million is more than the taxpayers of this
country should be asked to pay for implementation of inadequately
tested theory.

Two is confidentiality. Much has been said previously about the com-
promise of confidentiality which this PSRO law implies and I shall
not repeat it. However, this law states that the Secretary shall assure
that confidentiality is to be maintained to the greatest extent prac-
ticable, consistent with carrying out the provisions of the law. This
word "practicable" is an open door to widespread abuses of confiden-
tiality. As more people view the contents of a private medical record,
confidentiality begins to have less and less meaning. Even the trans-
lation of pertinent information to appropriate codes for data process-
ing gives little assurance of privacy. Such codes have to be devised
simply enough to permit easy translation from the patient's chart. to
the input form and it requires relatively little computer technology
and/or cryptography experience to be able to decode such information.

Gentlemen, we submit that the citizens of this country should not.
be subjected to the loss of the basic right of privacy simply because
they happen to become ill.

three, regimentation of medical care. While it has been vigorously
denied by proponents of PSRO, a certain amount of regimentation of
the parameters of care is implicit in the construction of norms of care
which will act as checkpoints for review. Admittedly, the physician
is not required to conform to the norms, but the wary physician who
fears bureaucratic entanglements or loss of pat ient benefits may be in-
fluenced to stay within these norms so as to avoid getting caught up
in the review process, thus sublimating his professional judgment to a
secondary role and compromising the quality of care.

Some of the outstanding discoveries in 'medical history have been
made by men whose peers sharply disagreed with them. Such initiative
would be stifled by PSRO.

Statistical profiles of care, to be meaningful as norms, should be de-
rived from a data base of substantial experience. Yet patterns of care
are constantly changing and one is left with one of three choices:
No. 1, rigidly fixed norms based on large experience; No. 2, rapidly
changing norms with each norm based on rather limited experience;
or .o. 3. reliance on the opinions of a numerically small panel of
questionable experts.

Each one of these, we believe, embodies an element of injustice and
risk to the sick patient V7ho deserves the best, possible professional
judgment. The law in thi, instance leaves the choice to the Secretary.

Public Law 92-603 places in the hands of one man, the Secretary
-of HEW, the potential of more power over the practice of medicine
than has ever been held by one man in the history of American medi-
cine, Yet the original meAicare law specifically states that nothing in
its language "shall be construed to authorize any Federal officer or
employee to exercise any supervision or control over the practice of
medicine or the manneroin which medical services are provided."
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No. 4, existing review mechanisms. The PSRO law implies that
there have been widespread abuses of Federal medical programs by the
physicians of this country and/or that something is substantially
lacking in the quality of what we are providing that needs to be in-
vestigated and corrected. There have been abuses of these programs, it
is true, and there has been overutilization, but these can be ascribed
predominantly to the structure of prior laws which have made hos-
pitalization appear to be free after an initial deposit, rather than due
tophysician generated causes.

To illustrate the degree of overutilization which typifies medical
service which appears to be free, a study was made of New Orleans
hospitals in 1968. This study showed that whereas the average length
of stay in the private hospitals ranged from 6.1 to 10.4 days, the av-
erage stay in the New Orleans Charity Hospital averaged 14.1 days;
that at the USPHS hospital, 17.7 days, and that at the USVA hospital,
22 days. Informal inquiry about other areas suggests that a similar
pattern prevails elsewhere. Thus, the AMA recommendation of an
amendment to provide for PSRO-type review of care delivered through
Federal medical programs has substantial merit.

Internal review and discipline within our ranks and in our hos-
pitals has been going on for many years and was being done effec-
tively prior to the advent of the term "Peer Review." Such internal
monitoring has been done quietly, without fanfare, and generally
without cost to any governmental agency. We have a very carefully
structured mechanism for appropriate review in Louisiana, and we
are proud of our record. While we have not examined firsthand the
workings of the other States, the reports that we have heard indicate
a surprisingly small number of instances of fraud or other impro-
priety under these Federal medical programs, which leads us to believe
that nost other medical societies likewise are behaving responsibly.

In Louisiana we do have a few problem physicians in our ranks,
and in recent years the courts have substantially diminished our
ability to deal with them. Nevertheless, we try to assure that our
profession in Louisiana continues to serve the public well, with honor
and dedication, and we do not hesitate to question the impropriety
of any sort. whenever the suggestion arises. We believe that there
should be accountability for expenditure of public funds for any pur-
pose. and we do not hesitate to question the adequacy of monitoring
by Federal bureaus. For example, it was the LSMS that first raised
questions about the propriety of some of the operations of Family
ITealth Foundation, with its millions of dollars of support largely flow-
ing from the Department of HEW. As you may know, these questions
led to appropriate investigations, to a grand jury hearing, and re-
cently to the issuance of indictments. A few days ago, the DREW
announced withdrawal of all financial support of FHF.

Now, I would like to make a few remarks about steps toward im-
plementation of PSRO it Louisiana which we feel are improper and
ought to be changed.

In connection With the proposed geographic area designations under
PSRO. representatives from the regional office in Dallas held two
hearings in Bator. Rouge. La., in late 1973. We presented a
statement at each of these hearings. presenting arguments against
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any division of Louisiana for this purpose, and disagreeing with the
five alternative proposals prepared by the Department of HEW.
Nevertheless. the State has been divided into four areas in a fashion
which did not, conform to any of the five proposals of the HEW, or
to any plan presented before the hearings. Even now we are uncertain
about the reasons for this pattern of area designation, which has been
allowed to stand despite our appeal and protest. There are States with
significantly larger physician populations whioh have received a
single area designation and we believe that. Louisiana likewise should

*Z',4 beso designated.
One ofthe supporting arguments for single area designation for

the State presented at the second hearing was the fact that the part. B
intermediary for the State of Louisiana, Pan-American Life Insur-
ance Co.. functions as such for the entire State and already has
accumulated a data bank of substantial statewide experience.* This
intermediary was given a citation in June 1972 for its exemplary
ichiovement in administering the medicare program. This same inter-
mediary has been likewise commended by, the Louisiana State Medical
Society. I might mention that our society' has aided the Pan-American
in dealing with physicians who appear to be abusing the provisions
of the medicare program. and had done so prior to the first public
mention of PSRO.

Regardless of the specific pattern of area designation which may
evolve in Louisiana. it is our belief that there is no part of the State
in which 50 percent of the physicians are receptive to the PSRO law
as it now exists.

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee. we from the Loui-
siana State Medical Society would like to recommend for your con-
sideration the following measures with respect to PSRO implemen-
tation:

One. that full-scale implementation of the law be, delayed until the
validity of the concept is provenn or disproven by actual demons. ration
on a limited basis;

Two. that a few of those areas and organizations which embrace the
concept be allowed to proceed with a realistic trial, with )ayment at
fair market prices for all elements of supl)ort:

Three, that federally operated institutions of health care be in-
cluded in at least one such PSRO demonstration:

Four, that during such test periods the impact of the PSRO organi-
zation on confidentiality, cost. and riiality of care and on p)hysician
and patient acceptance be realistically assessed:

Five, that thos areas, such as Louisiana. where organized medical
societies are behaving very responsibly and are serving the public
well. be evaluated by the ;ecretarv of" HEW.

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee. if the PSRO experi-
ment proves as beneficial as its proponents predict, if it. does not', in
fact. compromise confidentiality or ml)air the quality of medical care,
and if it appears better for our patients than what we are now doing.,
we physicians of Louisiana stand ready to reconsider our position with
regard to this law.

This concludes our oral presentation. We would like to thank the
-committee for giving us the opportunity to be heard. We respectfully
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request that the additional information and exhibits attached be
entered into the record of this hearing.1

Senator TALMAOFA. Thank you very much, doctor. I hate to call
time on you, but we have a multiplicity of witnesses here, as you know,
and we have to strictly limit the time.

Chairman Long?
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I have read your statement as well as

supporting information, and I want to thank you for your testimony
here today.

Ft-rURrE CHANGES IN PSRO

I am very pleased at the recommendations that appear at the con-
clusion of your testimony because as I understand th is PSRO law,
your recommendations are very consistent with what is likely to occur
during the next 18 months. 14'or example, you state that full localimplementation of the law should be delayed.

Now, in actuality, the implementation of the law will result in a
phased implementation with operational PSRO's only in the relatively
small number of areas in the next 6 to 12 months. At that, point
would suggest we take another look to see how it is going.

You recommend that only those areas and organizations which
embrace, the concept proceed with the organization of PSRO's, and
that, too, is what is going to happen.

Then you recommend that federally operated institutions of health
care be included in at, least one such PSRO, and I agree that this
should be done. I understand that. the Secretary of Health, Education,

"and 'Welfare intends to make the Public Health Service hospitals sub-
ject to PSRO review.

Fourth, you say that. the impact of these conditional PSRO's on con-
fidentiality. cost and the quality of care should be assessed, and this def-
initely should be done, and I believe it will be done.

Then you recommend that in areas which do not choose to organize
PSRO's in the near future, )resumably including Louisiana, the cost
and quality of medical care and existing peer review activities should
be evaluated by the Secretary of HEWN. This last is the only thing that
is not called for by the PSR'O statute, but I would join you in any re-
quest to the Secretary of HE1W to fully evaluate the existing review
activities in Louisiana and wherever else you would like to have them
evaluated.

Finally, you state in your second to the last paragraph that if ex-
I )erience- under PSRO should indicate it is achieving what its advocates
had hoped for, that you and your members would reconsider that posi-
tion, and I think that. that is fair, as fair as anyone has any right to ask.

As far as I am concerned, none of this should be decided on the ques-
tion of who is right. It, ought to be decided on the matter of seeing
what is right.

I hope that you will read all of this testimony, just as I hope that
everyone who has appeared here will read yours: I would like for you,
if you would, to make available to me a list of Louisiana doctors whom
you feel might find the time to sit, down and read these hearings, be-
cause I think that it, would help you and HEW and the various

'5pe p. 205.
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other witnesses who have testified here, and analyze and give thought-
ful consideration to their views just as I would like for them to study
yours.

So, if you can make available to me a list of people in Louisiana-I
had in mind doctors, of course-that you feel are likely to take the
time to study it, I will see that they are provided with copies of these
hearings so that they can analyze all the facts. I know that, you will
want a copy, and I would sugget that the others have it because what
we really want to do is what is best for the patients in the last analysis.

Dr. STEWART. We. too.
The CIAIRNIAN. Thank you very much.
Senator TALMAD E. Senator Bennett ?

PSRO COSTS

Senator BENX'rr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I notice that you estimate the overall cost of, the overall PSRO oper-

ational costs at'$100 million a year. We agree with that estimate. It is
four-tenths of 1 percent of the'current cost of medicare and medicaid.
and that is a very low percentage for the maintenance of quality, so I
have no quarrel with you on that.

LOUVISIANA STATE MErcAL SOCIETY AND PSRO

Now, you express your displeasure with the fact that the Secretary
carried out his mandate under the law and designated four PSR0
areas in the State of Louisiana. Inasmuch as your society voted formal-
ly on April 30, 1973, not to enter into any PSRO contractual relation-
ships 8 months before the Secretary designated these four, do you not
think that your unhappiness is academic? You would be against any
designation regardless of how the Secretary broke it up. You never
intended to marry the girl in the first place.

[General laughterr]
Dr. Sr.WART. Senator, if I may respond, we realize that the pros-

pect of repeal of this law is really an outside possibility, and we have to
be realists. We realize that, the. ime may come when *this law perhaps
appropriately amended will still be in effect, and there will come a
time in which PSRO's will exist in Louisiana. We realize that prior
to July 1. 1976. that there is no organization that we can presently
see. at least, that would be acceptable as such in the State of Louisiana.

As you know, our medical society could not qualify prior to that
time, but following that date, as I read the law, and'as I have been
advised the law allows, our medical society itself-and I speak of the
Louisiana State Medical Society and its branches which are the com-
ponent pair of societies-would qualify for designation.

Senator BEN.'1T. Let us say might qualify, not would automati-
cally. The Secretary is under no mandate after January 1, 1976, to
qualify your State society or any other State society.

Dr. 'STWART. I realize t'hat, sir.
Senator BNNE.Nr. OK.
Dr. STEWART. But as the law has been interpreted to me, we could or

might be able to qualify.
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Senator B.N n'Nrrr. That is right. Doctor.
Dr. STEWAr. But we could (1o so only if the entire State were desig-

nated a single PSRO area. Otherwise we would somehow have to
fragment our society along artificial lines which have never previously
existed, and we would destroy an organization which in the past has
functioned very effectively and responsibly-, and I reiterate that we
are proud of the record that we have compiled in Louisiana. I realize
that there are. problem areas elsewhere, but to give you some support
for the argument that we have been very responsible in Louisiana,
the number of complaints that our medical society has received from
patients is quite small, extremely small.

Second, the malpractice experience in our State is either the best
or perhaps second best in the entire Nation. That should say some-
thing with regard to the quality of care being delivered and the
responsibility for that care.

Senator BENNrrr. Thank you.

SO)ICI. SECURITY RIEPRTS wN Fivi: IA)UIsI.X. 1IOSPIT.I;

Now, I suggest that the two of you sit back because I am going to
read some material to you. You state:

We have a carefully structured mechanism for appropriate review in Louisiana
with steps outlined from the smallest hospital committee all the way to the
House of Delegates of the Louisiana State Medical Society, and we are proud
of our record.

I wonder about that in view of the social security audit reports
on five hospitals in Louisiana. I have them here [indicating]. Under
the rule of confidentiality I cannot allow you to read them, but I am
going to read you some excerpts from them. Before I read these ex-
cerpts about wlhat they found in these hospitals, I should point out
that we have similar reports on hospitals in many other States.

Now, let me read you some of the things that have slipped through
what you call your carefully structured mechanism.

Hospital A: "The U7tilization Review Committee has never deter-
mined that there was no need for further hospital in-patient stay.
despite the fact that the average Medicare in-patient's stay at this fa-
cility is 24.33 days. National average is less than 13 days."

Another o1e. another cxcerl)t" "It is hospital policy for an EKG to
lbe Perforniel at admittance on every pat ient."

Another one. "Sixth-nio day l1spitalization of an 88-year-old
woman, progress reports were written only in the first 10 days. After
the 10th day, the next note is the discharge note which concludes: 'The
patient responded to suggestion therapy.' It is not evident that the
physician had a clear understanding of how he was treating this
patient. Arteriosclerotic heart diseasee. hypertension anld incisional
hernia are not usually responsive to suggestion therapy."

Another one. "Twelve-dav hosl)italization of a 74-year-old man. no
admitting diagnosis recorded. On the first progress note, the physician
notes that the patient probably has subclinical vitaminosis. Later the
physician notes that the patient had a symptomatic backache.

"Although the record is fascinating to read, it is impossible to under-
stand wvhy the patient, was admitted in the first, place."
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Another one, "40-day hospitalization of a man who had fallen down
and broken some ribs. The discharge note of the attending physician
stated that the patient had developed pneumonia with a high fever.
According to the temperature chart, there was never i fever. All of
the X-rays were normal except for the rib fracture. The nurse's note
did not show that skilled care was required or given. Tentative con-
clusions to be drawn from this record include antibiotics were admin-
istered blindly, penicillin and streptomycin for 20 days, ampicillin
for 10 days."

hospital B: "Utilization review committee records indicate that
the UR committee is approving continued hospitalization for ex-
tended duration cases based on unacceptable or insufficient evidence,
specifically in the case of MC, who was admitted on August 18, 1970.
The attending physician indicated continuing hospitalization was
necessary because 'the family did not want the patient at home.' The
estimated additional length of stay is 7 weeks. The UR committee
concurred."

Hospital C: "Three adolescent sisters who were medicaid. recipients-
were admitted with bellyaches to the same room, the younger two
sisters sleeping in the same bed. This provider has a history of dual
admission of medicare and medicaid patients. Dual admission in the
case of medicare beneficiaries is one involving a husband and wife with
concurrent stays on frequently identical admission and discharge dates.
The team reviewed the medical records of 90 Medicaid beneficiaries
with 137 admissions. Of this total, 110 involved concurrent husband
and wife stays.

The records were, in the team's opinion, incredibly deficient. In
many records there was no written evidence that A, the attending
physician had ever seen the patient; and B, a medical history had
ben taken; C, a physical examination had been performed; D, a pro-
visional diagnosis or impression had been considered; E, a rational
course of diagnostic evaluation or therapy had been undertaken; F, a
nursing plan had been developed; or G, orders were written by the
physician or signed by him.

"Much of the therapy administered, especially in the use of anti-
biotics, B,, and B-complex, and sedatives was inappropriate and ex-
cessive. The physicians' tendency to overtreat is associated with the
tendency to underdiagnose."

Hospital D: "The program evaluation review team did not find
compliance with either the letter or the spirit of the utilization review
requirement. Fourteen charts were reviewed to date to determine the
presence of history and physical examination progress note. In none
of these charts of currently hospitalized patients was there found a
single progress note or history oi physical examination. Several ques-
tionable nursing practices have been identified, dispensing medicine,including sedatives not ordered by the physician; administering blood
labeled as incompatible; continuii.g to give the drug chloromycetin
for 11 days after the order to discontinue the drug was written in
the chart.

"Questionable physician services include the following: A, the
history and physical examination progress notes were imn almost every
case written after the discharge or death of the patient; the orders
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written were not based on findings documented in the history and/or
progress notes; progress notes were often contradictory of what actu-
ally was happening; D, antibiotics were given, often in combination
with no cultures or sensitivity testing order. Physicians at this facility
use an unusual number of diugs concurreintly, some of which possess
dangerous synergistic physiological effects. In fact, one patient was at
the same time being given sodium amitol, carbotol, valium, chlorhy-
drate, mepregan, laudanum and parabin, all of which are classed as
depressants of one type or another.

"The same )atient received varying quantities of 51 different drugs
during her 53-day stay, and at one time was given 12 different drugs
concurrently. She was admitted for a treatment of a fracture of the
pelvis." 0

Hospital E: "The Utilization Review minutes were reviewed for
the period July 1970 through January 1971. The UR committee review-
ed 80 extended cases during that period of time. In none of these cases
they reviewed did they determine that there was not a need for further
hospital inpatient stay. This fact, coupled with the team questioning
of 8 cases out of the 14 they reviewed, indicates a total disregard on
the part of the UR committee for insuring appropriate utilization of
hospital facilities. Two, review of the patient records indicated over-
utilization of services in the area of X-ray and lab. Four patients re-
ceived excessive X-rays, and three patients received more laboratory
tests than appeared medically necessary according to the documented
file.

"Three, the patients' medical records review indicate that the phy-
sicians of this hospital are exceedingly liberal with the uses of drugs.
Five cases were found where the patient received 10 different drugs
every day.

"Four, antibiotic sensitivity studies for effective use of antibiotic
drugs were found in only one case. This patient was treated with two
antibiotics, both of which were reported as useless for the microor-
ganism indicated."

Now, in view of that kind of a record, and these are only a few of the
reports that existon the quality of the review mechanism in your State,
maybe I should apologize for picking your State out. I am sure that
you can find this situation existing in many other States, but you
have come here to tell us that you do not need PSRO because you
have an adequate mechanism, and for that reason I think that you
should go back and review your process, and maybe repent vith
respect to PSRO. [General laughter.]

Senator TAMLADOE. Do you want to respond, sir?
Dr. STEWART. Senator Bennett has raised many points. Perhaps I

can respond to a few of them. We have never claimed Louisiana is
a medical utopia. We probably will never come close to it. However, I
submit that even in retrospect after the other areas have tried the
PSRO approach, I submit that Louisiana will be able to compile a
comparable record. And I would still make the plea for that approach.

I might say that you have mentioned, I believe, seven hospitals, and
I do not know what percentage of the hospitals of the State of Loui-
siana you have looked at. I do not know whether these are just the very
bad cases you have cited out of the several hundred hospitals, nor
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whether the number of cases you talked about represents a very small
fraction of the total number of cases reviewed.

I would mention, for example, that on the matter of the routine
order for electrocardiograms, I think if this is meant to be applied to
patients under medicare and medicaid, I think it is a very sound judg-
ment on the part of that particular medical staff. And that is the sort
of thing that is determined by the medical staff that is to institute such
a policy. It would be my particular judgment that that would be a
sound routine order for patient&in the over 65 age group.

An additional point that I might make is that, as I stated earlier,
with the discovery of any significant iml)rol)rieties, the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare has seen fit to come to our office
and report the matter to us, and in some instances ask our assistance,
and we have provided same.

I wonder if in this instance any of your people have reported these
matters to any of our organizations?

Senator BENNr'TT. These have all been reported to the State govern-
ment of Louisiana, Doctor.

Dr. STEWART. But they have not been reported to the organized
medical societies, as I understand it. Is that correct?

Senator BENN ETr. If the State of Louisiana wishes to report them to
you, that is their responsibility. It is not the responsibility of the social
security system. It is the social security system's responsibility to re-
port them to the State of Louisiana.

Dr. STEWART.-Our general philosophy has been, and my own in-
dividual philosophy has been, that when a physician serves his patient
and both are satisfied with the arrangement and nobody makes a com-
plaint about it, our philosophy has been to let them alone.

Senator TALMADOE. Senator Curtis?
Senator BwNxETT. Would you let me just respond to that?
Senator CURTis. Yes.
Senator BiNTrr. You made the point that there are now third-

party intermediaries in this process, and the Federal Government is
paying $25 billion for the care of these people, and I wonder if it is
fair to say that if the doctor and patient are satisfied, the Federal
Government should pay the bill regardless of what is sound practice
or a reasonable use of the facility. That is our problem, Doctor.

Dr. STEWART. Senator, I woull submit that if the third party does
have valid complaint, that we, the responsible medical society organi-
zation, should at least hear the complaint so that we have a chance to

. take action as well.
The CIIAIRMAX. If I might just say a word about this, I recognize

one of these hospitals, and one reason I recognize it is because HEW
closed it, and they should have. In my judgment, they did the right
thing. And it has been replaced by one of the most efficient and mod-
ern, best-operated hospitals in America. So that I would urge HEW
to go back and take a look at that same hospital now.

This old hospital was bringing in all sorts of cases. Some old lady
would come in and complain about the fact that she was not feeling
good, and they would put her husband right in bed there beside her
and charge for two instead of one. And he would not complain at all.

[General laughter.]
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Actually, if I might be permitted, it reminds me of that story about
the person who charged into the drugstore, banging on the door at
night trying to get in; the druggist was mopping the floor. Let me in,
let me in, I have got to have help

So the druggist, opened the door. And he said, what can you give
me for hiccuping. And the druggist took the mop, hit the man in the
face with it. And after he got off the floor, he said, why did you want
to hit me in the face with the mop. And he said, well, you do not have
the hiccups any more, do you ? And he said, no, but it is my old lady
out in the car who has got the hiccups. [General laughter.]

And in fairness, I believe that one of these other hospitals is also
closed, and I believe that we will be successful in replacing that with
a new, modern facility as well, and it will be properly run. And in that
area, I think we must admit there have been situations--we have had
them in Louisiana; I think they have existed all over the country-
where someone has done a lousy job. And where that exists, somebody
is going to have to call them up. Either you are going to have to do
it through PSRO, or the State is going to have to do it, or HEW-
somebody..

Now, with regard to this hospital I made reference to that was
closed, I had complaints about that. HEW--was moving to close it,
and I just referred the complaints to the proper authorities at HEW,
because it looked to me like HEW was doing the right thing.

Now, some of the complaints, I regret to say-and you, -perhaps,
know it, Doctor-some of the complaints about PSRO have to do with
just such mischief, where people ought to be put out of business, as
was done in this case, because they are either mistreating the patient
or victimizing fhe Government. In a case like that, whoever is doing
a poor job ought to-be brought into accounting. And I think you-woull
approve of that, Doctor.

Dr. STEWART. I agree with you, Senator. And I might say that we
are as anxious as you are to eliminate these people from our ranks and
to discipline them properly, because, they reflect on all of us.

Senator TALMADGOE. Senator Curtis?
Senator CuRTIS. Doctor, early in your statement., you referred to

two classes of hospitals in Louisiana and compared the length of stay
for similar ailments. 'Would you repeat that?

Dr. STEWART. Yes, sir. This is not with regard to a specific ailment.
This was the total number of patient-days divided by the number of
patients. It was not further broken down. But the comparison was.
in private hospitals the length of stay ranged from 6.1 through 10.4
days; but in the charity hospital,. 14.1 days; the USPHS hospital,
17.t7; and the VA hospital 22 days. _ V

Senator CURTIS. Do you know whether these cases cited by the
distinguished Senator from Utah were private hospitals or charity
hospitals?

Dr. STEWART. Sir, I have not had the opportunity to study the
material which he cited.

Senator CuwrTs. Well, it seems to me, Doctor, that the- situations
described by the Senator from Utah certainly are not common in very
many States. There is no such thing in my State. I really believe that.
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And the fact that those things do happen sometimes in some States
has nothing to do in my inini over the repeal of PSRO or the imple-
menting it.

VOLUNTARY PEER REVIEW OR FEDERAi.LY RU.N PSRO.?

The question that this committee should decide is whether volun-
tary peer review without the interference of the Federal Government
is better for the patients of the United States than PSRO run by the
bureaucracy. Now, early in your statement you said that this law gave
to the Secretary more authority over the practice of medicine than had
ever been given any one man in this country-I agree with that. But
would you elaborate on it?

Dr. STEWART. Yes, sir. In the law as written there are so many
areas in which the matter of the promulgation of the various rules
and regulations are left to the judgement of the Secretary. And while
the various parameters of care, the norms would be evolved by physi-
cians group, the final authority to accept or reject those norms again
rests with the Secretary.

Senator CURTIS. The Secretary has the strength for the entire
operation?

Dr. STEWART. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRTis. And they provide the staff that is the backup o this

national council that is just called in periodically?
Dr. STEWART. Yes, sir.
As I understand it, the national council is primarily an advisory

group to the Secretary. But the Secretary is the one who holds the
authority.

Senator CURTIS. I am not so sure that 10 years from now you physi-
cians are going to have anything to do with professional standards
review, because the, law authorizes such other public nonprivate or
other agency or other organization which the Secretary determines
in accordance with criteria prescribed by him. He determines and then
writes his own criteria and regulation as to the professional compe-
tence andl otherwise 10 years from now this could all be turned over to
a group of Nader organizations. no question about it.

Senator BENNE-.TT. May I interrupt you?
The law specifically sayss that the review of one physician may only

be done by another physician. It is clear.
Senator CURTIS. No; the law says that the final determination shall

be signed by a )hysician. You can have an army of bureaucrats and
clerks and crusaders if the certificate is signed by a doctor that meets
the requirement of law.

Thank you for your remarks.
Senator TALMADOE. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions.
I think I understand the position of the witnesses from the State

of Louisiana. I think in many respects it parallels the view of many
of the physicians in the State of Kansas. I am certain that there are
some abuses in my State, maybe not as extensive as indicated, maybe.
more. I do not know. I assume there is a file on Kansas.
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But it indicates what could happen if this thing really gets into
swing. The file might be much larger.

Senator TALM3ADGE,. Thank you, Dr. Stewart, for your valuable
comments.

[The following material was submitted by Dr. Stewart. Hearing
continues on p. 208.]

LOUISIANA STATE MEDIOAL SOCITY COMMENTS ON AMERICAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO PSRO

While the Louisiana State Medical Society cannot fully endorse all of the
American Medical Association proposed amendments to PSRO, we are in agree-
ment with their intent as an interim measure, that is, until Section 249F and
other sections of Public Law 92-603 are repealed. It is our understanding that
the American Medical Association yesterday proposed-19 PSRO amendments.
We. look with favor upon the following AMA proposed amendments:

AMA (4) Consistent with policy In opposition to preadmission certification of
institutional care, such authority presently existing in the PSRO law should be
deleted.

AMA (9) Section 1167(c) should be repealed. Section 1167 purports in sub.
section (c), to limit the liability of an individual furnishing items or services
when such individual has acted in compliance with the norms of care applied by
a PSRO, provided that he exercised due care in his conduct. This provision could
have the unintended and undesirable effect of pressuring practitioners to adhere
to the norms. Moreover, the provision is at best meaningless because on its face
it is applicable only when the practitioner has exercised due care--the very issue
at the heart of the malpractice issues.

AMA (13) The law should be amended to provide for PSRO review of care
delivered through all federal medical programs such as the Veterans Administra-
tion and Public Health Service.

AMA (14) Section 1155(b) (4) should be repealed. PSROs would be authorized--,
under Section 1155(b) (4) to inspect the facilities in which care is rendered or
services are provided by practitioners or providers. Institutions are currently
subject to inspection by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hopitals,
and, moreover, facilities are generally subject to regulation under state and local
law. It has been observed that the further requirements of onsite inspections by
PSROs would be an unwarranted duplication.

AMA (15) Section 1155(b) (8) should be repealed. Practitioners and providers
are obligated to maintain supporting documentation substantiating the necessity
and quality of care provided under Medicare and Medicaid. These record-keep-
ing requirements (section 1160(a) (1) (C)) are duplicated by an ambiguous
authorization under Section 1155(b) (3) allowing PSROs to "examine the
pertinent records" of practitioners and providers. This authority is, at best.
redundant and could be the subject of abuse. It should be observed that un-
restrained examinations of medical records would jeopardize their confidentiality.

AMA (17) Section 213 of P.L. 92-603, which describes circumstances under
which-payment may be made under Medicare for certain otherwise noncovered
items and services, and under which recovery can be made from providers and
practitioners, should be repealed.

AMA (18) Provisions of Section 207 of P.L. 92-603, relating to utilization re-
S view procedures under Medicaid should be repealed.

AMA (19) Section 229 of P.L. 92-03, authorizing the creation of program
review teams, should be repealed.

While we are confident that the other AMA proposed PSRO amendments are
well thought out, and well intended, the Louisiana State Medical Society is
reluctant to endorse any amendments to PSR0 that are not amendments to repeal
by deletion. It is the intention of the Louisiana State Medical Society to introduce
a resolution at the AMA House of Delegates Annual Convention in June in
Chicago asking the AMA to clarify its position on PSRO.

We believe PSRO has been the most divisive issue to face the medical profes-
sion. We believe all responsible physicians favor peer review to guard the quality
of medical care. We do not believe that PBRO is the mechanism to accomplish
this. We believe it Is a bureaucratic cost control program being sold to the Con-
gress and the public under the guise of a quality control program.
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Exhibit A

STATEMENT BY THE LOUISIANA, STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY ON PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS REVIEW ORGANIZATION AREA DESIGNATIONS

Mr. Chairman, I am James H. Stewart, M.D. of New Orleans, Louisiana,
president of the Louisiana State Medical Society. I am accompanied by H.
Ashton Thomas, M.D. and Mr. Paul Perret, who are respectively Secretary-
Treasurer and Associate Secretary-Treasurer of this Society. We represent
8,300 physicians licensed to practice medicine in the State of Louisiana.

Our presence at this meeting is not to be construed as representing endorse-
kl ment of the Professional Standards Review Organization section (249F) of

Public Law 92-603. To the contrary, our Society opposed PSRO before it was
enacted into law and now that it has been enacted, we are working for its repeal.

Historically the Louisiana State Medical Society and its component societies
have followed the objects and purposes of our 1903 Charter which Include
"the advancement of medical science;" and "the elevation of the standard of
medical education," * * * "so that the profession shall become more capable
and honorable within itself and more useful to the public in the prevention and
cure of disease and In the prolonging and adding comfort to life."

This Society has practiced effective peer review In the past and continues
to do so. The only new feature In recent years being the name "Peer Review."

We have followed the philosophy that the patient is best served by allowing
the individual physician great latitude in his approach to caring for-his patient
as long as ethical, moral, and legal proprieties are observed and the patient Is
satisfied. Furthermore, we have favored an orderly step-wise approach to the
handling of impropriety of any sort. Thus, we believe that an organized medical
staff of a hospital which is keeping its house in order should be left undisturbed.
When matters arise which cannot be effectively handled within these confines,
the component Parish or regional medical society is the proper body to consider
the matter. If the component society is unable to resolve the problem, or if the
matter involves more than one component society, the State Medical Society
offers the next logical forum for Its consideration.

This carefully structured organization has been, is now, and will hopefully
continue to be the appropriate mechanism for dealing with significant departures
from the standards of medical practice In the State of Louisiana.

We are cognizant of the fact that under the law, the Secretary of HEW is
required to designate geographic areas for the purpose of PSRO by January
1,1974.

We realize that there is no way he can exempt Louisiana from such designa-
tion.

We have reviewed the preliminary area designations for Louisiana prepared
by Dr. William I. Bauer's office. We have objections to each of the five suggested
alternatives, which I shall not discuss individually. All of these proposals have
in common the disruption of the integrity of a statewide professional organiza-
tion which serves our public honorably and with dedication.

The law, as we Interpret It, does not require that Louisiana be divided for
PSRO area designation.

It is our hope and our plea that this state will not be divided in any way for
such designation. To do so would be seriously disruptive to our organizational
structure and would negate at least a part of an existing and effective peer

. review structure.
Exhibit B

STATEMENT BY THE LOUISIANA STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY ON PROFESSIONAL STAND-
ARDS REVIEW ORGANIZATION AREA DEsIONATIONS

Mr. Chairman, I am James H. Stewart- M.D. of New Orleans, Louisiana,
President of the Louisiana State Medical Society. I am accompanied by H.
Ashton Thomas, M.D. and Mr. Paul Perret, who are respectively Secretary-
Treasurer and Associate Secretary-Treasurer of this Society. We represent
8.800 physicians licensed to practice medicine In the State of Louisiana.

At the meeting on August 22, 1973 we submitted a statement which we believe
provides a valid basis upon which the Secretary of Health, Education and Wel-
fare should designate the entire State of Louisiana as a single area for the pur-
pose of PARO area designation.
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We have reviewed that statement and wish to reaffirm it today. We are pre-
pared to submit additional copies as appropriate for this meeting.

In support of our pervious statement, there are several points which might
be added here.

Designations of the State of Louisiana as a single PSRO area would conform
with DHEW guidelines one, two, three, four and six (DHEW Publication No.
(SSA) 74-11350).

DHEW guideline number five is subject to various interpretations, is being
challenged not only by physicians' groups but by members of the Congress, and
at times may be in direct conflict with guideline(s) three and/or six.

The fiscal intermediary for Medicare/Medicaid Part B in Louisiana is a single
entity for the entire state and has compiled a substantial data bank based on
statewide experience.

A less tangible but nevertheless very real consideration should be the opinion
and feelings of the physicians of this state. We who represent them have sought
their views in formal and informal meetings and in written polls. There is little
doubt that designation of the State of Louisiana as a single PSRO area would
evoke substantially less physician reaction than any of the other suggestions that
have been made.

EXHIBIT C

LOUISrANA STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY,
New Orlean, La., January 9, 1974.

DIREcTox,
Office of Professional Standard8 Reiew,
Parklawn Building, Rockville, Md.

DEAa SIR: The Executive Committee (Board of Directors) bf Louisiana State
Medical Society has directed me to strongly object to the Professional Standards
Review area designations announced for the State of Louisiana in the Federal
Register of Thursday, December 20, 1973.

We were shocked to find that your office has divided the State of Louisiana
into four PSRO areas, while allowing other states with more than 2,00 physicans
to be designated as singn PSRO areas. Many of our members feel tlrat Louisiana
was the subject of retl'atory action because of the strong opposition by Louisi-
ana physicians to Section 249 F of Public Law 92-03.

As you know, two public hearings were held in Louisiana on area designations.
At the first meeting, all who presented testimony favored a single area designa-
tion. except for one physician who was speaking for a group of less than 20 phy-
sicians. He requested that the Caddo-Bosiser area be designated as a PSRO. No
one spoke in support of his proposal.

The proposed areas, as published, appear to be based on so-called "A-95 Re-
gions" that cannot be supported as being valid medical service areas in the state.

Therefore, we are asking your office to reconsider Louisiana area designations
so that they will represent the views of the overwhelming majority of those med-
ical care providers who presented testimony at the two Louisiana hearings on
area designations. We sincerely hope that your office will not further antagonize
Louisiana physicians by allowing these arbitrary area designations to stand.

Sincerely,
H. ASHTON THOMAS, M.D.,

Secretary-Treasurer.
EXHIBIT D

LOUISIANA STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY,
New Orleans, La., March 8, 1974.

HENRY E. SiMMONs, M.D., M.P.H.,
Deputy Assistant Seoretary for Health, Director, Office of Profesonal Stand-

ards Review, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Waahing-
ton, D.0,

DzAit D. SIMMONS: We received from members of the Louisiana Congressional
Delegation the OPSRO's rationale for proposing that Louisiana be divided ihto
four PSRO areas.

We have carefully studied your letter and can only conclude your rationale
to be a "canned" one. Of the six guidelines published by the OPSRO, there is
conflict only with guideline 5, which states that the area should not exceed 2,500
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licensed, practicing physicians. We have been informed that a number of PSRO
areas have been designated with many times 2,500 licensed, practicing physicians.

If you will read the verbatim trancript of the twoarea designation hearings
held in Louisiana, we believe that you will agree with us that the decision to
divide Louisiana into four areas was purely arbitrary, made by staff, and hot
based on the testimony presented.

We hope the OPSRO will reconsider this unwise decision.
Sincerely,

H, ASHTON THOMAS, M.D.,
PAN AMERICAN LIFE INsuRANCE Co.,

New Orleans, La., April 17, 1974.

EXHIBIT E

New Orleans, La., April 17, 1974.
Re PSRO.
Dr. JAMES H. STEWART,
President, Louistiana State Medical Soclety,
New Orleans, La.

DEAR D. STEWART: We, as Pan-American Life, are fully aware of the Louisiana
State Medical Society's position with regard to the PSRO provisions of Public
Law 92-603. The purpose of this letter is to more specifically inform you of Pan-
American's position on those same provisions.

Pan-American Life has not and does not intend to promote PSRO in Louisiana.
We have taken an "observing" position at this point in tiwe, because we, like
the Louisiana State Medical Society, have strong reservations about the thrust
of PSRO's.

Our present position on PSRO is very similar to the position we took regard-
ing the Medicare Program before it became law. Before Medicare became public
law, Pan-American Life, as well as most commercial insurance companies,
opposed the proposed Medicare legislation. However, once Medicare became law,
our Company, with strong support from your Society, actively sought the role, of
Part "B" Carrier in Louisiana. We did this for two reasons. First, as a Louisiana-
based company we had developed rapport with the Louisiana medical community
and we were desirous of serving them and the citizens of our State. Second, we
felt that private enterprise should not allow the administration of the Medicare
law to be exclusively performed by the Federal Government.

We realize that the Louisiana State Medical Society is actively supporting
the repeal of the PSRO Law. However, in the evcnt that PSRO legislation is not
repealed or altered, we at Pan-American offer our complete cooperation and
support to the Louisiana State Medical Society, if you should eventually have
tojassume a role in PSRO administration.

Pan-American Life would be pleased to be a partner with the Louisiana State
Medical Society in any PSRO venture you may undertake. We are ready to offer
our technical and computer support, as well as our administrative, to such a
project. We wish to reiterate that Pan-American Life will only get involved
with a PSRO actively, if the Louisiana State Medical Society should become
involved.

Our only involvement in PSRO to date has been an active attempt to have
the State of Louisiana designated as a single PSRO area. This was done as an
outward sign of our active support of the Louisiana State Medical Society's
position on this aspect of the PSRO legislation. We both failed in this attempt.

Dr. Stewart, I trust that Pan-American's position on PSRO is now clarified.
If you should desire any further information or wish to discuss further, please
let me know.

Sincerely,
NoRRIs V. FITz.ORRIS.

Senator TALMADGF.. The next witness is Dr. Matthew Marshall.
president of the Pennsylvania Medical Care Foundation.

Doctor, your entire statement will be inserted in the record. You
may summarize it, sir.
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STATEMENT OF MATTHEW MARSHALL, JR., M.D., PRESIDENT,
PENNSYLVANIA MEDICAL CARE FOUNDATION, ACCOMPANIED
BY HENRY LETTERMAN, M.D., VICE PRESIDENT, PENNSYLVANIA
MEDICAL CARE FOUNDATION

Dr. MARSHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Matthew Marshall. I am president of the Pennsylvania Medi-

cal Care Foundation, accompanied by Henry Fetterman, the asso-
ciation's vice president.

The Pennsylvania Medical Care Foundation Board is composed
principally of practicing physicians, including osteopathic physicians.
However, the board includes consumers, representatives nominated
by Governor Milton Shapp, Blue Shield, Blue Cross, the State Hos-
pital and Dental Associations. The foundation has been designated
by the Pennsylvania Medical Society as the organization to represent
the. society in matters relating to the implementation of the PSRO
legislation.

In 1969 1 had the opportunity to testify before this committee. The
gist of that testimony was that certain voluntary utilization review
techniques developed by physicians in cooperation with other inter-
ested persons and groups had proved their value in assuring the publio
of proper use of health care dollars, and second, that the medicaid
program in Pennsylvania had proven a frustratingly ineffectual
program.

Almost as soon as the PSRO legislation was introduced., it became
obvious that health care accountability legislation was of far more
importance than the public recognized. The PSRO legislation was,
and continues to be, supported by the Pennsylvania Medical Society
and the Pennsylvania Medical Care Foundation.

Testimony to that effect was presented to the House Ways and
Means Committee in 1970. The legislation is also supported by the
Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association. Physicians, and more im-
portantly their patients, continue to be progressively frustrated by
increasing amounts of redtape interposedin the patient care process
by the regulations made and admini 'd by those who apparently
do not fully understand the problems of delivering health care.

A graphic example of this is the "Waiver of liability" provision
in Public Law 92-603, which we feel is an extraordinarily confusing
section. While it may be intended to benefit medicare beneficiaries,
we believe that the confusion and detrimental effects it will create
will far outweigh its usefulness. We would recommend that this sec-
tion of the law be repealed or modified so as to make it understandable
and workable.

The Bennett amendment was based on the willingness of the Senate
Finance Comxnittee to listen to the experience of voluntarily developed
systems to assure proper quality and cost of medical care, that had
worked and could b applied to medicare and medicaid beneficiaries.

The PSRO legislation is primarily a waste control and quality
assurance measure, rather than cost control and benefit limitation
legislation characteristic of cost control procedures in other sections
of Public Law 92-603 and the approach currently used by our State
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medicaid program, and which would be authorized to continue were it
not for the PSRO legislation. PSRO defines appropriate professional
responsibilities not called for in the original medicare and medicaid
law. Thus, a positive step was taken by Congress toward the elimi-
nation of- one of the deleterious effects of the original medicare-
medicaid legislation. We are appreciative of Senator Bennett's letter
indicating that, in his opinion, the Pennsylvania Medical Society's
actions, including direction of the foundation to assist physicians in
implementing the law, are consistent with the intent of the law.

- One thing does amaze me. There appears to have been almost a total
news blackout regarding PSRO.

Does the press consider that secrecy regarding national health in-
surance aspects of this legislation is essential to the national security?

Pennsylvania physicians' time and dues money has been spent to
subsidize Federal efforts to make this legislation workable. These 4
years of preliminary efforts have been superficially disappointing.
But from a public point of view the results are tangible.

Professional decisions to assure proper use of hospitals and appro-
priate medical care continue to be made by the Pennsylvania Medical
Society and the Pennsylvania Osteopathic Medical Association Med-
ical Advisory Committees on an advisory basis both to Blue Shield,
Blue Cross, private insurance companies, and medicare. This includes
skilled nursing home care review. Almost all hospitals are served by
sophisticated data collection and analysis services, such as HUP and
PAS, and considerable progress has been made to make the services
more useful for quality of care review, as well as utilization review,
through a cooperative project of the Foundation financed by the Penn-
sylvania Medical Society, the Pennsylvania Osteopathic Medical Asso-
ciation, private corporations, and to a lesser exent by HEW.

An appendix documenting this will be submitted later. Blue Shield
and Blue Cross have cooperated in developing peer review systems
which are described in the attached appendices."

Individual medical staffs and hospital administrators utilizing such
services as HUP and PAS, and by applying the Pennsylvania Medical
Society Criteria for In-Patient Medical Care have improved the cost
and quality of care under their supervision. This is reflected in a length
of stay in Pennsylvania that has dropped about, a day in 1973 and is
still dropping. Blue Cross rate increases have either slowed or reversed.
It reminds us that it is the motivation through coordination and co-
operation by those responsible for health care, rather than the details
of the regulations, that is primarily responsible for the changes which
have occurred and are continuing to be progressively more effective.
Paradoxically, this may result in a greater apparent cost control im-
pact in Pennsylvania before PSRO is implemented than after PSRO's
have become organized.

Our efforts have not come to fruition with the designation of the
Pennsylvania Medical Care Foundation as the first statewide Pro-
fessional Service Reserve Organization Support Center. Our efforts to
develop reasonable PSRO areas were recognized at the HEW area
designation hearing and were concurred in by all present. Our Founda-

I See p. 215.
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tion has assisted our Professional Standard Review Organization areas
in developing planning contract proposals and eight have completed
their applications. These areas are served by approximately 14,500
physicians, which represents 92 percent of the practicing physicians
in Pennsylvania....

In order to coordinate a smooth transition to Professional Standards
Review Organization requirements, negotiations with medicare, with
the State medicaid plan, and fiscal intermediaries have initiated and
are -proceeding in a satisfactory manner, limited mainly by the availa-
bility of staff time. We are hopeful that regional medical program
activities will become fully coordinated with our responsibilities. As a
support center, we shall try to assure that the various bureaucracies
bend to the needs of the dedicated physicians and, more importantly,
the need of patients to receive appropriate care from their physicians.

We feel our past record, our current activities, and designation as
a statewide support center documents both our capability and our
dedication to making Professional Standards Review Organization go.
We are pleased to make this information, derived from voluntary
projects, available to health ministers of four foreign countries in-
volved in improving the quality and effectiveness of care in their
countries.

What about potential amendments?
I trust that the committee will consider them in the light of strength-

ening, not weakening, the basic purposes of grassroots physician re-
sponsibility with appropriate public accountability and concern for
the confidentiality and emphasis on assuring quality of care. I should
urge the committee to continue to monitor this program to assure that
the law is implemented in accordance with this intention.

Since the foundation is not a consumer organization, it may seem
inappropriate to speak of their interests. However, Mrs. Frankie Jeter,
a president of a welfare rights organization -and a consumer on our
board, has expressed the opinion that the principal oversight in the
medicaid program has been in failure to deliver the comprehensive-
ness of benefits or the coordination of care promised when the legisla-
tion was passed, alnd its failure to have required any appropriate
public accountability to consumers at the local level. As a result, our
board recognizes as appropriate these public concerns:

1. Quality patient care must not be hindered, but rather, its availa-
bility must be improved.

2. Medical care must be of uniformly high quality to all patients.
3. Patients must not be confused or worried about PSRO utilization

activities or overwhelmed by medical terminology and technology and
must understand how decisions are made about the appropriateness of
the care received with awareness of the participation in the decision
process.

4. Assurance that continuity of care is fostered.
A threat to Professional Standards Review Organization lies in the

legislative proposals, perhaps based upon the support given to Pro-
fessional Standards Review Organization legislation by organizations
such as ours, that Professional Standards Review Organization is an
immediately available panacea for controlling health care costs. Pro-
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posals to increase the scope of Professional Standards Review Organi-
zation activities, to control physicians" fees, or perhaps all health care
expenditures, are most unrealistic. We must recognize that pat ex-
perience suggts that the existence of peer review programs such as
are contemplated by Professional Standards Review Organizations
will, due to their visibility, peer pressures, and the educational pro-
grams, improve the quality, cost, and effectiveness of health care
delivered to beneficiaries or subscribers of other programs. Further-
more, American consumer groups do not necessarily want a program
that will limit their use of hospitals or skilled nursing facilities
based on medical necessity as defined in the professionalstandards
review program. Therefore, a broadened mandate to apply Profes-
sional Standards Review Organizations to all health care situa-
tions does not seem to be necessary or desirable at this point. At the
same time, we cannot afford an additional wave of inflation in health
care costs which will occur if additional health care programs are in-
stituted without appropriate cost and quality review systems capable
of assuming the responsibility before the increased benefits are offered.
Assuring the public of the quality and cost effectiveness of its care
should have a greater national priority than instituting new programs
to underwrite the cost of care without effective and appropriate con-
trols.

The 5 years between 1969 and 1974 have gone quickly, and I believe
it will be at least that long before the Professional Standards Review
Organization program can be. fully evaluated. This demonstrates the
critical need to allow for sufficient leadtime. In the interim, I hope
Congress will provide a climate of legislative stability. A clear and
appropriate delineation of authority is needed to minimize inevitable
confusion. The general intent of the recent memorandum of agree-
ment between health, BHI, and SRS was a needed step in this direc-
tion. Frequent changes in the direction of the responsibilities of
programs, their staff, or funding could be disastrous to the Professional
Standards Review Organization program. Since Professional Stand-
ards Review Organizations have primary responsibility to assure
quality and appropriateness of health care, the need for Federal fund-
ing of parallel programs should be carefully and critically examined.

In summary, although we support the Professional Standards Re-
view Organization legislation, making it go will be a big job. Profes-
sional Standards Review Organization cannot be overwhelmed by too
many responsibilities assigned too soon. The public should first be as-
sured of the quality and cost effectiveness of its health care before ex-
panding benefits that cannot be appropriately evaluated at the present
time. Therefore, we urge you to provide the necessary leadership, flex-
ibility, encouragement, and time to evaluate the Professional Stand-
ards Review Organization program before rushing into a broad expan-
sion of health care programs which will overburden the Professional
Standards Review Organization system in the next few years.

Senator TA.MADOE. Doctor, I hate to interrupt you. But your time
has expired, and we have a great number of witnesses, as you know.
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We appreciate your contribution, and your entire statement will
in the record and will be made available to the members of the
Committee.

Any questions?
Senator CURTIS. I have one.
Senator TALMADOE. Senator Curtis?

PSRO REDTAPE

Senator CuRTIS. Doctor, in your statement, you say: "Physicians
and, more importantly, their patients, continue to be progressively
frustrated by increasing amounts of redtape interposed in the patient-
care process by the regulations made and administered by those who
apparently do not fully understand the problems of delivering health
care,"

They do not say who is doing that.
Is it the doctors that are writing those regulations and administering

them?
Dr. MA rITEws. No, sir. I would say under other sections of 92-603,

the State welfare agency was able to promulgate anecdotal criteria
which no one was able to decipher, and which had no relationship with
quality care. And their regulations were entirely unclear, and I
believe in many cases unworkable. I believe PSRO places the appro-
priate responsibility :for this in the hands of physicians, and I hope
we will do a much better job.

Senator CURTIS. But the physicians do not write the regulations
and impose the redtape, do they?

Dr. MARSHALL. No, sir. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. Government does that, Doctor.
Dr. MARSHALL. Government can do it, and sometimes private in-

surance companies can get quite a bit of redtape involved, too.
Senator Curris. Did you have in mind private insurance companies

when you wrote this?
Dr. MARSHALL. No. I did not. It was written for a statement in this

particular legislation.
Senator CURTIS. Yes, and this State welfare agency in your State

was administering a Federal program.
Dr. MARSHA . It was a combined program. I am happy to say

that since PSRO has been passed, they are more willing to come along
to the PSRO philosophy than that which was authorized previously.

Senator CURTIS. That is all.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Bennett ?

SLPPoRT FOR PSRO IN PENNSYLVANIA

Senator BFzNxIr. Dr. Marshall. I want to express my personal
satisfaction to you again and the appreciation of those of us who
have worked on the PSRO program for the tremendous support and
cooperation you have given us, you and your colleagues from Pennsyl-
vania, in working out the details of the program so that it could be

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. I - 15
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satisfactorily and effectively operated, and so that doctors can live
and work under it.

In the efforts of the Pennsylvania Medical Society and the Penn-
sylvania Medical Foundation to establish and cooperate with the
PSRO program, have you encountered any obstacles created by the
American Association of Council of Medical Staffs?

Dr. MARSHALL. No, sir.
Senator BmENNEr. What is your evaluation of the efforts of that

group?
They are going to be the next witness.
Dr. MARSHALL Well, I believe, since 1970 we have had four regular

sessions of the house of delegates of our medical society and one
special session in which, in the last two there were efforts to have
certain groups take a stand to repeal PSRO. As you are well aware,
the house of delegates considered those arguments, but its action was
to continue to support PSRO.

Senator BENNr. Thank you.
No other questions.
Senator TALMADOE. Senator Long?

PE SZVNYNAMA'S Cost FIGURES IMPRESSIVE

The CIIAIRMA1. Doctor, I am impressed by your chart here, which
indicates that your cost in western Pennsylvania is $91.11 on the
average for 1972, compared to a national average of $105.21. But that
is not as impressive to me as the fact that in your area you are sur-
rounded by States like New York, Mar land, and the District of
Columbia. Now the average cost for the District of Columbia, Mas-
sachusetts, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Maryland, and
Delaware, appears to run about $135, and your average in western
Pennsylvania is $91.

Do you think that it is because of your peer review approach, or what
would you think?

Do you think you are able to maintain the same quality of care?
What is it that accounts for that large differential in cost?
Dr. MARSHALL. Thank you, Senator.
When you speak of quality, the testimony of many people with

regard to the kinds of hospitals and the kind of care they render show
these hospitals are better equipped and render more services than the
national average. So these cost decreases have not been accompanied

-by a lack of quality in the hospitals concerned, and I believe I can
make more detailed information available to you to show that the
service being rendered is of high quality.

The CHAIRMzAN. Do you believe, then, that your review procedures
are a major factor in that cost savings ?

Dr. MARS ALT,. I believe they are a major. factor. But I believe
everything has to be considered in the total picture. Western Penn-
sylvania was among the first places to have a hospital planning asso-
ciation, for example, and we have a good association with both the
blues and the hospital people there. And I have to attribute this to a
total community effort.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
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Senator TA M oE. Thank you very much, Dr. Marshall. We ap-
preciate your contribution.

[The following material was subsequently submitted by Dr.
Marshall. Hearing continues on p. 250.]

PZNNYLVANIA BLUE SHIELD-PATrERN8 OT CAM

Pennsylvania Blue Shield (PBS) became involved in the development of
patterns of care at the request of the Pennsylvania Medical Society (PMS)

.o through the Medical Care Appraisal Project. One of the goals of the Medical Care
SAppraisal Project was to develop more effective medical audit programs. The

need for criteria to be used in a medical audit was evident, and PMS sought the
aid of PBS in the development of criteria for medical care.

In undertaking the task of developing patterns of care, in 1072, PBS concen-
trated on patterns of physician care. There is a wealth of data and statistics
available for institutional services, but very little work has been done for phy-
sician care In and out of hospital. Criteria and patterns of ambulatory care
which have been developed represent the subjective opinion of panels of doctors.
The intent of our study was to develop treatment patterns in an objective man-
ner by using actual experience data.

Eighteen diagnoses (Appendix I) were selected which would reflect a high
incidence on claims and would represent a broad spectrum of physician care
so that most of the medical specialties would be studied. One day from each
quarter of 1971 was selected. Medicare and Regular PBS claims that were
received on that day were included in the sample. All claims for the elhteen
diagnoses were selected and the following data retrieved: primary and second.
ary diagnoses (using ICDA-Eighth Revision), patient identification, age and
sex, date(s) of service, service(s) provided, place of service, doctor identifica-
tion, specialty and zip code.

This first claim rarely represented the total care provided for the treatment
of the primary diagnosis. In order to develop a case, all related claims In the
PBS claims file were reviewed. Additional services pertinent to treatment of the
primary diagnosis were added to the case.

Since PBS benefit programs do not provide comprehensive coverage to the
subscriber for all ambulatory services, a follow-up questionnaire to the doctor
was designed to determine whether other services had been performed which did
not become the subject of a claim. Cases which were considered Incomplete
because the doctor did not reply to the questionnaire were discarded.

All information was entered into a fairly sophisticated computer system which
tabulated data Into a form which could be easily analyzed to develop patterns
of care. Examples of the resulting patterns are attached as Appendix II, A and B.

Each pattern of care was reviewed by PBS Medical Advisors in the appropriate
specialty and then sent to the Pennsylvania Medical Society for review by' the
appropriate Specialty Advisory Committee. All eighteen patterns were completed.
reviewed by PBS Medical Advisors, and sent to PMS by the end of 1978. Three
patterns have received a general approval from the PMS Specialty Advisory
Committees, and the remainder are still under review.

PBS is continuing to develop patterns of care for additional diagnoses but Is
able to devote only a minimum of effort tu this task.

The patterns of care, once approved, can be used as guidelines to identify and
S. Isolate those eases which may be outside the realm of quality care. With our

patterns for physician care and those that have been established by PMS for in.
patient care, a comprehensive review of total patient management will be pos-
sible. In addition to their value to PBS in its claims processing role, such criteria
should be useful to PMS in its continuing education program and to PSRO's when
they are established.

Pennsylvania Blue Shield can utilize the patterns of care to Improve upon
their current claims review system. The concept of prepayment claims review by
diagnosis was tested in two simulated projects--one In Medicare using three
diagnoses and the other In Regular Business using five diagnoses. These projects
are referred to as simulated because the claims which were studied were actually
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processed and paid in the normal fashion while simultaneously being reviewed-on
a simulated basis against the patterns of care. Because of the obvious difficulty of
securing additional information from the attending physician on a claim that
had already been paid, it was decided to postpone professional review and peer
review until a live project could be conducted. As a result, it was not possible to
develop complete cost and savings figures for the proposed system. However, the
comparisons that were made between the proposed system and the current system
did indicate that the concept of prepayment claims review by diagnosis was feas-
ible and that it could be used to improve the present claims processing system.
Between 85 and 90% of the claims fell within the established parameters. In an
automated system the computer would process these claims automatically, and
only the remaining 10 to 15% would require individual review.

Prepayment review serves only to identify cases which might be outside the
realm of quality care. Peer review should determine, in the individual case, what
is quality care. In this review, the doctor's peers can evaluate extenuating cir-
cumstances and can consider other problems that the patient has which make him
an individual and, therefore, make his case unique.

In a pilot project which is now being developed, the system of prepayment
review by diagnosis will be fully tested. The pilot project will involve the review
and payment of some claims using patterns of care as guidelines rather than the
current review standards. Since the project is experimental and will not Involve
a large volume of claims, the review will be performed manually. If possible, the
project will be conducted in both PBS Claims Review and Medicare Claims Re.
view and will run for several months.

The project will be limited in scope by two factors: 1) only four diagnoses for
each claims area will be selected for the study; and 2) only claims from phy-
sicians in a selected geograPhic area of the State will be utilized in the Review.

To the extent possible, the review procedure for the pilot project will follow
the currently established procedure, which is attached as Appendix III. Claims
will first be reviewed manually by claims examiuAs; those that cannot be ap-
proved will be reviewed by Blue Shield Medical Directors and Medical Advisors.
Finally, cases which still seem questionable will be referred to special, local Peer
Review Committees established by the Pennsylvania Medical Care Foundation.

In this manner, the entire system of prepayment review can be tested, its cost
effectiveness measured, and its impact on the practice of medicine evaluated.
Moreover, as the Foundation develops experience through its peer review com-
mittees, it will be In a better position to see the requirements for continuing
physician education.

Attachments:
Appendix I

STUDY LIsT I

1. Diabetes Mellitus. 10. Cystitis.
2. Neuroses. 11. Hyperplasia of Prostrate.
8. Cataract. 12. Disorders of Menstruation.
4. Otitis Media. 13. Displacement of Disc.
5. Hypertension. 14. Bursitis, Synovitis, Tenosynovitis.
6. Acute Ischemic Heart Disease. 15. Lacerations.
7. Hemorrhoids. 18. Chronic Isehemic Heart Disease.
8. Hypertrophied Tonsils & Adenoids. 17. Acute Cerebrovascular Disease.
9. Inguinal Hernia. 18. Warts and Verrucae.

Appendix I-A

OBSEsVED PAERN OF CARE

INGUINAL HERNIA WITHOUT OBsRuC'ro (ICDA CoDE 550.0)

Physioatt services

I. CASE REQUIRiNO HOSPITALIZATION
A. Offi. VOW

1. Pre-hospital-1 visit in one month period prior to admission.
2. Post-hospital--3 visits in two months period subsequent to discharge;

I additional visit in 8 to 0 month period subsequent to discharge.
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B. SurgerV
1. Herniarrhaphy, unilateral or bilateral.
Also with: a. Orchiopexy, b. Excision of hydrocele or varicocele, and c. Ap.

pendectomy.
0. Lab Studies

None (other than in-hospital).
D. Diagnostic Services

None (other than in-hospital).

Appendix I-B

OBSERVED PATTERN OF CARE

I. Diabetes Mellitus Without Mention of Acidosis or coma LODA Code 250.9

PHYSICIAN SERVICES

A). Ofice Visits--(or home visits, if required)
(1) Age 15 and over/cases with Diabetes Mellitius only. Frequency-one per

month.
(2) Age 15 and over/cases with multiple diagnoses. Frequency-two per month

(dependent upon secondary diagnosis).
B). Lab Studies

(1) Blood Sugar and Urinalysis/age 15 and over/all cases. Frequency-one
per month.

(2) Glucose Tolerance/age 15 and over/all cases. Frequency-once a year.
(3) Complete Blood Count/age 15 and over/all cases. Frequency-two to four

per year.
(4) Lipid Profile/age 15 and over/all cases. Frequency-once a year.
(5) SMA12 or Cholesterol, Uric Acid, and Blood Urea Nitrogen/age 15 and

over/cases with diabetes mellitus only. Frequency-one to two per year.
(6) SMA12 or Cholesterol, Uric Acid, and Blood Urea Nitrogen/age 15 and

over/cases with multiple diagnoses. Frequency-four per year (dependent upon
secondary diagnosis).
C). Diagnostic Servioes

(1) Chest X-rays and EKG/age 15 and over/case with dabetes mellitus
only. Frequency--once a year.

(2) Chest X-rays and EKG/age 15 and over/cases with multiple diagnoses.
Frequency--one to three per year (dependent upon secondary diagnosis).

Appendix III

REQUIREMENTS FOR CLAIM PRocEssINo REVIEW SYSTEM, MEDICAL/SUROIOAL

CLAIMS, ALL LINEs OF BusINEss

I. CLAIM EXAMINERS (CLAIMS PAYMENT DEPARTMENT)

1. Can approve a claim for payment.
2. Can deny payment it written instructions' are available.
3. Cannot deny payment without written instructions, but may question pay-

ment. In these instances the claim will be routed to the Medical Review Depart-
ment.

It. CLAIM REVIEWERS (MEDICAL REVIEW DEPARTMENT)

1. Can approve a claim for payment.
2. Can deny payment if written guidelines I are available. (A system for ap-

proving written guidlines Is in operation and includes distribution to the Vice
President, Medical Affairs and the executive Vice President. Planning and Pro-

1 Written instructions or guidelines shall mean decision logic tables, policy bulletins, or
other specific Instructions.
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fessional Affairs. Existing guidelines are being reviewed and revised under the
current approval system.)

8. Cannot deny payment without written guidelines, but may question a pay-
ment. In these instances the claim will be referred for review to the Medical
Director's Office.

Ill. INQUIRY ANALYSTS (BENEFIIABY/SUBSCRIBZR SERVICE DEPARTMENT,
EQUIVALENT TO OLAIM REVIEWERS)

1. Inquiry analysts can make a total adjustment payment, but not a partial
adjustment.

2. Inquiry analysts can uphold the original denial if written instructions or
guidelines* are available.

S. Any reviews which canot be disposed of under 1 and 2 above must be routed
to the Medical Director's Office.

IV. MEDICAL DIRECTOR

1. Can approve or deny a claim for payment.
A. Claims for services of a specialty nature that fell within a Medical Director's

area of com-Ipetence can be approved or denied. A Medical Director has the option
of consulting with the appropriate Medical Advisor if assistance is needed.

B. Claims for services of a specialty nature that are not in a Medical Director's
area of competence will be referred to the appropriate Medical Advisor if the
claim canot be approved for total payment. Telephone contacts are acceptable
for simple questions, but any advice of a complex nature should be obtained In
writing. All decisions must be documented in writing.

2. The Vice President, Medical Affairs can specify that claims for selected
services of a specialty nature must be referred to Medical Advisors for initial
adjudication. Reasons for recommending this type of action must be documented.

V. MEDICAL ADVISORS

1. Medical Advisors can approve or deny a claim for payment.
2. Medical Advisors have the option to recommend that a claim be referred to

peer review for advice as to the proper payment.

VI. PEER REVIEW

1. All cases to be sent to professional societies will be forwarded by the Vice
President, Utilization Division.

2. Professional societies shall have the final advisory recommendation to ap-
prove or deny a claim for payment.

3. Peer review will be done by the specialty review committees of the Pennsyl-
vania Medical Society. A. PBS will specify the specialty committee that should
review the claim.

4. Peer review for podiatrists will be done by the review committee of the
Pennsylvania Podiatry Association.

5. Peer review for osteopaths will be done by the review committee of the
Pennsylvania Osteopathic Medical Association.

6. Under Medicare the Social Security Administration Regulations for the
fair hearing process and use of peer review will be followed.

$See page 249.
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The following material is excerpted from a statement presented by

William H. Ford, President of Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania, on Morch 14, 1974,

at a public hearing before the Public Health and Welfare Committee, Senate of

Pennsylvania, Honorable W. Louis Coppersmith, Chairman:

'he Blue Cross Plans have played an important part in helping

hospitals and doctors assure quality care for Pennsylvania residents

at the lowest possible cost through their assistance in: establishing

utilization review committees; establishing hospital computer sharing

systems; developing utilization measurement studies to provide

hospitals with data on comparative utilization patterns; establishing

industrial engineering programs providing professional assistance to

hospitals; cooperating in development of comprehensive health care

planning programs; helping hospitals establish group purchasing

programs: and conducting research and consulting studies aimed at

increased efficiency and economy in hospital operations.

"For many years, Pennsylvania hospitals have maintained a record

of lower costs and greater number of services than the national average.

Pennsylvania's cost per day of hospital care is lower than that of any

other heavily industrialized state in the nation. The latest national

statistics available for purposes of state-by-state comparison are for

the year 1972. These statistics show that the total expense per

patient day in the hospitals of Pennsylvania average $98.42. The

national average wes $105.21. In other words, the cost per day of care

in Pennsylvania hospitals was $6.79 less than the national average."

NOTE: The chart on the following page, TOTAL EXPENSE PER PATIENT DAY, is
comparative per diem hospital costs throughout the United States.

I
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TOTAL EXPENSE
PER PATIENT DAY

Combined
Inpatient and Outpatient

Expense

Non-Federal
Short-Term General

and
Other Special Hospitals

1972*

The Total Expense Per
Patient Day in Western
Pennsylvania hospitals
in 1972 was $14.10 less
than the notional average
and $7.31 less than the
Pennsylvania average.

State

California
Alaska
District of Columbia
Massachusetts
New York
Connecticut
Rhode Island -
Maryland
Arizona
Nevada
Delaware
Michigan
Washington
Illinois
UNITED STATES
Hawaii
Oregon
Colorado
New Mexico
Utah
Louisiana
Ohio
New Jersey
PENNSYLVANIA/Florida
Vermont' J _ Georgia', WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA

Wisconsin
Maine
Indiana
New Hampshire
Texas
Minnesota
Missouri
Idaho
Oklahoma
Virginia
Kansas
Tennessee
Nebiaska
Alabama
North Carolina
Iowa
Kentucky
North Dakota
Montana
South Carolina
West Virginia
Arkansas
Wyoming
Mississippi
South Dakota

*Latest figures available
Sources:
ANA HOSPITAL STATISTICS 1972
ANA 1973 GUIDE TO THE HEALTH CARE FIELW

2

Total Expense
Per Patient Day

$148.54
148.49
143.67
140.64
133.90
133.70
126.78
125.47
122.90
120.05
117.82
116.74
116.63
109.83
105.21
104.70
104.28
104.03
103.77
102.22
100.93
99.39
98.49
98.42
98.15
96.10
91.13
91.11
90.95
90.60
90.31
90. 04.- .
89.66
88.58
88.15
87.84

.84.64
83.44
81.57
81.50
81.06
80.68
79.70
79.49
78.11
77.22
75.40
73.85
72.61
71.18
70.99
70.25
68.57
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UTILIZATION CONTROL ACTIVITIES

Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania works diligently
to fulfill its obligation of providing subscribers
with quality health care coverage at reasonable cost,
and to work closely with physicians, hospitals and
other health care agencies in cost and utilization
control activities.

UTILIZATION REVIEW CO (IT S

For many years the Plan has worked with Participating Hospitals
and their medical staffs in establishing Utilization Review
Committees. The hospital's utilization committee analyzes and
identifies factors that may contribute to unnecessary or
ineffective use of inpatient services and facilities, and makes
recommendations designed to minimize ineffective utilization.

The medical profession has a basic role in ensuring proper
and effective utilization of hospital beds and services. The
responsibility has been officially recognized through resolu-
tions by county, state and national medical societies, and
through extensive participation of doctors in utilization
review activities.

In this work, Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania has
cooperated closely with the Medical Advisory Comittee on
Blue Cross Cases of the Pennsylvania medical Society. This
Comittee has reviewed and evaluated nearly 31,000
subscriber hospital claims.

Prior to the edicare requirement for such committees,
more than 90 per cent of Blue Cross Participating Hospitals
in Western Pennsylvania had utilization committees in
operation.

HOSPITL UTILIZATION PI)JECT (UP)

Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania provided technical assistance
and data processing facilities over a four-year period for the
Hospital Utilization Project (hW?), a utilization measurement
study which provides hospitals with valuable data on compara-
tive utilization patterns. The Plan continues to provide
assistance to KUP in the form of review and control services.

3
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The following material is excerpted from a statement presented by

Robert J. Schuler, Vice President of Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania on

January 20, 1972, to the Pennsylvania Department of Health Advisory Council

for Comprehensive Health Planning Task Force on Health Costs and Finance:

"The third area of involvement concerns institutional and

professional care review activities. blue Cross has been active

in utilization control progrss for many years, and a formalized

utilization program involving hospitals, doctors, and blue Cross

was developed in 1958. More than 30,000 subscriber hospital

cases a year have been studied in depth since the formal review

program was initiated.

"The acceptance of utilization review as a necessary function

of comunity-responsive institutions and individuals is indicated

by the fact that more then 90 per cent of blue Cross Participating

Hospitals in Western Pennsylvania had utilization committees in

operation prior to the Medicare requirement for such committees.

"Blue Cross was also actively involved in the establishment

of the Hospital Utilization Project, a statistical measurement

program which provides hospitals and their medical staffs with

data on comparative utilization patterns. We provided technical

assistance and data processing facilities for the project during

a four-year period, and continue to furnish assistance in the

form of review and control services.

4
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"Seventy-five percent of our Participating Hospitals, repre-

senting 83 percent of the hospital beds in Western Pennsylvania,

are currently using the services of the Hospital Utilization

Project. An additional seven percent of Blue Qcss hospitals

representing nine percent of the hospital beds, are using the

Professional Activity Service vhich provides essentially similar

services. In total, Western Pennsylvania hospitals, representing

92 percent of available beds, are currently making use of

utilization review statistical programs.

'The entire range of utilization review activities in Western

Pennsylvania -- including the work of the professionally staffed

Blue Cross Hedical Review Department, the individual hospital

utilization cormittees, the Hospital Utilization Project, and

the Medical Advisory Comittee for Blue Cross Cases of the

Pennsylvania Medical Society -- is directed toward analysis and

identification of factors that may contribute to unnecessary or

ineffective use of inpatient services and facilities."

5
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MEDICAL ADVISORY COMMIT

In Pennsylvania, Blue Cross was created by the Commonvealth under a special

enabling act. Under this Act the Pennsylvania Insurance Department has

extensive regulatory powers over Blue Cross. Among other things the authority

to regulate includes:

1. Subscription agreements with subscribers

2. Rates charged to subscribers

3. Reimbursement contracts with hospitals

Because of this authority we were the first Plan in the United States to have

a public hearing on a rate increase request. This was back in 1956. Another

hearing held late in 1957 resulted in an adjudication which set forth many

reruirements for increased efforts in cost and utilization control.

Prior to the adjuaication we already had a number of claims review programs

in effect. We had unilaterally reviewed hospital admissions to identify

diagnostic admissions. We had a legal responsibility for this effort since most

of our agreements contained an exclusion for diagnostic-admissions which could

have been performed on an outpatient basis. But, without question, this review

process had its problems. When claims were denied, everybody was unhappy,

particularly the subscriber and the physician. Physicians who came to our

offices to discuss these problems were sincerely concerned by our review

mechanism and continually emphasized a difference of opinion as to the need

for inpatient hospitalization in specific cases.

6
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After numerous meetings it was agreed to undertake a joint program of utilization

review co-sponsored by the Tenth Councilor District of the Pennsylvania Medical

Society, the Hospital Council and blue Cross. The primary objective of this

undertaking was educational -- that is, educating physicians as to the proper

use of inpatient hospital facl' ties.

To carry out this program, the Pennsylvania Medical Society Advisory Committee

for Blue Cross was established in 1958 with participation of most hospitals

from Lawrence, Beaver, Allegheny, and Westmoreland Counties. In 1970, this

mechanism was expanded to cover the entire 29 county area; with a total partici-

pation of 97 hospitals. The Hospital Council worked with their member hospitals

and the medical staffs to develop utilization review committees in each institu-

tion and Blue Cross set up a claims review mechanism under which cases questioned

as diagnostic admissions or for length of stay were referred back to the hospital

utilization review committee for study and advice.

Where the hospital's review coawittee agreed with Blue Cross on a case, the

matter was resolved at that point. Where there was disagreement, the case was

held and referred to the Medical Advisory Committee. This Committee is a

rotating one made up of a Chairman who is selected by Blue Cross from names

supplied by the Pennsylvania Medical Society and five Chairmen of individual

hospital utilization review committees. These meetings, which are held weekly,

are attended by the Medical Director of Blue Cross and the Administrators of

the various hospitals represented by the attending Utilization Review Committee

Chairmen. The Blue Cross Medical Director presents the case for Blue Cross,

and the Chairman of the Utilization Review Committee for the specific hospital

7
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presents the case for that hospital. The four other Chairmen from other

hospitals then vote on the case. In the case of a tie, the meeting Chairman

cests the deciding vote. The resulting recowindation to Blue Cross is very

seldom changed by us.

The Comittee considers three types of cases known as List "A", List 'D', and

List "C".

These are Blue Cross admissions to the hospital of all questionable cases for

inpatient diagnostic reasons that are sent to Medical Review by the Claims

Processing Department. Most Blue Cross contracts have broad outpatient benefits.

These benefits were included in the new agreements, at the encouragement of the

tOth Councilor District of the Pennsylvania Medical Society, the hospitals and

the group members, in an effort to have medical care delivered in the least

costly manner. At the same time, most of these agreements exclude inpatient

diagnostic stays. The Medical Review clerk further scans these cases and sends

for hospital medical records on the questionable cases. When the medical records

are received, the cases are reviewed by a Registered Nurse and when necessary,

the Medical Director. A decision of payment or denial is made. If the cases

are deemed Diagnostic Denfals, they will be identified for a Medical Advisory

Committee meeting. Prior to the meeting, these cases will be sent to the

Hospital Utilization Committee for their review. If their judgement i that the

cases were "diagnostic," no records need be brought to the Medical Advisory

Committee meeting. If the hospital Utilization Review Committee considers the

cases to be "non-diagnostic," we request that all pertinent date be presented

a
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to the Medical Advisory Comittee in support of their opinion. At the meeting,

if the Hospital Utilization Reviev Committee agrees with the de;aiou of bL1,e

Cross, the cse is not discussed, but if they disagree, the medical records are

presented and the committee of physicians vote on it. Blue Cross accepts the

recommendation of the Committee.

These hospital admissions are paid Blue Cross inpatient claims only, and are

scanned by a Registered Nurse for a given hospital. The Registered Nurse'a

scan consists of:

1. Prolonged stays.

2. Prolonged pre-operative stays.

3. Prolonged post-operative stays.

4. Claims that appear by the billing not to have the complete diagnosis.

S. Consultation delays.

6. Laboratory, Radiology, Physio-therapy, Pharmacy Charges, etc.

7. Operating Room dates not listed.

8. Understays.

9. Inappropriate admissions.

The clsims that the Registered Nurse selects are then sent to the Medical Director

for further evaluation. The claims he selects will be held for a Medical Advisory

Committee meeting. All "B" cases are reviewed at the meeting. If, after the case

has been presented and the Committee agrees that it is justified, there is no

further action. However, if they feel the stay is prolonged. the admission Is

9
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unnecessary, etc., they direct that a letter of admonition be sat to the

attending physician from the Pennsylvania Medical Society.

In addition to the individual case review, pattern analysis is performed for

most hospitals. See attached example of an analysis.

"oc" LIST

These are Medicare inpatient hcmpital claims which are referred daily from

Claims Processing to Medical Review. All claims under five days and over

thirty days in length of stay, and three to five percent of all other claims

between these limits are selected. Each Medicare claim is reviewed by a

Registered Nurse prior to processing the claim for payment. medical records

are requested on questionable claims. The claims are held and a form letter

is sent to the Business Office of the hospital notifying them that there will

be a delay in the processing of the claims. After review of the medical records

by the Registered Nurse, claims requiring no further investigation will be

approved and put through for payment. Claims requiring further investigation

for custodial, non-covered, or unnecessary admission are forwarded to the

Hospital Utilization Review Committee for a decision. If the Medical Director

does not agree with their decision, payment will be withheld and the case will

be scheduled for discussion at the next Medical Advisory Committee meeting

attended by the hospital involved.

Soon after we began to review Medicare cases, it became quite obvious that the

Medical Advisory Committee structure needed to be revised to cope with the

increased volume of work. So we again met with the physicians and as a result

they established the Blue Cross Regional Steering Committee of the Pennsylvania

to

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. - 16
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Medical Society. This Committee is responsible to the Pennsylvania Medical

Society Council on Medical Services. it is composed of representatives of the

six Councilor Districts, the Osteopathic Society, and Slue Cross. The responst-

bilities of the PKS/SC Regional Steering Comittee aret

1. Coordinate activities of the Pennsylvania Medical Care Program

and advise Blue Cross Plan and 1i45 about matters of policy

and procedure.

2. Supervise all Review Activities and appoint chairmen to serve

in review capacity.

3. Coordinate Medicare activities €oncernitg

a. Inspecti.m of Hospital Utilization Committee activities, and

b. SN problems.

4. Act as primary liaison between FHS and the Blue Cross Plan.

It provides guidance to:

1. The Medical Advisory Committee which was started back in 1957.

2. A Comittee for review of skilled nursing facility cases.

3. A Medicare Advisory Cocittee.

The Steering Committee also makes recommendation to us on policy matters and

predures affecting the medical profession.

Let us emphasize that the .A.C. is an educational program, a function of the

Pennsylvania Medical Society, an attempt to present and discuss various problems

11
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relative to utilization and make physicians &vare of these problem and to

ask their cooperation. As an educational measure, a copy of the minutes of

each meeting is sent to the Pennsylvania Medical Society and to the Hospital

Administrator and President of the Staff of each hospital in attendance.

Since 1958 through December of 1973, there have been 373 meetings and the

Comittee has reviewed 6,096 cases on the "A" List. 1,170 decisions of Blue

Cross were reversed. They have reviewed 23,536 cases on the '" List.

4,919 letters of admonition have been written to physicians. A total of 1,200

"C" list cases vere reviewed.

12
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P~rTERN ANALYSIS

Prior to a Medical Advisory Committee (AC) meeting, the attached cover
letter and study is sent to the Utilization Review Committee Chairman. This
analysis is prepared for 68 hospitals that use the HUP Data System. The U.I.
Committee is expected to review the study thoroughly and be prepared to discuss
the patterns of care at the MAC meeting and have suggestions for resolving any
problems identified.

13
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Blue Cross
of Wsso~m Pwnsvsnla Ome SWmite Stfsel Pitbur^h Pa. 1622 * Rmsw (412)111060'5!m V"BleSh IelId

COVER LETTER - MEDICAL AUDIT

Dear Doctor:

The Social Security Amendments of 1972 P.L. 92-603 places iscreasin8

emphasis on the health care system to institute ongoing medical audits and

to evaluate patterns of patient care and not to identify individual problem.

Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania, as fiscal intermediary for Medicare

and administrative assistant to the Tenth Councilor District of the Pennsylvania

Medical Society has embarked on a new program to provide educational assistance

to each hospital and their medical staff for the purpose of promoting more

meaningful patterrp of care evaluations.

The diagnosis chosen for study is obtained from review of data prepared by

a computer program of the Hospital Utilisatton Project; therefore, identifying

information will be in code and can only be interpreted by you. Also, your

report will only be available to you and your administrator.

Enclosed is a summrisation and analysation of a diagnosis selected from

the most recent six month HUP statistical report.

May I ak your cooperation in reviewing the enclosed report vith your staff,

further investigate those areas you feel necessary and come to the next Medical

CG 341-s0 SIt -'aaeo o ae I5W*m5 MN b w-er P1ee Mewwq. hoseiw w dooo -m b ama~,o W beom qwW@lMg
Sow pefoo" wedinr "s S. Fme o"~ e lte p e ersom "s " md owdoe. 11 361-240. Mot calls 314M5.
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Advisory Comittee meeting, prepared to discuss the pattern of care (only in a

general sense), and possible methods of resolving any problem you and/or your

staff may identify. in the area of medical audit, we need the opportunity to-

learn from each other.

The information being used to foruulate these reports is mInimol and Blue

Cross of Western Pennsylvania only dishes to offer educational tools, not punitive

action. It should be understood that further study (of problem identification

and resolution) can only be meaningful if accomplished within each hospital and

not relinquished to those outside of medicine.

I knov that you share my deep concern for the need for all physicians to be

actively involved in this area of medical care delivery.

If you should have any questions regarding this letter or the enclosed report,

please feel free to contact me.

Nay I thank you in advance for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Michael A.Cambest, N.D.
Vice President - Medical Affairs

is
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Nedical record umbers of 80 cases In the study:

735310 730006
734621 730481
731462 733401
731003 735359
730621 735062
735208 735779
734240 734953
732980 733473
733643 733727
733152 732947
732091 733212
732244 734531
730900 734639
731420 734553
735431 732381
732597 731397
733546 730360
732215 733227
732318 732792
7211489 734364
7211611 7211662
730040 734021
734899 732683
734923 732946
733176 733788
733830 731770
734321 731382
733756 733881
733027 730975
73280 731564
731750 731392
731991 730518
732095 7211630
731890 734627
731671 731244
731676 731979
731002 733039
731360 733599
7211709 734281
7211676 733045

16
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L=Th o STAY ANALYSIS

Diagnosis - Cholcystitis, Cholansitic and Cholelithiasis
I.C.D.A. Code - 574.0 thru 574.9 or 575.0

Procedure - Cholecystectomy
I.C.D.A. Code - 43.5

Time Period - January thru June, 1973

As a service to and educational tool for , its medical
staff and others involved in medical audit programs, Blue Cross of Western
Pennsylvania has summarised and analyzed the results of six mouths of data. We
studied the length of hospital stay of eighty patients vith the primary diagnosis
of Cholelithissis or Cholpcystitis and Cholangitit; vho had a primary surgical
procedure of a Cholecystectomy. Deaths and patients remaining pest 75 days are
omitted. All patients vere discharged during the period January thru June, 1973.

CoMarative Information

ranked eleventh of eleven hospitals in the group for
average length of stay. The H.U.P. expected length of stay range is 8 to 17 days.

Croup 1Hospital5

Average length of stay 14.7 days 12.6 days

Percentage within the range 70% 70%

Percentage below the range 4% 14%

Percentage abeva the range 26% 16%

Median - The median is by definition the middle value in a distribution. When-
ever the median is shown, one half of the cases have a stay equal to the median
or mater, and one half of the cases have a stay equal to or greater than the
median.

- 10 days Group - 10 days

* The mode is the ost commonly occurring value in the distribution. In
other words, the sode values shown represents the moot frequently occurring
length of stay.

SlOdays Group - 9 days

17
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Populat ion

Th# group of 80 patients ranged in age from 18 years to 81 years. The
average patient age is 48.8 years with 23 patients or 29 percent being male and
57 patients or 71 percent being female.

The table below ahove a breakdown of payment sources and length of atay
for the 80 patients studied.

Pavor

Blue Cross

Comercial Insurance

Medicare

Number of Patients

37

27

9

Aversaze L.O.S.

11.6

13.7

21.3

Medical Assistance 7 12.0

Admissions. Discharges and Surlery
(Day of Week)

The table below exhibits admissions, discharges and surgery by day of the
week.

n Te. Wed. n. Fri.a .

Admission 14 11 11 13 9 7 15

Discharge 3 7 17 15 12 15 11

Surgery 30 11 12 14 13 0 0

Forty-five of the 80 patients admitted were classified as emergency
admissions vith the remaining thirty-five patients classified as elective.
The following is a distribution of emergency admissions by day of week.

Emergency Admissions

NOn.__ Tue. Wed. m ri S at. sun.

Admissions 6 6 7 7 8 6 5

All patients yere discharged alive with one transferred to another level
of care and another left against medical advice.

Ninety-one (91) consults vere recorded for the eighty patients studied
which is an average of 1.1 consult per patient.

18
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Lenxth of Stay by Physician

The 80 patients studied vere attended by 6 surgeons. The distribution and
length of stay io a* follow:

Number of
physician Patients

10125

10305

10329

10107

10302

10123

38

16

12

12

1

1

Average
Length of Stay

14.5

15.6

15.2

13.7

13.0

16.0

Average Average
Pre-op Stay Post-o Stay

4.2

5.2

6.1

5.1

6.0

7.0

10.4

10.4

9.1

8.6

7.0

9.0

The following is the distribution of pre-operative
the 45 emergency admissions:

Number of Patients

19

9

8

8

1

stays by physician for

Pro-go Stay

6.4 days

7.7 days

8.4 days

5.5 days

7.0 days

Possible Points for ContinuIna Study

The following outline is to be used only as a suggested guide for a mean-
ingful medical audit. To further investigate a particular area of interest,
medical records should be used vith the assistance of te medical record prac-
titioner and/or the Utilization Reviev Coordinator, who can minimize physician
time spent on the study by providing only those necessary records.

You may vent to refer to your copy of the medical criteria for Cholecystectomy
patients prepared by the Pennsylvania Medical Society and sent to the medical staff.

This criteria is a guide and is to be used only as a tool and not to be con-
sidered rigid law for further study of patterns of patient care.

19

Physaista

10125

10305

10329

10107

10123
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1. Length of Stay

A. TWenty-six (26%) percent above the expected Tange (8 to 17 days) -
Reasons for excessive length of stay could be studied by using the
26% above 17 days.

B. Group average length of stay (12.6 days) - All patients ubo stayed
in excess of 12.6 days may also be used as an indicator for review.
This group would consist of sore cases than (A.) above.

C. Pre-operative length of stay - Areas that say prove worthy of
further investigation may be:

1. Available pre-admission diagnostic facilities-

2. Coordination of admission scheduling with operating room
scheduling

3. Coordination of admission scheduling vith x-ray scheduling

II. Admission Status

A. Emergency Admissions - The appropriateness of the 45 cases admitted
vith emergency status could be further investigated.

Ill. Consultations - The number of consultations which exceeded the number
of patients may be further studied for appropriateness.

20
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H0SPITAL Mg[ILZ

The hospitals average length of stay for the particular diagnosis studied
is graphically shown for the current period and for two past periods. This
picture of the pattern relating to a specific diagnosis is shown at the Medical
Advisory Comittee (MAC) meeting and discussed in conjunction with the pattern
analysis. An example of such a graph is attached. Comparisons are made with the
Pennsylvania Medical Society's Criteria for the average length of stay for the
diagnosis and with the average length of stay for all WUI hospitals and hospitals

%4 . in their Group.

21
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Cast roenterit i, Adult - Average Length of Stay

Groip TV

All HOP

JisuPJDO
1971

8.0

7.5 1.

7.0

6.5

6.0
Jan. -Jue

1972

AL OSTAi,8 6.5 6.2 6.2

Jam IV 6.9 6.0 6.3

,,, 808 33 61 37 1~- ~ -i- -
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Gasetromterfts, NedLatrLc - Average Length of Stay

6.5

6.0

9505

4.5 1. GrouP TV

1971
July-Dec.

1971

Al MW

4.0

Jam. .Ju'm
1972

- II TALS 4.9 416 4,0

3 24 31
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- Acute Myocardial Infarction. - July-Dec. 1971

- The 74 cases averaged 26.1 days. The 31 blueCross cases averaged

26.4 days while the 43 non-Blue Cross averaged 25.9 days.

- Of the 31 BlueCross cases, 18 or 58.07. exceed the PAS 75th percentile for the

age group involved. These 18 cases break down by physician as follows:

18242

3

2 2 25254

I1 7 3

- Patients at were slightly

this diagnosis at all HUP hospitals.

18141 I=~
2 I is

younger than the population for

Ae
20-34 yr.

35-49

50-64

65+

All HU?

0.9%

17.17.

44.4.

37.6%

- A smaller percentage of patients at had

than in HUP hospitals as a whole.

Single dx

Multiple dx

All HU?

34.9.

65.17%

1.3%

51.4.

29.8'.

multiple diagnoses

47.3%

52.7%

16 different physicians handled the 74 cases. only two had more than 10

patients. Physician 18302 handled 14 cases with an average length of stay

of 30.5 days, and physician 18325 had 11 cases vith an average of 18.5 days.

The combined average for the rest of the physicians was 26.6 days (49 cases).

24
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Acute Hyocardial IafactLoP . Avevase 1*4th of Stay

26.0

23.1

23.0

22.1

flS citTIatA: Uf2 LD4'Tr - 22 days

All Iii

Group Iv

19.0

25

m ill I I
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CholecYltectomtes - Jan. - June. 1972

- The 35 cases averaged 18.0 days. The 19 Blue Cross cases averaged

15.6 days. The other cases averaged 21.1 days. Comparing Blue Cross

cases with the others the pre-op average vas nearly the same (5.6 and

5.9 days respectively,) while the post-op stay was 9.9 days for the

Blue Cross cases and 15.2 days for the others.

Eight of the cases exceeded the PAS 75th percentile for the age

group of the patient; three of these were Blue Cross cases.

Patients with this diagnosis

population of all patients.

compared to 50.0% of all 1Wp

0-19

20-34

35-50

50-64

65+

Corresponding

percentage of

as a whole.

at were older than the

71.1% of t patients were over 50

cholecystectoy patients.

All U

1.5%

19.51

29.01

32.5%

17. 5%

10.5%

18.41

50.01

21.1%

to the older age of the patients, there were a higher

multiple diagnoses at 4 than in HUP hospitals

Single dx

Multiple dx

All HU?

54.1%

45.9%

36.81

63.2%

26
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ChoAcystecto verae Lth of Stay

18.0

17.0

1 15 .0 
r~ j

14.0 All WUP

13.0

2?

I I I I I I II I II I
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1966

1967

1968
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1970

1971
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1973
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99

146

178

187

198

224

257

295

340

SOURCE: ]BLUE CROSS Of' WESTERN M'ISnYVAIA
MAY, 1974
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-U1ILATHEA MumY D 7TI IATIO

• LaU CROSS Pm GgAM - DPATIMIT

Average Benefit
Length AdmtssouI Dollara

Year 2f Stay 1000 Day*/10 Laid

1960 8.1 139 1162 $ 59,987,688

1966 7.87 121 953 94,557,587

1967 7.82 132 969 99,834,000

1968 7.76 134 1043 109,006,568

1969 7.72 131 1011 127,256,525

1970 7.78 130 1016 149,838,809

1971 7.68 130 998 171,524,631

1972 7.59 128 976 177,040,268

1973 7.3 135 979 187,989,202

SOURCE: BLUK CROSS OF VESTERN PEINNSYLVANIA
MAY, 1974
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Sow measurement of the effectiveness of a utiliation review program is the
number of claims denied. Ve have not changed our diagnostic inpatient denial
criteria; however, there has been a costu"al decrease in the number of these
denials made from 1965 through 1973 as shown by the data below. it would
appear that people are not being admitted unnecessarily.

Yea

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

Net Denials

1536

1103

793

748

746

679

463

344

226

SOURC: ILUZ CROSS OF WSTMJI PEISYLVANA
MAY. 1974
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Senator TALMADOK. The next witness is Dr. Jose I. Garcia Oiler,
president of the American Association of Councils of Medical Staffs
of Private Hospitals, Inc.

Doctor, your entire statement will be inserted in the record and
you may summarize it, sir.

STATEMENT OF JOSE L. GARCIA OLLER, M.D., PRPJIDENT, AMR I-
CAN ASSOCIATION OF COUNCIL OF MEDICAL STAFFS OF PRIVATE
HOSPITALS, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY DR. EDWARD S. HYMAN,
SECRETARY, COUNCIL OF MEDICAL STAFFS, AND ROY F. GUST%
ESQ., GUSTE, BARNETT & COLOMB
Dr. GARCIA OwIn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, distinguished Sen.

ators, and the people of America.
The 10 minutes that we have been allowed, which is equivalent to

all of the others, could hardly allow us to make a presentation on a
fundamental issue of PSRO, which, in our view, constitutes the elimi-
nation of the private practice of medicine as we know it in this coun-
try. But basically, and perhaps more importantly, the -fact that the
American citizen will no longer be able to say, "I am going to see my
doctor, not the doctor across the street, my doctor, whom I have chosen
because of his reputation and his background, and I wish to rely on
his judgment. I want this doctor to concentrate all of his professional
attention to me as his patient, and disregard the position of the doctor
down the street or in PSRO, a committee of doctors"-so I suggest
the fundamental question before us as we have studied this is whether
the constitutional right of the American men and women to choose
the doctor and rely on the particular judgment of that doctor, unen-
cumbered, unfettered, unpressured from Government institutions
controlled by committees of practicing physicians who will then un-
questionably bear down and change his point of view in a progressive
erosion of his judgment.

You have seen before you witnesses who present a position for
PSRO from time to time, not because they believe in it, but because
it is the law, because we have PSRO. All of these groups are now
jockeying together for a position of control, and I respect and ac-
knowledge their position as legitimate because we have a law in this
land that would say, never again will there be a patient and a doctor
relationship under a private contract, but there shall be now a com-
mittee of physicians under the ultimate control of the infinite power
of the Federil Government, which will be present at the third chair
that is now empty in my room. Now we have the patient and we have
.the physician, and now we are going to have an empty chair in every
room in this country which is the presence of the Federal Government.

So I would suggest in my emotional manner, for which I beg your
pardon, that we are dealing with a fundamental constitutional right
of the American men and women to choose his doctor and have that
doctor unencumbered by the presence of the Federal Government,
the Federal rulebook and the statement that PSRO says that there
shall be access to the private medical records.

If we lose privacy and we lose judgment, there is no freedom. If
we have a physician-and unfortunately, the presentation has been
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that practicing physicians are going to do this, and therefore it is
legitimate-and -1 submit that when practicing physicians have been
subjected to the pressure of institutionalized Government control,
that is no longer a practicing physician; it is a Federal quasi-agent.
And that is what we are worrying about.

Now you are taking the independence of the doctor, and that has
happened in other countries and we recognize it, but we are now
taking the right of the American to his doctor and their privacy and
we have already had some examples this morning as to how the Fed-
eral Government handles privacy. We have seen records read now
that were supposed to be private, and what is private today in the
Federal Government f There shall be a regulation that the freedom of
information that it shall be published tomorrow, and we do not recog-
nize the assurances given that, when we have a patient in the office
and gives private, confidential information, that that will ever again
be private under PSRO.

We have, to the best of our ability, submitted for the record our
PSRO book, which gives an analysis and a view of the program as it
affects patients and doctors. I have included a one-page .factsheet
of the numerous abuses to the concept of patient-physician contract
and relationship, and I will not discuss this.,

And on the second book, our formal testimony, the first 14 pages
are our statement, and thereafter is our amicus curiae testimony pre-
sented as a memorandum in a court presentation. And I submit that
for your study.'

And, of course, as the chairman mentioned, this will be part of
the official record.

Senator TAwoz. All documents will be inserted.
Dr. GARCIA Ouwt These documents, and in order to conserve the

time, may I have a reading of the number of minutes that I have.
Senator TALxZADOE. You have 4 minutes remaining.
Dr. GARCIA OiLu t. I will do this mostly by titles so that there will

be an opportunity for the committee to examine.
In our view PSiO is the rationing of medical care, on page 2. In

an affluent society whore a citizen may buy his medical care, he has
a choice to his doctors. In an underdeveloped or socialized country,
we then have an individual who is rationed under the system. -In
England this is done by the rationing system of the waiting line, andif there is a hernia or a hemmorrhoidectomy or a tonsilectmy, you
may wait 6 months to 6 years. The system is free but it is rationed
by time, free, by payment of taxes.

PSRO establishes the second type of rationing by challenging the
judgment of a physician at every step of the way before the patient
is admitted, pr;elmission certification, when he is admitted, admis-
sion revew, at computerized intervals, at length of stay, at every step
of professonal judgment, there shall be a policing and certification
system. This is rationing by limiting the type and amount of services.
The rationing works to the committee's rationing of the board of ad-
missions, the committee to investigate the private doctor's offices, and
we do comment that in another context. We needed a plumber's union
and a red wig and a voice falsifier to get into the psychiatrist's office.

'Seep. 264.
'IS" p. 271.
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But with a PSRO card, you have legal entry into the intimate
affairs of every person in this country. [General laughter.]

And the third committee is the Federal Manual Committee, and I
would like -for you to consider the example of the treatment of the
common cold in our book in which you have the number of visits in
the home or in the office 3 or 4 days apart. The number of phone calls
and whatnot is one of the examples of what could happen.

Now the next part of the testimony is that PSRO law contains
provisions which directly interfere with the right to practice. Now
this is a considered presentation and I will just mention one section,
1151, in which itstates, "it is the purpose of this part to assure , *
that the services * * conform to appropriate professional stan-
dards * *" It does not say local rule and choice. It says that it shall
assure that the physician shall conform.

I list the penalties for noncompliance, which are numerous and
extremely, a high degree of pressure, which I will not list. I would
then discuss the Supreme Court decisions, which, in the brief minute
we have, I will read the Supreme Court opinion: "required acquies-
cence by copractitioners has no rational connection with a patient's
needs and unduly infringes on the physician's right to practice."

And this, Mr. Chairman, I submit is the fundamental question,
whether the right to seek advice on one's health and the right to
place reliance on the physician of one's choice, are basic to the. 14th
amendment values And this is what is at issue in PSRO. I discuss
the various reasons, which you gentlemen had before you, for PSRO.

And finally, one word of caution. We believe that PSRO is not peer
review, it is fiscal review. All of us here, and I am sure you Senators
are for peer review, we are talking about fiscal review. And if I may
have 10 seconds for the recommendations. To preserve privacy and
confidentiality in a private doctor system in this country: No. 1,
repeal PSRO; No. 2, establish prototype PSRO's in the Federal sys-
tems of hospitals, Veterans, Public Health Service; and for the pur-
poses of medicare, establish fiscal cost containment and congressional
restraint by a Federal Program Benefits Adjudication Boai-d, whose
function will be to clearly define the benefits to which a patient is
entitled; to inform the patient of his benefits, based on adequate fiscal
principles and actuarial data.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALm oAE. Thank you, Chairman Long?

MARICOPA MEDICAL SocIEry FOUNDATION

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Hyman, I met with your group at Baton
Rouge some time ago and I believe that you had a recording device
at that meeting.

I ask that you make the transcript of that meeting available to us,
if you have it.

Do you have it I
Dr. GARCIA OumRZ. Just a minute. We are referring to the Maricopa

Medical Society Foundation, the foundation for medical care, and
the entire transcript-yes, we do have that., and if you would like we
will submit this----
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The CHAIRMAN. I would like to have a copy of the transcript, if
Imay.

Dr. GA-cu Ouxn. We will prepare that at your request.
We visited Maricopa, and in our considered view, this is a founda-

tion for medical care. Please remember that just this past month, I
visited Maricopa again. The Maricopa Medical Society voted to go
on record in no way to support PSRO, to go on record for repeal, and
Mr. Jay Constantine was present there.

SOME STATES SAYING No TO PSRO
Thereafter, there was a referendum and the referendum was against

PSRO. And then, just 2 weeks ago, the State of Arizona went on
record for the repeal of PSRO.

So I would say that the medical societies that are trying to imple-
ment PSRO because it is a law, have realized when they studied the
principle involved that they cannot support it and maintain good
medical care.

Also, in the State of Georgia, where we have foundations for medi-
cal care, there was a move to apply for PSRO again because it is the
law. I believe that you should know, and I am sure that you do by
now, that the State of Georgia is now on record for the repeal of
PSRO and has a statewide public information campaign to let the
people know that this is the end of good medical care.

So these are two examples on how the so-called foundation States
once the physicians have had an opportunity to view the facts, and
that there is an alternative, under Senator Bennett's language, as he
mentioned, for having voluntarism in PSRO to a degree because, as
you know, after next year the Secretary of HEW will implement it.

So in Georgia and Arizona they have said no to PSRO. All we have
is the smaller States or the smaller societies, Sacramento, with a -few
hundred positions, or New Mexico. And in Pennsylvania, where there
was just a comment before, we have over 6,000 doctors now on the
Council of Medical Staffs in the State of Pennsylvania. And I do hope
and expect that as the rest of the physicians in the State have an
opportunity to study this law, that they will be in a position to repeal.

So I believe that those witnesses that have appeared represent a
very small section of American medicine and most of their testimony,
as h ave heard it this morning and yesterday evening, proves that
the peer review system works.

Senator Bennett just read us examples of how the current system
picks up some deviations, and we all admit that this is not the general
view. The current system of peer review is the ones that are giving you
this information. It is not the PSRO.

Senator Bm.Nvrr. This is the Federal Government, however.
Dr. GARCIA OLLER Well, we have had a Federal Government since

1776, and I hope we continue to have it. We are talking about the Fed-
eral Government in my office, Mr. Bennett, and with due consideration,
I make one comment on the fact that a doctor gave 10 drugs for 1
patient-

The CHAIRMAN. Might I just interrupt before we go any further.
It is all right for me to have a lengthy answer to the question. But
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all I really wanted was just -for your people to make available the
transcript of that meeting, if you have it.

Dr. GARCIA OLLLWith pleasure. In fact, Mr. Chairman, we would
like to present to your committee 3 years of hard data that we havedeveloped.Senator TALMADOE. I am sorry. Your time is up. Your time for the
testimony has expired.

We appreciate your eloquence, but some of these Senators want to
ask further questions.

Is-the gentleman finished I
The CHAIRMAN. [Nods in the affirmative.]
Senator TALMADOE. Senator Bennett is recognized.

CMS MMBuMS]rP

Senator BENNmr. Doctor, you and I are going to have an interest-
ing time in the next few minutes.

t General laughter.]
Senator BENNimTr. You probably can yell louder than I can.
In your statement you say you have a voting membership of over

34,000 practicing doctors, and in bulletin, vol. 2, No. 1, of the Dela-
ware Chapter, the Delaware Valley Chapter in Pennsylvania, you say:

Beginning less than two years ago the Delaware Valley Chapter promptly en-
rolled over 25 medical staffs, hospitals In the area, each by an overwhelming
affirmation to embrace membership, But the total number of physician members
is between 3,000 and 4,000, and still growing.

And then let me read the fine print at the bottom of the page.
Less than 10 percent of the membership paid the first year's dues, and the per.

centage who have paid since have gone down: Financial support is and has been
at disaster levels. Only 40 percent of the first newsletter could be mailed be-
cause of Insufficient money for postage from the beginning through the present,-
all clerical end administrative work Is being done at the personal expense of
Doctors-and I will omit the two names. Please, please, please, pay your dues.

And does that demonstrate that you have between 3,000 and 4,000
members in Pennsylvania? They have given you overwhelming affir-
mation and the program is still growing?

I think that indicates-
Dr. GARCIA OLLER. I would be happy to answer it. Is it a question?
Senator BBNNFrrr. Yes.
Dr. GARCIA OLL.R. Yes, from our records, I presmne you are refer-

ring to a local newsletter of the Delaware Valley Chapter, for the
record.

Senator BENNF'rf. Apparently, it is their own publication.
Dr. GARCIA OLLER. Yes, it is their own publication. Of course, we do

not write that newsletter.
Senator BENNc-r. Obviously.
Dr. GARCI OLLER. However, these are the figures that we would be

happy to read to you. We made a statement of 6,000, is that correct?
We have in the Delaware Valley area 4,030 members. We -have in the
Allegheny Valley area in Pittsburgh, where we have just started--that
is where Dr. Matthew Marshall was present-884 physicians. In the
northeast Pennsylvania area and the Wilkes-Barre sector, 284 doctors.
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In south central Pennsylvania, we just started there, we have 100physicians.
ho I would submit, Mr. Chairman, that we have close to 6,000 from

the record, and these are the actual figures.
I will answer the second part of the question.
Senator BENNrrF. How many of those are paid up I How many are

just names on a piece of paper ?
VI, Dr. GARCIA OLLER. Wie are not the AMA. The AMA has compulsory
%f dues and the physicians, in order to vote, have to pay a poll tax. The

CMS was created to give every practicing doctor in this country their
vote, and the dues are voluntary.

We have created, Mr. Senator, a grassroots organization.
Senator BENNEvr. I hate to interrupt you, but I have a limited time

to question. How many of those are paid-up members? Do you know?
Dr. GARCIA OLLER. This is from the Delaware Valley. They say 10

percent. I would suggest-
Senator BENNrrr. So you would say in Pennsylvania that of the

6,000,600 may be paid-up members ?
Dr. GARCIA OLLER. But, yes. But this is by design because they are all

voting members without a poll tax. We would like to get financial sup-
port, but our organization is designed to get votes.

Senator BgNNrrr. You said that before. May we leave it and go on
to something else ? You have said that before. I have got a lot questions
and I think wo have beaten that one to death.

AirrCLE CRITICAL OF CMS

I am talking about completing the record. I notice the material you
have submitted is fond of quoting from articles from various medical
publications. You did not include an article on your organization in
the American Medical News of May 31, 1971. That article quoted the
then president of the Louisiana Medical Society to say the following
about your organization:

We consider them right-wing extremists. I think we have an informed leader-
ship already and Dr. Oiler has not furnished anything.

Would you like to put that in your statement to kind of balance the
others that you have given to us ?

Dr. GARCIA OLLmI. If that is the question, I would be happy to have
everything on the record.

I wouk like to mention that this article was published in the AM
News, not in the CMS News, and we did thereafter meet with their
president and we asked him what did he know about our organization,
and he had no information on the membership of CMS whatsoever. He
had just been elected member. He is not from the New Orleans area.
And therefore, we met with him and gave him the information. And
he said he had a telephone call that was from someone that gave him
the impression that the CMS in some way was attacking the position
of the present State society and that he reflexively responded to it,
and that he had no idea that this statement ascribed to CMS has not
been done. So this was some sort of a bathing phone call , and Dr.
Harold has stated since that he has no information or basis for the
statement at that time.
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Senator BiBNNErT. I would like to read another paragraph from that
same article.

Dr.-Har, 14 said that the 0MS recently asked the society to oppose the Joint
Commission un Accreditation of Hotpitals. The CMB asked the hospitals not to
allow the joint commission to inspect anything but the physical plan. Action
to oppose any of the procedures of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals has been tabled by the society.

Did you ask them not to allow the joint commission to proceed with
its accreditation procedures?

Dr. GARCIA OLLBPR That is not factual and Dr. Harold, a.in, on
the record, recognized that he had made a serious mistake. This was,
on the record, again, the mistake by the president of the society. It
had nothing to (1o with the CMS. Some doctor thought that hospitals
should be hotels and doctors should take care of sick people and the
joint commission should accredit the hotel. This is not the position
of the joint commisison.

What the State society has done repeatedly on the record is recog-
nize the Council of Medical Staffs as the appropriate organization
whereby the State society has worked with the joint commission on
the record for developing an independent or cooperative coserving
mechanism. This was done for a period of several years.

So as far as the answer to your question, this is in complete error.
It was not the CMS position and has never been. The Council of Medi-
cal Staffs' policy is to visit hospitals representing practicing physi-
cians at the time of the survey of the joint commission, and cosurvey
the institution representing the practicing doctors. This was the policy
of the State society, which was presented by tho Council of MKedical
Staffs, that there be a cosurvey. It is now the policy of the American
Medical Association.

So in answer to your question, the AMA policy is the CMS policy.
We wrote it with the offcial support of organized medicine.

CMS SE, PSRO RATIONING MiDIcAL CARE

Senator BENNmr. You claim that the PSRO position calls for the
rationing of medical care.

Will you explain specifically how you take the fact that the law
calls for local physicians to utilize norms which they have developed
as checkpoints in the review process, and then proceed to extrapolate
that fact into the unconscionable distortion of this law, that it calls,
in some way, for the rationing of medical care

Can you explain to me why and how you think those steps represent
the rationing of medical careI

Dr. GARCIA OLL . I thought that I had already done this, but I
would be hP i)y to.

We are talking about the decision of a physician to treat a patient
with a certain plan of treatment, and at the present time this is made
with complete freedom of the physician to make that choice for that
patient, there is the rationale.

This is PSRO--
Senator BENzm'r. May I interrupt you at this point, because I

want to take the point you have just made.
Do you object to any utilization review in the hospital as it is now

carried on ? Is that not equally rationing? I
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Dr. GARcIA OLLzR. You missed the point of our presentation, that
when you talk about utilization review, you are speaking about peer
review.

We are for peer review. I am chairman of the organization at my
hospital for about 4 years. That is peer review.
Senator BE.NNETF. But answer my question.
Dr. GARCIA OusR. I am answering your question.
Senator BENNErf. What is the difference between the review by a

S group of doctors over here and the review by a group of doctors over
here, if in fact each group should have come to the same conclusion?

If one is rationing, is not the other rationing?
Dr. GARciA OLLm. It is a fundamental question that you have right

now utilization review performed by these doctors which is legitimate
and appropriate, because patient interest is the entire concern.

With PSRO, this other group of doctors are now under regulation
from the Government.

So the hook, the bait is that we have a Federal Government system,
while we have here a free and independent system. So it is a funda-
mental definition. This is fiscal review.

Senator BzNN=nr. You are avoiding my point. We are talking
about the definition of rationing, and regardless of who does the re-
view, if it comes to the same point, is it not rationing?

Dr. GARCIA OuL R. A peer review is not rationing. It is the evalua-
tion of matters of care for the purpose of education and improvement
of the profession. This is what it is. We do not say, you cannot admit
the patient and we will not pay for you. The Federal Government
PSRO review is rationing because it says, if we consider the treatmentinappropriate, we are not going to pay for it. And there" is a tremen-
dous difference between the power of pTrse.

Senator BE-NN=TT. That has been going on ever since medicare
and medicaid have been in the law. The Government has been saying,
under these circumstances, we will not pay for it.

Dr. GARCIA OL . And that is Government rationing. You have
answered your own question.

Senator BEwNErr. So you object to the Government having any-
thing to say about the conditions of the service for which it pays.

Dr. GARCIA OLLELi We do not object to the Government doing what-
ever the Congress of the United tates approves through our legal
system. That does'not make it legitimate in terms of the needs of the
sick.

Dr. HYMAN. Senator, may I have one comment ?
Senator BENNETT. Surely.
Dr. HYMAN. There is a major difference. When it is peer review in

the hospitals, it is medical principles they are after. But in this par-
ticular program, no matter what the principles are, you are measured
by some certain concrete criteria which may change tomort-ow, it may
take 10 years for the Government to change. And- then, sir, that par-
ticular stratum is reviewed at the next stratum, where the considera-
tion is not quality at all, but cost.

Senator BzNNET. That is your interpretation of the law and that
is not the interpretation that is shared by about 90 percent of the
people.

Dr. HYMAN. It is. That is recorded by you, sir.
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Dr. GARCIA OIza. I would like to state that we believe that Sen-
ator Bennett from the great State of Utah has supported this legisla-
tion under the original sponsorship of the AMA, which they do not
now have.

TAMfA is now for repeal of PSRO. As far as the house of delegates,
they have made a mitake and they recognize it. I believe that you
supported this legislation with the best interests and we certainly
respect your point of view.

I do think that the position of those of us who have read the law
should be clearly that we recognize that this would make it impossible
for the average physician to make a decision to admit a patient to a
1opital without thinking first, can I have a look at the book and see
if if is going to pass the muster for the board of review I Before that
patient is kept in the hospital lie is going to say, is this good, because
when she goes home the husband is going to beat her up. Or because
she has no one to take care of her. Or is he going to say, well, is my pro-
file in the computer going to show on the wrong side ?

This is the problem.
Senator BBzNErr. Well, later on in the day we are going to have

testimony which will completely straighten out the-Inisunderstanding
and the misinterpretation and the misinformation that, in my opinion,
your organization has fostered and disseminated.

I disagree completely with your interpretation of the law and I
think the majority of the physicians in America do, too. You are en-
tidMtImd your interpretation. If you think you can get the law repealed,
you are entitled to make a try at it. But I think that we are on the way
to the successful implementation of PSRO, and I just regre that an
organization such as yours is spending its time and money fruitlessly
spreading false information and the kind of private interpretation
which seeks to put the absolute worst face or worst interpretation on
the law.

Yesterday we put into the record this ridiculous--and I say ridicu-
lous. adviselly--assumption of yours that if PSRO goes into effect it
will require-the Federal Government to pay $34 billion to doctors for
the treatment of the common cold.
-. Tome that is the best example I could get of the ridiculous approach

you make to the whole problem.
I am through, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. GARCIA OLLER. I would like for the record to accept the invita-

tion, which I hope it is, that once has been stated to represent facts that
.haye not been thoroughly checked out, if this was the intent of yourpresentation, that we would like to make ourselves available to bring
the factsbefore you so that they can be checked out.

Thank you very much.
Dr. Hyman has a comment perhaps.
Dr. HYxAN. Concerning lie rationing, Senator Bennett. You need

only refer to the study.done by the Arthur B. Little Company, con-
sultants to HEW, in which they refer to it as rationing also.

Senator BzNNETT. Do you have a copy of that study ?
Dr. HYMAN. I do not have it with me, but I have one.
Senator BENNrr. We would like to see it because we have not been

able to find a copy. 1
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Dr. HTYM^A. Evidently, that has been taken off the press, and I won-
der why I

One prominent writer in this company attempted to get it from
J. B. Lippincott, and it is no longer apparently listed in the catalogue.
However, we have two copies.

Dr. GARCIA OLLER. This was done under Federal contract. It was
Federal money. It was published. One of the consultants is Dr. Russell
Rothman of the AMA. We will be happy to send you a complimentary

%. copy of how the Federal money gets peer review.
Do you have a statement to make?
Mr. Gusia Yes, I would like to say one word.

PSRO Smss Uzcozwn=nOzTAL

Senator Bennett, as attorneys for CMS, we conscientiously feel that
the PSRO amendment is unconstitutional. We feel that it will be found
to be so, particularly when it is implemented and we feel that this is
easily substantiated by the current position of the U.S. Supreme Court
in cases with which I am sure you are familiar.

We think that in attempting to implement your amendment, the
N. Congress is riding a tightrope between the maintenance of the privacyof the American citizen and the deprivation of that privacy which

the Constitution protects.
We do not believe that Congres'should ride that tightrope. We think

that the Congres should first be dedicated to the preservation of the
principles of 4the Constitution, rather than to experiment to what ex-
tent it can go in extending the powers of government.

We do conscientiously feel that when this is put to the ultimate
test the U.S. Supreme Court will find it unconstitutional.

TO repeat when you talk about the CMS wasting its time attempting
to protect the rights of American citziens, we think that it is much
more serious that the Congress not waste its time in attempting to de-
prive the citizens of their most basic right and the right of privacy
is as valuable a right as we as Americans possess. And this inevitably
will transgress further upon the right of privacy of the American,
you and me and everyone's right.

Thank you.
Senator BzNNirr . This is in the courts and it will be decided and I

have a different faith as to the outcome than yours.
Dr. HYMAN. May I, sir I May I continue?
Senator BZNNrfr. I think I have long since overstayed my time.
Are you going to have any questions ?
Senator Cuzr. Oh, yes
The CHAMMAN. Dr. Hyman wanted to make a statement.

ABusz OF Amruionics
Dr. HYMAN. Yes, Senator. You asked Dr. Stewart this morning of

the Louisiana State Society, some questions which, as a surgeon, per-
haps it is inappropriate or him to answer, that is, concernin the

_abuse of antibiotics, which is unreal, and the drug-drug interaction or
Synergism between drugs which, you inferred, was not taken into
account, and that is also unreal;



I want to point that out and should the hearings on drugs in the
Senate ever be made open, perhaps that information may be intro-
duced also.

Senator BwNE'rr. Referring to the excerpts I made from these
reports, are you saying that the use is improper when you say it is
unreal I

What do you mean, "unreal"I
Dr. HYMAN. Your inference is that the use is improper, and the

data is inadequate to demonstrate that. The fact that a person is given
three or four drugs in a category of something that depresses the cen-
tral nervous system does not mean that the summation of the three
is not monitored very readily by looking at that patient.

Senator BENNI'r. I am not a doctor, but, obviously, I was quoting
from reports made by doctors.

Dr. HYMAN. Yes, I am aware of those quotes, sir, and I think the
record should be straightened out, if it is possible to get correct data in.

AMA Nzws Awrxu

Now, concerning the unpleasant remark that was put in the AMA
News, I suggest that you go to Dr. Harold, who is quoted in this very
private conversation by the AMA News, and I suggest you turn to
our colleague Senator Long from Louisiana, and see whether the

State soviet did not support this same position at the meeting he
attended on Monday of this past week.

Senator Bmsxrr. I have no doubt that you are in favor of the
repeal. That has been made perfectly clear.

r.HYAN. Dr. Harold was in that audience, and I guess that
makes us all right-wing extremists.

I think this name-calling has its limits. We are talking about in-
tegrity or infamy, not right or left.

Senator BENNvrF. I do not think I am the one who has been calling
names.

Dr. HYMAN. Name calling is popular.
Senator BENNErr. I think you have helped make it so.
Senator Cuirs. Mr. Chairman I
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Mr. Curtis.
Senator Curis. I want the record to show that I am personally

acquainted with a number of members of your organization who re.
rode in the State of Nebraska. They are well-educated, cultured, dedi-
cated men of medicine. They are not crackpts. They share your
views. They do not believe that you or anybodyK else that is favoring
the repeal of PSRO is trying to deceive the public or the-Congress.

PSRO SERN A GOVERNMENT INVASION INTO MEDICAL DmESoNS

Now, it is very, very easy to resolve the question of whether or not
PSRO is a Government invasion into medical decisions. All you have
to do is read the law. I inserted in the record yesterday or the day
before a copy of the law where I took part of the places where the
ultimate decision is in the Secretary to control the whole thing, to.
make it go. It is right there in plain English.
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That does not refer to our distinguished Secretary, Mr. Weinberger.
We do not know who will be there 5 or 10 years from now. But we
also do know and should take cognizance of it, it will be a bureaucracy.

One of the gentlemen who appeared yesterday and supported PSRO
asked that it be amended so that the Nationa Council on PSRO be
given administrative control. They are all appointed by the Secre-
tary. They do not even have an indepndent staff as Government em-
ployees. This proponent of PSRO also contended that the Council
report to the Secretary and act as a separate agency. That is funda-
mental. A referee should not be on one ball team, se.

Here is another recommendation, that the council has the authority
to hire and fire its own staff and have control of its own budget. Who-
ever can control the staff of any committee or any Federal Agency
can control that, particularly if they can control the budget. & nd i
stated the other day when this man made these recommendations, it
was one of the most severe condemnations of the law anyone could
make.

He also recommended that the council be expanded to allow ade-
quate elected representation on PSRO's. This council is the appoint-
ment of the Secretary. A'I of the authority under the language adopted
rests in the bureaucracy. And the last recommendation was that the
council elect its own officers.

Now I think I was around here when this thing has been discussed
all of the way through. I think that this committee thought that they
were buying peer review and they bought something else. They bought
something else they bought Government review.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. GARCIA OLIaZ. May I answer briefly to thatI
The CHAMMAN. I would like to ask one question.

DFjuwzo WIrH BAD HosPrrAL PRICES

How would you propose to deal with an admittedly bad practice?
For example, reference was made to a situation existing in Louisiana.
I am aware of it, and I was aware of it. A hospital where you had
such practices as dual admissions. A person shows up for admission
for whom the Government is going to pay. The fellow who runs the
hospital puts grandpa in bed alongside of grandma, so that you-look
at the record, and you are showing that, where ordinarily you have
one person in the hospital bed, you seem to be showing up invariably
with two and paying for two. Frankly, that was the judgment of the
Louisiana Department of Public Welfare about that same hospital
before medicare got into the picture.

How would you propose to handle that type of thing ?
Dr. GARCIA OuLa. Senator, I am very grateful for that question,

because I think this gets to the core of it. You are very keen in doing
that.

Again, what you are talking about is how do we have continuously
better peer review f This is what we all want. I think this is what the
good Senator Bennett wants. We want good peer review. We want to
improve. And the question before this committee is whether PSRO is
an improvement over this.

3-013 0 - 74 - pt. i - to
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We believe that it is regressive because it eliminates some basic
constitutional rights like privacy and puts the pressure upon a doctor
that cannot be called progresive and then the cost to the taxpayer.
But then the question, how do we do better peer review p

Now we recognize the authority of the Congress to define benefits,
limit them in any manner that they feel is appropriate by defining
accurately the benefits. This is No. 1, it is true; but now we are talking
about peer review.

This example that' you brought to us, that the Senator stated in
reading-ancd I made a few notes, and I cannot cover all of the points.
Some patient had as many as 10 pills in I day, drugs.

I immediately asked myself, at age 65, what is the most common
condition that we treaty I am a brain surgeon, but I am talking in
terms of the general practice of medicine. Let us talk about a hyper-
tensive patient after 65 who is older and may have some tremor. This
is a fairly common experience. And what do we do for a patient with
high blood pressure and Parkinsonism in day-to-day practice ?

First, for high blood pressure we prescribe two drugs, one for
high blood pressure and the other for his kidney functions, which
is essential for high blood pressure, a diuretic. I am 'ust using lay
language, if you do not mind. The third drug we would use is potas-
slum in certain instances, because when you give the diuretic you have
to control the chemistry of the body or otherwise the patient is in
trouble. So we have three basic drugs th at we have to give.

Then we have the problem ofParkinsonism, tremors in the elderly
people. We give for the tremor Artane, which is trihexyphenidyl-we
are going-to use generic words. And we have to give something for
the tremor which is Dopar, under the UPAA, we- use Do par the
miracle drug invented by the free enterprise drug industry. We have
to use, to counteract the bad effects of Dopar, weave now developed
Symmetrel, S-y-m-m-e-t-r-e-l, which is amantadine, which is the
chemical name, in order to avoid the excessive effects of it. So this is
necessary. Then you have to have a specific kind of vitamin, because
you cannot take vitamins when you take Dopar. It-hasto be a specific
type of component. So all patients of Parkinsonism in modern
medicine have Dopar, Symmetrel, and they have to have the specific
vitamin.

Then we go on to the fact that all patients of Dopar who are under
treatment have to have bowel regulators, and practically all of them
with Dopar have sleepless nights.

The basic core treatment of a hypertensive, 65-year-old, with some
tremor is a minimum of nine drugs. Now, if that patient happens to
have a reason for being hospitalized, he has to have at least one more
to have the PSRO necessity. So if the man has pain and gets an
aspirin, that is 10 drug. And I submit this is the minimum under
true peer review. And I believe that these kinds of reports, when they
are not submitted to professional peer review, and they are submited to
this Federal system, do deprive the good practice of medicine, that
the least the Government can do is submit to a competent peer review
system, not a Government-authorized and paid and pressured PSRO.
We are talking about responsible professional peer review.
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- point-by-point-an EKG on every admision is absolutely necessary

on patients past 65.
The C RAIRmAN. Doctor, that is all fine, but that was not the

question.
What I asked about is what you would propose to do with this

situation.
Dr. GARCIA OTJ.u. Repeal PSRO. This is what we have got to do.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I know you want to repeal PSRZ, but I

would like to get an answer to a specific question. IHere was a. hospital
where every tune grandma shows up, her doctor puts grandpa in
bed with grandma and charges for two, when all we ought to have
to pay for is one.

Now, grandpa did not show up asking to be put in the hospital,
but the doctor persuaded grandpa he ought to be in a bed in the
same room with grandma, so we are paying for two of them instead
of one. And it happens repeatedly as a practice.

Now, that was going on. And it was only one hospital that I knew
of that was doing the t, but it was being done.

Now, how would you handle that I
Dr. GARciA OLPzA. I would handle that as it was, Senator. It was

handled by being discovered, exposed. And you cannot keep these
things hidden under our present system without PSRO. The Federal
Government discovered it through current mechanisms, and the
hospital was closed. This is legitimate; it should be taken to a
court.

The answer, then, is that we have capable, legitimate legal re-
sponses on the books to correct these ususual and rare instances. I
presume the Senator agrees; I think you mentioned this -was
unusual-five hospitals compared to the 'hundreds in the State of
Louisiana. So I think we have adequate remedies, and there is no ques-
tion that in a small community with the hospital having substandard
practice that it will see the light of day and bi right with you shoulder
to shoulder. We do not need PSRO; PSRO will make this fraud
legitimate.

Senator BENNTrT. Mr. Chairman, these people are maldng speeches.
We have got nine other witnesses. It is now a quarter after 12. I ask
you, or I ask them to realize our situation and end their performance.
I ask you to ask them.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I cannot tell the witness not to answer the
f question if I am the person that asked it.

Dr. Hrxmi. If I might answer that, we-have to live a lifetime with
this, not just until noon. I think in general you are absolutely right.
This business of the grandmother and grandfather being admitted
together, occasionally-and it is rare-for psychiatric reasons you
have no alternative as a practicing physician, and that ought to be
entered into the record. That is a rarity.

However, in general, there are a few offenders. And all of this
recitation of excitement and melodrama that has been presented the
reprisals that you have put forth are absolutely unnecessary to cope
with the situation. This will make everybody suffer, and it will destroy
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high quality care and the necessary versatility to practice excellent
medicine. The response is inappropriate and poor. Essentially, sir,
you have elected to go after a single culprit in a crowd using a machine-
gun.

The CHARMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
I think you have certainly added interest to this morning's session,

and I appreciate the information that you brought to us.
Senator CuirriS. Mr. Chairman, may I have 10 seconds?
The CHAMMAN. Yes.
Senator CURIs. I do not know whether it is right or wrong in

Louisiana for grandma and grandpa to be in the same bed, but that
is no reason to impose PSRO on Nebraska.

[General laughter.]
Dr. GARCIA OLLml Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIAN. I hope you do not think I am against grandma and

grandpa sharing the same bed.
[General laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think we misunderstand each other.
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Dr. GARCIA OLLxR. Thank you.
[The following material was submitted by Dr. Oller:]

TESTIMONY or THE COUNCIL OF MWTOAL STAles

SUMMARY INDEX

I. Introduction.
II. PSRO is the rationing of medical care.

A. Time-rationing, the waiting line system.
B. P1RO: Direct Limitation of Type & Quantity of Services.

II. The provisions of the law
A. How will PSRO rationing work?

(1) The committee to review private medical records.
(2) The Board of Rationing for Hospital Admissions.
(3) The Federal Manual for the diagnosis, care and treatment

of all disease.
B. The PSRL contains provisions which will severely impede the

exercise of skill and judgment essential to high quality care.
Apply, distribute, utilize norms of care, review professional

activities of physicians, assure that services conform to ap-
propriate professional standards as to necessity, quality and
cost.

Certification for continued stay, subtle but undenible com-
pulsion to adhere to norms, pressure on the physicians .to
serve the government's interest rather than that of his
patient

PSRL interferes with the right of a physician to practice his
profession.

"Medical Necessity":
(1) Penalties for noncomplance.
(2) PSRO Introduces a new and foreign philosophy, of

medical care.
PSRO is unethical.

C. The Norms for Medical Care.
Criteria are unscientific substitute for personal, individual care.

D. The concept of "Medical Necessity".
Z. PSRO contravenes Section 1801, BSA.
F. PORO is an unreasonable Invasion of privacy.
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IV. Required acquiescence by co-practitioners in PSRO unduly Infringes on
patients' and physicians' rights.

Review of Supreme Court Decisions.
PSRL stands in direct contravention to principles uttered with cer.

tainty by the U.S. Supreme Court.
V. Why PSRO?

PSRO will lower quality, escalate costs, and is not Justified by the
few convictions of fraud and has no economic Justification.

VI. PSRO will create a large, new, expensive and unnecessary bureaucracy
certain to increase taxes.

__ A. Experience with seven EMCROs.
B-D Experiences with Foundations.

VII. PSRO is not Peer Review.
It is fiscal review and control.
It undermines Peer Review.

Senator Curtis: "PSRO Is not Peer".
VIII. What is the legitimate alternative to PSRO.

A. Repeal PSRO.
B. Establish prototype PSROs in the Federal System of hospitals.
C. Establish Medicare "Federal Program Benefits Adjudication

Board".
Bibliograpay.

Appendix. Amicus Curiae Memorandum on Behalf of OMS (38 pages).
Accompanying Document: "PSRO"--CMS.

L INTaoDUOTION

I am Dr. Toe6 L Garca Oiler, President and Founder of AmericanOMS. I am
Puerto Rican. May I introduce to the Subcommittee our Chief Legal Counsel,
Mr. Roy F. Gusto of Guste, Barnett and Colonib; Dr. Edward S. Hyman, Sec-
retary of 0MS, he Is the son of a Russian Jew; and Dr. Wesley N. Segre, our
Treasurer, a Jamaican Negro and past President of the Louisiana Medical
Association. I am a brain surgeon. Dr. Hyman is an internist and research bio-
chemist and Dr. Segre Is a pediatrician.

It Is necessary that public policy in the field of health care be responsive to the
needs of the patient. This Is why we are here: to present the needs of the Ameri-
can patient by those most qualified to define that need, those acually delivering
medical care on a day to day basis-the private doctors of America.

CMS holds that private medical care of the American Citizen is a highly spe-
cialized area, a combination of art and science, requiring intensive day to day
experience with large numbers of flesh and bone sick people. Then, and only
then, is a doctor qualified to speak for the sick. Full-time academicians, pro-
fessors, researchers, educators, and a number of medical economists, who do not
have the workday responsibility for the actual care of the sick, are not compe-
tent to represent the needs of the delivery of medical care.

It was for this purpose-to obtain and represent the consensus of the private
-doctors of America-that 0MB was founded in 196& Ours is a grass roots move-
ment marshalling the votes of private doctors in the midst of their activity,
through the medium of their hospital medical staffs.

American CMB is now he second largest medical organization in the U.S. with
a voting memberShip of over 84,000 practicifig doctors in the rosters of our par.
ticipating staffs with 5Lchapters in 28 states.

L P630 IS THI RATIONING OF UXSOAL CA=E

The present American system of Private Medicine is made possible because
most citizens are able to afford to have and to choose their own private doctor.
The patient thereby becomes entitled to the treatment and the Judgment of k~
doctor. The patient's Interests are kept paramount.

Therefore, private medicine means personalized, individual care by the chosen
physician's Judgment with privacy and dignity at a reasonable cost and with the
goal of early restoration of the patient to his work, home and family.

In underdeveloped countries and in countries with socialized medicine, the
patient's individuality, the needs of his family and of his Job, are subordinated
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to those of the state. The state then determines what he should need or want,
authorizes and rations his medical care based on the "public Interest". Medical
committees or boards are then usually enlisted to institute the rationing policy.

There are two forms of rationing:
A. Time Raltoting, the wting line eytem

Because "national health Insurance systems" are prepaid through taxes, they
appear "free" at the point of entry. To control overutilization, rationing is im-
posed. No more hospitals are built. No new beds are added, the system is not
expanded. Entry becomes possible only through a long waiting line. This system
is exemplified by the British National Health Service. The patients entering the
waiting line may wait up to several years for hernia operations or for tonsillec-
tomies. The system becomes a "health maintenance" system, because some pa-
tients recover during the prolonged waiting period; others become emergencies
as the hernia strangulates or the infections become abscessed.
B. The' seond form of rationing i embodied in P8RO

It is the direct limitation of the type and quantity of services under a newly
created concept of "medical necessity". Committees of physicians are then con-
stituted as boards of rationing. Extensive documentation is demanded from the
attending physician to establish "medical necessity". Successive decisions by the
physician are challenged for further documentation. At all times, he Is required
to Justify deviations from a prefabricated computerized manual of treatment.
Such a rationing system is PSRO. Arthur D. Little & Associates (5) in a study
under contract with HEW concludes that "PSRO is a form of non-price ration.
ing of medical care". The PSRO rationing system is a second class, computerized,
dehumanized system for the delivery of medical services.

The question before this committee is whether such a system of rationing of
medical care is necessary and proper, and whether there is a more reasonable
alternative for cost containment than to provide direct interference with the
practice of medicine and with the patient's right to the judgment of the physician
of his own choice. Our analysis will be directed towards this question followed
by specific recommendations.

W. T E PROVISIONS OF THE Law

A. How twf PRO ration ng work?
A reading of the law reveals that the overall functions could be broken down

Into three principal areas, which, for the purposes of this document, we will as-
sign to "three committees":

(1) The first committee will have authority to review the private medical
records with intimate and personal information of private patients, in private
medical offices, and to inspect the facilities of the physicians' offices. PSRO would
authorize entry Into private psychiatrists' offices, which has been classified as
criminal action in a recent subject of national controversy. One may no longer
need "a plumber's unit" or a "voice falsifier": all that is necessary is a "PSRO
card". (Sec. 1155(b) (8)) "examine the pertinent records of any practitioner... ;
and (4) Inspect the facilities in which care is rendered . . . of any practl-
tioner. . ..

(2) The second committee may be described as "the Board of Rationing for
• Hospital Admissions". Each P8RO has the authority "to determine, In advance,

- In the case of-(A) any elective admission to the hospital . . . whether such
service . . ." is "medically necessary". (See. 1155(a) (2) (A)) Upon admission,
the committee will establish the expected length of stay. Thereafter, the PSRO
shall specify when the attending physician "shall execute a certification stating
that further Inpatient care.., will be medically necessary.. ." "usually, not
later than the 50th percentile of the length of stay for patients in similar age
groups for similar diagnoses . . .". (See 1156(d) (1) (A) and (d) (2))

(8) The third committee we may describe as the Federal Manual Committee
for the diagnosis, care and treatment of all disease. "Norms of Health Care
Services for Various Illnesses or Health Conditions Sec. 1156(a) Each PSRO
shall apply professionally developed norms of care, diagnosis and treatment...".

OMB believes that the three committee functions of invasion of privacy, ad-
vance certification of hospital admissions by the attending physician, and a Fed-
eral manual for the care and treatment of patients are a radical and unfortunate
departure from good medical practice. Those are gross abuses of patient's rights
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and physician's Judgment. This Is the PSRO concept. We believe this law must
be repealed.--

We now refer to the document "Memorandum on behalf of American OMS,
amicus curiae In opposition to defendants' motion for summary judgment, to
the United States District Cnurt, Northern District of Illinois, April 1974", which
constitutes an integral part of this Testimony. In-this document we will find on
page 3, See. A, the following:
B. "A. The PSRL (PRO L4w) oontai provision whioh on their taos will

severely impede the exrerolse ol skll, ad Judgmon whloh Is es8seial to the
delivery of high quality medioal oare"

Section 1156(a) orders each Professional Standards Review Organization
(hereafter PSRO) to "apply professionally developed norms of care, diagnosis,

and treatment based upon typical patterns of practice..."
Section 1156(c) (1) directs the National Professional Standards Review Coun-

cil to distribute "to each PSRO... appropriate materials indicating the regional
norms to be utlUzed..."

Section U56(c) (2) directs each PSRO. to utilize these norms "as a principal
point of evaluation and review for determining... whether... care and services
are consistent with the criteria specified in section 1155(a) (1)."

Section 1156(a)(1) makes it the duty of each PSRO to "assume responsibility
for review of the professional activities . .. of physicians.

It Is argued that the doctor is not compelled to adhere to these prefabricated
norms of care, diagnosis, and treatment; that these norms are mere guides for
evaluation of his services.

They are more than that. By the very language of the statute, these norms
are "principal point(s) of evaluation" of the necessity and quality of a doctor's
care. And Section 1151 says that "it Is the purpose-of this part to assure.
that the services ... conform to appropriate professional standards . . ."

But the complexity of these procedures and the spectre of having to endure
them In order to receive payment for services rendered creates a subtle but
undeniable compulsion to adhere to the norms rather than the vast training and
experience of the physician-to serve the administrative interest of government
rather than the best interests of the sick.

Section 1156(d) compounds the pressure on the physicians to serve the gov-
ernment's Interest rather than that of his patient. This section attempts to reduce
length of hospital stay by requiring certification by the physician of the continued
need of his patient for hospital care-in accOrdance with norms developed for
this purpose-and "usually not later than the 50th percentile of lengths.of-stay
for patients in similar diagnosis."

Thus, the PSRL Implements a vast administrative network of medical norms,
evaluation of physicians based thereon, and procedures for review thereof--all
tending to Impede the judgment of men and women whose mission heretofore
has been to serve the sick. In its stead, this law gives birth to a patient who
must be served before all others-the government. The doctor can, of course,
treat his other patients first, but If he does, he undertakes the risk of enduring
the administrative nightmares of the PSRL.

The PSRL further Interferes with the right of a physician to practice his pro-
fession by creation and enforcement of the concept of medical necessity. Section
1160(a) (1) (A). Realistically, medical necessity Is an artificial concept which
at most can only be applied to obvious cases-broken bones, enlarged livers.
measles, to name a few. But Inherent in the enforcement of "medical necessity"
is a rejection of the well-established fact that many symptoms of suffering are
either psychosomatic or contain no documentable evidence of disease. The life
of a doctr Is devoted to relieving suffering. To require that every time a doctor
relieves suffering he must document the medical necessity of his treatment is
unrealistic and unreasonable. It Is thus an Interference with his right to practice
his chosen profession which violates the Fifth Amendment to the United States
Con titution.

(1) Penalties for Noncompliance. Again, referring to Am. cur., we find these
sanctions: page 4 (a) Denial of payment by PSRO; page 5 (b) . .. Judicial re-
view .. . Is only available where the amount In controversy Is $1,000 or more.
(See. 1169) ; page 6 (c) Immunity for Civil Liability Is offered. A careful read-
ing of the language of this section discloses that this does not provide immunity,
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and therefore is deceptive to the doctors charged with PSRO; page 7 (d) Exclu-
sion of physician from provision of services (Sec. 1160(b)), or (e) Payment of
$5,000 (recovery clause); (f) Pressure on physician from other governmental
agencies authorized (Sec. 1160(c)).

(2) Summary: PSRO introduces and requires, under penalty of fines and
suspensions, a new and foreign philosophy of medical care in America; that
henceforth, the care, diagnosis and treatment for private citizens by the private
doctors shall comply with government rulebooks of medical care as approved by
PSRO and the Secretary of HEW for beneficiaries of Social Security programs.
(Sec. 1160)

PSRO is unethical. "In complying with PSRO, the doctor would act contrary
to Sec. 6 of the Code of Medical Ethics which states, 'A physician should not
dispose of his services under terms or conditions which tend to interfere with
or impair the free and complete exercise of his medical judgment and skill or
tend to cause a deterioration of the quality of medical care'." (CMS PSRO Book,
page 18)
0. The "Norms" for Medioal (lore

As an example of the norms for Medical Care, we refer to the Testimony of
the San Joaquin Foundation for Medical Care.

At this point we introduce as part of our Testimony, the CMS "PSRO" book.
On page 29 we find the Treatment for the Common Cold. The cost of Treating
"Colds" under USRO could be $84 Billion!

CMS believes that such criteria are unscientific and inhumane and an un-
acceptable substitute for personal, individualized care.
D. The oonoept of "medical neoeaeity"

This PSRO concept is a rationing device against which one must provide Justi-
fication by objective documentation. But we submit the medical profession treats
suffering, and disabled patients, not merely "disease by age and diagnosis", and
documentation of "medical necessity" in many of these cases is impossible.

E. PSRO is defective as it is a contravention of Section 1801 of the SSA. (Am.
cur. page 9)

F. The PRL will engender an unreasonable invasion of the right of privacy
protected by the Ninth Amendment of the United States Constitution. (Am. cur.
page 21)

IV. REQUIRED ACQUIE8BNOK BY CO-PRACTITIONMR5 IN PRO UNDULY INFalNGES ON
PATIENTS' AND PHYSICIANS' RIGHTS

To review Supreme Court Decisions applicable to PSRO we refer to Addendum
A beginning on page 27 of the Am. cur. The United States Supreme Court in the
case of Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S. Rep. 179 (1978), said at page 199 (Am. cur.
page 28).

"If a physician is licensed by the State, he is recognized by the State as capable
of exercising-baceptajle clinical judgment. If he fails in this, professional censure
and deprivation of his license are available remedies. Required acquiescence by
co-practitioners has no rational connection with a patient's needs and unduly
infringes on the physician's right to practice.".

When Justice Blackmun said "required acquiescence by co-practitioners has no
rational connection with a patient's needs and unduly infringes on the physician's
right to practice," he struck a constitutional death knell for the PSRL. Taken
literally, the PSRL does not require "acquiescence by co-practitioners" as a condi-
tion precedent to the delivery of health care by practitioners. But by the creation
of norms of care and by penalizing a physician by making him substantiate the
medical necessity for deviation therefrom, and by the creation and attempted
enforcement of the illusory and unrealistic concept of medical necessity be refer-
ence to these norms, the PSRL in effect creates indirectly, but unmistakably, the
same requirement that Mr. Justice Blackmun said infringes on the physician's
right to practice. In effect, the PSRL does require "acquiescence by co-practition-
ers" For it is co-practitioners who will formulate these norms. It is co-practi-
tioners who will evaluate whether a physician's services were rendered in
accordance with these norms. And it is co-practitioners who will decide, often in
retrospect, whether or not the services rendered by the physician were medically
necessary. It is co-practitioners who will advise whether or not a physician
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should be removed from the right to practice and/or whether or not be should
be fined under the PSRL. (Am. cur. page 29)

Earlier in his opinion, at page 198, Mr. Justice Blackmun concluded"... that
the Interposition of the hospital abortion committee is unduly restrictive of the
patient's rights and needs . . ."

(Am cur. page 30) In his concurring opinion Mr. Justice Douglas said that:
"The right of privacy has no more conspicuous place than in the physician-
patient relationship, unless it be In the priest-penitent relation."

Mr. Justice Douglas then went on to say: "It is one thing for a patient to agree
that her physician may consult with another physician about her case. It is quite
a different matter for the State compulsorily to impose on that physician-patient
relationship another layer or, as in this case, still a third layer of physicians. The
right of privacy-the right to care for one's health and person and to seek out a
physician of one's own choice protected by the Fourteenth Amendment-becomes
only a matter of theory, not a reality, when a multiple-physician-approval system
Is mandated by the State."

(Am. cur. page 81) Justice Douglas' statement that: "The right to seek advice
on one's health and the right to place reliance on the physician of one's choice
are basic to Fourteenth Amendment values .... "

As repeatedly stated, the over-all effect of the PSRL is to deny this funda-
mental right.

In summary, the PSRL stands in direct contravention to principles uttered
with force and with certainty by the %:x!ted States Supreme Court, as recently
as January of 1973.

V. WHY, P8RO?

This law was designed to assure quality, to lower costs and to control fraud
and overutilization. From our extensive data, briefly summarized on pages 6 and
7 of the "P8RO" book, the following conclusions obtain:

A. PHRO wtl lower the quality of medical care, as a dehumanized, numerical
system with Federal rules which will stifle innovation and reward conformity.

B. PSRO is certain to escalate costs. PSRO will create a vast, new bureaucracy,
with an initial cost of 0.1 billion dollars.

0. Fraud by the Medical Professuon is shown to be insignificant by the govern-
ment's own figures. PSRO provides a legal framework for fraud, for those who
would carefully fit the guidelines.

D. Oertflooion on demand in PSRO is based on Medicare certification which
has been proven a failure in Medicare.

E. There it no economic Justfion for PSRO. "Medical Care" has increased
the same as all other services in a recent 12-year period (1957-69).

VI. PSO WILL CREATE A LARGI, NEW, EXPENSIVE AND UNNECESSARY BUREAUCRACY
CERTAIN TO INCREASE TAXES

A. Experience with seven EMOROs (HEW Publication No. HSM 110-72-269)
shows that Federal programs do not Justify any expectation of savings.

B. Experiences from Ban Joaquin, Utah, Maricopa and other Foundations have
thus far yielded no hard data on true savings vs. full costs. OMS recommends
an independent audit of these foundations concerning their claims of savings.

0. Experience of "HASP Foundation" (Hospital Admissions Surveillance Pro-
gram) in Illinois: $4 were spent for every dollar saved.

D. Maricepa figures show the cost of peer review is 8% of the claim dollar.
In the review of the 90 billion dollar health care system this would be $2.7 billion.
If physicians' fees alone are reviewed the cost is $0.54 billion.

VII. P15O IS NOT PEER REVIEW. IT IS FISCAL REVIEW AND CONTROL. IT UNDERMINES
TRUE PEER REVIEW.

Peer Review was initiated by Medicine as a mechanism for internal quality
control, for continuing education of the profession and for the improvement of
patient care. This Peer Review function can only exist when performed by the
medical profession, and ceases to exist when third parties are involved. The
contamination of this mechanism by the introduction of primarily financial goals
of a third party destroys the very nature of peer review. Peer Review proceedings
must remain confidential, performed only by designated representatives of the
medical institutions, and are not to be made available to third parties or their
representatives.
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Senator Carl T. Curtis (R-Nebr.) has phrased the definition of Fiscal Review
properly when he stated in his address to CMS, February 5,1974:

"Many people were drawn into supporting PSRO because they felt they were
supporting a proposal for peer review in the medical profession."

PSRO is not "peer". It is government review, regulation and control of the
practice of medicine. I hold In my hand the public law which was originally
designated as LR. 1 and which contains this PSRO provision. It Is 17 pages long,
in fine print. It begins on page 101 and extends to page 117.

We have marked every place in these 17 pages where the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Wlfare is authorized to take action to make a decision or formu-
late regulations. These delegations of power in the 17 pages number 68.

Now when power is delegated to the Secretary of HEW, it Is well known that
the Secretary cannot personally exercise that power. It means the delegation of
power to an unnamed, unelected, and oftentimes uncontrollable bureaucracy."

There is no alternative or substitute for True peer review: This is review by
competent peers on a voluntary basis for educational purposes, for quality control
on an individual basis. Fiscal review in PSRO and "Foundations" Is 95% "com-
puter-and-nurse-review", for cost control decisions of "pay-no-pay". This is sham
review. These are all devices to avoid peer review.

VIII. WHAT IS THE LEGITIMATE ALTERNATIVE TO PSRO?

A. Repeal PSRO.
B. Establish prototype PSROs in the Federal system of hospitals (Veterans,

Public Health Service). Such a massive restructuring of the medical care system
as contemplated in PSRO should not be applied on a nationwide scale. The failure
of such a system-and it is likely, to fail-may have disastrous consequences.
Therefore a prototype program in a well controlled system on a limited basis Is
the reasonable course. A system of regular and full cost-accounting should be
made, so that the costs may be compared reliably with the private system.

C. For the purposes of Medicare, establishment of a "Federal Program Benefits
AdJudication Board", whose function would be to clearly define the benefits to
which the patient is entitled under the law; to inform the patient of these bene-
fits; and to adjust yearly these benefits, based on adequate fiscal principles and
actuarial data.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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INThODUOTION

-Plaintiffs, Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, et al, have sought
(1) a declaratory Judgment that paragraph (b) of ecton 249F of the "Social
Security Amendments of 1972" (October 30, 1972, Pub. L. 92-.03, Title II, 1 249F
(B), 86 Stat. 1429), a copy of which is annexed hereto, Is unconstitutional on
its face and (2) permanent injunctive relief restraining Defendant from Imple-
menting or enforcing the provisions of said legislation.

Section 249F, Public Law 92-603, is now part B of Title II of the Social Security
Act. For purpose of this amieus curiae brief, this law will be referred to as the
Professional Standards Review Law (hereinafter PSRL).

,The American Association of Councils of Medical Staffs of Private Hospitals
(American CMS) as amicus curiae desires to submit a memorandum of law for
the Court's consideration in the above matter. American 0MB is a national or-
ganization with chapters In 29 states and representing approximately 84,000
physicians and osteopaths engaged in the private practice of medicine. It is
incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware.

BASIS NOR RWLW

I. The PSRL Is violative of the fifth amendment to the United States
Constitution.

The United States Supreme Court in the case of Greene v. Mcelroy, 8W"U.S.
474, 79 S.0t. 1400 (1959), said: "the right to hold specific private employment
and to follow a chosen profession free from unreasonable government Interference
comes within the 'liberty' and 'property' concepts of the provisions of the Fifth
Amendment"

This utterance was not an isolated one. It followed a long line of decisions
hallmarking the respect of the highest court in this land for the right of an
American to pursue his chosen profession. Sohoare v. Board of Bar Beamtere,
35 U.S. 232 (1956) ; Slochover v. Board of Eduoatoh 350 U.S. 551 (1955) ; Peter*
v. Hobby, 349 U.S. 831, 852 (1954); Trwax v. Ratche, 239 U.S. 88, 41 (1915);

_._~4e.__ er v. Loutokma, 165 U.S. 578, 59-690 (18) ; Dent v. West Vrin4o, 129
U.S. 114 (1880) ; Powell v. Penwylvaxia, 127 U.S. 678, 684 (1887).

In the case of People v. Dobbs Perrv Medloa Pavo1iUn, In., 88 N.Y. 2d 584
(1978), the Court of Appeals of New York affirmed a lower court ruling that a
certain statute was unconstitutionally broad. En route to its decision the lower
court cited Greeme v. Molroy, supra, as authority for the position that the right
to practice a profession free of unreasonable government interference Is pro.
tected by the Constitution of th6 United States.

In the case of Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 890, 48 S.t. 625 (1928), the Supreme
Court discussed the meaning pf liberty. Although the issue in that case arose
out of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court's comments are pertinent here
since that provision of the Fourteenth Amendment Is designed to afford ndi-
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viduals protection from state encroachments similar to the kind protected by
the equivalent provision of the Fifth Amendment.

"While this Court has not i4tempted to define with exactness the liberty thus
guaranteed, the term has received much consideration and some of the included
things have been definitely stated. Without doubt, it devotes not merely freedom
from bodily restraint but also the right... to contract, to engage in any of the
common occupations of life, to acquire useful knowledge... The established doc-
trine is that this liberty may not be interfered with, under the guise of protect-
ing the public interest, by legislative action which Is arbitrary or without
reasonable relation to some purpose within the competency of the State to
effect . . ."

The precise issue for consideration by this Court, then, is this: Does the
PSRL, in whole or in any of its provisions, constitute an unreasonable inter-
ference with the right of-a physician to engage in the private practice of medi-
cine? If it does, then it stands in contravention of the Fifth Amendment and
should be declared unconstitutional.

In support of Its position that the PSRL does constitute such an unreasonable
interference by the government American CM8 offers the following propositions
and proofs.

A. The PSRL contains provisions which on their face will severely impede the
exercise of skill and judgment which is essential to delivery of high quality medi-
cal care.

Section 1156(a) orders each Professional Standards Review Organization
(hereafter PSRO) to "apply professionally developed norms of care, diagnosis,
and treatment based upon typical patterns of practice . . .

Section 1156(c) (1) directs the National Professional Standards Review Coun-
cil to distribute "to each PRO ... appropriate materials indicating the re-
gional norms to be utilized . . ."

Section 1156(c) (2) directs each PSRO to utilize these norms "as a principal
point of evaluation and review for determining . . . whether . . .care and
services are consistent with the criteria specified in section 1155(a) (1)."

Section 1155(a) (1) makes It the duty of each PSRO to "assume responsibility
for review-of the professional activities . . . of physicians . . . in the provision
of health care services and items for which payment may be made (in whole or
in part) under this Act (Social Security Act) for the purpose of determining
whether

"(A) such services and items are or were medically- necessary: (B) the
quality of such services meets professionally recognized standards of health care;
and (C) in case such services and items are proposed to be provided in a hos-
pital or other health care facility on an inpatient basis, such services and items
could, consistent with the provision of appropriate medic-4l care, be effectively
provided on an outpatient basis or more economically in an inpatient health care
facility, of a different type."

It is argued that the doctor is not compelled to adhere to these prefabricated
norms of care, diagnosis, and treatment; that these norms are mere guides for
evaluation of his services.

They are more than that. By the very language of the statute, these norms are
"principal point(s) of evaluation" of the necessity and quality of a doctor's care.
And Section 1151 says that "it is the purpose of this part to assure .. . that the
services... conform to appropriate-professional standards..."

Furthermore, an examination of several other Fctions of the PSRL reveal
subtle penalties for non-compliance. Should the physician deviate from the norms,
he subjects himself to possible PSRO disapproval, and a possible denial of pay-
ment for the services he has rendered. If he chooses, he is entitled to reconsidera-
tion of an adverse determination in accordance with Section 1159(a) and
1159(b):

"See. 1150. (a) Any-beneficiary or recipient who Is entitled to benefits under
this Act (other than Title V) or a provider or practitioner who Is dissatisfied
with a determination with- respect to a claim made by a Professional Standards
Review Organization in carrying out its responsibilities taL the review of profes-
sional activities in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 1155(a)
shall, after being notified of such determination, be entitled to a reconsideration
thereof by the Professional Standards Review Organization and, where the Pro-
fessional Standards Review Organization reafflims such determination in a
State which has established a Statewide Professional Standards Review Coun-
cil, and where the matter in controversy Is $100 or more, such determination shall
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be reviewed by professional members of such Council and, if the Council so deter-
mined, revised.

"(b) Where the determination of the Statewide Professional Standards Re-
view Council is adverse to the beneficiary or recipient (or, in the absence of such
Council In a State and where the matter in controversy Is $100 or more), such
beneficiary or recipient shall be entitled to a hearing thereon by the Secretary to
the same extent as Is provided In section 205(b), and, where the amount in con-
troversy Is $1,000 or more, to Judicial review of the Secretary's final decision
after such hearing as Is provided in section 206(g). The Secretary will render a
decision only after appropriate professional consultation on the matter."

But the complexity of these procedures and the spectre of having to endure them
In order to receive payment for services rendered creates a subtle but undeniable
compulsion to adhere to the norms rather than the vast training and experience
of the physician--to serve the administrative interest of government rather than
the best interests of the sck.

Examination of these procedures reveals that judicial review of a determina-
tion adverse to the doctor is only available where the amount in controversy
Is $1,000 or more. But in the Medical Tribune of May, 1973, figures compiled by
the National Center for Health Statistics showed that only 1.1% of the popula-
tion experienced physicians expenses in excess of $500. Presumably the percent-
age is Fmaller for amounts in excess of $1,000. It is thus apparent that to deny
Judicial review where the amount in controversy is less than $1,000 is to lock the
courtroom door on the medical profession. On its face, this provision does havoc
to substantial due process of law.

There are several other sections which contribute in varying degrees to sub-
servience to these norms rather than to the needs of the patient.

Section 1167(c) says: "(c) No doctor of medicine or osteopathy and no pro-
vider (including directors, trustees, employees, or officials thereof) of health
care services shall be civilly liable to any person under any law of the United
States or of any State (or political subdivision thereof) on account of any
action taken by him in compliance with or reliance upon professionally devel.
oped norms of care and treatment applied by a Professional Standards Review
Organization (which has been designated in accordance with section 1152(b) (1)
(A)) operating In the area where such doctor of medicine or osteopathy or pro-
vider took such action but only If "(1) he takes such action (in the case of a
health care practitioner) in the exercise of his profession as a doctor of medicine
or osteopathy (or in the case of a provider of health care services) In the exercise
of his functions as a provider of health--care services, and (2) he exercised
due care in all professional conduct taken or directed by him and reasonably
related to, and resulting from, the actions taken in compliance with or reliance
upon such professionally accepted norms of care and treatment."

Section 1160(b) subjects the physician to the possibility of either being ex-
cluded from eligibility to provide medical services on a reimbursable basis, or
in lieu thereof, to payment by the physician of $5,000.00. While deviation from
the norm per se Is not ground for incurring these penalties, their severity pro-
vides an unmistakable admonition.

And section 1100(c) gives each statewide PSRO "such authority . . . to
enlist the support of any . . . governmental organization having influence
or authority over health care practitioners . . . in assuring that each prac-
titioner . .-. shall comply with all obligations Imposed on him."

Section 1156(d) compounds the pressure on the physicians to serve the
government's Interest rather than that of his patient. This section attempts
to reduce length of hospital stay by requiring certification by the physician

'of the continued need of lis patient for hospital care--in accordance with
norm-i developed for this purpose-and "usually not later than the 50th per-
centile of lengths-of-stay for patients in similar diagnosis."

Section 1156(d) says: (d) (1) Each Professional Standards Review Organiza-
tion shall-i-"(A) in accordance with regulations of the Secretary, specify the
appropriate points In time after the admission of a patient for inpatient are in
a health care institution, at which the physician attending such itient shall
execute a certification stating that further Inpatient care in such Inaltution
will be medically necessary effectively to meet the health care needs of such
patient; and (B) require that there be include4-in any such certification with
respect to any patient such information as way be necessary to enable such
organization properly to evaluate the medical necessity of the further institu-
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tonal health care recommended by the physician executing such certification.
"(2) The points in time at which any such certification will be required

(usually, not later than the 50th percentile of lengths-of-stay for patients In
similar age groups with similar diagnoses) shall be consistent with and based on
professionally developed norms of care and treatment and data developed with
respect to length of stay in health care institutions of patients having various
illnesses, Injuries, or health conditions, and requiring various types of health
care services or procedures."

Thus, the PSRL Implements a vast administrative network of medical norms,
evaluation of physicians based thereon, and procedures for review thereof-all
tending to impede the judgment of men and women whose mission heretofore
has been to serve the sick. In its stead, this law gives birth to a patient who
must be served before all others-the government. The doctor can, of course,
treat his other patients first, but if he does, he undertakes the risk of enduring
the administrative nightmares of the PSRL.

The PSRL further Interferes with the right of a physician to practice his pro-
fession by creation and enforcement of the concept of medical necessity. Section
1160(a) (1) (A). Realistically, medical necessity is an artificial concept which
at most can only be applied to obvious cases-broken bones, enlarged livers,
measles, to name a few. But inherent in the enforcement of "medlical necessity"
is a rejection of the well-established fact that many symptoms of suffering are
either psychosomatic or contain no documentable evidence of disease. The life
of a doctor is devoted to relieving suffering. To require that every time a doctor
relieves suffering he must document the medical necessity of his treatment is
unrealistic and unreasonable. It Is thus an interference with his right to practice
his chosen profession which violates the Fifth Amendment to the United States
Constitution.

But it has been advapeed that physicians need not choose to care for patients
whose treatment is affected by this legislation. The absurdity of this position is
obvious. Imagine if physicians collectively decided to refuse to treat Medicare
and Medicaid patients. Medicare alone has in excess of 20,000,000 eligible persons
while Medicaid has an estimated additional 15,000,000. (" '78 Soco-Economic
Issues of Health" publication of the American Medical Association). Physicians
themselves would be hurt financially but more importantly, the patients would
suffer the denial of their right to the physicians of their choice.

The PSRL is further defective in that it stands jn direct contravention of
Section 1801 of the Social Security Act. Section 1801 is crucial to the overall
spirit of the Act and reads as follows: "Nothing in this title shall be construed
to authorize any Federal officer or employee to exercise any supervision or con-
trol over the practice of medicine or the manner in which medical services are
provided, or over the selection, tenure or compensation of any . . . person pro-
viding health services, or to exercise any supervision qr control over... such
. . . person."

B. There is no justifiable need for the PSRL. Its stated purpose, in Sectift 1151,
is to assure that services for which government payment may be made will con-
form to appropriate professional standards and that payment for such services
will be made:

"(1) only when, and to the extent, medically necessary, as determined in the
exercise of reasonable limits of professional discretion; and

"(2) in the case of services provided by a hospital or other health care facility
on an Inpatient basis, only when and for such period as such services cannot,
consistent with professionally recognized health care standards, effectively be
provided on an outpatient basis or more economically in an inpatient health care
facility of a different type, as determined In the exercise of reasonable limits of
professional discretion."

The implication here is impossible to overlook: that there is a need to assure
that doctors only prescribe care which is medically necessary and in the most
economical way.,

That medical necessity is often undocumentable is clear. Equally apparent Is
the fact that doctors have no personal financial stake in whether a patient is
treated on an inpatient or outpatient basts.

So this verbiage onstructs a need which is at most theoretical.
The medical profession is highly skilled and already well policed; it needs no

further regulation.
First, let us review the background of the person whose training the law seeks

to regulate and normalize.
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1. A doctor must complete 3 to 4 years of college with high grades.
2. Because there are only about one-half as many student positions in medical

schools as students who wish to attend, only the most eligible applicants with
the highest qualifications are admitted to medical school.

& Four years of medical school are required for an M.D.
4. One year of internship in a hospital is required before examination for

license.
5. "State Licensing Board" examination is required before a license to prac-

tice Is issued.
6. If the doctor is to become a specialist, an additional three to five years is

required in most fields.
T. An American Board Specialty Examination Is required to be a "Board

Specialist".
8. In some fields, two years practice are required before eligibility for the

Specialty Board Certificate.
9. And finally, at any time, in his lifetime, because of malpractice, moral

turpitude, criminal action or addiction, the State Board may remove his license
to practice.

And now let us consider the elaborate system of peer review already existing
within the medical community:

1. Local and state Medical Societies have ethical grievance committees to re-
view professional conduct and fees.

2. Hospital Medical Staff Peer Review includes the following committees of
doctors reviewing and judging each other's work:

(a) Medical Record Committee: review documentation for the treatment
rendered.

(b) Surgical.Tissue Committees: reviews the report of the specimens for
eyery operation performed. The tissue removed is compared with the diagnosis
and operation made, to determine the appropriateness and necessity of the
operation.(c) Utilization Review Committees: review patient care, and all physicians
in the hospital, to insure efficient utilization of available facilities and to review
costs and timeliness of care.

(d) Emergency Admissions Committees: review necessity and appropriate-
ness of these admissions and treatment

(e) Credentials Committee: reviews physician's qualifications for Staff
privileges.

(f) Iffections Committee: reviews infections in hospitalized patients to pre-
vent spread to other patients and supervises control measures.

(g) Transfusions Committee: monitors transfusion reactions.
(h) Emergency Preparedness Committees: (Disaster Committee).
(i) Regular Stiff Conferences: to review morbidity, mortality, and patient

care policies.
8. Over and above this private peer review system, the Federal Government

has superimposed another system of computer review conducted by government
Medicare carriers. Briefly, that system is as follows:

(a) All Medicare-Medicaid charges in hospitals and in offices are fed into a
computer (Blue Cross, Blue Shield, others).

(b) A "Profile" in the computer is kept for every physician: every treatment
given, all drugs prescribed, all procedures performed.

(c) The "Doctor Profile" is matched against his current services.
(d) The Profile is matched against all other doctors in his specialty or service.
(e) Standardized Treatment Norms for medical care of diseases, in and out

of hospital, number of visits, consultation procedures, surgery indicated, are in
the computer and all doctors are matched against these norms.

(f) Medicare clerks match doctor practices against these norms as to charges,
frequency of treatment and "medical necessity".

(,g) Length of stay of patients as to diagnosis and age are matched against
computerized books ("Professional Activity Study of the Commission on Pro-
fessional and Hospital Activities," Ann Arbor, Michigan, 19IK8).

(h) Physicians, hospitals, and patients are now regularly notified by Medicare
clerks: 1. Whether the hospitalization was "necessary". 2. Whether the treatment
was necessary. 3. Whether the injections, medications were excessivc 4. Whether
the visits were excessive in frequency. 5. Whether the charges were "more than
usual, reasonable and customary," and 6. Medical Medicare peer review con-
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sultants are used to review cases spun out by computers where the clerk review
needs review.

That physicians do not need further regulation is evidenced by the virtual
absence of abuse of federal reimbursement under the Medicare Program. Docu-
mentation supplied by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Social
Security Administration, at request of the American CMS, reveals that from
January-1966 to July 1972, only 23 physicians were convicted for Medicare fraud
in all 50 states--an average of about &83 per year in the entire United States
(See Exhibit A). The significance of this very low conviction rate Is also enhanced
by the fact that across the United States, there is an average of 6.5 visits per
Medicare patient per year. There were no prosecutions for Medicare fraud from
1966 to 1969.

And physicians costs have remained relatively stable.
le New York Times of March 25, 1973, reported that from January to Feb-

ruary 1973, the cost of medical care rose only 0.1%, while food rose 2.4% and
reading and recreation 0.4%. Testfii-ny of the American CM8 before the United
States Senate Committee on Finance, September 16, 1970, revealed that-in the
12-year period from 1956 to 1968 physicians fees rose annually at an average rate
of 3.7% while wages rose 4.2%.

Medical costs have not risen any higher than the general cost of other services.
Note that medical care Is a service and not a commodity (See Exhibit B).

Substantial evidence for the proposition that the private practice of medicine
needs no further regulation can be found by comparing the average cost of stay
in a private hospital to that In a federal hospital (see Appendix C). An exam-
ination of these figures reveals unquestionably that private medicine has held
costs down vastly lower than hospitals run by the federal government.

The median cost of a first office visit to a private general practitioner in 1971
was $8.00. This figure remained the same in 1972 and 1973. Medical Economics,
January 7, 1974. But the 1972 U.S.V.A. "Budget in Brief" revealed that the cost
of a visit to a V.A. Clinic office in 1966 averaged $24.00; in 1971, $85.00; in.1972,
$40.00. Medical Economics, June 11, 1973, reported that "Average costs per medi-
cal visit are only about half as much in private fee-for-service offices as in the
neighborhood health centers or the pre-paid group." This was based on an official
HEW study ("The Cost of Standard Medical Services Under Alternative Delivery
Systems," U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, October 1972).

The May, 1973 Medical Tribune reported that "Out-of-pocket expenses for
physician's services were incurred by 59% of the population during 1970. The
cost averaged $80.00. All medical care costs averaged $209.00; the per capita
cost was $83.00. Only 1.1% experienced cost for physician's services of $500.00
or more."
. The AMA publication "'78 Soclo Economic Issues of Health" reported that the

average length of stay in private hospitals was 8.0 days while in federal hospitals
an astounding 84.4 days.

The United States Supreme Court has itself recently indicated the lack of need
of regulation of the medical profession by the government. In the recent case of
Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 118, 93 S. Ct. 705, 788, said that "if an Individual practi-
tioner abuses the privilege of exercising proper medical -Judgment the usual
remedies, judicial and intra-professional, are available." %

0. The failure-of existing programs shows that PSRL cannot work.
There are at least two mechanisms indicative of the inability of the PSRL to

w reduce the cost of medical care.
1. The Experimental Medical Care Review Organization program is a federally

funded project similar to the PSRL. There are seven of these "EMCRO's" across
the United States.

But Department of HEW Publication No. HSM 110-72-269 Indicated that there
is thus far no evidence that, the EMORO program has decreased the cost of
medical care.

2. Section 1156(d) of the PSRL requires, of the physicians, mandatory cer-
tification of the need for further hospitalization, at points of time consistent
with the "Professionally developed norms".

But the experience of the now existing certification requirements has been
that this mechanism has had no significant effect, if any at all, on patterns of
hospital discharge. See Exhibit D. Vast research undertaken by the American
CMS has shown that certification is unwarranted, unnecessary and ineffectual.
See the attached- documents on certification made by the American Association

33-013 0 - 14 - pt 1 - 19
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of Councils of Medical Staffs of Private Hospitals, Dr. Jose L. Garcia Oiler,
President.

D. The PSRL sweeps unnecessarily broad in order to alleviate a problem which
does not exist

Time and time again, the Supreme Court has said that legislative enactments
must be narrowly drawn to express only the legitimate state interests at stake.
Roe v. Wade, spray; Gristod v. Oonneoout, 881 U.S. 479, 481, 85 S. Ct. 1678
(1965) ; Aptheker v.-Seoretary of Stage, 378 U.S. 5W0, 508 (1964) ; OantweU v.
f0oni teois#, 810 U.S. 296, 807-308 (1940); see Bwextadt v. Baird, 405 U.S.
48, 400, 40-464 (1972).

In light of our analyses of the alleged need for the PSRL, it is clear that a
statute regulating the judgment of a physician every time he performs a re-
imbursable service sweeps without necessity into areas which violate a repeated
message of the Supreme Court.

"Here we have a situation analogous to a conviction under a statute sweeping
in a great variety of conduct under a general and indefinite characterization, and
leaving to the executive and judicial branches too wide a discretion in Its applica-
tion." (antoen v. Oonae t, apra.

R. Certain language of the PSRL is vague, in violation of the fifth amendment
to the United States Constitution.

The United States Supreme Court in the case of Laentta v. New Jersey, 806
U.S. 451, 458, 59 S.t. 618, 619, (1939) said that a statute 'whch * * * requires
the doing of an act In terms so vague that men of common intelligence must
necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application, violates the first
essential of due process of law."

The term "medically necessary" in Section 1155(a) (1) (A), is vague. It is
argued that reasonable men would not differ as to its application. But the fact
that the PSRL requires a doctor to prove that his prescribed treatment was
medically necessary speaks loudly for the conclusion that reasonable men do
differ as to the meaning of this phrase.

The same can be said for the phrase "professionally recognized standards of
health care" in part (B) of the same section. By admission of the authors of
the PSRL, standards vary from region to region. See Section 1156(a). Thus, even
reasonable men can only guess at what this phrase means and necessarily differ
as to its application.

"Professionally recognized standards of medical care" is at most an illusory
concept since medical care is administered on a personal and individual basis.

Section 1155(a) (1) (0) reads, as follows: "(0) In case such services and Items
are proposed to be provided In a hospital or other health care facility on an
inpatient basis, such services and items could, consistent with the provision of
appropriate medical care, be effectively provided on an outpatient basis or more
economically in an inpatient health care facility of a different type."

"Appropriate' medical care could mean any one of several things. It could refer
to that treatment which conforms to the standard norms. Or it could refer to
treatment which is "correct?' for thatparticular ailment. Unfortunately, the two
are not necessarily one and the same.

Section 1155(a) (2) (B) gives the PSRO authority to determine "In the case
of... any other health care service which will consist of extended or costly
courses of treatment," whether such service was medically necessary, etc. The
terms "extended" and "costly" are vague. Their meaning certainly, varies at least
according to income bracket and type of illness, and thus leaves men of common
intelligence with no alternative other than to guess at their meaning.

Section 1156(a), in requiring the application oft norms of care, diagnosis, and
treatment, says that these norms shall be based upon "typical patterns of prac-
tice.. .". These norms are crucial to the enforcement of the PSRL They are
"principal points o evaluation and review." They are thus instrumental in
determining whether a physician will be re-imbursed for his services. It would
seem, then that the process of formulation of these norms must be carefully
spelled out. But the PSRL only requires that they be based on "typical patterns
of practice".

What is meant by "typical"? Could men of common Intelligence differ as to its
application? Does it mean the 50th percentile method of treatment? Or does it
mean that method of treatment utilized in the majority of cases? Or in at least
ninety per cent? Seventy-five per cent? Fortyl?

Section 1160(b) (1) reads, In pertinent part:... if the Secretary determines
that such practitioner or provider, In providing health care services over which
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such organization has review responsibility and for which payment (in whole or
in part) may be made under this Act has: "(A) by failing, in a substantial num-
ber of cases, substantially to comply with any obligation imposed on him under
subsection (a), or "(B) by grossly and flagrantly violating any such obligation
in one or more instances. "Demonstrated an unwillingness or a lack of ability
substantially to comply with such obligations, he (in addition to any other sanc-
tion provided under law) may exclude (permanently for such period as the
Secretary may prescribe) such practitioner or provider from eligibility to provide

,such services on a reimbursable basis"
The severity of exclusion from eligibility to provide re-imbursable services

is undebatable. Certainly a physician is entitled to a more precise description of
the conditions which will result in such a penalty. Failure to "substantially
comply" in a "substantial number of cases" can only lead men of common intelli-
gence to wonder when they've exposed themselves to sanction. The elusiveness of
the terms invites years of administrative and Judicial guess work-at the expense
of both physician and patient.

Section 1160(b) (3), provides for the alternative sanction of a maximum
$5,000.00 payment for care which was umedially improper or unnecessary".
These two terms lead themselves to different meanings from patient to patient.
They leave the physician with no alternative but to guess whether he will be
able to convince a PSRO that at the time of the treatment and under the patient's
medical circumstances at the time, that the services rendered were necessary and
proper.

But, of course, if the physician followed the norms, he need not worry.
F. Government regulation of that which it subsidizes must be reasonable.
It is argued that the government can "regulate that which it subsidizes".

Wickard v. Filburn, 811 U.S. 111, 181 (1942). This rule of reason is not absolute.
It affords the government no protection where there is no subsidy. And even
where there is subsidy it affords the government no protection if its method of
regulating is unreasonable.

Examination of the Medicare program reveals that its participants volun-
tarily choose to pay monthly premiums in exchange for the health coverage
thereunder. They are not, therefore, receiving a mere gratuity from the govern-
ment when illness strikes and a portion of their bill is paid for them. They
have paid for this coverage.

Even where there is subsidy, the government's method of regulation must pass
constitutional muster. In the case of United Slates v. Maofon, 84 F. Supp. 825.
827 (1972), the district court, referring to Plening v. Neetor, 868 U.S. 603, 80
8. Ct. 1867 (1960), said that. "The fact that payments made pursuant to an act
of Congress are characterized as 'gratuties' does not totally immunize the Act
from scrutiny under the Fifth Amendment. The interest of a recipient of such
payments is 'of sufficienk substance to fall within the protection from arbitrary
government action afford6d by the Due Process Clause.'

By reason of all the foregoing, the PSRL creates an unreasonable interference
with the professional private practice of medicine in violation of the Fifth
Amendment to the United States Constitution. The government cannot, there-
fore. Justify this interference by arguing that It is paying for it.

11. The P8RL will engender an unreasonable invasion of the right of privacy
protected by the ninth amendment to the United States Constitution.

At the outset it is necessary to address the issue of whether or not physicians
have standing to assert the unconstitutionality of this alleged invasion of privacy.

This issue was confronted squarely in the case of Yomg Womemi'e Ckritan
Aeookatlon of Priwton, New Jersey v. Kugler, 842 F.bSupp. 1048 (1972) Refer-
ring to Griswold v. lonseolkot, -**pro, and Bartotos v. Jaok*on, 846, U.S. 249,
257-258 (1952), the court in Kugler said at page 1065: "Moreover, the violations
of their constitutional rights alleged by plaintiff-physician are closely inter-
woven with and inseparable from the allegations they make on behalf of their
women patients for violations of their constitutional rights. The contention that
the alleged rights to freely practice medicine according to the highest standard
of medical practice, and to privacy in physician-patient relationships entitle

_physicians to advise and direct women patients concerning abortions, aid to
perform abortions, is Inextricably linked with and dependent upon adjudication
of the alleged right to privacy or their patients in securing abortions. Thus, it Is
appropriate here to grant plaintiff-physicians standing to litigate the alleged
deprivations 'of the constitutional rights of their women patients."

"R

-1.
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It thus appears without question that the issues involved in this alleged in-
vasion of the right of privacy can be raised by physicians.

The right to privacy Is not specifically mentioned In the Constitution. Several
decisions of the United States Supreme Court, however, make it clear that there
is a constitutionally protected'right of privacy and that this right has existed
from the Inception of the Bill of Rights.

One such case Is that of Gritwold v. (onneotiout, supra. In holding certain
anti-contraceptives statutes unconstitutional as an unreasonable Interference
with the right of marital privacy. Justice Douglas, for the majority, cited the
Ninth Amendment in his listing of constitutional provisions which mark out
rights or zones of privacy through their penumbras. In his concurring opinion,
Justice Goldberg, speaking for himself, Justice Brennan, and Justice Warren,
said at pages 484-485: "... The language and history of the Ninth Amendment
reveal that the Framers of the Constitution believed that there are additional
fundamental rights, protected from governmental Infrngemint, which exist
alongside those fundamental rights specifically mentioned in the first eight con-
stitutional amendments."

Justice Goldberg then went on to inquire whether or not the Ninth Amend-
ment was properly invoked In considering the question of a right of privacy.
In deciding that it was, he said, at pages 490-492:

"While this Court has had little occasion to interpret the Ninth Amendment,
[footnote omitted], '[It cannot be presumed that any clause in the constitution

is intended to be without effect' Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch 137, 174 [2 L.Ed.
0). In interpreting the Constitution, 'real effect should be given to all the words
it uses.' Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 151 (47 S.Ct. 21, 81, 71 L.Ei 1601.
The Ninth Amendment to the Constitution may be regarded by some as a recent
discovery and may be forgotten by others, but since 1791, it has been a basic part
of the Constitution which we are sworn to uphold. To hold that a right so basic
and fundamental and so deep-rooted in our society as the right of privacy in
marriage may be infringed because that right is not guaranteed in so many
words by the first eight amendments to the Constitution is to ignore the Ninth
Amendment and to give it no effect whatsoever. Moreover, a judicial construction
that this fundamental right is not protected by the Constitution because it is
not mentioned in explicit terms by one of the first eight amendments or else-
where in he Constitution would violate the Ninth Amendment, which specifically
states that '(tihe enumeration In the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be
construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.'" (Emphasis
in original)

Mr. Justice Goldberg then addressed the question of which rights are pro-
tected by the Ninth Amendment against unreasonable government interference.
At page 493, he stated:

"In determining which rights are fundamental, judges are not left at large
to decide cases in light of their personal and private notions. Rather, they must
look to the 'traditions and (collective] conscience of our people' to determine
whether a principle Is 'so rooted (there) ... as to be ranked as fundamental.'
Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U.S. 97, 105 [54 S.Ct. 380, 832). The inquiry is
whether a right Involved 'Is of such a character that it cannot be denied with-
out violating those "fundamental principles of liberty and justice which lie
at the-base of all our civil and political institutions."...' Powell v. Alabama,
287 U.S. 45, 67 (53 S.Ct. 55,77 L. Ed. 1581.)"

Looking to the traditions and collective conscience of our people to determine
whether the right of privacy in communications between physicians and patients
is so rooted there as to be ranked as fundamental, we find that as early as
1829 the State of New York enacted Into law (New York Revised Statutes 1829
Vol. II, Part IH; 0.7, Tit. 8, Art. 8 178.), a provision which in Its original
form reads:

"No person authorized to practice physic or surgery shall be allowed to dis-
close any information which he may have acquired in attending any patient,
in a professional character, and which information was necessary to enable him
to prescribe for such patient as a physician, or to do any act for him as a
surgeon."

We also find that since then all but five (5) of the states have adopted similar
legislation. (Medical Economics, February 18, 1974, page 87).
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That the proper atmosphere for diagnosis and treatment demands strict
privacy and confidentiality between physician and patient is unquestioned. The
statutory physician-patient privilege "is founded on the ground of public policy
to encourage full disclosures between physician and patient." In re Myer, 184
N.Y. 54, 76 N.E. 920. No less obvious are the consequences of compromise of
the absolute trust which has veiled the doctor's office for a century and a half.
But with the advent of federal and state participation In the distribution and
financing of medical care, the shroud of confidentiality has been slit and torn.

Section 1155(a) of the PSRL reads, in pertinent part: "(4) Each Professional
Standards Review Organization shall be responsible for the arranging for the
maintenance of and the regular review of profiles of care and services received
and provided with respect to patients, utilizing to the greatest extent practicable
in such patient profiles, methods of coding which will provide maximum con-
fidentiality as to patient identity and assure objective evaluation consistent
with the purposes of this part. Profiles shall also be regularly reviewed on an
ongoing basis with respect to each health care practitioner and provided to
determine whether the care and services ordered or rendered are consistent with
the criteria specified in clauses (A), (B), and (0) of paragraph (1)."

"The fact that the language directs each PSRO to "utilize to the greatest extent
practicable" methods of coding which will provide confidentiality exposes the
compromise of privacy Inherent in the PSRL. It gives the PSRO leeway in an
area where none is tolerable. It exposes the patient to a compromise of the
confidential nature of his relationship with his doctor in those situations where
administrative complications make privacy "impracticable".

The PSRL compounds its frustration of privacy by the provisions of Section
1155(b) (8) and 1155(b) (4), which authorize the area PSRO to: "(3) examine
the pertinent records of any practitioner or provider of health care services with
respect to which such organization has a responsibility for review under sub-
section (a) (1) ; and (4) inspect the facilities in which care is rendered or serv-
ices provided (which are located In such area) of any practitioner or provider."

The fact that private insurers examine patient records as part of the claims-
processing procedure cannot diminish the need for confidentiality. If an insurer
examines a patient's record, it is because the patient voluntarily waived his right
of privacy as part of his consideration for the insurance policy. But the PSRL
inflicts an involuntary sacrifice of the privacy of a patient's medical records.

In the recent case of Roe v. Wade, supra, the Supreme Court, in striking as
unconstitutional the Texas anti-abortion laws said that "where certain funda-
mental rights are involved ... regulations limiting these rights may be justi-
fied only be a "compelling state interest". "The decision vindicates the right of the
physician to administer medical treatment according to his professional judg-
ment up to the points where important state interests provide compelling Justifi-
cations for intervention ...

In light of our analysis, supra, of the complete absence of economic justification
for the PSRL, the requisite compelling government interest is simply non-existent.

The PSRL must fall, because it invades a fundamental area of privacy with-
out compelling justification, in violation of the Ninth Amendment to the United
States Constitution.

ADDENDUM A

The United States Supreme Court In the historic case of Dent v. Weal Virginia,129 U.S. Rep. 114 (1888) said at page 122: "Few professions require more careful

preparation by one who seeks to enter it than that of medicine. It has to deal
with all those subtle and mysterious influences upon which health and life depend,
and requires not only a knowledge of the properties-of vegetable and mineral
substances, but of the human body in all its complicated parts, and their relation
to each other, as well as their influence upon the mind. The physician must be
able to detect readily the presence of disease, and prescribe appropriate remedies
for its removal. Every one may have occasion to consult him, but comparatively
few can judge of the qualifications of learning and skill which he
Reliance must be placed upon the assurance given by his license, Issued by ,an
authority competent to judge in that respect, that he possesses the requisite
qualifications...

Then the Supreme Court in the case of United States v. Vutioh, 402 U.S. Rep.
62 at page 70, referring to the District of Columbia abortion law, said: "It would
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be highly anomalous for a legislature to authorize abortions necessary for life or
health and then to demand that a doctor, upon pain of one to ten years' imprison-
ment, bear the burden of providing that an abortion he performed fell within that
category. Placing such a burden of proof on a doctor would be peculiarly Incon-
sistent with. society's notions of the responsibilities of the medical profession.
Generally, doctors are encouraged by society's expectations, by the strictures of
malpractice law and by their own professional standards to give their patients
such treatment as is necessary to preserve their health. We are unable to believe
that Congress intended that a physician be required to prove his innocence...."

Citing both these cases, the United States Supreme Court in one of its famous
abortion decisions, namely that of Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S. Rep. 179 at page 200
said: "It is still true today that reliancece must be placed upon the assurance
given by his license, issued by an authority competent to Judge In that respect,
he [the physician] possesses the requisite qualifications'."

At page 199, Mr. Justice Blackmun had the following to say: "If a physician
is licensed by the State, he is recognized by the State as capable or exercising
acceptable clinical judgment. If he fails In this, professional censure and depriva-
tion of his license are available remedies. Required acquiescence by co-practi-
tioners has no rational connection with a patient's needs and unduly infringes
on the physician's right to practice."

When Justice Blackmun said "required acquiescence by co-practitioners has
no rational connection with a patient's needs and unduly infringes on the physi-
cian's right to practice," he struck a constitutional death knell for the PSRL.
Taken literally, the PSRL does not require "acquiescence by co-practitioners"
"as a condition precedent to the delivery of health care by practitioners. But by
the creation of norms of care and by penalizing a physician by making him
substantiate the medical necessity for deviation therefrom, and by the creation
and attempted enforcement o fthe illusory and unrealistic concept of medical
necessity be reference to these norms, the PSRL in effect creates indirectly, but
unmistakably, the same requirement that Mr. Justice Blackmun said infringes
on the physician's right to practice. In effect, the PSRL does require "acquies-
cence by co-practitioners." For It is co-practitioners who will formulate these
norms. It Is co-practitioners who will evaluate whether a physician's services
were rendered in accordance with these norm& And it is co-practitioners who
will decide, often In retrospect, whether or not the service rendered by the
physician were medically necessary. It is co-practitioners who will advise
whether or not a physician should be removed from the right to practice and/or
whether or not he should be fined under the PSRL.

In this atmosphere It is simple to seb that physicians are being required to
exercise the Judgment of their co-practitioners rather than their own Judgment.
Again, as Mr. Justice Blackmun said, this has "no rational connection with a
patient's needs and unduly infringes on the physician's right to practice."

Earlier in his opinion, at page 198, Mr. Justice Blackmun concluded ". . . that
the interposition of the hospital abortion committee is unduly restrictive of the
patient's rights and needs.. ."

It Is true that the hospital abortion committee created by the statute attacked
by Mr. Justice Blackmun had the power to deny an abortion. Although the review
organizations established by the PSRL do not have the power to deny a patient
admission to the hospital, nor can they refuse a patient treatment by a physician,
they create an atmosphere which is certainly suggestive of these same results.
In the case of an elective admission to the hospital, for instance, where the
review committee decides that admission Is not medically necessary under the
norms, It will inform the patient and the physician that no payment of this is
going to be made. The physician has already decided that hospitalization would
be in the best Interest of this patient but the PARO says that the physician will
not be paid. One can easily see that this could result in a decision by the patient
against hospitalization and thus against a decision made by his physician In his
best medical interest. It is thus clear that the interposition of a PSRO 'Is un-
duly restrictive of the patient's rights and needs . . ."

In his concurring opinion, Justice Douglas analysed the Georgia abortion law
In light of the right of privacy and the physiclan-patient relationship. In so
doing, Mr. Justice Donglas said that: "The right of privacy has no more con-



spicuous place that in the physician-patient relationship, unless it be in the
priest-penitent relation."

Mr. Justice Douglas then went on to say: "It is one thing for a patient to
agree that her physician may consult with another physician about her case.
It is quite a different matter for the State compulsorily to impose on that
physician-patient relationship another layer or, as in this case, still a third layer
of physicians. The right of privacy-the right to care for one's health and person
and to seek out a physician of one's own choice protected by the Fourteenth
Amendment--becomes only a matter of theory, not a reality, when a multiple-
physician-approval system is mandated by the State."

Continuing his attack on the constitutionality of these statutes, Mr. Justice
Douglas said: ". . . The good-faith decision of the patient's chosen physician is
overridden and the final decision passed on to others in whose selection the
patient has no part. THIS IS A TOTAL DESTRUCTION OF THE RIGHT OF
PRIVACY BETWEEN PHYSICIAN AND PATIENT AND THE INTIMACY OF
RELATION WHICH THAT ENTAILS." (Capitalization ours)

Once again, it is true that the PSRO cannot refuse a patient the services
prescribed by his physician, at least in a literal interpretation of the provisions
of the PSRL. As previously demonstrated though, the atmosphere engendered by
the PSRL will undoubtedly lead to a denial, refusal, or choice against delivery
of medical care in those circumstances where the medical necessity thereof is
difficult or impossible to document. So in actuality, the good-faith decision of the
patient's chosen physician is being overridden and the final decision is being
passed on to others in whose selection the patient has no part. Thus, we have a
substantial equivalent of what Mr. Justice Douglas referred to as a total destruc-
tion of the right of privacy between physician and patient.

A final blow to the constitutionality of the PSRL is found in Mr. Justice
Douglas' statement that: "The right to seek advice on one's health and the right
to place reliance on the physician of one's choice are basic to Fourteenth Amend-
ment values. ...

As repeatedly stated, the over-all affect of the PSRL is to deny this funda-
mental right.

In summary, the PSRL stands in direct contravention to principles uttered
vith force and with certainty by the United States Supreme Court, as recently

as January of 1973.
III. In summary, the Professional Standards Review Law violates the Con-

stitution of the United States.
Because it will Impede the free exercise by physicians of their skill and judg-

ment acquired through years of training and experience, because it is legislation
which is not needed, because it cannot work, because it sweeps unnecessarily
broad, and because it Is vague In Its most crucial areas, this law constitutes an
unreasonable interferene-with the right of physicians to engage in the private
practice of medicine, in violation of the Fifth Amendment.

And because It violates without compelling government justification the privacy
of physician-patient communication, this law violates the Ninth Amendment as
interpreted by the United States Supreme Court: "Required acquiescence by co-
practitioner's has no rational connection with a patient's needs and unduly in-
fringes on the physician's right to practice."

The PSRL stands in direct contravention to principles uttered with force and
with certainty by the United States Supreme Court, as recently as January of
198.
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summary O PSRO
PSRO (Profmessional Standards Review Onzation) Is a new amendment to the Social Secuity Act signed into low
on October 30. 197Z Public Law 92-803. PSRO restcts Social Sawrity beneficaries to aseond-din medcare
under a new doublostandard - quality care for privatee" patients, and homogrnous mediocrity for

ovmnmt-*epA#ed M icam beneficiaries. PSRO Is Incompetble with good medical because:

1. PSRO creem a massive and pensve new bureuracy which dUl Ictes existing rview.

2. Introduces a compIetely foreign philosophy, that medical coe must conform to a bdara rulbook for the
tVIIIIIntof IN disea.

3. Denie admilsons to the hosotls beed on the petint's doctors orders, and gives authority toa comnmtte
to decide on the admissions.

4. Invades the confidentiity of pak ti'mo' eal records In prve doctors by government agens, M
has already been done with hospital records.

5. Stifles innovation, as physicians me required to conform to the rulebook. Physicians are being offered
imwnity from Ulility if they follow the PSRO book.

6 PSRO Is the ratining of medical sevm so out a ts, which must redu quality.

7. Impossmch fderal "uldine medlcin" under peril of fine md suspension of phystclu.

. I rwies unethical prialle as the computerized gukdelknm become an invitation to fraud.

9. Reducm the professional to a technician ev as medical care Is governed by PSRO rulm, which will stomp
cues for the number of dao of mm ntn d d termine how and wher end when to trat

10, Dehumneizes and pomot kesoa medical ca

11. PSRO has no economic bsb, because medical cre ha. ineesed Mc omwe ote r ivises in the Con msr
Price Index for a recent 10 year perod, and les in the pest 2 wa.

12. Doaumentation from government files proves that in Medicare doctor fraud Is insgnitficnt.

1. Takes valuable physiia time my from pedant care because he is required to Justify in wil ev@y
decision which conflicts with government rules.

14. Discourag" physilene from enterin or remaiq in medal prctie.

4q,=kl' 15. PSRO may force the bat physicm out of government pro'ms.

CMS invites you to reed the complete copy of the Low and its Analysis in ft CMS book, "PSRO". Join the
thousands of doctors and patients seeking real of this Ill-conceived selaation.

DME1011 I rl A ON OP OuNC.A oW MmcM. WAPPS OF P VAT HOWIDJdAL VII.
3402 SIENVILLE STREET NEWORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70119 TEL. 504-4S6.5891
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1. - 1. SIGNIFICANCE American CMS

What You Must Know About PSRO

SRO introduces and requires, under penalty of fines and suspensions,
a new and foreign philosophy of medical care in America; that hence- I
forth, the 'care, diagnosis and treatment" for private citizens by
private doctors shall comply with government rulebooks of medical
care as approved by PSRO and the Secretary of HEW for beneficiaries

Social Security programs. (Sec. 1160)

Dear Doctor:

The Bennett Amendment (to H.R. 1), "PSRO, has been enacted into Public Law
92-603.

If the medical profession cooperates with PSRO, a free profession in a free
society may cease to exist.

Consider the facts.

EVERY FACET OF YOUR PRACTICE WILL BE SUBJECT TO THE "REVIEW AND CONTROL"
FUNCTIONS OF PSRO.

PSRO will, if practicing physicians participate, give government
the power to demand documentation to justify the appropriateness
of every act of professional judgment:

- diagnosis
- place of treatment
- nature, duration and frequency of treatment
- number of hospital and office visits
- interval between visits
- number of phone ca l Is
- type and frequency of drugs, whether oral or by injection
- laboratory procedures allowed
- X-ray studies allowed, their type and number
- predetermination of length of stay In hospital
- type, frequency and number of operations
- whether surgery and treatment is done as in-patient or out-patient
- the frequency and type of follow-up visits and treatment

Each decision and documentation will be measured against a government-PSRO-
approved manual with rules for the treat--- of all illness, from the
common cold to open-heart surgery.

TO OUR PATIENTS, PSRO WILL MEAN THE END OF PERSONALIZED INDIVIDUAL MEDICAL
CARE UNDERPRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY, which is the American system, for
generations to come.

- The patient will bs effectively denied the full andfree exercise o)f Judgment fromB the physician-of his

or her choice.
- It destroys the confidence of the patient in his doctor

necessary for a diagnosis and treatment, because
confidgnttalit will be effectively denied by a PSRO

ch Is empower to rifle through the patient's private
medical record in the doctor's private office.

Page I
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- The patient's choice of physiclan, dentist and pharmcist
will be limited. (Exhibit 3-8)

- Reimbursement for drugs, treatment and appliances may be
denied retroactively.

- Individualized decisions and medical Innovation will be
stifled, as PSRO rewards conformity to a rule-book by
immunity from civil liability.

1 -2 What You Must Know About PSRO

HOW WILL PSRO BE ENFORCED?

-Deviations from the government norm shall be met not only by
denying payments, but through a system of local state and
national PSRO committees, reporting to the final aut ,
who is the Secretar of HEW.

-The Secretary of HEW Imy pose a 15,000 fine, order the
physician to pay the patient's bill and/or susnd the doctor
from reimbursement in government programs.

-Under PSRO, deviations from the government-approved rules will
be subject to review by PSRO. On the other hand, the doctor
who follows the government's PSRO manual, will be immune to
civil prosecution, while those who fail to perform under pSRO
nos become subject to Increased exposure to liability. (Exhibit 1-A)

-The threat of PSRO committee harassment may force the physician
to dispose of his services under PSRO rules and conditions, thus
effectively iupeding the free and full exercise of his skill andJud-gmen t.

-Otherproviders, such as hospitals, may impose, under fear of
financial reprisal, programs which require the doctor to follow
PSRO regulations, in detriment of good medical care.

CONCLUSION:

It fo1os that PSRO is the subJuotlon of a free 22ofession into renouncingi ts ereroative of Independent dectst~os in diagnosis and treatmnt,by
subxmittitng to the review And rules of the -govern ntPR.

Professionals will be thereby progressively reduced to the level of tech-

nicians implementing the PSRO manual for the treatment of disease.

WHY, THEN, PSRO? - The next section will discuss the alleged reasons for PSRO.

Page 2
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3. ANALYSIS American CIHS

What A Government PSRO

IsAutorze to Do -AniIl$iOf The §% tons Of The- Low
(P.L . 9Z-603)

1. 1. Revigg of all Health CAre under Government Proara .(Sec. l155(a)(1)p.105)

I1. Rationia of medical care b do Ing ment on the Judgment of .,h
htedn phsiclan, end substituting the jolqnt, of a O"mittt- Of

government-IPSRI): ..... -

2. DetermIne whether the treatment Is necess by government-approved
criteria. Sec. 1155(a)(1)(A), (B) 105

3. Introduce and enforce compliance with government regulations (federal
standards) for each Illness; this Is called "quality" control.
Sec. 115(a)(), 115M),

4. Determine whr $he 4t.iost rated, whether as in-patient or out-
patient, on the basis of least cost. Sec. 1155(a)(C)

11l. Regulate kind, frequency, amount and type of Diagnosis and Treatment:
Sec. l156(a~b), (d) pp. 107, 108; see Exhiblt 3 (Example of Foundation
criteria from Congressional Testimony on which PSRO is based), and
Exhibit 4.
S. Determine how many visits, and where, for each illness.

6. Determine the duration of treatment and visits.

7. Determine which laboratory and x-ray procedures to be done.

8. Determine what medication may be prescribed for a given illness.

9. Whether medications are given orally or by injection.

10. How frequent and for how long will medication be given.

11. Number of phone calls allowed. (Exhibit 3)

IV. Require Phsicians to follow government regulation of his practice:
(Sec. 1160(a)(1) p.110).

12. He must assure and document the government of the
- L of treatment

e dr of treatment is proper
-- Mof treatment is indicated
-- thtlocation of treatment is the least expensive

13. Requiring certification of necessity gg demand at any point in
treatment. Satc. 1156(d)(1)(A), (B) p.107)

14. Constant physician sVrveillance by: (Sec. 1155 (a)(4) p.105)
--profiles of every treatment for every patient
-- computer matching of treatment against regulation ('standards")
of PSRO.

Page 3
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15. Review and examination of physician's office records. 1155 (b)(1) to (3)

16. Inspection of physician's office facilities. 1155 (b) (4)

V. Regulation of Hospital Care (Sec. 1155, p. 105): Denial of hospitalization
ordered by the doctor, limitation of length of stay, diagnosis and
treatment.

17. Certification prior to hospital acknssion by government regulations.
1155 (a)(2)(A) p.10S

18. Length of stay must be pre-determined. Sec. 1156 (d)(2) p.108

19. Review of the Utilization Review Committee of the hospital staff,
which in turn reviews the staff doctors. Sec. 1155 (e)(1) p.107

20. Review of hospital utilizaton.Sec. 1155 (a)(S) p.105

21. Review pharnacists, therapists, technicians, all providers, etc.
Sec. 1155 (a)(1) p.105

22. Review and monitor profile on each hospitalprovider. Sec. 1155 (a)(4)
p.105

VI. Patient Surveillance

23. Patient profile in computer with record of all providers and doctors
seen, Rx received, etc. Sec. 1155 (a)(4) (p.105)

VII. System of Sanctions, Fine and Suspension of Physicians:

24. Reporting to local, State, National PSRO, and the Secretary of HEW of
violations of PSRO "standards". Sec. 1157, Sec. 1159 (a),(b),(c)(p.109)

25. Discontinue Pa nents (Sec. 1157, 1158(a)(p.109) as "Sanction".
-- Promptly notify te agency having responsibility for claims payment.
-- No payment may be made unless subject to review by PSRO.

26. Exclude practitioners from providing services in government programs
on a reimbursable basis. Sec. 1160 (b)({) (p.111)

27. Fine of $5,000. Sec. 1160 (b)(3) (p.111)

28. The physician shall pay the patient's bill. Sec. 1160 (b)(3) (p.111)

VIII. force Conformity, Stultify Progress.
--If physician complies - held harmless (Sec. 1167)(c) (p.116)as long as

he follows the rule book. (Ehibit 1-A)
--If he does not follow government standard: coercion, harassment and

malpractice trap.

Page 4
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VIII. (continued)

29. StAtute to onfor. ¢€nl11nce by enlisting support of "other
0oyernmet org n Atlos WVa influence on" doctors an-
hospitals:(Sec. 1160 (c) (p.112) (Exhibit 1-8)

"(e) it shall ti the d mh Prkow l &amdarh Review
Orgm at mmd %W 601176 PraeilN&I &hAMdab Review

W'mamil tme m"o h awhrb= or ImNmWV it may - a a prog-
Siomalrpaimtim md to e the pppot .f amy other prole.idmal
or ammarial orguition hmvimg ienlom or authority owr

,hmkh coe pemtiisnm and ay otber preen (imloadin# a hi*pal
e har Iakh ft tili orpl m it i, or ime'y) indi hekb

In$ t.le, pa th e a reor ppam ki, I(rrfrmlw to in sut ion (01-
.w~Idi. hookl ettv ,os nk in mrh am. doff eowply with aIl

eWiplioomlispot o kii awltr wmseum (aLb

30. Increase liability of malpractice exposure to doctors who do not f11olw
regulation, but exempt all who follow the goverrMent blueprint for
treatment. ,Sec. 1167 (ci(p. 116); (See Exhibit 1-A)

Page 5
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Why, Then, PSRO?

THIS LAW WAS OSTENSIBLY PASSED TO ASSURE QUALITY, LOWER COSTS AND CONTROL

FRAUD AND OVERUTILIZATION.

Let us consider these reasons:

First Quality:

PSRO cannot possibly assure quality.

PSRO will diminish quality.

(a) PSRO would eliminate the personalized, individual, quality care system
and substitute a dehumanized, numerical average system with federal rules for the
practice of medcne which wh11 stifle innovation and regard conformlty quality
medical care must be based first and last on what is good for the Individual patient,
at a given time and under particular conditions, never on a standardized rule-book.

(b) PSRO rewards conformity by immunity for following rule.book.

(c) Those who innovate are subject to review, suspension, fines.

(d) PSRO requires proof of "medical necessity of diagnostic and treatment
procedures. How Is this reconciled with "preventive medicine" where most early tests
are "negative" and "unnecessary"?

Secondly, Costs:

PSRO cannot possibly lower costs.

PSRO is certain to escalate costs.

(a) PSRO requires the creation of a vast new bureaucracy, to supervise a
network of PSRO's. Much of this would duplicate existing government carrier computer
review programs, which maintain profiles of patients, doctors, and providers, and
WichFhave for years been operational in government for review of services.

(b) The establishment of 500 PSRO's would mean an Initial minimum cost of
one-tenth billion dollars It can easily reach one billion the first year, as govern-
ment estimates are historically very low.

(c) Dr. James Henry from Ohio, one of the proponents of PSRO, has stated that
the cost in hardware alone may prove to be staggering. Dr. Harry Schwarz has stated
that perhaps the only one to benefit from PSRO will be the computer industry.

Thirdly, Fraud and Overutilization:
(a) "Fraud by the Medical Profession" is shown to be insignificant by the

goverment's own figures.

The Bureau of Health Insurance, Mr. Tom Tierney, has made repeated
accusations that widespread fraud exists in the medical profession. CMS challenged
this statement and obtained from Social Security Administration their actual figures
which show that only 18 physicians have been convicted of fraud in 6 years of Medicare.
This is only 3 physicians per year in all 50 states out of Z20.000 doctors treating
20 million Medicare beneficiaries. For this do we need a one-tenth billion dollar
national policing system? (Exhibit 2)

Page 6
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(b) Furthermore, PSRO my provide a legal fra rk for fraud, for those
who would carefully fit within the PSRO guidelines. As an example of such legalized
overutilization in PSRO, see Exhibit 3-A (Page 1), (example No. 1), for the treatment
of the common cold, an estimate of the cost of treatment under the guidelines could
amount to 34 billion dollars, not including the cost for PSRO review, based on guide-
lines of the San Joaquin Foundation for Medical Care presented to Congress and upon
which PSRO is structured.

(c) The testimony showing examples of doctors and patients woverutilizing
on visits and medTcation", tonsillectomy", the cuttingn of toenails", were used
to "Justifyw PSRO. The savings from identification of these few "abuses" or even
"patterns" of deviation do not justify the establishment of a massive federal PSRO
network based on such scant, scattered and incomplete data. (Exhibit 3-C)

(d) Why Certification on Demand?
Data concerning certification from the Bureau of Health Insurance were

fraudulently used to justify claims that doctors overutilized hospitals, as shown
by"unnecessarily prolonged hospital stays." CHS has documented this to be fraudulent
in testimony before the Senate Committee on Finance in 197Z, and before tne Pweicare
Advisory Committee' (HIBA) in 197Z. The fraud has not been corrected an it re-
appeared in the General Accounting Office reports of 1971 and 1972. In spite of the
fact that the certification program has been proved to be erroneous and unnecessary
and a failure, it has now been expanded into "certification-on-demand" in PSRO. (Exhibit 5)

Fourthly, PSRO is unnecessary and further predicated on the fallacious concept
of unwarranted medical care costs "spiraling" above the rest of the economy. CH4
has broughtto light in the Senate Committee on Finance Hearings on PSRO in 1970 and
1971, and has extensively documented that:

(a) Medical care costs have risen no more than all other services in the economy
for a recent twelve year period.

(b) Physician fees have risen less than wages over a recent 13-year period.
During the past two gears, physicians' fees have risen less than the CP[ (Consumer Price
Index) of the general econoy.

(c) The cost per stay in private hospitals is less expensive than in federal and
state "regulated" hospitals, presumably under "government standards."

'(d) The duration of.a hospital stay in the United States has continued to de-
crease, not increase. It is'considerbly shorter than the stay in countries-where
national health insurance is in existence, presumably under "government stand Is."

However, if the private system becomes "federalized" under PSRO, as is now
happening in Medicare, the private system will there approach the higher costs of the
longer-stays in the federal medical system.

CONCLUSION:
PSRO is therefore unwarranted and cannot perform its stated purposes, as follows:

It will diminish quality and escalate costs. There is no widespread fraud to
Justify the massive policing of all doctors and of all patients. "edica care
costs have risen the same as other services In the economy. The cost of PXW-
isapt to prove staggering, and nothing in return except federalization of
medical practice to homogenous mediocrity.

Who devised the plan to turn peer review authority to the SecMtary of HEW? -
The next section will take up this important question.

Page 7
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The Day That The AMA Asked
The Government to Assume author ty Over

Medical So cety Peer Revew-

THE BASIC CONCEPT OF PSRO IS THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD ASSUME AUTHORITY OVER WHAT
PREVIOUSLY A PRIVATE FUNCTION OF A PRIVATE PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETY: THE PEER

REVIEW. This concept was originated by the AMA Legal Department and introduced into
Congress as the PRO Section of Medicredit, without the approval of the House of
Delegates of the AMA.

The Medical Society thereby becomes a quasi-government agency reporting to
the Secretary of HEW. The Secretary of HEW assumes final authority to suspend
physicians or otherwise sentence. -

A t~rbunal Pyramid system at local, state and national levels is created,
reporting violations to the Secretary of HEW.

Public notice to patients shall be required of doctors if suspended by HEW.

If the Medical Society performance is considered inadequate by the Secretary
of HEW, the Secretary shall cancel and seek a contract with another body.

These basic elements which constitute PSRO were written by the A A-Into the
Medicredit Bill that was called PRO. Title 21, Peer Review Oruanization. H.R. 18567.
introduced into Congress July 21, 1970,.as follows:

Figure 1. AMA PRO Section of Nedtcredit, HR 18567, 1970

Page 8

A.
WAS

4 Sm,. 210. The Social Security Act as hereby amended

5 is further amended to add after title XX, as added by this

6 Act, a new title XXI, entitled "PEER REVIEW OR-

7 GANIZATION", as follows:

"TITLE XXI-PEER REVIEW ORGANIZATION
"Sec. 2101. Establishment and operation.
"See. 2102, Plan requirements.

"a. State administration.
"b. Local administration.
"c. IHearings and appeals.

"Sec. 2103. Disciplinary action.
"Sec. 2104. Judicial review.
"See. 2105. Evidence.
"Sec. 2106. Notice to patients.
"Sec. 2107. Coopera tion by carriers.
"Soc. 2108. Protected action and communicate ion.
"Sec. 2109. Reimburseent of expenses.
"Sec. 2110. Tennination of PRO agreement.

8 HSTABLIS1IIIENT AND OPERATION
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In Section
given authority

2103 of PRO under "Disciplinary Action" the Secretary of HEW is
over practitioners as follows:

Figure 2. AMA PRO Section, HR 18567.
The AMA Bill also required "Notice to Patients" by physicians of their

suspension by the Secretary of HEW as follows:
14 NOTICEH TO PATIBNTB

15 "S o. 2106. A provider of medical or other health serv-

16 ices who is under suspension from the program shall take

17 reasonable and necessary steps to advise persons to whom

18 he is rendering medical or other health services that such

19 services rendered during the period of such suspension are

20 not compensible or reimbursable under titles V, XVIII,

21 XIX, or XX. Failure to do so shall be a basis for peer review

22 and further disciplinary action under this title.

Figure 3. AMA PRO Section, HR 18567
Finally, the Secretary had authority to suspend and terminate the Peer Review

function of the Medical Society under contract with HEW as follows:

3

4

5

6

7

"TI 'IINATKON OF P O ARGUMENT
"SEC. 2110. (a) If in the opinion of the Secretary. after

investigation, a State medical society (or related organiza-

tion referred in section 2101 (b)) under agreement to

establish and operate a PRO has failed to discharge its obliga-

Figure 4. ANA PRO Section, HR 18567.
Page 9
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12 "DISCIPLINARY ACTION

13 "SEC. 2103. (a) The Secretary is authorized, upon

14 reconmnendation of the commission for disciplinary action

15 pursuant to the provisions of section 2102 (c) (7), to sus-

16 pend or exclude a provider of medical or other health services

17 from participation in any Federal Oovernment health pro-

18 gram under titles V, XVIII, XIX, or XX.
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Figure 4. ANA PRO Section, HR 18567. (continued)

After rejection of PRO by the Louisiana State Medical Society and subsequent
actions, "PRO" was removed from Medicredit. However, the AMA introduced a separate
Bill from Medicredit, S. 1898, on May 19, 1971, in which the PRO-Section of Medicredit
was written as a separate 8111, as follows:

Figure 5. ANA, S. 1898
which re-introduces "PRO"
separate from "Medicredit"

Conclusion:

The AA, therefore, is the ortainator of the P$RO concept of placing
_oern_nt authori_ _ over ecal §ocity peer V119, in a Bill wit,

Page 10

8 tions and responsibilities under such agreement, the Secre-

9 try shall give notice to such State medical society (or re-

10 Wed organization) of his findings, together with the reasons

11 therefor, and in the absence of a request for a hearing by

12 such BtAde medical society (or related organization) or upon

13 final determination of such failure to discharge the obligations

14 and responsibilities may terminate the agreement. The agree-

OUoNoMM~. 5m- - & 1898

A BILL
To amend the Social Security Act by adding a

new title to provide for the egabliabmeat of
a system of review of medical and other
health service rendered under title V,
XVIII, XIX, and XX of the Social Seu-
rity Act

. . Mr. :HiAu
MAT IS 1 i 1 tlt d&Y. VAT 18), UM l

9tgd twice AM Real to the C4aI0tm am tae

ten for Congress as the edicredit Bill, 'PRO* Section.
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8. Analysis showing that AMA's "PRO" and "PSRO" are basically the same.

COMPARISON OF PRO (AMA) AND PSRO (BENNETT AMENDMENT)

I. IDENTICAL GENERAL PROVISIONSi PRO PSRO

A. AUTHORITY
1. ESTABLISHED BY HEW HEW
2. JUDGED BY HEW - HEW
3. TERMINATED BY HEW HEW

B. DISCIPLINARY ACTION
1. SENTENCE ISSUED BY HEW HEW
2. EXCLUSION FROM FEDERAL

PROGRAMS BY HEW HEW

C. STRUCTURE
1. MAY BY-PASS MEDICAL

SOCIETIES YES YES

II. INDIVIDUALLY SPECIFIED PROVISIONS:

A. DISCIPLINARY ACTION
1. INITIAL PENALTY I YR. .
2, PATIENT NOTIFICATION

REQUIRED I
3, ELABORATE SYSTEM OF APPEALS + *

B. FUNCTION
1. ON-SITE INSPECTION

(OFFICES & RECORDS) +
2. ADVANCE CERTIFICATION OF

HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS * +

* TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY HEW REGULATIONS

Figure 6. CMS Comparison of PRO-PSRO
- ANA Testimony in Congress:- PRQ and PSRO - Bennett Response -

C. Why did the AMA write PRO? Mr. BernArd P. Harrison, Chief COnlnsel of the NA,
appeared bore th ouisianaStte Medical Soit Special Meting on PRO
and PSRO, on September 13, 1970, and stated that he had written Nedicredit and
the PRO Section and that he had done so at the request of Chairman Wilbur 0.
Hills of the House Ws and Mans Coulttee, on March 11, 1970, to control
costs and to reduce auses. Also, Senator Russe11 Long, on June 15 1970,
expressed interest to the AMA in the develop t of an aM private peer
review mechanism for Medicare and Medicaid. (Exhibit 6)
AA -recqnizes a Oneed for surveil1ance" of doctors:

It was on this basis that the AMA wrote *PRO" according to its own report
to the House of Delegates. Yet, the ANA testified before Congress that "PRO
was incorporated with Medicredit because the medical profession recognizes
the need for an appr9priate means of Providing surveillance over the provi-

(Exhibit 7 -p.1091)

Page 11

Sion of medical services rendered within the progre,
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Corrected:

The AMA PRO Section was written and introduced in Congress on -July 21, 1970.
It was brought before Congressional sponsors, however, before it was presented
to the House of Delegates. The PRO Section of the edicredit Bill was ap roved
bthe House of elegates in-May 1970, as Report V, Report of the Board of
Trustees. The complete report is reprinted in Exhibit 6 of this CMS document.

D. PSRO was introduced by Senator Bennett on August 20. 1970. It added the concept
of national norm or standards for medical care and therefore added the "S" of
Standards to PRO and became PSRO, Professional Standards Review Organization.
It also added the imposition of a $5,000 fine and changed the Peer Review body
from the Medical Society to practicing physicians.

E. Senator Bennett states that the AMA should "not desert its own child" - PSRO.

In testimony before the Senate Committee on Finance, September 1970, the AMA
opposed the federal standards in PSRO: (Exhibit 7-p,1092)

... the published norm carries within itself a potential detriment
to the provision of higher quality care....A physician may for
these reasons, or reasons stmming Trom concern for legal ramifica-
tion which may arise from departure from such norms or for fear
of subjecting himself to the penalty and refund provisions, find
compulsion to conform to these standards in derogation of better care.
... Thisnew inguisitional character of [Ter review, however, based on
the criminal aspects and fines, would change the character of the
program and we believe that the beneficial aspects would suffer."

The AMA also opposes the invasion of confidentiality of medical files.

The AMA did state, regarding PSRO, that (p. 1091) "while its objective is similar
to that of our PRO and such is laudatory, we find that significant changes should
be made to Amendment 851.m

Senator Bennett responded (Exhibit 8-p.1093), "But I hope the American Medical
Association wilI not desert its own child and say now, that 'there are so many
troubles with It tha. we would rather you went back to something else,' and I
hope the Coittee will study the proposal which has been carefully worked out
with many of the factors in the situation, including the American Medical
Association.'

F. Senator Russell Long states that the AMA suggested that the-Senate Committee on
Finance write PSRO and that AM asked Senator Bennett to sponsor PSRO.

Senator Russell Long stated to the Louisiana Delegation of CMS on February 14,
1973, when the Delegation expressed its disapproval of PSRO and requested
consideration of its repeal, that it was the AMA who had requested that PSRO
be written by the Senate Committee and the AMARhad aske the sponsorship Of
senator Bennett and that he, Senator Long, was surprised to see the opposition
of the ANAt subsequently, to the Amendmnt.

In summary. the AM 15 the Author of the congeot of govern nt authority nvp-r
oMAI; Poor review, introduced a bill In Garess for this- and ihatiarid and

heloedaveloo PSRO.

Page 12
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III - 6. The Day That The AMA Asked American CHS

G. State Medical Societies seek bills similar or identical with PSRO and introduces
them:- Devine Bill in Ohio and Daneelson Bill in California. These bills were
initially introduced and supported by the medical societies without a vote from
the membership.

H. Louisiana State Medical Society rejects PRO and PSRO after hearing the AMA's legal
counsel who wrote PRO and Medicredit. Some other medical societies also rejected
PRO and PSRO. The Louisiana State Mdical Society called a special meeting to
discuss PRO and PSRO in 1970, and unanimously rejected the concept. (Figure 7)

Figure 7. La. State Medical Society, Resolution

opposing PRO and PSRO.

Page 13

ACTIONS OF HOUSE OF DELEGATES

LOUISIANA STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY

AT

SPECIAL 'SESSION 9/13/70

Motion forbidding the officers of LSMS to enter into any
agreement or contract with Secretar? of HEW in the name of
LSMS or any other governmental agency, state, federal,
county-parish or any political subdivision or third party
for the purpose of either PRO or PSRO or anything similar.

LSMS completely rejected PRO as it pertained to the Medi-
credit draft end PSRO as is being presented by Senator
Bennett and maintained that the best means of physicians
providing health services are within the confines of the
free enterprise system wherein competition among physicians
will best control costs, and a fee for service under direct
billing will provide to the consumer the only means of
obtaining the highest quality of care.

RESOLVED, that the present system of Peer Review operating
through the State Board or Medicsl Examiners, organized
Medical Societies, both Parish and State levels, and hos-
pital staffs provides adequate supervision of the practice
-of medicine to maintain high ethical standards of the pro-
fession, and ensures quality medical care to our patients
it is tried and tested, and is the sole mechanism acceptable
to the LSMS.
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III - 7. The Day That The AMA Asked
American CHS

- Actions of Other State Societies -

Harris County Medical Society (Houston), 1971, rejected PRO and PSRO
(Fig. 8); Oklahoma (Fig. 9), and others.

Figure 8. Houston:County Medical Society, Resolution
opposing PRO and PSRO, 1971.

Page 14

RESOLUTION

Whereas, the Harris County Medical Society for many yoars has had effective and
adequate asns to assure the public a very high quality of medical care
provided by qualified physicians, and

Whereas, the major, feature of these means consists of mandatory adherence to the
principles of medical ethics through a forceful system of internal
discipline, and

Whereas, the imposition of regulations emanating from the United States Govern-
ment and its agents under the designations of "Peer Review" and
"Professional Services Review" would greempt, disrupt, and invalidate
the medical society's internal disciolinary mechanisms. and

Whereas, participation in-said "Peer Review or Professional Services Review"
by the medical society or any of it. members would constitute
violation of the very purpose of the medical society as set forth
in the preamble to the by-laws, therefore be it

Resolved, that the Harris County Medidal Society ahall nnt partl.4pna In any
prZoram of "Pear Revier" or "Profeasional Services Review' (typified
by the programs detailed in the "Nedicredit Bill"; HR 18567, ox .JLu
the "Bennett Amendment", No. 851 to the Social Security Act of 1970,
HR 17750), and further be it-

Resolved, that an' member of the Harris County Medical Society who parttjcitgeA
In any program as above styled, shall be held in violation of thby-
]Id of the Harris County Medical Society and shall be sublect tO
A piLo&naaccordingly, and further be it

Resolved, that, in the realization that intolerably rigid regulations, as above
styled, are necessary end inevitable consequences of government sub-
sidized medical care, Harris County Medical Society members would be
well advised not to participate in government subsidized medical care
programs, and further be it

Resolved, that the Delegates of the Harris County Medical Society be instructed
to introduce and support this or a similar resolution to the House of
Delegates at the April, 1971 Texas Medical Association meeting.
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III - 8. The Day That The AMA Asked Amerlcan CMS

Figure 9. Oklahoma State Medical Society,
Resolution opposing PRO.

I. AMA House of Delegates strongly rejects PSRO in the 1971 San Francisco Convention.

J. In spite of the opposition of AMA, tittle support from HEW opposition from the
AHA, CMS, AAPS, the opposition of the House Conferees, PSRO was approved at
the last minute of the Senate-House Conference under the auspices of Senator
Long. PSRO was signed into law as Title 11 of the Social Security Act, PL 92-603,
October30Fs 197 .

K. AMA reverses its position of the House of Delegates 1972 Clinical Convention,
and assumes leadership towards establishing PSRO's and to coordinate PSRO's
activities. At this meeting Committee Report Z was approved (See Exhibit 9 of
this ClS document). The AMA Board of trustees recommended and it was approved
that the AMA should assist medical societies to recommend structures for PSRO's,
develop and transmit operational procedures, help develop norm for health care
services and "develop sugIested continuing educational programs through which
physicians can secure for themselves and their patients the full benefit of the
application and refnement of Professional Standards Review.

DOES THE AMA NOW CONSIDER PSRO BENEFICIAL TO PATIENTS AND PHYSICIANS? The AMA
has given no evidence, data, or explanation for this statement and position.

L. January 1973 - The President of the Oklahoma State Medical Society has called
for non-compliance with PSRO. See next page. The Indiana State Medical Society
is considering suit against PSRO.

Page 15

Introduced by: Oklahoma Delegation Resolution:

Subject: PRO

Referred to:

The Peer Review Organization proposal embodied in H. R. 18567
was developed without consultation with state medical associations, yet
they would have the responsibility to implement the plan under contract
with the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

PRO establishes a monolithic approach to poor review, disregarding
the unique characteristics of the various jurisdictions. While It attempts
to provide some flexibility. the generalized nature of the provisions leave
much to Federal regulatory authority, and it is predictable that educationally-
based "peer review" will be transformed into "peer enforcement" of Federal
regulations.

Medical associations under PRO would become agencies of the
government, and intraprofesslonal disciplinary powers which have been
inherent in the peer concept would be transferred to the Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Resolved, that the House of Delegates of the American Medical
Association rescind its approval of Part C of H. R. 18567.

AMA: H ea\al.,' No%- .10
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Aerican CNS
III - 9. The Day That The AMA Asked

President of Okiahoma SKS asks for Non-Compliance - January 1973

Oklahoma State Medical Association
Volume 66 - Number 1 - January, 1973

PSlO Is a Four Lter Word

The Bennett Amend.
ment designed to take
punitive action against
doctors and other health
providers, became law
when Congress passed
HR-i with the Bennett
Amendment or Profes.
sional Standards Review
Organization (PSRO) as

a rider. Significantly, Conr-,s did not get
a chance to vote on PSRO itself, but only on
the freight train bill, HR-I, with its multiple
peculiar riders. Each member of OSMA is
urged to become intimately familiar with
PSRO because:

1. It is a bad program which cannot pos-
sibly accomplish its objectives of promoting
effective, efficient, and economic delivery of
health care services of proper quality.

2. It will entail further endless bureau-
cratic harrasmment to practicing physicians,
who are already distracted enough by bu-
reaucracy. It will, in fact, decrease efficiency
of physicians by an endless number of in-
quiries and reports after the fact with
built-in retrospective denials that the physi-
cian has to pay for up to $5,000. Have you
noticed that bureaucrats or Junior G-Men
have 20-20 hindsight?

8. It will surely increase the cost of
medical care since the costs of administering
the program will necessarily create a vast
new bureaucracy. It will compound the
shortage of physicians since sizeable numbers
will have to be taken out of patient service
in order to administer PSRO, and decrease
working effectiveness of physicians doing
patient service because of the additional
time wasted on reports, answering inquiries,
and attending judicial reviews.

4. It will not increase the quality of media.
cal care, but will attempt to change private
personalized health services into dehydrated
computerized fittings of square pegs into
round holes, with the holes varying in size,
shape, and location at the discretion of the

Secretary of HEW and his famous regulators.
In addition, it will lower quality by making
physicians practice increaingly defensive
medicine.

6. In rural areas, where there is already
a physician shortage, and where a large per-
centage of patients are on Medicare or Medi-
caid, it will compound the physician shortage
by making rural practice even less attractive.
The overall physician shortage will be in-
creased due to the fact that many physicians
would find practice under PSRO so unpleas-
ant that they will retire.

6. It will pave the way for National
Health Insurance. The Fedezal government
cannot possibly afford NHI or docialized
medicine until they get absolute control over

* practicing physicians through a mechanism
like PSRO.

7. Although nominally under medical
control, actual control of PSRO would be
out of our hands as regulations are developed
along the way and at- the onset by PSRO
advisory groups.

My Proposal: Nen-Complancell

If we refuse as a group to be PSROed by
anyone, the Federal Government has the
option of discontinuing Medicare and Medi-
caid. It is not probable that they will do this
because it would work a hardship on recipi.
ents What other recourse would the govern-
ment have but to make some acceptable
bargain with us for care of Medicare and
Medicaid recipients? We should be prepared
for a decline in income. If we get PSROed,
be prepared for a decline in income perma.
nently.

If you share my low opinion of PSRO and
the disastrous effects on the American doc-
tor, please study PSRO, arrange debates at
your county medical society meetings, en-
courage your fellow physicians to under-
stand PSRO, and send your delegates to the
annual meeting instructed to vote-against
compliance. If OSMA votes for noncompli-
ance, you can be sure that many states will
follow suit and Congress will have to recog.
nize PSRO as an unworkable concept.
Congress can then negotiate with us for
measures to accomplish proper objectives.

Poqe_ 16 OKLAHOMA STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
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IV - 1. OPPOSE PSRO AND SEEK REPEAL:

The position of CMS regarding PSRO is that:
P6R) is a Bad Law:

- doctors should not be involved
in the Implementation or PSRO;

- that physicians should bill and
receive payment only from their patients;

- should oppose PSRO by all legal means;
- should make every effort to have PSROrepeal ed.

For the past three years, the private doctors in American CMS
have balloted their opposition to PSRO in votes of 1970, 1971 and
twice in 1972. The American CMS Board, acting on the vote of its par-
ticipating staffs approved a Resolution on February 14, 1973 to Oppose
and seek Repeal of PSRO, printed on the next page (VI).

A "Constitutional Challenge' Committee has been approved by
CMS to consider suit on the constitutionality of PSRO. CMS has
requested the AMA for a top-level meeting with the Board of Trustees
to request that the AMA also oppose PSRO and ask for repeal. The
Association of American Physicians and Surgeons is also planning
suit against PSRO.

V s- WY
PSRO is incompatible with good medical care, it introduces

government intervention in physician JudWnnt, stifles innovation,

reduces the professional to a technician level, impairs personalized

care, invites unethical practice, invades the confidentiality of

patient medical records, and introduces government agents into private

doctors' offices.
PSRO has no economic basis, as documentation proves that Medicare

fraud is insignificant, and that doctors' fees have increased less than

the Consumer Price Index for over two years. PSRO is certain to escalate

costs, create a vast new bureaucracy, which duplicates existing government

review, takes valuable physician time away from patients, discourage

physicians from entering or remaining in medical practice. It may force

the best physicians out of government programs. PSRO is the rationing

of medical services to cut costs.

PSRO would restrict Social Security beneficiaries to second-class

medical care under a new double standard-- quality care for "private*

-patients, and haoMenous mediocrity for government regulated beneficiaries.
Page 17
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Printed March, 1973

VI - 1. Resolution on PSRO 2/14/73 Washington Board Meeting

MEMIfS

RESOLUTION ON PSRO

(Public Law 92-603, Sec. 249F,
Title XI of the Social Security Act)

I. WHEREAS, PSRO introduces and requires a new and foreign philosophy of medical
care in America; namely, that henceforth, the "care, diagnosis and
treatment" for private citizens by private doctors shall comply with
government concepts of medical care as approved by PSRO and the
Secretary of HEW for beneficiaries of Social Security programs. (Sec. 1160);

2. WHEREAS, PSRO imposes this obligation on doctors to meet PSRO-government
approved nomss" of "health care", under "sanction" that the doctor
shall pay "to the United States" the "cost of the service," or (if
less), $5,000; or exclusion of the doctor from eligibility to care
for patients on a. reimbursable basis by the Secretary of HEW.
(Sec. 1160(a)(1), (b)(1)(2)(3));

3. WHEREAS, Compliance ith the above goverrnent-approved PSRO rule book for the
care, diagnosis and treatment of his patients would interfere
with the doctor's professional Judgment, would diminish and impair
personalized health care, and encourage conformity to stereotyped rules
rather than to what he deems best for his Individual patient in an
individual illness.

4. WHEREAS, PSRO is certain to stifle innovation and encourage mediocrity,
and to lower the quality of medical care by encouraging rule-book
medical care;

5. WHEREAS, In complying with PSRO, the doctor would act contrary to Sec. 6 of the
Code of Medical Ethics which states, OA physician should not dispose
of his services under terms or conditions which tend to interfere with
or impair the free and complete exercise of his medical Judgment and
skill or tend to cause a deterioration of the quality of medical care.0;

6. WHEREAS, PSRO empowers government agents to enter and inspect private
docl sP offices, therein also to invade the privacy of patients'
medical records containing information on their private lives.
(Sc. 1155(b)(3;

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COUNCILS OF MEDICAL STAFFS OF PRIVATE HOSPITALS. INC.
3402 BIENVILLE STREET NEWORLEANS. LOUISIANA 70119 TEL. 504-4B6-5091

Page 18
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VI - 2. 2/14/73
-2- Resolution on PSRO

7. WHEREAS, PSRO, because PSRO diminishes the quality of medical care, the better
physicians may not participate in government-reimirsable programs;

8. WHEREAS, PSRO, therefore, violates fundamental freedoms which are necessary for
medical care;

(*I Preedom of theiuatlot to ebomle a.dc&
( 6Preedow of the physidan to decide whm be will treat. except In

emeradea
(0) freedom of the physician to cboom the method of treafteat of his

patients e- nateot with pod medical practice In him locaUty.
(e) r*edom of the physician to admit his paUent to hMopitl for tmeat.

mat grader the otlalag coa= t tb is the so e prerogati e of the
phbyan, cottent with the I polk-7 of the boptal medical stif,And irrspctt re of race. fe color or poUtica beief.

(1) Freedom of the physician to have the right of direct billing, the right
to determine the method at retveing payment for his service, and t e right
to foo-for-servile coact lo the delivery of m dcai care,

9. WHEREAS, this punitive PSRO legislation has no economic basis for Justification
because the government's own records" obtaIned by C4S displays a
distinguished record, with only 18 doctors convicted of fraud in the
fifty states in six years of the Medicare Program, with 20 million
Medicare patients and 200,000 physicians; and,also, physicians' fees
have risen less than the CPI in the past two years;

10. WHEREAS, PSRO is certain to escalate the costs of medical care by the creation of
a vast new bureaucracy of PSRO networks with an estimated initial cost
of at least one billion dollars; by duplication of existing computer
fiscal reviews with profiles and norms in operation by government
carriers in use for years; by diverting valuable Physician time to un-
necessary computer review work; by vastly multiplying paperwork docu-
mentation at every level of physician decision; by discouragin-g
physicians from entering or continuing practice in i new PSRO era of
total bureaucratic medical care;

11. WHEREAS, PSRO is ill-conceived legislation, which will result in the rationing
medical care for Social Security beneficiaries, passed at the eleventh
hour in Congress with opposition from practically all sectors of the
organized medical profession and of the hospital association;

12. WHEREAS, the practicing physician has the obligation to inform the people as to
what constitutes good medical practice, a responsibility he cannot
delegate, and to object to the usurpation of our obligation by politicians;

13. WHEREAS, CNS, representing 30,000 private practicing physicians, based on the
balloting of its member medical staffs for 3 years which have consistently
opposed PSRO;

Page 19
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2/14/73 Washington Board MeetingVIl - 3 RESOLUTION ON1 PSRO

RESOLVED;THAT 1. Practicing doctors should DENOUNCE PSRO AS A BAD LAW
and seek REPEAL because PSRO IS incopatible with good
medical care.

2. Because PSRO is VOLUNTARY under PL 92-603, practicing doctors
my a9 n t rttc te n and, by using DIRECT
BILLING, refuse PSRO. The government and its agents, not
the practicing physician, would remain responsible for the
denial of benefits to patients and for inferior rule-book
medical care under PSRO.

3. Doctors request the President, Congress, State and local
governmentto assist in repeang this bad law.

4. Doctors secure the cooperation of local, state and
national medical, dental, hospital and health care

consumer organizations to seek REPEAL of PSRO.

5. Doctors alert the public -- our patients-- on this ill-
conceived legislation and request their help in repeal
of PSRO.

6. The Proper response and alternative to PSRO is:

- The Physician should continue to Practice ethical
personalized care for his patients; uphold the
free choice by patients for every aspect of their
diagnosis and treatment; maintain the privacy of
our offices and the confidentiality of our patients'
medical records;

-Contnue direct bi111ng], receiving payment only
from patients, in order that patients may have
their free choice of care with dignity and
respon-f'Tl ity;

- Uphold our professional quality eer review
system consisting of the Board of Medical
Examiners, Committees of our Medical Societies,
and the numerous peer review committees of the
medical staffs, without reporting to government.
No other system can be effective in quality
review. No other is compatible with good medical
care, freedom of choice, ethical practice, and
reasonable costs.

Page 20
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EXHIBIT 1 Am

Exhibit 1-A PSRO offers iwonitv from liability IfW--doctor conforms to PSRU regulTations

Public Law 92-603, 92nd Congress, H.R. 1, October 30, 1972.

Section 1167(c)

- 46(r) 19"' . "ov i Olel

Page 116 isagin l s ctt truin pos or any atw) aT e
Unitd 2141 '. (or poliil mivil ao n

the are whetM Mwdh edctor of maedils or oieolsthy or pP1 i&T.k
mach acKlos het only if-

Exemption from civil liability for treatment for any doctor
who complies with PSRO regulations.

Exhibit 1-B Statute to enforce compliance by using influence of other

organizations to assure compliance:

Section 1160(c)

Page 112

erican CH

Page 21

d(c) It a"! be the d.ty of each Profliemnl tanlari, eriew
Oranizatio and each Utiw td Professional Fandanh Reyiew
Council to IMF mach asih'hity or iKAwO" it may! n a arofe-
.ioalorpniation. toenlW the aslitOul of any other hrasaional
orr mesntaI organization harIsag intu o r auto. oer
hfB"h wI I ta d a any cithet Iwrcom (inluding a hospitalor odrhallk car Cilityr. aqnmt imior agenry) pmvia hkh
fre Wrt in 00. am eM Il by awh re.ir orpnintion, in amr.
ing that foh pradtW mr orpoI Met reforred to in supoetio. (a))
lifro.~im health cat arrke in tacl, arm shall causply with Il
obligatioam imposes L cini sunder msectims (a).

I
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EXHIBIT 2 American CNS

Letter of Transmittal of "Prosecutions for Medicare Fraud"
From HEW to CMS

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

§ALTIMl@r. MAMyLANO 1IN"

NomTO$SEP 25 1WU
HItRAD

gmeth A. mtters M.D.
61 Lotia X2T
Rem Orleans, Louisiana 701.24

Dear Dr. ittter

Am you requested at the -IBAC meeting on September 15, I an molosing

a chart of Proecutiona for Medicare Fraud for the period January 1969

to Jdy 1972. If you would like additional information, please let

mre know.

Sincerely yours

max Perlman
Executive Secretary
Health Insurance Benefits
Advisory Council

Imloure

OCT 13 1972
jj A-.--Ltter X',(D.

6107 Lauis XIV
w rles, Lo isian 7012

Mear Di. litters

Ine report on Prosecutions for Medicare fraud you recently received

Includes all data available$ as there were no prosecutions or

oaniotiau prior to 1969.

Sinceely i'sro

Mx Perlmanr
Executive Secretary
Health Insurance Demfit8

Page 22 Advisor Council
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CLOSURE I
PROSECUTIONS FOR HED)ICARE FRAUD

JANUARY 1969-JULY 1972

BY STATZO PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, YEAR 1ROSECUTION UNDERTAVEN, DISPOSITION AID DATE

s"Professional 1Criin 1 Information F ad
or ndictmnt OrItdlne DisposiLion and Dite

C atexo t' 1969 11970 9!971 1972

Arizona .D. x Pending

Arizona N.D. x PendLn

Arkansas N.D. x Acquittal 10/69

Arkmsas THE x Conviction 5/72

California D.P.M. x Conviction 12/71

California N.D. x Acquittal 2/71

California N.D. x Pending

California N.D. x Conviction 12/71

California N.D. x Dismissal 2/71

California N.D. x Pending

California D.S.C. x Conviction 3/72

California LD. x Conviction 6/70

Califforia dM x Conviction 8/71

D.C. OTH x Conviction 6/70

D.C. 0TH x Conviction 6/70
, lorid ,, ,.D ,,onici...17

1g

/

"0

0'a i~* 1~-*

~
1-a
C)'

Conviction 4/71noride xNI.D.
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. &JsIHAU*& oL%|/%.ZLI on em

or Indictment Obtained
_____, _______, _ 1969 1970 1971 9772 " -.............

Florida N.D.- x Pending

Florida M.D. x -.-. Acquittal 4/71

Florida M.D. x Conviction 10/70

Florida D.S.C. x Conviction 1/71

Florida M.D. x Pending

Florida D.O. x Pending_
Florida M.D. x Conviction 10/71

Florida D.O. x Conviction 6/71

Florida M.D. x Conviction 4/71

Florida N.D. x Pending

Florida OTH x -.- Acquittal 4/7f

Florida D.O. x Pending

Florida N.D. x Dismiisal 11/70

Florida M.D. x Pending

Illinois M.D. Conviction 12/71

Indiana M.D. x Dismissal 3/70

A A
ENCLO RE 11

PROSECUTIONS FOR MEDICARE FRAUD
JANUARY 1969-JuLY 1972

BY STATE, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, YEAR PROSECUTION UNDERTAKF.N,'DISPOSITION AND DATE

State Professional

V
01

V Z X Lx y .
Disposition and Dare

LDn .all M.D. x Pending
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State Professional Criminal lnormation filed

Category or Indictment Obtained Disposition and Date
Category 1969 1970 1971 1972

Xentucky N.D. x Conviction 11/71

Louisiana N.D. x Dismis.sal 7/71

Louisiana M.D. .x Acquittal 1/71

Michigan M.D. x Pending

Michigan M.D. x Pending

Michigan .D.. x Pending

Michigan M.D. x Pending

Michigan D.O. x Pending

Michigan D.D. x Pending

Mississippi M.D. x Conviction 8/69

Mississippi M.D. x Conviction 11/71

Missouri OTH x Conviction 8/72

Missouri 0TH x Conviction 8/72

Missouri AD x Pending i

New Jersey .D. x Conviction 11/71

I

E ,C1OSU,.E II
PROSECUTIONS FOR MEDICARE FRAUD

JANUARY 1969-JULY 1972

BY STATE, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, YEAR PROSECUTION VNDMERTA IEN, DISPOSITION AN D DATE

ul

0

o'a
o03
".,,,

I I .... .
New Jersey N.D. x Conviction 4/72
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ENCLOSURE Ii
PROSECUTIONS FOR MEDICARE FRAUD

JA/LARY 1949-JULY 1972

BY STATE, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, YEAR PROSECUTIONS UNDERWYAKE, DISPOSITION AND DATE

State ProfCssional -C~rit.ainal Imforzation FiledCaesoy or lndictndnt Obtained Disposition and DateCategory 1969 1970 1971 1972

New York- OTH x Pending

Now York M.D. x Acquittal 2/71

Nev York OTH x Pending

Ohio M.D. x Conviction 9/71

Oklahoma D.O. x Pending

Oklahoma D.O. x Pending

Oklahoma i AMB x Convittion 11/70

Oregon OTH x Conviction 8/72

Pennsylvania M.D. x Conviction 7/72

Pennsylvania M.D. x Conviction 8/72

Pennsylvania D.O. x Conviction 1/71

Pennsylvania D.P.N. x Pending

Pennsylvania M.D. x Pending

Pennsylvania POD.D x Conviction 1/71

Pennsylvania M.D. x Pending

Pennsylvania M.D. x Pending

A
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PROSECUTIONS FOR MEDICARE FRAUD
JA)%IUARY 1969-JULY 1972

BY STATE, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, YEAR PROSECUTION UNDERTAKEN,

A
ENCLOSURE II

DISFOSITION AND DATE

Professional Criminal Information Filed
State Caeory or Indictment Obtained Disposition and Date

Category 1969 1970 1971 1972

Pennsylvania M.D. x Pending

Pennsylvania D.S.C. x Conviction 5/72

Pennsylvania D.0. x Conviction 7/71

Pennsylvania D.O. x Conviction 8/71

Pennsylvania D.O. x Conviction 4/71

Pennsylvania D.O. x Conviction 4/72

Pennsylvania M.D. x Pending

Pennsylvania M.D. x Pending

Pennsylvania D.S.C. x Conviction 10/70

Puerto Rico M.D. x Pending

South Carolina M.D. x Conviction 12/69

South Carolina 0TH x Conviction 8/)2

South Carolina 0TH x Conviction 8/72

South Dakota M.D. x Pending

Tennessee M. D. x Conviction 2/71

Texas M.D. Pending

'1j

I
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Professional Criminal Information Fire dstate or Indictment Obtained Disposition and DateCategory 1969 1970 1971 1972

Texas M.D. x Pending

Texas M.D. x Dismissal 6/71

Texas HHA -x Pending

Texas HHA x Pending

Texas D.O. -. x Pending

Virgini M.D. x Acquittal (,'72

Virginia M.D. x Nol Pros 6/70

A
EINCOSUkE I]I

PROSECUTIONS FOR MEDICARE FRAUD

JANUARY 1969-JULY 1972
BY STATE. PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, YEAR PROSECUTION UNIDERTAKEN, DISPOSITION AD DATE

0U
10D
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American CMS
EXHIBIT 3

Pope I
Examples of "Profuslonal Standards" in Congrnlonal Tetimony presented by the San Joaquin Foundation for
Medical Cue to the Semnte CommUttes on Finance.

Exhbit 3.A7 "Standrcb" for Cue: The Common Cold

HEARINGS BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON MEDICARE-MEDICAID OF THE COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE, NINETY-Fl RST CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION

-lo Part 2 of 2 Parts. April 14 and 15, May 26 and 27, June 2, 3, 15 and 16, 1970

Page 782 Page 784 DIAGNOSIS

IMREVW CWIA T AM NN OF U Im Acute upper respiratory infeo-
tion in the absence of.a conpli-
cating factor.

. . VISITS
Either home or office, preferably

101" f po-Ioffice.
NUMBER OF VISITS

Between 2 and 4, or 1 and a
phone callI.

FREQUENCY OF VISITS
Page 784 Three to four dys apart

10~0 ... .j LAB & X-RAY
*A*& hftm. a-too.N -1. Seldom. X-ray of chest when

IL complications are present. WBC
and differential may be indi-
catald. Culture may be Indicated.

. , f . , THERAPY
Anegesics. sedatives, anti-

, -, in.,. .. tussives, expectorants, anti-hlsta
mines, and chemotherapy.

DURATION
Seven to ten days.

Coat of Diagnosis and Treatment per COLDI by PSRO:
CMS COMMENT- The diagnosis already states the case is not complicated. The diagnosis is uncertain and

complications uncertain until after the patient recovers. If tests era done end complications found, the case
changes and the computer files it elsewhere, and the statistics on colds are the same. If tests are not done, and a
cancer of lung missed, the computer Is just as happy. CMS irof the opinion that to Peer Review the diagnosis and
treatment of every case of the common cold is an insult to the medical profession.

A. *PSRO" - TYPE GUIDELINES:
Office visit $7.00
Drugs -one cold - 7.00
WBC 7.00
Culture and sensitivity n Total $41.00

B. "PIRO" - TYPE GUIDELINES: Cost of Treatment for Colds for U. S. Population.
For 200 million population, 4 colds per ye at $41.00 per cold, plus one X-ray of chest out of
10 colds seen n $34 Billion.

200 Million x $41.00 x 4 , $32.8 Billion
200 Million x 4x 1.00 X-ray -+

10 1.2 Billion - Total $34 Billion
All patients, of course, do not we doctors - but thoeo who do will have the full treatment With
PSRO, more of them will have mor of thee "approved" vits and treatment. PSRO will create
the Legal Framework for Fraud.

Comment: Cost of Tretting "Colds" Under PSRO - $34 Billiont

Page 29
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EXHIBIT 3 (continued)
Page 2

Amerlcan CMS

Exhibit 3-B Limitation by a Peer Review Organization (Foundation) of
choice of doctor and pharmacist thru "Prior Authorization
and Permission before she can go to another physician."

This has been corrnctod. This 1 ie it, if 'ou will si it lere, saw
fOUr doctors in1 I day, m tdl r iresen im o pn r 1-g tn f IJ

11 v orl~et-11Kh 011. Wellaiml ePPIrTIMet. 8Ste is I-ONAor

joi 0irization anti has one ih)?ieian who is dedicated to take care
Page 663 of her nd sel %lit rlmj = 'n ~ p .. 'i *te d n ti snMt I&r nhysician.

' ]lient over-Milization is R prnlilem, not as preal as some people womu
lielieve but it is , probleni.

rOeo nhrrtd to apwurs ml ,,,pp. a oM. heu btAg
41.-122---p -1 3 -31- - " -

CMS asks: Just how_ . money is saved by seeking poor old
women who see "too many doctors and take too many pills"?
Does this justify a national computer network utilizing
hundreds of physicians and a vast bureaucracy nationwide to
become detectives for little old ladies?

Exhibit 3-C Letters to Doctors to question treatment:

NOW TO SAVE MONEY ON TOE-NAIL TRIMMING

Page 792

The treatment costs $7.
the cost of the computer
money on toe-nails?

The letter costs $4 each way. Add
and the reviewing. Is PSRO saving

Page 30

792

NEWI-CAL CLAIMS OFFICE
j-- & lrft&%*o AW No" d, ak.s '011 MACIA sITeit
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EXHIBIT 4 American CKS

Page 1

FURTHER EXAMPLE OF "PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS" FOR MEDICARE
COMPUTER REVIEW BY INSURANCE CARRIERS - 1970

In 1970, the Louisiana State Medical Society was asked to approve these
Computer Professional Standards for Medicare. The Society refused.
A: Letter of Transmittal by Medical Society Committee.

OCHSNER CLINIC
1514 JrrFFRISON HIGHWAY

NRW ORLEANS. LA. 7011
CA06A A*"e1g. &COCUNSNIC

MUm4 A. 0. 010. M. D.

bow4, P. Og..mee. M. D.
6seties1 0104C64, *MI**e

WVAA0 1- 0 &IN. W. 0.

Pma0m A. WewblGa. in.. M o.
"11161"T 69.caL 6.064100

President
Orleans ParSsh-Med4cal Society
1430 Tulane Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana

April 10, 1970

Deer

You will find herewith a photostat of a letter I recently received
from Mr. 9. K. Osigian, Jr., asking for help. I am today writing
to Dr. Achtcn Thomas of the State Society, asking how we can go for..
ward with getting these guidelines approved by the Parish and Stote
Societies.

W'ith the pressure becoming greater to have peer review and other
revisions, I believe this is something we should do.

Will you let me hear from you as to your recommendations as to how
we should proceed.

hen th~se were drawn up a year or two aCo, it was my understanding
that they would be sent to the Parish ?dical Society, and on to
the State Society for approval and implementation.

I will await instructions from you and from Sleepy Thcms as to how
we should proceed. Thank you for your help in this and many other
instances. Warin persgotiaI regards.

Yours very sincerely,

Mez . Hines, H.D.
Medical Director

mkw
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EXHIIT ,4 (Continued) American CMS

Page 2

Sample page of Professional Standards for Medicare Computer in 1970
in Louisiana. Other pages detailed -surgical, medical and specialty
care guidelines for In-patient and out-patient treatment.

Periodic observation and nonspecific treatment or established
effective treatment

1. AsYmptomatic or stabilised heart diseases hypertension, lung diseasep

arthritis, stroke, etc.

A. valuation every six months

D. Iecossary laboratorys X-ray, EM, etc., studies annually

I1. Routine cancer followup (asymptomatic and more than one year atter

treatment)

A. Evaluation every six months

D. Special studies as Indicated annually

III. Routine followup for chronic nervous system disorder

A. Stroke -- evaluation ever six months

3. Organic brain syndrome - evaluation monthlyy

C. Psychiatric disease stablUsed or in remission -- evaluation
monthly

D. Personalty disorder - evaluation weekly

ILI
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'Deception' Charged to HEW
In Medicare, Medicaid Changes

loemi Mw Al. NeS Sen'f

WAMINOTON-.Te Covcil of Med-
cal Stafs hes confrormd o.clal of the
Depato of Het Emcato#n snd
Welfare with evidee to s thai ds.
caption Wa wed in promdgatlg "aW
Nautio" equall esuie ce"etimo
of Medicam a Medicaid hospital pm.dins.

A shodwa cum at a maetia he
Prded Over by top. Hasleoop of
New Odeama. thu Doeoratic majoriy
leader.

Dr. loss L Garcia 00er. prsIm of
e Counl. said nws ki from MW

orrosmeouy implied tha there was wide.
spead cheating by pracn physician
in threat Medicare sad Medicaid p.
tlI 609d 111111 data wi"h do sot
oust were cited io Justify a propesal to
require phy1Isicisa certdikalm of Medi-
cawd peaftt the 12th sad I"t days
of fthir hospital stay rather Oheaom t
141h sd 211t be rigulolos now

The Co i ked that the Pv-
12. sad I-d8ay rgIdlic for Mediai
patients ano be adopted sad &Na a ssl
far nrel ,tm for Medim which went
Inao efec In I OM0 be. rescided.

ThOma 1auhl Jr., asockt cm-
minetmaero a(eWs Social &Wd Rehebilota
to Service, v d Thomas M. Thrmy,
directo f ew's Surea of H t ln.
amce. i the Comal's rque wmuwl
be studied.

The Coveld unwcudny o-od
t registtme for Medicare whsa It "a
soumced lt in 196. A am reea

from tM Social S*crt Administraoe,
deod Oct. IL, 1969. Was chanagd m

bedoesnsly 411111d16"W
he "lesm awi the mew toridedo" -b~t ~ Ospeold t isofles1 hos00pital sty sadi a rdc Medcar kosts.' "

sm prep . ash e 4leam e o d,
"Secuebry (Raoert 1L) FAAc matedt
V each heepital stay by a Mediaem

Is01 shesuaed by
~t''dayr Ocub wN be reduced

by aparWalmaialy 5400 mdoles"

Dr. Gcars Oiler sid the 400 nu
kere ied in dw leads was slowed to
md dumis specic dv from Robert
1. Myrs, tin chief actuary for Pow.
tt the actasa v m would ao be more
hm $$ mO.

Vdd su ofic am muo 5m
ebupro sd do the om cohim Pali
ng" Oa mub1indief dor d hssPNlN

710e-w "eM 169094 po1mb Were
am uu doh 11th der Wild 19,761

a bwn 4 t . 1i aii ed daiop bi6w -
. - g. b a sad er h bw emve
o du1 Gum3) bw beo.. a Pa
in w d e
dAn a a o ms - -

me t ea dw w11111 u

by MEW de SIed so *wlkoeh.'
T dte Is m momludes m Oe 25.

dw, a Cmdo qupi so"

IImm i m

Pagem 33

, fee 
i

Page 33

$1- fer der OcM. 19 66
to ,ee, 19?.

The inW ds, of S$de m ee o.
kP61- 6r-et says as pebesmeu fee
the Ceume of Ieta orSof The eee.
ecto est ime wld te 417 milsa, at
10d per dts Ammu. A*e pebs of

do nae of di it 14 ad 21 as
we caned by s lca s ad @Womibl
tdt is e trmiui of pa

.cosMisb V 6- h edt mbap days."
Raw emm e to e 5 455 msa by

daw p.4 kmoed 2 days sd s t31 day
Pak Is moved 3 &days thvskg would
be 41,743 poat doys per yew muds.
wWde At a pastern SIW par dio. bit
seeib to "417 Smieh. eat $45 mI.
Im a doked by dR". HEW was
swa of th ere r a the dp was
mTis he Camaa sp ekomi Says.

Mr. myrt caused that so shift the
pek discharpc rate to t 12th aind ft
days "is to reduce the aucra days of
hoopitalintion by dischrg by .014
dayL Which repmwsets a savings of $5
m"ion per year.'

The 1969 maw rea e cotaind she
statnt:

dut o Wa* of stays IN hepl-
tl uMie s (Medicm) 0o
Amho a S mbeGo afdsrI
ahee eiaNkntcy on te 14th day mi
oaks am th 21st day.' Soameusy
PA"c said Tom tre Is so anrm

peak OR the daYs. It Wasts name-

for csrsthhaata med foofsrile"as
certan days In to so a faster eow
trHuel 00 o the brp muer 61 do.

'We upsat tha a roisabit shot.
faing of the =*dols per"ot WE
remit in sme deIesi fe eembmr
of 1,ssm~~ prlee o*ite

Dr. Garcia C~s said a redrof thi
robin would infer that -rcico pbysi-

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. I - 22
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PAS des NMa. ahdy esfIls do
th ha cmMe l pa of dhhmg rasaadedat-e Medltw u €edi have Nb me-
letws 0se rdSqkest " esit.
cias were cheating the government by
holding patient In hopital without
medical cau.

In addition. he cited Haws owr stati
tics showing that in the period October.
196-June. 1967. the discharles of Medi-
care patients actually dropped from 109.-
0S3 on the 13th day to 106,761 on she
14th. There were 529 diocharges on
the 20th day. 53,614 ontW 21 s.

He stated that a dischar tio in-
vented by HEW I amplify minor devia-
tions in 14e cuwve o dischares showed
insigificant peakls on the 7th, 14th, and
2 [st days. stw attributed these peaks So
the Medicare reiluireint for certifica-
tion and regarded this as proof that the
regulation was elective In terminating
"unnecessarly prolonged hospital sayss"
But. the Council noted. fture compiled
by the Professional Activity Study of the
Commission on Proisional and Hospital
Activities showed identical peaks for pa-
tients 65 years and older even before
Medicare was estadish. This proves
that the peaks Wer n the result of
Medicare certification, he said. isa did
not collect this control data before mak-
il its asertink

.5

N,-

I a

Cevilledi I- 39 1* ads 10mow
dthe.rge rad P 0 c imeamy 1,

l re mrhleedre -F I a I*

10 isquke eao 1, the iMan, da,
a"Mer I , I, Hft d i ed I
II ast07114 111e 1 -rdybe

ine e the ht we u ho e

0" hed 14. ;,.m peksb.
€22t and 1trdaya. As do no. t t wu

ah. ehoag thd.er. ast ner. Yoe-

on Mareh 36, 1971. HEW clImedtha
the Medicon Sagh"e- had 'rdme

-Ths anh regulation reafy had no
effect. and the rationale does not support
the regulation." Dr. Garcia Oler comt-
mented.

'An ctw news release on Mach 30,
1971 announced the department's intes-
tion to extend the 12- and 18-day regula-
tion to Medicaid. A paragraph in the
release read:

"Experience with Medicare has ahow
that requiring cerllfcation or rueftaft& -
lion by physicians reduces hospital stays
aignanly.' Federal Social and Rehabil-
itation Administrato John D. Twinane
sai. 'Applying this requiremet to Me&-
caid can cut its cots without lwering
the qualwy of care. ThU we can provide
for needed medical care, withmt unne-
cesary costs to the taxpayers'"

The Council asked Rep, BoW to ob-
ain the data on the experience witk

Medicare which the news relea ced
and was iold by the Cangeasman: "The
data mued to justify the proposed regida-
lions relaive to certi tion and recer-
tifiation of Title xtx .... Is the same as

le

3

Page 34

, - _ _ •

hait developed byTbe s i 1969."
"n. sid the experience with Medi.

care uified the new reWation for
Medicaid. yet the depanmtf can cite no
data to back up the claim." said Dr.
Garcia Oiler. Data on the effect of the
new reulation do exs #$d have been
published. A PAS study onm- cqmparablc
num~erif Medi~ire.d'ischarges has shown
jat ib ft has been so chisge m the 14-
ad 31.day digcharpe gaLio pqss n *ite

of the chiang in cetnilcailon the" 12th
and 18th days in January. 1970.

By HEW's own yardstick, therefore,
the Medicare experience with the Janu.
ary. 1970, regulation does not justify
the clim of any savings or benei from

. the cetijeation relation made in the
March 30, 1971, HEW news release, Dr.
Garcia-Oiler said.

State Sen. William J. Guste Jr. of New
Orleans who made the Council's presen-
tation at the Washington miing, asked
that the Medicaid regulation not be. put
into force because it is "unwwranted.
unnecesary. ineffectual and against the

public interest."
The Council was represented by mem-

bers of its eaecutiIe committee, including
Dr. Garcia Oler; Dr. Kenneth Ritter.
viceprsident: Dr. Robert Mead. vice-
presidnt; Dr. Edward S. Hyman. secre-
ury; and Dr Wesley Se , treurer.

HEW officials peent included Mr.
Lauslin; Mr. Tierney; Hugh Johnson.
assistant SSA commissioner; Al Richter
and the Rev. Homer Joley. of the Medic.
aid administration.

Aides of Louisiana senton and rep-
resentative also attended, along with
Rep Soggs hlikelf.

The Council of Medical Stafs lists a
membership of mor than 20,000 practi-

-,inS physican on the staffs of 300 hospi-
taIs in a doen states. There are chapters
in California, Louisiana, Michigan, Ohio
Texas. Florida. New Jersey, Kansas,
Oklahoma. Minnesota. Nevadf- New
Mexico and Rhode Island.

't
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EXHIBIT 6 American CMS
Page 1

F W THE AMA'S "PRO° CAME ABOUT:
REPORTT V - BOARD OF TRUSTEES

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES Report: V
CA-70)

Subjects Status of AHA tdicredt Bill

Veeseatod bys burtis 3. ontgsmery, I. D., Chairman

referred to: Reference CoMittes a
(A. W. Neilson, Sr., 11. D., Chairman)

The House of bege8ates has adopted as policy a plan to encourage in-
dividuals and families to obtain copprehensive health insurance through

3 the medium of tax credit incentives. For those in the lower tax liabili-
4 ty group, the premiums would be paid by the foJoral government throur.h a
3 certificate issued to the beneficiary and redeemed by the carrier. This
6 plan, known as Medicredit, has been cqst in lOislativO lansuao as a pro-
I posed bill.

I ledicedit was the basis for the AMA's testimony before the House
10 Ways and tea%% CoPAittee on November 3, 1969. Speaking to the full
11 House Comittes, Dr. Russell D. R.oth told of the IKA's interest and con-
1| earn wh c h led to the formation of the bill, d-scribed the purposes of
13 the bill, and provided the Committee with a description of the bill's
IA provieiona. -

as On 11g III l290..the MA representatives were invited by Coa-
1 greesmn WIRE D. Sis, Chairman of the louse Ways and loans CoonLt-
18 tee, to meet with the Cotaittee in executive session to discuss prob-
0 les of :;edicaro and medicaid. The Comnittee indicated that it was
to particularly interested it suggestions for overcoming the deficitnciea
t. of IsdiciLd, rocommendat ions -for control of costs and charges under the

33 progre, and a method to handle and reduce abuses. In the discussion,
h it became evident that most members of the Comittes tiere socking a
24 my to control and reduce the alleged abuses by providers under the
5 lisdicare and 11edicald programs. The A'A witnesses were repeatedly ques-

26 tioed on the validity and probable. success of peer review mechanisms.
21 At the conclusion of the hearing, both the Committee Chairman and the
2 tUwrity Leader asked the Association witnesses to formulate a plan
it wereby physicians and medical societter-would have the responsibility
30 for effective peer review under the Uedicare and I;edicaid programs.
31
it At about the same time the Administration developed the Health Costtt
33 Ufetiveness Act, a proposal aimed at reducing costs under Part A and
34 ?at Z mad controlling alleged abuses. Oe section of this proposal
S caUed f(r the Secretary of HEW to establish "review tom" throughout
_ 0e country to evaluate the costs and charges for services ",rovided by
27 ptsiciatns, the quality of services, and the quantity and the necessity
3g for mach services.. Those teens would include non-rhysiclan rumbors. (If
39 the recommendation of certain REW advisory groups vore to b2 accepted,
40 rote than 01 of the review panel members would be laymen.)

Past Mouse Action: C-68:111-115. 197: A-61:193
Page 35
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EXHIBIT 6 (Continued)

Page 2

American CHS

N. of To Rep. V - page 2

.-1 - On Hay 21, 1970, the Pouse of Representatives Passed N. R. 17550,
2 the Social Security Amendments of 1970. It included in substantial part
3 the Adainietration's proposal for program review p. contained to the
A Health Cost Effectiveness Agt.
$
4 On June 15, 1970o the AMA and the National 'IelicaI Association
7 made a joint presentation before the Senate Finance Comittee concerning
I- current problems in medicare and Medicaid. The Comittee yas Informed b
9 Dr. Dorman and Dr. Roth of our ItedicTedit proposal. At that time, the

10 Cbsirmanof the Committee, Senator Long, expressed strong interest tn
11 the development of an appropriate pear review mechanism for the two prow
12
13 In view of the May 21, 1970, action of the House of epresentatives
14 in adopting the AdmluIYI, n 1-roposai for "Program Review Teame"
IS rather than seer review, and in view of the House Ways and 14eans and
16 Senate Finance Committees' interest in a Medicine organized and operator
11 peer review plan, a structured peer review mechanism under the direction
18 of state and local medical societies has been added to the Itedicredit
19 bill.
20
21 Thus, the latest draft of the A11A Ildicredit bill consists of three
22 parts. I i first pa-t provides assistance.for the medically indigent
23 family and is intended to meet the problems of the current liedicaid
24 program. It requires the Federal- government to issue certificates to
25 lower Income individuals and families which can be used by the beneficl
26 In meeting the full premium cost of a qualified health insurance program
27
28 The second part encourages the purchase of qualified and comprehen-
29 -0 1I health insurance coverage through the use of a tax credit mechanis

-30 . On a sliding scale basis, dependent on their tax liability, individuals
31 families would receive a tax credit of a portion of the cost of the pro
32 for such coverage.
33
34 The third part of the ledicredit proposal incorporates into the bill
35. a provision for a structured peer review orraniuation. Under rO, the
36 Secretary of iEL would contract with a state medical society (or any
37 organiation designated by a state nedical society to enter into such
38 agreement) for the establishment and operation of a peer review organism'
32 tion in the state. The agreement ay p-ovide for a pear review uechanim
40 established in accordance with certain requirements set out in the bill
4t under a plas approved by the Secretary and state medical society which
42 Is intended to accomplish the same result.
'3
44 If'the parties agree Lo the first course of action, PRO would requi
41 the state medical society (or entity it designates) to appoint a Comiss.
46 to administer the program and an.Avisory Council. The Comission would
47 appoint Local Review Panels to review the need for and quality of medics
48 services furnished under federally supported programs and the approprist
49 ness of charges for such services. The Commission would also appoint IW
so Advisory Councils. -

Y

Badira

o
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Lou

I
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EXHIBIT 6 (Continued)
American CMS

Page 3

B. of T. Rap. V - page 3

1 Zach panel would determine, on Information obtained, if there ts
2 sufficient cause for a hearing. If a hearing Is called and the Panel
3 determine* that disciplinary action is warranted, it would make such
4 recommendation to the Commission. Upon review, jif the Commission agrees
5 that any disciplinary action is warranted, it would so recommend to the
6 Secretary of NEW. The Secretary could accept or reduce (but not increase)
7 the recommended disciplinary action.
a
9 _PR also provides that the actions of the witnesses and Commission

10 and Panel members would not be the basis for civil action for libel or
11 slander; that the reasonable expenses incurred In the establishnent and
12 operation of the program would be reimbursed; that records and evidence
13 developed' in the hearing could not be-used in other actions, civil or
14 criminal; and that either party could terminate the agreement upon
15 living notice.
L6
11 PRO answers criticism directed at earlier drafts of Medicredit - that
18 it contained no provision for controlling rising costa and abuses under the
19 Medicare and Hedicaid programs.

I Mr. Speaker and Members of the House of Delegates:
2
3 Reference Committee 8 makes the following recommendations on the
4 matte rs rrrted to it and considered in open hearing with members,
5 representatives of the Student American Hedicai Association, and
6 guests present and participating in the discussion.
I
a (1) REPORT V OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES - STATUS OP AMA MEDICREDIT BILL
9

10 Report V of the Board of Trustees is a status report on the AMA
It Medicredit proposal, with particular emphasis on a new provision
12 which has been added to the draft bill -* "Peer Review Organization"
13 (PnO). WhiLe the concept and design of AMA's Hedicredit bill have
14 been previously approved by this body, PRO, because it is new, de-
15 serves separate consideration at this time.
16
17 During the discussion, *any physicians and representatives of
1S the Student =rican Medical Association oacks in fever of PRO. citing
19 the need for an effetely• o.ar review mechanism. Theta sac no cons
10 _mn, in afM Uitio'
21
22 1r. Speaker, we commend the Board and both the Council on Vedical
23 Serviee and the Council on Legislation for their expert work in the
24 development of the AMA bill. We believe that PRO Is a necessary and
25 important addition to the bill end recommend its support.
26

28
29 Mrs Speaker, your Reference Committee recommends
30 that 'Peer Review Organization" (PRO) be supported
31 A" that the Board of Trustees Report V be-approved.
32 - .,l... . .

Page 31
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EXHIBIT 7

Page 1

AMA TESTIMONY ON PSRO 1970

American CHS

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENOMENTS OF 1970
Hearings before the Comittee on Fiance United States Senate

91st Congress, Second Session
on H. R. 17550
September, 1970

(Pages 1083, 1090, 1091)

Page 1083

Page 1090

AM recognizes need
for Psurveillance."

\ Page 1091

BtAm e or w m Auxac M iasw Aao0czAox Pazeaam sy
WInAm . La Moe-, I.

Mr. CUirmas and Membe of the Oommittee: I 8m Doctor William 0. 1U.
Motes, Jr. a pbroldse It Practice in Wflmi4ltos, Dolawar, and preently the
Clsirman of the Onuzl m Leglokati of the American Medial Assoclatlon.
With me ere Mr.- erum a P. Harrion, DUetor o thse AMA Diisiom of Modlcl
Practice. ad Mr. Harry K Peterson, Diewor ad t Legislative Departmeut.

Ws rv ploease4 to appear before this Oramlmttas sin to peesm the Amr"%
Medical Ameocatoe's views oe the hf are and Mediceid Program snd opstl.
catlly motrtng certain ptovsiona of D ta. 1VA0, the Nocal S curity Amend.
mes o 1910. as thy rotate to the two program&

Last Jone, eptematUlvee o0 the AMA sod the lotial Med~icl Associtlos
appeared before you to discuss the provision of Seith cars through these pro.

eras. We ale presented our own Medtetdit Program for the peovidem of

I will now tern briedy to er Medl-redit proposal. wih was repeated to tIJs
Committee at the time we appeared Is Jawe. $ne tbee It bas bees Introduced i
the Hou s of epreeuttlves. and ba received the sanorsIp at tweutr.eigt
members. Under this ton crMlt prom thofet&ll government we'd a5 l-4 to
the fluaehg of medical and hospital care for lodlvlduals and their depeadeuts
throu p rtklpalou I the eaft of qualfe Ime ratx ce polices of theIr choic-
100% pr=im psymset for the low.inome, roua. end graduated pa rtlicpstlou
In the payment 01 premiums for other perwaus based oa their federal Income tax
liability.

I shll not go Into full detail of tisla program, becamee they are already betore
yo and because your current beerlug center on i.R. 11550 twh we be die.

However, the portis of Medlcredit relating to Pet Revew Organliatlon
(PRO) Is particularly geeman to these hefring.

1001
PRO was Inorporstad with Medkltcrdt because the

m fareaote qalIty of the

Under this program, the Secretary would ester lato agreements with a state
medical soety (or asy orgsatalloss dedgasted or established i a stai-med.
eel saciety), which, under a plas approved by the Necretar ad the soclety,
would provide a system of "I asd d
•reIe eade Ti5 . m a Im Wotoprqama d be AMW ILWN by

n oe lstigo five members who ar doctor of medllee or
eurl t appolt am composed of srsons

oarrie01 vAd o= o byedaa 31 b the S&at*
VO Iarm' loadmiller the plan totall. -M T12
eosm i es of health care. sod carriers am i ME P" -.1 of

hattenfot rview would art be heard by the I! I Pane which after notice
snd leribx. would make the Iitil determlail A recomm da
ti. for cenre or discipline would be reviewdby the P A
ladIng at the CoemlmeloM for disepline would be forwa W F
HEW who may Implement the Commlusloas retaometodatl 01 dUO-Ir $W'ldeees the recommended dlisdlne to be syceslvo, may modify ose
meodaton. DisciplIne would lindoG- du trom ptcla tin in the bealth program& The s111101"I a1i Iroded&.

Wt. thitrmm tihe foregoing prvtuts the ema ce 01 PRO, but doW not Is-
dd al 01 It provisloa . TIe full pepam ts contained In material already

Page 38
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AMA TESTIMONY ON PSRO - Ct'd. EXHIBIT 7 (Continued)

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1970
Hearings before the-Commttee on Finance United

91st Congress, Second Session
on H. R. 17550

September, 1970(Pages 1091. 1092)

States Senate

AMA Statement on Bennett Amendment (Amendment No. 851)
&VNUMM? OT 196it1

PSRO objective
is "laudatory."

Page 1091

Opposes advance
certification of
hospital adissions.

Opposes Norms for
Health Care.

PSRD a potential detriment
to quality medical care

Page 1092

Comulsion to conform to
standards

True Peer Review is
educationaI ;
PSRO is Inquisitional in
character of Peer Review.

?i6 Cemlttee hUs before It Aeadueat N. 851 for a Protessiosa Stand-
ardd Review O z0 atlob JPZJtU)fl. Mi mmendeert would establish a broad
program tot review of all services pro ed under T1hs 5. 15 Ad W1 9aI l

The smeadmeut provide. that the secretary sboum eater into areemeate
with quallled orabstlhge to act a the Protesimoal standards Review Or-

PalutAo I M &lo al a 1e tis W e te am sadmele t prV1e for h e

4=080 GF-WFMChe may them designate such other public.
-010i PrIvais i 00erasmcy or o"gaaMLUos, whic the secr-tary "sI
as ualftdto ad Inthe are. The coeioeltios of the Probeaklou ietadrds

Reie oro ta o pc dI h amsmet, And coS"W"m~j there
to o &arsm tat pbalcan' Wrteswill is fact be reviewed by MpraC.

tida Peer ThIs i Deeeeary It the profegion Is to be held aecountble ftr
Its perfermbeae.m l bIs necuesry if the uucieets of service Are I* be we
suredofd quality came

Another irovion at the ameedmeat reuulres That g to het care
factlltles for eleve procodres, As well as extended' ia U
%I rif J~dup, sad that prospecve determluatlos As be inadwenepae Iptent boapidlatlon vbomd be= on " outptiet bu

oi t a Ie npedva faclIty. Mr. (aslrusa. we i tht the ai leato Of
this Yetls reMet would ohsS crmte dicOte Ad Would net be I. the latsrtn
of *th pitia. Coolry qustlions of repo sibility ad leal liability ar alse
nelecit avil as qu oet s coceralag the role ot the lIfltutioml meiel
sot aad the leel P160 cocerulmg service provided In the lost tautoe. We
beliee that the provislo lot Advance approval should be ellmuated.

P110 asoe providseo the nb services oi wet only phyidams sea other
health cire pr1cttlesom but of bl c -
Se and her#. qmls. Is in am w r PM We
that the P0RO leireut I too bread; bydda rieW of service should
be coaedu to serves of the pMbdyi. and such eeb er aev c ever vbcb be
bas direct control end reeponibility.Acother proi oit the a meamt el* -. , g hi t -mIw~

for Vol Isee or t io I 'o ii I
1092

nd be approved by the Ntlioel Vevkw Orgasisatio. At thue local level.
each review omalsatlo. agesey or peusom peetoruln review fametloe shall
utilis the anrms developed as a pr~Wcipat point of evalatlom a to w heh
the service are medically neceary, wbetber the quality meets protimiesmt
StAdads or whether lagatleut service, could be provided on an outpatent
beU sf or mt ecouoimklly Ia dflity of a Merest type Nor of trestmeat
as to a partilar Waem or conditlon would farther Indicate appropriate
method. Ad dtee for tragmuL

While the section pmIde fer arttkm of practice dfre t from the om

6t Ift W l I WwW -an •8" W C011Mna 4F&t a

h igr lve of Care. A review wou looking to the touta of the program could
AMd A level ot lagtltutoualatlocs or trestmet medicaly 87ecesr.. j~f -las ma for tob nam oreasons ra for from I.

Swr my f departure frotm mch te or for bar of
.sebe lasg mself to the penalty and remfud roavilous. 0

torn to l id = l12 qUt

ela Mr. r Lralm. i belee &l thist *sew
by the force of law. Tijji ftceta plortalty for a thor-

T amieueat further pridee under certain ciruMotaa tor a mouetaw7
_ e ou a physlcisn or provider of up qg..= fer coutlued eliibltu

PrO Orot or fo aa refud ofr wrargte-'vlalhe , by
11=0 to be medically Improper or auIsureiy. we believe thai this = 00lo
of a moustary Ae subvrts the purpose of peer rMDew. D MI I

WVa WGW-W=VW I= soa WIMw eWI--- "7.4 "sne 'L WS 1 .'W1 e ht :
th facw wsrmt aral of criminal action could be Inatitted.

Page 39
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EXHIBIT 7 (continued)

AMA Statement on Bennett Amendment (Amendment No. 851), Page

Confidentiality of
medical files

Page 1092

American CNS

1092.continued

Otw provider^ "MtU to the anuisitiom. ownehp aMn et at prodfin
oe "e" . phylaw, ad 1-0sr ftorsaprtlelpale in &Mhgmm.
uas wellu "emeorm" data. n lvred bythe ter~sry to be fseted rd Wat to
Its fusetite a" I alma o dige Irom them In PRO, We bWee tlat

W It? of isVUe t and that they sbould be
W t th 1eppa riew ody . cad shouldaft beom fedeA I W"pW

7he am..d...t al" ato demAstrAtlsU Project nude whi the PS3O
would ammn the reeponsiblty nd risk with repet to the review ad aymat
of claims. It would appser to us an Inap ate mizlag 51 tsneUea-omhda-
aog in Underwritin es t with peer

in summary, am% Mr. 4 rma, we bellets that Ameadmeit 851, Introdoced
*n August S IO requlne addlitoal eMOal evaleateo., The amidamt
arrin a potoutial fr vast chasm in the pmlide of bealh care penguins
Digfertu views have bea expsmad from may quarters c4mtcstat the vasrlu

Ao Ise peedL4 bore po U the form 4t(ectio M f A 1? PRO, MA
1,RO. Pesr review HIself Is ew aogeg. The concept W1 pen snlew as a me
tund meehaum i stul nw.

We bere that U& k 4 M O A
W WMMV RWl CW W m MW r to the out Co efthM tost directed

af ;rj.view sdHd act be oast in tle statstory lagage I&. either Setion 22?

Mr. Chairman ws wish to thank You fer this opportunalty to pest the Aso-
eits"'o views os th Important logilaton. and we will at this time attempt to
aner any questlos which the OommItt, may have.

The CMAMIAN. I think you have done a good job Pr. LaMote, in
summarizing a vey able state ent that 1, fM one, will certain ly caem
fully study, and we will certainly see that these pontas are conidesed
as we go through this bill.

Page 40
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EXHIBIT 8 Amerlcan (HS

SENATOR BENNETT RESPONDS TO AMA TESTIMONY ON PSRO.

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1970
Hearings before the Coimittee on Finance United States Senate

91st Congress, Second Session
on H. R. 17550

September, 1970

(Page 1093)

I do riot behoeve we have any fiutherquestlons.

01 hope the hierican
Medical Association
will not desert its
own child and say
now * a 611

Ware "oM lokd no language Of g"e amenmet, SM S
sure as we studyorm ggstioe-s we will try to develop whatever

I hik w ld tory foolish to jmt this thing of beas we smnow wo rking on ti* _iro It may be & yam ero we am got bac
to it satin ind the alternative to por review Is Government control
and, as far as I e it, we a giving the nisdicel association the medical
fraternity, an opportunity o polic itself through the peer review
machanWi

The mechanics of what kind of a pe review orpniation we set
up and extly how it operate s ubject to study and change. But
S4 m " -ta" mt man istt- 'eel t " oon'

rr you went back to something els," and l iope the committee
will sc d the ro Iw hic full wo

remmments tha I dik to ma today where
chsnfm inh e md First, there is probably no reaso to cause thea& separate patiet prIles as long s t records
ar readily available for review as neceer. It seems seeist that
caersm and the intermediarie have the patient recordsk so that theycan bemade available.

Second some of thesuperstructure of. the PSEO arageet _prob-ably can e dishes e with to streamline te minitraton, ahd to
provide a more de:etie statewide supervision of local PSR t

Third, the pmadinispo eirtltion procedure ca n be streamlined
to mal it clarb ta or m reimburseestaunder edmr sat thate,
not the health of the patemt and not the rigt of the doctor to put th
patient in hospital; and eond, toglive the PSRO discretion to waive
prodmslon ertifcsatio i for diagnos whe they fee that the ar
s more r dle m obvious or whe tey are dpelin with a doctor whome
ptte indicates that his judent en be t itedt

I think the P RO ort gnzati on should have the right of review
under an ..circemstanee, bt I think practical experience will dictatethat itnt i n he a required procedure in very dce but will only
be used when there is some indf that this review is neeery.

There e other thing in your statemelnt ght I am going to sthdy
vate areflly. It hit me pretty fa. I did not have an opportunity t
see it in adc.e.I do wtnt to sRO we aenoa tnxiosto set up a rigid system which
wil so circumerit the phyiaIn in hi practice or the lspitaltin
its service to the paent tha we will lower the quality of medal en-
iese. But I at is you are aware that there have been rather pose
misses of the system. There has been overutiliation tha t has been
serious. I wau not here yesterday bt I understand we nd testimony
that thei ar many physicians who hive used medicare not only a

Page 41
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EXHIBIT w Perican CHS

Page 1

REPORT Of THE BOARD OT TUSTS
An

TIM COUNCIL ON MEDICAL SERVICE

Subject: Professional Standards Review Organizations

Presented byz John R. Kernodle, It. D., Chairman, Board of True~ees
William B. Hildabrand, H. D., Chairman, Council on

Medical Service

erred tot Reference Comittee A
(Robert C. Combs, H. PD., Chairman)

Public Law 92-603 (HR 1), vhich enacted the Professioal Standards
2 Reviw progra for Medicare UAd 1MKleaid programs, was signed into low
3 on October 30l 1972. As yet, none of _the details of the program, be-
4 yond what Is contained In the language of the law itself, have been
% formaliled; the process of vriting the laderal regulations and of de-
6 fining the boundaries of the readss In which Professlonal Standards
7 Review Organizations (PSA)s) il1 operate has not yet begm.

9 When this legislation wes under consideration by the Congress, the
10 American Medical Association questioned whether a government operated
U program of mandatory peet review geared In large part to cost control
12 could be effective without reducing the quality of patient care*
13
14 Notwithstanding this concern, haever, since P.L. 92-603 has been
15 adopted, the Council on Medical Service and the Board of Trustees be-
16 1Lav that the American Medical Association, a in the case of the Ndi-
17 care and dicaid poraomn should provide a doant role of leader
is !Whi In the 4iuWntation of tha P2I2 na nm to assure that the best
1v InterebtJ of the public and the Iofeesio are preserved.
20
21 The Board of Trustees and the Council on Medical Service therefore
22 recommend that this House of Delegates authorize the Board of Trustees
23 to create within the American Medical Association an Advisory Committee
24 on Profession"l Standards Review, to include members from the Board of
23 Trustees and the Council on Medical Service, and that the Board of
26 Trustees be authored to invite other appropriate organizations to
27 participate in this Comaittes.
28
29 The Board of Trustees and the Council on Wdical Service suggest
30 that the Initial asigment of this Advisory Comittee Include the fol-
31 loving responsibilitiest
32
33 (1) To provide input from the medical profession in the do-
34 velopment of the rules and regulations which will govern
33 the Professional Standards Review program;
36
37 (2) To assist state medical associations, or state medical
38 assoclations in concert with county medical sociaties,

Page 42
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EXHIBIT 9 (Continued)

Page 2

Page 43

Pmerlcan CH

B. of T.-QLS Rep. Z - page 2

1 In developing Professional Standards Review Organiza-
2 tions, and to recommend structures and onarain
3 mechanism for such ?SB'
4
5 (3) To aid in defining appropriate geographic boundaries
6- for PS0, especially in instances where more than one
7 state may be involved;
8

9 (4) To develop and transmit to Pzkta rteo nul era-
10 tional nrocedures
11
12 (5) To asure that the development of "norms of health
13 care services" called for in the law in regard to
14 medical necessity of care provided, length of stay,
15 and appropriateness of the site of care shall have
16 full Input from the various medical specialties
17 and the medical profession geArally and shall rec-
18 ognize regional and local differences In patterns of
19 medical care;
20
21 (6) To identify sources of existing data and experience
22 which can be used as a basis for davalooIne such ra-
23 &ional or local norm of health care service. as
24 well as Identifying those areas in which current data
25 are insufficient for this purpose and need further
26 development;
27
28 (7) To develop sUlsted nuins educatim
29 tbrtoush hich physicians C&13 secure for the Mu eIvSs
30 and their patientsthe full benefit of the aplica-
31 tIon ,M r ntUMnt Of Frolessona1 Stawards s iV;
32
33 (8) To devek, p and maintain liaison with appropriate
34 governmental agencies involved in the Professional
35 Standards Review program, as veil as with other third
36 parties and agencies involved and interested In the
37 effective and efficient delivery of health care ser-
38 vices.
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Pub. LAW 92-603 - 104- October 30, 1972

.(2) fw i eotb p oftime fo ig the.mringtoef
wech notices, more thn 10 Per ce -_-m oecds.. obetttmo

S.e9 yZ trg into meh an ag" eme with, each 0rsna, t,,

on the ground that such orgntio in not repremntative a doctors
inmach AMe, *Am Seez eMM cond aL poal of much doctorstodeter-
Mine whtieror "Aed rgan ishiP .eutVe of much doctor'
in muchaa. If mon than 50 pWercitNtIMo the -a-pr--- oidingto

ad pol idicat that sec riatond, in no uepmecntstgve Of mach
doctor. isch e01 m the seentary d a Onr into each an agree-
met with smhognictim

umyraw wncir tmtowAY or tW-WmOxAt PrAAW M

vtKw oeelIiOl

"Sec.- 1133. Pealing the sumption Professional Standards

pe 4in a~n~ Pof *tyf iamved reiew abeot with
Pendig a P ity health wem ervicee in

jorvW&Payat,(is wholor in part) maj be mdeunder
thi Ac, ay rvie wih aepet t sch service. which has not been

deMgatd by the Secretary emthe full Fof math orraftima
tics, owal be reviewed in the, smer iepoie o ne
law.

"Sec. 115UL~kA ThSecrtary ehall initially designate, an organize-
tion so apr .0mcrn Standai Review Organization for any are
on aconditiona baxio with IL view to detersmiig the capaity of such

tojato jorathe duties end functim imaposed under this

Pla, eprova Prt . '1P. al Standard Review Orfiiimos uch deigna-

of A be made Prior to receipt faum such organization SIMI

a Ztvei by the riesatWer Of a tum4 plea for the ~rrY aminp-
tarn and implemeation of.th rompon-hllltie of the Pr~ofminll

Sti.,. m(b) DerID soch tr perio (Whih ma nY exceed 24

month, the sao Ptrhosioeu Sta rfuonls na Review

he Ademineem such orgaisetm to he cea" of peI eua h

nmbradtype ad each 4uW _too dewring the trial period, be

prgoay meressed athe =raneI~N IbFcoImee cap"bl of added
remonihiit e thtbythe =n ath Period. mhc organization

hebe cowedrd ulma - j if the seetryz ILa

that it ismbtnl ca rinonne.*ntty naemi, the

activities end *~qI~e f o ielStnad Review

Ornmiei eader ptthin ptwith low lt to the review of healt

and Q MeiuiA other heath care fiwties, agencend Gras-

nisaglomn my of nLt dm asd featm not prformeod by mach
orgzi Atln eiz~ah periedihelibe A - ithe maner end

"(a) Any "(d) i

are mW he tormbstd by such eeaizatlon upon 10 ds noticeith

the Smeayor ;by the seryl upum 90 days =notite
or-

October 30, 97Z - 105 - Pub. Law 92-603 .

W I AX 0 oweW or WROWOAL eWWWaeID Xw=

comstn wlith • •iw of this it don @*a o ePTO

rmuem of mibsectio (g)) be tin duty a.d fueti. of k PMo.A-
sional Stedars Review Organization for ny uma to elmi, at the

earb" date precticebl M40010WltY for the Muiew" Of thes pM11me.

moms awcin in much am of Physics ans other heath -r P-
titionsm ietij il MAd ett .. ul Provider , of h ah
c mar vle in the e i iMu of heath am m rvica ' itm for
which paynunt way be (m in whole or in pant) under this Act for

th PYC m o ammf -i17m ntpte batc

t (i ) owk w ko & em are or wera m.oe d-y nery;
-(B) the qudit of ch serVi. m mod se pf emin e. cog.nixeed standard ofheath am; end

"(c) in cowm WXh services A it e ateprooie qd to be pro-
vled, an a hospital or other healh mam facility on en inpatient,

ba-s smch service ed im colo with the provunon
of ap to medical eam bn eiul On en out-

bet l betn or u eono, lly ink an ne heath caliyofa diff ernt type.
"(2) Eech PrfofeiNal ndards Review Orgeaization shell have

thm animty to deei i me, in advance. ins the coae of-O(A) any elective adiosi to a hospital, or other heath cane

"(B any other heath can service which will _ Andt of
enteuded orcoily courseof tretWet

whether each service, if provided or if provideal by a raiticularkem
Cev practitione or by * particular boepital o~r ether helth wem

facility, o n t, or agency would mee the criteria speciied in
clanm. ( ,4.m (C) of n , Reviewe

ac=cKns i m iof the Semrltary, deternm end publieh 1 EMtIe.U6B

frm time to time hetp . d dade of ca. (whether by t of
health cm or dim aIvll, or whether in term of other rele-
vant critera rating to the provimlon of health wem earvuot) with

uvePec to which such ojnut ill, in order moot effectvely to

Carry out th puAe hepr, ezarie the thority conferred
upon it neL aarp (2).

"(4) Each Prfuoia tanderdes Review Organizatio shal be P"'1all Iref les.

aPeoembl 'E for the arranging for the Maintenance af and the regular, edou'n AM

review of prodles of maend ervios received] and provided with, r6Vet

raepecd to patiets, utilizing to teg text exteut practiclule in nth

= vri" ethod o hi h wi 1 orovd maximum can
ity P to atio i n ernswum objective evlutiou coon-

sistet with the puz'poee of this nat. Prolike "TO1 also be regularly
roviewe oa mofhonbasis with - mFect to eqch health we pe-
titier end toi~ro 60eSermiSa Whether th e end sevoesM
ordered rrnee r ne twthteciei pce sca

(A).( N d (C) of for (o)f

car may 1= b ba in~acs boo saqataff privihgm t "WOU~kTo

head one of the patcpaigespitals in the am rea ne by the Pro- Viil

fe Snl =daR ev=i(5it (ecptsoumy be ether-
wice provided under mheection (e) (1) of this motion) sch phyma ns

ordnarly houd nt h wposobia for, hut may participat in the
review of are end i ceprovide in may hoepital in ghiobh seeh

11

10

'a
'em.
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mew am Istot su thde J. W rmlaewo
1r emkmm no" aed~ IWn d. maiame so md

-Uehiprdmh - agugiedA
to dm pm1Mofe.1WeiW e~o w isIn mewnd smdim

=r %, = - -aM - - - - - - Z;m fo "y w d

Or~s seemA Sin d p a mw with Norma to
eblmb akelae Me a Waey~ssu ft foliow mAr

whichs ad' awprndred or pvte

or) oe twnfoo mkake s,1 diimem, on udm

wit ift dodm, "A feuI. m~ d&~ pMa with re" to tdo PrO.
JM11=d dad" t may otheA* emed demise ot modbe wr

omem.ty or nor ati pedm1e-by ow, May Hommd demis of
=im oremh la Ibe ft i o fmumi da40
"(d) In do uhID bezio ph 9 a te review f guedoe

am aofVi"4d 1.mlSodeaReviww1natleeand to

ii.In eioao a~ it yoview repDbfitIIthai (to
ides sadtimlpeftm-

4(1) Pmemupa IOW o Rdl

Inee~upalnf.~lem he of tas "rim types of
leedmukMV ilk~yi dW SAIM dm V F4e medMd

SO a Maiie of

aeM~ asn a Pub. Law 92-603

I' A'
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,4a) ()Zoo Proommn Sion~i Review Orguluth Sao"wi e~

the OWeTM ., MAn as"p tdo fining 0e reew com- 'h of oimplo wo r oa ed& n or rminbon

m i .ndon_= ai- tiniy etNIm to rete n I nMu
e or Other o dpmi b th - ali oaormul ui

ham the ecmia d-emve. fo. - u b i
"(B) TheSm t~minjjn SNUI toonny se the in- bmiem.rimm of tmhiattaom. -

(f(1) A m % 0 m if t nd nteyr thUak b tm the i , m , ..

& u4 a a t h e o r e fm d m a l t a e rh, M e R e vi t O m ti o a f o r

enynueei dormltide Of mndawilIa-MfMM o

"(A)M nmtlia t to an me m

tepdbfl an, simly ithem di tb xweuem e oft m
s ehf tos Ierdfpfat tor ude ayuklmL fo tgo tSewo

prmelpy aiow mtha puvio ofti ea;a
2 Te.lvo t onbt to fula tio um met N o-

0(j)1) ae e ndkm an m hf somih "eod puh la QA torn no m

t'esi rte m ayrereito Stan7 ot s e view of imak per
enitop nateaem& nto -od fnynmmh mod oei. Sma-

ta ay req iefomdplrpoeM.x&ebe

tb? 1%m " ie O pem or assihmie a Mt I

ti.mha hmed ertaymakeo l pnueoqnmim dti iequm

=t muMn S of mmy nd of thi

p _ep B)n towyotte utm endit fusmtlon i i seek nc
Shsw uc a n e&frmm

twam anngy by other ptormomaos thi pwpo o ths reut
mA for preew sos ht ea msn o any a o Sem

utrevyew" OrananTao iih ternwofbWh
hav sMa eqemm t to the SepaIn h o im W h then

SecretaOy a3Fl have approved mob flqe

to do ap*un orf exomlly dauoedmi f a, daa4,an
tinmua baetmd upon-t~t &.~m p-an fpaie nrgo

lge Notw ~ o ny fowr poimim toa this by an~Ie~a~uipe onof cvatlom nf rSiw."el~s
Stan" Ramew tnnfuu b= vle ea the mvww at mimih pom
have mmob eia I , Aa to t henW opitloe be helpful1 th
an~ou tihouad Oppllgmo nmo -""Lgondhmiit

ehonat(a A&Pohdel Standards Review Ognmanwr llonl ifrn

Sis efeinlydelpd of wmi mim fand, drseh,

W
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A omperible cmditiom, the Profauiomsl

o ~ ~ ~ W8J dmlem droll b~ue&meo e ft infty~n Womere @1 hm

i%4eent bk @31 eprorenshoatios and dintmm- -m -
rom mae bob for em a other ssm is the am om e imar@d the
PmaekabzI steau* A.-fa Cw~ainotion s y eSuy each sere
is mo emoma .emmppri .y tha Natlional Frooosal Standards

6(b), ,h nman with raew to
t
rosais for pi t)" Manned

or ____Cwton aw~f i seooedem lah aintless of

e mmem M em of the be tm comnwioe whb;
taking Wa -oe didis, 6 bwL acepob, xmedoof tEAieti
ml menl symaimg sad devding ema u Comidere
wkmadao ofds n m t modis ad trstmt of mWb

Mones or ~ wish profioaly aMWV

ideat wa ith moWadris. he the type in whieb health am
- areMit or... w . -wb- " . ,. L~rd hillsm or ot di-

ftigm'Mtoo Mi Mc( TNd- eli0di5 stfinde"eReview Comwolh
.WIWUM of ebb enoe m d d . rA.mdo, " auk Phebmil.

-. kI.~Xi 3 6rgimtliM at mb other augcy or
porfosi unism tumotmwih np the proviso

,, e .." W sf propr ,s Wmdi.a. the
regionel normetoebe d"ineinsat WMsc do" oners-
ing stemo AA1 be vriewed d lm rev tiM to ties The
eppive of tin, Rotund Pyefemlomal Staadeards Dewlew Comaked of

a - .,d and date,

2h Zsh mW. egiky or Pen refi. to in

" me'Os mm

apri - P mte ed for ,wlbreipe

to myheehaf cons o which h-ae bose or s's, psopoed to he pfe-

4) Ib~eh ei -PA. "MNwith m ieii oot e otifyor
imm s, lealt me leintsin at which do phyme"a

sadnn moeb patent @311 GXIee & Cetifiatios uiting ta
feater inpatint care insoeb ismitatios, will he medioolly Does-
m- effeedy tob no3d hem a mob d of seek petiest end

tb there h e inclded is any mo mtl.ie
wit rmpeotto my I-i~ -mob iniormadon so my bes
to ;" ob mob o Mlios rWSly to e"swente
nopiety of the f rinetit iss M tcn .owoonded by

00). PC-bt istim L wbh UTaw~bCoriaaestiom will be

yequhe (infULy solowrte the 10t poweta of lethe.ofday

end trm and witht Z& pR to lhii of ay in
health we lindotioms of pala eigvakom Wfnom, injuies,
or heelth cosliiom, endAeirg e typoe of hesM cue ser.
lemorproceftm.
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~wor MG-o UVENSAL ornma MWWn

'hr 117. f, a s het *d" "A f~om =Ah tbhs
aney pindna SaRoi Reviw Oqpabio Astaerimm

bemeep I-111Wo syu= or er beamt

theab5 in whio O& Gqpaes in leaded 1ogether w"h the
,eeeintia of -ob Orpaimina t the sato. whiob demd

be tabs with nop te do Fy statwWde Fuelimmel

&=&W&m ehflm commaw thek repatp u WAmbtp

Not raomimdmos to the Sber wi om ddltml

---~a~ ay emProhmoaeI steedaeuvie'w Oplei
agraaroisistom a qduud in mumion land 10k. 79 suns. Uss

fa et= C of swin, IUB(d) (1) amd solb- " j :,
pr. rmp (1) .1..-.~ )(2). 4ae

619M. In&6 (a) a me provie for in, msooi t m1~& h~d
linde o aprntdmi my "il of thin A* (et m Shi V)esus. *I.

for emfhom aamwnift Afl n L=e2ly 42i 701.

or laiel)for the paynnoandermo krypegmab

or mlMo the S.wr. yperemmttuelheiiet,
tOfeot iswths hea If-if

Under twa Peitby my7 puhehmsl Stodya owOqPWWL-

(I)med~~m~eto otdhersa" hea, in 69 420y,
doo of its a"d fnudo.' Wmer or do wh h

dom tom sokClaims, med bae snd t pentibmo or preside
toe peqe orp pg__'~is~emo wo or bm sad

the WWilIdm whe woold ser so"Ninetewdsoo&
Mwle s or iMn of lbt dispesi. pie ofAn

a of W doeo sd fusdom assIodd byo

- ~ ~ ~ t orgemleat_,.Ilie o

or egmft of W171;roweI in seds ihmmo (a),
promptly ntify the ~ y or ally-,s hsin ueodI t
acting Spus "iM for ram hr=o = "T *- -aolom

"Sm 115 (a) A lb=ndde oruIds who, is siddbdtels,

efiusdrdWAMdethm"lustls ih peoser""" mdi
by10 in~m tsmd~vn OeelsIonaott
b reoinl sorthaards ofjoiwiiok" ein itiir bocetee

wit pe~ehe 1)evid of auo 115s)thuDssi ehA e-~p
(1 d()sao.Ii& ",so an &$ 42
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satild di dof niun, en itlad toa %_ -seedesdoithsdO
by the preimal 5 b bir ,,m

Stnd Review RevivL andio and whsth
9MISA 8 de ve Zorsh u i~ mam am& doesi

aisustm im * Sb which has saR a Statewids Pmubnall

$100 or =ae "ac deinimaIsahell ha reviewed by.pIddoa
Mmbasa ach & and, M4if thee Clooa a dateeminad, revis.

u(b) Wbm the demnaffdedofthe Stolwide Prtbamim stand-
ards Revi r Camil is adverse to thebiiday or aspmt(or, in
thaahas of meh Couscl in a Staand wAct the m ittn m

to, a hes y dom 170 &S' 6e a to sM em am .53Ste. U0 in MkiINK W &,ad, ohm the mount in control

41a in paevi0 Ansln m()~ayindftero

only at r eppaeprnthe I tehees f l d ft as
-(e Lmy ,ie,,w or, pea, proide ude thiape, e ahalh, n

lie of am review, g or appMe uinr thin Axt with rntt to
the -m base.

*u40aamm Or XM CAme PEsACmITMam AXW essam OV1ALTS
CAP m ; em,1ee A". ,MnAMM; XUwm ANm

"&. 119M (a) (1) Ut shl be the obligatiasi of any health am
nrodeasr aad any ether person (inlutn a hosital or Gther
haedth ua fa0ly ergemlou or a who pivides halth
am e rIc foV =oe payment may he (in pr
%ar "hi" to as tbar vleor iesse grtdo or proL V'da
nab peatitimar r toaua bsaselaaa and i..ipsoa u nde this

Soesry; mdl
A(B) wthoaywimaepfiffd~ally rcooitd

stad of healtmr: end
O(C) will be mapee- by evidesc of mach medical naeamity

ad quality in, mach foam and fashion and at sucb timas may
Iassab he Wquiaad hr the Pro&Sisad Standards Review
Ormait in the eurobis ef iatlaa and rugasllitie:

wal fthdog bs the ohlaidnf any health our Skaloer ilk aord

"NN (f te4CM o bb1 2 ofcom Oers ma pat nt
mc amor the pvide elah Mim) that mach Mnvh ;at

S(D) iale *bma ad to dothu , mdalym ;ad
a(z) win heeof eult hc aepeoa~ esiu

standaideafbealtheem
AM( Mac bumi ha n P'h patlo and seek hequltal or other

pNeelde of beelth am ariea. shale av, an aoIme wihi

Zh -ods of biS Ie in 04am - f slaw health -av Paud-

adiltti m.90a V" VOWtla In M oeaufa anine in
aeu s loea W aehlto onsxe49 *&Mi-M
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A) inaet ean in detwmined7 such practitioea and by

suhhospial or other providr, consient with profissueffallY
riscgnod health cars atamrds, to be medically nem ary for
the ! rwe areof inch individul; and

re)) Wt=minpatient eans re~nd bysuindivdalcan-

(in standard ba provided m aconomi-
ii (nth csi fatis who csnra an which can,

natema with ch tancabda, povad more comically
in a health cars facility of a difaetal type) than is, in theaeae
in which mach individual in loata., no ma fic 7 or m auch
facil khih is available to proviWt ear to mh indviddMl at
thatimsawscats handed by him.

u(b) (l) If aftar rasable noieand opcniyfor diadI a"@?% antwith the pratiomer or provide r .m.-- -d m Stand- rw m -
ards Review Organiaionu maobmi a rnm i I to %Iwo.
the S bmMut to Metlsa 115A7. ( xhlh aemt and mone- m P., 1 4V.
mdmm I be, itted through. 8ttewad Pr esi al
StUdards Review ('oucil,if reekancil h-.b edwhicb
saai prompt!, traimanit su rit andPoaudatioua, together
with any additional eemef and reaam Ioi there s it
deem appropriate) ad if tle p e . that aach p.
titionr or p "ovider. in providing hed&yars v ov which .ac4

o to s review &W dor which payn (inw1Wlerinpot) may ab n ad w Act hem-
G,(A) by filin, in a bmtantial I arof oa mdah oa

to comply with any bl atioun impaosd on bisny M t
(&),or

"(B) by gindy and degiantly violating any such obligation

danuomrated an unwilapasa or a leck of ability substantially to
coempiv with each obllgatoma. he (in addition to any othar manoties
provided madar law) mav elude (penmaatly for m period a
the !*eretary my pre cribe) aeb practi ker w provider from eA-

gibilisuy tOsu,~arvas an a reiimhanla, bask
"i2l to &m Made by the Sac ary under this subsction

shall h efetive at such time and upon such Mn notice to ths
public AnRA to the person famniahing the arVa invtd as may ha
pacifpAd in regulationse..Suc detamiutics sm be elective with
rpatto services famished V) an individueroa or after the eetive

dae.of meh dt4arminftios (Cept thA in the m4011 of aiNtkatiam
hakh care aerrvia mab deviation ahall effective in th manor
previ@ in tl xvni.with rqcAt toWminatom of MVidar 7S.Sa. 2,1.

immat"), Ra shall re"min in eect until the Secretary §inds and 42 melie.
giwisasonable ndtice to-the public that the basin for such disemna-

tichas been r m enod d that them i reasonable variance that it
will not rer.

"(3) In lie of the sanction aiitharixad bv paragraph (1). the Seere-
tary may ie.Mi1 that (A a Conditios to th oDAinUed ligibiy of

so'h practitioer or provider to proovida mach health oa"semrvmce on
ateaimbimable basia) each proctiter or provide r ay to tesUnitiad

atam. in eaaa mach acts or condo lnvolmad tha p"evisA or ordering
by each practitioner or provider of health care envus which wet
naial improper or unneeaema7. an amount t in MOVED of the
,aciloreaiee coctof the iip or unscin rav-

jaw aw provide or (if In) SUM. Sh am ount mybe afrom any gams~aring by the Vnitad Ntes (or ay Iiuutl
thereof) tothepaoc from whom mch amount isclained.

'I A
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.(4) Any person furnishing ... m v described in ,h

who i dimte with a deferemsatin mae by the
thisubsetien shen he eotitla to resm-able notice andopetiy
frahe sit ,ebte Sterar to the samse "m, e mek pis

*3 sut. 1m. vided in section 205(b) endtojudlreviewof te Scre.'s Il
42 mc . d4ecio ae4rehemre-b pro t in tien9 (S)

"(c) It sll be the duty of -h Profesc! Standards Review
Organization ad eachtatei Promm Standards Review
Ceeacil to M sch authority or inmusmcq itmay poem as a profe-mmmld orelmie sad to emli the mpplet of any other profmonasl

~j~wmnwntl rgeimtomhaving infivne or steiyover
care MOM VMY ow70d prmon (is4uxdi1q a hoepitau

or Other esicfaciiy ormimtoMo agency> Provmdo-health
cre es in the a e d bymch review organuation, in mur-
ing that eachtl n eorp er re to in subsectiomnW)
providing: cmo We in areasun comply with aH
obligstiu impud an him undersesctio (a).

"Se. 1141. Whenever any Profesioal Standards Review Organi-
tl.m taks any action or mike ay determinties--

"(a) which denies uay request, by a helth rare practitioneror
other prider of health rare mrvum for approval of a heab
rare or i s pom md to be ordend or proided by uch
practtner or proVWviro

(b) that any me pretitioner or provider has violated any
•sl impesd a mch, peactitioner or provider under emetion

eh o nial, imediatsly after taking each action or mak-
i = -o d'oS tO such practatiosror Wrawvir of

= determination and and shall p' him with
approprieatoppotunity for diasims and review of the matter.
"MtAvawM PmEam OAL r.%NeauMVl$W cuM.- ; AmOeoN o1e

rtIe' e "Sec. 11ira() In any State i. whichthere ae loated three or more
edbli St~ae ides Reviem Orwivmtie? m the Secretary shall
retalgish a Staewide Prlofiimml. ds Review Councilnt (b) The h lmberslp of ay mi& for any Atate shall be

me repritesistatifrom and dreiated by'eacb Pro

dm Sta.idrdleview O ainstio thle S'te.
"(2) f m.h b two of whom may he desaMpae by the

.;a MWM &Wtwee-t whom may be designated b the
Stte hIeiasese im of mch State to eve s member an
Z fewperm o I health rare ro such State

)tuWSrper Oub Milaneshl bO 1Kas 8rp*K~~tO h
public in teh li,(st h" two of whoa, sll have besn recom-

d f e eat) Counoil by the (Jermorof oel

standard Review Cmua for any Sta t , in acconnoe with mguls-
ties of the Seary. (3) tocoordinate the activities of, sad dinmid-
saw tomad on =atam the ariom Profammia Standarb
nvi, ,ee I cladingasdsting the Seers.

4,'
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tain deopowat of uniform -0ts I uIagpr rduiand emmrat.
a os~ree Applicable to the asirama S tat. = (lncldiffq.

or all m) to man kcient operation -,m, oWeTve evaluation of
comparative performance of the ensel am ad, (0).t smi the
Seereary in evaluate the performance of eMa Prfudmi Stand-

eZ otte mand m f bm mtbetm

mar, to r ce arp i Profesoioal Standards R , im w oei e., to
hm in developing a rd wh ranging t ei, e

Profesioal Stdds Review a
"(4) The SMtZ =ti to' eAWe into WUmL M .PanKd ii er .7e

aBy atCh COuncil hich the Secretary Inhe make b.yth to
_pd to thend mmmooeahCouncil eW al th Amo tepe a

CA"*m- o the dutim A in oe In L miond

any State (or in a State which done nt have cb Coucl the Profe-
iimI Standdards Review r a ue stabe Which have

agreements with the $scretary) H he advitsd and asmtd la a
ing oPA its functions by an advuc gmup (of nsot ot than se nuo
marte m nevn members) which "Ill be upde Of ermatativ.

ofhelh a prsctltienes (other then ph=in)sdboptl n
other health car facilti whch .16 within the State eat cre
service for which paymn i hl or in pert) may he mae under
anjZ esabihed by ort totbsAct

ahter lall egltmaprovide the manner in timber eleetiee,
which members of sach adv roop ehaill hemeleed by the State- teebatlmea
wide lroftesionl Standarde Review Council (or Profoesmonal StWnd-
ards Review Organiztions in Stao. withoutoechComcls).

0(3) The expue r es n y and necm,"r l0curred, au d Mome.
mined by th S e b aan out uifunctions underthaeeisbeceM h e oh eepeo me o -
meely incurred by the Statewid Professial Standards Review
Council served by such group.

"NAIIOAL rewaUmiIAL etAmmme rxIvm cow.

"Sec. iI If (a) (1) Ther shall bw establishedi a National Profee- zineblisheeg
mional Standards Review Council (hareinefter in this settion referred estership.
to as the Council') which shall Foeoi- ofmleve physic lan, mot other-
wam in the emp of the United States n od by the SeMIcTry
without rvut67heovomftilUud StaneCedsgovern- S wM 3

nu ombWi f the u nel be appointed for wtem ofthree Tor umer.
years and dsh beeluglhe for reappointa ship.

"(3) The Scraey .bh from time time designate me of the
memnbersof the CunI observee s ciruain thereof.

u(b) Members of the Councilskill coss of phymicam of zocog- omliftte .
nized atandin and distinction In the appviaI of inudice practice.
A majority =f~h memberP shall he ph-eucAsas who hae" bee recomn-
mended by the Secretary to mom an tle Cornell by natiomud orga-
niuation. rcgised by the Secretary as rep'cia plameiing
physician. The membeilpof the Counil shall= Includ -y,
who have bes recommended for membership on thdouni by
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The CHi~niHN. Next we will call Dr. Lowell E. Bellin. Dr. Bellin
is the Commissioner of Health for the city of New York.

STATEMENT OF LOWELL E. BELLIN, M.D., M.P.H., COMIS0NER
0 1HATH AND ACTING HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR,
mMW YORK CITY
Dr. Bmw w. Thank you very much.
Mfy name is Dr. Lowell E. Bellin. I am Commissioner of Health and

Acting Health Services Administrator of New York City. I am cur-
rently on leave of absence from the Columbia University School of
Public Health where I was head of the Division of Health Adminis-
tration and professor of public health.

What are my credentials for testifying today on the PSRO before
this august committee I

I am a board certified internist and hold the master of public health
degree. Between 1967 and 1972, I was administratively responsible
for New York City medicaid, initially as Executive Medical Director
and thereafter as First Deputy Commissioner of the New York City
Department of Health.

Th1970 1 testified before the Senate Finance Committee and before
the House Ways and Means Committee on the monitoring and polic-
ing techniques that my department had initiated to counteract the
troika of medical abuses: fraud, poor quality and overutilization.
That testimony accelerated the development of the program we are
discussing today.

I haveben the author or coauthor of 20 papers in the professional
literature on quality and cost control of -health care services. I am
currently a member of the task force to develop in Manhattan the
first countywide PSRO in New York City. I have taught courses on
quality and cost control of health care services.I am not completely happy with the PSRO legislation as promul-
gated. I would have preferred that the job of review and enforcement
of standards of health services had been assigned unambiguously to
a governmental agency rather than to organized medicine.

But, in view of the political and organizational realities of health
care delivery in this country, I acknowledge that the passage of Public
Law 92-803 containing the PSRO provision was protby as far as
Congress preferred to go at the present time. Public Law 92-603 repre-
sents one more historic step toward formal and substantive public ac-

' countability in delivery of health care services.
Despite our doubts, those of us who have participated in the agonies

of administering medicaid and medicare since 1966 desperately want
the PSRO to succeed. In order to enhance the possibility of success,
it is obligatory to be candid about the serious problems implicit within
the PSRO structure as legislatively contemplated. I shall identify the
more important problems and shall seriatim suggest practical means
of dealing with them.

Problem: The PSRO unit is the county medical society under a dif-
ferent name. The medical society is the trade organization of the prac-
ticing physician.
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Even if we were to assume good faith on the part of all participants,
how can we assure an operative arm's length relationshipbetween (a)
the practicing physician and (b) the PSRO physician who is sup-
posed to assess objectively the quality of his colleague's performanoet
I have seen, at firsthand, the contortions that county societies have
gone through when pressed for peer evaluation in first defending
then justifymg the soundness of the professional judgment of their
members.

Arm's length evaluation remains the indispensable principle.
Answer:I this principle is compromised, within the next few years

the PSRO program will be wracked with scandal. We shall witness
the replication of the dismal record of the medicare utilization review
committees. Medicare followed an incredible policy of quality control:
Doctors from a specific hospital were actually called upon to assess
the quality of professional work of their medical colleagues within
their own hospital.

- Depending upon the span of detachment, PSRO as proposed will
range from the ineffectual to the unworkable unless we learn from the
experience of medicare. .

The problem is somewhat more soluble in the metropolis from whose
populace PSRO physician assessors can be selected who are profes-
sionally and socially unacquainted with the practicing doctor under
scrutiny. In New York City, for example, MD's from one borough
could more objectively assess the performance of MD's from another
borough.

The smalltown obviously poses a harder problem. Here, all the doc-
tors know each other, refer cases to each other, break bread with each
other, play golf with each other. To make the PSRO program work
here, it would be necessary to draw MD's from one town to evaluate
the professional performance of MD's from another town.

Remember that the PSBO statutorily represents a major departure
in policy from that of the medicare utilization review committee. The
law forbids the PSRO physician from reviewing the quality of care
within a hospital where he has staff privileges or a financial interest.
This stipulation is prima facie evidence of congressional disenchant-
ment with the objectivity of medicare utilization review committees
where physicians from.hospital A routinely checked other physicians
from hospital A.

Problem: County and State medical societies run on the basis of
voluntarism. Paid staff is limited to one or two members. The presi-
dent receives no salary. The other officers are not paid. Individual MD
members rarly manage anything more complex than a small office.

How will it be possible to assign to such a staffless medical society,
with such limited programmatic experience, a quality control pro-
gram that requires 6xtraordinary administrative sophistication

Answer: In the first phase of PSRO development, the medical so-
cietie's will have to depend heavily on management and data processing
coisultants. To achieve inhouse PSRO capability, each medical so-
ciety will have to become transmuted into an administratiiely adept
organization. Each medical society will have to abandon its tradition
of voluntarism and bring in paid staff.
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Problem: Some medical societies will indefinitely resist such transi-
tion. Some medical societies will indefinitely delay real PSRO activi-
ties. What then ?

Answer: Government must promptly exercise its statutory right to
seek sponsorship of PSRO alternatives other than that of the local
medical sociey. Among such PSRO alternatives are medical schools,
schools of public health, and health departments.

Problem: Some physician academicians can be unrealistically rigid
about applying performance standards. Some practicing physicians
may be too lenient. If within each PSRO unit there is the problem of
standardization, what of the problem between PSRO'sI Who will
calibrate ? Who will p remote concordance?

Answer: The PSRO should contain a mix of both academics and
practitioners who support the objectives of the PSRO and who possess
impeccable professional cledentials There is also need for an external
monitoring authority capable of producing interareal standardization.

Problem: Some hospitals may slacken in their support of their tra-
ditional quality control activities-for example, tissue review com-
mittees, clinicopathologioal conferences chart review, et cetera-on
the assumption that the new PSRO mechanism will preempt the hos-
pital's customary responsibilities.

Answer: PSRO policy must insist on maintenance of historic effort.
All PSRO activities must supplement, not replace, previous quality
control activities.

Problem: PSRO activities will tend to shorten the length of hospital
stay. During the past few years, hospitals have already experienced
a falling daily census and have been subjected to Blue Cross fiscal
penalties because of empty beds. _

Answer: If PSRO activities are to succeed, there must be a modi-
fication of Blue Cross policies that punish hospitals for having empty
beds. Without such coordination of policies, PSRO effectiveness will
be hobbled by resistant hospital administrators.

Problem: Where is the money to come from to support the PSRO I
If the hospital per diem picks up the cost, then the source of funding
is subscriber out of pocket, either directly as patient or indirectly
through his carrier; Blue Cross, commercial health insurance, medi-
care, or medicaid.

Answer: The alternative is direct Federal subsidy. But, wherever
the money comes from, there must be- one unalterable principle: all
PSRO staff time must be paid for. Nothing will destroy the integrity
of the PSRO sooner and more. thoroughly than staff work performed

Problem: PSRO can be as inexpensive or as expensive as Federal
policy dictates. It depends primarily on the depth of quality control
that is to be supported. Where do we start ?

Answer: Nothing succeeds like success The PSRO needs a few
quick and early victories to give it courage and the will to proceed.
The initial strategy should be to focus on a few sure things like elec-
tive surgery-for example, unnecessary hysterectomies and tonsillec-
tomies. Subtler areas of analysis and control can follow as the PSRO
gains confidence and experience.

Problem: It is a splendid idea to enlist the talents of some doctors
to monitor the professional activities of other doctors. But how do we
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establish operational accountability to the publio-that is to say to
Government I Recall that Government is paying directly or indirectly
for the bulk of personal health care services.

Answer: Government cannot properly assign its ultimate program-
matic authority to promulgate monitor, and enforce health care stand-
ards to any nongovernmental agency, no matter how altruistically
motivated that agency may be. Accordingly, the PSRO itself must
ultimately be audited by a governmental agency accountable to HEW.
The local or State health department could appropriately fill this role.

Final comment: If the presently structured PSRO program fails,
then one of the following governmental decisions seems inevitable:
One, be resigned. The problem is insoluble. Abandon it. Learn to live
with the ina-deqnate quality control of historic "peer review."~

Two, contract out the job of quality control to fourth parties-to
medical schools, schools of public health, and other educational insti-
tutions.

Three, try the third-party route again; that is, assign quality and
cost control to fiscal intermediaries, but this time with more stringent
monitoring by Government.

Four, assign the bulk of operational quality control responsibility
to Government, but this time with real governmental inhouse capa-
bility. Put enough M.D.'s and other health care auditors on the govern-
mental payroll to do the job.

Five, have a mix of some of all of the aforementioned options.
At present, the prognosis for success of the presently structured

PSRO program is guarded at best.
I now want to add an unsolicited comment. Since 1966, my personal

career has focused on the practicalities of implementing cost and
quality control of publicly funded health services. The task has been
a lonely one. As you know, 8 years ago there were not many of us in
the country doing this on a serious basis. As time passed, the experi-
ence of medicare, medicaid, 314-(e) mounted; as scandals became in-
creasingly routine, our numbers increased.

Throughout this evolution, those of us in the trenches took heart
from the initiative, the courage, the imagination, and overall respon-
siveness of the Senate Finance Committee to the imperatives of the
new realities of the American health care administration. Terms such
as H.R. 1, the bedding amendment, the name Senate Finance Commit-
tee itself, the four sequential initials P, S, R, and 0 became rallying
crises to us and became the antithetical expressions of opprobrium for
the opposition.

A comment about the opposition to PSRO, some of which we heard
today: the obtuseness of this opposition defies description. In good
faith, this committee has fostered organized medicine's mechanism
through the PSRO mechanisms; its last chance to demonstrate its de-
votion to the principle of autonomous peer review. Sometimes in deri-
sive and insulting terms, this opposition, a minority in organized
medicine, rejects this generous offer of the committee. Invariably, this
same opposition has been quick to characterize this proposed PSRO
mechanism as tyrannical governmental incursion into the private M.D.
turf.
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To be sure, we live in an age of nostalgia, but such rhetorical postur-
ing hearkens bacl; to the political zeitgeist of the 1930's, when certain
enclaves within organized medicine considered even Blue Cross and
Blue Shield suspect.

We call upon this committee to remain steadfast, to maintain its
skepticism about much of the self-serving, self-righteous testimony
it has heard and will continue to hear in opposition to the PSRO. The
behavior of this magnificent Senate Finance Committee and talented
staff has restored Iluster to the concept of public service and govern-
mental concern for the well-being of the citizenry.

My colleagues And I acknowledge our pride in this committee for
its durable commitment to public accountability of publicly funded
health care services. All of us are grateful. Please continue. Thank you.

The CIMEXAz; Thank you very much, Doctor.
Senator BENN'Tr. Thank you. You can understand why, for me,

this has been a refreshing breeze after what we heard. And maybe
"breeze" is the right way to describe it, because, Doctor, you have a
very rapid delivery, and I am glad that you got through all of it.

Is PSRO RATIONING MEDICINE

In the material that you wrote and read from your notes at the end,
maybe you answered the question that was the first on my list. As a
practicing physician and administrator with as much experience as
anyone in the country in the operation of medicaid utilization and
medical appropriateness problems, what are your specific responses
and reactions to the allegations of the Council of Medical Staffs

Is this program rationing medicine I
Dr. BELLIN. No, this is not rationing medicine. I think you properly

took apart that testimony. I think the witnesses, with all due respect
to him and them, were being unresponsive and evasive to the questions
you were pursuing; There is no rati-oning whatsoever. I cannot imagine
what they are talking about.

CONFIDENTIALITY

As far as some of the other problems that they raised, I think all
of the problems deserve study but can equally be taken apart. I am
always a little bit concerned about the question of confidentiality-
Quite properly, this is a question that has to be studied very care-
fully. But I think that we ought to keep in mind how much confi-

~ dentiality currently exists. The typical chart in the typical hospital
today goes through at least 10 to 15 hands, which I can identify very
easily: One, the nurse on the ward, the practical nurse, the messenger
who brings the chart, the insurance company that reviews the chart,
Blue Cross, Blue Shield, so on.

I do not know what they mean by confidentiality. Normally it is
not Government that turns over these kinds of data, these kinds of
delicate data to the press. These kinds of data are found elsewhere.
I do not think that is a serious problem at all.

4
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FUNDAMRNTAL DnFRENCE BETWEEN PSRO AND PEE Rzvrsw?

Senator BENNm'r. The previous witness seemed to feel-and my col-
league from Nebraska reemphasizes-that there is a fundamental
difference between peer review and PSRO. Do you accept that concept I

Dr. BEWa N. Not at all. When they speak about peer review, they
are talking about physicians on their payroll. I think when you spea
about peer review, Senator Bennett and your colleagues, you are

Speaking quite pro prly of peer review ultimately on the'payroll of
the Government. t is where it belongs. Government is paying for
this, and it is quite appropriate for the people who carry on the peer
review ultimately to be accountable to Govenximent.

Senator BENN'rT. Do you feel that the hospitalization utilization
committees, the tissue committees, and others which have been con-
ducting something which might be called peer review have been a
complete success, and if the job were turned back to them it would
continue to be a complete success I -

Dr. BEULIx. They have been less than a complete success. They have
been remarkably inadequate.

Let me share with you the events that have taken place in just New
York City in the past year or so. Despite all of the techniques that have
traditionally been available to hospitals, there was serious concern on
the part of at least one of the important unions of New York Citywith respect to the necessity for much of the surgery that was being
given to their members, so they approached Cornell Medical School..

Cornell Medical School sat down with them and developed a tech-
nique to have preelective surgical screening, not for any kind of emer-
gency surgical procedure, of course, but any kind of elective surgery.
This had been reviewed by members of the Cornell Medical School
faculty.

Duriing the past year and half, there has been a decline by 20 to 25
percent of elective surgery for these union members who have been
subjected to this kind of screening. We see similar statistics in the
State of California where the same preelective screening is going on
in the medicaid program.

Senator BrMNzrr. Do you think this has damaged the patients
whose elective surgery was rejected off the basis of that ?

Dr. Bzuaw. Not at all. I think it increased their longevity. [Gen-
-eral laughter.]

CONSEQUENCES IN THE AmSECE OF PSRo
Senator BExNNx'r. In the absence of a professional review program,

what dO you think the consequences would be for the quality of care
and the cost under medicare and medicaid, as well as any new programs
for national support or for national health care supported by the
Federal Government?

Dr. Baznw. I would rather answer that in the positive. I think that
the implementation of this most important PSRO legislation can oily
increaWe the quality of care,' enhance the quality of ca" that the
American citizenry deserves.
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CoMr Ca uLmiMs

Senator BmzNmr. When you were running medicaid in New York,,
you instituted the one-side sample audit of medicaid patients record
in the doctor's office, I believe in 1968 or 1969. This was challenged in
the courts.

What was the result of that court challengeI
Dr. BEWTN. We won every one of the court challenges, and I pre-

sume the same thing is going to take place when the challenges occur
on this legislation.

NYC AuDIr OF MEDICAL RECOm)S

Senator BENE'rr. What are the findings, if any, of your sample
audit of medicaid records in doctors offices?

Dr. Bmiw. We found a variety of thing. The troika of abuses, as
you are aware, of poor quality, fraud, but the most important abuse is
overutilization.

Let me share the following example with you: There seems to be a
random distribution of morality in the profession which does not nec-
essarily correlate with the amount of education, incidentally. And I
remember one of my auditors bringing in the following.

We had a series of cases of otitis media, that is inflammation of the
eardrum; a very common condition and normally responsive to a shot
of penicillin. If you want to make the American Heart Association
happy, you give them long-acting penicillin to prevent rhuematic
fever.

Here we had enormous bills being attached to each case of otitis
media. What did we find as we looked into these kinds of cases?

We found that every kid who came into this group-it was a group
fee-for-service-owned group practice and doing very well, incidentally,
for the following kinds of reasons. First, he-would be seen by the pedia-
trician. The pediatrician would say, "It looks like you have got an
inflamed ear," which is an incredible diagnosis, which is what the child
had of course. Our nurses do it right now, our public health nurses in
New York City can make that diagnosis.

'We had better have a consultant see this child." This child is then
ping-onged, as we call it, to the otolaryngologist in the group who
learned, looked at the eardrum and said, "This is an inflamed.ear."
That was another $20 fee incidentally; that is part of the milking
process.

We have to have a blood count, we have to have a urinalysis, we
have to have an erythrocyte sedimentation rate. The erythrocyte sedi-
mentation rate goes up in any case of inflammation, so they came back
with ai extraodinary conclusion, that the sedimentation rate goes up
in the borough of Brooklyn as well when there is inflammation. And
then you have to have a throat culture and an ear culture, and we want
you to come back.

And the child would come back, come back, and come back, and the
bills would be revved up $50, $75 for an inflamned ear. -

I think that we have found a fair amount of that type of thing. One
cannot expect a patient to protest. The patient is not paying thi kind
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of money. One cannot expect the doctors to rotest if the doctor bene-
fits- financially from this type of thing. Surely Government must.
protest.

I think that this type Of activity by this Senate Finance Committee
is appropriate and deserves the support of all of us. I will tell you it
has the support of me and my colleagues.

ETHICS AND MEDICMI

Senator B NNETr. I am interested in your comment about the moral
content of the decision, because when I was home last my personal
physician met me on the street and said, "Senator, the problem with
American medical education today is that they have no courses in
ethics." He said we ought to add to their courses very substantial edu-
cation in basic and fundamental ethics, and I think you might agree
with that.

Dr. BELLIN. I would certainly agree with that. I think at the same
time it is useful, in order to keep those ethics rather durable in their
operation, that somebody be watching the people. I think that is the
whole basis of aco-Wtability.

Senator BEiNrr. That is right.

COMEMNAUMY

Do you believe that authorization of access to medicare and medic-
aid records is necessary and appropriate in monitoring publicly fi-
nanced programs?

Dr. BmL N. I do. I do not see any other way one can possibly know
what is going on. One has to have access to those records with the
appropriate types of programs to prevent abuses of confidentiality.
I don't anticipate any abuse of confidentiality.

Senator BwNNr-r. That probably presupposes my next question.
To your knowledge, have any medicaid patients complained that

their privacy was violated by the process of review of patients'
records?

Dr. BFLINr. Quite the contrary. We have received nothing but
gratitude on the part of patients where we reviewed the quality of
care they had received.

Senator BENNYrr. I have no further questions, except to again
express my deep appreciation to Dr. Bellin for this rapidbut, to me,

i very convncin presentation of what is the basic thrust and intent of
the PSRO legis nation.

PSRO AND EmoNF us DIAOSosEs

The CHAnuN. Doctor, do you think that the PSRO approach
will give us any help in the area of erroneous diagnoses ?

For example, I have in mind the type of situation that happens
-from tme to time-we hope it does not, but it does-:-where a doctor-
and I have known very good doctors to make this mistake--examine a
patient, make an erroneous diagnosis and subsequently it turns out
that the patient has a missed malignant growth that eventually results
in the patient's death. If it had been diagnosed sooner, the patient
might be living today.
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Now, do you think that we have a- better hope of catching those
erroneous diagnoses sooner by the peer review approach that-PSRO
seeks to implement than we live been doing in the past I

Dr. Bwuan;. Absolutely, Senator. I think when physicians are
aware-that at least a random sample of their professional activities
are going to be subject to review, people tendto behave somewhat
differently. They tend to be a ood deal more careful of what they
are doing, and this has to make itself manifest, ultimately, in a statisti-
cal sense.

The CnAnImw. I am not here to embarrass the medical profession
or anything like that, but I have had examples come to my attention
where the medical profession, at least"some members, have been in-
clined to think that these problems arebad, but that we do not want
the public to think that these kinds of things happen.

I will give you an example of that. As I mentioned yesterday, a
very good friend, the former head of the State medical society of
Louisiana, went to the hospital. Nobody could understand why he
was not recovering under the oxygen tent, and the reason was that
whoever was supposed to turn the oxygen on was not doing so. Hewas not getting any oxygen; he was almost suffocating beneath the
oxygen tent. I know his wife told me subsequently that it was em.
barrassing.

They do not like for the public to find out that that type of thing
happens. They like to keep it quiet. But it seems to me that if that is
the case, someone should put in a corrective procedure in that hospital
or any hospital if it is a problem broader than that.

Dr. BELi. Senator, we keep our banks in this country honest by
having bank examiners come in periodically to watch the auditors
who are presumably keeping the books honest on an internal basis.

I think the same principle has to be applied to health care service
in this count as well. I think if people were to come around periodi-
cally and to check precisely into that type of problem, we would have
fewer instances of the type of obscene problems that you have just
described.

The CHAIRMAN. I have not had one person complain to me about
an interference with a person's right to confidentiality since we have
had the medicare and medicaid program, and we have had it for sev-
eral years now. So it sounds to me like it is not the patient complain-
ing, it must be someone else. I would think that, generally, as far as
patients are concerned, they would like to know that, if there is some

ad practice of unnecessary surgery being sold to them, or--or if
there is a failure to turn on the oxygen-it seems to me that whatever
approach the medical profession, after studying that matter, might
feel is the best way to keep it -from happening again, patients would
appreciate and approve of it, even if it did mean that somebody had to
review the case history of how they had been treated in order to arrive
at that result.

-: Dr. BEzWN. Senator, I know you share with me concern for the
civil rights of everyone. But I would add the following: I am very
concerned about the civil rights of your friend and colleague, the right
to breathe and to breathe oxygen, and that right was denied him.

The CHiAziN. Well, thank you very much.
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Senator BIqNrrr. No further questions.
The CHAnmA," The hearing will resume at 2 o'clock.
[The appendix to Dr. Bellin's statement follows:]
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(By LowLi. H. BELLTU, M.D., M.P.H.)
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19. Should a Paper on The Administration of Chiropractic Have Been Pub-
lished in Medloal Care? With Comments on Derivative Questions, Medical Care
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20. How to Make Ambulatory Care Start Ambulating, in Reshaping Ambulatory
Care Programs, based on Conference on Ambulatory Care, Cherry Hill, New
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[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2 p.m.]

AFI'ENOON SWUMIO

Senator BEwNErr [presiding]. Ladies and gentlemen we still have
a long list of witnesses and I am sure I have the approval of tR-6 chair-
man in beginning this afternoon's session because the time has come
and it is my great privilege to welcome my friends from Utah, Dr. J.
Louis Schricker, president of the Utah State Medical Association, and
Dr. Alan R. Nelson, president of the Utah Professional Review Or-
ganization, who will be accompanied to the table by Mr. Charles W.
Carter, past president of the Association of Federal Government Em-
ployees Utah Council, and Dr. Robert W. Head, chairman of the Utah
Professional Review Organization and Allied Health Professionals
Council.

Gentlemen, I hope we have got chairs enough.
Dr. Schricker are you going to start it I

STATEMENTS OF 1. LOUIS SCHRICKE1R, JR., M.D., PRESIDENT, UTAH
STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION; AND ALAN R. NELSON, M.D., PRES-
DENT, UTAH PROFESSIONAL REVIEW ORGANIZATION, ACCOM-

PANIED BY MR. CHARLES W. CARTER, PAST PRESIDENT, AWOCI-
ATION OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES UTAH COUNCIL;
AND ROBERT W. HEAD, M.D., CHAIRMAN, UTAH PROFESSIONAL
REVIEW ORGANIZATION ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS'
COUNCIL

Dr. SOHRICKER. Yes, sir, I am going to start the discussion.
I am Louis Schricker, president of the Utah State Medical Asso-

ciation. I am proud and happy to appear before this committee on
behalf of the physicians of Utah. We will describe our efforts to
establish a professional program of medical care, review, and
assessment.

In late 1970 the leadership of the Utah State Medical Association
recognized the need to expand its efforts in assuring the quality of
medical care provided in Utah, and to establish a system of medical
care accountability for professional performances. In that spirit
in 1970 a study was undertaken in order to determine a feasible ap-
proach for such a program, and a decision was made at that time
to form the Utah Professional Review Organization.

This was presented to the house of delegates in July of 1971, and
the incorporation of the Utah Professional Review Organization was
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made at that meeting. Immediately thereafter, the Utah State Medical
Association Board of Trustees advanced the funds needed for the
establishment and the early operation of the Utah Professional Review
Organization.

in addition to its initial decision to form a corporation to begin
with, the Utah State Medical Association on two other occasions has
endorsed and reaffirmed their support of the principles of the Utah
Professional Review Organization programs. As a matter of fact, in
its most recent action at the house of delegates meeting in March of
1974, the house instructed its delegates to the AMA to support the
implementation of the professional standards review organization pro-
gram within the principles established by UPRO. The latter part is
rather an important aspect of this within the principles established
byTPRO=

In addition to the continuing and ongoing support of the State
medical association and I might add that the Utah State Medical
Association is comprised of 95 percent of the practicing physicians
of the State of Utah the Utah Professional Review Organization has
also received the approval and endorsement of the medical staffs of
the hospitals. In addition to this, we have received the approval and
endorsement of the administrators at each of the hospitals where the
Utah Professional Review Organization program has been instituted
and activated.

The Utah State Medical Association and the Utah Professional
Review Organization sponsored the formation of a professional stand-
ards review organization for Utah last fall. In the sponsoring of this
PSRO for Utah, a mailing was made, a single mailing was made to
all of the physicians of Utah, and it is of significance that more than
60 percent of the physicians responded in the affirmative to this single

-- maling. I think this is extremely significant that this number re-
spun to a single mailing. It is rather unusual.

Support of Utah professioal review efforts has been most favorable
from other community interests. The program has been presented to
the Governor. It has his support and endorsement. Consumer groups,
including labor, have been most supportive. The presence of Mr.
Charles Carter here as the labor or rather consumer representative
on our Board of Trustees of Utah Professional Review Organization
is evidence of this support. sa

Other allied health professionals have also taken an active role in
the Utah program, and this is typified by the presence here today of
Dr. Robert Head, an optometrist, who is the chairman of our council
of allied health professionals and as such, sits as a member on our
board of trustees.

With this brief background, I would like to turn the balance of our
time over to Dr. Alan Nelson, who is the president of our Utah Pro-
fessional Review Organization and I might add, is a member of the
National PSRO Council. I think it is appropriate at this time, and I
would like to do it in the presence of this committee, to express for
.the Utah Medical Association a vote of thanks for the leadership
and expertise which Dr. Nelson has lent to this program. It is a most
imaginative program, and one that I am happy to say is working well
in Utah.Senator BmNmr. Thank you, Dr. Schricker.
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And may I observe for the record that the Utah PSRO program
has been notified that it will probably be the No. 1 approved in the
country, and I think they are ready for it.

I think the record should also show that this program was developed
at the local level. It was not handed down by the Secretary or by any
of the Federal offices.

Is that rightI
Dr. SCHTCW.R. This is correct. It was developed entirely at a Utah

State Medical Association level in 1970, and it expresses and reflects'
our concern.

Senator BENNET. Against that then, Dr. Nelson, we will be very
happy to hear from you.

Dr. NPLsoN. Thank you very much, Senator Bennett.
We then established a review organization which would be consonant

with the objectives and methodologies mandated by PSRO. We ini-
tially have been reviewing the private sectors, the 'Federal employee
program, educators mutual, and HMO. The Veterans' Administration
hospital has asked for us to implement a program of quality assess-
ment in the VA hospitals. We then added the medicaid population,
and with PSRO, we in a sense reach a point of victory because we will
now be able to extend the benefits of peer review to the medicare
population. -

When Senator Curtis asked if the physician community were in
favor of PSRO, I can say yes, indeed, in this sense we are because we
have been trying for over a year to extend the benefits of peer review,
successfR-peer review to the medicare population, unsuccessfully so
because of a number of reasons, largely dealing with fiefdoms and
bureaucratic conflicts of interest. Our review is conducted for the
necessity for admission-

Senator Cuwrxs. Bureaucratic interference within the medical pro-
fession?

Dr. NELsoN. No, sir, within the Federal implementation of their
current medicare program. _

Senator BENNErr. Is not what you are saying, there has been what
you think has been an unnecessary delay in getting the PSRO program
off the ground, and getting to the point where you could make your
application ?

Dr. NELSOr. Absolutely. We established our peer review program
because it concerned us as physicians that our patients said they could
no longer afford health insurance. and because we recognized that un-
evenness of the quality of care delivered to our people, and we recog-

'% nized that it was in the highest ethic of a professional organization to
try to do something about this, and we have been struggling to extend
the benefits of peer review to additional patient groups over this 2-year
period of time. Now PSRO permits us to do this good thing for the
medicare patients as well.

I would like to speak to some of our experience, particularly as it re-
lates to some of the caveats and concerns that we have heard expressed
today. You have to recognize that we have been doing PSRO type
review on one-fourth of our total State population everytime they
enter the operational hospitals. These hospitals draw 60 percent of
our population. We have been reviewing not only for the necessity for

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 24
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admission and length of stay, but also the appropriate level of care,
and also doing quality analysis against objective criteria. Objective
criteria is an essential part of our review program because it then
permits uniform and equal and fair application of the review process
to all physicians.

Our criteria are put together by our peers. We have no arguments
with that. It permits a number of things to be done, One, it permits
trained nurse coordinators to do the screenings so physicians do not
have to spend all of their time going through hospital records. By
virtue of their screening against criteria put together by myj peers,
they.can sift out from the total load of patient care those things that
require greater inspection by peers.

The quality assessment does nothing more than compare what physi-
cians are doing against what they say they ought to be doing in the
delivery of ideal care, and that permits us to identify educational
objectives and construct education programs. In no sense is this cook-
book medicine. This is textbook medicine, and it is fair and equal
application of review.

I would like to talk about cost effectiveness We have 2 years of
experience now with the population four times greater than our medi-
care population. We found for Educators MutSIa, and they are the best
data available, our goal was to contain the increasing cost of health
care. After the first year of experience, the length of stay dropped
10 percent, dropped from 5 days, 5.1 days, to 4.A days. The number
of admissions per thousand dropped slightly, and the average daily
hospital cost did not increase. And for that group we have a control
group in hospitals where the review program was not .operational. In
that group there wasnot this decrease in cost.

If one estimates, if one could equate the cost of an empty bed as
being a total savings, which we understand may not be done because
there are certain fixed costs that do not change just because the bed
is empty, but if we were able to do that, the cost of review would be a
small fraction of what theprojeted savings are.

Our experience regarding confidentiality is of interest. You have
already heard that the -pre-PSRO level of confidentiality in hospitals
is relatively low. PSRO will permit the physicians in an areato man-
age the level of confidentiality in its application and permit us to pro-
tect our Patients' rights in a way we have never had the opportunity
to do in the past.

I must mention that in 2 years of operation we have had not one
instance or complaint in regard to confidentiality. It is because we
have taken pains to insure patient rights. We train our nurse co-
ordinators. We emphasize to them the importance of protection of
patient rights. We remove patient identification from abstracts leaving
the hospital and so forth.

One hears a great deal about professional liability. I must mention
. that. I will not say that our peer review program i responsible for

these changes, but coincidence, in the same, timeframe we have been
operating our program, there has been no increase in the premiums for
our group liability program -versus the 10*percent per year increase
nationwide, and up to 120-percent increase in neighboring States
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A 5-percent dividend was declared f9r physicians partiaiatig in
the WASA group liability program. It amounted to $3,000 inliar
bility premiums returned, and the decreased liability insurance pre-
miums for higher'risk categories decreased up to $155.

Partnership surcharge, which had previously been levied, was re.
duced 50 perent. Our experience there is also a good one.

What are some potential problems under PSRO I The ones I will
speak to have not been described because these are second generation
kinds of problems. The first caveat that I could express is that exces-
sive bureaucratic rigidity will stifle initiative an vigor of capable
professional organizations engaged in medical service research. I am
somewhat heartened by my experience on the national council, to find
that the Office of Professional Standards Review has been sensitive
and aware of bur needs, and is permitting this kind of research to
continue under PSRO

I have a great, deal of concern because the baseline data necessary
to evaluate the effectiveness of PSRO is often lacking. If we want to
know the number of admissions per thousand that his decreased as a
result of altering physician behavior, one must know how many ad-
missions there were. Ad the medicare program in many areas now can
tell you how many hospital claims, but not how many hospital ad-
missions.Senator BENNxrr. Under the rules, Dr. Nelson, you have -had the
10 minutes.

Senator Curtis, do you want to question my colleagues?
Senator Cuwmr. I am sorry I came in a little bit late.

UTAH PROGRAM

This program has been carried out in Utah. What are the-dates of
that?

Dr. NEisOn. We began the program in July of 1971. We started-
well, actually, we started in September of 1971 and began actual im-
plementation in July for the big population, July of 1972.

Senator CuriS. Some activity in September 1972?
Dr. Nmzsox. No; 1971.
Senator Currm. And- your compilation of results take you clear up

to the present time
Dr. Nzuso. Yes. The results I quoted were based on the first year.
Senator Cu RIs. Now, what do you call this program? I
Dr. NaNsoN. The Utah Professional Review Organization, onsite

concurrent hospital review program. It is called OSCHUR, Senator.
Senator Curris. I see.
Who runs it?
Dr. NnmsoN. It is sponsored by the State medical association. It is a

nonprofit corporation sponsored by the medical society.
Senator CtiRs. Who finances it ?
Dr. NELSoN. The initial finanding came from the physicians them-

selves, the first $15,000 to get it off the ground. Then we were assisted
by a research grant for certain-quality assessment programs we have
had ongoing that I have not mentioned.

Senator Cuvrm. Assisted by whom?
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Dr. NzaoN. The National Center for Health Services Researeh
and Development.

Senator Cvms. Which is what I
Dr. NEiLsox. Department of HEW.
Senator CurrIs. Well, now, you would call this program peer re.

view, would you not?
Dr. Nzzsof. Yes, sir.
Senator Cuns. And has PSRO taken effect in Utah yet?
Dr. NErsoN. Not under that name, but we have-
Senator CuwRis. I mean under the Federal law ?
Dr. NmxsoN. No. No; it cannot.
Senator Curr s. Well, I am very strong for peer review. And I think

that is what this committee thought they were getting in PSRO, and
I commend you for doing an excellent job without the Federal statute,
which you have done. I think it is very outstanding, and I am glad to
learn_ that without direction from government at any level, and with-
out direct Federal financing of your staff and so on-I understand you
got something for some research-that you have been able to accom-
plish thesethings, to lower liability insurance and do these other
thing.

Ihave no quarrels with peer review. I think it is wonderful. I am
deeply concerned about the content, if anyone takes time to read it, of
the Federal statute, and how it will operate a few years from now.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. NELSON. May I reply?
Senator Cums. Certainly.

IMPLEMENTING PSRO IN UTAH

Dr. NiisoN. Under the PSRO program, the precise same methodol-
ogy that we have employed in our pilot program will be employed
under PSRO, and we will have peer review managed at the level of
the physician community as we have had in the past, and we will be
able to extend the benefits of peer review to the public sector, to the
medicare population as we have not heretofore been permitted-to do.
And I am sanguine about the capability, about the opportunity to do
that if it were not for PSRO. -

Senator CuRirs. Now, does not the law fix the ultimate authority on
all importantpoints in PSRO in the Secretary?

Now, if youi read the law, isthat not true?
Dr. N=msox. Yes; of course it does.
Senator CuRrIs. Yes; and that will not be a continuation of what

you have done. What you have been doing now has the absence of the
very thing that I feel is going to bring danger. . .

Dr. NELsoN. I am gratified that I have no unpleasant experience in-
sofar as the application of our previous program for the private sector
within PSRO. In other words, the fear that the Secretary is going to
make us alter the way we have found best of carrying out our man-
date of accountability to our patients, that has not materialized, and as
a member of the national council, I have been atifled to find that this
terrible ogre called the Secretary has been nothing but helpful in per-
mitting us to cary out the mandate of locally managed review oper-
ated b.v the Physician community.
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Senator BENcm'r. Do you anticipate-I think you have answered
this, but I would like to get it again on the record.

Do you anticipate any problems, any necessity to change any of
your methods of operation or any of your norms of criteria when
your application to become a PSRO is accepted I

Dr. NrsoN. No; we will always be modifying our norms and
criteria, updating them, improving them, alterations based on our

POO experience, but this is generated from within ourselves and we have
b . not had anyone tell us of any external constraints on this.

Senator Bzxwzrr. Is that not the genius of PSRO, that it was set
up to permit physician groups like yourselves to organize and develop
a system under which you could carry out the review

br. NuxsoN. Further, it gives us the resources to be able to do it
effectively for all of the patients that should be receiving.

Senator BENetT. After you become a PSRO, who will pay your
operat'ig costs?

Dr. Nus. The portion-
Senator BENIqNE. I mean the portion devoted to medicare.
Dr. NmsoN. The portion devoted to medicare will be paid for by

the Office of Professional Standards, whoever it is it will be who is
distributing those funds.

RATIOmNI OF MWnICAL CARE UNDER PSRO?

Senator BEN Nm-r. A great point was made this morning that when
PSRO's are in operation, they immediately ration medical care.

Do you feel that during your period of, shall I say, private opera-
tion, that you have been rationing medical care

Dr. NELsoN. As a matter of fact, for the first time for the medicaid
population, we will not have rationing of medical care because the
determination of what care is received will be based on medical need
as judged by practicing physicians in the area rather than being
based on artificial adjustments of the benefit package, with that deci-
sion being made on an administrative level. And that has been the
previous experience. So if a man required a hernia operation in order
to work, he could not get it because someone within the bureaucracy or
within the agency said, well, we will not pay for hernias this month.
From now on, the physicians engaed in the review effort will be able
to make sure that the people needing the care get the care.

Senator BENrr. Well, now, when you move over and become a.
E federally sponsored PSRO, will you then automatically begin to ra-

tion medical care?
Dr. NELsoN. I see PSRO as one of the few ways to avoid a ration-

ing of medical care.
Senator BENETT. You heard a witness earlier testify to a half a

dozen points in the process at which medical care would be rationed.
NIybe you had better describe for the record how you handle the
problem from the time a patient is admitted to the hospital until you
are through with bin.

Do you go through this trauma-and they made the point that the
decisions were going to be made by committee. Do you go through the
trauma of committee decisions at five or six steps?
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Dr. NmLsox. No. The patient enters the hospital. One of our trained
nurse coordinators who is supervised by us by the physician commu-
nity, not by that particular hospita admiNistrator or whatever,
matches the information on the chart against her criteria, and 90 per-
cent of the time the admission is clearly justified and fits within the
criteria. That service then is automatically guaranteed.

Senator BNr=r. And does the reviewer ever see that case I
Dr. NELSON. No. All of those that are screened in are not subject to

peer review. If it does not fit clearly within the criteria, then a peer
becomes involved. Then peer review actually takes over, and generally
this involves a question being asked by the reviewer of the physician
under review to provide more information, and generally this dialog
is effective in altering physician behavior while the patient is receiving
the care in a way that is acceptable to all parties without any punitive
implications.

1n20,000 admissions coming under our review, we have only been
forced to remove our certification or our endorsement in 20 instances.
That means in only 20 instances of care that the review mechanism
failed to bring about the desired effect without an actual head butting
going on. Physicians are generally reasonable people.'

As a matter of fact, one of the real testimonies of the success of this
PSRO prototype is the fact that our physicians who are living with
it like it, and when we have a town meeting and all of the physicians
come in to air their gripes about PSRO, hands go up around the room
and say it is working in our hospital, and we have no argument.

Most of the real solid objections to PSRO come from areas where
they are not doing it.

CONMICNTILITr

Senator BzNNTw. Have you encountered any problems of viola-
tions of patient confidentiality I You made a positive statement that
you thought you could improve the control of patient confidentiality.

Have you encountered any problems?
Dr. NxsoN. No.

DRvzWprNT oF NoRMs Am PARAMETEaS rx UTAH

Senator Bzx=Tr. You have already indicated that you use norms
and parameters. Who developed them ?

Dr. NELsoN. We had 17 separate committees, each representing a
speciality, and each of them put together their criteria norms for their
speciality.

Senator BENN._Did they make them up out of their own heads,
or did they make use of material that might have been available
through their specialty organizations I

Dr. NELSoN. Both, and now we are in the process-the same panel
that put together the criteria gets the data and compares what ih bng
done with what should be done, and has an opportunity to validate
the criteria.

Senator BRE'r. You have already said that you consider this text-
book medicine rather than cookbook medicine.

Dr. NELSON. Yes, sir.
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A CowrsuMm's ViEw oF UPRO

Senator BzNNzrr. A word that was used or that became a part of
the discussion yesterday because it was in the title of a certain pub-
lication, the word "deleterious."

Do you consider that your service is deleterious to the patient?
Dr. NELSON. Well perhaps a patient should answer that, because

Mr. Carter is a consumer.
SOM Senator Branun-r. Mr. Carter, I would appreciate your comments,

Sand will you identifyyourself for the record, please I
Mr. Cirm. Charles Carter. I am the president of the Hill Air

Force Base Union American Federation of Government Employees.
Senator BENPN'Ir. How big is your union?
Mr. CARTER. We represent 12,000, the people at Hill Air Force

Base, Senator.
I am also the past president of the Utah State Council, which repre-

sents additionally 8,000 Government employees in the State of Utah,
and of which we have a total of 45,000, and we have 20,000 membersseeking recognition.

Senator BEW. Of your 20,000, have all of them been covered by
this PSRO contract?

Mr. CARTER. I got involved in this and I found out that there was
a review being made, and it was being made in rep.ards to Federal em-
ployees. Being one of the largest unions in the State of Utah, and a
Federal union at that, we were concerned about what was going on,
and we wrote a very derogatory article about UPRO, and it got the
attention of Dr. Alan Nelson, who in turn contacted me, and-then I was
enlightened as to what was going on in UPRO, and invited to attend
a meeting, andi suddenly found out that here was an organization that
finally was going to do something about the holier than thou attitude
of some medical people in the profession. And I was very happy to
join with them and to learn more about -vhat peer review would be
and what it would provide for us.

We have been so subjugated to considerable increases in the last
year by Blue Cross-Blue .Shield, 25 percent this year, 17 percent the
year before, Waldie has tried to take these people to task and say, hey,
explain and justify rising medical costs, and for the first time I found
an organization who was not out witch hunting but was taking a
positive approach to improving medical care and a possible avenue of
reducing benefits on premiums for the people I represent and myself.

Senator BEmNmr. Do you think you might be a lightning rod to
attract complaints about the quality of medical care given to your
members?

Mr. CARTrz. Definitely. We are well known throughout the area,
_and as I said, first we got a couple of complaints because people did
not understand what was happeninc. In the case of tonsils that were
taken out of a young girl, 14. She overheard someone saying she was
going home, and the mother got upset because someone was sending her
daughter -home and did not know why. And we contacted her phy-
sician, and the case was discussed, and he explained the reasons why,
and everybody was ttally happy.

But ignorance was the first problem we had with UPRO. Nobody
knew what UPRO was doing, and once it became knowledgeable to
people, once some publications were put out in our newspapers, local
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newspapers, people began to accept UPRO, and I personally have
made reviews of hospitalized patients. I have talked with nurse co-
ordinators to see what was going on as a consumer representative. I
was apointed by the Governor to that position and all of it has been
positive, everything has been-positive. And I am very happy to report
this to this committee.

PSRO ii; CoNJu NoTION WITH UPRO

Senator BENNETT. Of course, when it moves over and adds the
PSRO responsibility to its present responsibility, you expect it to con-
tinue to serve you?

Mr. CARTER. Yes, I do.
Senator BENNETT. In other words, the Utah operation will be

federally supported to the extent that it reviews the medicare and
medicaid cases, but its private customers will continue their contracts
with the UPRO half of this Siamese twin.

It that your understanding?
Mr. CARTER. That is my understanding.
Senator BENNETT. Do you want to comment on that Dr. Nelson?
Dr. NE:LsoN. Only to say that it is appropriate that we not have

a double standard of review and quality, one for the public sector and
one for the private sector. And as physicians we do not make this dis-
tinction, one patient from another, and neither should our review
efforts.

One hears that currently my profession has effective review. This
can never really be so as Iong as review is based on testimonials or gut
judgments, one to one kind of thing that has been the case in the
past. It -can only be effective if it is organized broadly, applies to all
patients as they come into the hospital, and is based on objective
criteria, and has an educational component, all of which our program
has.

Senator BENNErr. Senator Curtis asked what you mean by the
public and private sector.

Dr. NELSON. The public sector being those people who are re-
ceiving their care under some Government program, whereas the
private sector is the guy working down the street in a newspaper
office.

Senator BENNmrr. This group serves both, the same reviewers in
the same hospital, is that right?

Dr. NELSON. Yes, sir.
And PSRO will pay for the review for the medicare and medicaid

recipients, and the people like Mr. Carter, who are employed in some
other fashion, they pay for the review themselves as part of their
insurance premium.

Senator Cuwmg. It is the first time I have heard of that characteriza-
tion. I thought all of these Government programs were to continue the
private practice of medicine for both doctor and patient.

Dr. NELSON. Speaking only to the payment source, Senator.
Senator CUtrs. It raised a question in my mind when you referred

-to it as the public sector. I wondered if they were getting a different
kind of treatment.

Dr. NnLsoN. They may in the future be subject to a different kind of
treatment if the review that is providing quality of care for one does
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not also extend to the other, but when I speak of private-public sector,
I am speaking only of the payment source by which their medical care
is covered.

Senator CumRIs. But the work you have done in the past since you
started this activity 2 or 3 years ago has been beneficial to all patients,
has it not?

Dr. NFpjSoN. Yes, I think so. But those patients who are receiving
direct review I think have a higher uniform level of quality and of
efficiency than the people who are not engaged in review. -

Senator Cunms. Why did y ou. not cover those I
Dr. NEiLSON. We have been trying to, but whoever the payment

source is for that patient must subscribe or participate in our review
effort and help pay for some of our expenses, and that has been the
problem with medicare, and our inability up to this point to be
able to provide this service for medicare.

Senator BENNErr. Senator Talmadge has a question. I want to come
back afterwards. -

MALPRACTICE SUITS ANDPSRO
Senator TALMADGE (presiding). Gentlemen, I am sorry I did not

get here in time to hear your testimony in chief. There is one question I
would like to ask. As you know, the medical profession has been
subjected in recent years to quite a number of malpractice suits.
Sometimes the judgments have been extraordinarily high, and the
insurance doctors now have to buy to protect themselves from mal-
practice is becomincr extremely hirh. It seems to me that peer re-
view, PSRO's, would be one of the finest safe mmards to malpractice in
the medical profession that I could possibly think of.

Would you ,ive us your experience, first as to whether or not that
has reduced the malpractice suits in the State of Utah, and second
whether or not it has reduced the insurance payments the doctors have
to nay for that insurance?

Dr. NE.T oN. Yes, sir. I cannot say that it is a result of our review
activity, but concurrent with that there has been a decrease in the
number of suits and a decrease in the number of premiums, such
that neighboring States have had an increase of up to 120 percent per
year in their premiums that physicians must pay for malpractice
insurance. And since your program has been operational there has
been no inereasa, first of all.

Second. the participants in the groifp nrogram have had a 5
percent dividend declared and returned to them. The high risk cate-

< &,ories have had un to almost 40 nereent de'.rease in their premiums.
And we have been able to increase the benefits of coverage under the
liability program. So the liability experience has been very favorable.

A-vin, I cannot say that it is because of the review, but I say that
this did occur alQng with.

Senator TALmADME. Thank you, sir.
Senator Bennett?

REvrEw r THE Dooron's OICE

Senator BENNErr. Are you preparing to move from review in the
hospitals to review in the'practitioner's office, the doctor's office?
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Dr. NmoN. Yes, sir. We are already doing that in two ways. First
of all, in the quality assessment of care delivered in the neighborhood

- health centers, we were asked to provide a control group of private
practitioners to subject themselves to the same quality audit in their
office: We had ten times more physicians volunteer than we could
accept for the control, ten times more than we could use.

This has been going on for 2 years and we have reviewed something
like 6,000 patient charts, quality assessment.

AmBwATORY REvIEw

And the second quality review effort for ambulatory services utilizes
the claims forms from Medicaid population to identify- the
physicians who are not doing as many tests as they should or are
giving too many injections or whatever. Both of these projects have
been successful.

Senator BEiNm-. Physically, how do you operate the ambulatory
review process

Dr. NUEsoN. For the neighborho6-healtir center and its control
group, we have a trained nurse coordinator that goes into the physi-
cian's office. He has flagged the records that have a certain diagnosis
that we are studying, and she abstracts from the chart information
which permits us to compare what physicians are doing against what
they say they should be doing. And then we can identify educationaltargets. SPECIAL EDUCatIONAL PROGRAMS

Senator BFNNE-r. As a result of your 2 years of experience, have
you embarked on any special educational programs?

Dr. NELSON. Indeed, we have. Indeed, we have. As a matter of fact,
we have established, our medical society has established a sister cor-
poration, the Academy for Continuing Medical Educati6n, whose
goal, whose job it is to translate the findings from PSRO and peer
review into meaningful educational programs. And already we
have identified a series of projects that they are embarking on.

The appropriate use of injectible antibiotics in the office is one.
Identifying areas of noncompliance, where physicians, say for in-
stance, for tonsilectomy that it is critical to ideal care to find out
if the patient has had abnormal bleeding for it, so if they have
.hemophilia we find out about it earlier. We find out that indeed only
50 percent of the physicians are doing that.

When we have the data, then we can go to the physicians and say,
these are the data. Then we can accomplish change. If I go to a
physician and say, you are doing something wrong, no change occurs.
Peer- review milst collect data that apply equally to everyone,
and then you can apply change.

Senator BE.NNEr. I have no further questions.
I very inuch appreciate your presence, and again I want to say

how grateful I am for the support of the doctors from my own
State. This has made it possible for me to continue to fight on for
PSI10. Thank you.

Dr. NFmsio. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement, of Drs. Schricker and Nelson follows:]
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STATEMENT OF
THE UTAH STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATIO.

AND
THE UTAH PROFESSIONAL REVIEW ORGANIZATION

TO THE
U. S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH
May 9, 1974

Witnesses: J. Louis Schricker,- Jr,, M. D.
President, Utah State Medical Association

AanR. Nelson, M. 1.
President, Utah Professional Review Organization
Member, National Pr6fessional Standards Review Council

The Utah State Medical Association (USMA) and the Utah Professional Review
Organization (UPRO) are pleased to be represented at these hearings on Profes-
sional Standards Review Organizations and to provide testimony to the fact
that the principles embodied in the PSRO legislation (Section 249F, Public Law
92-603) can be translated into a program of physician managed review. The
material which follows outlines the origins, functions and accomplishments of
UPRO, an organization which was created by'USMA, and specifically designed
to anticipate what ultimately became PSRO. Also described here is the more
recent formation of the Utah Professional Standards Review Organization (Utah
PSRO) and the relationship which would be establihed between the two organiza-
tions.

Three actions of' the Utah State Medical Association House of Delegates, reflect-
ing their initial approval of UPRO and contnui endorsement of its principles
and operation, are attached as Exhibit A.

UPRO HISTORY

The Utah Professional Review Organization (UPRO), a non-profit corporation,
was established July 14, 1971 under the sponsorship of the Utah State Medical
Association (USMA). The objectives of UPRO are the promotion of quality
medical care and the effective and efficient delivery of health care services.
This is effected through:

A. Quality evaluation ojphysician services according to
giielines established by peer committees.

2. Physician education to correct quality deficiancies-o"
identified by the review process.
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3. On-site concurrent review of hospital and ECF care,
attentive to both quality audit and appropriate utili-
zation.

4. Ongoing review of the effectiveness of physician
education techniques.

The scope of activity began in the population-dense areas of the State and
is being extended peripherally as education and development make it practica-
ble to do go, aiming ultimately to involve all physicians within the State of
Utah.

UPRO was formed following affirmative action of the Utah State Medical
Association House of Delegates which endorsed the proposed concepts and
objectives of the organization. The USMA Board of Trustees voted to advance
funds for the initial operation of UPRO and this seed money was used to
prepare an application for grant funds which was submitted to the National
Center for Health Services Research and Development (NCHSID).

The initial grant application was approved by the National Center, thus enabling
UPRO to begin a planning and development activity in early August, 1971.
During its one-year planning phase, UPRO brought its inpatient hospital review
project to an operational, and essentially self-supporting, stage while two
other projects, primarily of a research nature, were drafted. Additional
funding from NCHSRD was then sought. That grant was approved July 1, 1972,
provide the necessary resources to implement the two research projects
and to expand existing activities.

During the succeeding two years, UPRO has fulfilled all of its major object-
ives. The On-Site Concurrent Hospital Utilization Review (0GCHUR) program-
for review of inpatient hospital care has been expanded and extensively tested.
OSCHUR is a prototype PSRO review system in that it incorporates all of the
essential features of the legislation, including concurrent review of admissions
and continued stay, as well as quality assessment studies.

In terms of the immediate objectives of the PSRO program, UPRCYs experience
with OSCHUR is of primary interest. UPRO, however, has also been exploring
methods for reviewing the quality and utilization of ambulatory care in two
ways. One involves an analysis of data recorded by physicians and other pro-
viders on the claim forms they submit to third parties. The other is examin-
ing the feasibility of reviewing care through a direct examination of the phy-
sician's office record. Thesetwo projects are described more fully in subse-
quent sections of this document. -
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In the course of its development, UPRO has recognized the importance of in-
volving other health professions and representatives of the general public in
the review effort. Two advisory councils, representing allied health pro-
fessionalo and consumers, respectively, have been created and have been
functioning actively. The chairman of each group sits as a meinber of UPRO's
Board of Directors. Not only do the two councils add depth to consideration
of UPRO's immediate concerns, they also represent an opportunity to involve
others in the effort to better utilize the health system of our community.

UTAH PSRO

The Utah Professional Standards Review Organization was formed in Octobe'r,
1973 under the joint sponsorship of the Utah State Medical Association and
UPRO. The primary purpose for establishing Utah PSRO was to assure the
existence of a non-profit corporation which would meet the technical require-
ments of the PSRO legislation.

Coincident with the formatidn of Utah PSRO, the incorporators authorized
the solicitation of Utah physicians to become members of the Corporation.
A single mailing to all licensed resident physicians has resulted in the return
of 946 signed membership cards. This represents nearly 60 per cent of the
physicians in the State.

It is the intent of Utah PSRO to adopt the principles for inpatient review
which have been implemented by UPRO and to maintain a consistency of opera-
tion between the two programs.

OSCHUR BACKGROUND

The On-Site Concurrent Hospital Utilization Review program was conceived
during the summer of 1971 and from September, 1971 through January, 1972,
it was tested in a pilot study on one ward of Holy Cross Hospital, Salt Lake
City. On April 1, 1972 a contract with Blue Cross - Blue Shield was executed
and the program became operational in four of the largest hospitals in the
State, two in Salt Lake City and two in Ogden. The contract with Blue Cross -
Blue Shield calls for OSCHUR review of all patients insured under the Federal
Employees' Program administered by Utah Blue Cross - Blue Shield.

On July 1, 1972 Educators Mutual Insurance Association joined the program
and all EMIA patients admitted to the four project hospitals Ae now being
reviewed. The Salt Lake Neighborhood Health Center contracted for OSCHUR
review on October 1, 1972; and coincident with that action, the program was
expanded to include the University of Utah Medical Center in Salt Lake City.
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Qn~ia 'asi 1973 UPRO aiR_tw Utah State Department of Social Services
completed an agreement for OSCHUR review of Medicaid beneficiaries in
the five project hospitals.

These four organizations are financially supporting the OCHUR program to
the extent that they pay the full cost for the direct review activities in the
hospitals. Under each contract UPRO certification of care represents a
guarantee to the patient and to the hospital that reimbursement will be made
by the carrier.

To indicate the scope of the OSCHUR program, the following chart shows
the approximate number of persons covered by those financing programs
currently being revieWed, alon-ith the percentage of hospital admissions
which occur in the project hospitals.

Estimated
% Admitted

Total To Project Population
Program Enrolled Hosital At Risk

EWdeal. Employees' Program 125,000 65% 81,250
Educators Mutual Ins. Assoc. 70, 000 40% 28, 000
Neighborhood Health Center 8, 000 70% 5,600
Medicaid 60, 000 70% 42, 000

During the first twenty-three months of operation, the program has reviewed
a total of. 28, 030 admissions. Currently, about 1, 800 admissions per month
are being reviewed.

Program Operations

The operation of the OSCHUR program jiabeen documented-iii considerable
dqtall however, in the interests of brevity, only the key features are pre-.
saentedhM.

1. Responsiblity is assigned to each hospital medical staff
for implementing the review process in Its hospital. A
physician Medical Advisor is selected for each hospital
by UI'RO on the recommendation of the hospital medical
staff. The Medical Advisor represents the major link
between his hospital and the UPRO review process, and
he chooses his own Convi~ittee of Consultants. Typically,
this Conmittee is identical to .the hospital's utilization
review committee. The physician members represent a
cross-section of medical specialties and assist the Medi-
cal Advisor in the review of individual patients and in
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mnaging the program within the hospital. Medical Ad-
visors and Consultants are reimbursed by UPRO for the
time they spend in direct review functions.

2. Guidelines or standards are developed by UPRO physician
committees.

3. Utilizing UPRO standards and functioning under the direct
guidance of a Medical Advisor, the UPRO Nurse Coordina-
tor(s) monitors the care of individual patient. throughout
the course of their hospital stay. Review encompasses
necessity for admission, level of care, length of stay,
use of ancillary services and quality of care. The Nurse
Coordinator reports all questionable cases to the Medical
Advisor and/or a Consultant for his consideration and
action. Nurse Coordinators are hired, trained and super-
vised by UPRO, thus assuring consistency of application
in all hospitals and maintaining in each Nurse Coordinator
a personal sense of responsibility to program goals.

4. Contracts with third party carriers assure that all covered
hospital care which is certified by the OSCHUR review
proceis willbe reirmbursed and that retroactive review by
a carrier cannot result in a claim denial. Conversely,
when UPRO certification is withdrawn, the carrier is,
free to use this action as a basis for declining reimburse-
ment and such denials are expected. Certification with-
drawals always involve the Medical Advisor, and specialty
Consultants as necessary, and are made only after the
attending physician, the patient and the hospital are noti-
fied that care can no longer be certified,

5. Data reflecting physician performance in relation to UPRO
quality criteria are collected by the Nurse Coordinator
on all patients admitted for selected diagnoses or problems.
Those data are processed and analyzed through a computer-
ized system developed by UPRO and the results are reviewed
by UPRO physician committees. Conclusions reached as a
result of these reviews form the basis for activation of
appropriate educational processes.

OGCHUR CrIteria a" Standd

A major activity'of UPRO has been the development of criteria and standards
to support the review effort. (It should be noted here that in the prior absence
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of PSRO definitions for certain terms, UPRO has often used the word "guide-
line" to alternately mean "criteria" or "standard" as these are defined in
the present lexicon. In reviewing the sample material in the Exubits, this
semantic issue should be kept in mind).

Physician committees representing seventeen distinct medical specialties
have been organized by UPRO with the support and participation of medical
specialty societies in the State. These committees have developed a set
of Quality Care Guidelines covering over 120 diagnoses and surgical procedures
which include both indications for hospital admission and sets of criteria
listing the critical elements of care for each diagnosis/procedure. The indi-
cations for admission constitute a basis for certifying hospital admission .
in the concurrent review process, while the critical elements of c*r provide
a method for instituting one level of medical care evaluation studies. In
developing these criteria sets, emphasis was given to the inclusioti of items
which are objective and which are sufficiently defined to permit non-physicians
to determine whether a particular criterion is met for an individual patient.

In addition, UPRO has developed, using a variety of published sources and
professional input, guidelines/standards relating to general indications for
admission, expected length of stay and level of care. Sources for these
guidelines/standards include: data available from local hospitals, national
studies of hospital utilization, local hospital guidelines for level of care,
physician committees of UPRO, hospital medical staff committees, etc.
Here again, the complete documentation has been published in the fort of
a Nurse Coordinator's Handbook and it is avalldble. The Handbook is now in
its fourth edition which suggests the continuing nature of the expansion and
refinement of these guidelines.

RELATIONSHIP WITH HOSPITALS

Prior development of a review methodology consistent with the intent of
PL 92-603 (as part of UPRO's ongoing review for the private sector and
Title XIX recipients) permits a smooth and integrated extension to the
additional populations mandated under PSRO. Thus, Utah PSRO will utilize
the existing mechanism to extend view to Medicare patients in the current
operational hospitals within weeks of the initial contract date. Statements
of understanding or formal expressions of support by each operator hospital
are on record and permit compliance with Chapter V, Page UI of tho PSRO
program manual (Hospital Review). While "delegation" is thereby a4complished
through this'Joint agreement between the Utah P8RO and the hospital admini-
strative and medical staff structure, decisions regarding the effectiveness
of in-house review will clearly be made by Utah PSRO reviewers wh0 are not
rnei bers of that hospital staff.
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This consolidation of review activity within each hospital, employing a review
system directed by the hospital staff itself and coordinated through the use
of Nurse Coordinators, norms and criteria, and data system-evaluative capa-
bility permits a joint attack on mutual problems. More important, such a
combined effort prevents a double standard of review for the public and
private sector, 'obviates competing review functions, assists the hospital
in meeting quality assurance requirements for accreditation, and assures
the accurate collection of data for management analyses and evaluation.

This particular division of labor has-several advantages and meets a number
of objectives. In terms of the professional aspects of review, it involves
a significant number of physicians in the review process. In UPRO's experi-
ence, upwards of sixty physicians in five hospitals have active review respon-
sibilities at any one time, and the gradual rotation of review physicians can
be accomplished without any significant reduction in effectiveness. It is
apparent that physician willingness to serve in a review capacity is thereby
improved. In addition, the review physicians are intimately aware of the idio-
syncracies of their own institutions and the personalities of the members
of the staff, and are able to structure the approach to each situation in a
way that enhances successful resolution.

The centralized management of the review support system has the advantage
of generating a consistent approach to review throughout the community.
UPRO4s experience clearly indicates that hospitals and hospital medical
staffs are concerned that the performance of review be consistent among
hospitals and UPRO has been able to respond in a timely manner to situations
where the application of criteria and standards has appeared to vary. Con-
sistency can also ;e achieved in the sense that the collection of data for the
conduct of medical care evaluation studies, the development of profiles, and
the reporting of results and progress can be closely supervised and audited.
Utah PSRO considers this a vital issue in deciding on the preferred structure
for organizing review.

The fact that this arrangement is currently in place at five of the largest
hospitals in the State is significant in laying plans f cr Utah PSRO. In
addition, the medical staffs of four of the remaining major hospitals have
indicated their interest in participating in review on the same basis.
Collectively, these nine hospitals represent over 75 percent of the hospital
beds in the State and approximately the same percentage of Medicare and
Medicaid admissions.

IMPACT OF OSCHUR

As others have discovered, measuring the effect of a professional review
program is a difficult and delicate task given the multiple variables

33-013 0 - 74 - Pt. 1 - 25
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influencing medical care utilization at any point in time. Nonetheless, UPRO
is pursuing a rather extensive evaluation methodology utilizing both study and
control populations and measuring comparative change over time of the utiliza-
tion patterns for the two groups. This study will be completed later in 1974.

In the meantime, preliminary figures are available from Educators Mutual
Insurance Association, one of the OSCHUR-clients, which support the con-
clusion that some change is occurring. A comparison of claim data for the
years prior to OSCHUR with data for the first year under review indicates
that the length of stay for reviewed patients has dropped from S. I days to
4.6 days. The minber of hospital admissions has also decreased slightly.
In addition, total daily hospital costs have not increased beyond that expected
by inflation, which tends to refute the notion that increased services are
squeezed into the shorter stay.

CONF1DENTIALITY

UPRO has given major attention to the issue of confidentiality and has adopted
abasic operating policy that the patient's name be omitted from reports or
data collection instruments that are transmitted outside the facility where
care was provided. In those instances where a positive patient identification
by name is required for verifying the performance of review to a third party,
access to this information is limited to professional personnel who are sensi-
tive to the ethical concerns about confidentiality.

No known breech of confidentiality has occurred in the two years of the OSCHUR
program's operation.

PROFESSIOgAL LIABILITY

The matter of professional liability has also been of interest to UPRO in
two respects. One is the exposure of the review program itself and the
other is the indiect effect that review might have on the frequency of mal-
practice litigation.

With regard to the former, UPRO has not been the subject of any legal action
or threatened legal action of any kind. The objectivity of the review process
based on guidelines and standards, as well as the personal interaction involved,
in each review situation, apparently serve to minimize the personal antagonisms
which might lead to legal action.

We also find it interesting to note that coincident with the activation and opera-
4 tion of UPRO, a significant improvement in the malpractice environment, as
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measured by professional liability rates, has occurred. This year the USMA
group liaility program had no increase in premiums, while rates are up 10
per cent nationally and as much as 120 per cent in neighboring states. In
fact, Utah physicians have received a 5 per cent dividend. Further, physicians
in the higher risk categories have been notified of a premium decrease for
the coming year and the partnership surcharge has been reduced SO per cent.

A causal relationship between this experience and the existence of UPRO
cannot, of course, be proved but there is little doubt that review can have
a positive effect on professional liability.

PHYSICIAN AMBULATORY CARE EVALUATION (PACE)

On July 1, 1972 the Utah Professional Review Organization began development
of an ambulatory review system as a part of its overall effort to review and
Improve the quality of care provided by physicians. The project has been
specifically designed to test the extent to which it is possible to judge quality
of care using the relatively limited data generated from health insurance
claim forms containing information on physician generated services.

As with all of UPRO's projects, the analysis of the quality of care is per-
formed on the basis of objective criteria which have been developed by
UPRO's physician committees. These criteria are designed to be responsive
to two questions:

1. Is the therapy or procedure critical to ideal care
for that condition?

2. Is the therapy or procedure inconsistent with ideal
care for that condition?

The criteria act as screens through which data on actual performance can be
passed. Some criteria are keyed on single encounters, some analyze a patient's
history of care and still others apply to profiles ot a physician's complete
practice.

An agreement was reached with the State of Utah, permitting UPRO to have
access to physician claim forms received by the State during the project ,
period. Approximately 12, 000 claim forms per month are being processed..
It was agreed that UPRO access to the forms would occur after the State
has essentially completed its processing, thus assuring that the forms would
be checkedor accuracy and completeness when they are received by UPRO.

___ UPRO and the State of Utah have also agreed to provide a revised claim form
which will generate information in a format designed to permit a more accurate
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evaluation of the quality of care rendered. The structure of the new form
enables the physician to relate each service provided to a specific diagnosis
and requests an identification of medications injected by the physician.

UPRO has contracted with Optimum Systems, Inc. (061), a commercial data
processing firm, to create a computerized data processing system and to
function as a facilities management organization for this project. The 09i
data processing system provides a mechanism for comparing the data collected
from the Medicaid claim forms with UPROs quality of care criteria.

Basic system development was completed in late 1972 and histories and profiles
have been accumulated over an 18-month period. Reviewing physicians have
immediate on-line access to the complete computerized data base through
cathode ray tube remote terminals. For any situation requiring review, the
reviewing physician is able to call up all pertinent information from the pro-
file of any patient(s) or physician(s) involved in the review.

It is important to note that UPRO's primary aim in this project has been to
review physician performance primarily from the standpoint of quality. As
initially formulated, the project did not inv"ove UPRO in any fee judgments
or in any utilization fiscal control. Through experience with the system,
however, it has become clear that, with minor modification, the system
would support a complete review program addressing the full range of quality
and utilization issues for physician office care.

The data base already collected by UPRO appears to offer a singular oppor-
tunity to assess the effect and impact of such a review effort through a -

comparison of performance over time. A proposal outlining such a project,
including a major evaluation component, has been circulated to state and
federal agencies, indicating that UPRO is prepared to operate a comprehen-
sive review system in.conjunction with the Utah Medicaid program at an
early date.

NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH CENTER PROJECT -

UPRO has contracted with the Salt Lake Neighborhood Health Center to develop
and implement a review project designed to evaluate the quality of care pro-
vided by NHC staff and by a group of physician volunteers from the Salt Lake
County community. The methodology chosen for this project involves the
application of peer-generated criteria for selected diagnoses and procedures
to data abstracted from the office records of participating physicians.
Evaluation techniques include both independent and comparative analyses of
the performances of the two physician groups.
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Funding for the project is shared by UPRO and-NHC on approximately a 50-50
basis.

The Project Manager was employed in September, 1972 and spent approximately
two months in preparing data collection systems, assisting in criteria develop-
ment, orientation sessions for participating physicians and other personnel,
and generally planning for implementation. Actual data collection began in
Noverer, 1972.

The objective of this review projectis an evaluation of the quality of medical
care provided by the physician staff of the NHC. Volunteer physicians in
the Salt Lake County community are reviewed similarly as a comparison
group and to validate the general applicability of the criteria. Other object-
ives include establishing a record of medical care at NHC through recorded
review by a Nurse Coordinator and designing criteria that may work in evalu-
ating a doctor's office practice by abstracting information which is included
on the patient's office record.

The methodology for this project involves the application of peer-generated
criteria for selected diagnoses and procedures against data abstracted from
the office records of the NHC and the participating control physicians.

The elements selected for review during the current phase of the project are
designed to permit the early accumulation of a wide data base, and at the
same time, to be broadly representative of physician skills. These elements
fall into three categories as follows:

1. Diseases of normally short duration in which review
emphasis is on therapy and outcome. Examples are
otitis media and pharyngitis. 1%

2. Activity in which the recording of a complete data
base and the interpretation of routine data are
the critical care component. Included here are
well baby care, pre-natal care and routine physical
examinations.

3. Conditions involving more complex care which re-
quire both complete data recording and the pursuit
of therapy and investigative modalities. Diabetes,
hypertension and recurrent urinary tract infections
are examples.

During the past eighteen months, over 6, 000 patient records have been ab-
stracted and physician review of the data produced has been accomplished.
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This information has been returned to the Neighborhood Health Center for
initiation of indicated educational programs for the medical staff.

While the continued application of this review system is unresolved, the
project does demonstrate that a productive relationship between a commun-
ity b and review program and an HMO can be established and that a coopera-
tive -spirit can be maintained.

The. Utah State Medical Association and the Utah Professional Review
Organization appreciate the opportunity to present these views to the
Sub-Committee. Thank you.
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EXHIBIT A

UTAH STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION HOUSE OF DELEGATES (1-74)

Resolution: 2

- Introduced by: Reference Committee F

Subject: AMA Delegates Instruction Concerning PSRO

Referred to:

Resolved, That the Utah State Medical Association House of Delegates
instructs its delegates to the AMA to support implementation of PSRO inso-
far as it is consistent with the accepted principles developed by UPRO and
the Utah State Medical Association; namely, that peer review:

(1) Is managed at the level of the physician community and
implemented through the hospital staff structure.

(2) Is attentive to quality as well as utilization.

(3) Is concurrent review, thereby nonpunitive through retro-
active action.

(4) Is managed by utWifit registered nurses to collect data
thereby freeing physician reviewers from all but decision-
making roles.

(5) Is a review conducted according to uniformly applied ob-

jective parameters.

(6) Compensates physician review consultants.

(7) Involves no additional paper work for physicians.

(8) Is linked to a program of continuing physician education.

VOW" RESOLUTION APPROVED
MARCH 27, 1974
USMA HOUSE OF DELEGATES
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UTAH STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION HOUSE OF DELEGATES (1-73)

Resolution 2

Introduced by: USMA Board of Trustees

Subject: Designation of UPRO as State PSRO Agency

Referred to: Reference Committee E

Whereas, The Utah State Medical Association (USMA) founded the
Utah Professional Review Organization (UPRO) for the purpose of improving
the quality and efficiency of medical care in Utah; and

Whereas, The Utah Professional Review Organization is successfully
asserting the prerogatives of the physician in the review of medical services
having developed into a model for other medical organizations throughout the
nation to foUow; and

Whereas, Professional standards review for health care services
funded through governmental programs has been mandated by Public Law
92-603; therefore be it

Resolved, That the USMA House of Delegates reaffirm its previous
action identifying UPRO as the professional standards review organization
supported by its physician members and instructUPRO to develop PSRO
activity for Utah in accordance with the federal legislation.

RESOLUTION NO. 2 UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
USMA HOUSE OF DELEGATES INTERIM SESSION
APRIL 4, 1973, HOTEL UTAH
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UTAH STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION HOUSE OF DELEGATES (S3-71)

Resolution: 1

Introduced by: Board of Trustees

Subject: Utah Professional Review Organization (UPRO)

Whereas, The quality and effectiveness of delivery of medical care is
a matter of major and continuing concern to the Utah State Medical Associa-
tion; and

Whereas, The accelerating costs of medical care require even greater
attention to efficiency and propriety in the utilization of health services;
therefore be it

Resolved, That the Utah State Medical Association hereby endorses-
and encourages the formation of a non-profit corporation to be known as Utah
Professional Review Organization (UPRO) under the sponsorship of the Utah
State Medical Association. It shall be the purpose of this corporation to pro-
mote effective and efficient delivery of superior medical care by developing
and implementing a peer review mechanism.

RESOLUTION APPROVED AS PRESENTED
USMA HOUSE OF DELEGATES, SPECIAL SESSION

- JULY 14, 1971
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Senator TALMAD0.. The next witness is Dr. Donald Quinlan, Presi-
lent, Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, Incorporated,

accompanied by Dr. Thomas G. Dorrity, Legislative Chairman, and
Mr. Frank K. Wooley, Executive Director.

Doctor, you may insert your statement in full in the record, and
summarize it, please

STATEMENT OF DONALD QUINLAN, M.D., PRESIDENT, ASSOCIA.
TION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, INC., ACCOM-
PANIED BY THOMAS 0 DORRITY, M.D., LEGISLATIVE CHAIRMAN,
AND FRANK K. WOOLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dr. QUINLA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate this op-
portunity to present the views of the Association of American Physi-
cians and Surgeons.

I am Donald Quinlan, M.D.. president, and with me are Thomas
G. Dorrity, M.D., chairman of our legislative committee, and Mr.
Frank K. Wooley, executive director.

Our testimony will demonstrate the basic concept of this law is
coercive and punitive. Therefore it cannot be satisfactorily amended.
It should not be implemented. It should be abolished.

We are asking the Federal court to declare it unconstitutional, and
we are asking Congress to repeal it. Basically, the law will require,
as soon as Federal Government functionaries can get organized in
every area of the country to the satisfaction of the Secretary of HEW,
that medical care be "standardized" for Medicare and Medicaid pa-
tients. Patients and their doctors will be forced to comply with a system
of pre-set standards of medical diagnosis, treatment and care in
accordance with the regulation of one man-the Secretary of HEW.
Although he is not a licensed physician, he is the final judge of regu-
lations controlling physicians' judgment governing the type of treat-
ment physicians may prescribe for their patients, whether, when and
where they may be hospitalized, and for how long. Under his direction
and control, a swarm of federally paid and directed functionaries
will exercise case-by-case surveillance over the medical judgment of
physicians during the course of care. of these patients.

This surveillance will determine whether the care proposed to be
given by the physician is appropriate and necessary, and to otherwise
insure that the physicians' judgments conform to regulations of the
Secretary. Patients and their attending doctors will be denied the
right to decide what is best for patients.

Among the little understood provisions of this incredible law. not
only will physicians be, forced to subordinate their best medical judge-
ment. of what is "medically necemssary for their patients", but when
overruled by government functionaries, will be obligated to use their
influence to convince their own patients the government is right and
that they, the doctors, are therefore wrong.

In certain cases, the patient may be denied the doctor or hospital of
his choice.

The AAPS has filed suit in the Federal court to have the law held
unconstitutional as being an overbroad interference with the funda-
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mental rights of patients and their doctors, unjustified by any legiti-
mate and compelling legislative interests.

As might be expected, in answering the complaint, the Government
attorneys say, in effect, that the Federal Government can regulate
anything it subsidizes. Other Government employees go on to say,
"We intend to subsidize medical care for everyone and-control that
care."

This is a shocking situation in a country that prides itself on the
fact that the central government is restrained by the Constitution from
interfering with the private lives of its citizens.

Political medicine is bad medicine. Doctors licensed by the States
who now are free and ethically obligated to practice medicine of the
highest quality will be forced to follow central government bureau-
cratic directions, and therefore be denied the right of providing
patients with the best care of which they are capable.

We have stated before and we state again-PSRO is punitive in
concept. Its purpose is to entrap doctors in a system of government-
imposed controls. But what has been created is a trap that is going
to catch the patients. They, not doctors, will suffer the most, because
medicine compressed into a standardized mold by political pressures
will not be first-class care. Who will be deprived of first-class care?
Obviously the patient, not the doctor.

Furthermore, no publicity has been given to the fact that this
authority for detailed dictation and control was planned by the bu-
reaucracy of the Federal Government as a part of a scheme of na-
tionalization of medicine for everyone in the country.

In our steadfast opposition to PSRO and our determination to in-
form the public and the medical profession of the truth about PSRO,
we have been accused of misrepresentation. Let's examine who is,
in fact, indulging in misrepresentation. let us start out with Dr.
Simmons' statement as published in Medical Tribune to the effect
that he challenges PSRO critics to show that anyone other than local
physicians will determine PSRO standards.

The PSRO law plainly states that the National Professional Stand-
ards Review Council shall (please note the word is "shall" not "may")
"provide for the preparation and distribution of appropriate mate-
rials indicating the regional norms to be utilized." Furthermore, the
law specifies that if there is to be any deviation from prescribed norms,
the PSRO is to be notified and may utilize different norms if the Na-
tional Professional Standards Review Council consents.

The essence, the substance, the very purpose of this law is control.
It was intended to smother the medical profession in uniformity es-
tablished by bureaucratic fiat. You shouldknow that 17 State medical
associations and many county societies are on record for repeal. I can
assure you, Mr. Chairman, most doctors in this country arb not being
fooled or hoodwinked into accepting a bad law just because someone
says it's a good law. I can also promise you that the physician mem-
bers of our organization are not going to turn tail and run just be-
cause someone in HEW or in Congress snarls at them.

We are going to continue to tell the truth about this law. It is a bad
law. We know that misrepresentations about it by its promoters and
propagandists will continue because it is so bad there has to be a
coverup.

-- -!"I - -.,ft .
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We can demonstrate to any reasonable man's satisfaction that once
a doctor accepts a medicare or medicaid patient, he is caught in the
PSRO ,trap.

Are you aware, as just one example, that if a physician sends a
medicare or medicaid patient to a laboratory for diagnostic proce-
dures or for therapy, that doctor is required to police the laboratory
to assure PSRO that the lab is not doing something medically un-
necessary or economically too costly?

Furthermore. according to a recent opinion of the Senate Finance
Committee staff director, the doctor is trapped even though he does
not take a penny directly from the Government. According to this
opinion, the doctor who has nothing to do with the Government-who
takes no money or does not deal with Government in any way-is just
as subject to punishment for displeasing the bureaucrats as the doctors
who do deal directly with Government.

We also wonder if official Washington is ever going to level with the
American people that PSRO will condone wholesale violation of the
privacy of records of any patient of any physician who takes care of
medicare or medicaid patients. Officials are now hiding the truth.

Under this law, the Government official who wants confidentialinformation to use against a patient or for some other purpose, willno longer have to burglarize a doctor's files such as the White House
ordered in the Ellsberg case. All confidences of all patients of all
doctors covered by this law, and this is practically all of them, will
be available to the politicians.

The plain truth about confidentiality is that this pernicious law
is a vast and unholy grant of power to the Secretary of HEV to ac-
quire confidential information from records of any patient and to
use it in whatever manner he decides will further, in his opinion, the
purposes of the law. The plain truth is that the PSRO law will pro-tect individuals who rifle patient records for use by PSROs and
HEW, not punish them.

The Supreme Court. said in 1973 a patient has the right of privacy,
and a committee should not come between a patient and her physician
and be, denied the best judgment of her physician.

The evidence is clear that the PSRO is the gear i the "nationalized
medicine machine" with teeth in it.

A book on PSRO financed by HEW before Congress approved
the law-and this is published by Decker and Bonner-admits PSRO:
one, is rationing; two. is a precursor to control of all medical care;
three, although not authorized by law, must be applicable to private
care; four, is designed to ensure uniformity, modifv individual be-
havior, systematically impose constraints on physicians. The book
tells how to have local PSROS conform to national norms. asserts the
National Council will probably have no authority over PSROs, and
discloses how they are to interfere with doctors' judgments.

Talk about coverup. There are enough leads in that book to keep
many congressional committees busv.

The public knows nothing about. ihese plans for control. Further-
more, the people do not, know how. or that, huge sums of Federal
money are being granted bv Government employees to influential edu-
cators and others to study how to extend Government intervention and

I 0
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control of medicine, and then how large numbers of these grantees
testify for more intervention and more money.

Only a few Federal legislators know what is in Public Law 92-603
and what its im plications are.

The news media has not told the full story; in fact, the true nature
of "standardization" was buried in the omnibus social security law of
1972. Stories about it stressed benefits and what was l)eing (lone for
people through politics, instead of what was being done to them.

This committee has the constitutional duty and responsibility to
blow the cover off this scandal before it is infinitely more disastrous
to individual freedom and responsibility than Watergate.

We (to want to emphasize that the attempts of Government officials
and other advocates of Government intervention in medicine to blame
doctors for wild Government spending and inflation is ridiculous. For
example, HEW is scheduled to spend $111 billion for the year begin-
ning this July. Of that amount. only $4.242 billion is for physicians'
services. Deduct everything HEW Vwill pay to physicians this coming
year and HEW will still be spending over $106 billion, which is
more than all of the expenditures of the entire Federal Government
in 1960.

This committee and all the people of this country should know that
a governmental system of "police doctors" to ration and control
medical care, rather than allow citizens to willingly exchange services
and considerations without Government interference, is not new or
novel.

Such a system as PSRO or "police doctors" which originated in and
flourishes in all totalitarian countries goes hand in hand with social-
ized medicine. Information about these "police doctor" systems and
nationalized medicine in alien countries is readily available through
the AAPS.

We will be pleased to supply each member of this committee who
wants it a copy of the book "Medicine and the State" by Lynch and
Raphael.

Senator TALrMADGE. Doctor. 1 hate to call time on you, but your time
has expired. Your full statement will be in the record, and a summary
thereof will be made available to each member of this committee.

Dr. QUIN-LAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator BENNE'r. Well. we have just had a most interesting situa-

tion. We have had testimony from a group of men who have been
operating a PSRO-type review system, who say it can be moved in to
serve medicare without change. And then we have had the description
of a system, a theoretical description of a system that has never
existed, that was never intended. And I cannot see the two of them
in the same law. So I think that Dr. Alan Nelson's testimony is
complete refutation of the fears that these gentlemen have expressed
about the operation of a system they have dreamed up by their inter-
pretation of the law, which these other men are operating to the
benefit of the patients. And you have heard one of the representatives
of the consumers testify to their satisfaction.

So I do not think there is any need to Lro into further questioning.
We heard similar testimony this morning from the Council of Hospital
Staffs. They are two of a kind. They represent the same point of view.
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They remind me of a famous saying. I think I quoted it yesterday.
"Even if it was good, I would not like it."

Senator TALMADGE. Senator Curtis?

BOOK ENTITLED "MFJDICINE AND THE STATE"

Senator CURTIS. Doctor, will you display that book you were refer-ring to?
Dr. QuiN N. Certainly, sir.

Mr. Woolley, will you-
Senator Cmrrs. Well, who is the author of it?
Mr. WOOLLEY. The author of this book is Decker and Bonner.
Senator CuRTis. Who are they?
Mr. WOOLLEY. Decker and Bonner are employees of Arthur D. Little,

Inc., which had a contract with the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare to write this book. And it is very interesting that
the buok was initiated during July 1972 under a contract with HEW;
and as this committee will recall, the law was passed, not in July 1972,
but was passed later and signed on October 30, 1972. So it was
authorized by these people, but it was developed-and I think this is
very interesting-on page x of the preface of the following appears-
very interesting:

"All of us are dee ply indebted to our project officers, Sheridan L.Weinstein, M.D., and Leonard J. Jankar, M.D., of the Community
Health Service." That is, of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. "In addition to financial support) they graciously gave
their time, interest, advice, and frequently participated in the panel
discussions."

So from our point of view, we think you could say quite clearly
that this was developed by people in the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, under their financing.

Senator CuRTs. Now, Dr. Quinlan, in referring to that book,
you quoted language very adverse, from my point of view, to the PSRO
statute.

Whose words were they?
Dr. QUINLAN. Mr. Woolley, I think you have the book in your

hand. Perhaps you-
Mr. WooLIXY. The words that were in the statement are the words

that came right out of this book with respect to rationing. There was
quite a bit of discussion about the question of rationing. They said that
there was not any rationing, there was not any intention of there being
rationing, and so forth and so on. And on page six of this book, this
statement is made:

Whether any national health insurance plan works or not will depend In good
measure upon its ability to equitably distribute scare medical resources. The
failure of such rationing will lead to market competition and so forth.

That is on page six. And then on page seven it says:
PSRO Is a necessary precursor to the further public assumption of respon-

sibility for the financing of health care, and In effect-and these are all quotes-
in effect, PSRO is a form of nonprice rationing.

This is the Bible that is being used in HEW and is the basis that
has been used there with respect to the preparation of their manual.
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Senator Cuirxs. Did they finance it?
Senator BENNEr. I challenge that, that this is the Bible that HEW

is using with respect to PSRO. This was a private contract executed
by tlese two gentlemen, paid for with HEW money, but has never
been distributed to this committee, has never been referred to by HEW
in its conferences with this committee. It certainly was not referred
to by the Secretary or Dr. Simmons.

I think it is the 'Bible of your organization.
Mr. WOOLLEY. This is not a private contract. This is a public con-

tract between HEW on PSRO and you spoke about the proposition
of the people that appeared just before us with respect to it. They
are also financed by HEW.

Senator BENNETT. All right.
Mr. WOOLLEY. Their E MCRO study was by HEW. Here is the

record out of HEW that these are contracts by Government em-
ployees. So don't try to say to us

Senator BENNmr. Well, now, wait a minute, wait a minute. When
I sa it is a private contract-

Mr. WOOLLEY. Yes.
Senator BENNETT (continuing). It was a contract executed by a

private firm. It was paid for by HEW, but HEW had no responsibility
to accept the ideas that those men put in that book. They are not bound
by it.

Mr. WOOLLEY. No, of course they are not bound by it. But it says
right in here that HEW employees were the 'ones who sat in and par-
ticipated in it, and they are very indebted to their participation.

Senator BENNET. That does not mean that HEW is bound by it.
Mr. WOOLLEY. Of course they are not bound by it.
Senator BENNm-r. And when you say this is the Bible of HEW

you offend the intelligence of this committee.
Mr. Woouxy. Well, we can say this, Mr. Chairman-I mean, Sen-

ator Curtis--we can say this: Every place where they have had social-ized medicine, every place in the world, they have had a PSRO pro-
gram. They have not called it PSRO, but they have police doctors
set up in every one of them, and they interfere between the doctor-
patient relationship in order to try to hold down the cost of the gov-
ernment program. And that is what these people are talking about
right in here. And so we did not dream it up at all. This is their book,
not ours.

Senator TALMf ADOE. Any further questions?
Senator CURTIs. Just a minute, Mr. Chairman.
How much of this discussion about the Bible is charged to my 10

minutes to ask questions?
I have only asked one. I think it took about 30 seconds.
Senator BENN;Earr. I suggest we let the Senator start with 10 from

scratch.
Senator TALMADGE. I agree.
Senator CUvris. Well, that is most generous.
[General laughter.]

UTILIZATION REVIEW REQUXREMENTs

Senator Cums. Now, some contend there are no new reauiremente
for review in the PSRO law, but that some previous utilization review
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requirements were preempted by PSRO provisions less onerous to
physicians.

bo you concur in this?
Mr. WooLLEY. That, of course, is not true at all. Before PSRO par-

ticipation by physicians was voluntary. Presumably it is voluntary
now, but practically it is involuntary, since practically all physicians
care for some medicare or medicaid or disabled patients who might
qualify to have some of their health care services paid for in whole
or in part from social security funds.

The net effect is to make every physician subject to the law. Now,
in the defendants' argument that they submitted in the case that we
are now in the process of trying, the following appears:

Plaintiffs are perfectly willing to accept the fees under medicare and medicaid
programs. They are apparently unwilling, however, to accept any regulation over
the payment of such fees.

The issue is not payment. Any physician can now refuse to accept as-
signments. But under this law now, according to the testimony, or to
a written statement by a member of the staff of this committee, assign-
ments-a doctor will no longer be able to avoid involvement in PSRO
by refusing to take assignments. He is going to be involved just the
same as anybody else, those who take assignments.

So it is a long ways from being voluntary.
Now, there are a number of other things. There are about 15 or 20

big differences. No requirement existed before PSRO that a physician,
against his will and the ethics of the medical profession, become an
agent of the Government. Under this he has to become an agent of the
Government whether he wants to or not.

Before there was no requirement that the attending physician super-
vise, limit or otherwise interfere with the exercise of medical judg-
ment being exercised for his patient by another physician. Now there
is. See Section 1160(a).

Under the present law, norms of diagnosis, treatment and care were
not established to prescribe the standards to which a physician must
conform. Under PSRO law, they are.

For eligible patients who have not utilized benefits provided under
Medicare and Medicaid, no preadmission requirement was required
before. A preadmission requirement is now.

I can go on and on. I have got a whole list of them. There are 20 of
them, and I would be glad to put them in the record for you, because
this idea that there is no difference between what was in the law before
PSRO and now-if that was true, then why do you not repeal the
PSRO law?

Senator Cuwris. You may supply the additional things, because I
would like to go on to the next question.

CONFIDENTIALITY

Senator CURTrs. Does the fact that some insurance clerks now have
access to certain medical records justify the surveillance of medical
records authorized by PSRO?

Mr. WooLLTY. Absolutely not. There is no basis for the violation of
confidentiality under any circumstance, and the fact that it hes been
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violated under a law prior to the PSRO law does not justify the PSRO
law being the basis for the same thing.

Senator Cuirris. A recent PSRO memo indicates that one basis for
the development of guidelines and regulations relating to privacy is
the report to the Secretary's Advisory Committee on Automated Per-
sonal Data Systems entitled Records, Computers and Rights of
Citizens.

Do you consider this a dependable basis for protection of the rights
of patients to privacy?

Mr. WooLLEY. There is no basis at all for the Federal Government
to first violate under a statute the confidential relationship of informa-
tion between a doctor and patient, and then come along and have some
committee to advise the Secretary of HEW with respect to the subject.
Now, everybody on this committee and everybody in this room knows
about the Ellsberg case. Everybody knows that confidentiality is a very
serious matter that is being violated and being violated by Govern-
ment. And the place that this needs to be protected is in the courts,
and not by some specious operation'under the Secretary of HEW.

Senator CUrTis. Well, I might say in passing, I live in a small com-
munity of 2,600 people, and to remove the name of the patient and then
circulate the record does not acomplish anything, because everybody
could identify the patient.

Mr. WooLLEY. Right.

PowERs OF THE SECRETARY UNDER PSRO

Senator Cumrs. Are private practicing physicians reassured by
statements of HEW officials that they intend to let local physicians
manage the PSRO policing program ?

Mr. WooLLEY. Of course, the answer is no, because the law says
specifically that the authority is in the Secretary of HEW, and when
the authority is in the Secretary of HEW that means that he tan
control it, as has been brought up before this committee many, many
times. We are not talking about people; we are talking about laws, and
this should be a Government of laws and not a Government of men.
But PSRO says it will be a Government of men.

SECOND-CLASS CITIZENSHIP SEEN FOR SOME UNDER PSRO

Senator CurIs. Now, would the implementation of these provisions
make second-class citizens out of some people?

Mr. WooLLEY. It will make second-class citizens out of everybody
that is under it, and the people that are in the position of being made
second-class citizens will have a real case against the Government.
This is a part of the point we are making in the lawsuit.

Senator Cuwris. Why ?
Mr. WooLLEY. For the very simple reason that it says, the provisions

of the act itself say that you have to use the most economical sort of
treatment. All right, if the patients that are under PSRO are forced
to have the most economical treatment, that means, then, that someone
else is going to have a better quality of treatment than they are. And
also, if we can possibly have doctors take care of patients outside of
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PSRO, then they are going to be free to exercise their best judgment,
which they are not free to do under PSRO.

PSRO SnN VIoLAIeNo Co STTUTION

Senator Cuws. Well, can Congress, through the use of taxing
power, evade express limiting provisions of the Constitution with re-
spect to certain subjects?

Mr. WooL y. It is our opinion that the Congress of the United
States and the-President, in passing the PSRO law, violated the con-
stitutional provisions with respect to confidentiality of information, as
contained m the first amendment. We think it is a violation of the
fourth amendment with respect to unreasonable search and seizure
without a warrant. We think it is a violation of the due process of law
under the provisions of the fifth amendment to the Constitution. We
think it violates the right of trial by jury of the seventh amendment,
and we think it also violates the provisions of the Constitution with
respect to the ninth amendment. And our complaint that was filed in
the Federal district court June 26, 1973, so states, and we would be
happy to make available for this committee the complaint, the memo-
randum of law, filed by the attorneys for the Government, and also the
memorandum of law that we filed. And you would be interested in
knowing that there is a lot of things in those documents which will
shed considerable light on what has been discussed here.

Senator CuRTis. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that it be
received in the record.

Senator BENNmEr. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the reply from the Federal Government be included.

Mr. WOOLLEY. This I would want you to have.
Senator TALMADOE. Without objection, the memorandiun and the

answer will be inserted in the record.*

PowERs OF THE SECRETARY UNDER PSRO

Senator CuRTIs. Now, I think the strongest argument against PSRO
that can be made is to have somebody read the law.

Mr. Woouzy. We agree.
Senator CurIS. It has been stated that, here he goes again. Now,

as a matter of fact, it would be most difficult to pick out a single sen-
tence in there that does not refer to the power of the Secretary to do
something.

Dr. QUINLAN. Yes, sir, that is correct.

WiLL PSRO ADVANCE MEDICINE?

Senator CuriS. And that is not peer review.
I would like to ask these doctors, do you feel that the retention and

implementation of PSRO will, over a period of years, advance medi-
cine in this country

Dr. QUINLAN. No, sir. I do not. And my experience of 8 years work-
ing under the British national health scheme from 1948 to 1958, ex-

*See Appendix H, page 869, of these hearing.
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cludingy 2 years I was in residency in Switzerland, indicates that this
is the thin edge of the wedge. And it would be interesting, I think, for
this committee also to reada book written by the former Minister of
Health, J. Enoch Powell, who for 3 years was in that office there
(England), called A New Look at Medicine and Politics, where he
points out the complete failure of that system.

Senator TALMADGE. Doctor, I hate to call time on you again, but
we have got five more witnesses to be heard from all over the United
States, and the hour is getting late.

Dr. QUINLAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADOE. Thank you very much for your contribution.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Quinlan follows :]

31REPpZrD STATEMENT OF THE AsSOCIATION OF AMEuoAN
PHYSICIANS AND SUtGVON8

(By Donald Quinlan, M.D., President)
We appreciate this opportunity to present the views of the Association of

American Physicians and Surgeons. I am Donald Quinlan, M.D., President, a
physician in the private practice of medicine In Chicago, Illinois. With me are
Thomas G. Dorrity, M.D., a surgeon in the private practice of medicine in
Memphis, Tennessee, who is also Chairman of our Legislative Committee; and
Mr. Frank K. Woolley, Executive Director, with headquarter offices in Oak Brook,
I llinois. With your permission, Dr. Dorrity and Mr. Woolley will assist me with
our Statement and any questions you have concerning it.

The Association is a free, independent, non-governmental, voluntary organiza-
tion of members of the medical profession. We are united for the purpose of
analyzing the profession's problems and formulating actions to improve medical
care for all Americans, preserve freedom of choice for patient and doctor, protect
the practice of private medicine, and educate physicians and the public to recog-
nize and resist schemes that would weaken or destroy our free-choice system
of medical care.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, we will present a summary statement
today and file for the record later on a more detailed analysis of the problems of
the PSRO law.

We welcome this Committee holding "hearings to evaluate present and pro-
posed implementation of the professional standards review legislation" because
of its grave implications for individual freedom and respon ability as we have
known it in this country since the founding of the Republic.

Our testimony will demonstrate the basic concept of this law is coercive and
punitive. Therefore, It cannot be satisfactorily amended. It should not be imple-
mented. It should be abolished. We are asking the federal court to declare it un-
constitutional and we are asking Congress to repeal it.

Basically, the law will require, as soon as federal government functionaries
can get organized in every area of the country to the satisfaction of the Secretary
of HEW, that medical care be "standardized" for Medicare and Medicaid pa-
tients. Patients and their doctors will be forced to comply with a system of pre-
set standards of medical diagnosis, treatment and care in accordance with the
regulations of one man-the Secretary of HEW. Although he is not a licensed
physician, he is the final judge of regulations controlling physicians' judgment
governing the type of treatment physicians may prescribe for their patients,
whether, when and where they may be hospitalized, and for how long. Under his
direction and control a swarm of federally paid and directed functionaries will
exercise 4ase-by-case surveillance over the medical judgment of physicians during
the course of care of these patients. This surveillance will determine whether the
care proposed to be given by the physician is appropriate and necessary and to
otherwise insure that the physicians' Judgments conform to regulations of the
Secretary. Patients and their attending doctors will be denied the right to decide
what is best for patients.

Also, under this law, a physician can be forced to turn over to federal employees
all medical notes taken in his office or in a hospital, including the most confiden-
tial information about all his patients. Likewise, it is planned to have massive,
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detailed, computerized files on patients and doctors which will be instantly avail-
able to federal employees as an aid to the surveillance program and for such
other purposes as the Secretary of HEW may provide.

Among the little understood provisions of this Incredible law, not only will
physicians be forced to subordinate their best medical judgment of what Is
"medically necessary for their patients," but when overruled by government
functionaries, will be obligated to use their influence to convince their own
patients the government is right and that they, the doctors, are, therefore, wrong.

In certain cases, the patient may be denied the doctor or hospital of his choice.
In fact, if government paid agents or employees decide hospitalization is un-
necessary, contrary to the judgment of the patient's physician, the patient may not
be put in the hospital under the Medicare or Medicaid program. If he gets hos-
pitalization, he'll have to find a way to pay for it himself. These patients, of
course, are the elderly and the poor that government has promised to take care of.

And, naturally, the law has teeth in it which take the form of many sanctions
to be imposed against physicians. Penalties can amount of $5,000 for failure to
conform to regulations.

The AAPS has filed suit In the Federal Court to have the law held unconstitu-
tional as being an overbroad interference with the fundamental rights of patients
and their doctors, unjustified by any legitimate and compelling legislative In-
terests.

As might be expected, in answering the Complaint, the government attorneys
say, in effect, that the federal government can regulate anything it subsidizes.
Other government employees go on to say, "We intend to subsidize medical care
for everyone and control that care."

This is a shocking situation in a country that prides Itself on the fact that the
central government is restrained by the Constitution from interfering with the
private lives of its citizens.

The AAPS et al Complaint and Memoranda of Law by Plaintiffs and Defendant
will be filed for the record of this hearing.*

The people have no idea that legislation has been enacted to inject politics
into medicine and to authorize one man, or a committee at his direction, to come
between a patient and a physician and change their behavior in violation of the
Constitution of the United States. Neither do they nor many of their representa-
tives in Congress understand that authority has been given to one man and his
subordinates to force all doctors to conform to their idea of the appropriate
medical diagnosis, treatment and care that must be followed in caring for patients.

Political medicine is bad medicine. Obviously, political considerations will con-
trol the actions of those in the bureaucracy and those serving as paid agents of
the bureaucracy. Doctors licensed by the states who now are free and ethically
obligated to practice medicine of the highest quality will be forced to follow
central government bureaucratic direction and, therfore, he denied the right of
providing patients with the best care of which they are capable. Inferior and
mediocre quality medicine must be the result. Furthermore. PSRO is a scheme
designed to place the blame on doctors for broken political promises that patients
would be given the best quality medical care they wanted at the cheapest price.
It calls for rationing and price control at the expense of patients. Even the Secre-
tary of HEW. Caspar Weinberger, admitted to a House Committee on March 19.
1974 that: "I would be less than candid if I did not express to you the feeling that
I have that there is a potential danger of a very substantial governmental inter-
ference Into the practice of medicine by this kind of statute."

Government Interference means political interference. Obviously, anyone sub-
servient to political considerations must be less than the best physician.

Patients will be badly served by adherence to the short-sighted policy of
political interference with the best judgment of the patient's doctor.

We have stated before and we state again-PSRO is punitive in concept. Its
purpose is to entrap doctors in a system of government-imposed controls. But
what has been created is a trap that is going to catch the patients. They, not
doctors will suffer the most, because medicine compressed into a standardized
mold by political pressure will not be first-class care. Who will be deprived of
first-class care? Obviously the patient. not the doctor.

Furthermore, no publicity has been given to the fact that this authority for
detailed dictation and control was planned by the bureaucracy of the federal

*See p. 869.
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government as a part of a scheme of nationalization of medicine for everyone In
the country.

M MISREPRESENTATION

In our steadfast opposition to PSRO and our determination to inform the
public and the medical profession of the truth about PSRO, we have been accused
of misrepresentation. Let's examine who is, in fact, indulging in misrepresenta-
tion.

The May 1, 1974, issue of MEDICAL TRIBUNE published a somewhat hys-
terical diatribe against the "American Association of Physicians and Surgeons"
by Dr. Henry Simmons, the man in HEW who has been tapped for the unenviable
task of trying to persuade the nation's physicians that if they just hold their
noses and swallow, PSRO won't be all that bad. Dr. Simmons accused the AAPS
and another medical organivqtion of "misleading the profession, doing a "dis-
service" to the public and promoting a "climate of misunderstanding" about
PSRO.

We assume Dr. Simmons was referring to our organization, the Association of
American Physicians and Surgeons, which we readily agree is undoubtedly the
nation's most nagging critic of the vicious, punitive PSRO law. We submit that
AAPPS has been steadfastly telling the truth about PSRO. Those who have been
misrepresenting PSRO have been officers of HEW and other public officials.

Let's start out with Dr. Simmon's statement as published In MEDICAL TRIB-
UNE to the effect that he challenges PSRO critics to show that anyone other
than local physicians will determine PSRO standards.

"I don't know when people will start to believe," Dr. Simmons is quoted,
"that under the legislation and under the regulations-and they are available
to anyone in the country who cares to read them-the local PSRO decides what
standards to practice under."

The very statement Is misleading. Dr. Simmons doesn't define standards.
HEW's recently Issued PSRO manual identifies three categories of medical
practice controls-norms, standards and criteria. While it is true that the man-
ual aserts that PSROs will be responsible for developing and modifying criteria
and standards and selecting norms, we contend that this assertion is a clever
and calculated misrepresentation which Is intended to con the nation's physi-
cians into believing they will be allowed to exercise control over the PSRO re-
view process.

We challenge Dr. Simmons and other HEW officials, Including Secretary
Casper Weinberger and Assistant Secretary for Health Dr. Charles Edwards,
to Identify the section of this law which states clearly and unequivocally that
PSROs are responsible for setting standards, norms or criteria of medical practice
to which this country's doctors will be forced to adhere.

The PSRO law plainly states that the National Professional Standards Re-
view Council shall (please note that the word Is shall, not may)-and I
quote--"provide for the preparation and distribution ... of appropriate materials
Indicating the regional norms to be utilized . . ." Furthermore, the la," specifies
that if there is to be any deviation from prescribed norms, the PSRO Is to be
notified and may utilize different norms if the National Professional Standards
Review Council consents.

You know and I know, and so does Dr. Simmons and Dr. Edwards, who ap-
proved a recently distributed PSRO information pamphlet which is misleading
in the extreme-we know that PSROs are not going to be allowed to do anything
without HEW approval.

Each PSRO, for instance, will be required to serve a probationary period to
prove it is capable in HEW's eyes of performing the PSRO policing operation.
Even before that, the PSRO must submit a plan of operation. including norms,
standards and criteria to be used-and they had better get them right or the
Secretary will turn them down. Even after serving Probation, an organization
must get HEW approval to become a full-fledged PSRO.

I)o Dr. Simmons and Dr. Edwards seriously want the American people to be-
lieve they plan to defy the requirements of this law and let local doctors control
PSROs, including the development and application of compulsory norms, stand-
ards and criteria?

The essence, the substance, the very purpose of this law is control. It was in.
tended to smother the medical profession in uniformity established by bureau-
cratic flat.
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Under that kind of alien system, the people of this country-our patients and
your constituents-will be the worst losers.

Dr. Simmons alleged that there is growing support for PSRO among physicians.
But he also complains, in seemi-ig contradiction, that the bureaucracy has failed
in its campaign to propagandize the doctors into swallowing the poison of PSRO.
The fact is fhat when doctors discover the truth, they recognize it is a bad law.
You should know that 17 state medical associations and many county societies
are on record for repeal.

)r. Simmons said he was disturbed that-and I quote-"there are associations
that are trying to mislead." And he warns: "That's going to change."

MEDICINE THBTEENED

Dr. Simmons didn't clarify what he proposes to do to organizations which
exercise the freedom of disagreeing with him and other government officials. But
it is not the first time the medical profession has been threatened in a trans-
parent attempt to force it into a Socratic decision to drink che PSRO hemlock.

Last January, for example, Senator Bennett, Jay Constantine of the Senate
Finance Committee staff, and Dr. Simmons, among others, discussed PSRO at a
meeting of the American College of Radiology. According to the March, 1974 ACR
BULLETIN, these officials threw out blunt threat after blunt threat that unless
physicians drop their opposition to PSRO and get in there and make it work the
way the bureaucracy wants it to work, the wrath of Congress and the bureauc-
racy will descend upon them and they will get something a lot worse.

Is this the way this law is going to be forced duwn the throats of the people-by
threat and intimidation? If PSRO had all the virtues claimed for it, why would
such tactics be necessary?

We think this committee should take a good, hard look at the facts and find
out just who is misrepresenting these facts and who is doing a disservice to the
people.

I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, most doctors in this country ark not being
fooled or hoodwinked into accepting a bad law just because someone says it's a
good law. I can also promise you that the physician members of our organization
are not going to turn tail and run Just because someone in HEW or in Congress
snarls at them.

We are going to continue to tell the truth about this law. It is a bad law.
We know that misrepresentations about it by its promoters and propagandists will
continue because it is so bad there has to be a cover up.

in an interview published in the April 1, 1974, issue of AMERICAN MEDICAL
NEWS, Dr. Simmons implied that if physicians did not institutionalize Medicare
or Medicaid patients, they would not be affected by the PSRO law.

We submit that that is at best misleading. We can demonstrate to any rea-
sonable man's satisfaction that once a doctor accepts a Medicare or Medicaid
patient, he is caught in the PSRO trap.

Are you aware, as just one example, that if a physician sends a medicare or
medicaid patient to a laboratory for diagnostic procedures or for therapy, that
doctor is required to police the laboratory to assure PSRO that the lab is not
doing something medically unnecessary or economically too costly?

Furthermore, according to a recent opinion of the Senate Finance Committee
staff director, the doctor is trapped even though he does not take a penny di-
rectly from the government. According to this opinion, the doctor who has
nothing to do with government-who takes no money or does not deal with gov-
ernment in any way-is just as subject to punishment for displeasing the bu-
reaucrats as the doctors who do deal directly with government. His medicare
and medicaid patients can be denied his services and he can be subjected to a
fine if he doesn't knuckle under and practice medicine the way HEW's paid
agents tell him to.

Why, we wonder, doesn't Dr. Simmons and Senator Bennett and Dr. Edwards
explain to physicians and to the people Just how this great PSRO boon to the
nation can, in fact, deny the poor and the elderly the services of the doctor of
their choice?

Isn't it a monumental disservice to the citizens of this country not to tell
them such things?

So, who's misrepresenting?
A few months ago, Senator Bennett spoke on PSRO to the Essex County (New

Jersey) Medical Society. He said, among other things, that PSROs would have
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"sole power to determine the acceptability of the parameters applicable to the
area."

We challenged that assertion in the December, 1973, issue of the AAPB NEWS
LETTER. An AAPS wrote Senator Bennett for clarification. He repled: "I
suppose I did overstate somewhat in saying the members of each PSRO would
have sole power to determine the acceptability of the parameters applicable in
the area." He then acknowledged-as we have repeatedly pointed out-that
there is a higher authority in Washington with veto power over PSROs.

TRUTH IS HIDDEN
We also wonder if official Washington is ever going to level with the Ameri-

can people that PSRO will condone wholesale violation of the privacy of records
of any patient of any physician who takes care of medicare or medicaid patients.
Officials are now hiding the truth.

In that PSRO pamphlet approved by Dr. Edwards and distributed a few
months ago to U.S. physicians, an attempt was made to establish as fact the
fiction that "any data or information collected by a PSRO is to be held in strict
confidence" on pain of strong pt-naltles. Senator Bennett In a statement in the
April 2 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD even sought to allay fears by stating the
law permits access only to records of medicare and medicaid patients.

Both these assertions are false. Senator Bennett cited Section 1155 (b) (3)
as limiting examination to medicare and medicaid records. But Section 1155
(b) (3) and (b) (4) authorize any PSRO "to the extent neoessary and appro.
priate for the proper performance of its duties and functions" to "examine the
pertinent records of any practitioner or provider of health care services " * "
and "services provided * * * of any practitioner or provider." And those are
direct quotes from the law. I emphasize it does not limit scrutiny to medicare and-
medicaid patient records.

The law prohibits disclosure of information except to the extent necessary
to carry out the purposes of the law. All it requires of the Secretary is adequate
(not full, mind you, but only adequate) protection of the rights and interests of
patients. And guess who decides what is adequate? Obviously the Secretary.

Under this law the government official who wants confidential information to
use against a patient or for some other purpose will no longer have to burglarize
a doctor's files such as the White House ordered in the Ellsberg case. All con-
flidences of all patients of all doctors covered by this law, and that is practically
all of them, will be available to the politicians.

The plain truth about confidentiality Is that this pernicious law is a vast
and unholy grant of power to the Secretary of HEW to acquire confidential in-
formation from records of any patient and to use it in whatever manner he
decides will further, in his opinion, the purposes of the law. The plain truth is
that the PSRO law will protect individuals who rifle patient records for use
by PSROs and HEW, not punish them.

That pamphlet of Dr. Edwards also falsely asserts or Implies that:
A. The PSRO program is to be controlled by physicians,
B. The purpose of the PSR() program is to improve the quality of care and

not to discipline physicians. (It it; the Secretary and his subordinates and agents
who do the controlling, not physicians.),

C. PSRO will cause little change in the way physicians practice medicine.
(The opposite is true.),

D. Local physicians who make up PSROs will determine standards and cri-
teria to be used "In determining the necessity and quality of caree"

E. The primary emphasis of the PSRO program is assuring the quality of
medical care. (Actually, it will guarantee a deterioration in the quality of
medical care.)

If local doctors are going to do all this standard setting and criteria deter.
mining and all this controlling, what, in Heaven's name, is the purpose of
this law?

Another alarming thing about this pamphlet is that it omits important facts
which would expose just how bad this law really is and how detrimental it is
to the best interests of the people.

For example, patients may be denied admission to a hospital for either elec-
tive or extended or costly services--even though the physician believes they are
necessary for the health of the patient.
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Nothing is said either about the fact that PSROs are required to harass and
intimidate doctors who don't follow orders to get them into line. Nothing is said
about the requirement that PSROs in carrying out this mandatory bullying must
enlist the support of other professional and governmental organizations that
have influence on the doctor.

(An evaluation of the numerous false and misleading statements in the HEW
pamphlet have been filed with our Statement.)

But there is constantly more to worry about-as there always is when bureau-
crats begin meddling. For a long time, for example, everyone was led to believe
that PSRO was a device by which government could decide what was medically
nooe8aary for medicare and medicaid patients. But lately, officials at-HEW have
been talking and writing and laying out guidelines for determining also what is
medically appropriate in caring for these r,tients.

Necessary and appropriate are vastly different things in medicine. It is
dangerous enough to give bureaucrats the power to decide for a patient whether
it is necessary for him to have an appendectomy, but it is compounding the
danger beyond rational bounds to grant bureaucrats the power also to deter-
mine whether the surgical procedure is appropriate-in other words, the
right one.

The evidence is clear that:
1. Federal government employees as part of their plans to change the be-

havior of individuals have plotted the PSRO Controls this Committee is con-
sidering. PSRO is the gear in the "nationalized medicine machine" with teeth
in it.

2. The public knows nothing about these plans for control.
3. Furthermore, the people do not know how, or that, huge sums of federal

money is being granted by government employees to influential educators and
others to study how to extend government intervention and control of medicine
and then how large numbers of these grantees testify for more intervention and
more money.

4. Only a few Federal legislators know what is in Public Law 92-603 and
what its implications are.

5. The news media has not told the full story-in fact, the true nature of
"standardization" was buried in the omnibus Social Security Law of 1972.
Stories about it stressed benefits and what was being done FOR people through
politics instead of what was being done TO them.

6. This Committee has the constitutional duty and responsibility to blow
the cover off this scandal before it is infinitely more disastrous to individual
freedom and responsibility than Watergate.

Obviously, ten minutes is insufficient to bring such a tragic situation and its
consequences into sharp focus, particularly when it has been skillfully blurred
by adept promoters of unlimited bureaucratic power. However, we have quickly
flagged as many points as we could in the time allotted and will submit addi.
tonal information for the record.

We do want to emphasize that the attempts of government officials and other
advocates of government intervention in medicine to blame doctors for wild
government spending and inflation is ridiculous. For instance, HEW is scheduled
to spend $111 billions for the year beginning this July. Of that amount, only $4
billions 242 millions is for physicians' services, $3 billions 586 millions for Medi-
care and $650 millions for Medicaid. Deduct everything HEW will pay to phy-
sicians this coming year and HEW will still be spending over $106 billions
($111 billions minus $4 billions 242 millions=$106 billions 758 millions). The
$106 billions, which excludes all payments to doctors, Is more than all of the
expenditures of the entire federal government in 1960. (For more information on
who is responsible for inflation, see the attached copy of AAPS testimony before
the House Ways and Means Committee, April 26, 1974 opposing nationalized med-
Icine schemes which incorporate PSRO.)

In view of the fact that many millions of dollars of federal funds may have
come Into the hands of witnesses who will te.A fy before this Committee for this
totalitarian scheme, we suggest that you ascertain from every witness whether
he or she is pald federal empolyee. whether they have or will receive anything of
value from the federal government for studies or writings bearing on this subject,
and whether or not they have or anticipate a contract with the federal government
with respect to any part of this plan of standardization or any part of a plan
for nationalization of medicine.
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This Committee and all the people of this country should know that a govern-

mental system of "Police Doctors" to ration and control medical care, rather than
allow citizens to willingly exchange services and considerations without govern-
ment interference, is not new or novel.

Such a system as PSRO or "Police Doctors" which originated in and flourishes
in all totalitarian countries goes hand in hand with socialized medicine. Infor-
mation about these "Police Doctor" systems and nationalized medicine in alien
countries is readily available through the AAPS.

We will be pleased to supply each member of this Committee who wants it a
copy of the book: "Medicine and The State", by Lynch and Raphael.

It is the most seminal study available on socialized medicine. It is objetive,
complete and factual. It was not paid for and its development was not directed
by anyone having a vested interest in channeling more money of society through
government or centralizing more power in government.

Clearly it documents how the dignity and freedom of both individual patient
and physician have been undermined by unfulfilled and treacherous but believe-
able promises of Utopia. It explains how confidentiality, mutual trust and rapport,
so essential to optimum medical care, have been destroyed. It does this by docu-
menting the irreconcilable conflicts that are created between the professional
obligations to their patients and their legal responsibilities to government to
po ice patients.

"Medicine and the State" examines and appraises, without hiding the truth,
country by country, political promises and results regarding medical costs and
quality, preventive medicine, doctor-patient relationships, vital health statistics
and effects on national economics.

We urge you without prejudice to study the facts for yourselves so you may
avoid being influenced by anyone who has a conscious or unconscious interest in
betraying individual freedom.

You dare not rely on the bureaucracy and its allies to do the spade work upon
which you base your judgment in this case since the awesome power it now com-
mands and aspires to expand is the gravest threat to freedom facing America
today.

EVALUATION OF FALSE STATEMENTS IN A PAMPHLET ON THE PROFESSIONAL STAND-
ARDS REVIEW ORGANIzATION LAw-'PSRO: QUESTIONS AND ANswEms"-
WRITTEN AND DISTRIBUTED IN DECEMBER BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION AND WELFARE

Evaluation of this pamphlet-distributed to the nation's physicians--forces
the conclusion that it is a flagrant and calculated misrepresentation of the
PSRO law and, as such, is a willful fraud upon American doctors by officials
of HEW.

In a preamble to the pamphlet, Charles C. Edwards, M.D., Assistant HEW
Secretary for Health, states:

"By providing a uniform basis for professional review of the institutional
care paid for under Medicare, Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health programs,
PSRO will enable physicians themselves to determine that such care is necessary
and of recognized quality, that it properly meets the needs of the patient, and
that it is provided In the most appropriate setting.

"Most practitioners are striving to meet these objectives through the exercise
of professional judgment and in cooperation with peer committees in institutions
throughout the country." (Emphasis added)

A. Dr. Edwards seeks to leave the impression that PSRO will aid physicians
In their voluntary review of health care by establishing a uniform basis for re-
view. However, Dr. Edwards is confessing that review will be standardized
throughout the country. Standardization requires a central authority-in this
case the federal government-to develop the standards and to enforce them.
Standardization, or enforced uniformity, is the antithesis of voluntarism. It Is,
therefore, false to assert, as the body of this pamphlet does, that PSRO is a
program to be controlled by physicians.

B. If "most practitioners" are voluntarily striving to do what PSRO ostensibly
requires, as Dr. Edwards admits, why is PSRO necessaryt If the nation's physi-
cians are voluntarily striving to improve the quality of medical care, what pur-
pose Is served by the law? Why invoke the power of government to force doctors
to do what they are doing voluntarily? Dr. Edwards' admission brings into serl-
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ous question the statement in the pamphlet that "the purpose of the PSRO pro-
gram is to improve the quality of care, not to discipline physicians".

The fact Is that the PSRO law i punitive in its conception and in its provi-
sions. If It were not, the law would speak for itself and no disclaimer that it
was not intended to discipline would be necessary.

"WHAT IS A PSBO"

The pamphlet asks the question and then answers by describing PSRO as "a
program organized, administered and controlled by local physicians". The state-
ment is false. -The language of the law so testifies. (Note: Underscoring or italic
type has been used throughout this evaluation for emphasis.)

A. Section 1152(a) of the PSRO law provides that "such an organization
(PSRO) shall be conditionally designated" as the PSRO for an area and that
during the trial period, the Secretary of HEW will determine whether "such an
organization is capable of fulfilling, in a satisfactory manner, the obligations
and requirements for a Professional Standards Review Organization..."

B. Section 1152(b) (2) defines a PSRO as "an organization which the Secre-
tary... finds to be willing to perform and capable of performing, in an effective
timely, and objective manner and at reasonable cost, the duties" of a PSRO.

C. Section 1152(d) (2) authorizes the Secretary to terminate a PRO agree-
ment when he has determined "that such organization is not substantially com-
plying with or effectively carrying out the provisions of such agreement"." D. Section 1154(a) and (b) require that the Secretary designate PSROs on
a conditional or trial basis (the period of trial not to exceed 24 months). At
the end of the trial, Section 1154(b) stipulates, "such organization shall be
considered a qualified organization only if the Secretary find. that it is sb8tan-
tWilly carrying out in a satisfactory manner, the activities and functions required
of Profesional Standards Review Organization.. ."

E. Section 1154(a) rquires PSROs. even before they can enter a trial period,
to draft plans of operation. These plans must be approved by the Secretary be-
fore he can give a conditional designation to a PSRO.

F. Section 1155(f) (1) (A) specifies that a PSRO will "perform such duties
and functions and assume such responsibilities and comply with such 6ther
requirements as may be required by this part or under regulations of the Secre-
tary ... Section 1155(f) (1) (B) requires each PSRO to "collect such data rele-
vant to Its functions and such information and keep and maintain such records
in such forms as the Secretary may require ... and to permit access to and use
of any such records as the Seoretary may require..."

G. Section 1156(a) makes it mandatory that each PSRO apply "professionally
developed" norms of care, diagnosis and treatment and Section 1156(c) (1) pro-
vides that the National Professional Standards Review Council "shall provide
for the preparation and distribution . . . of appropriate materials indicating
the regional norms to be utilized... "

Section 1156(c) (1) declares that "the approval of the National Professional
Standards Review Council of norms of care, diagnosis and treatment shall be
based on its analysis of appropriate and adequate data".

Section 1156(a) further provides that If different norms are to be used in a
PSRO area, the PSRO0 will be notified and "may apply such norms in such areas
as are approved by the National Professional Standards Review Council".

Finally, Section 1156(b) empowers the Secretary to develop regulations gov-
erning what "such norms with respect to treatment for particular illnesses or
health conditions shall include . ..

It is unmistakably clear from a study of Sections 1152, 1154. 11155 and 1156
of the law that the Secretary of HEW, not local physicians as Dr. Edwards and
this pamphlet contend, will control PSROs. The Secretary alone will promul-
gate and enforce the rules and regulations under which PSROs will function-
and nothing in the law even by implication gives physicians in PSRO areas any
right or opportunity to help draft these regulations or to veto any of them. The
Secretary alone will determine whether PSROs are capable of performing and
whether they are performing duties prescribed in the law and in regulations.

PSROs. it is clear, must perform to the satisfaction of the Secretary of HEW
or perish !

The law confers on the Secretary veto power over operating plans of P RO.
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The law also leaves no room for dispute that norms of care, diagnosis and
treatment will be developed in HEW and enforced by HEW and P8ROs and
physicians will be told by HEW what these standards are and how they must be
applied.

The PSRO law no less than two dozen times grants the Secretary specific power
to regulate PSROs and to make findings and determinations affecting their
functions. PSROs, meaning local physicians, have no input into these decisions,
and it is a fraud on the American people to claim otherwise.

"HOW WILL P820 ArET A PHYSICIAN'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE?"

"PSRO will cause little change in the way most physicians practice medicine."
claims the pamphlet. "The PSRO program does require that the services of a
physician provides in institutions to Medicare and Medicaid patients be subject
to review by his peers in the local PSRO. The PBRO will only review care de-
livered In institutions and will not cover care delivered In a physician's office,
clinic or other ambulatory setting unless the physicians in a PSRO request that
it do so. As long as a physician's pattern of practice falls generally within the
norms and criteria which he will help establish for his PSRO, his practice will
not be significantly affected."

The oppositO is true. The application of the PSRO law will profoundly affect
the way most physicians practice medicine. This fact can be indisputably demon-
strated by an objective appraisal of the law.

First, however, it must be stated again that there is nothing in this law which
will enable physicians to help establish the norms and criteria to which they will
be forced to comply.

These and similar statements suggesting that local physicians will control
PSROs are Inexcusably fraudulent. They are intended to try to seduce phy-
sicians into accepting government control over the practice of private medicine
by attempting to sugar coat the oppressive provisions of a law that is viciously
punitive in concept.

Every physician who treats Medicare, Medicaid or other patients whose care
may be paid in whole or in part from Social Security funds will be affected by
this law-and that's virtually every practicing physician. It is a deliberate abuse
of the truth to declare that a physician's practice will not be significantly affected
when he is forced by the power of government to accept governmentally decreed
standardization of medical care, when he must justify professional decisions in
advance to agents of government, when he must submit to inspection by govern-
ment employees of the private medical records of any of his patients, when he
knows he will be punished if he departs from standards even though his judg-
ment tells him the welfare-perhaps the life-of his patient demands it.

"WILL PSRO TELL PHYSICIANS HOW TO PRACTICE MEDIoINE"

The first sentence of the HEW answer to that important question is false. "The
local physicians who make up each PSRO will establish the standards and cri-
teria to be used in determining the necessity and quality of care." The law does
not confer that responsibility on local physicians. On the contrary, as noted else-
where in this pamphlet evaluation, Section 1156 requires the National Profes-
sional Standards Review Council-a paid agency of the HEW Secretary-to
develop and distribute norms of care, diagnosis and treatment. Another section
of this pamphlet also gives the lie to the statement that local physicians will
establish these standards. Discussing the question of "norms, standards and
criteria", the pamphlet states: "The national specialty societies are preparing
model criteria which will be made available to the PSROs and which they can
adopt or adapt to meet local circumstances." If specialty societies are preparing
criteria to be passed on to PSROs by HEW, it obviously cannot be true that
local physicians will establish the criteria. It is also erroneous to state that
PSROs can adopt or adapt criteria. Nothing in the law authorizes PBROs in their
discretion to adopt (which implies the power to reject) or to adapt (which
implies the right to alter) standards developed by HEW,

"WILL THE OOITIDVITIALITY OF PATIENT AND PHYSICIAN INUORBATION B
PRO'ECTrED t"

"Any data or information collected by a PSR0 is to be held in strict confl-
dence," claims the HEW pamphlet. "The PBRO legislation contains strong penal-
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ties for breaches of confidentiality by any reviewer or employee of a PSRO."
The statement Is a clever attempt to skirt the truth!
A. Section 1155(a) (4) mandates PSROs to establish and keep up-to-date pro-

files of care received by and provided to patients "utilizing to the greatest extent
practicable . . . methods of coding which will provide maximum confidentiality
as to patient identity .

There is no guarantee of confidentiality of a patient's identity in the develop-
ment and use of profiles. Further, it should be clear to anyone that confidentiality
is breached when any outsiders-in this case hirelings of government-have
access to patient records. By the terms of this section of the PSRO law, laymen
would have access to such records.

B. Sections 1155 (b) (3) and (b) (4) empower the HEW Secretary to promul-
gate regulations authorizing any PSRO "to the extent necessary or appropriate
for the proper performance of its duties and functions" to "examine the perti-
nent records of any practitioner or provider of health care services . ." and
"services provided . . . of any practitioner or provider."

Section 1155 without question opens the door for examination of records of
any patient of any physician taking care of Social Security patients. And it will
be the HEW Secretary who decides the extent these examinations are necessary
and appropriate.

C. After the Secretary directs a PSRO to examine private patient records, he
can then, under authority of Section 1155(f) (1) (B), order the PSRO to "collect
such data relevant to its functions and such information and keep and maintain
such records in such form as the Secretary may require to carry out the purposes
of this part (of the law) and to permit access to and use of any such records
as the Secretary may require for such purposes".

This gross violation of the privacy of patient records is not discretionary. The
law makes it mandatory on both the Secretary and the PSRO as jpirt of the
contract between them.

It should be emphasized that It will be the Secretary-not local physicians-
who will decide what information is relevant and how it is to be used.

The provisions of Section 1155 must be interpreted as permitting an invasion
of the privacy of patient records and, therefore, makes breach of confidentiality
public policy.

D. The "strong penalties" mentioned in the pamphlet "for breaches of con-
fidentiality" are more fiction than fact.

Section 1166 Is labeled a "Prohibition Again Disclosure of Information". What
it really is is a grant of authority to the Secretary of HEW to decide in his
wisdom how much and what kind of information should not be held in confidence.

Section 1166(a) proclaims that information acquired by a PSRO must be held
in confidence. That enjoinder, however, is promptly rendered meaningless by
the interjection of exceptions. The prohibition applies except (1) "to the extent
that may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this part," and (2) "in such
cases and under such circumstances as the Secretary shall by regulations pro-
vide to assure adequate protection of the rights and interests of patients, health
care practitioners, or providers of health care".

Section 1166(b) is the so-called Penalty section, which says that it shall be
unlawful (on penalty of fine or imprisonment) to disclose any such Information
(acquired by PSROs) other than for such purposes, such purposes being what-
ever and under what circumstances the Secretary decides it is necessary to
divulge the Information.

So it is that protection of confidentiality is a monstrous fraud. Under regula-
tions of the Secretary, confidentiality can be breached Indiscriminately so long as
the Secretary rules the action is necessary to carry out the provisions of the law.

E. The pernicious fact is that the law actually will work to protect individuals
who rifle patient records for use by PSROs and the Secretary. Section 1167(a)
serves notice that no person furnishing information "shall (for that reason)
be held to have violated any criminal law or to be civilly liable under any law
of the United States or of any State," unless the Information is unrelated to
PSRO duties and functions or is false and the person knew or had reason to
believe it was false.

Section 1167(b) (1) protects a PSRO member, employee or counsel from crim-
inal or civil liability "by reason of the performance by him of any duty, function,
or activity authorized or required of PSROs . . ." provided the action was not
motivated by malice. A duty or activity could be examining patient records in a
doctor's office and reporting findings to PSRO personnel or to the HEW Secretary
or some other official or employee of HEW.
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Any claim-directly or by implication-that confidentiality of patient records
will be zealously protected is sheer sophistry.

"IS THE PURPOSE OF PSRO TO ASSURE QUALITY OR CONTROL COST?"

According to this HEW pamphlet, "the primary emphasis of the PSRO pro-
gram is on assuring the quality of medical care".

Undoubtedly, it is possible to persuade a layman with only a sketchy knowledge
of the practice of medicine that standardizing medical care, forcing doctors to
conform to a set of government-dictated norms, will assure the quality of medi-
cal care.

But such a statement approved by a doctor of medicine who has been in active
practice is incredible in the extreme.

Standardizing care, diagnosis and treatment will not assure quality, but it will
guarantee a deterioration of quality medical care for the millions of patients
this law presently covers. All physicians, including Dr. Charles C. Edwards of

* HEW, know that medical care cannot be bound in a mold. People respond to
treatment in different ways. Drugs in kind and quantity affect people differently.
Recovery time from illness or surgery, even without complications, varies with
individuals. Norms for a segment of the population would tend to become the
standard for all patients and, as a consequence, the innovative spirit of medicine
would disappear and with it the spectacular progress that has elevated American
medicine to world preeminence over nations with socialized medicine.

"WHAT WILL BE THE RESPOND IBILITIES OF A PSRO?"

This section of the HEW pamphlet contains a glaring omission which is in-
excusable in a pamphlet endeavoring to explain a law to the nation's physicians.
Among other things, the pamphlet says, "The PSRO will have the authority to
approve in advance the medical necessity of elective admissions to institutions as
well as extended or costly services". What this section of the pamphlet omits is
vitally important to physicians, particularly specialists-that under terms of this
law, agents of government will have the power to choose what doctors' patients
will be permitted to go to in certain circumstances.

Section 1155(a) (2) (B) declares in part that "each Professional Standards
Review Organization shall have the authority to determine, in advance, in the
case of any other health care service (besides elective admission to a hospital)
which will consist of extended or costly courses of treatment whether such serv-
ice, if provided, or if provided by a particular health care practitioner . .
would be medically necessary.

As noted above, the HEW pamphlet asserts that "the purpose of the PSRO
program is to imprQve the quality of care, not to discipline physicians". If this
were wholly true, why would it be necessary to write into this law a provision
mandating harrassment and intimidation of physicians to compel them to comply
with obligations of the law?

Section 1160(a) states that it shall be the obligation of doctors and hospitals
to assure that their services "will be provided only when, and to the extent,
medically necessary, will be of a quality which meets professionally recognized
standards of health care, and will be supported by evidence of such medical neces-
sity and quality . . ." That section of PSRO law states a similar obligation in
negative terms, declaring that doctors and hospitals "shall have an obligation
- .. not to take any action ... which would authorize any individual to be
admitted as an inpatient in or to continue as an inpatient in any hospital or other
health care facility" unless the care is medically necessary and cannot be pro-
vided cheaper elsewhere.

In order to force physicians to knuckle under, Section 1160 (c) sets up a manda-
tory mechanism for harrassing, threatening and intimidating them into com-
pliante. Section 1160(c) baldly states: "It shall be the duty of each Professional
Standards Review Organization and each Statewide Professional Standards Re-
view Council to use such authority or Sufluence it ma? possess as a professional
organization, and to enlist the support of any other professional or governmental
organization having influence or authority over health care practitioners and any
other person (including a hospital or other health care facility, organization, or
agency) providing health care services in the area served by such review organi-
zation, in assuring that each practitioner or provider . . . providing health care
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services in such area shall comply with all obligations imposed on him under
subsection (a)".

The viciously punitive concept of the PSRO law is nowhere more apparent
than in that section-of the law imposing a nondiscretionary duty on PSROs and
State Councils to bully-doctors into compliance and to enlist support of other
professional and governmental organizations having influence and authority over
doctors. This clearly means that medical societies, state licensing boards and
other organizations and agencies will be called upon to participate in this ne-
farious business.

In light of the misrepresentations In this HEW pamphlet, perhaps Truth in
Government legislation is in order.

Senator TALMADGE. The next witness is Dr. Kenneth A. Platt, med-
ical director, the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care.

Dr. PLATr. Mr. Chairman, distinguished Senators-
Senator TALMADOE. Would you yield on that for a moment, Doctor?
We have got a vote on the Senate floor and it is necessary for us to

go cast a vote. We will do so and come back just as punctualy as possi-
ble. So if you would, please make yourself comfortable until that time.

Senator BENNrT. Well, I would be glad to wait until one of you
comes back.

Senator TALMADOE. Well, if Senator Bennett will preside, I will go
over and vote, and then I will come back and relieve you while you go
vote.

You may roceed, Doctor.
Senator BENxrmrr [presiding]. Dr. Platt?

STATEMENT OF KENNETH A. PLATT, M.D., MEDICAL DIRECTOR,
THE COLORADO FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL CARE, ACCOMPANIED
BY DR. KENNETH A. KAHN, PRESIDENT OF THE COLORADO FOUN-
DATION FOR MEDICAL CARE, AND DONALD G. DERRY, EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE COLORADO FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL
CARE AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE COLORADO MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Dr. PLArr. Thank you.
Gentlemen, my name is Kenneth A. Platt. I am medical director of

the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care, a past president of that
organization, as well as past president of the Colorado Medical Society.

With me on my right, Dr. Kenneth A. Kahn, president of the Colo-
rado Foundation for Medical Care and the Colorado Medical Society,
and Mr. Donald G. Derry on my left, Executive Vice President of the
Colorado Foundation for Medical Care and executive director of the
Colorado Medical Society.

The Colorado Foundation for Medical Care was created by the
Colorado Medical Society in June 1970. Since that time the foundation
has made substantial progress toward the goal of creating a statewide
physician-controlled organization that could have an impact on thA
health care systems of Coloradn.

Broadly speaking, the toundation's central theme is to improve
organized health care services through the voluntary cooperation of
providers,.consumers, and payers in programs led by physicians. Some
of our major objectives have been to improve the quality and acces-
sibility of health care while containing costs and also to obtain the
facts needed to plan and manage health care.
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Since the early discussions of Professional Standards Review Or-
nizations, our foundation and our medical society have supported the

,- concept, since we feel that the basic goals and objectives of our foun-
dation and that of PSRO are substantially the same. We have recog-
nized the necessity for the profession to be accountable to the public
and the Government for medical services provided under Government
medical care programs.

It has been our goal through the foundation to develop the mecha-
nism to provide this accountability and to substantiate the efforts of
the providers of health care in Colorado in a creditable manner. We
believe the PSRO will help us provide this mechanism.

Our foundation has been fortunate these past few years since its
creation in 1970 in that it has participated in an active role in several
programs of peer review and Iealth care facility utilization review.
As a result of this experience, we have learned a great deal about the
activities that are required by PSRO legislation.

In spite of our efforts to include all medical and osteopathic physi-
cians, regardless of membership in- any medical organization, as active
participants in the foundation, we have had difficulty in meeting some
of the specific organizational requirements of the PSRO program
manual. You must understand, our organization was created 3 years
prior to the passage of PSRO legislation and has been functioning
statewide in most of the activities of a PSRO for 3 years prior to the
passage of PSRO legislation.

We have expressed our willingness to make changes in our organi-
zation in order to comply. However, we would urge this committee
to consider the problems of organizations such as ours who have ac-
tively supported-the PSRO concept since the beginning, who have pur-
sued the goals and purposes even prior to the legislative creation of
PSRO. We have creditability in our State and we can function now as
an effective PSRO. Hop fully, the proposal we have presented to be a
PSRO will be acceptable without additional major changes in the
organizational structure of our foundation.

The first encounter our foundation had with the Federal Govern-
ment occurred shortly after the official creation of the foundation when
discussions were initiated with what was then the National Center
for Health Services Research and Development. In May of 1971, a
contract was awarded by the National Center which provided initial
support for the foundation's program. Since expiration of that con-
tract, we have been functioning under an EMCRO grant.

This original contract provided the funds to have a full-time staff
and consultative support for the organizational development of the
foundation and the design of a Technical Data System.

Vital to the peer review procedure are diagnostic criteria to assess
utilization and treatment, Each of the major medical specialty organi-
zations in Colorado were contacted and asked to participate in the
development of Model Treatment programs for a number of basic
procedures or diagnosis that make up the major portion of their par-
ticular specialty practice. This effort resulted in nearly 350 Model
Treatments developed by specialty organizations in Colorado. When
finally evaluated and validated, these Model Treatments can be basis
for futher developments of the foundation's peer review effort&
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One 6f the most significant developments in foundation activities
in 1971 began to evolve when the Colorado Department of Social
Services requested the foundation to develop a proposal for the peer
review of physician services under the State medicaid program.

You 'heard testimony yesterday that the physicians would reluc-
tantly concur with the PSRO law if it did not invade their offices
and the privacy of outpatient care. In contrast to that, we have been
involved in this activity for approximately 2 years with relatively
smooth implementation, relatively little physician disagreement.

On October 12, 1971, the initial proposal was submitted to the State
for their review. In the creation of the proposal our consultant worked
with Blue Cross-Blue Shield and the Department of Social Services
to review the present processing systems and to define the data input
and computer processing modifications necessary to produce computer
output for peer review.

Two major factors that were critical to the successful execution of
the program was the ability of the State to provide necessary funds
for the program and the ability of the State in consort with the Blue
Cross-Blue Shield to make data processing alterations so as to make
the peer review process operational.

The contract was for the period between March 1, 1972 and June
30, 1973. The original contract has since been extended through June 30
of 1974.

Since the medicaid project became operational in March 1972,
over 400 physicians have been involved as individual reviewers or
members of regional peer review committees.

In mid-January 1972, the foundation began discussions with offi-
cials of the Region VIII Office. Bureau of Health Insurance, Social
Security Administration, regarding a pilot medicare review project.
This was the beginning of our efforts to create'a formalized hospital
admission program in Colorado. Subsequently, the Colorado Admis-
sion program, or CAP, was designed and became operational in its
first phase as a prototype PSRO in August of 1973. Currently, every
hospital in the State, with the exception of three mental health institu-
tions, participate voluntarily in the CAP program.

CAP is a prospective hospital utilization program combining pre-
admission, concurrent peer review, and discharge planning to deter-
mine quality care. medical necessity for admission. and medical neces-
sity for length of stay.

Our experience with the CAP program has been most enlightening.
The lessons we have learned are invaluable and will be of particular
help to us in the further development of our foundation as a PSRO.

Parenthetically, I might add that while we are basically concerned
with quality, you have heard a great deal of concern expressed in the
last 2 days about cost to the program versus cost savings. While this
is not meant to be strictly a cost oriented program, them are spinoffs
the Federal Govermnent might be interested in.

Our program was brought into operation in three phases with the
final hospital becoming operational in January of 1974. The total
dollar amount of our 16-month contract with the Bureau of Health
Insurance and the Colorado Department of Social Services was in the
amount of $1,519,662.
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Senator Bzx.rrr. At this point I will have to leave you, and will
you stop the clock so that he will not lose any of his time. But that
tells me I have got 5 minutes to get over there and vote.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator TALMADGE [presiding]. The committee will please come

to order.
You may continue, Doctor.
Dr. PLArr. Our experience with the CAP program has been most

;, enlightening. The lessons we have learned are invaluable and will be
of particular help to us in the further developments of our foundation
as a PSRO.

As I mentioned to the Senators previously, some of the concerns
expressed in this committee hearing have been what the costs of the
program are versus cost savings. Again, to reiterate, the emphasis
should be on quality, but the Government obviously is most interested
in costs.

Our program was brought into operation in three phases, with the
final hospital becoming operational in January of 1974. The total
dollar amount of our 16-month contract with the Bureau of Health
Insurance and the Colorado Department of Social Services was in
the amount of $1,519,622. This amount includes the preoperational
development and training program up to the first phase of operation
when most of the Denver hospitals became operational. Because of
some changes in our estimate of admissions to the hospital, as well
as various savings we have been able to initiate in-our operation of
the program, we estimate now that we will underrun our negotiated
bud-et for a net estimated savings in our operations, and a retur-
to the Federal Government, of $225,000-

A more dramatic savings is apparent in the cost-effective analysis
that we have prepared on a very conservative basis. This analysis
was developed with data provided by the fiscal intermediary, Bureau
of Health Insurance and the Colorado Department of Social Serv-
ices, as well as information that our foundation has gathered gener-
ally. All our estimates have been projected for 1 year, and we stress
our estimates are only based on the best available information.

We project total 'hospital admissions for the 1-year period for
medicare and medicaid and all of the acute care institutions in Colo-
rado at 107,623 admissions. We currently indicate an average length
of stay in the hospital for both programs combined to be 8.15 days.
Prior to the CAP program, the average length of stay in hospitals
for both programs combined was 8.50. Using an average cost of $100
per day in the hospital, this would indicate a conservative estimate
of savings of $2,925,805 for 1-year operation of the CAP program
over and above the savings in our operating costs of the program-
indicating for every dollar spent in the operational aspect, the foun-
dation could conceivably save $2.53.

These fimires are conservative estimates and are the figures that
the foundation chooses to use in- evaluating its own performance.
There are other ways of estimating the possible savines of our CAP
program in Colorado, that are far more optimistic. Utilizing one of
these optimistic estimates, our actuaries came up with a possible sav-
ings of as much as $9.5 million, or approximately $8.30 for every
dollar spent. We believe that this estimate is far too optimistic, and
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reality lies somewhere between our conservative and our optimistic
estimates.

Our experience with our CAP program has demonstrated con-
clusively -for us the necessity for developing a data collection system
outside of any that are currently available to us through fiscal inter-
mediaries or Government agencies involved in medicare-medicaid.
We look upon the foundation or PSRO as a professional intermedi-
ary charged with responsibility under the law of assessing and assur-
ing the quality of medical ca'e along with the cost control respon-
sibilities. Our studies and experience with the data collection systems
currently available indicate that the data we need to accomplish medi-
cal care evaluation studies and the profiling required by PSRO legis-
lation are not readily available in the current data systems. Our nurse
coordinators operating in most of the hospitals in Colorado are able
to gather for us information that cannot be found at any other source.
We feel it is an absolute necessity for us to have the opportunity
to develop and to work with this data so that we can perform our
responsibilities as a PSRO. As we learn to utilize this information
properly, we will then be able to provide better management infor-
mation than we are currently able to develop through any of our con-
tacts with fiscal intermediaries or Government agencies.

There is a summary here which basically I will leave for the inser-
tion into the record.

In final summary, we appreciate your allowing us to testify before
you. We are in every respect at this point in time operating as a PSRO.
We have had excellent support from the physician community, from
the hospitals in which we are functioning.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Doctor, for your very fine state-
ment. The entire statement will appear in the record.

CoLORADo SuccxSS WrrH PSRO-TYPE SySrn

Senator TALMADEG. Now, you are operating in Colorado as some-
thing at the present time that for all practical purposes is a PRSOI

Dr. Ixrr. Yes, Sir.
Senator TALMADGE. And it has met with the approval of the physi-

ciansI
Dr. PLArr. Yes, sir. We put it to a test just a month ago.
Senator TALMAD0E. And it saved the Government and the Stare

money?
Dr. PLArr. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. How about the quality of the service I Has it en-

hanced it or diminished it?
Dr. PLArr. In our opinion, it has enhanced it.
Senator TALMADOE. How?
Dr. PLArr. Well, we are in the process now, like everyone in the

country, of trying to decide how can you truly assess quality; that is,
by outcomes, measurements or process criteria, and so on. But ba-
sically, I think it has enhanced quality in several ways.

First of all, anytime a patient is placed in an institution which he
basically should not be, that is in essence not quality practice. By
making physicians alert to their responsibilities, not only of con-
sidering the admission of a patient but where they were admitted,
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under what form and in what arena is he cared for, at the same time
he was admitted to think in terms of discharge planning and discharg-
ing the patient to a lesser care institution is in essence a form of quality
assessment.

We have also been doing ambulatory review for approximately two
years. And in that ambulatory review mode, which is for Medicaid in
the State of Colorado, we have over the past, two years picked up areas
of concern. The inappropriate use of antibiotics, as we have heard
mentioned many times in this particular setting, and have directed our
attention to educating the physician community to the inappropriate
use of antibiotics, to the inappropriate hospitalization for diagnostic
workups.

All of those are partially at least quality evaluations and assess-
ments.

Now, when you go into the acute care institutions and begin to gather
data from the care of the patient in the institutions, the use of ancillary
facilities in a hospital, the timing of the use of ancillary facilities in a
hospital-and all of us as practicing physicians are subject to the
patient on whom you order an EKG and it is done three days later-as
we begin to do these things, that will impact on the quality of care.
There are many ways in this program that will help us improve the
quality of care of a patient.

CONFIDENTIALITY

Senator TALMADOF Now again, based on your experience, have you
encountered any problems with violations of patient confidentiality?

Dr. PLATT. We have none, sir.

NORMS AND PAR ZTER8

Senator TALMADGE. Do you utilize norms and parameters and check-
points in evaluating care?

Dr. PLATT. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADO. Does this constitute deleterious cookbook

medicine?
Dr. PLATT. Well, Senator, in our view it does not. I will qualify

that, however. This is perhaps one of the concerns of everyone who
is implementing this program, and that is, the rigidity of the appli-
cation of norms, standards, and criteria-not only as you have heard
expressed here many times at the Federal level, but even at the local
level. But if they are used only as flexible checkpoints, if they are
constantly monitored, evaluated, and updated, if they are used basi-
cally as a broad screen to flag problems for peer review, they will not
be a cookbook approach to medicine.

Senator TALMADGE. Norms and parameters provided by doctors
themselves?

Dr. PLATr. That is right; professional men in professional areas
of expertise. If they become a refuge, they could be-

RzASONS FOR OBJFwrONs To PSRO

Senator TALMADGE. Let me ask you one other thing, Doctor.
As I read these acts that have'been passed by the Congress from

time to time, long before we passed PSRO, te Secretary and his
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subordinates and Government clerks and insurance clerks had every
authority that has been delegated to PSRO's and more,

WThy would doctors object to doctors doing what, had previously
been delegated to insurance and Government clerks? Could you
answer that?

Dr. PLrT. Well, I think basically I can answer it in two ways.
First of all, what was being done before by intermediaries and gov-

ernmental clerks was at best not obvious. In other words, the doctors
were not continually confronted with the problem. It was lost some-
where in a Blue Cross/Blue Shield building in some anonymous way.
and they were not in direct basic, day-to-day contact with it.

Unde' PSRO it is a very obvious program in which they are con-
stantly in contact., so they are more aware of it.

The second thing, I ihink, is that many of the areas of opposition
in this country are basically areas which are created by ignorance of
the law and ignorance of the application of the law. And I have had
an opportunity in the last, 2 years to go widely across this country to
discuss-in Texas and Arkansas and many places with varying areas
of the physician commrnity-what the law really should'mean and
how it should be used. And in those areas and at those times, I had
run into basically. first the concerns you have expressed and have
heard expressed here today. And then after they are aware of the law
and how it was meant to be implemented and is being implemented,
those concerns have lessened.

So part of the problem is strictly ignorance of the physician com-
munity about the provisions of the law.

Senator TALMADOE,. The reason I voted for PSRO was because I
thought the medical profession was better qualified to police itself
than insurance and Government clerks. And yet that was clearly the
law until we passed PSRO's.

Dr. PLA . I agree with you, Senator.
Senator TALMAMOIE. Senator Bennett.

EFECTNENFS OF CONCURRENT RzviEw UNDER PSRO

Senator BFN r. Just along that same line, under the rules that
existed prior to the passage of the PSRO law, was the review not ex
post facto?

Dr. PLATr. Yes, sir.
Senator BF%-N'Tr. And under PSRO, can it not be concurrent?
Dr. PLAIT. It can be concurrent. In fact, it should be concurrent. It

can also be restrospective.
Senator BEN\rNmr. Yes; but to be successful, it must be concurrent.

If you are going to be retrospective, the chief value you get out of that
is to make sure that your norms and your standards *and your methods
of operation are set up right, and are operating effectively.

Maybe I should not put this in the record, I have reached the age
now where Mrs. Bennett and I are medicare recipients, and we have
just had the experience of having a claim denied about 9 months after
the service was rendered. Now, we can afford it, but I can imagine the
situation that might. hit some people who are on medicaid if as a result
of a review by an insurance clerk working for Blue Cross-Blue Shield
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or one of the private insurance companies, they were notified that the
Federal Government would not pay that claim, to me that is one of
the chief values of the PSRO program. It can be concurrent.

Dr. PLAr. May I just briefly respond to that.
Under the current contract in Colorado. the bureau of health in-

surance and the department of social services, the benefits have been
increased to the medicaid recipients. The physician reimbursement
formula has been improved. It was a substandard reimbursement
formula to begin with. And retroactive denial is no longer a problem,
either to the medicaid recipient or to the medicare recipient or to the
hospital or to the physician.

When the PSRO" CAP program certified that this is a necessary
treatment and necessary admission, it is an accepted debt of both
obligatory agencies.

In addition to that, the department of social services had droppedthe artificial stipulation of 12 visits per year per medicaid patient, and
they now leave it to the foundation to certify that any number of visits
that are carried out are indeed justified.

So, in contrary distinction to some of what you have heard today,
we are expanding the programs and the benefits under a program that
has been characterized by some of the testimony you have heard as a
constrictive regulatory agency.

Senator BN.Nr'r. Imade a little note to ask you your reaction to the
previous witness and his counterpart earlier this morning.

Are there any other comments you would like to make in addition
to the one you just made?

EXAGGERATION SEEN IN CHARGES AGAINST PSRO

Dr. PLATr. Well I think some of the concerns expressed-although
in a somewhat flamboyant manner and one that I will not try to dupli-
cate-are concerns expressed less flamboyantly but obviously at differ-
ent times across the country.

I think that those. charges, although there is, as with any area, some
legitimate concerns, have been exaggerated. In our area of the country,
working totally with the cooperation of the medical profession and
the hospitals with which we have worked, we have not run into those
particular problems.

In closing, I might say also that basically there is only one Bible
that I basically read, and that is one which the Gideon community
provides me with at almost every hotel in which I reside.

Senator BEN NErr. Thank you very much.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you very much, doctor, for your con-

tribution.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Platt follows:]

PRICPARD TETTMONY or THE COLORADO FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL CARE PRESENTED
BY KzNNrETH A. PLATT, M.D., MEDICAL DIRECTOR OF THE FOUNDATION

My name Is Kenneth A. Platt. T am Medical Director of the Colorado Founda-
Uon for Medical Care; a past president of that organization, as well as past
president of the Colorado Medical Society. I am a doctor of medicine with a large
family practice in Westminster, Colorado. My work with the Foundation for
Medical Care Is part-time, utilizing approximately 30 percent of my working
time. With me today are Dr. Kenneth A. Kahn, President of the Colorado
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Foundation for Medical Care and the Colorado Medical Society, and Mr. Donald
G. Derry, Executive Vice President of the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care
and Executive Director of the Colorado Medical Society.

The Colorado Foundation for Medical Care was created by the Colorado
Medical Society in June, 1970. Since that time the Foundation has made sub-
stantial progress toward the goal of creating a statewide physician-controlled
organization that could have an impact on the health care systems of Colorado.

Broadly speaking, the Foundation's central theme Is to Improve organized
health care services .through the voluntary cooperation of providers, consumers
and payors in programs led by physicians. Some of our major objectives have
been to Improve the quality and acceeelbility of health care while containing
costs and also to obtain the facts needed to plan and manage health-care.

Since the early discussions of Professional Standards Review Organizations,
our Foundation and our Medical Society have supported the concept since-
we feel that the basic goals and objectives of our Foundation and that of PSRO
are substantially the same, We have recognized the necessity for the profession
to be accountable to the public and the government for medical services pro-
vided under government medical care programs. It has been our goal through
the Foundation to develop the mechanism to provide this accountability and
to substantiate the efforts of the providers of health care in Colorado In a
creditable manner. We believe the PSR0 will help us provide this mechanism.

Our Foundation has been fortunate these past few years since its creation
In 1970 in that it has participated in an active role in several programs of peer
review and health care facility utilization review. As a result of this experience,
we have learned a great deal about the activities that are required by PSRO
legislation. Before expanding upon the activities of our Foundation for Medical
Care in PSRO related activity, it would perhaps be helpful to describe the
organization of the Foundation. The CFMC was created by the Colorado Medical
Society. Membership in the foundation, however, is open without dues to every
Doctor of Medicine and Doctor of Osteopathy In the state. In order to obtain
acceptance of the Foundation by physicians In Colorado, it was necessary to
maintain a close relationship between the Medical Society and the Foundation.
This necessity, however, has not smothered the initiative of the Foundation
nor has It resulted In an organization that does not have credibility with most
physicians and osteopaths in our state. The Board of Directors of the Founda-
.tion consists of 21 members. Of these 21 members, one Is an official representa-
tive of the Colorado Osteopathic Association, one an official representative of
the Colorado Hospital Association, one who Is an official representative of the
Colorado Health Care Association which represents nursing homes and one
from the Colorado Pharmacal Association. Our state has been divided Into
five regions for Foundation purposes based on physician population, specialty
services, referral patterns, health facility cachment areas and other demo-
graphic factors. Each region also has a regional council consisting of repre-
sentatives of the special organizations represented on the Board as well as
other Physicians in the area.

IJ spite of our efforts to includee all medical and osteopathic physicians,
regardless of membership in any medical organization, as active participants
in the Foundation, we have had difficulty in meeting some of the specific orga-
n'Izational requirements of the PSRO Program Manual. You must understand,
our organization was created three years prior to the passage of PSRO legisla-
titon and has been functioning statewide in most of the activities of a PSRO
for three years prior to the passage of PSR0 legislation. We have expressed
our willingness to make changes in our organization in order to comply, however,
we ,would urge this Committee to consider the problems of organizations such
as ours who have actively suported the PSRO concept since the beginning;
who have pursued the goals and purposes even prior to the legislative creation
of PSRO. We have credibility In our state and we can function now as an effec-
tive PSRO. Hopefully, the proposal we have presented to be a PSRO will be
acceptable without additional major changes In the organizational structure of
our Foundation.

The first encounter our Foundation had with the federal government occurred
shortly after the official creation of the Foundation when discussions were
initiated with what was then the National Center for Health Services Research
and Development. In May of 1971 a contract was awarded by the National
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Center which provided initial support for dhe Foundation's program. The scope
of work of that contract provided for:

(1) Exploring effective methods of expanding the present level of orga-
nization and coordination among all health care provider groups In the
state;

(2) Developing a technical system to support peer review with quality
effectiveness and costs of health care;

(8) Considering the feasibility of a statewide Uniform Hospital Discharge
Abstract; and

(4) Undertaking a survey of met and unmet health needs of the people in
Colorado.

This original contract provided the funds to have full time staff and consulta-
tive support for the organizational development of the Foundation and the design
of a Technical Data System.

Vital to the peer review procedure are diagnostic criteria to assess utilization
and treatment. A key committee of the Foundation, the Health Care Standards
Committee, began development of special criteria after having reviewed the work
In this area of many other foundations for medical care. Each of the major
medical specialty organizations in Colorado were contacted and asked to partic-
ipate in the development of Model Treatment Programs for a number of basic
procedures or diagnosis that make up the major portion of their particular spe-
cialty practice. This effort resulted In nearly 850 Model Treatments developed by
specialty organizations in Colorado. When finally evaluated and validated, these
Model Treatments can be the basis for further developments of the Foundation's
peer review efforts.

Another early effort of the Foundation was to determine what data was neces-
sary to support a comprehensive peer review program. It was necessary In this
effort to define the content of medical care data to be collected and define the
data sources and the techniques of data collection. With the aid of one of our
consulting firms we performed a study of existing health care data collection
systems In Colorado which included those for Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross-
Blue Shield, commercial nsurors, self insured group insurance programs, various
government institutions, closed panel plans and-miscellaneous state government
programs.

Analysis of the information collected by the study and interviews with the
organizations Involved led to the conclusion that third-party sources would not be
adequate for the Foundation's system. The reasons were two-fold:

(1) Information captured by some of the systems lacked comprehensive-
ness; and,

(2) There was no guarantee that the Foundation would have access to the
data.

This conclusion dictated that physicians and other providers will have to be the
primary sources of data.

One of the most significant developments in Foundation activities in 1971 began
to evolve when the Colorado Department of Social Services requested the Founda-
tion to develop a proposal for the peer review of physician services under the
state Medicaid program.

On October 12, 1971, the initial proposal was submitted to the State for their
review. In the creation of the proposal, our consultant worked with Blue Cross-
Blue Shield and the Department of Social Services to review the present process-
tug systems and to define the data input and computer processing modifications

' necessary to produce computer output for peer review.
The proposal defined the format of the patient and provider history displays;

developed a claims inventory control; developed a pended notification system;
and defined display media and methodology for integration of data from the two
Medicaid processing systems. In addition, a cost estimate report for the Founda-
tion to perform peer review service was developed. Also included were recom-
mendations on procedures for measuring the cost effectiveness for the various
services of the Colorado Medicaid Program.

Two major factors that were critical to the successful execution of the program
was the ability of the State to provide necessary funds for the program and the
ability of the State in consort with the Blue Cross-Blue Shield to make data
processing alternations so as to make the peer review process operational.

In early January, 1972, the contract for Medicaid peer review was signed tiy
the Foundation and the State Department of Social Services. Peer review was
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to be done on physician claims that failed to meet the diagnostic screening at
Blue Cross-Blue Shield. Thereafter, claims were submitted to professional peer
review after preliminary screening by a Foundation staff physician.

Those claims which were not disposed of In the preliminary screening and which
were turned over to professional peer review are reviewed not on the basis of
diagnostic criteria but in accordance with the professional judgment of the peer
review physicians.

The contract was for the period between March 1, 1972 and June 80, 1973. The
original contract has been extended through June 80, 1974.

Since the Medicaid project became operational in March, 1972, over 400 physi-
cians have been involved as Individual reviewers or members of regional peer
review committees.

In mid-January, 1972, the Foundation began discussions with officials of the
Region VIII Office, Bureau of Health Insurance, Social Security Administra-
tion, regarding a pilot Medicare review project. This was the beginning of our
efforts to create a formalized hospital admission program i Colorado. Subse-
quently the Colorado Admission Program (CAP) was designed and became
operational in its first phase as a prototype PSRO in August, 1973. Currently,
every hospital in the state with the exception of three mental health institutions
participate voluntarily in the CAP program.
. CAP is a prospective hospital utilization program combining pre-admission, con-

current peer review and discharge planning to determine quality care, medical
necessity for admission and medical necessity for length of stay.

CAP has incorporated the following elements Into Its operational system:
(1) Criteria for both admission and length of stay.
(2) Responsible review by physicians and allied professionals of individ-

ual hospital cases.
(8) Reimbursement by the third party payment sources for services which

are certified as medically necessary.
(4) Procedures to assist Hospital Utilization Review Committees to

gather and analyze recommendations based upon Information regarding fa-
cility utilization, patient care, and treatment practices.

(5) Practices and procedures to facilitate discharge planning and con-
tinuity of care prior to the expiration of certified days of hospital stay.

The CAP Steering Committee, consisting of three physicians, three hospital
administrators, and a consumer, directs the policy aspects of the program.

The existing Foundation Regional Councils are utilized to coordinate the
program in each of the Foundation's five regions.

Physician advisors who make all medical judgments regarding CAP are nomi-
nated by the local hospital. In the local hospital, nominations are screened by
the Regional Council and appointments will then be made by the Steering Com-
mittee. The physician advisor Is reimbursed on a fee-for-time basis.

Program coordinators are employed to conduct the administrative aspects of
-CA ir-thie hospitals to which they are assigned. The coordinators conduct on-

going monitoring of patients while patients are hospitalized, assist in dis-
charge planning, and complete a uniform hospital discharge abstract on each
patient.

There are also local physician appeals panels to provide timely review of any
appeals of decisions made by the physician advisor. Appeals panels physicians
are selected In the same manner as physician advisors.

Our experience with the CAP program has been most enlightening. The les-
sons we have learned are invaluable and will be of particular help to us in the
further developments of our Foundation as a PSRO.

Our program was brought into operation in three phases with the final hos-
pital becoming operational In January of 1974. The total dollar amount of our
16-month contract with BHI and the Colorado Department of Social Services
was in the amount of $1,519,662.00. This amount includes the pre-operAtional
development and training program up to the first phase of operation when most of
the Denver hospitals become operational. Because of some changes In our
estimate of admissions to the hospital, as well as various si-vlngs we have been
able to initiate in our operation of the program, we estimate now that we will
underrun our negotiated budget for a net estimated savings in our operations
of $225,000.

A more dramatic savings is apparent in the cost effective analysis that we
harv Pepa4--on a very conservative basis. This analysis was developed with
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data provided by the fiscal intermediary, Bureau of Health Insurance and the
Colorado Department of Social Services, as well as Information that our Founda-
tion has gathered. All our estimates have been projected for one year and we
stress are estimates only based on the beat available information.

We project total hospital admissions for the one year period for Medicare
and Medicaid in Colorado at 107,628 admissions. We currently indicate an
average length of stay in the hospital for both programs combined to be 8.15
days. Prior to the CAP program, the averpe- length of stay in hospitals for
both programs combined was 8.50. Using an average cost of $100 per day in
the hospital, this would indicate a conservative estimate of savings of $2,925,-
805.00 for one year operation of the CAP program over and above the savings in
our operating costs of the program. This would Indicate that for every dollar
spent In the operational aspect of our program, the Foundation saved $2.58.
These figures are conservative estimates and are the figures that the Founda-
tion chooses to use in evaluating its own performance. There are other ways of
estimating the possible savings of our CAP program in Colorado that are far
more optimistic. Utilizing one of these optimistic estimates we indicate that we
might possibly have saved as much .t $9,590,405.00 in one year of operation of
the CAP program. This would amount to a savings of $8.80 for every dollar spent
in the operation of the CAP program. We believe that this estimate is far too
optimistic. Reality may lie somewhere between our conservative estimate and
the optimistic estimate.

Our experience with our CAP program has demonstrated conclusively fot,,us
the necessity for developing a data collection system outside of any that are
currently available to us through fiscal Intermediaries or government agencies
involved in Medicare-Medicaid. We look upon the Foundation or PSRO as a
professional Intermediary charged with the responsibility under the law of as-
sessing and assuring the quality of medical care along with the cost control
responsibilities. Our studies and experience with the data collection systems
currently available indicate that the data we need to accomplish medical care
evaluation studies and the profiling required by PSR0 legislation are not readily
available in the current data systems. Our nurse coordinators operating in most
of the hospitals in Colorado are able to gather for us information that cannot be
found at any other source. We feel it is an absolute necessity for us to have the
opportunity to develop and work with this data so that we can perform our
responsibilities as a PSRO. As we learn to utilize this information properly, we
will then be able to provide better management information than we are cur-
rently able to develop through any of our contacts with fiscal intermediaries or
government agencies.

IN SUM MAY

The Colorado Foundation for Medical Care was created by the Colorado Medi-
cal Society in June, 1970. Both the Foundation and the Medical Society have sup-
ported the PSRO concept since its inception, feeling that the goals of PSRO
and the Foundation are substantially the same.

The Foundation has applied to be a PSR0 and has met all or most of the orga-
nizational requirements, however a plea is made for consideration by the Com-
mittee for those organizations such as the Foundation which were created prior
to P8RO legislation but who have been prototype PSRO's and are willing to con-
tinue to perform-as a formal PSRO.

The Foundation has had considerable experience in ambulatory peer review
and utilization review functions and has, sint.e August, 1978, performed as an
operational prototype PSRO providing the Colorado Admissions Program in
every hospital in the state. The Foundation reviews all Medicare and Medicaid
hospital admissions. Based on its experience as a prototype P8RO and utiliz-
ing data available to it from fiscal intermediaries, the Bureau of Health Insur-
ance and the Colorado Department of Social Services, the Foundation has pro-
jected its one-year operational experience and conservatively estimates savings
of $2.995.805.00. Thus. for every dollar spent in oneration of its program, the
Foundation has saved $2.58 on a conservative estimate. A more optimistic esti-
mate has-been projected at savings of $9.590,J05.00 for one year of operation.
However, the Foundation believes realistically the savings are somewhere be-
tween the conservative estimate and the optimistic estimate.

Senator TALMAXIE. The next witness is Dr. Joseph Painter, chair-
man of the Steering Committee, Texas Institute for Medical Assess-
ment.
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Dr. Painter, your entire statement will appear in the record, and
you may summarize, sir.

Dr. DAvis. Thank you, sir. Dr. Painter could not appear, and I am
here in his place.

Senator TAuwm o. Dr. Davis, thank you, sir.

STATEMENT OF MILTON V. DAVIS, M.D., ON BEHALF OF THE TEXAS
-. MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. DAVIS Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Dr. Mil-
ton Davis, a practicing surgeon in Dallas, Tex.

You certainly are aware that the hour is late; with your permission,
sir, I would like to summarize very briefly the reason why I am here,
and request that the statement and the appendices be placed in the
record.

Senator TAwmmz. Your full statement will appear in the record,
Doctor; and those of us who have been around here a while have
found brevity is the most persuasive thing we could have in the Senate.

Dr. DAvs. I shall try.
Even though the doctors in Texas did not agree with the need for

Public Law 92-603, our house of delegates voted by a ratio of 85 to 15
to implement it.

We chartered an organization, created a nonprofit corporation which
meets all of the legal requirements which is open to all licensed phy-
sicians, and which attracted all of the members of the health care team
in Texas.

We petitioned the Secretary of the Dep artment of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare to accept the TIMA-the Texas Institute for Medi-
cal Assessment--as the PSRO for the entire State of Texas A public
meeting was held-the dates are in the testimony--sponsored by region
VI of the Department of. HEW in Dallas. Other States than Texas
were invited. We had a special meeting with Dr. Henry Simmons,
prior to his assumption of his current responsibilities.

After all of this, and in spite of the fact that we documented in de-
tail that we were not only ready and willing to implement the law, but
to follow it in detail, the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare imposed eight areas upon us instead of one. Included with this,
under the law, is the mandatory State Professional Standard Review
Council.

We forwarded a formal request for review; it was ignored. We pe-
titioned our Congressmen and our Senators. and 22 of the 24 Repre-
sentatives from the State of Texas in the U.. House of Represen-
tatives saw fit to petition the Secretary of the Department of HEW
formally by letter requesting that they grant us a single State PSRO.

Both of our distinguishedSenators--one of whom is present here in
the committee at.this time and serves, as do you gentlemen, with dis-
tinction on the full Finance Committee-agreed with our position and
passed our viewpoint on to the Secreeary of HEW.

After this show of unanimity the Hospital Association, the Medical
Association, the Osteopathic Medical Asociation, the nurses, the po-
diatrists, the whole kit and caboodle of all of our team-plus 22 of 24
Re presentatives and both of our Senators-the Secretary of HEW
then granted us nine instead of eight areas.
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We are here today to tell you that we are ready to carry out the
law. In addition to that willingness, we would like to suggest that in
your purview of implementation of this law-and incidentally, we
applaud the committee and the subcommittee for taking your valuable
tune to hear everybody and get the viewpoints, because certainly I
know it cannot be other than educational for all parties concerned-
we would like to recommend that the definition of a qualified organiza-
tion should be expanded so that existing medical societies can do that
job.

We would like to see that the Secretary be granted the authority to
enter into PSRO contracts with groups other than professional asso-
ciations, such as are provided in te sections that are on page 6 of our
testimony. We wouldlike to see the law amended to provide for some
app opriate appeal mechanism for area designations.

We feel that the Secretary acted in an arbitrary and capricious man-
ner in our request and did not deal with us the same as he dealt with
other States. And we feel that properly under a good law we ought
to have some kind of reasonable appeal mechanism.

We would like to see the role of the State medical society be xug-
mented by allowing the Secretary to enter into direct management
contracts with State medical societies, if he could be satisfied himself
that they would meet the criteria.

And in addition to this, we would like to make three other sugges-
tions.

That the Secretary be instructed by the committee to consider al-
lowing a third model for PSRO development--the large State single
area designation-if and when such States could- meet the require-
ments.

We think the law should be amended to allow the Secretary to
revise area designations previously made to conform to changes in
circumstances. And we would like to see, according to our viewpoint-
and I understand that of Senator Bentsen-that the Secretary should
be actually restrained from imposing multiple State PSRO areas on
a State which chose to do otherwise.

Having made this statement, of course, I will welcome questions
and do my very best to answer them. I want to thank the committee
for hearing us.

Senator TALxAE. Dr. Da As, thank you very much for a very fine
statement.

Senator Bentsen.
Senator BwNrsEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Si;oLz STAEWIDR PSRO Rmrum

It seems to me it really does not make any difference what the local
people want as far as some people in Washington are concerned--or
even their own delegation to the Congress. We are going to continue
to see if we cannot turn that around, Dr. Davis.

The Texas Medical Association indicates that significant economies
of scale would accrue from the operation of a singLe statewide PSRO.

Can you gi,e any estimates of savings, in terms of both dollars and
man-hours, that might result ?
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Dr. DAvIs. I really cannot, Senator Bentsen, and should not take the
time to deal in conjecture. I will say this, that simple arithmetic would
lead us to an answer.

For example, if you are going to have a basic superstructure that is
going to be applicable all over the State, then it is going to take some-
thing like nine times as much space-people, man-hours--to run nine
of them. And I really think Ishould stop there because I do not believe
I can give you an adequate answer to your very pertinent question.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, you have indicated that the Dallas HEW
office has twice endorsed a statewide plan.

Dr. DAVIS. That is correct, sir.
Senator BENTSEN. Do you know what the points of contention are

between the Dallas office and the Washington office, and why they are
so omniscient and omnipotent in Washington about what we should
have in Texas?

Dr. DAvIs. Well, we. have heard testimony here today while you have
been doing other work, Senator, that we do not trust these people. I
think probably you could find in Exodus 7 and 8, when Joseph came
back and said what happened to my people, and they said, well, they
got a new pharaoh and they knew not Joseph. And that is the way we

eel about Government people. It is not a matter of how much we might
trust the incumbent Secretary or a current Congress or an incumbent
administration. 'We have learned by experience that these things
change.

Now, the Dallas office is a regional office involving more States than
Texas. They definitely favored our viewp-oint and forwarded a recom-
mendation.*I cannot tell you why the Secretary did not follow it.

Senator BENTSEN. Had you been led to believe that the Secretary
was going to approve the Dallas office recommendation?

Dr. DAVIS. I really do not think so. I think that as I looked at this--
I am sort of middle way between young and old, but I have had a little
to do this type of thing before. The message that came across to
me was that they had decided not to accept our recommendation from
the very beginning, and just spent some of the Government's money in
holding these conferences for reasons of their own.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, my amendment to the bill would give you a
trial period in which to demonstrate the effectiveness of a statewide
PSRO in Texas. And if at the end of that period the Secretary was
not satisfied, he could order implementation of the Department's plan.

Are you convinced that the TIMA statewide system would be effec-
tive and that it should satisfy HEW?

Dr. DAVIS. I am very convinced of it, and I do not think that he
could fault us in any way, because we deliberately set about to conform
to the law. We deliberately set about to implement the law, not to
block it. We deliberately studied the law and met with people to tell us
what would be required. And we have formulated all of our plans on
the basis of compliance.

I feel that we are quite capable of doing it, and without any question
we would be able to qualify

Senator BE.NTsEN. Would it be fair to say that at least. in the begin-
ning, that Texas doctors strongly opposed PSRO, but came around
to the viewpoint of supporting one on a statewide basis, and that
the polls reflected that they have?
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Dr. DAvis. Well, our viewpoint, I think, can be summarized as fol-
lows: We recognize that there must be change. We recognize that
changes come about all of the time. We recognize the most important
thing-that I personally recognized-was that we are going to be col-
lecting data, lots of data. I wanted us to have input, I wanted us to
have input into the data. I actually made such a speech on the floor of
the House, and we had a special meeting about this, and they bought it.
They did not want it; they still favor repeal; but as long as we were
going to have a law like this, they want to have their own input into
it. I feel that is for the best interest of their patients.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, doctor.
Senator TALMAW'E. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNm'r. Just to follow up what Senator Bentsen said, his

amendment is in conference. I do not know whenever we will ever get
to conference on that bill. But it is in conference, and I have an amend-
ment to it which more or less nullifies it, as you might expect. [Gen-
eral laughter.] And so when we get to conference, we will have to see
what happens.

But I would just like to make one comment. I think Texas is com-
pletely in character. They want the biggest PSRO in the business.
General laughter.]
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Dr. Davis, for your contribution to

our deliberations.
Dr. DAVIS. We thank you gentlemen.
[The proposed statement of Dr. Davis, with attachments, follows.

Hearing continues on p. 473.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE TEXAS MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

(By Milton V. Davis, M.D.)

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Doctor Milton V. Davis, a
prMeticing physician in Dallas, Tex. I am a member of the Executive Board of the
Tegas Medical Association and the Steering Committee of the Texas Institute for
Medical Assessment which was formed to present proposals to the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare relating to the PSRO Section (Sect. 240) of P.L.
W-63.

I am pleased to represent the TMA and the Texas Institute for Medical Assess-
knent (TIMA) in response to an invitation issued by Mr. Stern, the Staff Director
of the Senate Finance Committee. I wish it were possible for more of my col-
leagues of TMA to be with me today, however, the Annual Session of the Texas
Medical Association is taking place in Houston, Texas, at this time. Our Session
began the 8th of May and runs through May 12th.

I am grateful for the opportunity to present the TMA's views concerning the
subject of your hearings-the evaluation of present and proposed implementation
of the PSRO legislation.

At the outset and in all candor, I must inform this Committee that the House of
Delegates in May, 1973, voted to work toward repeal of the PSRO section of P.L.
92-603. It would be my assessment that this is the view of the vast majority of the
physicians of Texas.

At the same meeting of the TMA House of Delegates it was recognized that
even though we favored repeal of the PSRO law, we recognized that it was the
law of the land and the Board of Trustees of TMA were instructed to authorize,
create and support an organization that qualifies under all applicable law to per-
form all the functions of a PSRO throughout the State of Texas under a single
organization, the sole guiding principle of this organization to be to insure the
continued improvement of the quality of care in this state as Texas physicians
have always done.
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From that point in May of 1973, the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment or
(TIMA) was chartered to comply with the desires of the TMA and comply with
P.L. 92--6M3 and HEW.

TIMA caused something to happen which is rare these days and that is unity
and cooperation between groups who have been known to have some differences.
I am sure that you as Committee members have been exposed to these differences.
For the first time in a long time TIMA brought together the active support and
assistance by the Texas Osteopathic Medical Association, Texas Medical Associa-
tion, medical specialty societies and county medical societies, Texas Hospital
Association, Texas Osteopathic Hospital Association, Private Hospitals and Clin-
lea Association of Texas, all medical schools in Texas, both M.D. and D.O., Texas
State Department of Health, State Office of Comprehensive Health Planning,
Texas Nursing Home Association, Texas Dental-Association, Texas Pharmaceuti-
cal Association, Texas Nursing Association, Texas Podiatric Association, Blue
Cross-Blue Shield of Texas, the Governor of Texas, 22 of the 24 members of the
U.S. House of Representatives from Texas and both U.S. Senators of Texas, one
of which, the Honorable Ioyd Bentsen, is a distinguished member of the full
Senate Finance Committee.

The organizations meet for untold hours under the direction of Dr. Joseph
Painter of Houston, one of the outstanding physicians In the U.S. in the areas of
peer review and utilization review.

I might pause and explain to you why we felt a single statewide area designa-
tion was advisable from the standpoint of Texas. We felt that it was imperative
that TIMA be designated as the PSRO for Texas. Not that TIMA would be per-
forming statewide review because it has always been our intent and as a matter
of fact insistence that local components perform the review activity. We felt that
a single organization could promote a rapid development and implementation of
the system as well as achieve the highest level of economy, efficiency, uniformity
and coordination of review activity

From May, 1973, until August, 1973, a systematic program was developed to the
satisfaction of all interested organic tions.

The Department of HEW held a public hearing-August 24, 1973, in Dallas,
Texas, on the subject of area designation. The TIMA proposal was the only plan
submitted and the District Office of HEW endorsed the proposal.

Between August, 1973, and October 18, 1973, work on the concept and organiza-
tion of TIMA was brought from only an idea to a viable and realistic organization.

On October 18, 1973, the Department of Hew (OPSR) had another hearing in
Dallas, Texas, on the subject and again the plan presented on August 24, 1973,
was unanimously supported by the various organizations heretofore mentioned.
Copies of our presentation at both of these hearings are attached to my statement
for your record.

On December 20,1973, the Office of PSR-HEW published in Vol. 38, No. 244, its
area designations as they concern Texas slicing us into eight unrecognizable areas.

This action on the part of HEW was of great disappointment to all the or-
ganizations concerned not the least of which was the TMA. Still making every
effort to comply with the law consistent with our interest, we filed comments
in response to the initial designations. (A copy of this statement is attached
with my comments.) In that statement we submitted an analysis of factors con-
sidered by OPSR in determination of PSRO areas, an analysis of recognized.
medical service areas and distances within proposed PSRO designations, a com-
parlson of the TIMA plan and OPSR proposal, a proposed solution to the area
designation controversy, a comparative analysis of number of physicians, bene-
ficiaries and facilities under OPSR proposed areas and the results of a poll of
physicians and organizations regarding PSRO law, area designations and
TIMA.

In spite of our plea, on March 18, 1974, the Secretary of HEW issued the
final area designations and only changed them Insofar as Texas is concerned
by revising the map slightly and increasing the number from 8 to 9 PSRO's.

The point of my recounting this sequence of events is to point out to this Com-
mittee our activities In relation to implementation of PSRO In Texas and to
make you acquainted with the fact that in my opinion and that of TMA HEW
has made a very basic mistake relating to implementation of PSRO in Texas
by their ignoring the clear preference of the people end organizations In Texas
who they must be dependent upon for the implementation and effective operation
of PSRO in Texas.
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The arguments for a single statewide PSRO are fully covered in attached
materials but briefly they are (1) centralized unilorm data system, (2) admin-
istrative support for local review units, (3) educational programs on the meth-
odology, process and evaluation of utilization review and quality assessment,
(4) objective systems of evaluation of the methods employed and the perform-
ance of local review units with recommendations for Improvement, (5) impartial
arbitration of appeals, (6) ongoing planning for improvement in review and edu-
cation process, (7) research in the methodology, organization, operation and
evaluation of the entire professional standards review program but most of all
in my opinion Is the aspect that there are Just not that many qualified and inter-
ested physicians to set up and operate a PSRO. It makes sense to me to have
one good organization rather than 9 fragmented and separate entities. We have
a shortage of physicians rendering patient care now and 9 entities will only
siphon off 9 times as many man hours away from our primary purpose of treating
sick and injured patients.

The effect on implementation of the area designation controversy can only be
described as a major hurdle if not an obstacle that can not be overcome.

The TMA House of Delegates this week will consider policy as to the TMA's
position on PSRO and there are many resolutions to withdraw all support for
further on implementation of PSRO in Texas and support total repeal. The
decision if it comes to no longer provide financial aid and support for TIMA
could set the entire program to drift and as Committee report on finance relat-
ing to the Bennett amendment indicates, the major shortcoming of present utiliza-
tion controls is the insufficient professional participation in and support of
claims review.

Mr. Chairman, again I would say that the preference of the TMA is that the
PSRO section be repealed, however, as a minimum the amendments proposed
by the AMA should be adopted and insofar as Texas is concerned, it would be
particularly applicable if:

(1) The definition of "qualified organization" under Section 1152(b) (1) (A)
should be expanded so that existing medical societies and organizations desig-
nated by them, Including foundations will be specifically eligible for considera-
tion as a PSRO.

(2) Authority for the Secretary to enter Into PSRO contracts with groups
other than professional associations, as provided as Section 1152(b) (1) (B),
should be postponed from January 1, 1976, to January 1, 1978.

(3) The law should be amended to provide for the appeal of area designations.
(4) The role of the State medical society should be further augmented by

allowing the Secretary to enter into direct management contracts with the State
Medical Society, or its designated organization, for the administration of
PSRO program.

In addition to these AMA proposals, I would like to make these additional
suggestions for amendments.

(1) That the Secretary should be instructed, in view of the provisional destg-
nations of PSRO contracts, to enter into a contract with a State of the size of
Texas, if a proper proposal is submitted, to allow the third model for PSRO
development-the large State single area designation with authority to sub-
divide into internal geographic regions and use separate systems as appropriate
to perform professional standards review. This subject was the concern of an
amendment by Senator Bentsen to H.R. 3158. This would allow additional in.
formation to be generated as to operational experience and if at the end of
the provisional period the Secretary does not think this advisable to continue
he would be free to do so under current law.

(2) The law should be amended to allow the Secretary to revise area desig-
nations previously made to conform to changes in circumstances such as the
above proposal and further experience.

(3) That Section 1162 of the PSRO Law should not be amended to provide
for a Statewide Professional Review Council where there are one or more
PSRO's. My opinion is that the functions, responsibilities, and duties of such
council are vague and would only cause another layer of administrative red tape
in relation to the program.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, once again thank you, the Committee and your Counsel for the
Invitation to appear today.
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TEXAS INrIUTi VOP Ml])I('AI. ASSIS"IMYNT
PROPOSAL FOR I'SPO APIUA DL.SIGNATION

FOR TIME
STATE OF TEXAS

AND
PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION FOR A CONTRACT WIfil DIIEW

August 24, 1973

The licensed physicians of the State of Texas, acting in concert and unity.
formally request that a single, statewide Professional Standards Review Organization
conforming to the boundaries of the state be designated. We believe that such action
would meet the expressed desires of the licensed physicians, would permit a function-
Ing organization to assure uniform implementation and support of institutional review
processes in the state while maintaining the actual professional standards review at
the local level, and would fulfill the qualifications for physician organizations which
are specified in Section 249 F, P.L. 92-603.

STATEMENT OF INTENT

The licensed physicians of this state wish to inform the Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare of our intention ar.d desire to comply fully
with all obligations and requirements of professional standards review as outlined in
P.-t. 92-603. We have developed a state organization - the Texas Institute of Medical
Assessment - which meets the specifications stipulated for a physician sponsored group
and are engaged actively in working toward the rapid implementation of a statewide
system of medical care review, evaluation, and education. It is the intent of TIMA to
apply to the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for desig-
nation as the provisional PSRO for the State of Texas.

FUNCTIONS OF A SINGLE STATE PSRO IN TEXAS

While recognizing that the functions of a single statewide PSRO system are
tangential to the issue of area designation, we believe that a description of its role
may permit a better understanding of the reasons for requesting a single designation
in the state.

The licensed physicians of Texas fully subscribe to the fucticns Identifi-d
in a recent communication by Senator Bennett: " . . . (1) coordinate the activities of,
and disseminate information and data . . . ; (2) assist the Secretary in the development
of uniform data gathering procedures and operating procedures; (3) assist in the establish-
ment of a common data processing operation to provide assurances oi efficient operation
and objective evaluation of comparative formulas of the several areas . . . within our
review structure; (4) assist the Secretary in evaluating performance . , , " of local
review units. Such a coordinatinuj and assistance role is essential. In addition, we
believe certain other centralized functions can be performed without impinging upon the
right of the local review groups to determine the medical necessity, appropriateness
and quality of medical care.
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1 Centralized uniform data system.

2. Administrative support for local review units.

3. Educational programs on the methodology, process, and evaluation
of utilization review and quality assessment.

4. Objective systems of evaluation of the methods employed and the
performance of local review units with recommendations for improvement.

S. Impartial arbitration of appeals from any party which may result frcin
decisions of the local review units.

6. Ongoing planning for improvement in the review and ei ucation process.

7. Research in the methodology, organization, operation and evaluation of
the entire professional standards review program.

These additional duties will permit, in our judgment, a single state professional"
standards review organization to function in an efficient and effective manner while
clearly recognizing and perpetuating the absolute need for the review function to be
perfoimed at the local level.

DHEW GUIDELINES FOR AREA DESIGNATION

The single state Professional Standards Review Organization (TIMA) fulfills
Guidelines Nos. 1-4 and No. 6. We believe Guideline No. 5 to be impractical in
Texas for reasons previously stated and to be cited. Moreover, P.L. 92-603 does not
prohibit the designation of a single state PSIO and the precedent exists for such a
designation by prior decisions of DIIEW nationally and within Renion VI. finally, the
large geographic area, the urban-rural problems, and the distribution of physicians and
facilities makes mandatory the presence of a single state coodinating and support sy.,item
to assure the uniform development and application-of the standards of professional review
throughout every region of the state.

DIIEW PROPOSED Al.A DESIGNATIONS FOR TLXAS

The four alternatives conceived in the distributed initerial.s from I)IIFW do ,lot
meet the requirements by practicing physicians for an efficient economical uniform non-
duplicative single system supported by the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment.

IMPLEMENTATION OF PSRO IN TEXAS

In order to fulfill tic expectations of the law, we h'live that it i. iip. ralye
that a single state corporation ('IMA) L desitnated as the Professional St,indards Ileview

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. I - 28
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Organization for the State of Texas with the authority to designate local components
to perform the review activity. This position Is supported hy the licensed physicians
of Texas and by the various organizations representing physicians in the state.

IIMA, acting as a statewide single PSRO contractor, will promote a rapid
development and implementation of the system as well as achieve the highest leve!
of econonomy, efficiency, uniformity arid coordination of review activity.

TIMA will result In UNITY:

It has already stimulated the process of unifying the health and allied pro-
fessionals in the health field and in our state. This unity can be maintained and expanded
by utilizing TIMA to coordinate and service PSRO. Wc believe unity will be sacrificed
without it. TIMA has the solid support of Texas health care providers and associates,
as Is indicated here today.

Recognizing that any designation is provisional for two years, we suggest
that a third model approach to PSRO is needed in addition to the small, single-state
PSRO, and the large-state, multiple, direct-contract PSROs. We believe that a unified .

health profession in a large state should be given the opportunity'to prove that this -

vigorous and vital force can be the most effective and efficient approach of all toward
achieving the goals of Section 249 r, PSRO.

TIMA would insure UNIFORMITY through:

1. Uniform data gathering procedures and operating procedures.

2. Objective evaluation of the performance of professional review activity
at the local level and place the review process In perspective and assure delivery of
quality medical care to the citizens of Texas.

3. A data reporting system which would assist in identifying deficiencies
In medical practice and an educational program to provide a positive stimulus to assure
high quality care and improve the methods of review.

In ndditinn, the Ixrforma n. e of physkcianq in all c'i)Jnl )nentn of the delivry
system as well asn the hicjh ff4tii of medical care provided toe citizens of Texas will
be maintained and improved.

TIMA would promote ECONOMY of operation by:

I. Allowing the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to negotiate
a single contract.

2. Minminivin! the additional staffing requirement of DIIEW for maintaining
liaison with review organization.
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3. Reducing administrative expens,,,s of the review effort by permitting
the utilization of central staff support, thus eliminating the duplication of staff services
at the local level.

4. Encouraging the use of existing staff and professional expertise alid
experience within the review mechanisms of the-professiontl organizations and hospital
review committees,. l'1so: people have been working with the concept of review for
many years and have developed a keen understanding of the mechanics of review and
data collection.

TIMA would encourage ErFIcIENCY because it would:

I . Take advantage of existing and ongoing programs for review l)y integrating
hospital review techniques and medical society mechanisms into a menningful review
program. This mechanism will allow utilization of existing and ongoing programs of the
various professional organizations (including the Texas Osteopthlc Medical Assocition
and the Texas Medical Association) and provide effective utilization of the experiences
of physicians in implementing the new program.

2. Establish common procedures and utilize single strong administrative
and structural base in the state.

3. The local review areas do not cut across existing governmental Juris-
dictional lines and structure.

TIMA would encourage COORDINATION by:

I. Integrating existing professional review ctivities with the objetive
of insuring the same professional standards of care for every person in the state.

2. Working to continually upgrade the practice of medicine within the
State of Texas. Professional standards in medicine are not static, hut suhject to dyr-mic
change. As patterns of practice change for the State, the continuing education progr-in
of the statewide PSRO would Insure that local areas are informed of these changes, thus
adding the vital -ingredient of flexibility to the standards of care.

3. Only a statewide lxby can provide a mechanism for appeal and arhitratiowi.
Reasonable investigation of complaints by patients, physicians, third party payors, and
others can iest be achieved throucih a single, objective party which can review the
problem within its proper perspective.

TIMA would improve the ACHIEVEMENT of physicians by:

I. Objective evaluation and analysis of the data generated through the
system.
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2. Education of physicians regarding identifiable areas where performance
can be improved.

3. Utilization of existing medical educational networks to transmit infor-
mation and materials to the physicians of the state.

4. Assistance and support of professional medical organizations.

TIMA Will Improve the ACHIIEVEMENT of allied professionals in the health field
within the health care delivery system through ongoing evalation of the efficiency and
effectiveness of these components in the delivery of medical care within the vtate.

TIMA will assure the maintenance and improvement of the high QUALITY of
medical care delivered within the state through: , , ,

I. Uniform objective evaluation of and improvement in the performance of
components of the delivery system in every area of the state.

2. Education at the state and local leveLlrelated to demonstrated needs F
identified through the review process.

3. Involvement of individuals as well as organizational groups (hospitals,
nursing homes, dentists, podiatrists, Intermediaries, etc.) within the medical care
field In a close advisory relationship at the state and the local areas to insure all
components are contributing and responding to the gQal of the provisions of the highest
quality of medical care to all of the people of the state.

Utilizing TIMA, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare can guarantee
the orderly, timely, and rapid IMPLEMENTATION of the provisions of P.L. 92-603 in the
state by: --

I. The support of the licensed physicians of Texas.

2. The support of the organizations representing physicians.

3. The support of organizations representing hospitals.

4. The combining of the existing ongoing tiered professional review
systems operated by profe!;sional orqani.ations ilto a new Cc impralimi.ive approach to meet
and exceed the requirements stipulated for professional standards review under P.L. 92-603.

5. The support of staff personnel and physicians experienced in review
methods, process and administration as the base upon which to build a complete system.

6. Service to meet the full intpnt of the law by actinq an a qualified replace-
ment Professional Standanrds PIeview Organization In the event that local units were not
fully operational by the deadline stipulated in the law.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, for the reasons stated, the licensed physicians of Texas acting
through the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment, formally request that the State of
Texas be designated as a single PSPO area. Therefore, iat the appropriate time, we intend
to submit this plan as the basis for the implementation of a single contract for PSRO
between DHEW and TIMA.

I

The moral force of the support of the profession - individually and collectively -
which strongly favors this action, wilI be a major determinant in success or failure of
the implementation of this legislation within our state.

TIMA will be a moving force in promoting quality care and patient satisfaction
by its emphasis on quality, accessability to services and economy. ,
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TEXAS INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL ASSESSMENT

PROPOSAL FOR A SINGLE PSRO AREA DESIGNATION
FOR THE

STATE OF TEXAS
AND

DECLARATION OF INTENT OF THE TEXAS INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL ASSESSMENT
TO SUBMIT A PLAN FOR DESIGNATION OF PROVISIONAL PSRO STATUS

October 18, 1973

The licensed physicians of the State of Texas resubmit the formal
request of August 24, 1973, for the designation of our entire state as a single
area for professional standards review.

The proposal presented at the initial hearing was made after careful study
of the four alternatives furnished by the Office of Professional Standards Review,
fulfilled five of six guidelines promulgated by that office and indicated the
presence of an existing organization (Texas Institute for Medical Assessment)
which fulfillI-ed the requirement for a physician sponsored group under PSRO. The
proposal further clearly delineated the separation of the coordinative-supportive-
assistance role of the state system from the local review process in medical
service areas and advanced valid arguments for a single area designation
(stimulation of unity of the profession, creation of uniformity in the method and
process of review, utilization of existing methods of review, promotion of economy
of operation, mandate of efficient operation, assure coordination, upgrade medical
care, and guarantee the timely implementation of PSRO through the support of
physicians). Testimony also added three significant points: none of the govern-
mental subdivisions (or combinations thereof) met the requirements for utilization
review as proposed under P. L. 92-603 or the guidelines promulgated by OPSR.
internal flexibility to use different regional systems for different types of
institutional review (e.g.: hospital and nursing home review) was imperative;
and local review units to evaluate the effectiveness of the institutional
utilization review process would be derived after consultation with the physicians
in each region of the state. The proposal also established the intent of TIMA to
apply for designation as the provisional PSRO for Texas.

The hearing on August 24, 1973 demonstrated the unanimity of the support
for a single area designation within the State of Texas. Physicians' organizations
(Texas Medical Association, Texas Osteopathic Medical Association, medical
specialty societies and county medical societies), hospital associations (Texas
Hospital Association, Texas Osteopathic Hospital Association, Private Hospitals
and Clinics Association), medical schools (both M.D. and D.O.), Texas State
Department of Health and the State Office of Comprehensive Health Planning.
None of the four alternatives proposed by OPSR received support.
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RESTATEMENT OF INTENT

The licensed physicians of this state again wish to inform the Secretary
of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare of our intention and desire
to comply fully with all obligations and requirements for professional standards
review as outlined in P. L. 92-603. Our state organization - the Texas
Institute for Medical Assessment - which qualifies as a physician sponsored
group under the PSIO definition is continuing its work towards the rapid
implementation of a statewide system of medical care review, evaluation, and

,, education. TIMA will submit a plan to the Secretary of DHEW and request
q'. designation as a provisional PSRO for the State of Texas.

DHEW GUIDELINES FOR AREA DESIGNATION

1. P;RO areas shall not cross state lines.

A single state area designation is in conformity with this requirement.

2. In general. PSRO areas should not divide a county

Designation of the state boundary would meet this stipulation. Proposed
local review units under the single state area designation would recognize this
qualification.

3. Exstina boundaries of current local medical review organizations
should be considered.

Designation of the state as a single PSRO area would allow full use of all
existing review systems and organizations. All medical review in Texas is
organized on a state-regional-local basis. Each professional organization has
different subdivisions for its peer review process. The single state area
designation - and single statewide PSRO - woVld allow coordination of the peer
review efforts by multiple groups while preserzing the internal flexibility to have
multiple systems of subregions contributing to professional standards review.

4. A PSRO area would. to the extent possible. coincide with a medical
service area and I ensure broad. diverse representation of all medical specialties

Recognition must Le given to the differences in the types of review in
different institutional settings. Hospital utilization review is dependent on
utilization review committees composed of the medical staff and acting on a
day-to-day basis. Local review units under a single sta tewide PSRO would have
to meet frequently to assess the performance of the individual institutions.
Nursing home review, however, requires less frequent medical audit because of the
chronicity of the illness and the longevityof the stay. Further, each institutional
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setting has different medical service areas. TIMA, representing the licensed
physicians of Texas, believes that each must have a separate system and
different regions for the review mandated under PSRO. --

a. Hospitals:

Distribution of physicians, facilities, beneficiaries, and population
centers was considered as well as the factors of time and distance. Approximately
38 local review unit areas have been determined by TIMA as being geographically
contiguous with central population centers and sufficient numbers of beneficiaries,
beds, and physicians for valid review. These multiple small local review units
would provide local determination of the effectiveness of the hospital utilization
review committee and utilize local variations of the state norms. Each unit would
report to the single state PSRO which would retain the ultimate evaluation and
review authority.

Maps of these units have been prepared; however, before final
decision regarding the validity of the boundaries of the local review unit
divisions, each locality would be requested to contribute knowledge of local
physicians, hospital and beneficiary practices.

The number of local review units and the boundaries of each would
remain flexible within the single state area designation - and single state PSRO -
and would be able to respond rapidly to experience and/or change in cond!tion.
The final geographic subunit of the single state PSRO will reflect more accurately
medical practice in service areas than any of the existing governmental
subdivisions developed for other purposes.

b. Nursing homes:

The State Department of Welfare (DPW) currently operates a system
of medical review teams for nursing home review under the Medical Assistance
Program. This sytem is divided into 11 regions. While not applicable to hospital
utilization review because of differences in the types and distribution of patients
and facilities as well as the geographic distances to be traveled, the program
has worked well, and, with the internal flexibility of a single PSRO determination,
would permit use of this program under the state organization.

S. A PRSO area should generally have a minimum of approximately
300 licensed Practicing physicians, While the maximum can be expected to vary
with local circumstances. it should not exceed 2500 licensed practicing physicians.

The total of 12,944ilicensed practicing physicians exceeds the arbitrary
limit of 2500 established as the guideline. TIMA, however, would qualify if the
recommendation of the National Professional Standards Review Council is
accepted: that . . . "Where the professional association(s) concerned demonstrate
a desire and capability of successfully sponsoring a state level PSRO, the option
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of an essentially statewide area designation should be considered even though
the 2500 physicians general limit is exceeded". Moreover, the subdivision of
the single state PSRO into multiple small local review units as the first level
of evaluation for professional standards review activity would meet the basic
intent of the guidelines and foster local medical care review. Of the proposed
subdivision within TIMA, only two would slightly exceed the upper limitations.
Finally, we believe that the advantages of the economy, efficiency, uniformity,
and flexibility of a single statewide PS RO as well as the support of physicians
far outweigh the artificial numerical limits imposed under Guideline S.

6. The designation of a PSRO area should take into account the need
to allow effective coordination with the Medicare/Medicaid fiscal agent.

Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Texas is the fiscal agent for both Medicare and
Medicaid and operates on a statewide basis. While taking no position at the
first regional hearing regarding area designation, Blue Cross-Blue Shield has
assigned the medical director and vice president for medical affairs to the Steering
Committee of TIMA to establish a close working relationship.

DHEW PROPOSED AREA DESIGNATIONS

The medical assistance districts, the Texas State Department of Health
regions and the Texas Planning Regions were developed-for purposes other than
Institutional utilization review. As pointed out earlier in this testimony, the
physicians of Texas believe there must be separation of hospital from nursing
home review as well as retention of the flexibility permitted within a single
statewide PSRO area to use any and all qualified existing systems regardless of
the geographic organization. If professional standards review is to be implemented
successfully, the organizational format must recognize and conserve the
physicians' time and be adaptable to local conditions.

The drawing of lines on a map to create comparable numbers of beds and
physicians ijnores the concentration of beneficiaries as well as the time and
distance factors which are fundamental considerations if physician participation
is to be secured.

None of the proposed area designation alternatives meet the requirements
of the licensed physicians of Texas for an effective, eoonomical, uniform,
non-duplicative single system supported by TIMA.

CONCLUSION

1. The licensed physicians of Texas formally resubmit their request
for designation of the State of Texas as a single PSRO area.
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2. The licensed physicians of Texas have developed a qualified.
physician sponsored group - the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment - to
support rapid implementation of professional standards review within the State.

3. The licensed physicians of Texas - with the full support of medical
schools, hospitals, nursing homes, state agencies, fiscal intermediary, and
the professional organizations of the providers - intend to meet fully any and
all obligations under the law through the implementation of a single state PSIF)
under the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment.
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Texas Institute for Medical Assessment
190S North Lamar Blvd., Austin, lexas 78705 AC S1 474-1471

January 31, 1974

Director, Office of Professional Standards Review
Parklawn Building, Room 17-64
5600 Fishers Lnne
Rockvlle, Maryland 20852

Dear Sir:

The following comments and supporting materials are submitted by the Texas
Institute for Medical Assessment (TIMA) regarding the proposed area designations
published in the Federal Register for the State of Texas, which proposed regulations
are posted as new Part 101, "Professional Standards Review," Title 42. gode of
Federal Regulations, Section 101.48, Texas.

TIMA, acting on behalf of physicians, hospitals and other providers with the
unanimous support of provider organizations, medical schools, state agencies and
Blue Cross-Blue Shield as fiscal agent for Medicare and Medicaid, strongly objects
to the proposed area designations for the following reasons:

I. Proposed area designations fail to recogntje the unanimous
support of the providers and their organizations for a single area
designation for the State of Texas.

See Attachments #1 and #2: Testimony Submitted at the Consul-
tation Hearings on August 24, 1973, and October 18, 1973. Refer
to transcripts of the proceedings and to accompanying letters of
support.

2. Thep.o*sed area designations reject the recommendations of
the Ilea ing Officer and Regions Vi, DIIEW, for.a single area
designation in Texas. Refer to the report of Region VI with
recommendations submitted following the August 24 meeting.

3. lhe_proposed area desltnations do not fulfill the DIIEW guide-
lines and policies used to deterivike edSl&) ,IIS.

See Attachment 03: Analysis of Factors Considered by QI'SR in
Determination of PSRO Areas.

4. The propped area destinations do not recognize time distance or
yj.qraphic factors vital to timely and effective professional standards
review.

See Attachment #4: Analysis of Recognized Medical Service Areas
and Distances Within Proposed OPSR Designations.
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Director, Office of Professional Standatils Review
January 17, 1974

S. The proposed area designations do not recognize existing inedica.
practice and referral areas.

See Attachments #3 and #4.

6. The proposed area designations do not conform to existing govern-
mental or medical organizational regions.

See Attachments #3 and #S: Analysis of Proposed-Area Designations.

Although generally based upon combinations of health planning
districts and areawide planning geographic areas, the basic districts,
areas and combined proposed areas bear no relationship to existing
facilities, the number of physicians who provide and review medical
care, the number of beneficiaries regarding care or the institutional
review process required under PSRO in existing'-institutions.

7. The proposed area designations do not recognize existing and
functioning medical review systems.

See Attachments #2 and #3.

8. The eight proposed area designations do not represent an economical
nor efficient approach to implementation of PSRO. Reduplication of
personnel and costs; fragmentation of effort and process; lack of
uniformity of review; and inability to change geographic boundaries
or operating techniques in each independent PSRO will hamstring the
orderly and timely implementation process.

9. The posed area designations do not fulfill the intent of the law to
maintain the determination of medical necessity, appropriateness and
quality of care at the local level.

See Attachments #2, #3, #4, and #5.

10. The rxojsed area designations fail to recoJize a third model for
PSRO development - the large state sinje ,.rca desifnjitlon with
authori tyto .suixi.vide into itstrrnal.joi jlr,l TIJ: ivg' h ; adi,i :.c
seprate systems as approiriate to perform Ixrofcsional standard.

review.

The above statements and supporting materials clearly establish that the proposed
eight area designations for the State of Texas are artificial, disruptive, and un-
acceptable.
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Director, Office of Professional Standards Review
January 17, 1974

TIMA has proposed an alternative model which

fulfills the intent of the ;uidelines

maintains medical review within identifiable local
medical service areas

* provides a central administrative support system

retains internal flexibility to have different regions
and systems for different types of institutional review

guarantees uniform and objective utilization review
on a statewide basis

preserves the economical, efficient organi7otional
structure and operational system with centralization
of common functions

will use the information derived from profcs.ional standards
review to improve medical care in the state through specifically
targeted educational programs

Attachments #1 and #2 document the reasons for a single PSRO area designation.
Attachment #6, "Comparison of the TIMA Plan and OPSR Proposal," analyzes and
compares the two approaches. Attachment 7, "Proposed Solution to the Area
Designation Controversy," is a seven point statement attempting to recognize and
incorporate the legitimate concerns of TIMA and DIIEW into a workable alternative
program. Attachment #8, "Comparative Analysis of Numbers of Physicians, Bene-
ficiaries and Facilities Under OPSR Proposal Areas," supports the reasonable
adjustment of medical service centers, distance, medical practice and referral
areas, and numbers of physicians, beneficiaries, and facilities to achieve practical
geographically compact areas with sufficient number of patients, doctors and beds
to assure valid review.

Attachment #9, "Rt;-ults of Poll of Physicians Regarding the PSIPO Law, Area Desiy-
nations, and TIMA," documents the overwhelming support of the physicians of
Texas for a single area destination for the State of "lxos nix) acceptance of TIMA
- and its plan - as the single professional standards review organization in Texas.
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Director, Office of Professional Standar, li Review
January 17, 1974

TIMA formally requests withdrawal of the eight proposed i'1SO areas for Texas
and designation of the entire state as a single area.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph T. Painter, M.D., Chairman
Steering Committee
Texas Institute for Medical Assessment

ITP:nf

Attachment # 1

Attachment #2

Attachment #3

Attachment #4

Attachment #5

Attachment #6

Attachment 47

Attachment #8

Attachment #9

Testimony Submitted at August 24, 1973, Region V1
Consultative Hearing

Testimony Submitted at October 18, 1973, Region VI
Consultative Hearing

Analysis of Factors Considered by OPSR in Determination
of PSRO Areas

Analysis of Recognized Medical Service Areas and

Distances Within Proposed OPSR Area Designations

Analysis of Precedents for Proposed Area Designations

Comparison of TIMA Plan and OPSR Proposal

Proposed Solution to Area Designation Controversy

Comparative Analysis of Numbers of Physicians, Bene-
ficiaries and Facilities Under OPSR Proposal Area

Results of Poll of Physicians and Physician's Organizations
Regarding the PSRO Law, Area Designations, and TIMA
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A'r7fACIIMLNT 01

TEXAS INSTIrUTI FOR ME'I"CAL ASSESSMENT
PROPOSAL FOR PSRO AREA DESIGNATION

FOR THE
STATE OF TEXAS

AND
PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION FOR A CONTRACT WITH DIIEW

August 24, 1973

The licensed physicians of the State of Texas, acting in concert and unity,
formally request that a single, statewide Professional Standards Review Organization
conforming to the boundaries of the state be designated. We believe that such action
would meet the expressed desires of the licensed physicians, would permit a function-
ing organization to assure uniform implementation and support of institutional review
processes in the state while maintaining the actual professional standards review at
the local level, and would fulfill the qualifications for physician organizations which
are specified in Section 249 F, P.L. 92-603.

STATEMENT OF INTENT

The licensed physicians of this state wish to inform the Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare of our intention and desire to comply fully
with all obligations and requirements of professional standards review as outlined in
P.L. 92-603. We have developed a state organization - the Texas Institute of Medical
Assessment - which meets the specifications stipulated for a physician sponsored group
and are engaged actively in working toward the rapid implementation of a statewide
system of medical care review, evaluation, and education. It is the lnt -t of TIMA to
apply to the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for desig-
nation as the provisional PSRO for the State of Texas.

- FUNCTIONS OF A SINGLE STATE PSRO IN TEXAS

While recognizing that the functions of a single statewide PSRO system are
tangential to the Issue of area designation, we believe that a description of its role
may permit a better understanding of the reasons for requesting a single designation
in the state.

The licensed physicians of Texas fully subscribe to the functions identified
in a recent communication by Senator Bennett: " . . . (1) coordinate the activities of,
and disseminate information and data . . . (2) assist the Secretary in the development
of uniform data gathering procedures and operating procedures; (3) assist in the establish-
ment of a common data processing operation to provide assurances of efficient operation
and objective evaluation of comparative formulas of the several areas . . . within our
review structure; (4) assist the Secretary In evaluatinq performance . . . " of local
review units. Such a coordinating and assistance role is essential. In addition, we
believe certain other centralized functions can be performed without impinging upon the
right of the local review groups to determine the medical necessity, appropriateness
and quality of medical care.
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1. Centralized uniform data system.

2. Administrative support for local review units.

3. Educational programs on the methodology, process, and evaluation
of utilization review and quality assessment.

4. Objective systems of evaluation of the methods employed and the
performance of local review units with recommendations for improvement.

5. Impartial arbitration of appeals from any party which may result from
decl sons of the local review units.

6. Ongoing planning for improvement in the review and education process.

7. Research in the methodology, organization, uperation'and evaluation of
the entire professional standards review program.

These additional duties will permit, in our judgment, a single state professional
standards review organization to function in an efficient and effective manner while
clearly recognizing and perpetuating the absolute need for the review function to be
performed at the local level.

DHEW GUIDELINES FOR AREA DESIGNATION

The single state Professional Standards Review Organization (TIMA) fulfills
Guidelines Nos. 1-4 and No. 6. We believe Guideline No. S to be impractical in
Texas for reasons previously stated and to be cited. Moreover, P.L. 92-603 does not
prohibit the designation of a single state PSRO and the precedent exists for such a
designation by prior decisions of DHIEW nationally and within Region VI. Finally, the
large geographic area, the urban-rural problems, and the distribution of physicians and
facilities makes mandatory the presence of a single state coordinating and support system
to assure the uniform development and application of the standards of professional review
throughout every region of the state.

DIIEW PROPOSED AREA DESIGNATIONS FOR TEXAS

The four alternatives conceived in the distributCd miatcrials from DI1IIW do not
meet the requirements by practicing physicians for an efficient economical uniform non-
duplicative single system supported by the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment.

IMPLEMENTATION or PSRO IN TEXAS

In order to fulfill the expectations of the ibw, we believe that it is imperative
that a single state corporation (TIMA) be designated as the Professional Standards review
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Organization for the State of Texas with the authority to de i'jatc local components
to perform the review activity. This position Is supported by the licensed physicians
of Texas and by the various organizations representing physicians in the state.

TIMA, acting as a statewide single PS11O contractor, will promote a rapid
development and Implementation of the system as well as achieve the highest level
of econonomy, efficiency, uniformity and coordination of review activity.

TIMA will result In UNITY:

It has already stimulated the process of unifying the health and allied pro-
fessionals in the health field and in our state. This united can be maintained and expanded
by utilizing TIMA to coordinate and service PSRO. We believe unity will be sacrificed
without it. TIMA has the solid support of Texas health care providers and associates,
as is Indicated here today.

Recognizing that any designation is provisional for two years, we suggest
that a third model approach to PSRO is needed in addition to the small, single-state
PSRO, and the large-state, multiple, direct-contract PSIlOs. We believe that a unified
health profession in a large state should be given the opportunity to prove that this
vigorous and vital force can be the most effective and efficient approach of all toward
achieving the goals of Section 249 F, PSRO.

TIMA would Insure UNIFORMITY through: -

I. Uniform data gathering procedures and operating procedures.

2. Objective evaluation of the performance of professional review activity
at the local level and place the review process in perspective and assure delivery of
quality medical care to the citizens of Texas.

3. A data reporting system which would assist in identifyin,: deficiencies
in medical practice and an educational program to provide a positive sti,lius to assure
high quality care and improve the methods of review.

In addition, the performance of physicians in all components of the delivery
system as well as the high quality of medical care provided the citizens of Texas will
be maintained and improved.

TIMA would promote ECONOMY of operation by:

I. Allowing the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to negotiate
a single contract.

2. Minimizinq the additional staffing requirement of DHEW for maintaining
liaison with review organization.

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. I - 29
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3. Reducing administrative expenses of the review effort by permitting
the utilization of central staff support, thus eliminating the duplication of staff services
at the local level.

4. Encouraging the use of existing staff and professional expertise and
expgence within the review mechanisms of the professional organizations and hospital
review committees. These people have been working with the concept of review for
many years and have developed a keen understanding of the mechanics of review and
data collection.

TIMA would encourage EFFICIENCY because it would:

I. Take advantage of existing and ongoinq pro(irams for review by integrating
hospital review techniques and medical society mechanisms into a meaningful review
program. This mechanism will allow utilization of existing and ongoing programs of the
various professional organizations (including the Texas Osteopathic Medical Association
and the Texas Medical Association) and provide effective utilization of the experiences
of physicians in Implementing the new program.

2, Establish common procedures and utilize single strong administrative
and structural base in the state.

3. The local review areas do not cut across existing governmental juris-

dictional lines and structure.

TIMA would encourage COORDINATION by:

1. Integrating existing professional review activities with the objective
of insuring the same professional standards of care for every person in the state.

2. Working to continually upgrade the practice of medicine within the
State of Texas. Professional standards in medicine are not static, but subject to dynamic
change. As patterns of practice change for the State, the continuing education program
of the statewide PSRO would insure that local areas are informed of these chaiiges, thus
adding the vital ingredient of flexibility to the standards of care.

3. Only a statewide body can provide a mechanism for appeal and arbitration.
Reasonable investigation of complaints by patients, physician:;, third party payor';, and
others can test be achieved through a single, objective party which can review the
problem within its proper perspective.

TI AA would improve the ACHIEVEMENT of physicians by:

1. Objective evaluation and analysis of the data generated through the
system.
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2. Education of physicians regarding identifiable areas where performance
can be improved.

3. Utilization of existing medical educational networks to transmit infor-
mation and materials to the physicians of the state.

4. Assistance and support of professional medical organizations.

TIMA will improve the ACiIEVEMENT of allied professionals in the health field
within the health care delivery system through ongoing evaluation of the efficiency and
effectiveness of these components in the delivery of medical care within the state.

TIMA will assure the maintenance and improvement of the high QUALITY of
medical care delivered within the state through:

I. Uniform objective evaluation of and improvement in the performance of
components of the delivery system in every area of the state.

2. Education at the state and local levels related to demonstrated needs
identified through the review process.

3. Involvement of individuals as well as or(Janiz.atlonal groups (hospitals#
nursing homes, dentists, podiatrists, intermediaries, etc.) within the medical care
field in a close advisory relationship at the state and the local areas to insure all
components are contributing and responding to the goal of the provisions of the highest
quality of medical care to all of the people of the state.

Utilizing TIMA, the Department of ftealth, Education, and Welfare can guarantee
the orderly, timely, and rapid IMPLEMENTATION of-the provisions of P.L. 92-603 in the
state by:

1. The support of the licensed physicians of Texas.

2. The support of the organizations representing physicians.

3. The support of organizations representing hospitals.

4. The combining of the existing ongoing tiered irofe.sional review
systems operated by pfof.,sion;il orflanizatio . Irito o now co uihenlcl i.ivc lipprud ch t)n 11i'ret
and exceed the requirements stipulated for professional standards review under P.L. 92-603.

S. The support of staff personnel and physicians experienced in review
methods, process and administration as the base upon which to build a complete system.

6. Service to meet the full intent of the law by acting as a qualified replace-
ment Professional Standards Review Organization in the event that local units were not
fully operational by the deadline stipulated in the law.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, for the reasons stated, the licensed physicians of Texas acting
through the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment, formally request that the State of
Texas be designated as a single PSVlO area. Therefore, at the appropriate time, we intend
to submit this plan as the basis for the implementation of a single contract for PSRO
between DHEW and TIMA.

The moral force of the support of the profession - individually and collectively -
which strongly favors this action, will be a major determinant in success or failure of
the implementation of this legislation within our state.

TIMA will be a moving force in promoting quality care and patient satisfaction
by its emphasis on quality, accessability to services and economy.
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TEXAS INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL ASSESSMENT

PROPOSAL FOR A SINGLE PSRO AREA DESIGNATION
FOR THE

STATE OF TEXAS
AND

' ,. DECLARATION OF INTENT OF THE TEXAS INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL ASSESSMENT
TO SUBMIT A PLAN FOR DESIGNATION OF PROVISIONAL PSRO STATUS

October 18, 1973

The licensed physicians of the State of Texas resubmit the formal
request of August 24 , 1973, for the designation of our entire state as a single
area for professional standards review.

The proposal presented at the initial hearing was made after careful study
of the four alternatives furnished by the Office of Professional Standards Review,
fulfilled five of six guidelines promulgated by that office and indicated the
presence of an existing organization (Texas Institute for Medical Assessment)
which fulfilled the requirement for a physician sponsored group under PSRO. The
proposal further clearly delineated the separation of the coordinative-supportive-
assistance role of the state system from the local review process in medical
service areas and advanced valid arguments for a single area designation
(stimulation of unity of the profession, creation of uniformity In the method and
process of review, utilization of existing methoJs of review, promotion of economy
of operation, mandate of efficient operation, assure coordination, upgrade medical
care, and guarantee the timely implementation of PSRO through the support of
physicians). Testimony also added three significant points: none of the govern-
mental subdivisions (or combinations thereof) met the requirements for utilization
review as proposed under P. L. 92-603 or the guidelines promulgated by OPSR;
internal flexibility to use different regional systems for different types of
institutional review (e.g.: hospital and nursing home review) was imperative;
and local review units to evaluate the effectiveness of the in.;titutv3naI
utilization review process would be derived after consultation with the physicians
in each region of the state. The proposal also established the intent of TIMA to
apply for designation as the provisional PSRO for Texas.

The hearing on August 24, 1973 demonstrated the unanimity of the support
for a single area designation within the State of Texas. Physicians' organizations
(Texas Medical Association, Texas Osteopathic Medical Association, medical
specialty societies and county medical societies), hospital associations (Texas
Hospital Association, Texas Osteopathic Hospital Association, Privato Ilospitals
and Clinics Association), medical schools (both M.D. and D.O.), Texas State
Department of Health and the State Office of Comprehensive Health Planning.
None of the four alternatives proposed by OPSR received support.

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. I - 30
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RESTATEMENT OF INTENT

The licensed physicians of this 'state again wish to inform the Secretary
of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare of our intention and desire
to comply fully with all obligations and requirements for-professional standards
review as outlined in P. L. 92-603. Our state organization - the Texas
Institute for Medical Assessment - which qualifies as a physician sponsored
group under the PSRO defini tion is continuing its work towards the rapid
implementation of a statewide system of medical care review, evaluation, and
education. TIMA will submit a plan to the Secretary of DHEW and request
designation as a provisional PSRO for the State of Texas.

DHEW GUIDELINES FOR AREA DESIGNATION

1. PSIRO areas shall not cross state lines.

A single state area designation is in conformity with this requirement.

2. In general. PSRO areas should not divide a county.

Designation of the state boundary would meet this stipulation. Proposed
local review units under the single state area designation would recognize this
qualification.

3. Existing boundaries of current local medical review organizations
should be considered,

Designation of the state as a single PSRO area would allow full use of all
existing review systems and organizations. All medical review in Texa. is
organized on a state-regional-local basis. Each professional organization has
different subdivisions for its peer review process. The single state area
designation - and single statewide PSRO - would allow coordination of the peer
review efforts by multiple groups while preserving the internal flexibility to have
multiple systems of subregions contributing to professional standards review.

4. A PSRO area would, to the extent possible, coincide with a medical
service area and Insure brood, diverse representation of all medical specialties.

Recognition must be givon to the differences In the types of review In
different institutional settings. Hospital utilization review is dependent on
utilization review committees composed of the medical staff and acting or, a
day-to-day basis. Local review units under a single statewide PSRO would have
to meet frequently to assess the performance of the individual institutions.
Nursing home review, however, requires less-frequent inedical audit because of the
chronicity of the illness and the longevity of the stay. Further, each institutional
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setting has different medical service areas. TIMA, representing the licensed
physicians of Texas, believes that each must have a separate system and
different regions for the review mandated under PSRO.

a. Hospitals:

Distribution of physicians, facilities, beneficiaries, and population
centers was considered as well as the factors of time and distance. Approximately
38 local review unit areas have been determined by TIMA as being geographically
contiguous with central population centers and sufficient numbers of beneficiaries,
beds, and physicians for valid review. These multiple small local review units
would provide local determination of the effectiveness of the hospital utilization
review committee and utilize local variations of the state norms. Each unit would
report to the single state PSRO which would retain the ultimate evaluation and
review authority.

Maps of these units have been prepared; however, before final
decision regarding the validity of the boundaries of the local review unit
divisions, each locality would be requested to contribute knowledge of local
physicians, hospital and beneficiary practices.

The number of local review units and the boundaries of each would
remain flexible within the single state area designation - and single state PSRO -

and would be able to respond rapidly to experience and/or change In condition.
The final geographic subunit of the single state PSHO will reflect more accurately
medical practice in service areas than any of the existing governmental
subdivisions developed for other purposes.

b.' Nursing homes:

The State Deprtment of Welfare (DPW) currently operates a system
of medical review teams for nursing home review under the Medical Assistance
Program. This sytem is divided into I 1 regions. While not applicable to hospital
utilization review because of differences in the types and distribution of patients
and facilities as well as the geographic distances to be traveled, the program
has worked well, and, with the internal flexibility of a single PSRO determination,
would permit use of this program under the state organization.

5. A PIRSO area should generally haqve a_minimum of approximately
300 licensed practIcing physicians. While the maximum ca .nbe exjectcd to vary
with local circumstances, it should not exceed 2500 licensed practicing physicians.

The total of 12,944 licensed practicing physicians exceeds the arbitrary
limit of 2S00 es ablished as the guideline. TIMA, however, would qualify if the
recommendation of the National Professional Standards Review Council is
accepted: that . . . "Where the professional association(s) concerned demonstrdte
a desire and capability of successfully sponsoring a state level PSRO, the option
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of an essentially statewide area designation should be considered even though
the 2500 physicians general limit Is exceeded". Moreover, the subdivision of
the single state PSRO into multiple small local review units as the first level
of evaluation for professional standards review activity would meet the basic
intent of the guidelines and foster local medical care review. Of the proposed
subdivision within TIMA, only two would slightly exceed the upper limitations.
Finally, we believe that the advantages of the economy, efficiency, uniformity,
and flexibility of a single statewide PS RO as well as the support of physicians
far outweigh the artificial numerical limits Imposed under Guideline S.

6. The designation of a PSRO area should take into account the need
to allow effective coordination with the Medicare/Medicaid fiscal agent.

Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Texas is the fiscal agent for both Medicare and
Medicaid and operates on a statewide basis. While taking no position at the
first regional hearing regarding area designation, Blue Cross-Blue Shield has
assigned the medical director and vice president for molic,-l affairs to the Steering
Committee of TIMA to establish a close working relationship.

DHEW PROPOSED AREA DESIGNATIONS

The medical assistance districts, the Texas State Detkirtmcnt of Health
regions and the Texas Planning Regions were developed for purposes other than
institutional utilization review. As pointed out earlier in this testimony, the
physicians of Texas believe there must be separation of hospital from nursing
home review as well as retention of the flexibility permitted within a single
statewide PSRO area to use any and all qualified existing systems regardless of
the geographic organization. If professional standards review is to be implemented
successfully, the organizational format must recognize and conserve the
physicians' time and be adaptable to local conditions.

The drawing of lines on a map to create comparable numbers of beds and
physicians ignores "hu concentration of beneficiaries as well as the time and
distance factors which are fundamental considerations if physician participation
is to be secured.

None of the proposed area designation alternativcs meet the requirements
of the licensed physicians of Texas for an effective, economical, uniform,
non-duplicative single system supported by TIMA.

CONCLUSION

1. The licensed physicians of Texas formally resubmit their request
for designation of the State of Texas as a single PSRO area.
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2. The licensed physicians of Texas have developed a qualified,
physician sponsored group - the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment - to
support rapid implementation of professional standards review within the State.

3. The licensed physicians of Texas - with the full support of medical
schools, hospitals, nursing homes, state agencies, fiscal intermediary, and
the professional organizations of the providers - intend to meet fully any and
all obligations under the law through the implementation of a single state PSRO
under the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment.
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ANALYC;IS OF |AC'OI CONSI lI:I ) IN
DLSiGNAfION 01' SIa.O AJILA'

Publication of area designations in the federal register contained the following state-
ments regarding factors considered in determination of the geographic boundaries:

"DESIGNATION OF PSRO AREAS

The initial statutory responsibility of the Secrctiry of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare for the establishment of Professional Standards
Review Organizations (PSROs) Is to designate tentative PSRO service areas
by January 1, 1974. By way of background, this document provides a summary
of the legislative history relevant to the question of area deslqnations, an
explanation of the area designation guidelines utilized by the Department in
developing the specific designations, and a description of the consultation
processes undertaken to assist in the formulation of recommendations.

A. Guidelines for Designation of Areas

Based on the legislative history and Intent the following area
designation guidelines were developed and iqsued by the
Department as part of a general Department policy statement
on area designation:

1. FSRO areas should not cross State lines.

2. In general, a PSRO area should not divide a county.

3. rxisting boundaries of current medical review organi-
zations should be considered.

4. A PSRO should, to the extent possible, coincide with
a medical service area and assure broad, diverse repre-
sentation of all medical specialties.

5. A PSRO area should generally include" a minimum of
appi'xlmately 300 licensed, practicing physicians.
While the maximum can be expect(,d to vary with local
circumstances, generally it should not exceed 2,500
licensed, practicing physicians.

6. The designation of a PSIPO area should take into account
the need to allow effective coordination with Medicare/
Medicaid fiscal agents.

These guidelines have resulted in the Department proposing local
and statewide PSROs. They reflect adherence to the provisions of
the law and to the intent of Congress as embodied in the Report
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Analysis of Factors Considered in
Designation of PSRO Areas

of the Senate Committee on Finance, which states that 'peer
review should be performed at the local level' . . . and . . .
'priority in designation as a PSRO would be given to organizations
established at the local level.' Although the statute does not
address itself specifically to the appropriate size or physician
population of a PSRO area, the statute and the committee report
taken together give support guidance. The committee report
states that, '. . . in smaller or more sparsely populated States,
the designations would probably be on a statewide basis. Each
area, defined in geographic and medical service area terms,
would generally include a minimum of 300 practicing physicians
-- in most cases substantially more than that number. Because
of the minimum number of physicians required--intended to
assure broad, diverse, and objective representation--it is
expected that there will be many multicounty PSRO areas.*

COMPARISON, EIGlIT PSRO AREA DESIGNATIONS PROPUSI:!) I3Y OPSR AND SINGLE
STATE PSRO AREA DESIGNATION PROPOSED BY TIMA. IN RELATION TO PUBLISHED
DHEW GUIDELINES FOR AREA DESIGNATION.

GUIDELINES 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. PROPOSED OP'SR
REGIONS (8) + + -1 -2 + -3

2. PROPOSED TIMA
REGION (l) + + + +4 -5 +6

1. BOUNDAr(ILS DO NOT CX)NF)oM TO EXISTING MLDI(;Ai. IZI.VILW ORGANI'.AEIONS

2. BOUNDARIES DO NOT COINCIDE WITH MEDICAL SERVICE AREAS IN STATE

3. BOUNDARIES ARE: NOT CONSISTENT WITH SINGLE SIAfEWIDE INTERMEDIARY
(BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD) IN TEXAS

4. ICAl, PEVII;W UNIrs ES lALISII[D INDi:R SINGI I: 'SI') IN i'HYSI(IAN AN)
I IOSPITAI. DI:'ETIEMINED RECOGNIZED MEDICAL SERVIL;E AND IEI'EiRAL AREAS
THROUGHOUT THE STATE

S. TOTAL PIIYSICIAN POPULATION EXCEEDS GUIDELINES: If)CAL REVIEW UNITS
UNDER SINGLE PSRO RECOGNIZE GEOGRAPHIC LIMITATIONS AND MAY BE UNDER,

EQUAL TO, OR EXCEED THE NUMERICAL GUIDELINES

6. SINGLE AREA DESIGNAIION CONSISTENT WITH STAILWIDE FUNCTION OF
INTERMEDIARY IN TEXAS
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"S. Consultation with.Medical Orgonizatiujis

The committee report prescribes that tentative PSRO area desig-
nations be made following 'consultation wtth notional, State and
local, public and private medical care org anizations, and medical
societies.' Preparatory to holding these consultations, considerable
work was done, both centrally and in the regional offices, to collect,
ta+.ulate, and evaluate information relevant to PSRO area designation.
A package entitled, Consultation Materials for Designation of Areas,
containing appropriate background information on the law and guide-
lines and describing various districting precedents and possibilities,
was prepared for each State and given wide distribuatioi,. The DIIEW
Regional Offices conducted open consultation meetings in each
State (with the exception of a few States where the very sparse
physician population m-ide statewide area designation the only feasible
alternative), prepared detailed reports on the conduct and results of
these meetings and submitted their recommendations to the Ofice
of Professional Standards Review.

In cases where there was no clear indication of consensus or
where the consensus indicated an alternative substantially at
variance with the area designation guidelines, further formal and
informal discussions were conducted.

The Notice of Proposea ',jle Making will open the final phase of the
consultation process. 'ile publication of this notice will provide
interested organizations and individuals with a comprehensive state-
riMnt of the Department's policy and proposed designations, and will
serve as a mechanism by which comments can be made."

Testimony in support of a single are-a designation was presented by TIMA at the
two hearings held in Texas on August 24 and October 18. (See attached copies for
details.) This position had the unanimous endorsement of organizations represent-
Ing all segments of the delivery system: Texas Medical Associaton (including
county medical societies representing 75Y of practicinq physicians, and medical
specialty societies), Texas Osteopathic Medical Associt.iion (including I S districts),
Texas Hospital Association, Texas Osteopathic Hospital Association, medical schools
(D.O. and M.D.), Texas Nursing Home Association, Texan Podiatric Association,
Texas Pharmaceutical Association, Texas Nurses Associaton, l'exa; Association
of Homes for the Aging; state agencies: Texas State Department of Health and
Office of Comprehensive Health Planning; and the intermediary for Medicare and
Medicaid (Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Texas).

The facts presented in the testimony documented the need for a sinolc state PSIRO
area designation for rexas to insure an orderly, rapid, unlrorr implementation of
professional standards review within a flexible statewide system.
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The unanimous support of the medical organizations of the state for a single stwto
PSRO area designation at both hearings was rejected as were the recommendations
of the Hearing Officer and the DiIEW Regional Office for acceptance of the plan
proposed by TIMA following the initial consultation.

TIMA followed up the consultation process with a seven iloint statement intended
to bridge the differences between the OPSI? proposal and IlMA plan while recog-
nizing the legitimate concerns of each. This was rejected without comment.

"C. Designation of Metropolitan Areas

Designation of appropriate PSRO areas for a major metropolitan
area of the country raises problems of extraordinary complexity.
High physician density within a relatively small geographic compass
makes the application of our general guideline on physician popu-
lation impractical. Similarly, the distribution of Medicare and
Medicaid beneficiaries and significantly varying patterns of care
from one locale to another within the major metropolitan centers
present districting problems which cannot be resolved through
the rigid application of the qlencral quidelons employed else-
where. After considerable discussion with the medical groups
representingj the major metropolitan areas, we have adopted a
special policy for designating these areas which has met with
the approval of the medical community-, Under this approach,
major metropolitan areas, despite the density of the physician
and institutional population, have been designated as single
PSRO areas with the proviso that the PSRO for the area will
establish a DIIEW-approved subdistrictincj pattern under which
the review activities would be carried on by the local physician
in each subdistrict."

No recognition is given to this important factor or to the differences in urban and
rural practices in the OPSR proposal for eight regions.

The TIMA plan for local review units under a single statewide I';R) employs the
"subdistrictinrl p ttern" noted above and han identified four metropolitdn countiLs
as single units: Tarrant, Dallas, flarris and Bexar.

- "D. Ilelationship to Clii1 and other DistrictinU l'reccdents

One difficulty encountered in establishing appropriate PSRO areas
within a State is the variance between cxisti,:g State subdistricting
patterns, such ris ClIP '1' agency boundaries, Statewide Planning
and Development areas, and State Medical Society districts. Since
all of these districting precedents have some validity, it was
necessary in each case to evaluate the differences and attempt to
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ieconcile thler in such a way as to mijinie the dit;'crpincies.
In many cases the divergences were such as to preclude recon-
ciliation and it became necessary to depart from one or another
of the existing lines."

The OPSR proposal for eight regions does not recognize any existing government
or organizational districting precedents.

The TIMA plan for a single statewide PSRO conforms to existing medical organi-
zational, medical review and medical practice areas and, with few modifications,
can be adapted to existing health planning and health department district for
purposes of comparative data.
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Ar'A(,1I I M I',NI EM4

ANALYSIS or Rl:(;O(NIZED MI'DI;AI, .- !'IRVICI: AIX;; ANI) IJiSTANCES
WITIIIN LIGIT PROPOSED DIlLW AREA DLSIGNATION,

MEDICAL SERVICE AREAS

REGION I
1. AMARIII.O
2. LU BL*-) CK

3. ABILENI:
4. WICHITA FALLS

REGION 1i
1. FORT WORTH
2. DFNTO N

REGION III
1. SIIERMAN/DENISON
2. McKINNEY
3.
4.
5.

DALLAS
GREE1NVILI.E
CORSICANA

REGION IV
I. PARIS
2. TEXARKANA
3. TYLER
4. LONGVIEW
5. KILGORE
6. MARSIIAIL
7. PALESTINE
8. NACOGDOCHIES
9. LUFEIN

10. BEAUMONT
11. PORr ARTHUR

DISTANCES

N"., 258 MILLS
lW . 309 MILES
I)IA(;ONAL 428 MILES
CENTRAL t 200 MILES

NS . 128 MILLS
rw . 9O MIlErE
)IA(ONAI I 54 MILES
CENI IAL 178 MILES

NS . 135 MILES
LW . 52 MILES
I)]A,)JAL + 141 MIL'S
CENTRAL 52 - 78 MILLS

w;: . 300 MILES
EW t 116 MILES
DIAGONAL. 310 MILES
CENTRAL 52 - 154 MILES

REGION V
I. EL PAST
2. MIDIAND/ODESSA
3. BIG SPRING
4. SAN ANGEoIj
5. SAN ANTONIO

REGION VI
1. WACO
2. TEMPLE
3. AUSTIN
4. BRYAN

N:; . 310 MltS
tLW . 4114 MIlI:S
DIA(ONAL ±668 MILES
CENTRAL 154 - 284 MILES

NS . 180 MILES
EW . 180 MILES
DIAtGONAL 180 MILES
GENTlUAL-- 100 MILES
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Analysis of Rcoynized Mcdiuol S(rrvi( Prea,; tind DisLilic i
Within Eight Proposed DIIEW Area Desiyciations

MEDICAL SERVICE AREAS

REGION VII
I. HUNTSVILLE
2. BAYTOWN
3. HOUSTON

REGION VIII
1. Wli ARTO N
2. VICTORIA
3. GALVESTON
4. CORPUS CIIRISTI
5. IARLINGI:N
6. BROWNSVILLE
7. McALLEN
8. LAREDO

DIS'ANC(.s

NS . 130 MILES
IUW . 130 MILES
DIAGONAL. 80 - 130 MILES

;ENTPAI. - 80 MILES

NS . 310 MILKS
EW . 310 MILES
DIAGONAL 310 MILES
(;ENTRAI, 180 MILES
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ANALYSIS 01'
PROPOSED AREA DESIGNATIONS FOR TEXAS

REGION I COMBINATION OF 4 PLANNING REGIONS:
PANHANDLE, SOUTH PLAINS, WEST CENTRAL TEXAS,
NORTH TEXAS

COMBINATION OF 2 DPW REGIONS

REGIONS II & Ill , COMBINATION OF 2 PLANNING REGIONS:
CENTRAL TEXAS DIVIDED NS RATHER THAN EW

EACH IS DPW REGION (EXCEPT I COUNTY)

REGION IV COMBINATION OF 4 PLANNING REGIONS:
NORTHEAST TEXAS, EAST TEXAS, DEEP EAST TEXAS,
SOUTHEAST TEXAS

COMBINATION OF 14 DPW REGIONS

REGION V COMBINATION OF 5 PLANNING REGIONS:
UPPER RIO GRANDE, PERMIAN BASIN, MIDDLE RIO
GRANDE, CONCAIO VALLEY, ALAMO

COMBINATION OF 2 DPW REGIONS

REGION VI COMBINATION OF 4 PLANNING REGIONS:
HEART OF TEXAS, BRAZOS VALLEY, CENTRAL TEXAS,
CAPITAL (PLUS I COUNTY AND MINUS I COUNTY)

SINGLE DPW REGION

REGION VII UPPER -1 OF GULP' COAST

SINGLE DPW REGION ( - TWO COUNTIES)

REGION VIII (GOMIIINATION 01' 44 I'IANNINC ;IIIOINS:
LOWER GULl" COAST, (.()IDIN (;IISENT,
COASTAL BEND, SOUTII TEXAS, LOW:R IO
GRANDE VALLEY

COMBINATION OF 11 DPW REGIONS
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COMPARISON OF T!U. & OPSE PROPOSALS

I. S:NO'L O;.IZAT:OW .F PROVIDERSS O B THE PSRO

,.C EXAS 7"- : . OLLOING FUNCTIONS:

COO:ZINA;,ION

7: A %CE

ST;. LMT:ON OF ",.C.. REIEW .;NIT -EVELOPENT

S cE ':,LIZED U-'N:.:4M CATA S" 7-

AD::N7.STRA,;VE S:2-,?3PT

EDL, CAT ION

rVALLATION OF ,,:-:-'OC & PROCESS OF RE'..IEW &

PERFORMANCE OF L.CAL REVIEW UNITS

*A1 BT ATIO N

PLANNING

RESE.AqCH

CE:I-FICATIOX 07 ::*_. CARE

2. F:NGLE AREA.:SIG":ATIC'. 709 STATE OF 7S',AS THE SINGLE PRO WITH
",TH C:.-Y TO 2:A-L7-1 sOCAL ' ', NIT "N CGEOGRAPHIC

.... T . ;,--AS :,N%: :C "/'S I 2ME-NG .LALIr:rD STATEWIDE UTILIZATION
;:'. ::% SYST7.S AS .PR L::: TO PERFO?%: PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW.

SEP0A7T!ON OF H07I7::A'. & NURSING LOVE REVIEW REGIONS & METHOD

FU.NC::ONS OF L3C,OZL ;sYIEW U"I:S WITHIN HOSPITAL REGIONS
-EVALILA7ICN CF HOSPITAL UTILIZATION REVIEW COMMITTEE
ASSISTANCE :X ; TILIZATION REVIEW PROCESS
ARBITRATION

I ROLE OF STATEWIDE ORCAX:Z.;7:ONS: TEC:-N:CAL &
PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANC- AS

ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE 'N THE DEV.1LOPMENT
AND VALUATION C? M. ICAL CARE CRITERIA
AND PROFESSIONAL NOR.MS

ADVICE ON TH:E E5".:.-:INT, I,'P'_.l*,NTATICN
AND EVAL',ATION CF F- s ? .VIEW *,.T:-ODS

ADVICE AN= A Ss,:z.,NC- :X ESTABLSHING THE
PERO'S OR5A7:Z R :02AL STRUCTURE: 0.9.,
DESIGNING BYLAWS. V.W:7EN MEM.,BERSMiIP
POLICIES, E..CzS FO? INVOLVING PHYSICIANS "N
THE PSRO'S RE%'!.E% AC7IT,Vr , ACCOUNTING
SYSTEMS. REPORTS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. ETC.

ASSISTANCE IN ,ININ3 AND IMLEVE;TING
PROFESSIONAL =*.C-';:O)AL ACTjV:I!rS TO L,
PERFORMED BY FSrOS

CONSULTATION AND AC'.ICZ ON THE- ORGANIZA-
TIONAL AND 'ANAG .'EN ASPECTS OF PSRO
OPERATIONS

OTHER TYPES OF 5-R'." z.S MUTUALLY AGREED UPON

2. CIVIDE STATE INTO Au L:L- F.tAS, EAC 70 BE ' UNP
DIEC? CONTRACT W 11, 1 7,H FUNCTIONS AS
FOLLOWS:

EVALUATION OF :NSITT:ONAL UTILIZATION R.-::.W
COMMITTEE P!PFO ;7AN CE

REPLACEMEN FOR U.IL:ZA:ION RE'.':'W COMM!.:.-
IF NOT FUNCT:CNING

CERTIFICATION CF Z;r ?.OCESS 70 :N7.ERMEIAPY

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

0,,
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.. PPCPSAL. OPSR RPAJ

- EDCA:C. N METHOD & P.ROCLSS OF REVIEW
REF!r%[V":\ 3F "NORNS"

- CA:A CO '".'ON FOR REG:kON
- RE;.C\M"'-N: Or .R. CO'.:; .'EE IF NON-FUC7(O:1NG

FUNCTIONS OF N!N'.NG HOME RE:CGNS

- ".A'::C' F ,2 N*:RS.Nc, HC%'E-

- r~r: L~:::oN !- PUE:CNt

AcA'-A,!ICALLY, 7H E :Z;:_'NAL LEVLBS WO2LC BE: DIAGPAMATICALLY. rilE ORZAMZAiONAL LEVELS WOL-Z 3E-

z~zJREPORT"'
CONTC / y C-c NT.ACr ?

TIATE PS COL'NCIL STATE MEDICAL Q..AN2T:Z:

DISZE.V.IATE NFOP ATION AC""S:E
HOFPTAL .AES ISVr AISST PA CO N 5'* LT

SEPA RATE

RLPDL . C\ UNAC s

UL ,3J 7Is ~ Er~! ;Z*E r -A%~ /7

REPOPRT:7R PO F- S E P0PT

;r-ILZAT!ONI Io~~ ::s O.~

RL :AE AOMIEES
IN APE FA
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-LAYR NC2LhL .

V.,I6 LE "I 2

SINGS. CC ", hACT

ccc.." r,:'rsG r '- " N IT

XR ;,OX P,- L:F -[:' r'F:,.F ':

MULTIPLE *,'EA D-3;ONATIONS

MU LTPLE CoxmT: C'.S

MULTIPLE AD ':c;-:2-\It UNITS

~TJPSP L'CIL, To ASSIST Stc?UA\.
SEM'"INATE ";x-. VA7'CN, AND A I: SI .

PS RO REP!.AC"-.' N

ALL REVIWrW TI N F -zRO AREA VUST CO%FA ZW V

.0 AREA ZEI .::

STATE MEDIAL _O ,AXIZATION TO ASSIST, Ct.aC53.

AND ADVICE P"-F.CS

L LL. OF VIE\ (H t:,TA: "T .:Z ,TCGN R.IE',W (ONIMI.TTEE.

LO'A-1 q.V!SW I MT OP P:. . STATE S CPPORT .YSIEM)

F,"TICNS AT (ACH UL'LL PX' zT CER:Ir:CAT:ON,3 ()r "t,'E
C'M-E")

AP LA DLM'-. I'A70©

L.l. AT WHICH CEPTIFICA ,AN OF DUE PROCESS IS MADE

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

o0
CDO



CON,:PARISQ Qf TL.:A 6 OPSF

Qm~

SIN(;Lr ORGA' :L.IO .WITH TOP-DOWN STPUC .CRE.
CLEAR LINE C L'THO ITV & RESPONSIBI:.:TY

* .0ORAPHICL-'Y .'AL:- LOCAL RV;E". AREAS

REDUCL- >AVFL 7:ME & DISTANCE %%H'!CH
AFFLCT5 PC SI7I', ELY

FR E C,-' OF MEETINGS
ONS:Tr ";SITS. IF REQUIRED

MII., SAFFING FROM THE CENTRAL CORE STAFF
REQUIA,£ FOR .EET:%GS, NO FULLTIME LOCAL
REVIE'." . " IT STAFFING

LOCAL CTERMI.AIION OF MEDICAL :;ECE3SITY
APPRGP7L; .ENES5 . QULITY or CARE BY HOSPITAL
UTILIZA-:?N PrtvIEW CO.IMITT ES L .%ER I4LVILW
IN GEOC ,PrIC LOC-LITY BY REVIrW . NITS or
StateV.:, S ! NLf PSRO

SIN G LE IA 7 . - , A CT .TH D IL :N iL vE. - , H R IT ' A N D
RESPCNSI*I!2TY

MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT ?SROS (UNDER D.AtCT
CONTRACT WITH CPSR) NWITH SEPARATE MULTIPLE
STAFFING REQUIRED FOR EACH

APTIFIC*AL AREA C!S:G.%TI3NS BASED PON
GOVER :'E*2TAL FEION5 :REATED FOR OTHvER
PURPOSES

LARGE GEOGRAPHICC AREAS WHICH 'WIlLL
AFECT ADVERSELY

FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS Or PS RO

ONSITE VISITS

* REDUPLICATION OF _TA7FING IN EACH PSRO

"LOCAL" DETERMINATION OF MEDICAL
NECESSITY, APPR0P.PIATENESS & QUALITY OF
CARE BY LAGE ,:C.tAPHICAL AREAS S CON-
TAINING .MULTIPLE INTERNALL MEDICAL
SERVICE AREAS. BUT NOT TRUE "LOCAL"
REVIEW OF PERFrO,-:,ANCE

MILTIPLE CONTRACTS, V -,M EACH ?PO 6.,
CENTRAL SUPPORT T aYST:!

SINGLE ONS - TAF.NG MULTILE ONSIT" CHEW STAFFING



A

USE Or QUALIFIED EXISTING STATEWIDE & REGIONAL
RE.IEW SYSTEMS (e.g.: VPW NURSING HOME REVIEW) WITHOUT
NEED ."OR RED' ?LICA."ON OR REORGANIZATION

EMPLOYMENT T L'NIrOPM METHOl ,. PROCESS or PROTESS.O.AL
STANDARDS RY AL LOCAL REVIEW NIT)'

"SE or. STW2V. £ 6 RLGICNAL Dc L SYSTEM
FOR IMPROVt\.MEt:: IN UTIZATION REVIEW ,'ED;CAL CARE

USE Or EXISTI. STATtV1IDE DATA SYSTEMS

\MINIMAL REASGCABLE COST DUE TO-
(1) SMALL CENTRAL CORE STAFF
(2) USE OF CSTINC QUALIFIED REVIEW MECHANISMS
(3) SMALL GtOGF;-PHICALLY CONT CUOUS R£v:EW UNITS

TO REDUCE TIME %. DISTANCE FACTORS
(4) UILTIN SUPPORT SYSTEM

7 A-, Q A:

PportEsMOhAL STA\DARDS or REVIEW DEVELOPED BY MEDICAL
SPECIALTY SOCL IES ;ATEI4 LOCAL VAPIATIONS

DISREGARD FOR & DISRUPTIO. or ExISTmG STATE-
WIDE 6 REGIONAL REVIEW SYSTEMS AS ALL ARE
ORGANIZED ON STATE - REGIONAL - LOCAL BASIS
%\lTHOUt RELATION TO PROPOSED AREAS/GOVTRN-
MENTAL REGIONS

MULTIPLE METHOD- , ."OCESS or REVIEW AS
DETERV;NED BY EAC-;:O

INABILITY TO UTILT :-" EC7IVILY EXIS-, : ,ATE-
WIDE & REGIONAL ED'SC,*-'IOAL SYSTEMS DUE 70
LACK OF CONFORMITY WITH EXISTING STATE -
REGIONAL - LOCAL ORGA\IZATIONAL STRUCTL;RE or
MEDICAL SCHOOLS & PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

NEED FOR MULTIPLE DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
TO SUPPORT EACH PSPO

INCREASED REASON48LE COSTS DUE TO-
(I MULTIPLE 5IAFFIN REQUIREMENTS
j2) . NEED TO DEVrl0P NEW REVIEW SYSTEMS
(3) LARGE GEOGRAPHIC AREAS WITH INCREASED

TIME DISTANCE
(4) NEED TO DEELOP SEPARATE CENTRAL SUPPORT

& SSISTANCE SY 'eM TO HAVE MULTIPLE
REDUPLICATION SYSTEMS

(5) S'PiRT COST or aTH -,TATE PSR COUNCIL
AND STATE MEDICAL OR.ANZATIOX TO
ASSIST PROGRAM

MULTIPLE PPOrESSIONAL STANDARDS FOR USE IN
REVIEW WITH NO SATE.1DE MEDICAL SPECIALTY
& NO LOCAL VARIATIONS BY MEDICAL SERVICE
AREAS W'ITHIN EACH PSRO

I

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

A1 A
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INTEZPATIo% OF ;:::t "TA.E'',IDE REGIONAL REVIEW
SYST :'.IS

STATE'.%,1.7 E 'A-:'.: EFFORTS iN"; PROCrSS 'A REVIEW S,
IMPrOVE MEN,:N N.AL CAE BY STATE PROFESSIONAL
OPOA;IZA :... i-_ x i)%lCAL Rr.".V umt ri.xt:T

APPL A, AR C % .7! *O'.,I :GCAL RE, 'V 'IT TO SINL E
STATE PSRO

CO:.ON VA, C:" ", : TCT

INTL'A: FLU*3:L:T. -,1 CHANS;E FOR SIATE,.IDE
MT)ALEM SO L'_ !.% i

STIMAI.Ar'oN OF C7 -:2,. ,ENT OF P rOFEX.,IONA.L STANDARD .
RE',IW BY "OUC!. ?,: "NITS

RE.X.LM.:. CT A.: . -. MEN IN THE P OCE2 OF w.:vx

* STF: ; ? - -. E TAF! .)F ' '; TE AT ":7,.

* EYN2.N'G QUAL: ITITZ : .W:.E FHYSICS ,, .;PPO TED t,

SP"..G'ED :: PE FOR PS5. ?LQLESEING
DESATIO, CS Y' :> '.L PS,'O

NO INTEGRATION Or EXISTING STATEWICE %.
REGIONAL REVIEW SYSTEMS POSSIBLE AS PROPO-:
PSPO APEAS BEAR NO RELATION TO UTILIZATION
REI EV,

DIrrICL 'TY IN COORDINATION WITH STC 7EWEL
& REGIONAL EFFORTS DUE TO LACK OF RELAT:1.'-
SiIP OF PROPOSED PPO ARFAS TO INST'.- 7'O: *.-
MEICAL SEpvIF & UTILIZATION RC.IEC. :SEAS

APPEALS &AI'TRAT:O: HANDLED THROV -3
PSd COUNCIL

COMMON CAT, SET & ?EPORTING MEC-,AMC.
POSSIBLE TH?: SC'hi STATE PSR COUNCIL

MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT PSOOS ANSWEA.:E TO
DHEW

NO PROVIc:ON rOR STIML NATION Or PH' :C!.%
SPONSORED -,ROL P %&ITIN ARTIICIAL %SPA
DESIGNAl:ON: TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY .',E

:M'LT'L INDEPNCENT PSROS COOP::' .7_: S
STATE PSR CO' 'CIL WITHOU'-*T CENTRAL 7 ,.S
FOR STATEWU L REVIEOF G ?CCESS r:,F7-,,,

* .NO 'P02'.'. 2OO 7T£.J' ' Tr""' .A

PSR CT.VNrCL

NO QUALIFIEc PHYSICIAN GROUP AVAI;?'- :N
PROPOSED PSP) APEAS

05btD
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PsR

PHYSICIAN LLr)--,i P WILL STIMULATE DEVELO1'MENT
OF PSRO

LOCAL AS WELL AS : PHYSICIN & HUSPTAL SUPPORT
FOR FTAtE' C SIGAT0N 0. ORGANIZATION &
ACCEPTANC- 3- -S7TE POLE

RECOGNIT::x -.. - OFxSING oALIrIE, REvIEW
sS..:s - .. ;. ":" NURS;NG EV. -'. 7EAM,,S

REALISTIC -'Ck:CALLY CON IGUC'S RLVIEW AREAS BASED
UPON LOCAL ? &- A HOSPITAL KNOWLEDGE OF MEDICAL
PRACTICE AND QP_ -

STATE OR3;N'z :.':oN DF OPERATIONS BY & SUPPORT OF
THE INTERMEDARY

INFRNAL tL:>53:L;:Y TO MEET STAEWIDE PROBLEMS WITH
APPROPRIATE CHA".SE

INTERNAL AU'THC . TO AL.ER INTRASTATE LOCAL REVIEW
UNIT AREAS !F r.:.[EXCE VE\.ONSTRATES VALID NEED

INTERNAL A -TT::-Y TO '-S!: OR CHANGE EXISTING STATE,-IDE
PE".,E' *YT-'.: -. ET OaLI3A*:OUZ OF ?5RO

INTERNAL AUTHG,.:TY TO ,,ODiF METHOD or STATEWIDE
PROFESSIONAL _:i-.:Afls REVIEW FOP. VALID INDICAiIONS

,NO LEADERSHIP STIMUL"'S AVAILABLE

NO LOCAL PHYSIC IAN OR HOSPITAL SUPPORT FOR
MULTIPLE PSRO AREAS

NO RECOGNITION OF "D PROBABLE IN;AB!:- y/
DESIRE NOT TO ':SE EXISTING OUAL;,:£D :..:EW
SYSTEMS

ARTIFICIAL AREA DESIGNATIONS BASED UPCN GOVE."
MENTAL REGIONS ESTA3LISHED FOR OTHER
PURPOSES

MULTIPLE AREAS FOR PROCESSING OF PSRO INFOR-
MATION & DECISIONS CRr.ATING NEED FOR
MULTIPLE NEW METHODS OF DATA PROCESSING &
OPERATION

* MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT PSRO ANSWERABLE TO DSE'.'
WITHOUT STATEWIDE CAPABILITY TO RESPOND

BOUNDARIES ESTABLISHED BY REGULATION FOR
PSRO AREAS FOR ALL REVIEW FUNCTIONS

PROBABLE INABILITY TO USE EXISTING QUA21':-D
REVIEW SYSTEMS IAWT'-. NO AUTHORITY C'.' --
WIDE SYSTEMS OUTSIDE OF PSRO AREA

MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT PSROS WITH CO N. .ACLA'
RE:;PONSIBILI,' TO DHEXV WITHOUT STATE\% IDE
CAPABILITY 70 MODIFY METHOD

CA3

I
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INTERNAL CAPA31L:TY TO EXPAND REVIEW PROCESS TO
AM8ULTORY CARE ON STATEWDE BASIS WHEN INDICATED

6. ACO'NTAmlX

SINGLE STATE PSRO LEGAtY & ETHICALLY RESPONSIBLE
FOR PRoFErssIcNAL STANDAPMS REIEW IN TEXAS

LOCAL REVIW, V UNITS FOR HOSPITAL UTILIZATION REVIEW -OMMITEE
EVAL;.ATION AND -PV NURSING HOME FrGIONAL MEDICALL .EVIEW
TEAMS - ALL REVIEW SYSTEMS - RZSPONS:BLE TO SINGLE STATE PSRO

AUTHORITY VESTED IN SINGLE STATE PSRO TO E%'rLUATE
PERrORMANCE OF LOCAL REVIEW UNITS FOR HOSPITALS AND
OF REGIONAL REV!-W TEAMS FOR NURSING HOMES

AUTHORITY VESTED IN SINGLE STATE PSRO TO ACT FOR AND
FIND REPLACEME:NT FOR NON-PERFOR MING LOCAL REVIEW
UNIT OR DPW SYS-TEM

'SIGLE COST FOR CENTRALIZED ASSISTANCE, SUPPORT, COORDINATIVE
AND EVALUATIVE 7.UNCTION ( INCLUDING !DATA SYSTEM. MANAGEMENT.
STAFF ETC.)

SINGLE COST FOR EACH IDENTIFLABLE STATEWIDE OR REGIONAL
REVIEW SYSTEM U S:ED

PROVISIONAL STATUS FOR UP TO 2 YEARS & YEARLY CONTRACTS
OF STATE ?SRO TC FULFILL OBLIGATIONS OF THE LAW

MULTIPLE NDE-.,"E.T PSROS WITHOUT CENTRAL
STIMULATION C.; CAPAI.Y TO BROADEN RE'.lElV

MULTIPLE :NZ-?-N-_ PSROS RESPONSIBLE FOR
PROFESSIONAL S:AN=A:ZS REVIEW AND 70 DHEW

ALL REVIEW I.-t -:,. REAS .ZZSFONSI3LE
DESIGNATED 70 A, - .R PS;O %':-H COORDI-
NATION OF - -:OS THROUGH STATE PSR
COUNCIL BUT ?:SO*;:-.3.IUTY TO DN-.

AUTHOpITY FO; ;A.V- & COMMENT ON PEPFOR-
.MANCE OF MUL::P"r FEROS BY STATE PSR COUNCIL
DIRECT RESPO:S:'-2TY OF DHEW" FOR rVALUATICN

STATE PSR COUNCIL ASSISTS IN DEVELOPMENT OF &
ARRANGEMENT FOR F-FLACEMENT PSRO: AUTHz=:T
RESIDES WITN DN-lV

REDUPLUCATIVE COTS FOR MULTIPLE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS BY FULPLZ ?SROS

DUAL COSTS FOR ThE EVELOPMZN AND OPERA-:-:
OF NEW TOTAL SYST.M THINHN EAC:- FSRO

SAME
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REVIEW GA;-?.AN ZED TO BE LOCAL: EACH HOSPITAL UTILIZATION
REVIEW CC,'::TTEE REPORTING TO A LOCAL REVIEW UNIT FOR EVALUATION
OF PER O.*ANCE, THE STATE PSRO SERVING AS SUPERVISOR & r"VALUATOR
OF THE P-"OANCE OF EACH LOCAL REVIEW UNIT TO ASSURE ADHERENCE
TO LEGAL OS ZATIONS. EACH NURSING HOME REVIEW BY MEDICAL TEAM
WOULD B- ;-".VHN THE INSTITUTION, THE STATE PSRO SERVING AS ABOVE.

v'SCONCEPTIONS:

LAW PEOL:RE-S :-*:Z: .-MINATIONS OF HOSPITAL UTILIZATION REVIEW
COMMITTEE TO BE ACCEPTED "IF REVIEW TIMELY & EFFECTIVE." THEREFORE,

VIE, IS PERFOR:.:- 1.WITHIN THE HOSPITAL BY A COMMITTEE OF PHYSICIANS
".7:0 DETERMINE ,CA- NECESSITY, APPROPRIATENESS AND Q,.ALITY OF
C;,PE: THE FUNCTIO: OF THE PSRO (OR ITS SUBDIVISIONS) EVALUATE THE
E"'rC.:VENSS & :-:CI:NCY OF THE HOSPITAL UTILIZATION RE IEWV COMMITTEE
IN MAKING THE LEAL*Y IMPOSEp DETERMINATIONS.

THE SINGLE 5EATE PSRO WOULD SUBDIVIDE THE STATE INTO LOCAL
MEDICAL £-C AREAS AFTER CONSULTATION WITH PHYS!CIANS &
HOSPITALS :N THE LOCALITY AND FORM LOCAL REVIEW UMTS t:Z88
TO PERMIT 2:ZAL VALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
HOSPITAL Ut:Z.LATION REVIEW COMMITTEE

THE SINGIZ ?ATE SRO WOULD SUPERVISE THE OPERATION OF THE
LOCAL RE%*':--,: U'N:TS, EVALUATE EACH UNIT'S CONFORMANCE TO THE
OBLIGATIO:: C" -.. E LAW & CERTIFY "DUE CARE" PERFOR:,*ANCE
FOR THE ST;,--

2. ;AW REQUIRES ;- Z-Et.ANCE BY PSRO OF THE FINDINGS OF R- .'I-%V
CC..:MITTEES OF C--A? .AGLITIES !F TIMELY & EFFECTIVE. 882 "NURSING
N E;,S GENERALLY 0 NZT HAVE FUNCTIONING INTERNAL REVIEW' CO.%MITTEES
IN -:AS BUT RELY ZN ".:1DICAL REVIEW TEAMS OF THE MEDICAID PROGRAM

THE SINGLE -TATELDE PSRC AREA DESIGNATION COULD UTILIZE THIS
ESTABLSH_ P-TE- FOR LOCAL REVIEW WITHIN THE INSTITUTION
AND REPOR- T:" RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION(TO THE SINGLE
STATE PSRO

OPSR

REVIEW WITHIN ARTIFICIALLY DETERMINED AREAS NC-
"LOCAL" IF TERM IS DEFINED BY OPSR AS MEDICALL
SERIES AREAS; rF:NC:ION Of STATE COUNCIL TO
ASSIST IN EVALUATION OF PSRO PERFORMANCE

-MULTIPLE PSROS BASEC UPON ARBITRARILY DE-
TERMINED BCUNDARIE_ WOULD E.ALUATE :,-
FORMANCE OF EACH HOSPITAL UTILIZATION R.IEW
COMMITTEE WITHIN THE AREA AND CERTIFY "UE
CARE'

THE MULTIPLE PSROS WOULD REPORT TO T- -7ATE
PSR COUNCIL WHICH V'OULD ASSIST I,% -'r
EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE pri PSRO-S
PERFORMANCE

MULTIPLE PSROS WOULD BE REOL7IRED TO Ct".".LOP
A NEW DUPLICATIVE SYSTEM FOR NURSING Hc?.TM
REVIEW

0
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THE SINGLE STATE PSRO WOULD SUPERVISE. EVALUATE
AND CERTI.' THE PRFO?.. ANCE OF THE MEDICAL REVIEW T.AN.S

3. A SINGLE STATE PSRO WXILL S':UrESS LOCAL PH SICIAN
INDEPE\DENCE AN COERCE CONFORMITY

SINGL. STAT: PSRO .: 3ERSHIP IS VOLUNTARY'. BASED
ON LICE£SU.:R-

ELECION CO * GOVERMNN CARD BY GZ'.ERAL ME:MBERSHIP

SINGLE STAT- PSRO REV.I!EW IS LOCAL - WITHIN HOSPITAL
UTILIZATION REVIEW CO:. "ITEE IF PEPFORMING EFFECTIVELY"

SINGLE STATE PSRO LOCAL REIEW UNIT AREAS WILL BE

DETER.M.IN'D ONLY AFTZR CONSULTATIO N WITH AND CONCURRENCE
OF PHYSIC:A::S ,' HOSPITALS WF-.HI% THE GEOGRAPHIC LOCA-:TY:

FLEXIBILITY OF STATEV.TZZ PSRO ASSUMES CHANGE AS REQUIRED

EVALUATICN OF LOCAL R.VEW UNITS %%ILL BE ACCEPTED AS LONG
AS SINGLE STATE PSRO :NDICATES SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE

O?sR

"HE MULTIPLE PSROS WOULD REPORT TO -.-
STATE PSR COUNCIL WHICH WOULD ASSIS ' HE

EVALUATION OF THE PSFO'S PERFORVANC :N

NURSING HOME REVIEW

SAME

SAME

SAME

PSRO AREA DESIGNATION ARBITRARY %ITHCT LOCALL

CONSULTATION:Ye:AN RECOMZENXDAT 'NS

SUBMITTED TO DHE-W AT TWO HEARINGS "Z,"?-D.

NO LEGAL PROVISIONS 7OR CHANGE OF 4:zA;

EVALUATION OF MULTIPLE PSRO PERFOR-%'ANC-- BY
DHEW ASSIS'.EI) BY STATE PSR COUNCIL

i
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PROPOSED SOLUTION TO TIE
AREA DESIGNATION CONTROVERSY

Following is a seven point statement recognizing and incorporating the legitimate
concerns of the Texas Institute for Medical Assessment (TIMA) and DIHEW into a
workable program which complies with P.L. 92-603 and the "Guidelines." The
designation of Texas as a single PSRO area is essential if effective implementation
of Section 249 (f), P.L. 92-603 is intended. --

I. Single area designation for the State of Texas.

2. Single master contract with TIMA as the single PSRO for the State of
Texas.

3. Recognition in the master cQntract of the principles of separation into
multiple regions depending upon the type of review to be performed and
the existence of qualified review systems.

4. Authority contained within the master contract for TIMA to subcontract
with:

A. Local review units for hospitals as determined jointly in
conference with area physicians and hospitals with the
following stipulations:

(1) That local review units have authority to perform
local evaluation of hospital utilization review
committee performance unless such evaluation is
ineffective or not timely.

(2) That state PSRO retains the authority to review
and evaluate the performance of local review units.

(3) That state PSRO may serve as replacement of local
review unit until that unit improves performance if
determined to be ineffective.

(4) That state PS1O retains the authority to certify
"due care" under Section 213.

B. Confer with Nursing 11ome Advisory Committee representatives of
TIMA and DPW In subcontracting for nursing home review.

5. Funding of support services and central administrative costs be identified
and accounted for separately from local review unit-DPW medical review
team costs.
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Proposed -olution to the
Area Designation Controversy

6. Accountability requirements of the Department of Ilealth, Education and
Welfare be included in the master contract and subcontract.

7. Appeals and arbitration will occur through the local review unit to the
single state PSRO.



Th r~ - 1-!os3ltal Beds. Be e!.cieries

Region
D.O.'s M.D. 's & Hosp:tals Hospital
(3-15-72) D.O. 's (12-1-71) Beds

(12-i -71)

I Popul?!zion Non-Federal
(12-31-71) M.D.'s in

Patient Care
(12-31-71)

1,154,200 890

1,012,300 823

1,746,800 2,267

1,223,000 969

1,930,600 1,81f

1,041,500 952

1,991,700 2,721

1,465,700 1,380

11,565,800 11,818

88

29

50

73

76

55

47

59

477

5,547

3,297

5,764

5,641

7,002

3,586

8,698

6,148

45,683

A - I

82

139

229

74

70

33

120

62

819

972

962

2,496

1,043

1,886

985

2,841

1,442

12,627

A

~A 1%

Populat'zn/
SD. s

D. O.'s

Bed' s

TI.

I.

I.

vii.

Vii.
i

Z! Z

Beneficiaries

166,412

109,544

202,353

223,331

240,729

163,479

189,275

211,471

1,506,594

1, 187 208
1,187

1,052

700

1,173

1,024

1,057

701

1,016

916

208

307

303

217

276

290

229

238

253
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ArTAGII M L N r 449

RISUIXS or POLL OF PHYSICIANS REGAI)DINrI
THE PSRO LAW, AREA DESIGNAT.ONS, AND l'IMA

To establish beyond challenge that the lexas Institute for Medical Assessment
speaks for the physicians of Texas, a poll ballot was sent to each physician, and
within the restricted time frame, the response has been tremendous.

The universe polled was 1 ,000 physicians in active practice of medicine in Texas.
The poll was released to the mail on January 4, 1974. To date, 3770 replies have
been received, representing 34% response.

Significantly, 86.31- of the replies support a single PSIO area designation and
89 .2% support the TIMA Plan for Texas. 78.5% reject the eight Ii EW PSRO area
designations.

A summary tally of the poll follows:

Number of %'. of
Responses Responses

1. 1 support a single, statewide PSRO for Texas. 3257 86.3%

2. I do not support a single, statewide PSRO
for Texas. 217 5.7X

3. I support the TIMA PSRO area designation
and program. 3363 89.2%

4. 1 do not support the TIMA PSRO area
designation and program. 258 6.8%

5. 1 support the policy of seeking repeal of the
PSRO section of P.L. 92-603. 2885 76.5%

6. I do not support the policy of seeking repeal
of the PSRO section of P.L. 92-603. 326 8.6%

We also call to your attention, as was done in the August and October, 1973, regional
area designation meetings in Dallas, that not only is a single PSRO designation and
the TIMA Plan fully supported by the individual Texas physician, but also these have
the unqualified support of the following listed organizationss plus others:
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Results of Poll of Physicians Peyarding
the PSRO Law, Area Designations, and 1IMA

Texas Medical Association
The 113 County Medical Societies of the Texas Medical Association
Medical Specialty Societies
Texas Osteopathic Medical Association
Texas Ostecpathic Hospital Association
Texas Hospital Association
Texas Private Hospitals and Clinics Association
Texas Medical Schools
Texas State Department of Health
"A" Agency, Comprehensive Health Planning
Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Texas
Texas i.ursing Home Association
Texas Nurses Association
Texas Pharmaceutical Association
Texas Podiatric Association
Texas Association for Homes of the Aging

In fact, a single statewide PSRO has the unanimous support of health professionals,
the individuals who understand the patterns and geographical essentials of health
care delivery in Texas, and who must provide the services. Yet OPSR has chosen
to ignore this informed body of professionals, and substitute therefore impractical
and arbitrary designations which violate OPSR guidelines, and multiply administrative
problems and costs.
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Senator TALMAD0E. The next witness is Dr. Hugh Woodward, presi-
dent of the New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care, accompanied
by Mr. Richard Heim, director of Social Services Department, the
State of New Mexico, representing the New Mexico Medical Society.

STATEMENT OF HUGH WOODWARD, M.D., PRESIDENT, NEW MEXICO
FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL CARE, AND ARMIN KEIL, PRESI-
DENT, NEW MEXICO MEDICAL SOCIETY

Dr. WOODWARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Hugh Woodward, president of the New Mexico Foundation

for Medical Care, and interim president for the New Mexico Profes-
sional Standards Review Organization.

Mr. Heim was not able to join us today. I have with me Dr. Armin
Keil, who is a practicing internist in Raton, N. Mex., and is president
of the New Mexico association.

I would like to ask Dr. Keil if he would make our initial comments.
Senator TALMADGE. Proceed, Doctor.

STATEMENT OF DR. ARMIN KEIL

Dr. KEIL. Mr. Chairman, Senator Bennett, the New Mexico Foun-
dation for Medical Care was the first organization to implement a
statewide professional review system for a Government program. We
began medicaid review on September 1, 1971. Even before the foun-
dation,-the New Mexico Medical Society had a long tradition of pro-
fessional review activities. We are proud of this tradition.

We have actively supported -the broad concept of PSRO and we
have submitted an application for designation as a conditional PSRO
in order to continue and expand professional review responsibilities
in New Mexico.

- Because we support the principle, we would like to make several
constructive suggestions for amendments to the law, which we believe
would make it more workable and also make it more acceptable.

A broad area of desired change would be amendments to limit the
use of PSRO files minutes, discussions, or decisions to those areas
germane to the PShO. This can be done by amending section 1167 to
provide that the written records of PSO shall not be subject to
subpena or discovery proceedings in any civil action; nor should the
discussions or deliberations of the PSRO be subject to subpena or
discovery proceedings in any civil action.

Knowlege that the deliberations or records relating to the review
of a difficult case may become evidence in a civil liability suit is going
to needlessly restrict the scope of review as well as the ;willingness of
physicians to actively participate in the review of ease

Similarly, the PSRO law should be amended to provide protection
against the use of norms, criteria, and standards in civil cases. In
New Mexico, our clerical guidelines are deliberately designed to pull
out a range of cases for physician review. By seeing a range of cases,
the physician is truly exercising his medical judgment when lie re-
views. Our guidelines are-very effective for this purpose, but I would
habj to try to label them a statement of good medical practice. They
are not designed for that purpose, nor should they ever be.

33-013 0 - 74 - pt. I - 32
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Again dealing with reasonable confidentiality of the review activ-
ities of the PSROs, we feel that that part of section 229 which author-
izes the creation of program review teams consisting of physicians,
nonphysician professional personnel in the health care field and con-
sumer representatives should be repealed.

Program review teams with nonphysicians involved in reaching
conclusions on provision of services substantially in excess of the needs
or harmful to a patient or of a grossly inferior quality conflicts with
what we see as the intent of PSRO-physician acceptance of the
responsibility of review.

Finally, tlie New Mexico Foundation for Medical- Care has received
nationwide recognition for its review efforts as one prototype PSRO.
The New Mexico Foundation has open membership for physicians
and uses physician reviewers who may or may not be members of
-ither the medical society or the osteopathic-asociation. It has im-
proved quality and has contained costs. Parenthetically, because of
these results, we have been able to have removed arbitrary restrictions
on patientt benefits, such as the limit of 30 days hospitalization per
year, limiting visits to physicians to 12 visits per year, and limitations
on necessary hospital consultations. We have also been able to increase
reimbursement to physicians from the 50th percentile of a 1968 base
to the 75th percentile of 1970. This has increased physician willing-
ness to cooperate and participate.

It is accomplishing all of the activities the law wants for PSRO.
Notwithstanding, the foundation will not qualify as a PSRO because
the broad policy of the foundation is established by the medical society
house of delegates. The unfortunate result is that the organization
that we set up to be a model PSRO-an organization that proved that
PSRO's could work-had to be replaced with a new corporation that
has a different structure.

We would strongly like to see the law modified to allow us to qual-
ify the foundation and its current structure as a PSRO. This could
be done by amending section 1152 to provide that the secretary may, at
his discretion, waive the requirement of section 1152(b)i(a)(V).

We will continue to support the concept of peer review and we will
do everything possible to make it successful. These suggested amend-
ments would help us to do so.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DR. HUOH WOODWARD

Dr. WOODWARD. As Dr. Keil mentioned, the foundation for medical
care has been reviewing for medicaid since September 1971. To date
we have reviewed almost I million claims and had a significant impact
on both the quality and the cost of health care for title XIX patients.

In the area of quality, we have greatly reduced. if not eliminated,
unnecessary surgery; we have improved drug therapy by supporting
the use of oral medication instead of injections; and through a variety
of methods of continuing education we have improved the quality of
medical practice.

In the area of cost. containment, the total cost of review has returned
between $3 -and $5 of benefit savings for every dollar spent. This in-
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eludes an annual savings on nursing homesof 7 percent, or over $400,-
000, and a reduction of 16.8 percent in hospitaidays. Very conserv-
atively, the first year savings were in excess of $1.3 million on a $20
million program.

Significantly, by education and concurrent review systems, we have
also reduced the number of retroactive denials. Instead of denying
for inappropriateness after the fact. we have prevented the inappro-
priate service from occurring.

This was not, accomplished overnight, and was not always easy. We
feel that we are fortunate to have most of our growing pains behind
us. We feel that we are uniquely equipped to be a PSRO.

We do, however, have a great amount of concern over how the
newly developing PSRO program will be administered. After our
study of the manual, we have become concerned that the regulations
on PSRO may be so directed toward the details of the mechanics of
the process that they totally ignore, or even hinder, achieving the goals
of quality assurance and cost containment.

In the written testimony, I have discussed several recommenda-
tions concerning PSRO recommendations. In addition, there are cer-
tain amendments to the law which we have supported. New Mexico
was, is and will continue to support the concept of professional re-
view. We want PSRO to work.

We do, however, continue to have concern over the possibility of a
lack of flexibility and overcontrol of the program by overregulation.
Needless to say, if the administration of the program does go in this
direction, in spite of our active support for the concept , we will have
difficulty continuing professional review in New Mexico- under the
PSRO law.

It is my opinion that PSRO, as implemented for medicaid in New
Mexico, is an asset to everyone-to the patients, to the providers and
institutions, including hospitals, and to the Government. The Govern-
ment gets a bargain in having the best minds of the medical profes-
sion contribute to an organized system of monitoring a huge program.
The operation of the PSRO for medicaid in New Mexico has utilized
the talents of all segoqments of the medical community-physicians in
solo and partnership practice, in rural and metropolitan practice,
group and institutional practice, and the important contributions of
the medical school. How els3 could the Government possibly obtain
the participation of this quality and quantity of professional man-
power?

The medical profession in turn has profited by being given an area
of responsibility and authority in the management of a huge medical
care program. The opportunity is welcomed by the New Mexico ph.ysi-
cians because we know that the alternative to professional review is a
system of regulation by administrative dictation. Assurance of good
utilization and appropriate quality results in the best kind of cost
containment.

The ultimate benefactor of these joint efforts by a partnership
arrangement between the Government and the medical profession is,
of course, the people of the country. We wish that everyone will have
available a high quality of medical care, when and where it is needed,
and at a cost that can be supported. If properly implemented, PSRO
can go a long way toward that goal.
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Senator TALMAGE. Thank you, gentlemen, for a very excellent
statement.

I have only one question.

PAYMENT To DOCTORS FOR RxsiEw WORK

If a doctor does review work, does he do that review work on his
own time or is he paid for it?

Dr. WOODWARD. We have a reimbursement of $25 an hour currently.
In our proposal, we would plan to increase this to $35 per hour for
review activity. All the committee activities are on a voluntary basis.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, sir.
Senator Bennett, any questions?
Senator BrmI"XT. I just wanted to recognize the tremendous lead-

ership that New Mexico has shown over these past few years. I am
glad there has been a record made in New-Mexico, because I have
talked about it all over the United States, and asked the doubting
Thomases why they did not go out there to see how it operated.

I hope you can work out the mechanical difficulties that you say
disturb you. And if I can help in any way, I will be glad to do it.

Dr. WOODWARD. Senator Bennett, we can trace your travels by
identifying where our visitor comes from. We can see you have been
there.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of Drs. Keil and Woodward follow:]

PREPARED SUMMARMS OF ARMIN KEIL, M.D., PRESIDENT, NEW MExICO SocIETY AND
HUGH WOODWARD, M.D., PRESIDENT, NEw MExico FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL
CARE AND NEW MEXICO PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW ORGANIZATION

DR. KEIL

The New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care was the first organization to
implement a statewide professional review system for a Government program.
New Mexico supports the broad concept of PSRO and seeks to be designated
as a conditional PSRO. Constructive suggestions for amendments to the law
should Include:

Limiting the use of PSRO files, minutes, discussions and decisions so that
they are not subject to subpena or discovery proceedings in a civil action.

Providing protection against the use of norms, criteria and standards in civil
cases.

Repealing the section of the law authorizing the creation of program review
teams of physicians and nonphysiclans to reach conclusion on the appropriate-
ness of physician services.

The law should be amended to permit an organization such as the New Mexico
Foundation for Medical Care to qualify as a PSRO under the FMC's current
structure.

DR. WOODWARD

New Mexico has improved quality. strengthened continuing medical education
and contained cost. First year savings were conservatively in excess of $1.3
million on a $20 million program.

New Mexico has concern over the aiea -of over-regulation (such us limiting
terms of chair-persons to 2 years, et cetera) and lack of flexibility such as the
apparent intent to dictate what types of profiles can be developed and used.\

New Mexico Is concerned In that the state of the art of computer support to
professional review is -ill in its infancy and no single system should be decided
on at this time.

The long delay between signing and implementation of PSRO has hurt New
Mexico and wiUbe much more of a problem ix other areas. New Mexico urges
that the alternative of contracting with groups oil er than professional associa-
tions be delayed from January 1, 1976 until 1978.
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New Mexico wants PSRO to work, however if there is a lack of flexibility, or
overcontrol of the program by over-regulation, or further lengthy delays, New
Mexico will have difficulties implementing PSRO. PSRO can be an asset to every-
one-patients, the providers and Government. There is no other way Government
could possibly obtain the participation of the quality and quantity of profes-
sional manpower that has been active in New Mexico. If properly implemented,
PSRO can go a long ways towards the goal of high quality medical care for
everyone.

TESTIMONY OF ARMIN KEu, M.D., PRFsIDENT, NEW MEXICO MEDICAL SoClEgrY,
MAY 9, 1974-WAsHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name Is Armin Kell and
I am president of the New Mexico Medical Society.

The New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care was the first organization to
implement a statewide professional review system for a- governmental program.
We began medicaid review on September 1, 1971. Even before the foundation,
the New Mexico Medical Society had a long tradition of professional review
activities. We are proud of this tradition.

We have actively supported the broad concept of PSRO. We have submitted an
application for designation as a conditional PSRO in order to continue and to
expend professional review responsibilities in New Mexico.

Because we support the principle we would like to make several constructive
suggestions for amendments to the law which we believe would make it more
workable and also make it more acceptable.

A broad area of desired change would be amendments to limit the uses of
PSRO files, minutes, discussions, or decisions to those areas germane to the
PSRO. This can be done by amending section 1167 to provide that the written
records of PSRO's shall not be subject to subpena or discovery proceedings in
any civil action. Nor should the discussions or deliberations o a PSRO be subject
to subpena or discovery proceedings in any civil action.

Knowledge that the deliberations or records relating to the review of a difficult
case may become evidence in---civil liability stit is going to needlessly restrict
the scope of review as well as'the willingness of physicians to actively participate
in the review of cases.

-Similarly, the PSRO law should be amended to provide protection against
the use of norms, criteria and standards in civil cases. In New Mexico, our clerical
guidelines are deliberately designed to pull out a range of cases for physician
review. By seeing a range of cases, the physician is truly exercising his medical
Judgment when he reviews. Our guidelines are very effective for this purpose,
but I would hate to try to label them a "statement of good medical practice."
They are not designed for that purpose nor should they ever be.

Again dealing with reasonable confidentiality of the review activities of the
PA110's we feel that that part of section 229 which authorizes the creation of
program review teams consisting of physicians, nonphysicians professional per-
sonnel in the health care field and consumer representatives should be repealed.

Program review teams with nonphyslcians involved in reaching conclusions on
provision of services "substantially in excess of the needs" or "harmful" to a
patient or "of a grossly inferior quality" conflicts with what we see as the

w' intent of PSRO-physician acceptance of the responsibility of review.
Finally, the New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care has received nationwide

recognition for its review efforts as one prototype PSRO. The New Mexico
Foundation has open membership for physicians and uses physician reviewers
who may or may not be members of either the medical society or the osteopathic
association. It has improved quality and has contaijied costs It is accomplishing
all of the activities the law wants of a PSRO. Notwithstanding, the foundation
won't qualify as a PSRO because the broad policy of the Foundation is estab-
ished by the Medical Society House of Delegates. The unfortunate result Is
that the organization that we set up to be a model PSRO-an organization that
proved that PSRO's could work, had to be replaced with a new corporation that
has a different structure. We would strongly like to see the law modified to allow
us to qualify the Foundation and its current structure as a PSRO. This could
be done by amending Section 1152 to provide that:

".. .except that upon application by an organization that documents support
from a majority of licensed doctors of medicine and doctors of osteopathy en-
gaged in the practice of medicine or surgery in such area, the Secretary may, at
his discretion, waive the requirement of Section 1152 b I a V."
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We will continue to support the concept of peer review and we will do every-
thing possible to make it successful. These suggested amendments would help
us to do so.

STATEMENT OF HUO WOODWARD, M.D.
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee: My name is Hugh Woodward

and I am both President of the New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care and
Interim President of the New Mexico Professional Standards Review Organi-
zation.

As Doctor Keil mentioned, the Foundation for Medical Care has been review-
ing for Medicaid since September 1971. To date we have reviewed almost one
million claims and had a significant Impact on both the quality and cost of
health care for Title XIX patients. In the area of quality, we have: greatly re-
duced, if not eliminated unneessary surgery; improve drug therapy; and through'
a variety of methods of continuing education improved the quality of medical
practice.

In the area of cost containment, the total cost of review has returned between
$3.00 and $5.00 of benefit savings for every dollar spent, including annual savings
on nursing homes of 7% or over $400,000 and a reduction of 16.8% in hospital
days. Very conservatively, first year savings were in excess of 1.3 million on a
20 million dollar program.

Significantly, by education and concurrent review systems we have also re-
duced the number of retro-active denials-instead of denying for inappropriate-
ness after the fact, we have prevented the inappropriate service from occurring.

This was not accomplished overnight, and was not always easy. We feel that
we are fortunate to have most of our growing pains behind us. We feel that we
are uniquely equipped to be a PSRO.

We do, however, have a great amount of concern over how the newly develop-
ing PSRO program will be idministrated. After our study of the manual, we
have become concerned that the regulations on PSRO may be so directed toward
the details of the mechanics of the process that they totally ignore, or even hin-
der,-achieving the goals of quality assurance and cost containment.

As an example, the manual has a limit of two consecutive one year terms for
nonphysiclan members of advisory committees. If you happen to have an ex-
tremely good advisory committee member, you lose him at the end of two years.
These details and many other should be left to the discretion of the PSRO.

Another major concern is the possible lack of flexibility. Part of the manual
says, "When the capacity exists to develop them In their area, PSRO's will be
required to review practitioners, patient, hospital and diagnoses profiles as the
department defines the content of these profiles, the period of time which they
will encompass, the mode by which they will be generated, the frequency of
analysis and the general nature of the norms, criteria, and the standards to be
used, guidelines will be issued to assist PSRO's in organizing and performing
profile analysis."

I think one of the best aspects of New Mexico's data support system is the
ability to generate a great variety of different types of profiles to assist in
different types of review. We do not need to be restricted in the use of our profiles.

While I think New Mexico has an excellent data support system, I am equally
confident that somebody, somewhere, Is going to develop an even better one. We
are very much concerned that the dictation of a single type of profile will mean
that PSRO's with a greater amount of data management ability will be forced
into mediocrity. Paralleling this concern is a conviction that no single system has
all the answers that can be used by all the PSRO's to effectively and efficiently
fulfill their review responsibility. Greater flexibility than the regulations de-
scrib, now is required if PSRO's are to take effective advantage of existing and
future data management capabilities.

A malor impact on us in New Mexico has been the long delay between the sign-
Ing of tie law and the beginning of the Implementation of the law. We are pleased
to see actions being taken now. In the last seventeen or eighteen months, there
has been a sfzable amount of PSRO opposition generated. Not infrequently, this
opposition has been based on inaccuracies and emotionally generated rhetoric,
but there has been so much time to repeat the inaccuracies4and the catch phrases-
that rome of it Is now believed. At best, many physicians admit to being totally
confused. Because we have been successful with the Foundation in New Mexico,
we sometimes think that New Mexico has been a specific target for much of this
opposition.
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It would have been far, far easier for New Mexico to implement PSRO fifteen
months ago than it will be now. We were ready to do it fifteen months ago. We
are still ready, but there is no question that the delay has hurt us. In other
areas around the country, the delay is going to make implementation very dif-
ficult. Because of this delay, I would like to urge that the alternative of contracts
with groups other than professional associations be delayed from January 1, 1976
to 1978. This will permit potential PSRO's more time to learn of the benefits
of professional review, to couhiter some of the opposition, and to effectively tool
up for PSRO operations.

New Mexico was, is, and will continue to strongly support the concept of pro-
fessional review as embodied in the PSRO law.

We have seen that professional review can be highly advantageous to the
provider-to the patient-and to the organization paying the bills.

We have contained costs through utilization review- and we have improved
quality through utilization review- -

We want PSR0 to work.
We do, however, continue to have major concerns over the possibility of a lack

of flexibility, possible over-control of the program by over-regulation, and partic-
ularly of the damage that could be done by further lengthy delays. Needless to
say, if the administration of the program does go this way, in spite of our active
support for the concept, we will have difficulties implementing PSRO in New
Mexico.

I will conclude my remarks on a personal note. It is my opinion that PSRO as
implemented for Medicaid in New Mexico is an asset to everyone-the patients-
the providers including institutions-and the government. The government gets a
bargain in having the best ininds of the medical profession contribute to an
organized system of monitoring a huge program, providing continuing medical
education, and in those unusual and distressing situations to apply an appro-
priate level of discipline both moral and legal. The operation of the PSRO for
Medicaid in New Mexico has utilized the talents of all segments of the medical
community-solo and partnership, rural and metropolitan, group and institu-
tional, and the important contributions of the medical school. How else could the
government possibly obtain the participation of this quality and quantity of pro-
fessional manpower?

The medical profession has profited by being given an area of responsibility
in the management of a hug& medical care program. The opportunity is welcomed
by New Mexico physicians because we know that the alternative to professional
review is a system of regulation by administrative dictation. Assurance of good
utilization and appropriate qu ity results in the best kind of cost containment.

The ultimate benefactor of tl ,ese joint efforts by government and the medical
profession is, of course, the people of the country. We all wish that everyone
will have available a high quality of medical care, when and where it is needed,
and at a cost that can be supported. If properly implemented, PSRO can go a
long ways towards this goal. -

Our next witness is Dr. Kay Vartride, director, Womens Clinic, the
Jols Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore Md.- accompanied by Dr. Allen
N. Koplin, deputy executive officer, United Mine Workers of America
Welfare and Retirement Fund.

We are delighted to have you with us, Doctor.

STATEMENT OF KAY PARTRIDGE, PH. D., DIRECTOR, WOMENS
CLINIC, THE JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL, BALTIMORE, MD.; AC-
COMPANIED BY DR. HAL HUNTER, AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH
ASSOCIATION

Dr. PARTRIDGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Koplin was called away, and may arrive momentarily.
At my left is Dr. Hal Hunter from APHA staff.
Senator TALMADGE. Fine. We are delighted to have you.
Dr. PARTRIDGE. Although I do work at Johns Hopkins Hospital, I

am here testifyitig on behalf of the American Pub ic Health Asso-
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ciation. I am chairman of the Action Board of the American Public
Health Association, which is an organization which, including its
State affiliates, represents over 50,000 members. These individuals
come from a wide variety of health and health-related disciplines and
interests which share a common bond in their concern for improved
health care for our Nation. We are pleased to have this opportunity
to state our views on the provisions of Public Law 92-6O3, which
established professional standards review organizations. These hear-
ings are important for they represent an opportunity to examine what
has transpired since the passage of the act and to determine what
should be done to strengthen and improve the act.

There has been a growing awareness of the need for improved
measures to both control the costs of medical care and to assure that
the care being given is of high quality. As well, the consumer grows
increasingly aware of and interested in pursuing his role in health
care.

We believe that the PSRO reflects these needs and trends in the
organization, financing, and delivery of health care and it represents
one approach to monitoring health care costs through the examination
of both utilization patterns of institutional providers and of the cost
of services offered under Federal financing programs. Also, because
it presents a mechanism for gathering relevant data and for the sys-
tematic review of health care, the monitoring of the quality of that
care is also possible. While the PSRO is not a panacea that will solve
all the ills of the system, it is a valid approach that deserves testing.
Even though it is basically a new concept, and previous similar ex-
perience is limited, there is no doubt that current and future health
care needs require some review of the process of care by all interested
patties.

We support the concept of the PSRO's and recognize the need for
them. However, we would like to make the following suggestions for
strengthening the law and its implementation.

First, APHA strongly believes that the quality of care can be
adequately assessed only'by a diverse group of health care providers.
Nurses, dentists, nutritionists, podiatrists, and other types of health
personnel, both professional and paraprofessional, are involved in
delivering health care. Without involving these individuals in the
review process, we limit the scope of information necessary to make
decisions regarding both the cost and quality of health services. Simi-
larly, physician participation 'Must not be limited only to those physi-
cians in a community who are members of the local medical society
or health care institutions. Creative mechanisms to achieve consumer
participation should be found so that the health care system is re-
sponsive to their needs. While the consumers cannot pass judgments
on medical decisions, they can speak to other significant aspects of the
treatment and recovery process. A balance, then, is necessary, and can
only be achieved through broadening the process to include others
than physicians alone.

Second, presently, Congress is considering a number of proposals
to strengthen the health planning process and to increase the mgula-
tory authority of health planning agencies. We would strongly urge
that, wherever possible, area designations for PSRO's be congruent
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with the areas served by health planning agencies. Quality assurance
and cost containment are intimately related to the number, mix, dis-
tribution, and quality of health resources. To not include planning
agencies weakens professional standards review in its most functional
form. There is enough overlap in their aetivites and in their need for
similar data and continued communication to justify congruent
boundaries

Three, the public, in order to make intelligent choices about secur-
ing health care, must have access to enough of the right information
to make those decisions. It is somewhat ironic and, possibly, even
tragic, that we have such information about the restaurants we eat
in or the movies or shows we see, but do not have it for our health
care institutions. Consequently, we believe that if the PSRO's are to
fulfill their mandate in promoting high quality care, they must pro-
vide for full disclosure This can be done through sports and aggre-
gate data without jeopardizing the individual's right to privacy. A
cloak of secrecy around such data has no justification in protecting the
health of our citizens, and serves to protect no one, particularly the
highly capable physicians in this Nation.

Four, quality assessment and cost control are still comparatively
new and somewhat inexact sciences. We believe there is a great need
to provide continued support for future development of the tech.
niques and mechanisms that will be used by PSRO's. Also, to assure
an ample supply of the personnel needed to staff these programs,
sufficient moneys must be made available to educational institutions
to train the needed manpower.

In summary, we hope that quality and cost review mechanisms will
not be limited, in the future, to only Federal moneys nor solely to
institutional providers. The entire health care system requires such
monitoring. Further, we recognize that certain groups in this Na-
tion view the PSRO concept, as well as all other governmental re-
view and regulation, as contrary to their principles. We reject such an
argument, for we see these mechanisms not as a form of interference
with the practice of medicine, but rather, as a means to preserve the
integrity of that profession as well as to protect the public's health
and welfare. To ferret out the abuses and excesses within a system
will in no way affect the majority of physicians who are skilled and
dedicated, and are a credit to their profession.

We thank you for this opportunity to offer the view of the American
Public Health Association and would be pleased to answer any ques-
tions that you might have.

Senator TALMAME. Thank you very much for your contribution.
Any questions, Senator Bennett I

FuuL DiscwmOSx Rmuwwr

Senator BirNNev. I just have one question, which is a request for
additional information. I am interested in your proposal No. 3, which
says consequently, we believe that if the PSRO's fulfill their man-
date in promoting high quality care, they must provide for full dis-
closure. This can be done through reports and aggregate data and so
on.
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What kind of reports are you talking about? Reports of the per-
formance of a single physician? Are you talking about an attempt to
evaluate the equipment or the type of service in a hospital I

This is a general statement. I am interested in it.
Dr. PARTRIDGE. There has been a great deal of inteiest, and I think

it is growing, to get further information on performance of individual
physicians in commuities. This was not what we were speaking to,
particularly, but rather information concerning beds, utilization,
noms that do appear in local-either in small communities that would
depend upon the area designation of the PSRO. But I think these are
the sorts of questions that consumers are asking. Why is it that there
are differences in occupancy rates between different hospitals, between
different communities, different standards? Why do different areas
have different-

Senator BENNET. I think that is completely consonant with the pur-
pose of the PSRO.

Dr. PARTRIDGE. We feel it is also.
Senator BENNEtt. I have great difficulty in trying to figure out how

you could measure and put on a chart the performance of a doctor.
Dr. PARTRDGE. Well, I think that one of the things that we are speak-

ing to, Senator, is that we feel there is more in it than just the per-
formance of the doctor.

Senator BENNETT. It is much easier to handle.
Dr. PARTRIDGE. It is a very difficult,-
Senator BENNmT [continuing]. To handle the institution. You have

got facts that you can measure with.
Dr. PARTRIDGE. It is a very difficult, thorny problem.
Senator BE.NNET. No other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TAL.DGF. Thank you very much.
Dr. PARTRIDGE. Thank you.
Senator TALMADGE. Our next, and final witness today is Dr. William

Blaisdell, Indiana State Medical Association.
Doctor, we are delighted to have you.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BLAISDELL, M.D., INDIANA STATE
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. BLISDELL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, Senator Bennett, I am

Dr. William F. Blaisdell of Seymour, Ind. I have been designated by
the Indiana State Medical Association to present to you the situation
in Indiana regards the implementation of the provisions of Public Law
92-603, the so-called PSRO law.

First, let me read to you a brief resolutin from the Indiana State
Medical Association House of Delegates meeting in the fall of 1973:

Resolved, that the Indiana State Medical Association be permitted to establish
an Independent corporation to accomplish peer review and quality control. Such
review to be conducted only if requested by the local reviewing body; and be it
further resolved that the Indiana State Medical Association Urges the members
of the House of Representatives and the Senate from the State of Indiana to re-
peal the PSRO provisions of Public Law 92-403.

On April 21, 1974, at Indianapolis, Ind., at a meeting of the boardcof
trustees of the Indiana Medical Association, a motion requesting ap-
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proval for an ISMA-connected organization to accept federal funds
for formation of a PSRO Support Center was disapproved. At the
same meeting, the board of trustees voted unanimously to reaffirm its
position in opposition to the concepts of PSRO and in favor of the
repeal of Public Law 92-603.

Additionally, you should know that the 98th session of the Indiana
General Assembly, as a result of their awareness of PSRO legislation
and with both houses voting unanimously, requested the U.S. Congress
and the national administration to reevaluate current Federal policy
regarding provision of health care services and to take appropriate
steps to eliminate unwarranted interference with the private practice
of medicine. Further, the Indiana Academy of Family Practice at its
recent annual meeting moved for repeal of PSRO. A majority of the
members of the Indiana Delegation to the U.S. House of Represnta-
tives now oppose this law. We believe it is noteworthy that some 34
repeal bills have been introduced in the U.S. Congress to date.

Gentlemen, I spoke with our statehouse this morning. Governor
Bowen authorized me to insert his statement which is not in the printed
text. If that is permissible.

Governor Otis Bowen, of Indiana, himself a physician, has testimony
to the Subcommittee on Public Health and Environment of the Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce Committee of the House of Representa-
tives.

He stated: "My concern is that freedoms and ingenuities of our
physicians not be shackled, and that the quality of care for our citizens
not be jeopardized by well-intentioned yet unworkable legislative and
bureaucratic requirements. Full and complete consideration must be
given to the fact that the basic element of all medical practice is the
patient, and care should be standardized in only the broadest sense."

What is the impact of the Indiana State Medical Association posi-
tion relative to the implementation of the provisions of the PSRO law
in Indiana? The ISMA cannot, in good conscience, with the best inter-
ests of the medical patients of Indiana and-with exercise of the highest
principles of medical ethics, participate in the implementation of the
professional standards review organizations provisions. The Indiana
State Medical Association has taken no action to influence individual
physicians or other groups of physicians in the exercise of their judg-
ment regarding the issue of PSRO, except through the promulgating
of factual information regarding provisions of the law.

The ISMA believes that an explanation of our position based on a
few principal points is in order. At the outset, let us clearly enunciate

• , the concept that we see in the PSRO law, no political or financial
issues which in any way substantially affect the practicing physician,
although we object in principle to the areas of punitive payment of
benefits and fines provided in the law. Our deep concerns about this
law are based primarily upon the effects that the patient will suffer.
The law establishes norms of care, diagnosis, and treatment of "par-
ticular illnesses and health conditions." That is from section 1156(b).
The law fails to recognize that the discipline of medicine requires the
treatment of the patient, not the disease, thus the establishment of
norms must by necessity limit full individualization of care, diagnosis,
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and treatment. It may seem surprising to proponents of this legisla-
tion that a diagnosis as common as appendicitis is highly individual.
Additionally, the attempt to qualify it through establishment of norms
of care, diagnosis and treatment will severely limit medical innovation.
Medical progress has often come through innovation that was out of
keeping with the norms of the time in history at which they occurred;
how could the contributions of Semmelweiss, Pasteur, Salk and count-
less others have been made under PSRO?

This law provides for "examination of pertinent records of any
practitioner or provider of health care, et cetera." We believe the tra-
ditional confidentiality of medical records will be jeopardized with the
result that important historical information will be withheld from
the physician by the patient. Recent revelations regards the loss of
confidentiality at very high levels within the government give us no
reassurance that the privacy of medical information is likely to be wellsafeguarded.We believe no one will argue that cost control is one of the major

purposes, if not a major purpose of this act. If cost reduction is to be
accomplished, it is obvious that it will have to be largely through de-
creased utilization because of the inescapable fixed costs in the health
system. The inevitable result will likely be that availability of certain
high cost treatment will probably be withheld. ISMA concurs with the
concept that the U.S. Government or any other entity has the right to
inquire as to the cost and quality of a service or of goods it buys. How-
ever, in the case of medical care, the government alleges to act as an
insurer in medicare, for example, when in fact it acts as a pur-
chaser under the provisions of the PSRO law and especially in the
area of pre-hospital admission certification. It should be the patient
who has the right to inquire as to quality and necessity of use of a
service for his health care. Who can know better than a patient in
conference with his physician what his health needs really are. I can
assure you that very, very few patients are willing to accept hospital-
ization without a real perceived need on their part. The patient,
through the hospital preadmission certification provisions of Public
Law 92-603, is pre-empted involuntarily by the law in the making of
a crucial decision with his physician as to whether hospitalization is
in his best interests.

The Indiana State Medical Association does oppose PSRO from
the physicians' standpoint as well as the standpoints noted above. The
principal areas of objections will be outlined briefly. Let me quote from
the Hippocratic oath, "The regimen I adopt shall be for the benefit
of my patients according to my ability an', judgment." One must real-
istically wonder when a physician under the provisions of PSRO is
confronted with a judgment that does not fall within the norms of care,
diagnosis, or treatment, how many physicians can realistically exer-
cise their judgment for the patient's well-being when the physician
must be confronted with the possibility of fine, other severe sanc-
tions, and the loss of protection from civil liability when failing to
conform to norms, as established as a result of this law. Many have
argued this law provides a formalized peer review mechanism to be
used in the United States in place of a so-called hit and miss system,
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which some would hold has been inadequate. We submit that this law
is not peer review. In fact, that terminology is really not used in the
law. We note that the reviews are by bureaucratic approved and des-
ignated groups which are approved only so long as they perform in a
manner acceptable to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare who is himself a final authority in all matters of dispute. This
law impugns the very qualities for which physicians are chosen and
which are emphasized in their training, qualities such as decisiveness,
inquisitiveness, confidence, self reliance, integrity, and a sense of moral
and ethical purpose.

Also, the provisions of this law propose a system which duplicates
already existing utilization review activities in United States hospitals.

Public Law 92-603 will interfere with true peer review by substitu-
tion of an unwieldy and impersonal approach in the place of true peer
review programs. Truly useful peer review can only succeed at the

- local hospital and medical society level where professionals are judged
by actual peers in an atmosphere of respect and dignity. In this setting
deficiencies can be explored and corrected. The physician in question
can be helped to continue to contribute to the total health care of the
Nation to the maximum extent possible.

From the foregoing many standpoints and most especially from
that of the loss of freedomsoby our patients, we of the Indiana State
Medical Association oppose the concept of PSRO and we cannot aid
in its implementation in the State of Indiana. Finally, we suggest that
medicine is a science and that in the United States it is a science of
the highest order. Medicine is also an art, and perhaps tho crucial fault
of the PSRO legislation is the failure to recognize the very consider-
able and vitally necessary part of medicine that is art.

Thank you.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Bennett?
Senator BE.NN E-. Obviously I do not agree with the interpretation

which the doctor has made of the law, and since I assume you have
been in the hearing room all day, you will find that there are several
States where the prototype PSRO's have been operating that do not
quite fit to your interpretation of what the law means. But it is late
and there is no use riding around that track again.

I would just like to note for the record that we have had two appli-
cations for PSRO designations from the State of Indiana, one from
the Calumet Professional Review Ornization, and the other from
the Marion County Medical Society. Assume that even though theZ Indiana Medical Society opposes P SRO, and wants to see it repealed,
it will not interfere with these applications, or will it?

Dr. BLAISDELL. Senator, you are correct. We have no intent of inter-
fering in any way. I should note for your information that the people
involved with the two applications you referred to were present at the
debate in April at the board of trustees meeting and did in fact vote
for repeal even though they are in a sense covering themselves with
applications.

Senator BENrNr. Well, maybe I could interpret it that they have
repented, and it is repentance and not repeal that makes the difference.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator TALMADGE. Thank you very much, Doctor, for your contri-
bution.

Without objection, the subcommittee will stand in recess subject to
the call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m., the subcommittee recessed subject to the
call of the Chair.]
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